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PREFACE

For many years the Cruft Memorial Laboratory at Harvard
University has offered courses in electronics, communication

engineering, and applied physics. The aim of these courses has

been and continues to be the analysis of practical problems from

the point of view of fundamental phyBical theory. “Electro-

magnetic Engineering,“ a series of advanced textbooks, is

designed to follow closely, although in a somewhat expanded

form, the subject matter presented in courses offered at the Cruft

Memorial Laboratory. In the normal sequence they are intended

for graduate students and advanced seniors, but they have been

taught Avith success to large groups of undergraduate concen-

trators in electronic physics working under the accelerated pro-

grams of wartime. Volume I, “Fundamentals,” contains largely

work of the fii*st semester in the sequence. It is designed to

provide the physical and mathematical background prerequisite

to the sjrstcmatic study of such fields as antennas and wave
propagation, transmission circuits including wave guides, and
transit-time electronics with application to microwave gener-

ators, which are the subjects of later volumes.

The approach to electromagnetic theory departs from the

classical, more or less historical method in order to provide a
logically coordinated, moderately comprehensive introduction to

a difficult subject. Since it begins with first ])rinciplcs, it does

not depend directly upon any ])r<‘.vious work in electricity and
magnetism, although an intermc<liato course including alter-

nating currents is a desirable pr(q)aration. A working knowledge

of calculus and of complex algebra, and some familiarity with

elementary differential equations is i)r()suppoHcd.

Chapter I serves a double purpose. Although directed pri-

marily toward defining density functions and formulating the

l>rinciplc of conservation of electricity, it also introduces vector

oj>orators in terms of fimdamoiital dedromagnctic concepts, rather

tlian merely as a mathematical symbolism. Instead of sum-
xnarizing vector analysis in an introductory chapter or in an

V
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appendix, it is Tt'nHA an integral part of the formulation of electro-

magnetic principles. In this way, it becomes associated in the

student’s mind with definite physical pictures that are basic in

the very subject he is studying. Chapters II and III contain the

outline of electromagnetism. Chapter IV deals with

electromagnetic phenomena in unbounded regions and with asso •

dated general theorems. Chapters V and \T are concerned with

the electromagnetic foundations of electric circuit theory.

Rationalized m.k.B. units are used throughout. No claim is

TtiftHfl for completeness. Many topics that might properly bo

nnlloH fundamentals are included in a logical way in Volume II,

“Antennas,” and in Volume III, “Transmission Circuits and

Wave Guides.”

In treating an old subject in a somewhat unconventional waj’’

the writer is happy to aclmowledge with gratitude the rare oppor-

tunity he had at the University of Wisconsin where he hiarned

electromagnetic theory rigorously and ci’itically from Professor

Warren Weaver of the Department of Mathematics, and practi-

cally and systematically from Professor Edward Peunett of the

Department of Electrical Engineering. The first draft of the

manuscript was prepared while the writer enjoyed unusual

intellectual privileges as a John Simon Guggenheim hlemoiial

EeUow in Berlin and Munich; its final preparation was aided by

a grant from the Milton Fund of Ilaiward Univei’sity. Many
improvements are the result of constmetive criticism by nunubcu-s

of the faculty and students at Harvard University, and in par-

ticular, due to the gracious cooperation of Dr. P. beC'oiiieilhu-

who read the entire manuscript. Tho writer is happy to acknowl-

edge the help and encouragement of Justine M. King who iyprsl

the first draft and facilitated and inspired its completion. The
following instructors and graduate students devoted many hours

to the careful reading of the proof
;
they made numerous valuable

suggestions and corrections: H. F. Maling, the galley proof;

W. M. Gottschalk, Chapter I; R. P. Lett, Chapter II; (!. T.

Tai, Chapters III and IV and the Appendices; B. C. Dunn, Cha;)-

ter V; J. Porter and W. D. Woo, Chapter VI.

Eonold W. P. King.
Cbwt Laboba.tobt,

Cambridge, Mass.,

March, im.



NOTE CONCERNING THE NUMBERING
OF EQUATIONS AND FIGURES

AND THE NOTATION
H

Chapters are numbered in Roman; sections are numbered in

Arabic begimiing with 1 in each chapter; equations are numbered

consecutively (1), (2), . . . ,
in each section with no reference

to the section number. At the top of each left-hand page is the

chapter number; at the top of each right-hand page is the section

number. When reference is made to an equation in the same

section, only the equation number is given, e,g. (5). When
reference is made to an equation in another section in the same
chapter, the section and equation numbers are given , in the

form (7.14). When reference is made to an equation in another

chapter, the chapter number, section number, and equation num-
ber ai-e given, e.g. (11.7.14). Figures are numbered giving both

secjtion and figure number; thus. Fig. 6.2 is the second figure in

Sec. 6. Refei’onco to figures in another chapter includes the

chapter number, e.g.j Fig. 11.6.6. By referring to chapter and
section numbers at the tops of the pages, any equation is quickly

found.

Tlio symbolism includes italic*., Greek, and Gothic letters in

lightface and bol<lfiu*.c. It is described in the Index of Symbols

on page 5-13. The alignment of the (Jothic typo is slightly lower

tluin the italic. Tliis is not intentional but unavoidalilo. Cam
must b('. o.xercised not to read a sliglitly lower Gothic letter as a

sul)script. CSothic U^ttei’S are never used as subscripts, so that

no confusion sliould arise.

vii
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Electromagnetic Engineering

INTRODUCTION

THE PHYSICAL WORLD AND ITS ANALOGUE

Physical science attempts to describe natural phenomena in

terms of ]ncturc5s and models which may be mathematical or

physical but wliich ai*c usually combinations of l)oth. Engineer-

ing s<*.ieucc makers use of such models in the solution of practical

])rol)loins. A typical model consists of a logical sequence of

mathcunatical symbols and operations together with an cxplanar

tory t(‘xt and schematic diagrams describing a mcchiuiism or

structure which may bo based in varying dcgi*ccs upon observa-

tion and imagination. To be practically valuable such a model

must, ho coiistru(!i.od so that it is ])ossil)lc to establish a corre-

si)oudcnce or analogy between some of its i)artw or symbols and

nil army of tabulated pointer rcuidings. Those readings are

<»bt.aincd hy direct observation of a section of the physical world

c()nt.ainc‘(l in tluj apparatus of an experiment preparcMl as an

ana-logiK* of the conditions assumed in t.hc model. Such directly

ol)S(‘rved riN'idiiigs are called measured (|uantities. They in(‘hido

all t»bs(u*val.ions on calil^rated scab's. It is customary to :issign

th(^ saim^ nam<^ and syml>ol to a measured (piantity as to its

t.h(M)r(^ti(%al analogue in tlu^ mod(^l. 'rinis tiui name defloction

and the symbol d ar<i sissigm^l both to the suc-cessive directly

obs<’rv<Ml i)oint.<T r(^^Mlings of an ainmetia* as a rheostat in a

particular arraug<um'nt of condiicbu’S is tunned, and to an

analogiu^ of this <l('flo(‘.tion iu a mathmnatical formula devised

to pr(*di<'t t lu^ Ix'havior of a t.li<M)ret.ical ainineUu* uiidtM* hyj)ot.h(weH

corn'sponding <'los(>ly to the actual conditions. In addition to

such analogous {>airs of tlu'ori'.tical and ineiisiircHl (piantities as

ar(^ expr(‘ssc*<l in jx/mtc'i* rciwlings, thcu’ci may be many symbols

ami b'l’ins in (*vory imxh^l which have Jio dinx'.tly mojusurable

analogui^s. (bmsidm*, for example, the theoretical model of an
1



2 INTRODUCTION

ammeter. This consists of a mathematical derivation, with its

hypothesis, explanatoiy text, and diagrams, and a final formula

expressing a functional relationship between the quantity called

deflection and denoted by d and another quantity called current,

symbolized by /. Both of these are defined in terms of the

specific model of the ammeter and the more general and inclusive

model known as electrical theory. For the theoretical deflection

appearing in the model, there is an analogous, measured deflec-

tion directly observable on the physical instrument. For the

current referred to in the model, however, there is no measiu^ablc

analogue, and the symbol I as well as the concept of current

belong entirely to the model. Because of the direct functional

relationship existing in the mathematical model between d and /,

it is customary to number the divisions on the meter in terras of

I and assume that cuiTent, not deflection, is measured. In

order to assure an accurate correspondence between the theo-

retical and the observed deflection, a standard experiment is

designated in which theoretical hypotheses and practical con-

struction are as closely analogous as possible. It is in performing

this experiment that observed deflections are substituted directly

for theoretical ones. The meter is then said to be calibnitcd

as a primary standard.

If a general theory gives con-ect predictions wherever measur-

able analogues have been provided, it is universally accepted as a

reliable model for predicting events and obsci-vations. In time,

and in the minds of many, such a model is often identified com-

pletely with the physical world, and its structures and im^c.ha-

nisms as well as all its symbols are endowed with a pliysical

reality whether or not they have observable and measurabh^

analogues. Thus, as a result of its remarkable success in making

pointeivreading predictions, the teirainology of electrical theory

and of its special models has been transfciTcd to the i)h3^sical

world of measui’ablo quantities, and the teiras charge, current,

electric intensity, magnetic flux, etc., are used as though they

all had a directly measurable, physical reality. Strictly sixwik-

ing, however, they are only constituents of a mod(il that has

accurately established a large number of pointer-rciuding amir-

logues, an achievement that another, perhaps quite difTerent

model might do as well or better. In fact, the history of physic-al

science is an account of new and better models designed to
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describe the evei’^growing numbera and the increasing com-
plexity of physical apparatus and to provide theoretical analogues

for their pointer readings. It is, therefore, not wise to identify

completely any model with the physical world that it seeks to

describe. To do so is to deny that spirit of scientific research

which takes pride not only in a good representation but in ever

striving for one that is at the same time more comprehensive

and complete, while yet stiiicturally and symbolically simpler.

Although the engineering tradesman often, and rightly, finds

physical theoiy strangely nebulous, the engineeiing scientist

has long learned that it is from these nebuUie that the great

stai's of the engineering future condense, become real and

practical.

The electron theory of II. A. Lorentz is a recasting of Maxwell's

electromagnetic theory into a form that relates it more closely

to the atomic thcoiy. It is an attempt to coordinate two models

of the physical world, each of which has been signally successful

ill establishing accurate theoretical analogues for large numbers

of experimental measurements drawn from widely different

liranchcH of pliysics. Since the Maxwellian model failed just

whores the atomic model [iredicted that it would have to fail, a

new ropnwentai.ion had to 1)0 devised vvhieh, while continuing

to ])r()vide all the successful aiialogucs of the old one, would also

coordinaUs among them a large number of those which had

failed to agree with experiment. ^"110 Maxwc^ll-Lorentz model

skillfully accomplishes t.his end. Hut it, too, luis ils limitiitions.

In<l(*(Ml, it is alrcjady apparent that one of the great tjisks of the

futures is a systematic, coordination of the Maxwell-Lorcntz

(d(r*.(.rodynamies with the general theory of gravitation. Hut
that is a c.liapU^r in tluu)retic.al physics, not in applied electro-

magiH'tism. It is in(mtione<l here merely to i)()int out that the

iMaxwell-LorcMitz ino(l<d of (^le<d.rodynamicH, amazingly siiccess-

ful ns it is in i)re(rK'ting the behavior, for example, of antennas

iind transmission circuits, must not Ix^ ac(x*pte<l iis an ultimate

pietun* ('f th(^ pliysicn.1 world. It iloes Jiot ])r()t(rid to describe

physitnil reality, but merely to exhibit ns close an analogy with

th(» |)liysicnl world as i)ossil)le wliercwer a dinujt eornNspoiideiicc

can b(» n,c.hi(‘V(Ml. The statement, that a theoretics'll quantity

has bcxri expcn-imentally verilied or determined, may be under-

stood to mean eitlun* that a direct experinumtal analogue for that
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quantity has been found, or that a value has been calculated

from the dh*ect experimental analogues of other quantities

functionally related to the one verified. In eveiy case, a deliber-

ate transfer from the pointer readings of an experiment to the

theoretical analogues of the model is implied. A clear under-

standing of the fundamental significance of this transfer is

essential in scientific engineenng. It explains the dilTerence

between theoretical and empirical foimulas. It must bo con-

sidered carefully whenever a theoretical foimula is applied to a

practical problem. Differences between the predictions of a

generally proved theoiy and a particular experiment are in abnost

all cases due to the fact that the measured quantity is not

actually an analogue of the theoretical quantity bearing the

same name, so that a transfer of pointer readings is not justified.

For example, if a theoretical formula for the impedance of an
anteima is derived for a specified physical model and an imped-
ance is measured experimentally for an antenna which differs

considerably from the physical model used in the theory, an
apparent agi*eoinent between the two sets of results consl.itutes

no verification of the theoiy. Scientific engineering is not pos-

sible without knowledge of the physical models assiiinotl in

theoretical derivations and the actual conditions obl.aining in

the practical problems to be analyzed. No theoretical formula
and no tabulation of cxporinienial observations are of priu^tical

value without a complete and accurate specification of assumed
or existing conditions. The principal problem confronting the

electromagnetic engineer is not that of substituting jiuinbers in

handbook formulas. His task requires intelligent coordination

rather than blind identification of tlieorotical and einpiric^al

results. Electroniagnotic theoiy is for the clcctromiigmiUc

engineer what the X ray is for the doctor. Often it can revival

only broad outlines, not photograpliie detail. Ihit when skill-

fully used and iutclligently interpreted, its models and aualogm^s

ai’c invaluable.



CHAPTER I

THE MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF MATTER:
DENSITY FUNCTIONS AND VECTOR OPERATORS

Electromagnetic engineering is conccnied ^vith solutions of

mathematical equations M'liich can be intcrpi-ctcd physically

and so applied to practical problems in electrical communica-

tion. It deals witli an elal)orato symbolism that describes the

physical models in terms of which all electrical phenomena are

explained. It retiuii'cs a mathematical shorthand to express as

concisely as possible the interrelations between the symbols in

accordance with fundamental postulates of physical science.

Tliis (ihn.pt(M* is conccmicd with the vector-analytical description

of the electric,ill propc^rtics of matter.

STATIONARY STATES: THE STATIC STATE

1. Electric Charge.—In tlic^ systeinalic formiiliition of an clec-

tnxlyniiniiciil model to servo ius tlio niiithematiciil foundation of

electromiiguelh*. engiiux'Hiig, it is <*oiiveui(^nt to consider electric

chiirg(^ ii biusic c*,onc.ei)t tluit is not derivable from or expressible in.

terms of otluM* eoncx^pts. '.riiis vi<nv is in ii(*coi*(l with atomic

theory wliich (constructs ihs moih^ls of luiiti-er in terms of the

four (X)ii(*(‘pts: s|)ii(*(^ (length L), time (7’), imiss (/!/), and (dc^ctric

charge (Q). lU j)i(*.tur(^ of matt<M' involv(*.s Viisl. nuiiibei’H of

mol(Tules <*liiiriict(*riz(*(l by nuiss ii.n<l r.‘iu(h)m V(do<^ity in spiK^c.

Th(^ niolecuh‘s an^ combimilions of atoms; tlu^ atoms iin^ (complex

structures coiisisling of (‘hu’.tnuis iind protons (iKMitnms, posi-

troiis). 'rhc! eh'ct ron is m»t divisibh', is iissociiiUxl with a nuiss

m, and is iiiviiri.*il)ly <diiira(d.eriz(‘<l l)y ii. (lermil.(^ (|iiiintity of

n(‘giitiv(^ eI(Mdri(i chii.rg(^ — c. For most (Migimu^'ing purposc^s a

siinpli[i(Ml nn>d(‘l of tlu^ nucleus is Jidequiitc^: ii niiiss M with a

positives eh'ctnc. chjirge Nr. in jiii a.tom coni-aining N eIe(*.tronH

oiitsi<l(^ tlu^ luichuis, atom iis :i whole is lUMitnil. In

const.nud.ing tlu^ <*lcctrodynamicvi.l mo<h^l, it is adiMpiab^ to tmat

el(xd.n)ns and p()sitiv(^ mlcl(^i as ehu-rges n.ml masses iussoeiated

with points. It is not neiHJssary to sp(*,c.ify shape or volume.
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Two fundamental properties of electric charge are postulated.

The first is its indestructibility. A basic characteristic of

electric charge is that it can neither be created nor destroyed.

If a charge disappears from one point, it must reappear at

another. This postulate is called the principle of conservation

of electricity. The second postulate is that of mutual inter^

action at a distance. This assumes attraction and repulsion

between charges both as a characteristic of the charges themselves

and of their relative motions. No attempt is made at this

point to formulate these two postulates with precision. They
will be invoked qualitatively in describing the physical models

upon which the mathematical structure that constitutes the real

theoiy of electromagnetism is based. An essential part of this

theory is the formulation of the mathematical countcrpai-ts of

these two qualitative principles assumed in the physical model.

The fundamental problem of engineering electrodynamics is

that of incorporating millions of electrons and positive nuclei

in a mathematical model from which pointer readings associated,

for example, mth antennas and transmission circuits may bo

predicted in teims of their theoretical analogues. It is formally

possible to set up this problem in terms of the individual position

and motion of each of the fabulous numbers of electric charges

contained in the atomic model of matter. liut this formulation

is mathematically so complicated that it is of no practical value

for deriving experimentally verifiable quantities. C Nearly, a
fundamental prerequisite of any model is a reasonable simplicity

and tra7isparency in its mathematical structurCj even at the expense

of consistency in the picture and of a degree of accuracy in its

final predictions. In the present case, as in others involving a
very large number of similar units, gi*eat simplification results

from a study of average rather than of individual Ix^havior.

This permits an approximate, over-all description in terms of

continuous functions suitably defined throughout tlu^ body
and so constructed that they assume at every point valiuw (char-

acteristic of the average properties of a small region near the

point. The number of such functions reciuired and tlucir com-
plexity depend upon the number of classes of units i)r('S(cnt and
their relative behavior, as well as upon the degree of ai)})roxiina-

tion desired. For example, in representing the mass of a solid

body in terms of its molecular model, a single, continuous func-
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tion giving the average density D at every point is adequate to

secure a good approximation. In this case there is only one

class of units, since each moleculo is characterized alike by
mass. The corresponding electrical problem is considerably

more complicated owing to the presence of two distinct classes

of units, the positive nuclei and the electrons, and the possibility

of widely dissimilar behavior of these because of their different

sti-uctures and functions in the atom. In order to secure a

reasonably good approximation in a large variety of problems,

it is necessary to construct a mathematical model using several

continuous functions called densities. These take account of

the magnitude, the distribution, and the relative velocities of the

charges. In certain problems re<iiiiring a higher degi’ee of

approximation, additional functions and a more complicated

model may be constmeted. These will not be described.

Iii order to define the continuous functions rcciuired for the

mathematical model, it is convenient to consti-iict and examine

in detail separate atomic nuKlels with special structures. These

are so chosen that a general case may be obtained by super-

))osition or combination, althougli usually not without over-

lapping. Tliesc special models are considered (conveniently in

two imporkwit groujJs or st.ates c-alled, res])ectively, the stationaiy

and tlie nonstationary st.atcs. llie former is subdivided into

the static state and the st.(ca.<ly states

2. The Static State and the Atomic Model.—^Tlie static state is

more correctly calUnl the statistically st.at.ionary staks because

it dex's not involve charge's at revst. On tb(i ('.oiitraiy, all charges

are jissunuxl to l)e in motion in a most g(‘n<M'al and irn^gular

way. A niot.i<m in which no Regularity (^xistrf^ is called randoin.

lOach (diarge movers in its own uni([uo way unlike that of miy

other. For any volume as a whole there must he no ])r(^ferred

(lire(d.ionH, no c.ommon axc^s, nothing that would in any way
])(^rinan(uitly n^lat-e the av(u*ag(^ motion of one charge to that of

another. Any (^IT(i<^t dlI(^ to tlu^ motion of oiu^ (charge in a given

(liiTction or around a j)artic.uliir orbit is undone l)y the motion

of other (^hargt'S in tlui opposite diiwtion som('iwh(u*e in its

neighborhood, or by tll(^ comhiiujd (^llect of tluj individual motions

of many (charge's. All elTects due to the individual random

motions of t.lu^ c.harg<'s canceJ ovct a time av(u*iig<i taken over a

period that is long compared with tlu^ time of atomie or molecular
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events (such as rotations or collisions) but that may be very

short from the point of view of an experimental observation.

Such a time-average picture of the behavior of a large uuml^cr of

entities moving at random is called statistical. From the sta-

tistical point of view, a volume containing millions of charges

moving at random is indistinguishable from the same volume

containing the same charges with each fixed at an average rest

position. Hence the charges may be spoken of as stat istically

at rest, and to each may be assigned a statistical rest position.

The average over-all electrical properties of the statisti(^ally

static model are the same as those of the d5Tiami(? om' with

random motion, and one may be substituted for the other

wherever convenient. Any regularity in orientation or motion

of the charges may be pictured in the dynamic model n.s sui)er-

imposed upon the random motion; in the static model it is

represented by a relative orientation or motion of tlio stat.istic^al

rest positions of the charges.

It is possible to incoiporatc within the picture of nmdom
distribution a rather complicated moded Hkillfully devisiul to

represent the inner structure of the 92 olenumts. It assigns a
definite and different number of electrons to the atom of (»ach

element and divides the electrons so assigimd into groups ac(M>r(l-

ing to a comprehensive scheme. This delines a s(^t of so-call(‘d

“energy levels,” or shells, of which each is limited to a sp(»ciIi(Hl

maximum number of electrons, liiudi ])ositivc iiuchMis hjw

associated with it a certain number of electrons in an arrangcmK^nt-

characteristic of a particular element. In the ciise of a mol(‘cul(^

consisting of several closely bound atoms, the elc(d.ronic distri-

bution peculiar to each atom is complicated by an overlapping

or sharing of shells. All the electrons in an atom or in a moh'cuh^

are freely movable to the extent that eacli individual <‘l(‘etron

can exchange places with any other and in this way ii.ssoeiat.(^

itself successively with dilTercut shells or mudei belonging t.o

different atoms or molecules throughout a Ixxly or r(‘gion.

However, the number of electrons bedonging to oa<*h slndl,

nucleus, or group of nuclei in a molecule is a constant, tiim^-

average characteristic of each element or compound.
In ctxch atom two classes of electrons may be distinguished

solely with reference to the typo of shell to which l.h(\v l)(*long.

One class is associated witli completed or full shells, t.luj othen*
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with shells that aro only partly filled. In most atoms there is

only one incomplete shell, called the outermost one. But in

some eases (as for copper and silver) the difference between the

energy hivels of two shells is so small, £is dctciTnincd by the

niatheinati(^al scheme used to define those, that the outermost

one may already contain some electrons while the next one still

has empty spaces. The electrons in partly filled shells arc called

valence (^lect.rons. It is jissunied tliat closed shells in atoms and
clos(^ly linked coiifiguraf.ions in mohuniles are characterized by
strong iiilrjv-atomic and intramolecular constitutive forces that

act to niaiutain them ovc^r a time a.v(U‘age. Such forces are not

pr(‘siimed to a(it on valences f^kMilrons of atoms unless they are a

part of a molecular conliguration. TOloctrons that are subject

to st-rong constitutive^ forc'os are cuIUmI closed-shell electrons or

bound chargrK; val(‘nce (^lecf.nais are calk'd frre charges. The tei*m

ho\iud charge (lo(*s not. imuui that random exchanges may not

take ])hice fnH’ily. It doc's mean that a definite and character-

istic mimlu'r of el<‘<*.t.rons is hound to each atom or molecule

not only uiuK'r random condilhms hut also under the action

of strong ext('nial forci's U‘ndiug to disturh a. random distribution.

The t<‘rm l‘r(‘<% charg<‘ n'l’ors t.o a chargt' that may leave the atom
or moh'cnh' with which it is slatistic;i.lly associated without

having aimtlicr <*ha.rgf' take its |)lac<». A mot ion of free eleetrons

may oc^-ur from <ui(^ seel ion of a hotly t.o aFiot.htn* h'aving an excess

of positivt^ cliargt' Is'Iiind a.nd hriiiging with it an (*X(rss of negii-

iiv(^ chn.rg(\ l»ut such a. tra.nshn* (»f free charge (\*ui take place

only under llu^ n.cti«»ii <*f t‘NtcrF!a.l inlhn'iiccs that disturb the

normal ramloni conditions.

Th(' niimhor of friM* cloctrons charjuderistic. of an atomic

(MMdigurat.ion is a. fundaini'n tally signilicant pn)|)ert.y. Atomic
or mt>l(‘cular models in which thert* an^ very fewv' or none will bo

called td(»s<‘(l-sh(‘ll <»r iuuiiMl’'cliarg(' modt'ls. Otlun* names are

noncoinhiclors, d/th or insulators. I\Iod(*ls in which there

is an ahianlaiice of fna* elect, r< ms will h(^ calh^l fnMM*harg(^ models

or eoudurfnr.s. Iiil.»M’aic<lia.tt» (vist's an^ ha.lf (M)n<lu(d.or.s or

imp<*rfect dieh'cti'ics. Soi'io <»!' tln*ir ma.croseopic: properties may
1)(^ d(«luerMl by a. suitable combination of tlu* pro|)erti(^s of the

two extrtMues. The fi»M‘- a.nd i.hti bound-charge inodeds are

n(»c(‘ssa.rily .statistically ideMtic;i.l ;;o long as pun'ly random con-

ditions jFia^vail. ihit they beiia\<i quite tlilTen'idly under the
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actioix of external forces which seek to establish preferred direc-

tions in the motions or relative positions of the charges or in the

orierxtiation of the atoms or molecules.

8. Volume Density of Charge.—The electrical properties of a
region, (or body) in which a random distribution of charges pre-

vails may be described approximately by a continuom function

which assigns to every point in the region a number ekaraefrr^

isHc the average condition of total charge in the nvKjhhorhood

of the 2>oint. Any function that assigns a scalar^ to ev(My point

in a region in which it is defined is called a scalar point funrfion.

It might be supposed that such a function could b(^ d(‘fiiu'cl

with -the aid of the usual limit process of the cahuilus. An
attempt at definition might be made by dividing a n^gion oou-

tainiiag many millions of electric charges into small <*l(^in<‘nls aiul

defiuxiixg the desired function to be the limit approacluul by the
ratio of the total charge in the element to the volumes of

elemeiat as this latter is allowed to approach zero. In inatlu^-

matica.1 language, this definition has the form

(hO

Since every charge is endowed with mass, a corresponding scalar
point function to describe the distribution of mass is

Im,
D= ]im

4r-+0 At
(I/>)

In (IcO, Si is the algebraic magnitude of any om^ of tlu» n chargos
in the volume element At. In (16), m-j is tlic mass associaU^d
with tine same charge. Unfortunately, fum^iions coast ruclod
in this way are discontinuous because the chargi's ami iiiass(*.s

are associated with discrete points. They hav(‘ values <liiT<Tcn<»

from zero only at points characterized l)y charg<‘ and mass.
For example, at a point locating an electron p = — c/.

; .

At a point locating a positive nucleus p = oo
;

a
, ,\( j^n

intermediate points both p and D vanish. I'liis is pr(‘<*iscly {ho.

^ A so&Jar is & quantity characterized completely by ji Hiii^lt! iiihiiIxt wit li
appropriate units. It has magnitude only.
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representation in terms of individual charges which has already

been rejected because of its great mathematical complexity.

In order to obtain functions that Avill represent the average

distribution of charge and of mass in a small element of volume,

it is necessary to subdivide a larger region into small elements.

But these may not be allowed to approach zero as a limit. The
questions arise: How large must each element of volume be in

order that the discontinuous elTcct of individual, more or less

widely separated, charges and masses may be avoided? How
small must each element be so that significant variations in charge

and imxss, which may characterize the region as a whole, are

not obscured? Is it, in fact, possible to select volume elements

that are at the same time sufficiently largo and sufficiently

small? The answers to the first two ciuostions arc easily given.

Eacli volume element must bo largo enough to contain so many
charges that statistical conditions prevail in it. Ihit it must
also be very small compared with physically measurable magni-

tudes. The answer to the hist question, whether these two
restrictions on the size of volume elements can be fulfilled

simultaneously, d<^p(ui(Is upon the inner structure of the postu-

lated atomic model, in partic.ular u[>on the average distance

between charges. Fortunately, atomic theory rcciuires this

distance to be so small that it is j)ossil)lo to construct volume

cells that are large enough to contain many millions of charges,

and that are yet (^xtrenu^ly minute compared with hihoi*atoi*y

magnitude's. In fact, the mean distance between charges in

the inoelel is assumed to he so short that a volume cell which is

only iis thie’.k Jis this nu^an elisiance may st.ill be made large enough

to be statistically n*gular as a whole without api)roaching directly

measurable^ inagnituelers in leujgth or breadth.

I^ist the ivgie)n or boely feu* whie*h the> e'.ontinuous functions

are to bes e'.onstrue'teul lx*, subelivieleel inte) vedume e'.ells e)f which

An is a typical one. Its greatest dimensie>n (U must satisfy the

inequality

Meuiii elistance bet-wexm ediarges < < (U

< < lMhe)ratory magnitude (2)

Let therei be*, n chargers- positives lU'gat.ive, or be)th—in the cell.

Then the^ total e*hai’ge^ Ci in the*, voluinej An is tlio algebraic sum
of the individual charge's. It is
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ei= X ^ (3a)

i-i
The total mass is

n

mi=^ Y rm (3/0A
Here ^ is the charge, rwy the mass of an electron or of a positive

nucleus. Appropriate magnitudes and algebraic signs are t.o bo

substituted in each case. Evidently the total cliai’go in tluj

volume element vanishes if it contains cither no chargi^s or o<|ual

amounts of positive and negative charge. On the other liaiul,

the total mass vanislies only if At* contains no charges and, lioiujc,

no units of moss.

Two scalars are defined at the center of each volume cell

according to the formulas

Pi (\a)

Di
An (I/O

and giving, respectively, the average charge and mass per unit

volume in the coll At,*. Corrospondiiig scalars arc defiiu»(l

at the center of eveiy volume oloniont throughout l.ho (Mitirc

body. Using all those scalai's as a roforenee fi*aine, two continu-

ous scalar point functions may be (lonstiuctod that will, l>y

definition, assume, respccitivcly, the valiums p,* and Di at (ho

center of each cell, while smoothly and continuously coimcc^l ing

between them at all intermediate poinls. The continuous

functions constmeted in this way arc said It) be inlvrpoUitvd

from the discrete values pi and A*. They are calli^<l, resi)oc( iv(»ly,

the volume density of charge (denoted by p) and the volume

density of mass (denoted l)y D). The former luis the dimensions

of charge divided by volume; the latter, of imiss divided hy
volume

Q coulombs
p « —

L’* cubic motel’s

D M.
L* cubic meters

(firt)

(.%)

From the very manner in which they arc constnictod, it. in

clear that such interpolated functionK can adequately ro])i'mtiit
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the average densities of charge and of mass in a body only if

this possesses considerable unifomiity of structure. The mean
distriluition of charges may vary only slowly from volume cell

to volume cell. In fact, an adequate representation of the

properties of a body or region in terms of volume densities of

cliarge and mass as defined above requires that these functions

be so slowly vai-ying through the body as to be sensibly constant

over distances that are large compared with the dimensions of a
volume cell. Such a condition of voiy slow variation must be
assumed to prevail whenever the density functions are used.

4. Surface Densily of Charge.—In constructing the volume
density of charge p by interpolation from the scalam p< defined

at the centers of the volume cells Ar<, it was assumed that these

cells were all sensibly alike throughout the region in whicli p
was dclinod. In the interior of a region this assumption merely
implies a reasonably slow variation in characteristic stmeture in

passing from cell to cell. On the surface of a region, or on the

boundary between two dissimilar regions, however, this uniform-

ity of structure does not exist, boeauso there the volume colls

are not comi)lctcly surrounded by other similar ones. At a
surface or boundary, all cells arc asymmetrically jdacod because

one side is ii<»cessarily exposed to surroundings that are entirely

(lidereiil. from those experienced by the other sides. It must be
expecietl, therefore, that at a siuface or boundary the electrical

pr<)|)erti(vs of a r(?gi()n cannot in general be repn^scuited coivectly

by tlu^ same continuous function used to describo the interior.

Ill particular, the voluiruj density of charge p cannot bo rccpiirod

to 1)0 iis slowly varying as is cUnnanded for the interior and at the

sanu* time to r(^i)rescni. correcily the rapid change that may occur

near tlu^ surface. Tl\\n diinciilty may be overcome by treating

S(^para((‘ly a Iay<‘r of very thin surface cells, of which At„ is a
typical on<‘. 'I'hc thic.kiu^ss 6 of this layer of cells is very small

comi)a.ri*(l with t.h<^ irmuaisions da of vuvh cell measured iiaralUd

to the surfa.<*c. It was sl.aled in the preceding seel.ion that on the

]>asis of llui a-tomic. theory these tangcuitial dimensions may be

so large that (‘a.cb surface cell contains (uioiigh chargi^s to 1)0

statist ically rcgula.r a,n<l yet so small tha.t tiny are of a dillcrent

or<l(‘r of inagnit.udi^ c.oiui)arc<l with physical diiiKuisions. It is,

tlicn^fon*, possibles to clioose the tangential diincmsions da of

the surface ci^lls to l)e of the same order of magnitude as tlie
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dimensions di of the interior cells and still have both surface

and volume cells satisfy the limiting- conditions for statistical

regularity on the one hand, and physical smallness on the other.

Because the surface cells may be like the volume cells in the

tangential plane, it is reasonable to suppose that for such proper-

ties as depend only upon conditions in this plane, and not upon

those along a perpendicular to a boundajy, each surface cell

will behave just like a correspondingly thin slice of an adjacent

volume cell. It follows that a surface layer of cells need be

used only when an asymmetry along the normal to the surface

leads to significant and different effects from those determined

from conditions of charge that are characteristic of the interior.

Since the volume of eacJh surface cell is negligible compared with

that of the adjacent interior cell, surface cells may he disregarded

in describing tangential effects.

In order to diow the significance of thin surface layers of

charge and their relation to the volume density of charge as

already defined, consider the following example. Suppose that

a closed region containing positive and negative charges is at

first under the action of no external influence. The static

condition of complete statistical equilibrium prevails, and every

volume and surface element is electrically neutral because it

contains on the average an equal amount of positive and negative

charge. This is tiue both for the frec-chargo and the l)ouud-

charge models since a random disti-ibution prevails in oacdi.

.If an uns5anmetrical exteiml force, for example, duo to a posi-

tively charged body placed near its left end acts on th(^ region,

electrons in it experience an unbalanced force of attraction toward

the left, whereas positive nuclei are repelled toward the right.

In the frce-chai*ge model, mobile free electrons drift toward t.ho

left to make the left surface negatively charged and leave', t.ho

right-hand surface positive. The drift extends through tlu^ (uitiro

region and does not stop until the average force acting on each

charge due to the external charges and the two opposih^ly chargcul

surface layers is again zero. A new condition of st.iil.isi.ical

equilibrium is established in this way with a greater (^U'ciron

density at the surface on the left and a correspondingly dimin-

ished electron density at the surface on the right. In the inhirior,

each volume clement remains neutral.

In the bound-charge model, conditions are dilTeront. All

electrons are in closed shells, and although individually free to
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move and exchange places with each other they are under
^

trhc

influence of strong intraratomic forces that seek to

distribution which is random from the point of view of a voltixni^

cell, but which on the average provides each nucleus with,
characteristic number of electrons properly distributed in

Hence, even under the action of quite strong external forces,

there can be no mean drift of electrons one way or the otlie**-

Over a time average the same number mxist always move
from an attracting external influence as toward it.

quently, the statistical rest positions of the electrons ca^ix

most be shifted slightly to produce a distorted outer shell <>f

electrons in each atom or molecule. If an external force is

applied outside the left surface of a region to attract electi’<^ixs

as in the preceding case, each atom or molecule exhibits a sliil^ht

distortion-orientation in the form of a shift of the statistical

positions of the electrons relative to those of the positive nuclcji-

The mean rest position of the total negative charge associa/t-iHl

with each atom or molecule is in this way displaced so that it
longer coincides exactly witli that of the positive center. The t

effect is a small shift of the electrons associated with each at»<> in-

toward the left. This does not constitute a general diift in

direction throughout the charged region as in the free-ch2i/rp;<^

model, but only an infinitesimal distortion and orientation with in
each atom. The final effect, however, is again to make the Ic.^f <•-

hand surface of the entire region negative, the right-hand surf

liositive, while the interior iv.mains neutral.

From theses simple illustraiions it is clear that similar distril >i i-

tions of charge may exist in both models. In particular, char|LJC<’‘S

may l>c so disti*il)iitol that a volume density of charge wo\il<l

have to have the value zero throughout the interior, rise con-
tinuously but very st.<^eply to a positive value at one suifac*.c%

and desceiKl to an (squal negative value on the opposite siirfa<^<*!.

In general and under the i<lentical external circumstances,

distribution, while similar in the two models, would not bo

same because the conditions det.ermiiiiiig the final cciiiilibriiiiii

are (piit-e dilVoj’ent. In the frce-chargo model, cquilibriunnL in
reac.lu^d when (moiigh negative charg«i has accumulated on tlic^

left-hand surfa(*.e (by elTisd.iv<^ly taking it from tlie right) i,€>

neutralize in the interior of the rcigioii the action of the extern ftl

positive charge. In the bound-charge model, equilibrium

reached when each atom has l)een distorted and oriented \it
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such a way that stronger internal forces are brought into play

to balance the external influence. The amount of distortion^

which determines the density of charge at the surface, depends

upon the nature of the intra-atomic forces of constitution.

If such an equilibrium distribution of free or bound charge

is to be described in terms of the volume density of charge p

as dejBned above, difficulties are encoimtcred. Tor a region

that has been divided into similar volume cells at the surface

and in the interior, the following obBer\^ations may Ix^ made
about the discrete densities of chai*ge pi defined for the individual

cells. In the free-oharge model pi vanishes in each ini.(^rio^ (xdl

because it contains on tlie average equal magnitudes of positive

and negative charge; pi has a small negative value in tlio layi^r of

cells along the left surface; a small positive value in llu^ layer

along the right surface. The values of pi in the An cu^lls along

the surfaces ai'e very small because the surface hiyov constitutes

only a minute part of the volume of these cells. The ])r()C(^ss of

averaging over cells that are extremely thick comparcnl with tlu^

surface layer of cliarges (the thickness of such a lay(*r is of

jiiolecular magnitude}) obscures the actually high (muku'O I rat ion

of charges in such a thin layer. The piH are :u'i‘rag(^ v:ilu(\s

dediuod at the coutoi-s of cubical volume cx^lls. AV'lu^n p is intor-

l)()hited, no account is taken of concentrations of charge in htytirs

that are thin compared with, tlie ilimcuisions of t lu^ volnnu^ cells.

In brief, a subdivision into Ar,: cells of dinumsioii d,- is too (*oarso

luxir any surface} or boundary where a thin hiy{}r of chiirge (*x?sts.

Tho same conclusion is r(‘a<‘hed .f<n- the bound-clinrgc* motlt*!.

biiux} <}aeli volume cell is iussuniod to contain :i. I.‘i.rge numl)(*r of

neutral atoms, a mere distortion <»f en.(^h ntoin by small shifts

of tli<} negative charges rehil.ivo to t.lu^ positive iiuch'iis does not

(difingo the total charge in (*ai*h volume elcnu'iit <‘ilher in tlu}

inten'ior or along tlie surfact' if boundaries iirc! (Irnwii so that

tlu}y <lo not cut tlirough atoms or molecules. Ileiici' tin* vohmu}

<Umsity of charge is zero throughout tlie inUa-ior n.iid nhnig the

suiTac(}.

In nenthor freo-cliarge nor bound-chargo model is a repres(‘nta-

t ioM in t<}rnis of th(} volmm^ (Uriisity of charge p jMle(|ua.l<» to take

u(*.(*oiint of surfiua} conditions of chargi^. /I ln? n^ason in b<»th

<}asos is that a fumdion interpolal<Hl from valm^s a.vta*ag(‘(l over

thick volume cells cannot be .sensitive to a tliin surface distribu-
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tion of charge that contributes little to the volume of these cells.

What is needed is a separate treatment of the surface. This is

easil}'' accomplished by constmcting a layer of extremely thin

cells along each boundary, while the lemainder of the volume is

divided up into volume cells as befoi-e. The volume density of

charge p, as already defined, continues to characterize the condi-

tion of charge in the interior, while a new function ti, called the

surface density of charge^ is defined to describe the condition of

charge along the surface.

The surface density of chai-ge is defined in a manner entirely

analogous to that followed in defining the volume density of

charge. Let Ar« = 5d^ be one of the thin surface cells each of

thickness S satisfying the inequality

5 < < d. = di (1)

A scalar rj, is defined at the center of each surface cell by the

relation

= Sp. (2)

A continuous scalar point function tj is constructed for the entire

surfa( 5c by interpolation from the discrete values in (2). By
(leliuition, ?; has the values at the centei*s of the individual

Hurfacte (^ells; it connects these continuously and smoothly at all

intrnnediate points. This definition of rj is possible if the body

r(^pr(*seut.e<l Is sufficioiitly uniform that tj varms so slowly in

taiig(^ntial directions along the surface as to l)e sensibly constant

over (listani*.(\s that arc large compared with the lateral dimen-

sions (/„ of tlu^ cells. Since the thickness of the layer is of molecu-

lar inagnitiuh^, no condition of imiforinil.y can or need be imposed

in a dir(ictioii normal to the surface. The dimensions of the

surface density of charge are charge per unit area.

Q coiiloinbs /o\
V ^ 7 9 ;— \y)

s<iuare meters

A st.ati(*. distribution of <*harge in a n^gion constructed according

to tlu^ frcMv-c.liarge or t lu^ bound-charge model may be desc.ribcd

in t<*r!ns of tlu^ scalar functions p and rj to a dc^gre^o of approxima-

tion tluit is entirely adc^cpiate for all practical problems.
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6. Alternative Modes of Rqiresentation.—^Up to this point tlic

statistically stationaiy state has been characterizctti in torniiri

of the two continuoiis, slowly varying scalar point futxM.ionhi p
and ij. The surface density 17 was introduced bocausi^ a roprc*-

sentation in terms of the volume density p alone is ina*l(>(|Uii(,o

to represent conditions at a surface or boundtuy rositItin(r from
asymmetry in the direction normal to the surftu!e. 'rii<‘ <l<>iini-

tion of ri required a simple change in tho mode of sulxiivisiou

of the region into elementary cells. Tho now n^od(^ of sul)-

division and the definitions of p and if may be uscnl for both
free- and bound-charge models. But whereas in the fr(*i*-<*hjirg<>

model the surface conditions are real surface effects involving
distinct layers of free charge that can bo oonsidorod simply jiml
naturally as separate from, and superimposed upon, voltiino
phenomena, the same is not true of tho bouml-<!harg(^ inodol.
Here a condition ascribed specifically to the surfueti is jud ually a
surface manifestation of a phenomenon e^cisting thntiighout l.hc
interior. The appearance of a surface layer of charge is 1 he result
of a distortion and orientation of aU the atoms in- the region.
Aqd the charges on the surface are simply parts of the out(‘iTnost
layCT of neutral but distorted atoms. From tho j)hysi«'iil point
of view of the atomic model, the separate consideration of a Ihin
surface sheet is not really appropriate or reasonal)l<‘ for the
bound-charge model because the thin surface layer <iu(^s olT a
part of^ outOT, closed shell of each atom. Ilcnce, nlthough
a subdivision using surface cells and the separate definition of u
surface density provides an adequate represenfation <if t.ho
external properties of the bound-charge model fiDin tlie niafltt'-
matical point of view, an alternative more appropriatri r«*j>n'st>n-
tetion is desirable from the point of view of tho physiciil modol.
According to this, the entire surface effect is fuirdaiuerttallv a
part of a volume phenomenon, and it scoms not rrufrely pijiusihhr
but logreally necessary to provide an altemutive n>prc.scnta(i(»n
ent^y m terms of volume functions. Iirstearl of changing t.li<«
mode of subdivision and introducing sepai-ale surface rvlls and a
separate s^ace demty, an alternative pi-ocetlmv using tintongj^ subdivisron rnto volume cells w r-equiml. 'I’lie oihuda.-
tion-distortrori effect in the interior, as well as it,H surfacr* manifr's-
tefaon, must be rpresented by an additional functioa definerl
throughout the volume.
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6. Polarization.—^An alternative representation of the static

state in terms of two volume functions instead of a volume and a

surface function is designed specifically for the bound-charge

model using a subdivision into volume cells only. The volume

density of charge p is defined to describe the average condition of

total charge throughout the region just as before. It does not

take account of the average separation and orientation of

the statistical rest positions of positive and negative charge, so

that a new fimction must be constructed for this purpose. Con-

sider a region containing only closely bound charges which are

exposed to the action of an external agency that attracts negative

ind repels positive charge. Because there are no free charges

n the region, there can be no general transfer of charge. Instead,

ihe bound-charge gi’oups associated with each atom or molecule

ire distorted and oriented in such a way that the statistical rest

)osition of the entire negative charge in ea(;h group is moved
iiway from coincidence with the rest position of the positive

harge. Each bound group continues to be electrically neutral,

>ut a statistical separation and orientation of its positive and

legative charges take place. Such a group may be described

1 terms of a statistically stationaiy positive charge separated a

istance d from a similar negative charge. A stnicture of this

ind is called a dipole. Let a polar vector^ d be drawn from the

l^^atistical center of the negative charge to that of the positive

harge. Then the polar vector

P = cd (1)

a mciisuro of the statistical separation of the rest positions

the positive and negative charge and of their orientation in

' A vector is a quantity (tharaciorizod coniplotnly by a niaRiiitudo and a

rcction. It niciuircH tlircfc numbers for its spocrifunition. Cioomotrically

may bo ropnwmtod by a lino soKimnit <limct.<^d parallel to the vector and

huigth equal to its abnolute iiuiKiiitiul(\ Jii ('urtesinu coordinates tlio

etor A may be written in the form A = M Hero

£ an^ v(MttorH of unit Imigth direebMl along the positive «, y, z axes,

ctorsarc^ print(«l in (lotliie typo. Tlu^ supc^rscript ^ dcnotc^s a unit vector,

a vector of \mit length. The direction of a polar or ordinary vector

fers from it s opposite in a real physical Hense. Thus, the polar vector p

:ntH from negative to positive cliarge wliere tliese two kinds of ehargo aro

vsically dilTcnmt. A vector, called an axial vector, with different prop-

los is defined later.
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space. The polar vector p is called the average polarization

of the bound group of charges in the atom or molecule; it is the

polarization of a statistically equivalent dipole. The direction

of the vector defines the axis of polarization; the magnitude

of the vector is called the electric moment.

An entii*ely equivalent representation, which is more readily

generalized to apply to a volume containing many charges, is

illustrated in Fig. 6.1. An arbitrary origin is fixed at any

convenient point near the rest positions of two equal and opposite

charges. Let di arid d 2 be vectors drawn, respectively, from the

origia to each of the two charges ci and cs. The positive direc-

Fig. 6-1.~Two charges looatod by vectors drawn from an arbitrary origin.

tion of each vector is from the origin, to the charge, regardless

of the sign of this latter. The polarisation of the ^pole com-
posed of the two charges is defined by

p = Cidi + eada (2)

Since Ci and Ca have been assumed to be equal in magnitudo and
opposite in sign, this relation may be written

p = e(di — d2) = ed (3)

It is, therefore, equivalent to (1). In (3) it has been assumed
that et is the negative charge.

The notation used in (3) may be applied to define the polariza-

tion of any number n of different charges in a volume element
Art. It is given by the algebraic vector sum

n

p< = 2/ (4)

The vectors dy are drawn from an origin at the center of the
volume element to the individual charges. In a region containing

no free electrons, the An elements may be so chosen that each
one contains only complete atoms or molecules. With such a
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subdivision the volume density of clinw* is zt^ro llirouglMiut.

The electrical properties of the iv,i2:ion are HiarraMiar/rd

entirely in terms of the i^ohiriza-tioii ot <h<‘ indi\ idual \nluiiM*

cells. Thus, if a vector Pi is dofujed at the ceniw of eaeh vuluun*

cell Ar< according to

a vector function P which is continiions and ^hoily varyims

throughout the region may l)e constructed hy iiderp*»lat ina fnim

the discrete values P*. If free charg<‘s an* pres(»iit in addititfU

to the complete atoms, their distribution is <h*s<*rilMMl in <crnis

of p. However, if p is not so slowly varying as In he siai.-ibly

constant over distances coniparabh^ with llu* cruoei'^inrr: ot each

At< cell, the nonuniforniity of <*lia.rg(* dislril»uli»»fi cnnlriliiitcs

not only to pi, but also to pi <h‘fin(*d a t I he i*cnler nt th** rcll by

(4). In order not to tak<^ this same variatitui int»» account

twice, it must be Hubtra<H.(*d from (5) if it is al all igiiilicanl

.

Its value is easily deteriniiUMl as follows. Since /» i a coiilinuou *

function, the departure from a constant (»liarge tlm ify al a

point within the coll at a distanct* s from its eenler i . given lo a

first approximation by .v(c)p/ctv)t. 'riu^ (h'rival.ixr i:: e\alnafed

at the center of the cell. The r(*snlling «»onlril»iition li» flie

polarization of the entire c(*ll n*feiT(*d lo its center i ' obtained

by multiplying this charge density by a. vi*clnr «, tlrauii fn»m the

center of the cell to tlui ])oint ami then iiilegraling itser A;».

Accordingly, if p is not sensibly constant, P, tnu.'^Jl be defined a'^

follows instead of by (5)

:

This function^ evidently nMluc<\s to (H) if /> is seridbly coic^lanl.

A continuous function P may lx* inlerpolalefi from the di rroit*

values in (5) or (fi) as recjuircxl, P is tlx* \ eelnr \ obum* fhai ilv
of polarization, or simj)!y tlu^ pnlttri::tttinn rtriar, A function,
such as P, that :issigns a vcxdor to every point in a ivi'ion i,

more rififmiuH derivation a.iiil more detailed di eic ii*o i. c.cmj
M. Mason and W. W«xiver, “'.riie l«)leeironi 2if>iie(ie pi» in .'nd
The integral in (0) with a veetor in tlx* integrnnd :i htntli;nui
three integrals, one for each eoini>oiu*iil..

lit

Id.

*»•>
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called a vector point function, riiwc P «

vector Uuaisa meagure 0/ U>a direetim and the atrmjfe ni<iffntlm/r

qf the (nientationrdistoriiM of closely bound mijiguiatione of

i^iarge in a small region about theU point. Volume ‘ onsi .y o

pnlftriaifttinu lias the dimensions of charge per unit area.

0^
coulombs

^ “ T? square meters

7. of Two Representations.—In doscriliing the

static-state properties of a region in terms of volunio and surface

Afl of charge p, % each of these two functions is (h'iinod in

an entirely separate part of the region in whicjh it alono J)(‘ars

the full responsibility. On the other hand, in thc% alt(U'native

lepresentation in terms of volume densities of charge p ant! of

polarization P, both functions are defined in terms of t'ht^ charges

contained in the same volume elements. Both functions an^

defined throughout the whole region; to every point th(* fuiu^tion

p a scalar, the function P a vector. 8in(^o (‘U(*h point, is

characterized by two independently defined qujintiti<*s, th<^

question must arise to what extent the two functions ovcu’hip

and to what extent the entire representation d(*p<‘n(ls ni)on the

mode of subdivision into volume cells. Furthermorcs sin<^(* tlie

volume density of charge p is unable to tak(% ac^count of asym-

metrical conditions in the form of thin layers of charge' at. surfae'c^s

and boundaries, the volume density of polarization must, in om^

way or another describe these.

Let a region that is imder the influence of an (external forces

be examined. Suppose, first, that it is divided into vohnm^

elements in such a way that each cell contains only (*oinpl(*t<%

and therefore neutral bound-charge ^-oups. voluiiu^

density of charge is then zero throughout. 8uppos<', furtlu'r,

that tibe region is so constructed that the polarization is

where fixed in direction, but increasing in magnitudes uniformly

in a direction parallel to the axis of polarization. This condit ion

can be shown schematically by increasing the number of poIariz<'<I

units per unit volume from left to right. Figure 7. 1 shows an
electrically one^imeneional section of a volume so c<.)ns(.ru<dc(l.

The volume density of polarization P is a uniformly itu'.rceising

function in the direction from left to right. It eomplekdy
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characterizes the electrical properties of the regioa since p => 0

and n is not defined.

SubdivisionJ: Representatioii entirely in teans

and surface densities of charge> p and if, 0

FiO. 7.1.—Srlioinutio iliafcraiii to hIiow two ]>oHHib1o inoduH of HulxUviMon i»t<o

voluino (HdlH in tlio Htatic Hiato. For Himplifuty in count,hk^Uiik the (UuKrani,

polarization nioniiH horizontal polarization only. Tlu^ diiiRrani iu eloctrically ono
dinioiiHioniil and roprwont,H the dintrilnition alonjoc a lino from loft to riffht. Tlio
Hoparatiou of the cliarKOH up and <l(»wn on the paKii in for convoiiionco in conntruc-
tion. Tho center of each coll in a lino from top to hottoin midway hotwocn the airlo

Imundariw. The left Hi<lo ia at j: » 8, tho riKht aide at a; = 24. SubdiviHion I in

characterized by Pi « lx; Hubdivibion II by pix « —divPi « — (A,P)zi
“ -2; 1711/e « (n,P)jB “ fb

liCt the mode of mibdiviHion bo ohmifvod by Hoparating a thin

fiiirfaoo layer 011 each wide with a boundary that cuts through tho

individual bound groups or atoms as shown in tho figure In dotted

linos. lOaoh now voluuus oloniont is found to bo practically

unpolarlzcd but chargcul unifomdy. lOach surface olomcnt is
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charged. Hence, p and v have nonvanishing values, while P

is zero throughout.

If both of the two artificial modes of subdivision that have

been described in turn are discarded, and no attempt is made to

have the boundaries cut or not cut through bound groups of

charges, statistical conditions may be assumed to prevail along

and across the boundaries of the volume cells just as in their

interior. There wiU be, on the average, some bound groups near

the boundaries of the cells completely within a cell, some partly

in and partly out so as to be cut by the boundaiy line. On the

average there will be more partly in and partly out groups on

the right-hand boundary of each cell than on the left, because the

number of polarized groups increases toward the right through-

out the region. Thus the characteristics of the two special

modes of subdivision prevail simultaneously. Each volume

cell may be expected to be both charged and polarized, so that

both p and P have nonvanishing values. At the surface, rj is

likewise nonvanishing. The following questions must be

answered: How can iy, p, and P be combined to represent the

magnitude, distribution, and orientation of charge throughout

the volume and on aU surfaces in a way that is unambiguous and

independent of the mode of subdivision? Can this representtv

tion be extended to regions in which free charges sis well as

bound-charge groups are present? These questions arc con-

veniently answered first for the interior, the description of which

involves only p and P, and later for the surfaces that must

described in terms of nj and P.

8. Essential Volume Characteristic of the Static State; Diver-

gence of a Vector.—^The relationship between p and P in the

interior of a region may be determined by examining what
happens to the densities describing the condition of charge in a

typical volume cell (such as Ara in Fig. 7.1) when tlie subdividing

boundaries are shifted just enough to reduce the polarization

in the cell to zero. Each dipole (or polarized atom or molecukO

is assumed to be statistically fixed as shown one-dimcnsionally

and schematically in Fig. 7.1. Using subdivision I, there arc

only complete, neutral dipoles in At2 so that p2 = 0. When the

boundary is moved to form subdivision II, four negative charges

are included in An on the right, while only three negative charges

are excluded on the left, The net result is an addition of one
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negative charge. In subdivision I no dipoles are cut by the

boundaries of the cdl. In subdivision II three dipoles are cut

by the left-hand boundary, four by the right-hand boundary.
Therefore three polarization vectors

p = ed
^

(1)

pierce the left-hand boundary normally and pointing to the right,

whereas four such vectors cross the right-hand boundary normally

and also directed to the right. In other words, there is an out-

wardly directed excess of one vector p = cd pointing perpen-

dicularly across the boundaries. Correspondingly, there is an
excess of one negative charge in the cell, or a deficit of one
positive charge. It follows from this highly simplified picture

that there is a one-to-one con*espondence between the number
of negative charges appearing inside a volume cell in subdivision

II and the excess of outwardly directed polarization vectors

that pierce the cell walls normally in changing from I to II.

The volume function P measures the average density of polai^

ization ve(d.ors due to individual dipoles or their equivalents in a

small region al)out any i)oint. Accordingly, the component of P
directed along the outward or external normal to a closed surface

at any point, viz,,

Pn = (ft,P)» (2)

is a measure of the avoi’age vector sum of the outwardly directed

normal compoiKuitfl of the elementary polarization vectors p
that ])iercc a unit area of the surface on which Pn is defined.

Hence the surface iiitegralt

(A,P)rf‘r (3)

*
'rh(^ HC^iilar product of two vcwitors A and B in dofinod by

(A,B) ^ AH coH /y - .1 • Ba.

In (’artcHian coonliiiatc^s

(A,B) « (ftyt, 4- + £/|„ iji, + 4- £yyj

Ajflix “h Ayliy 4" Ag/iy.

If one v(u*.tor in a unit vootor, kucIi hh i?, tlion (A,P) = I • /^ coh (nj*) Pn^

Tho Hcnlar product of two v<w.torH w oftcui culled the dot pnxluc.t and written

AB.
tBurfac.(i integrals of thes oulvxirdly diroeUid normal component of a

vector, in this case of P, iiutasuro what is callo<l tho total outward normal
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is a measure both of the number of elementary polarization

vectors that pierce 2 normally and of the total positive charge

that leaves (or the total negative charge that enters) the volume
enclosed by the surface 2 (A = unit external normal) when
the mode of subdivision is changed to make P vanish. Accord-
in^y, the net outflow of positive charge per unit volume in the

change in subdivision is given by

+charge outflow or —charge
inflow per unit volume in

change from subdivision I to

subdivision II

Here 2i is the surface of At<. The subscript I on P indicates

that Pi is determined using subdivision I. In subdivision II

Pn = 0. Alternatively,

-f-charge inflow per unit\ r

volume in change from( _ ~
Jx,

subdivision I to subdivi-l Atv

sion II

(5)

An s^ded positive charge per unit volume in Ar< may be expressed

as a volume density of bound charge (pm){ defined at the center

of Art. Thus

(/>ui)<

-/^ (A.P.)d.r

Ar{ (6)

A volume density of charge (pmi)< due to polarization might be
defined for each volume element and a continuous volume
fimction interpolated from these discrete values. Since P is

such an interpolated continuous function defined at every point,

this is not necessary and the ordinary limit process of the calcujlus

may be used.

pm
/(ftiPi)dtr

Ar-i-O Ar (7)

The operation of taking the limit of Uie total outward normal flux

flux of a vector through the surface of integration. The integral (3) meas-
ures the total outward normal flux of the polariaation vector through the
closed surface 2.
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i.f n t'cclor siich as P is called evaluaUrtg the dioergenee of the vector.

Jt in tuwigned the symbol div P. That is/

div P lim
AtAr—>0

(8)

Tho divergence is a fundamental vector operator. With (8),

(7) becomes

Pill =- div Pi (9)

The elcctrioal description of a bound-charge region may be

' The operator <iiv may bo expressed in any system of coordinates by
iij)pl.vin^ the defininp; formiija (8) to an element of volume in the desired

system ef coordinates. For oxamplo, in rectangular coordinates, a cubical

(donieiit of volume At » Ax Ay Ai may be chosen with center at the origin

(<)!• at any oilier point). The vector P at the origin has the value Po. The

z

I-’itj. s. I, ( volume elenmnt with rootaiigiilar coordinate system.

.! wt; I Ajiliies of I lu‘ <*ompon(*nt.H of P porpondioiilar to the x axis on front

lifirk htcesor tlieculx* in Kig. S.l anuditainod by Tuylor^s formula,

” W'x). -h ('’f ~ + • • •

\ lix/ii 2

(a,Pi = f/'x). - V + • •

\ i)x. /» 2

by writiii/*: // and " hir x, tlio n)mi>oiionls on the sides, top, and bottom are

41IV p --

I

|-X,P)A...-! I- lic,P). At/sIA// AZ 4 |f9',P)Ai,/8 1

\r ..v'- ‘O
I

“I- (y,P) l(g,P)Ar /8 + {i,9)^L,n]Ax Ay
|

Ax A\/ Az

tip, t)l\ tlPn

iix dy dz
divP (8a)
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tabulated ae fdllo^vB in the two extreme modes of subdi'vifdon:

n

—div Pi (10)

0

The interior dt a region containing only distorted, bound-charge

at03nB or statistically equivalent simple dipoles may be described

either in terms of P alone with p = 0 using subdivision I or in

terms of p alone with P = 0 using subdivision II.

If the repon contains free charges in addition to distorted

closed-shell atoms or other equivalent dipoles, the continuous

functions P and p are constructed as defined above. If sub-

division I is selected, none of the boundaxies of the Art cells cuts

throui^ an atom or a dipole, so that polarization contributes

nothing to p. Hence, p = p/, the volume density due to free

charges only, and P has a nonvanishing value. If subdivision II

is chosen, the boundary surfaces of the An cells are by definition

so placed that they cut throu^ enough dipoles to make the

polarization in each interior cell vanish. The volume density

of charge due to the free charges is independent of small shifts

in the bounding surfaces, so that p/ will be the same as before.

However, p, if determined according to definition, includes not
only p/, but also pa due to the charges actually present in each

cell from parts of dipoles cut by the boundaries. Hence the

volume density of charge interpolated from the discrete values

Pi is

P Pr + P» (II)

But P6n is equal to —div Pi so that pi — div Pi is equal to pa.

If an intermediate mode of subdivision III is used in which, for

example, only one-half of the dipoles necessary to reduce the
polarization to zero are cut by the boundaries, pun = i(pMi);

Pin = i(Pi) ; p/ is unchanged, and pin — div Pm has the same
value as pii or as Pi — div Pi. Thus

p = p — div P (12)

called the essential volume density of charge characteristic of

the interior of a region, is independent of the mode of subdivision

of that region into volume cdls. If subdivision I is used, P
has a nonvanishing value characteristic of the Ar^ elements
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constructed and p measures only p/, the volume density of free

charge. If subdivision II is* used, P is zero and p measures a

volume density equal to the sum of the volume densities of free

charge p/ and of bound charge phi. If an intermediate sub-

division is used, in particular if statistical conditions obtain

along the cell boundaries, P has a value, smaller than Pi, that

depends on the distribution of dipoles which ai*e on the average

partly in and partly oiit of the cells, p is then correspondin^y

larger than pi. Note that — /(A,P)<ir has a nonvanishing value

only if P is not constant. If P is constant the integral is every-

where zero and •

PHI = -div Pi = 0 (13)

In order to describe the condition of charge in the interior of

a body this may be divided into voluine cells of correct size in

any convenient way wluitsoevei*. The discrete values pi and Pi

may be defined for the Au colls as c.onstiuicted and the continuous

functions p and P intcrpolakKl from them. The essential density

p — div P is then a scalar ])oint function defined throughout

the region, c.ontinuous and slowly varying, and independent

of the mode of subdivision. It characterizes the condition of

charge at all poinla in the interior.

9. Essential Surface Characteristic of the Static State.—In the

preceding section it Wiis shown t.hat the function p — div P
characterizes the interior of a rc^gion (jontaining atoms con-

structed according to either the frccv-charg(^ oi* the bound-charge

model in a way that is inclepciident of the mode of subdivision

of the region into volume (h*1Ih. In ])articular, it was demon-

Ktratod that this fiinc.t.ion is invariant to a change in subdivision

from mode I to mode II. Mode I is a subdivision into volume

cells only with the dividing lines drawn so that no atoms or

molecules are (!iit l>y eell lioundaries. Mode 11 is a subdivision

into both volimKi and surfaces ecills wilh cell walls so pbu!od that a

thin layer of chargers is tr(^at.<Ml separah'ly around the surface

and thc! average i)olarizat ion of eai^li <^ell in tlui interior is zero.

It has alriMidy shown (.hat. a <Iistril)ution of charges can bo

characterized c.omi>letely using the s<MM)n<l mode of subdivision

in tcirins of a surface <lenHity of charges ri an<l a volume density

of charge p. ''Fhe (pu^stion now arises whether asyinmotrical

surface (joiiditions (which arts descrilsed in terms of rj in hu1>
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division II) as well as distributions of charge in the interior

can be represented completely by the volume fimctious p and P.

Both of these functions are interpolated from discrete values

defined at the centers of thick interior cells. Moreover, since p

is certainly unable to take account of thin layeix of surfiUMi

charge regardless of whether the surface condition is i>ictiircd

as due to free charges or due to slices cut from polanscd atoms or

molecules, it follows that Pi although also’a slowly vaiying vt >1 unio

function, must be able to describe surface conditions if a ixtprc-

sentation in terms of p and P alone is at all possible. Tliis is

evidently true only if the entire surface effect can bo considorod

to be a part of an essentially volume phenomenon as in the bouiul-

charge model in which the distortion and orientation of atoms

in the outermost layer of volume cells is assumed to bo tint

same as in the interior. Accordingly, the slowly vaiying and

continuous function P may be extrapolated to the edge of cadi

volume cdl along the surface. This extrapolated value, in

particular its normal component (ftiP)* is the cliaraetorifsiiiinn

at the surface of a polarization effect throughout tlut iiii.4'i ior.

It must, therefore, replace 17 in describing surface condilious of

charge using p and P alone insofar as the boimd-chatgo mot id i.-:

concerned.

In order to see how the nornral component of P in sultdi visioii I

(volume cells only) plays the part of ij hr subdivision II (voi ir.io

and surface cells), it is instructive to examine what luipirvi io

thin layer of charges along both sides of the bounding niiir u o

between two dectrioally dissimilar regions when a i;

made from subdivision I to subdivision II. Let cadi ngion b^t

divided first into volume cells only according to scbciix' I v.ii h

Pi and Pi defined on one side and pa and Pa on the oUic!- sidn

of the boundary. With only neutral polarizable niiils iissumi' I

to be present, pi = pa = 0. At the boundary, tlii' im-.’t !

components of the polarization vectors defined on oadi nii’c

given by (fli,Pi) and (ftajPa) with fti and fta outwardly diii;vr;l

unit normals referred to the volume indicated by the HubKcri' .; .

This is illustrated in Fig. 9.1.

The change to subdivision II is made by pulling apart

imapnary envelopes of the two volume cells At,-, on<! on (-.tiiii

side of the surface, to leave room between them for the i.wo

thiTi Biuface cells of combined thickness 2d as shown m Fig. U.l.
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Graphically, this simply means that all charges in a thin layer
on each side of the boundary are removed from the volume cells
At<, as these are shifted away from the surface, and left in the
newly constructed surface cells. As in the analogous case
described for the interior, the total outward normal flux of thev^or P across a closed surface measures the total positive charge
(due to cut polarized units) that is moved out from within the
surface as the mode of subdivision is changed from I to 11.

Imo. 9.1.—Volumo and surface colla at a boundary.
The total positive charge that movos into the thin disk 2S A2
afl this is formed is given by

-
(1)

Ilerc A IS the unit exterior normal to the surfaces enclosing the
thin disk, and 2 is its entire superficial area. In eha.T'mng the
subdivision from I to II by moving the volume cells apart,
the surfaces A2 i.2,

which are parallel to the boundaiy between
the ro^ons, are pierced by the charges that appear in the newly
formed surface colls of combined volumo 25 A2. The only
significant (iontributioiis to this integral como from the two equal
areas A2i and A22 . 'I'lic thin edges are not similarly pierced,
and tlioy are in any case negligible in size compared with A2i orA22. Thus, the integral

“ jz ~ (Xa (A2,Ps)der| (2)
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measiixes the total positive charge that was left in the two

thin surface cells, each of volume 5 AS, as these were formed

by the moving apart of the volume cells Ar<- Here ftj points

irdo region 1, Aj region 2, since both are external normals

to the thin surface cells of combination , volume 25 AS. The

average positive charge per unit volume in these cells is obtained

by dividing (2) by the volume 25 AS. Because P is a continuous

function, it is permissible to pass to the limit and let AS approach

zero to obtain the average density of bound charge in the surface

layers due to contributions from cut, polarized units. With

ASx = AS2 =* AS, it IS

(pz>)av
— lim

If '

I 225A2i
+

2«A2;a j

(3)

Here fti (= — ftO amd As (= —As) are normals directed outwardly

with respect to the boundary surface between regions 1 and 2.

The average density of charge in the two layers on each side

of the boundary is equal to one-half the sum of the individual

densitieB defined in each region. Thus,

Accordin^y,

(pk)w = i(fia + pa.) (-t)

A surface density of charge v raay be defined as in (4.2)

71 = pS (5a)

S(pii + psi) = (5b)

Upon multiplying (3) by the constant 28 and using (4) and (6)

the result is

+ I AS
+ A^i (6)

The theorem of the mean for integrals^ permits writing

/^^(A,P)da = (A,P) cV = (A,P)AS (7)

1 This is a generalization to two variables of the first mean-value thconun

for integrals. This states that if /(a?) is continuous in the interval (a,5),

it is correct to write

r,x)dx - m) dx

f(Q is a mean value definod by this lelation

(a < « < 6)
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where (AyP) is a mean value at some point on AS. Hence,

»jii + ij» = llTY)

A2i-K) I AS
(ft>>P«)AS |

AS I

(8)

In passing to the limit, AS is shrunk down upon the point at

which (A,P) is defined. It is then no longer necessary to indicate

a mean value because the surface has zero area. Let the follow-

ing shorthand S3anbols be defined at every point along a surface

of discontinuity:

Vb ^ Vib -h vsb (9ct)

surf, div P = (A,P) = (AijPO + (A2JP2) (9&)

With this notation^ (8) may be written in the following concise

form with explicitly shown subscripts I and II to designate the

mode of subdivision used in defining the densities:

Vbri = (A,Pi) = surf, div Pi (10)

A value of the function m may be associated with every point

along tlio surfai^o separating regions J and 2. It measures the

total surfac(^ density t)f charge in l)otli regions associated with

that point using subdivision II. It is important to bear in mind
that rib is a shorthand symbol for the sum of the two scalar

fuiK^tions rixh and defined, rcspe(*.tively, in regions 1 and 2 at

distances 5/2 from each sido of the l.)oiindary.

It is not difficult to sec that the function 17 + (A,P) is inde-

pendent of the mode of suljdivision. If only volume cells are

used, Tj is not defined at all and (A|P) must deseribe tho surface.

If surface c-clls are us(ul with a suhdivisiori so devised that

interior cells ar(^ all unpola-rizcd, rj describes tho Hurfiu^c. If

surfaci^ cells are us<h1, but statistical conditions prevail across

all cell boiuularies so that the iiumlxM’ of bouiul charges recpiired

to rediK^e the polarization to zero throughout tlui interior is not
iKuxissarily cut olT by ci^ll walls, 17 includes bound chargess cut off

by th(^ walls of tht^ surfa(^e ciJls while (A,P) adds to 17 the contri-

bution t.o ilu? surface cITect due to whatever volume polarization

has not bcc^n canceled in the subdivision. It thus appears that

the function rj + (A,P) is indeiMl indcp(uidcnt of tlie inodcj of

• It. is to l»(» nnt(Ml Unit Mic i\v(» <m the in fC) like tho defini-

tion of tli(‘ (liv^*r^^(MlO(^ (D.S) exoept that tho Hurfa<*c» (tleinont AIS a)>i)<^arH in

I)Iaro of tlio voluintf ('lonioni Ar. From this eorn^Hpon(l(mo<i (^oinoK th(i naino
Hurlat o <llvorK(niC(»,
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subdivision into cells. It is a scalar point function that may be
associated with every point on the boundary between two
re^ons. It is called the essential surface density or surface

characteristic. For the present it applies only to bodies con-

taininj; no free charge. Let it be denoted by the symbol ij.

Thus,

V^r,+ (ft,P) (11)

Throu^out the above discusdon it was assumed that the

body or region was constructed according to the bound-charge

model. This was necessary because all surface effects were

looked upon as parts of a volume phenomenon in order that they

could be described in terms of the normal component of the

volume function P in the form (A,P) whenever a subdivision into

volume cells only was used. When free charges are present, a

distinct surface layer of charges may exist which is definitely

not part of a volume phenomenon. Consequently, a description

in terms of (fl,P) alone is apparently not possible, so that

V — v + (A>P)

seems to be independent of the mode of subdivision only in the

complete absence of free charges. If free charges are present,

1) includes a contribution i;/ due to the free charges and a con-

tribution Tit due to the bound charges contained in the surface

cells. If the mode of subdivision is changed to volume cells

only, i?5 is represented by an equivalent value of (ft,P) whereas

neither p nor P can take accoimt of the free surface charge

represented by iif.

Before concluding that 17
-

1- (ft,P) is useful (because of its

independence of the mode of subdivision) only for the bound-
charge model, the following must be considered. Given a pair

of fimctions pi and Pi, it is certainly mathematically possible

to construct two different functions pn and tjn, which satisfy

the pair of equations

Pn = pi — div Pi (12)
i?ii = (n>Pi)

The required values of pn and va can be determined by solving

these equations. In terms of physical models, the dectrostatic

properties of a body A are described completely by pn and ijn

with a subdivision into volume and surface cells, while the
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ooirospondiiig iirapertisB at a body B ue deioribed by ft uid Pi

with a mibdivuiiun into volumo ooUs only. Jia a eonaequenM of

(120, tho two bodioB ore dcotrastatioaliy idontioaL Yet bo^y A
may nontaiu an abnnclaiica of froo ohaino in a mirfaoe layWy

wbilo body B cuu liuvo no frcO miifaoe ehaiigo. It thiu appean
that ovoiy fra&ohargo iMidy doHoribwl by pn and qn baa a bound*
ohaigoeauntorpartdmuriboLlhypi aud Pi that ia inriiatingiriuhahle

from it in oveiy way wbioh can l)0 dooeribed matbematually
in terms of two oontiiuiouH functions.

Two bodioH that ora deothiBtatutnliy indistinguishable may
be substitutedfwoudi otiior at will in oil statio-state eonditions.

CuuBoquentiy, if eveiy fiTKHshargn muddl is teplaoed mathe-

matioally liy its bound>chai8n oounteipart (wbettier this bos a
phyidoal meanhig or not), ^ function f m f + (AJ>) may be
used to demribo outthemalJenUy ttm siiifaoo oonditiona cif both

bound- ond fieo-obai^ moilols.

This entire formulation may lio eriticiserl by arguing that

the oetiuil oonstnuttinii of tlio fiimitiimH f h u *4* (tiP) and
fm p — (liv p iH luipolmiiy iiitricnto from tho phyriod point

of view. It iin'iJved lortiiiff out tiin fivo ohurgm and oonstmet-

ing p/ 011.1 V/ to fhwiilio liiinr diHl>ri!Mitiiin; clofining new fune-

tions p, e, r.inl P t.i llio luiiind-chnigio counterpart

of tbo fi\'0-oli:u-<ni diMlri!.r.!ii:ii; iiiul n:i:illy oumbining the fune-

tioiis HO obUiluni with riitid.itsu oonatruotad

for llio Iniuiid Miirh n eritidsm, how-
ovoi', oi'orloohs tho iiurihKO of lie* f'lri.i'.iliitinn in terms of
domdly fiiuctioai. Tt L. it ix 'lupiHc^ihlo idiysioally to
conHtrui-t uiy luio of thc! rtiiji'-LioiL*. p, e, luid P im tlnlinod in terma
of ilio iliHtribiition cf cuunth-as ntillioiM of cilmigM that the
oontiiuiMiU fum'.|.ionii p, u, P !i:wc l.'pm intniiiiionil. It baa
boon dunm iKit ilio prriirlijul !:!atirtiic!U ]iro|toitksi of obaiga
and its distribution run |..i urHcHhcil in ii gonnnil woy witUn a
degroo of iippitccunatiun by tl:c ! w<i niiit'tiiins p nnd t). By
building tlior'o fimctions iutf.) T;ie in-.tliMnctionl mcidiil of ideotro-

magnotism nnd lulatliig tiir'ni {ooxiM-ninctitid nnidoguos wfaaiever
poHsibk)^ onndiiriioi't n'.ay Ixi dnu. n i',n;'irsl'n,q; tiioir struoture in a
variety of eosoa. ItiHlhim pcKNiliioiii nu^ IMirtieiilar inatanee to
iutorprot lliin straciuro in U'i'ii:". of n iMiiiiidHtlinrgo modol, a
froo-ebargo oounterpart, or a cun:l'.i:iati'>n of ilio two uring any
oonveniont and appropiiuto modn of sulMliviiuon. A oboioa
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can be made to depend entirely upon physical reasons, because

the mathematical specification of a given set of functions p,

ri, P does not demand a particular interpretation or mode of

subdivision.

10. Surface D^sity of Polarization.—The mathematical

representation of surface distributions of charge by means of the

essential surface density rj does not attain the same degree of

approximation that is achieved in the description of interior

conditions in tenns of the essential volume characteristic p. This

follows directly from tlie fact that two volume functions but
only a single sui-face function have been provided.. Thus, in the

interior p describes the statistical distribution of discrete charges

and P takes account of the distribution of polarized units cor-

responding statistically to simple dipoles, i}, on the other hand,

describes only the statistical distribution of charges in a thin

layer along the surface. The term (A,P), which contributes

to 17, must not be mistaken to be a separate surface function.

Like ^ it is able to describe only a surface distribution of simple

charges, not a surface distribuMon of dipoles. Actually, none
of the three functions p, 77 or P is suited to represent a distinctly

surface layer of simply polarized atoms or molecules as illus-

trated in Kg. 10.1.

Surface double

layer of thick- H—1—HH—!—I—h + H—hH—I—

h

ness 5 Interior of body consistB entirely of

neutral atoms or molecules

Pig. 10.1.—Surface polariiation or double layer.

Such a thin surface double layer of charge is entirely plausible

from the point of view of the atomic model. Certainly tho
outermost layer of atoms at a surface is subject to asymmetrical
forces that are not so much a result of the presence of separate
charged bodies in the vicinity as of the essential one-sidedness

of the intra-atomic forces themselves. The electron shells

of the outermost atoms at a surface experience the repulsion of

siinilar shells due to neighboring atoms only on three sides. A
distortion of the outer shells of electrons on the exposed side

in the form of a shift relative to the positive nuclei might
certainly be expected. Such a shift would naturally occur
only in a direction normal to the boundary, and its effect would
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be precisely that of a double layer of charge of opposite sign

or of a single layer of dipoles. If this effect exists, it is an intrinsic

property of the atomic structure- of the model in question. A
surface polarization due to the action of external forces, while

possible, is certainly negligible compared vnth an intrinsic

surface polarization. A variation in forces due to relatively

distant, externally situated charged bodies across the thickness

5 of a surface cell must be small compared with the strong

intra-atomic forces which ai*o brought into play in establishing

precisely that equilibrium which results in tlie intrinsic surface

polarization.

The mathematical representation of a surface double layer,

as pictured in the physical model, requires an additional density

function 1< that can bo defined in terms of P in a way quite

analogous to the definition of in terms of p. Thus the average

density of ])olarizati<)n P„ at tlu‘ of a thin surface cell At#

of thickness 5 tuid of volume 5 is

Pk = (1 )

A value l<« can bo defined at the center of each surface cell

according to

1: - Ik ®
A continuous, slowly varying vector |)oint funcl.ion k can then

be inbM’polated from the discrc^te ^'alu(^s k« and in this way
d(^fin<ul tlinuighout the surface shell. Sim^C! the surfac^e asym-

metry is entiridy in a direction ])eriH‘ii(rK‘!ular to th(i bouiulary,

the polarization v(»ctor h must bes dir(Md.(Ml ev(M\vwh(M*(i normal

to the siirfac^cs. Any polarization elTect t.ang(*nt to th(^ siirfaeo

differs in no essential way from the inttn*ior |)oIarization which is

coinpl(^t(‘ly charactcM’izcd by the. volunu^ fumdion P.

The sllrfac(^ fumdion k plays no very signilieant i)art in the

mathematical imxk^l of (^kMd.romagn(U.i.sm. In fa(*t, its nature

is such that it is diflic.iilt l.o d(U’iso (‘xp<*rim(mls t.o involve it in

an (^sscntial way. It is iindiided 1 um-<* for <*omplc»t(‘ncsH.

11. The Static State and Its Mathematical Model
; Summary.

Th(^ physical inodcil of inaU<T in t.he stntic stabi is constructed

to conform with a picture of atoms aiul molecules built of posi-
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tirely ud nsiBitiTely ehaiged units that are statiatieBlly at

mt Two apeoial modela an used. In the freo^baige model
an appraoaUe proportion uf tho chargee experioiifle no raetnin-

bg ooDBtitiitivB fonoa over a time average to provont them from
moving fteely under the adson of a suitable eatornal iufliionea

In the houndrohaige model all the duirgoa are oonstrnined hy
atrong foroeB of oonstltutioa to remain in dofinito and dioniotor'

Mo statMoal groups^ which eon he distorted nod oriontod by
eitarnal faflueneea, but from which no ohorgoa eon be removed
over a time averaga Modeli in which only a iclativoly ainoll

proportian of free deotrana osiat con bo interpreted in ternu uf

Ihe comhined proportus of tho extremes. It is not OMramed
that these models are ncousKaiihr counterpaits of stnintiiioH

aotually axMng in nature. It is mcruly ofRnnod tlmt oIiiho

soqwiriinentsl onaloguee oan bo found for thooretioal pnqMrtioH

derived bom these distinct tyixM and from combinnliuiw uf

them. As an analytioally eonvonient hiiImI ilnto for tJio inlrirnlo

menhanism ropreoonted by a volume conbiininK e(Mmlli>i«i niillinnH

of atomSi two eonlar point fuiU'Uoiis uro dc'incMi IhiiiiiRlitiiil a
charged region in tornw of ib: umugR t'tiitMliciii pn i| xiri iiu 'I'iio

atomio pieture of diaerato cluu-gm, osu-h nt a tinuMivoniKn IiMra-

thm
, is lephuml by a mntlioir!:tlii':i] iv.inIoI ronsMling of ciml-iiiii-

ous funotions dolined at ixiinl in a l1‘'ioll or ImnI/. One
aftheaefunetionsohani0loi'ii!i'.i l'ii'r:iiir:ir(*; liiiM>tlii'.r llio inSfrior.

The two funetions e - e H- (H.P) siiul p « p - d!v P unt c sillod

the essential eloetrieul (:li:iKui«!!:,{Li<-:i or dondticii of oiuirui'-

They are eaqneMod in Irmni of fi>o vcNilnr .niid lr.«i oi-.-iI.-Lr jiiiiiit

funotuma. Tho seidar y i:i doli'.rci oiil^ in ii liiiii iiUiT.*!ii^ i.iycr;

the aoolar p ond Uio voo'it P i..'.; di-niu'd l1'.iM:i!<;ii()i!li liio vkIiiiik*.

Mathematically, any iwr rf sr.t* (Iihm. \ iim Hulliririil. 1:)

repreHQt uaiqudy (In* i-\iip m;*!'.: :'£:I I'l'.'iVihf.U'rislii's /> inul i;

ao that a givai rcgiidi i!:iy i-c i'!i::nu ii'i’in*.! by n voliinio iiiid

euifaoe density <*f eliui';.^'. o:* l y voiimin di'iivUir.; of :iii'l

of polariBBtion if in cwSi .-iw on eppmiiriol o nyido of NiilHii\ i.-ioii

is used. In the fuxl ir::-. p uiid c, hiiiTiu-o :iiid viiliiii:ii

oeUa are lequirad willi tiic 'iliviiiiii|{ lM>uiidnr!i:.i tif llio t-filri ho
drawn that ni«h oell is i’ :>ii>i:irixeil. In iliu iM-iinil rn'v, only
volume cdls tiro iiti'ile.! i;:ul Cic iliviilinj' boiiiid:iiic.s nru ho

idaoed that no Hiiighi al-.ii.! i:i »|i|H;rluiiU‘il ixirtly bi iiiiu roil,

pertly to anothur. I ii nuy given utoniie inodci one, or ilia oMior,
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or both of these special modes of subdivision may be quite

unrealizable in a physically sensible way. For example, if a

body is postulated which is composed entirely of atoms with

closed electron shells, a subdivision into volume cells only and a

representation in terms of p and P alone are physically reasonable,

whereas a separate treatment of a surface layer and a subdivision

of the interior that will cut through enough atoms to leave

each cell unpolarized Are not physically sensible. Exactly the

reverse is true if a body is postulated which is composed of atoms

with an abundance of free electrons. In this case there is no

polarization due to distortion or orientation of atoms throu^out

the volume, so that a representation in terms of P is physically

imreasonable. In both cases, however, it is possible to use an

alternative model, not constructed as postulated, but which

nevertheless exhibits exactly the same external electrostatic

properties, and which is mathematically expressed in terms of a

different paii* of continuouH fuuciions. In other words, a body

composed entirely of l.)t)im(l-(5harge atoms can bo represented

(insofar as its elc(?trostatic i)roportieri are concerned) by a suitably

constnictod fix3c-chargo model using tj and p. Or a region

containing only free (‘.hargos can be represonted by an electro-

static counterpart composed (sntircly of bound-charge groups

and characterized by p and P. This does not identify the bound-

charge model with the frco-chargo one, nor docs it allirm that

they have the same structural characteristics. It docs state

that a given distribution of bound cliargcs luis its electrostatic

frec-charg(^ (lounterpart, and vw.e vema. For praciic^al purposes,

cither the giv<*n distril)iition or its ciountcrpart may bo used

since th(‘y arci (‘h^ct.rostatically indistinguishable. A body

containing bound groups aiul a bnv free <h»(^tronH may bo described

in terms of eith<*r iinxhh looking upon it physically on the one

hand as an almost boun<l-(^hargc model, or on the other hand as

an almost fre(i-charg(^ model.

Although 77, p, and P (and also k) were (h^linod in terms of

special physi<\*il mod(»ls, the n^prescMilation in tc^rnis of ij, p

(and k) Iransccaids in its gcMierality any special case. In fac.t,

the si.ati(! stah^ is (*hara.cl.erized primarily l>y a nni.Uitfmatlcal

model (Muisisling of two (or thr(*(0 funetions and tla^ restrictions

of continuity and slow variation imposcMl upon them. Any
physical model whalso(*v(M’, the. projxM’thss of whi<!h can bo
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described in terms of such functious, is as satisfactory as any

other from the analytical point of view. The theory of the

static state and subsequently of its periodic variation in time is

based primarily upon the characterization in terms of these

mathematical fimctions and only secondarily (and actually not

necessarily) upon the atomic models that were used in defining

and describing them. A future discovery or observation which

suggests a different kind of physical model from that described,

but which leads by one way or another to a representation in

terms of mathematical functions with the properties of ij and p

(and |<), will not change the mathematical picture of the static

state as here defined. Any such change in the model must not

be mistaken for a change in the experimentally observable

ph3rBical world. For neither the physical nor the mathematical

model is more than a tool for deriving theoretical quantities

that have direct and, hence, predictable experimental analogues.

And neither the method nor the particular model that is used in

deriving these fundamentally significant quantities is necessarily

of particular or permanent importance in the pointer-reading

description of the physical world.

STATIONART STATES: THE STEADY STATE

12. The Steady State and the Atomic Model.—The statistical

representation of the static state led to the definition of average

or statistical rest positions for the positive and negative charges

contained in a body or region. It was specifically empluwized
that the individual charges might move in uregular ways about
these rest positions, but that theii’ motion was of such a nature

that the time-average properties of the dynamic model of a body
were identical with those of the statistically static model.

The steady state is a generalization of the static state. It is

characterized by a steady diift or circulation of electric charges

relative to the statistically stationary rest positions that char-

acterize the static condition. In terms of the d3mamio picture, a
steady average flow may be imagined superimposed upon the
random motions of the charges. This does not mean that at any
instant all the charges are moving in the direction of the drift

or circulation. It simply means that over a time average^

^ Taken over times that are long compared with atomic events, but short
from the experimental point of view.
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more charges of ono sign move in the direction of the drift or

circulation than in any other. In a region containing only one
kind of charge, frco-charge atoms or positive and negative ions,

a stoiKly drift iniglit consist of an uninterrupted flow at constant

velocity of one kin<l of charge in a definite direction, or of two
kinds of charge in opposite directions relative to statistical rest

positions fixcMl in the region. Huch a drift is called a com)ecUon

mnenL A spcM^ial form of convection current is a steady drift

of free cUud-rons relative to statistically stationary nuclei. Such
a drift is called a conduHion mrrent. Another possible kind of

nonrandom motion of charges is a microscopic circulation of

elec^iroiis about their r(\spe(jtivo. luicloi. If the individual axes

of rotalion. in tint <liir(nx‘nt atoms arc oriented at random, the

net (^ITe(d. of siuih iutrii-a.t<»inic j'otation (insofar as a volume cell

containing inlilions of t liem is coiieernod) is precisely that of

ramloiu motion. On the ot her hand, if more of the elementary

whirls liavi' a..\(‘s paralld t.o one (lelinito diixHition than to any
otluT, Uh^ii a nonranihnu condition jirovails, A steady micro-

scopic circulation of <‘UM*trons about parallel axes is called a
magnetizution vnrrmf.

In (characterizing the st<‘ady stah^ in tcTins of continuous

functions, a in(*th<Ml (Mitiiely anaJogous to that UH(«l in tlm static

staU^ is follo\V(‘d. ( 'orr<»s|)on(Iing to the volume density of

static charge /j, a. volume dtMisity of drifting (diarge or of convec-

tion current i is detined. In onhu* to tnkc! into a.c(^ount possiblo

asymmciricid <*on<litioiis at i!u^ surf^M^(^ of a n^giou, a surface

(hmsity <»f drifting cbaige <»r of convtMHion curr(*nt I is construck^d

in ch»s(f analogy with tlie Mjefaer density of charges rj. A non-

random surface lh»\v of cbfo-ges may b<^ int(a’|)r(d.(Ml in two ways,

(lorrespomliiig to the staTu^ a.cciimulation of five charg(t at a
surfaec, a. mol ion of free charge along a surface' may be imagimKl.

Similarly, coriM'sjxmdiyjg to the statics on(Mita.t.ion and dist.orl.ion

of l>ound-cliarg<‘ groups to giv(^ an cilcedivc sta-tic^ surface charge,

it is possible t.o piclun* an ornmtalion and aligniiKmt of (d(uncn-

tary curnuit whirls circulations t.liroiighoul. a volume to pro-

(luc(‘ a.n clT(‘cli\’(‘ mo\ing siirfa.ci> charges. In order to dewenMbe

this \olume cllcct in a. pliyiieally more rcasoriabh^ ma.nn(a-, a

voluiiK* d(‘usily of niar;r»el i/ali(m M is inlrodu(*('d in a way
(‘(itircly aualog<*us to the d('iitiit.ion in th(f static, st.ate of the

voluiiM^ d(msi!y of p«jIari/.a.liou P. Finally, by suitably (Munbin-
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ing the three steady-state ftmctions in a manner resembling

that used in combining the three static-state functions, a single

surface function and a sin^e volume function may be defined

which are independent of the mode of subdivision, and which
are, then, the essential characteristics of the steady state.

13. Volume Density of Convection Current.—Suppose there is

a continuous stream of electric charges through a typical volume
element Ar* subject to the same size restrictions as the elements

used in the static state. Such a stream may take the form of

what is called a convection current in which all the charges in

At* at any instant are a part of the drift; or it may be the special

form of a convection current, called a conduction current, in

which only the free electrons are moving in a steady stream while

the positive charges are statistically at rest. A function that
is to characterize a current of either kind must take account of the
magnitude of the average moving charge in each volume element
and of its average velocity. If a typical charge is moving
with a mean drift velocity vf relative to a fixed reference frame
in a region, the quantity of moving charge'^ is defined to be
es^j. The quantity of moving charge in the volume element
Ar*, in which there are n charges, is the vector sum or the result-

ant of the individual quantities of moving charge. It is

J- 1

Let the aveifrage quantity of moving charge in a volume cdl be
called its volume density of drifting charge or volume density

of correction or conduction current; let it be denoted by U. For
t^e cell Art it is

n

(1 )

This is a vector defined at the center of the small volume coll;

it is a measure of the average drift of electric charges through
the cell both in magnitude and direction. A similar vector
may be defined at the center of each volume cell throughout a
body or region. By interpolating from these discrete vectors,

a continuous vector point function I may be constructed which, by
defimtion, assumes the value iib at the center of each volume
cdl At* and which smoothly connects these at all intermediate
points.
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A somewhat different, though equivalent, definition of the

volume density of current is in terms of the volume density p'

of that part of the charge that is engaged in nonrandom motion
with mean drift velocity u. In the definition of i formulated

above, no specific account was taken of charges engaged in non-

random motion as distinct from charges that are statistically at

rest. It is, however, clear that if a charge e is statistically at

rest so that its rest position is fixed, its drift velocity v is zero, and
it contributes nothing to the volume density of current. If

those charges in An- which are not statistically at rest are denoted

by primes, it follows that

ii!

n n'

ss IzJL— =-

An Ar* (2)

The average vector velocity of moving charge in An is

(3)

The volume donsity of charge p^. duo i,o the magnitude of all

chiirgoH (uigugcd in drift, motion in An is donnod in a way analo-

gous to tlio deiinition of volumo (lonsity of charge, i.c..

== ^ _
At*

(4)

With tht'so t wo values suhstitulod above,

iA- = ukp'i, (5)

From discrete* vjilucs of i*., ua, aiul pi dediiKMl at. the center of

(^vi‘ry veduiiK* <‘lcmcnl, a continuous secular point function p',

a conlimnuis vc<*tor point, function u> und a coiitimious vector

[)oint fumdion i nr<< dclincMi. Theses continuous functions arc

n*ljit(Ml by the t»xi»rcssi<»n

i up' (0)

which dclin(‘s the^ vc<*lor volume density of convcjction or con-

duction current i in t<‘rins of the nuvin vector vchunty of drifting

charge u and it-s volunut d(«isil.y p'. All three functions arc
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ing the three steadj-state functions in a manner resembling

that used in combining the three statio-etate functions, a single

surface function and a sin^e volume function may be defined

which are independent of the mode of subdivision, and which

are, then, the essential characteristicB of the steady state.

13. Volume Density of Convection Current.—Suppose there is

a continuous stream of dectric charges through a typical volume

dement Ar» subject to the same size restrictions as the dements

used in the static state. Such a stream may take the form of

what is called a convection current in which aJl the charges in

Atj, at any instant are a part of the drift; or it may be the spedal

form of a convection current, called a conduction current, in

which only the free dectrons are moving in a steady stream while

the positive charges are statistically at rest. A function that

is to characterize a current of dtherl^d must take account of the

magnitude of the average moving charge in each volume dement
and of its average vdodty. If a tsrpicd charge ej is moving
with a mean drift vdodty vf rdative to a fixed reference frame

in a region, the “quantity of moving charge” is defined to be

effj. The quantity of moving charge in the volume element

Art, in which there are n charges, is the vector sum or the result-

n

ant of the individual quantities of moving charge. It is

j-i

Let the average quantity of moving charge in a volume cell be

called its volume density of drifting charge or volume density

of convection or conduction current; let it be denoted by h* For
llie cell Arft it is

ijb
=

n

X
i-1

Art (1)

This is a vector defined at the center of the small volume cell;

it is a measure of the average drift of dectric charges through
the cell both in magnitude and direction. A HimilnT vector

may be defined at the center of each volume cell throxighout a
body or region. By interpolating from these discrete vectors,

a continuous vector point function i may be constructed which, by
definition, assumes the value in, at the center of each volume
cell Atm and which smoothly connects these at all intermediate

points.
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A somewhat different, though equivalent, definition of the

volume density of cuiTent is in terms of the volume density p'

of that part of the charge that is engaged in nonrandom motion
with mean drift velocity u. In the definition of i formulated

above, no specific account was taken of charges engaged in non-
random motion as distinct from charges that are statistically at

rest. It is, however, clear that if a charge e is statistically at

rest so that its rest position is fixed, its drift velocity v is zero, and
it contributes nothing to the volume density of current. If

those charges in Ar* which are not statistically at rest are denoted

by primes, it follows that

n n'

The average vector velocity of moving charge in Ar* is

= (SKI^o) (3)

S Kl

The volun^o (hmsit.y of charge p^. <luo to the magnitude of all

charges (Migag(Ml in drift, motion in Ata* is dolinod in a way analo-

gous to the definition of volume tlensity of charge, i.c..

Pk
/ ^ i J

Ata,
(4)

With tlicHCi t wo vahi(‘S sul)stitu<.cd above,

\k = UAP[ (6)

From (liscn'l(' valn<*s of Ia, u/.-, and dcdiiKMl at the center of

every vt)hmi(' element, ii continuous senlar point function p',

a continuous v<‘<'tor point function u» mid a continuous vector

point function i nre ilefim^d. Thesis (continuous functions are

relat(‘d by tlie (‘xpression

i
=-= up' (0)

which defin(\s tlu^ v<‘ctor volume (hmsity of convection or con-

duction current j in hirms of the nu\an vector velociity of drifting

charge u and its volume density p'. All three fumdioiis aro
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continuous and slowly varying. The volume density of current

differs from zero only when the density of charge in drift motion
p' is not zero. If all the charges in the region are moving with

the mean velocity u« then p' sa p and i gives the convection

current density. If only electrons are moving with a mean
drift vdodty ut p' is the volume density of charge only for

electrons in nonrandom motion, and i ^ves the conduction

current density. The volume density of current has the dimen-

sions of charge per unit time per unit area. The coulomb per

second has the name ampere.

i « (>7)
L^T square meters ' '

14. Suiface Density of Convection Current.—^As a result of

asymmetrical conditions at the surface of a re^on or on tho

boundary between two dissimilar regions, the volume density

of charge p is inadequate as a means of representing surface

distributions of statistically stationary charge. In the same
way and for similar reasons the continuous slowly varying volume
density of current i is too insensitive to represent siuface distri-

butions of charge moving as a steady drift. Here, as before, the

division of the region into volume cells alone is too coarse a

mode of subdivision in the immediate vicinity of surfaces and
boundaries to give proper weight to the rapid variations in

current density that may exist there. This may be illustrated

in terms of two relatively simple models which are analogous to

the free-charge and the bound-charge models in the static stato.

They are called the free drift model and the spin model. In the

drift model there may be a thin layer of free electrons which is

moving with a steady drift velocity along the surface while the

chargee in the interior are all statistically stationary so that

the volume density of current i as interpolated from the it of tho

volume cdls At* is zero throughout the interior. For the volume
cells along the suiface, the i* have nonvanishing values, but they
are very small because the charges moving in a thin layer along

the surface are averaged over the entire volume of the cdl of

which they occupy only a minute part. It is, therefore, neces-

sary to treat a thin layer of cells along the surfaces separately.

In the spin model the electrons form amRlI intra-atomic whirls

rotating in the s^e sense about mutually paralld axes. The net
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drift of charge through any volume element Ar* which contains

a great many such microscopic whirls is zero for the element

as a whole provided the cell boundaries nowhere cut the paths

of the individual whirls. Thus the volume density of current i

as defined above is zero in every volume cell At*., whether these

are in the interior or along the surface. However, wherever

the whirls are tangent to a surface or boundaiy, the net effect

is that of a continuous sheet of current flowing in a very thin

layer in one direction. Thus, a surface current can be con-

structed out of properly aligned elementaiy whirls existing

throughout the volume. The surface sheet of current due to

such interior whirls is no more taken into account by the function

i than is the surface sheet of charge duo to distorted and onented

atoms represented by p in the analogous static case. Here,

again, the difficulty may bo overcome by teating a thin layer

separately in terms of a specially constmeted surface function.

A surface density of convection current may be defined much
as was ri ])y separating a very thin superficial layer of thickness

S and dividing this up into surface cells Ar,. A continuous two-

dimensional vector point function is then interpolated from

the discrete values

5 ^ CjVJ ^ CjWf

-= El—
At. a:^;.

(1 )

dofined at the centers of the thin surfiico (udls Ar.. The velocities

vy ar(^ all taiigcmt to tlio surfaces or boundary. Alternatively, 1

may be (hdined in burins of tlu^ surface density of the part of the

eharg<w (prinu^d) that arcs imgaged in nonrandom motion with a

mean drift velocity u- That is,

I — ui?' = 5up' = 5i (2)

Ih^re u is (constructed by interpolation from the u« defincMl at

the c.(‘.nlers of the surface cells by a.t\ (^xprewsion like (12.3);

is interpolal^ul from dis(‘.reU5 values defined by
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I has the dimensions of charge per unit time per unit length

, ^ amperes
^ LT meters

^ ^

It is necessary to require that the region to be represented is

sufficiently uniform so that the two-dimensional vector point

function I is so slowly varying as to be sensibly constant over

lateral areas that ai*e large compared with the largest dimension

of the Ara cells.

A steady-state distribution of charge moving in a region con-

structed according to either of the two steady-state models

may be characterized in terms of the two continuous, slowly

varying vector point functions i and |.

16. Alternative Modes of Representation.—Just as the static

state was at first defined only in terms of surface and volume

densities of charge using a special mode of subdivision appropriate

to these functions, so the steady state has, up to this point, been

represented entirely by surface and volume densities of drifting

charge requiring the same special mode of subdivision into

separate surface and volume cells. As in the static state, this

mode of subdivision is physically reasonable for the fine drift

model in which a separate and distinctly surface flow of free

charges exists. On the other hand, the division into thin siirfa(;o

cells is not appropriate physically for the spin model because the

.
boundaries of elementary cells are carefully and deliberately

arranged to cut interior whirls (consisting of oriented groups of

circulating electrons) so that in their steady circulation the

charges continually pass from one cell into another and back.

From the purely physical point of view, it is certainly artilicial

to call such parts of whirls at the surface a surface sheet of

/ moving charge and to say that there is no circulation in the

interior because of a clever allotment of parts of individual

whirls to different volume cells in such a way that the net

average circulation in each vanishes. This is illustrated roughly

and schematically in Fig. 16.1. From the mathematical

point of view it is immaterial whether the subdivision used has

a physical meaning or not, so long as it leads to a con*cct repre-

sentation of the desired average effects. Nevertheless, a mathe-

matical formulation that is closely adjusted to the physical model

is often a valuable one. Hence, as in the static case, an altema-
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tiive representalion is introduced that is physically appropriate

for the spin model and that describes a yolunxe effect in terms of a

volume function. Instead of separating the surface layer and

defining a special density for it, only volume cells are used and a

new volume density is defined throughout the region to take

SUBDIVISION I: Volume cells only.

Ari
M=6up
i:=0

At,

M=6up
i»0

0 o lo m
io d) O
0 o 1 O (|)

Io o o
j

^^2

.Io! M-o
'^^1 i=0

1 M=0
1

isO

SUBDIVISION II: Surface and volume cells.

Ym, 15.1.- --»S\irf{u'.o Hlujot of ourront caiiHud by curroiit wliirla.

aiuioiint of tho oleinoiittiry cleotronic whirls both in tho interior

and at tho suiTao(\

16. Magnetization.—In t.h(^ Ktatic wtato tho volume density of

poIarizaUou P ropmsoniw both in inagiiitiido and in direction the

average distortion-orioiitatioii of bouiid-chargo groups. A simple

mod«‘l of a l^ound-chargc atom consists of a closed shell of

elccl.rons iussociat(sl with a positive nucleus. Under tho iiction

of suitable cxt»(n'util forc^es a separation of the average relative rest

positions of tlio positive imcUnis and tlio electrons may occur;

the stalistically e<iuival<uit represenl.ation of such a distorted

atom is a dipole consisting of a j^ositivo charge Hcparahnl a

short (listaiKHs from an c<iiial negative charge. Tho distribution

and orientation of statistical dipolcss along a direction specified

by the external force is called polarization.
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In the steady state a model consisting of electrons rotating about

an axis through an atom is an elementary magnet. Elemoutaiy

magnets are produced by forces that cause the charges in an

atom to change them random orbits and circulate al^out a common
axis. The orientation of such elomentaiy inagiicts along parallel

axes with a common direction of rotation is called niagnei.izatj()n.

Such a circulation-orientation may be superimposed upon a

random distribution. In order to characterize the magnetization

of a volume element, it is necessary to specify l)oth the axis

Pig. 16 . 1 .—Vectors ilhiatrating Pia. 16 .2 .—C.-harKo rotatinK
the vector product. alx^ut an axis referrod to

origins on the axis.

and the direction of rotation, the magnitude and velocity of the

whirling charge, and its distance from the axis.

Consider first a single charge c moving in a circle of radius r

with a velocity v that is constant in magnitude as shown in

Fig. 16.2. The rotation of the charge referred to an oi-igin 0"

at the center of the circle is completely described in tci*ins of a

so-called axial vector at 0" pointing along the axis of rotation

(the z axis) in the direction of advance of a righWiaml sciinv

rotating in tlic same sense as the charge. Let the magnitude of

this vector be w" =
-J rev = e X area of triangle formed by r and

V. The axial vector itself may bo defined in terms of onoiialf

the vector product^ of the polar vector r from 0" to e, and the

' The vector product of two polar vect<5rs A and B is itself an axial vc^(^to^

C defined by [A,B] *= C; (7 « Ali sin (AjB). The axial vector C is (lefinod

to be normal to the plane of A and B and so diroc^ted that A, B, C form a
right-handed system (Fig. 16.1). This is a system sucli that wlion A turns

into B by the shortost arc, which is at the same time tlio direction of rotation,

of a right-hand screw, C points in the direction of advance of the screw. In
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polar vector ev defining the quantity of moving charge.

m" = iluev] (2)

Since the direction of does not change as the charge rotates^

it specifies both an instantaneous and a time-average value.

If the origin is at a point O' on the axis through the center

of the circle but not at the center, the magnitude m" can be
expressed in terms of the distance d' from the new origin to the

rotating charge.

m" = id'ev an (s,d') = i rev (3)

This is the magnitude of the projection of the vector

m' = i[d',cv] (4)

along the axis. That is,

m" «= m' sin (Sjd') (6)

as shown in Fig. 16.2. The vector m' rotates around the z axis,

remaining always perpendicular to the triangle formed upon d'

C.>urtesiHii coordinates

[A,B1 - HAyB, - AM +- HAyB, -AM + *(A - AM
since [ft,ft] » 0; [ft,^] — 1. It may bo written in tho simplo determinant
form

ft t i

[A,B] - A,AyA, (1)

BsByli,

Tho niagnitudo 0 is equal to tho area of tho parallelogram formed on
A and B. Tiio v(U’.t.<)r product is often called tho cross product and written

A X B.

An axial viMdor, also called a rotor, difTora from an ordinary or polar vector

in a fiitidamental way. In a polar veet.or tlio dinietion of tho vector and its

opposite dilTer in a physical hoiiho aHcxplaiiuul in dofining tho polar voctor p
in Stic. C. On the other hand, in an axial viH'.tur such as m" in (2) abovOy

whiidi is dcdiiKMl in tc^rms of t.lu* vcw1.or product of two polar vectors, the

(linudien of th(f v(t(d.or and it.H opposite are equivalent since the geometrical

and physic-al data are Kyiniiudrioal with respec.t to a plane perpendicular to

tho v(uiior. Tho ilirection of an axial voct,or results from an arbitrary choico

l)<d.we(Mi th(%s<t two physically ocpiivalont <limctions, a choico that is usually

chara<^t(^rix(^d by ndenuic.c to tho direction of advance and rotation of a
right-hand sem^w or it.H (upiivahmi. Analytically, polar and axial vectors

(liiTer as follows. If tint positive directions of the axes of a coordinate system

ant revc^rsed, tho components of a polar voc.tor .change their sign, while

those of an axial voctor do not.
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and V. The time-average value of m' is m"< That is,

rT = = i[r,ev] (6)

The superscript double bar denotes a time average. If interest

Ues m a time-average value, the location of the origin along the

axis of rotation is immaterial.

Fia. 16.8.—CSiarge rotating about an referred to an origin off the axis.

If the origin is at any arbitrary point 0 (Fig. 16.3) relative

to a single rotating charge, the vector

m = i[d,ev] (7)

changes both its length and its direction as the charge rotates.

The vector d is drawn from 0 to the charge. Itmay be expressed

in terms of the vector s which is a perpendicular dropped from O
onto the axis of rotation at O', and the vector d' from O' to the

charge.

d = s + d' (8)

Substitution in (7) gives

m = i[s,evl + i[d'»ev] (9)

Since $ is fixed in space, the time average value of [s,evl must
vanish. Hence, with (6)

m = i[d'»e^ = i[r»ev] (10)

The Hme-average valve of m as defined in (7) is independenl of
the location of the reference origin.

The time-average circulation of each of a large number of

statistically distributed charges in an dement of volume Ar,-

may be referred to the center of Ar«. The resultant time-average

vector in{ is
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« n

mi = ^ my = ^ 5 Qi^yi] (11)

i-t y-i

However, in a statistical distribution in which millions of circu-

lating charges are in random phases in their respective orbits,

the vector sum of the instantaneous values my is equal to the

vector sum of the time-average values my. Hence it is possible to

define the instantaneous or time-average value of m< for a volume

element Ary in which by definition statistical conditions prevail

without taking time averages.

n n

my = ^ my = ^ I
(12)

J-i i-i

Here the vectors dy are drawn from the center of Ary to the

charges cy moving with velocities vy at any one instant. The

vector my is called the vector magnetization of the volume

element. Its direction is the axis of magnetization; its magni-

tude is the magnetic moment.

The vector volume density of magnetization of the circulating

charges in Ary is defined by

Mi = my

Arj
(13)

If a body or lepon is divided into volume cells Ary and a

vector My is defined at the center of each cell to describe the

average circulation-orientation of the electric charge, it is pos-

sible to interi>olato from the discrete values Mi a continuous

vector point function M defined throughout the volume. This

function is the volume dcrunly of moffnetigation. It assigns

an axuil vector to every point in the region or body in which

it is defined, so that tho direction of the vector is along the axis

of magnetization in tho positive sense according to tho rightr

hand screw convention, and tho magnitude of tho vector measures

the average circuhition of charge about tho axis in a small region

near the point. Its dimensions arc charge per unit length per

unit time.

Q ampOTCs

LI' motors
(14)
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and V. The time-average value of m' is m". That is,

m' = =* -JEriev] (6)

The superscript double bar denotes a time average. If interest

lies in a time-average value, the location of the origin along the

axis of rotation is immaterial.

Fio. 10.8.—Charge lotatmg about au axis referred to an origin off the axis.

If the origin is at any arbitrary point 0 (Fig. 16.3) rdlative

to a single rotating charge, the vector

m * i[cl,ev] (7)

changes both its length and its direction as the charge rotates.

The vector d is drawn from 0 to the charge. It may be expressed

in terms of the vector s which is a perpendicular dropped from 0
onto the axis of rotation at O', and the vector d' from O' to the

charge.

d = s + d' (8)

Substitution in (7) gives

m “ ils,evl + i[d'»cv] (9)

Since s is fixed in space, the time average value of [s,ev] must
vanish. Hence, with (6)

m = i[d'j^ = i[r,ev] (10)

TJie time-average value of m as defined in ^ is independent of

the location of Uie reference origin.

The time-average circulation of each of a large number of

statistically distributed charges in an element of volume An
may be referred to the center of An. The resultant time-average

vector is
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m= ^ m/ “ ^5
i-i

(11)

j-i

However, in a statistical distribution in which millions of circu-

lating charges are in random phases in their respective orbits,

the vector sum of the instantaneous values m/ is equal to the

vector sum of the time-average values m,-. Hence it is possible to

define the instantaneous or time-average value of nu for a volume

dement An in which by definition statistical conditions prevail

mthout taking time averages.

n n

m< = ^ m/ = ^ g
[d/iCyvf] (12)

J-i i-i

Here the vectors d/ are drawn from the center of An to the

charges ey moving with vdocities vy at any one instant. The
vector mi is called the vector magnetization of the volume

dement. Its direction is the axis of magnetization; its magni-

tude is the magnetic moment.

The vector volume density of magnetization of the circulating

charges in An is defined by

Mi » g (13)

If a body or region is divided into volume colls An and a

vector Mi is defined at the center of each cell to describe the

average circulation-orientation of the electric charge, it is pos-

sible to interpolate from the discrete values Mi a continuous

vector point function M defined throughout the volume. This

function is tlic volume dcmtily of magnetization. It assigns

an axial vector to every point in the region or body in which

it is defined, so that the direction of the vector is along the axis

of magnetization in the positive sense according to the right-

hand screw convention, and the magnitude of the vector measures

the average circulation of charge about the axis in a small region

near the point. Its dimensions are charge per unit length per

unit time.

Q amperes

LT meters
(14)
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As in all preceding definitions of continuous densities, the

body or region must be assume to be sufficiently uniform that

each Ari cell differs only slightly from its neighbors, and the

continuous,
_
interpolated function M varies only very slowly

over distances that are large compared with the dimensions of

the volume cells. The definition of M implies in particular

that the volume density of drifting charge i has an extremely

small variation from cell to cell.^

The function M characterizes the steady-state circulation-

orientation of electric charge in a way analogous to the character-

ization of the static-state distortion-orientation by the function P.

17. Comparison of Two Representations.—^In describing the

steady-state properties of a region in terms of a volume and a
surface density of drifting charge and, alternatively, in terms

of two volume densities, one of drifting charge and one of magne-
tization, a situation arises that is analogous to that encountered

in the static cases. In the mode of representation using surface

and volume fimctions, the region is treated in two parts in each

of which one fimction alone carries the burden of representation.

In the alternative mode using volume functions only, both
functions are defined in the entire region using the same volume
cells. Since the volume density of drifting charge I (just as the
volume density of charge p) is not sufficiently fine-grained to

take account of surface conditions, it follows that the volume
density of magnetization M must describe surface conditions of

moving charge (much as P describes surface conditions of

charge).

In examining the parts played by the three functions i, I, and
M and their dependence upon the mode of subdivision, it is

possible to proceed by complete analogy with the static state

and its three functions p, 77, P. If a given region containing

spin atoms only is divided into volume cells in such a way that
each cell contains only complete current whirls or dementai-y
magnets, the volume density of current i is zero. There is no
drift of charge across the boundaries of any volume element.
Let the magnitude of the magnetization (or circulation-orienta-

tion) in the region increase uniformly in a direction normal to

^ The mathematical basis for this restriction is given in M. Mason and
W. Weaver, “The Electromagnetic Field,” p. 193.
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the fixed axis of magnetization. . This condition is shown
schematically and one-dimensionally in Fig. 17.1 where the

number of elementary whirls increases steadily from left to

right. The axis of magnetization is normal to the paper, point-

ing upward. Hence the volume density of magnetization M is

Subdivision 1: Representation entirely in terms of the
volume density of magnetization, M; i « I »0

Subdivision 11: Representation in terms of both volume
and surface densities of moving charge, i and I; M « 0

Kkj. 17 . 1 .—Kloctirically oiiu-diinoiiHioiiul Hohoniiitir (liiiKnini to whow two
poHHihle inodcH of HulidiviHion. The Hyinl)ol Q iiumuih <lirort.od vertically upward

n

from the piano of tlio paper. The tnufcniludo of ^ 3[di,e/V;1 m taken to l>o oiio for

ji- 1

each whirl. If the left. Hide ih at j* « 8, t.he riitht Hide at x 124, HubdiviHion I ih

chnnu'terixed by Mi ixf; Hiilxlivimoii II by in « eurl Mi « “19/ **

[rl, “Mil/, " “-9/ lix« ** In, “Mi|« C9'

dirocit^l upward and M incroanoH uniformly from loft to right.

Since i irt zero ovorywluM’o, and I in not dcdiiKMl at all, M must

chiinictcirizo c,oinpl<doly t.h<‘ siciady-stalo proiicrtios of the region

both in the int(n*ior and at the mirfac^c. by following around

the boundarioH of a ctdl and noting tln^ direction of oatdi half-

current whirl nearest the boundary in every row, tlu^se. will all be
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found directed to produce a counterclockwise drculation around

the interior of each Ln cell.

Now let the subdivision be changed as indicated in the figure

so that some of the elementary magnets near the surface are

cut in two by the cell boundaries. The interior is then sub-

divided by the dotted lines in such a way that the magnetization

in each volume cell is approximately zero. This can be verified

in Fig. 17.1 by again following around the edge of each voliime

cell and noting the direction of the current in each half whirl

nearest the edge in every row, regardless of whether it is to the

right or to the left of the solid boundaries of subdivision I. It

will be found that the directions of the half whirls now alternate,

so that the net circulation around each volume element is very

small. This can also be verified using (16.13) if it is noted that the

center of each cell is a vertical line since the figure is one-dimen-

sionsl. In any case, for a volume element contaming millions of

elementary magnets, M can be made practically zero. On the

other hand, it will be found that each volmne ceU as a whole

contains an extra half whirl downward which is not compensated

by an upward half. This means that there is a net drift of

current downward throughout the interior, so that the volume
density of current has a nonvanishing value. Thus, in the second

mode of subdivision the interior is characterized entirely by I,

whereas in the first mode it was characterized by M. On the

other hand, in the first mode of subdivision there were no surface

cells, and hence no surface density I was defined. Properties

peculiar to the surface thus had to be included m the description

9ven by M alone. In the second subdivision there are surface

cells, and a surface current is seen to flow dovm on the left

surface and a somewhat larger one up on the right. Helice I has
a nonvanishing value in subdivision II and the region with spin-

model atoms is characterized, just as in the free-drift model, by
I and i.

If neither of the artificial modes of subdivision is used and no
precautions are taken to have the ceU walls cut or not cut
throu^ a certain ntunber of atomic whirls on the average,

statistical conditions prevail along these walls as well as in the
interior of the cells. Accordin^y, there are always some atoms
near the boundary completely in one volume cell, while others
are cut by the boundary and are partly in one, partly in an
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adjacent cell. In the case coiuddered in conjunction with

Fig. 17.1, the number of elementary whirls increases from left

to right, so that on the average more of tiiem are cut by the

ri^t than by the left boxmdary of each cell. The peculiarities

of each of the two modes of subdivision schematically illustrated

in Fig. 17.1 exist simultaneously in the general picture, and all

three functions i, I, and M have nonvanishing vsdues. The
situation is analogous to the static state in which all three

functions p, ii, and P had nonvanishing values for unrestricted

subdivisions. It is to be expected by analogy that a suitable

combination of i andM and of I and M wiU permit the definition

of essential volume and surface characteristics that are independ-

ent of the mode of subdivision.

18. Essential Volume Characteristic' of the Steady State; Curl

of a Vector.

—

A. volume density of moving charge that is inde-

pendent of the mode of subdivision may be obtained by a method
analogous to that used in defining the function ^ = p — div P

in the static state. That is, the representation of the distribution

of moving charge in a typical volume cell is investigated when
the cell walls arc shifted from tlie one to the other of the two

modes of subdivision illustrated in Fig. 17.1. With subdivision 1

each volume cell, c.g., Art, contains only complete elementary

magnets or whirls—none is out by the boundaries. In moving

the boundaries to subdivision II, in which M <= 0, three half

whirls are cut on the left and removed from the coll, while four

half whirls arc cut on the right and added to the cell. The net

result is an addition to the coll of one half whirl representing

a downwardly directed current of a certain magnitude. A similar

result is obs(irvcd in each volume cell. Hence, the volume

density of current h, os defined in the usual way, has a non-

vanishing viiluc if this schematic picture is replaced by a dis-

tribution involving millions of current whirls. A continuous

volume density of moving charge i can be interpolated for the

entire region. It is clear from the highly schematic model that

there is a direct correspondence between the number of ele-

mentary magnetization vectors m = i[d»Pv]> or current whirls

cut by cell boundaritw (in cluinging from subdivision I to sub-

division II), and the volume density of current appearing in each

volume cell in sulslivision II. To include a part of a steady-state

current whirl in a volume cell is exactly equivalent to adding an
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element of current flomng parallel to that boundary which cuts

the whirL (In the static state the inclusion of a part of a dipole

cut by a boundary was in effect the same as adding a definite

amount of dectric charge.)

It is necessary to define a quantity that is a measure of the

number and orientation of the current whirls cut by a boundary

and simultaneously of the equiyalent current sheet due to these

cut whirls on each side of the boundary. Such a quantity must

resemble (A,P) in the static state which is a measure as well

of the number of dipoles cut as of the amount of charge added

to a volume cell in a change in subdivision. The vector M
is a continuous function which measures the average density

and direction of ciurent whirls or of elementary magnetization

vectors in a small region about any point. Since it is parallel

to the axis of rotation of the circulating charges, and a nonrandom
axially directed drift is included in the function i, M must be

perpendicular to the plane of the motion of charges to be repre-

sented by M. Charges moving paraUdL to the bounding surface

of any volume cell must be moving perpendicular to the unit

external normal A to that surface. It follows that the circulating

charges that are a i)art of a current whirl cut by a cell boundary

in changing from subdivision I to II, and moving parallel to a

boxmdary, must be perpendicular both to M and to an external

normal A to the surface. This does not require M to be perpen-

dicular to A. A vector that has a direction perpendicular to M
and A and that is at the same time proportional to M (which

measures the average vector sum of all the elementary magneti-

zation vectors m = i[d|Cv]y as defined for each spin atom or

elementary whirl per unit volume) is the vector product

(lo)

Since A is a unit vector, the magnitude of (la) is

M sin (n,M) = M cos (8,M) (lb)

Here $ is a vector tangent to the surface. In other words,

[A»M] has a magnitude that is equsil to the component of M
parallel to the surface along which the circulation of charge

takes place. An examination of Fig. 18.1 (which is drawn for

the simplest case in which M is itself parallel to the surface)

shows that in order to preserve the right-hand-screw convention
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as applied to current whirls of positive charge it is necessary to
use a vector equal in magnitude but opposite in direction to

Such a vector is

(2)

Figure 18.2 shows the orientation of the vectors and the normal
A for the general case in which A and M are not perpendicular
to each other.

The magnitude of the vector [A,—M] is a measure of the
average vector sum of the tangential cmnpmienUt of the elementary

magnetization vo(itors that i)i<‘rco or Ii<^ in the plane of a unit
area of the surface for which |A,-M1 is di>line(I. 'I’he dinuition
of the vector [A>“M1 is th<« sanut jis the (lirection of motion v
along the surface of the poaitive (diarge in the eleiu<>ntary half
whirls (characterized by the magimlizalion v<'ct.orH) on the side
of the surface for whi<!h A is an external normal, 'rhis is illus-
trated in Fig. 18.2 in which on<( curn'nt whirl is shown.

In order to determine the significance of the vector (A,-M1
at a surface enclosing a voluim^ cell, h-t the <'hange in sul)-
divisionfrom I (volume c((lls (»nly no whirls cut) to II (surface
and volume coIIh huoIi tluit M — 0) lu‘ oxainituMi in 18.1.
If the boundaries of the volume cells arc^ mc*ved dotm half the
diameter of a current whirl, the positive current shetd (com{>oHcd
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of Tialf whirls) which, is removed from this cell across each iinit

of its surface as the boundary is shifted down is measured by

[A,—M]. This is equivalent to moving an identical, oppositely

directed current sheet into the newly formed cell. That is, the

sheet of positive current that appears in the volume cell per unit

of surface in the change in subdivision is measured by — [A»—M]
or [AtM]* Since M is a continuous function, the vector [A,M]

is defined at every point along the boundary of each volume cell

Fig. 18.2.—OrientatioiL of magnetization vector emd ourrent whirl at a surface.

in subdivision I. By integrating over the entire surface Z of a

volume cell

a measure is obtained of the average number of positive half-

current whirls that are cut and effectively added to the coll

in the change in subdivision, and of the mean direction of their

circulations as specified by their respective magnetization

vectors. This integral is, also, a measure of the average positive

current that is transferred across the boundaries of a volume cell

as these are shifted to change from mode I to mode II. In (2),

A is external to the cell, and M is necessarily the value in sub-

division I, since M = 0 in subdivision II, If this integral

vanishes, the same number of current whirls is cut on each side,

so that there are no half whirls downward added on one side

that are not compensated by half whirls downward lost on the
other side as illustrated in Kg. 15.1. If the integral does not
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vaoiBh, the compensation is incomplete and a current is observed

as in Fig. 17.1. The current per unit volume appearing in Art in

subdivision II is

fi

At*

In order to verify that (4) measures the positive ciurent

density, let a very ample cose be studied in detail. Consider

Kki. —MagiKMixiitidn iiiiil ciirri'iil. nloiig iHiiiiiitHritiHof volumo (ioIIh. M
is (lirortod vc»rt.i(Uilly upwiinl from ilio piipor; ilH iuaRi)it.ii(lo iiHrroiiHOH iinifornily

from loft to riKht. (Iroiitor dotnil (»f Iho typioul oiroulntion in oiioh ooll ih bIiowu

ill tiio iippi^r lofl-liiiii(l oormtr. I'lio liouiulurioH for Muixlivimon 11 uro Bhown in

lirokoii linoH.

a rogiori in wlii(;h M is conHtant in flireotion, vf^rtically upward,

l)ul in whi(‘.h it incrciwoH uniformly toward the right. A top

view of nino cul)i<'.al volunio (iloin(‘nt*4 of such a region is shown

in Fig. 1S.3. 'I'h(% av<M'ag(i value of Ma> at the ccmiUm’ of ciwdi eell

JUS ealoulated using (Ki.C)) is (Mpiivalent to a eireulation around

the eell bonne hiritw jus shown. In Ari, 3N <?harges aro moving

along (sae.h wall of area IF-; in Ara, 4A’ (4uirg(w; in Ara, 5N eharge^s.
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Since the direction of M* is known, it is merely necessary to
calculate its magnitude at the center of each cell iimng (16.13).

M. = ir* Ar*

w* w
The second equality in (6) follows because

d/sin(4»,) = ^
However,

^^ is the total current J*, along each of the four
At*

sides in At* multiplied by the length of this side.

Therefore

m
The magnitude of M on the boundary o, between Ar* and Ats,

18 obtamed by interpolation—in this case simple averaging-to
DG

Ma = + Mt) (8a)

Similarly on the boundary c between An and At,

Mo = i(i»fi + Mi) m
°“^®^boundaxies b and d the value of M varies continuously.

Mb = Md
(9)

at opposite points.

One can now form (3). Since the magnitude of [ft,M] on thetwo fac^ that are perpendicular to M is zero because ft and Mare parallel

f [ft,M]dtr PT* ,r , , , ,

Jzt At W* "f" [ftejMc]}

"*
[ftii,Md]}d<r (10)
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Here the are unit external normals to Art on the sides indi-

cated by the subscripts. Clearly

ftc
~ ~A« Ad =® — A»

With (11) and (9)

^[A.Mld<r

(11)

(12)

Here 11 is a unit vector pointing toward the bottom of the page

as shown in Fig. 18.3. It specifics the direction of [AaiMa]

using the right-hand-screw convention. With (8a,b)

However,

Hence

(ilf„ - Me) = i(ilfj - Jfefi)

= mi + Mi)

{Me. - Me) = JIfs - Mi

(13o)

(13b)

(13c)

Accordingly with (13c) and (7)

/s. ,
(^3«

^
At3 IF

(14o)

The oxprosHion on t.ho ri^ht. is the (lilTorenec between the sheet

of (uirront I tux down ulonj? ,sid(^ a in At3 and I<2a flowing

up along a in Ar-j. It. rncviHums tlu’i lu^i. flow in the direction St

along bot h sides of the boundary a bot.w(Uui Ara and Ara- If the

mode of subdivision is changod t.o II as indicated by the dotted

lines in Fig. 1 S.3
,
this lu^t flow appears in At2. Thus;

. ( 1.^0 f2a) __ .

This simple example shows that (•!) has the magnitude and the

direction lis wc^ll as th(^ diimuisions of a volume density of cuiTont.

The (piant.ity

(iwn)* —
J[A,MiW(r

At*
(15)

is the itH^an dcMisity of magnetimtion current in the coll An.

If such a value is d(d.<Tmined for each c(‘ll, a (continuous volume

density may be interpolates! in the usual way. Since M is
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already such an interpolated function and is continuous through-
out the region, it is permissible to pass to the limit directly
and let the volume approach zero. The volume density of
current that appears in the interior of a region as a result of
changing the mode of subdivision from I to II is

•in
AtAr-»0

(16)

An important shorthand symbol for defining the operation indi-
cated on the right in (16) is the curl of a vector. It is defined byi

curlM = lim
At (^7)

and is itself a polar vector. The volume density of magnetiza-

for rotation; is also used in place of curl.The operator curl may be expieeeed in any system of coordinates by apply-

^ the defi^g formula (17) to an element of volume in the desired system

TOhme At = Aa Ay As may be chosen with center at the origin or, moregenerally, mth center at any point *, y, * as shown in Kg. IsTi. At this

r” (M,)i+uA,

cube in Kg. 18.4, d - S- fS «1 o* re oi
*^»

.

"ght-hand face of the

JnVrfftehtdt::
^ thrne"J.;ive"si^!

[|».M] = {m, -
On the left-hand face,

[S,M] - {-IM,
The average values of the components of M at the centers of the two faces
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lion current i« is a continuous vector point function defined

throughout the body or region.

By a mere change in subdivision from 1 to II the description

of tile volume cells containing spin atoms only is alter^ as

follovrs:

Subdivision I 11

(volume cells only; (volume and surface cells;

no cut spin atoms) enough spin atoms out to

make Mu 0)

i “ 0 \m » ourl Ml
M - Mi 0

are obtained from the valueM at the conter of the cube by Taylor’s theorem

- (My), + .

(My),^,/y - (Jlf.). - .

Corresponding expressions muy bo written for M» on tho two faces. If these

values are siibstituUMl above and similar exprossions are obtained for top

and bottom, front and nuir of tho cube, tho following is readily written:

curl M
or

- lim 1
+

Ar-M) I

+Ax/sAy As + [n,M]x-Ax/2Ay As + [n,Ml„+Ay/aAa As
,M|if~Ay/3Az Ac +?[fl,M|s+A«/aApAy + [n,Ml,^«/2Ac Ay

^ Ay As

curl M limo
Ar-»0

OAf^

tlx

+ (« tly

ilM;

Ox

- i

At Ay As

\ A A A . A

J
^ Ay ^ + -»-V)
Ax Ay Az

This finally huids to

curl M ilAfu\ t ^ *

dZ J V

. AW, _ dAf

A

dz J dz dy )

This may be wrilUui in the following convenient determinant form:

curl M
ft i

A A A
Oz dy dz

A/, A/x

(19)

The evaluation of th(% <nirl in curvilinear coordinates may bo carried out

in tint HaiiKt way, but (uire must bo oxorcisod with oloxuonts of volume that

do not have paralh^l sidets.
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The interior of a region contauung only spin-model atoms

(desciibable by means of elementary magnets or whirls) may be

characterized either in terms of M alone using subdivision I, or

in terms of i alone using subdivision II. In the former case

it is said to be magnetized.

If a region contains both free^lrift- and spin-model atoms,

a representation of the interior uinng subdivision I (which does

not cut through any of the elementary whirls) shows that each

volume element is characterized by a volume density of magneo-

ization M due to current whirls and by a volume density of

current i/ due to the moving free charges. A volume density

of magnetization current im due to the elementary magnets

vanishes in subdivision I, since none of the whirls is cut by the

cdl boundaries. Hence, i = i/. When the same region is

subdivided according to mode II, the interior is characterized

by M = 0 and by i = i/ + i«. Since i/ is slowly varying, it is

also independent of small shifts in the location of cell boundaries,

so that the same function is defined using either mode of sub-

division. It has been shown that im in subdivision II is the

same in magnitude and direction as curl M in subdivision I.

Consequently, i + curl M has the same value in either mode of

subdiviaon. If any intermediate subdivision is chosen in which

the cell boundaries cut through eome current whirls, but not

throagjh enough to reduce the magnetization to zero, or if, in

terms of the dynamic model, there is a statistical distribution

along the boundaries so that there are always some whirls cut,

but not necessarily enough to make M vanish, both M and im

have nonvanishing values. But curl M has a value precisely

equal to the addition that would be made to i if a subdivision

were chosen to reduce M to zero. Thus i -f- curl M is a vector

point function that is independent of the mode of subdivision.

It is the essential volume density of the steady state, analogous

to the essential volume density of the static state p — div P.

Let it be denoted by

I s i curlM = i
— curl (—M) (20)

Here the expression on the extreme ri^t is written so that

the sign agrees with that in p — div P. It appears that —

M

and not M is analogous to P.
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^

19. AlternatiTe Definition of the Curl of a Vector An bU

e ^0^ in tenuB ot the eomponent of the curl in « defihitndiction or, m partioulnr, in a dheetion nommi to a^»^ Connder tor eaampie, the oomponent^rMnoS
It into two parts. For simplicity, let the volume element Are a small cube of side w (a volume element of any shape mav beused), and let A5 be a square drawn parallel to the from fac^ as

2

4

aA

BsesBsasssRsa

1 ^ A

A
n
-<

s^
HI “•n

to
!

vr. uurA,

m FiR. 10.1. K, is i,y j
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always points in the saone direction; 6 is an eztemal normal

to the surface of the cube, and hence pcwts in different directions

as da moves from one face of the cube to another, in the course

of the integration. The vector product

i' ® (3)

defines a unit vector which is normal to both and A. Since

is fixed, S' lies in the plane A8. In order to remain perpen-

dicular to A and satisfy the ri^t-hand-screw relation of the

vector product. S' points along the bounding lines of A/S in a

counterddckwise sense as indicated in the figure. The sub-

stitution of (3) in (1) gives

(1^, curl M) 1im
f^CM,S')da

At
(4)

The integral in (4) includes no contributions from the front and

back faces on wUch $' vanishes because and A are in.the same

or in opposite directions. Integration over the side, top, and

bottom faces is equivalent to a sum of integrals

f.CM.ds') (6)

around the edges of each of an infinite family of parallel surfaces

AS parallel to the xs-plane. Let da = ds'dy, then

LM')dy
(1^, curl M) = lim ^^—jr (6)

At—^0

Since M is continuous, the theorem of the mean for integrals may
be applied to the y integration. That is.

curlM) = lim
A*^0

(M,ds') / dy

At (7)

Here the barred integral is a mean value for some contour «

around one of the family of parallel surfaces AS. The integral

three vectors ft, fi, M. The products (M,[n,ft]) and (A,[M,ft]) are easily

interpreted to be equal to the same vplume. Hence

(ft,IA.M]) - (M,[ft.AD - (A.[M/lD
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/ dy gives simply the thickness w of the cube; also Ar

Hence (7) reduces to

(1^, curl M) = lim
&s->o

(MkJsO

AiS

w AS.

(8)

The bar indicating a mean value is omitted, since in the limit

Ar approaches zero on the surface AS around which the integral

jTCMids') has a mean value. The contour s traces the boundary

of that surface. The positive direction of s' around the contour

obeys the right-liand-screw convention with respect to the normal

iQ. The definition (8) of the component of the curl of a vector

normal to a plane is often simpler to use and to visualize as an

operation than (18.17). For example, in rectangular coordinates

curl M = 2 lim + 9 lim
xi Ai-tu \ Az Ax /

+ i lim
Ay dje-^0

,
Aj/Ai

20. Essential Surface Characteristic of the Steady State.—The
complete (•hjiraetorization of the Ktoady Htaio rcquircH a surface

function tliat is in(lop(‘nd(‘ut of the mode of subdivision of a

region into volunu^ and surface cells. In the static state such a

funet.ion was found to be rj + (ft,P). In the steady state the

analogous function must be a combination of | and so that

the pr(\s(*nt situation with respeud. to M is analogous to that

discusscMl for P in defining the surface charaeterisUe of the static

state. It has Immui shown (18.1/)) that the veetor i)r()<luet

[ft»—M] in a in(‘as\ir<^ of the <Hr(Md.ion and inagnitiide of positive

charges moving paralhd t.o the surface to which ft is an exWmal
normal. At th(‘ I )oimdary between two dissimilar regions [ft,—M]
deserilx's in subdivision 1 what I n'presenbs in subdivision II

as can be vcrili(‘d directly by examining what happens to a thin

layer cont.aining parts of current whirls along both sides of a

bouiuling surfaces betw(»(‘n two ri'gions when a change is made

in the medhod of sulxlivision in eacli region from nuxle I to mcxle

II. (\)nsi(l(‘r first both regions <livi(lc<l according to mode T.

Each conlains only volum<‘ cells, ami both i and M may have

nonvanishing valu(‘s if both whirling and fixudy drifting eharg(^H

arc i)reH(mt. valuti of i is due entirtdy to the drift of free
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charges, the value of M entirely to the circulation in spin atoms.

Suppose, for the moment, that no free charges are present, so that

i = 0; let Ml be defined in region 1 on one side of the boundary,

while M2 ia defined in region 2 on the other side. At the

boundary the quantities [An—Mi] and [A 2j—

M

2] characterize

the positive circulation on each side parallel to the boundary with

normals outwardly directed with respect to the regions. Con-
sider two cubical volume cells At one on each side of the boundary
surface with adjacent faces A2i and A2!2. Let the mode of

subdivision of the two regioiis be changed by pulling apart the

two volume cells Ati and Ar2 as in Fig. 9.1 to form two thin

surface cells, of equal volumes 8A2i and 5AZ 2,
one on each side

of the boundary between the dissimilar regions. Each of the

newly formed thin surface cells contains parts of current whirls

still partly in Ari and Ar2. The number of current whirls

that are cut and partly added to a given cell in the form of a
positive current in changmg the mode of subdivision is obtained

by integrating the vector [a,M] over the enclosing surfaces as

explained in conjunction with Fig. 18.2. If this integral is evalu-

ated over the surface of the thin disk of thickness 25, significant

contributions are obtained only from the large flat surfaces

A2i and AXi because only these surfaces cut through the curi’ent

whirls when the change in subdivision is made. Thus

[n,M]dtr = [fi{,Mi]dir + [nJ,M2]d<r (1)

where Aj points into region 1, Aj into region 2, since both must be
external to the volume contained in the disk, 25A2). Also
A2)i = A2)2.

The average volume density of moving charge due to con-
tributions from cut magnetized units (current whirls) in these
cells is

(im)AT = H“ i2in) (2)

If (1) is divided by the volume 25 AS and AS is allowed to
approach zero in the limit (since M is a continuous function
this is permissible) the following continuous volume density of
moving charge is defined:

2
(il« + i2m) = - lim

28 A2~K)

^2^
[AliMJdff [Ai>Mx]<!o'

25A2;i j
(3)
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HereAi(= — A[)andfla(= —Aj) are normals directed outwardly

with respect to the houndaiy surface between the regions 1 and 2.

From (1-1.2), iii is by definition the surface density of moving
charge li. Similarly, U in defined along the surface of region 2

by iafi. Thus

llm Um = ilmS + hmS (4)

If (3) is multiplied by 25 and combinetd with (4),

llm + Urn = - liin
ii AS

/as. /jj.

a':si AS* (5)

By applying the theorem of the mean for integrals to each

integral in (5)

flAtiMil [ der [AsjMa] f fiffl

lim + lam = - jnn
^ |

*

-j
(G)

Hei*o [AiiMij JUid [ftaiMal niv, nssixM^tivt^ly, moan valucH at. points

on the »surfu<‘<‘s Al'i and Ailn. In passing to tho limit AISi and

A 2J 2 api)roach z<m-o at. Uu' points whore tho moan values arc

deiined so that

llm ’h lam ~ “ [AsjMs] (7)

Ix^t the following shortluind notation ho introduood:

lf» llm 1 2m

surf, curl M ^ ln,M| |fti,Mil + [nujM'd (8fc)

With this syinholism and with (ho mode of subdivision used in

defining tho d«*nsiti(‘s oxplioitly indioato<l by tho suhsoriptjfi 1 and

II, (7) hooonu's

Imii = - ii%Mil == -surf. ourlMi (9)

Just as for Tjniit in tlu‘ analogous oaso in tho static, stato (9.10),

a valiK^ of Imii nmy Im» nssooiatod with (^very point along the

surfaces s<«parating (h<^ two r('gions. It is a itK^asuro of the total

surface* <l<*nsity of moving <*hargo in both n^gions iissociatod

with that point using snlxli vision 11.

It is <*a.sy to see that, tho funotioii 1 — [A,Ml is indopondont

of tho inodo of sulxlivision at loast for a region containing no

free ohargi's hy applying tho samo r(*aHoning usc<l in Soo.. 9 in
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the analogous static-state case. This function is assigned the

symbol I and is named the essential surface density of the steady

s1«.te. It is

1^1- [n,M] « I + [A,-M] (10)

The expression on the extreme right is written in a form to bring

out the analogy with the static state function v = v + (A»P)-

It again appears that —M rather thanM is the analogue of P.

Because [AiM] can describe surface effects only if these are

surface manifestations of a volume phenomenon, it cannot be

used to characterize a sheet of drifting free charge. On the

other hand, a description in terms of u and Mi can always be

made mathematically equivalent to a description in terms of

in and b if the following conditions are fulfilled.

in = ii + curl Mi
In = “[AjMJ (11)

Since every free-drift model may be replaced by a mathematically

equivalent spin model, the function

1 = 1 - IhM] (12)

may be used to describe mathematically the surface conditions

of both spin- and free-charge modds. By building this function

and the volume function i into the mathematical model of electro-

magnetism, it is possible to interpret them at will or for physical

reasons in terms of a spin model, a free-drift model, or a combi-

nation of these.

21. Surface Density of Magnetization.—^In order to complete

the mathematical description of the steady state, an additional

surface function to represent a surface distribution of current

whirls mi^t be defined. A sxuface magnetization is the steady-

state analogue of a surface polarization or double layer in the

static state. Mathematically, it is a simple matter to con-

struct a steady-state fimction analogous to |< in the static state.

Whereas the function k plays only a very minor part in the

coordination of the mathematical theory with experimental

observations, no experimental effects have been observed that

require a theoretical analogue that depends upon a surface

magnetization. Furthermore, it is difficult to conceive of
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conditions in terms of the atomic model that are sufficient
complex to produce surface magnetization. Accordingly, no
surface density of magnetization is defined.

22. Formal Analogy between the Steady State and the Static

State.—The physical and mathematical models of the steady
state exhibit a complete parallelism in form, in development, and
in interpretation with corresponding mod^ in the static state.

Atomic models describe two kinds of motion of the charges: a
steady drift of the free charges which are statistically at rest

in the static state, and a circulation-orientation of

The latter is only formally a steady-state analogue of the dis-

tortion-orientation of charge in the bound-charge static model.
Actually, the two effects are parallel only in that both are con-
cerned with an orientation. The distortion in the static state
and the circulation in the steady state are quite imrAlatred

, as
are the external forces that produce them. In its mn.t.linTY»tt.ical

model of continuous functions, the steady state is closely anal-
ogous to the static state. Both are characterized in terms of
two continuous functions defined, one throughout the interior,

the other on the surface of a region containing charges. In
addition, the scalar product appears in the static state where
the vector product occurs in the steady state; the divergence of a
vector appears in the static stale where the curl of the vector
appears in the stojwly sUite. This formal analogy between
the two states is maintained throughout the mathomaticjil
development.

For convenient reference, the table on page 72 is constnictcd

to summarizt^ tlio definitions of imporlant quantitioAi in the two
states and to dcinonstratc the analogy between them.

THE NONSTATIONARY STATE

23. Essential Volume Characteristic of the Unsteady State;
Equation of Continuity for Electric Charge.—The static and
steady states are both stationary states because the density

functions that chara<!t.erizo conditions of statistical rest and of

steady motion of (electric charge at every point in a rogion are

independnit of tho time. In the nonstationary state the same
density functions may be us(><l to dweribe imtantnnt'om distribu-

tions of charge and cumuit, b\>t they vary in time at every point.

Moreover, as a constHiuencc of the postulate of cons<!rvat.ion of
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Quantity Static state Steady state

Condition of charge Dynamic: random mo-
tion

Static: statistically at

rest

Dynamic: steady drift

or circulation superim-

posed on random mo-
tion

Static: steady drift or

circulation relative to

statistical rest positions

Atomic models Free charge

Bound charge

Free drift

Spin

Elementary models Dipole; p — ed

p defines electric mo-
ment or magnitude of

polarization; its direc-

tion is asds of polariza-

tion

Magnet; m » i[d,ev]

m defines magnetic mo-
ment or magnitude of

magnetization; its di-

rection is axis of mag-
netization

Density functions:

Volume density of . .

.

Surface density of—
Volume density of . .

.

Charge p;(p< = Stt/AxO

Charge 97;

(17, «= 2;56//ATa)

Polarization P;

(Pi - 2C/dy/Ari

» Spz/ATi)

Drifting charge, i

;

(ifc - 2e/Vy/Ar*)
Drifting charge, 1 ;

(1, - S«c/v//At.)

Magnetization, —M;
(Mi = 2;i[d/,<JyVyl/Ari

= Smy/Ari)

Essential volume char-

acteristic of Charge p p — div P

Charge 17 17 -|- (A,P)

Moving charge,

T i — curl (—M)

Moving charge,

I 1 + Wi“Ml

Essential surface char-

acteristic of

Operations Scalar or dot product, ()

Divergence, div

Vector or cross product, [I

curl

electric charge, defiidte relatioiisliips exist between the time rates

of change of the densities of charge p, ij and the densities of mov-
ing charge i, I.

In order to determine the essential characteristics of the non-
stationaiy state »from the corresponding stationary quantities,

consider a region containing electric charges for vrhich all the
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four volume densities p, P, i, and M are defined in the usual

way. The electrical properties of the region are described in

terms of the essential densities

/5 = p - div P (la)

I = i + curlM (16)

vrhich are independent of the mode of subdividon into volume
cells. In the static and steady states they are by definition

constant in time.

Let an unsteady state exist in which the charges in the region

move in a nonrandom way so that p and P are functions of the

time. M and i may be constant or variable in time. Since

dp/dt and dP/d< arc nonvanishing, the time rate of change of p

in (lo) is

Because time and si)aco varinblcH arc independent, differentiar

tions with respect to them may be interchanged.

dt

(Ip

(it
(26)

In terms of the atomic. i)i<*t.ure a variation in time of p means

that the total charges coidained in a volume cell At increases

or decnvises or change's periodically as time pasRCS. Since it

has beem poslulatt'd as a fimdainent.al attribute of electricity

that cl('ctri<^ (charge is cons(‘rvc<l, so that no charges can be

creatcMl or dc'slroyed in Ar, it follows that ch^ctric. charges must

flow inwanl or outward across the closed bounding surface

of At if (lp/(li dilT<‘rs from zero. SiK^h a flow may consist of

free cbiirg(*s moving from volume c(*ll to volunus cell, or of parts

of i)eriodically distortc'd closed shells vibrating across the

boumling surface's. No contributions to such a flow como from

oriented spin groups Ix'cause the total charge at every instant

in a givt'ii voluim^ is uncliangi'd by a variation in time of the

niimlxM* of curn'iit whirls or of their ax<'s of rotation. With p

defiiKxl to m<'asur<> nv(*rage t-tdal (*harg(^ per unit volume, it

is clear that Op/<H must- mc'asure tlu^ time rate of cliange of the

average total (charge in (‘ach unit of volunu^. This can bo related

to the volume density of current i in the following way.
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Let 2 be the eaclosiiig surface of a typical volume cell Ar.

The postulate of couservalion requires the rate of increase of the

podtive charge pAr in Ar to equal the net positive charge enters

ing Ar across 2 per unit time. (Negative charge leaving Ar

is mathematically equivalent to positive charge entering it.)

At any instant ilie flow of positive charge across 2 into Ar is

given by the integral over 2 of the inward normal component

of the volume density of moving charge i. This integral is the

negative of the total outward normal flux of the vector i across a

closed surface. Thus

|(pAr) = -/^(ft,i)da (3)

Here A is an external normal to the surface 2. Since Ar is

constant in time

|(pAr)=Ar| (4)

Since both p and i are continuous functions defined throu^out
the region, the simple limit process of the calculus may be used

to obtain

dt
= — H-m

At-K) At (5)

By definition of the divergence of a vector, (8.8),

.. .
/,(w)*

div I = lim -—T

Ar-40 At

Accordingly, (5) is equivalent to the following differential

equation:

(6)

(7)

This equation is called the eguation qf conUnuity for electric

charge. It expresses the postulated principle of conservation

of dectridty in terms of the density functions of the mathematical

modd. It explicitly establishes a connection between the

instantaneous steady-state volume dendty of drifting charge i

and the instantaneous time rate of change of the volume density

of charge p.
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If the value of dp/dt given by the equation of continuity (7)

ie inserted in (2b), the time rate of change of the essential density

of charge becomes

|?--divi-diT|--div(i + |) (8)

or

|5 + di,(i + |)
= o (9)

This is a formally generalized equation of continuity which has,

in effect, been obtained from (7) simply by adding and subtract-

ing the term div {dP/dt). Its usefulness lies in the fact that

the characteristic of charge p is independent of the mode of

subdivision into volume cells, whereas p is not. It follows at

once that (i + dP/dt) must characterize the moving charge in a

way that is also independent of the mode of subdivision. This

is true provided there arc no spin atoms, so that M = 0. It

has already been shown for the steady state that if M differs

from zero so that circulations of charge exist, i -f curl M, and

not i alone, is the characteristic of moving charge that is inde-

pendent of the mode of subdivision into volume cells. In

the general unstesuly sliite in which M docs not vanish, the

essential chanic((>ristic of moving charge that is invariant of tire

mode of subdivision may Ixt obtained by noting that

div curl M = 0* (10)

BO that curl M may l»c achhsl to ( i-H dP/dt) in (9) without dis-

turbing t h(* balanc<i of the (‘(|uation.

‘JJ
-I div + curl M + -1)

= 0 (11)

•TIuh is fi It. ih oiwily pn>v<id in roctanRuIar

coor<linnt(»H.

div cxirl M
St 9 i

div

cl

dx

il cl cl

ilx .1.-

.1/.!

1 it clj
/I

On

\My

cl*;

A/c!

c»

cl

cl^

M.

cl
.*1

cl cl

cljr fix

A/;
os

Ma At,
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The piserMal density of moving charge is

PmV — i + curl M + ^ (12)

With (12), (11) becomes

^ + divp^ = 0 (13)

This is a symbolically convenient, generalized equation of

continuity that differs only formally from (7), from which it

may be obtained by adding and subtracting a term in P and

adding a term in M which is identically zero. It is useful for

obtaining the essential density of moving charge PmV in the non-

stationary state. This is at every instant a continuous, slowly

varying function of the space coordinates deJBned tlnoughout the

interior of a body or region. All its terms may be functions

of the time. The velocity v is a continuous, slowly varying

vector point function characterizing the average statistical

velocity of moving charge including nonrandom motions of free

charges and of closed shell configurations of either the polarized

or magnetized kind, pm is the volume density associated with 9 ;

it includes all charges engaged in nonrandom motion.

The physical significance in terms of the atomic model of

associating the term dP/dt with the convection or conduc-

tion current density i and the magnetization current density

im = curl M is readily visualized. Superficially, it is plausible

that a more or less periodic reversal in the direction of polar-

ization of a distorted and oriented group of bound charges, such

as the closed shell of an atom or molecule, is equivalent to an

alternating current. The actual explanation for the appearanc^o

of the term dP/dt in the essential characteristic of moving charge

pIUy is precisely the same as the explanation for the appearance

of — div P in the essential characteristic of charge p. The
contributions to dp/dt by the two terms —div i and — div(0P/aO,

just as the contributions to js by p and —div P, depend upon the

mode of subdivision of a body into volume cells. If the bound-

aries of the cells are so placed that they cut no closed groups

even when these experience periodically reversing distortion-

orientation effects along a definite axis (subdivision I), then

—div P is the contribution to j5 of a nonuniform polarization, and

—div(0P/d^) is the contribution to dp/dt of a time rate of change
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of this polarization. This is equivalent to stating that dP/dt

accounts for the contribution to the characteristic of moving

charge of periodically reversing distortion-orientations of bound

groups. In this mode of subdivision, p and i measure, respec-

tively, only the densities of free charge and of moving free

charge, since all closed shells remain within the volume cells

with which they arc associated.

If the mode of subdivision is changed to mode II so that

just enough closed shells are cut by the cell boundaries to make

P everywhere zero, then div P and dP/dt vanish, p and i|

calculated in tlio usual way, differ from the values calculated

in the first mode of subdivision precisely by the amounts, respec-

tively, pbii = —div Pi and i,,ir = dPi/dL In this case, p is a

measure of both the aveiuge density of free charge p/ and of the

average density pi of the part« of the closed shells of atoms that

are cut by and included within the boundaries of the cell. Cor-

respondingly, i
= 1/ + i/. nieiisures in i/ convection or conduction

drifts of charges across the boundaries of (*.clls and in ip the aver-

age motion of parts of vibrating closed shells across the some
boundaries. 'Fhc cihange in the mode, of subdivision in the

physical pi<‘t.ure corn'sponds to a men^ shift in the responsibility

of representation in tiu^ niatluunatical inodcd from ouo set of

functions to anolluM\ 'I1ic (piantity ip = dP/d^ is a volume

density of polarization current.

For all inodi's of subdivision satisfying the restrictions on the

size of individual c(*Ils, the two continuous fiiiictions

p — p — div P (14a)

PwV - - i ’h curl M + (146)

complet(‘ly charucU'rizc the instant aiu'ous conditions of charge

and moving <'lmrg(‘ in I lie inU'rior of a body or region to the degree

of approxiinalion attcinptccl.

24. Essential Surface Characteristic of the Unsteady State;

Surface Equation of Continuity for Electric Charge.’ The c<iua-

tion of continuity, (‘xpn*ssing the fundamental postuhite of conser-

vation of cl<*clri<* charg<», is ecjually true along a surface, or more

gcntu’ally along tlii^ boundary betwcMUi two clcct.rically dissimilar

regions as in liar, interior. Its form is obtained by applying
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(23.7) to a thin surface layer on each side of the boundary

between regions 1 and 2.

Consider a small rectangular surface element Ar« of thickness i

on each side of the boundary and of area of base and top AD.

The combined volume of the double element is Ar« = 2B A2.

Using' the fundamental definition (8.8) of the divergence of a

vector, (23.7) may be written in the form

- lim / (ft,i)Ar
op _ 2»A2-tO

dt 2d AS (1)

where' A is an external normal to the endoting surface 2 of the

element. Let 2 be considered in three parts. 2< is the com-
bined area in both r^ons 1 and 2 of the four narrow edges of the

entire element of thickness 25; A2i is the area of the top in

region 1; A22 is the area of the base in region 2. The surface

integral in (1) can be written as the sum of three integrals over

these three parts of the closed surface of the cell.

U= - lim
Ot 2d A2J-K) \ 26 A2 25ASi 28A2i )

(2)

Here points out of Ar« from A2!i into region 1; hi points across

A 22 into region 2.

In (2), p is the average volume density of charge in 26 AS. In
tenns of the volume densities in each region,

P = i(pi + Pi) (3)

Similarly i, in the integral over the narrow surface S«, is the

average value in the two regions.

i = i(ii + is) (4)

Using (3) and (4) in (2) and multiplying through by 26 gives

ji (3pi + 6p2) = — lim
05 28 A2-K) 25 AS

*"
, A2i

The surface density of charge (4.2) is

A2i (6)

ri = Sp
(6)
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The surface density of current (14.2) is

From (6)

1 = 3i

5pi + ipj = i?i + >;s

(7)

(8)

Here is the total surface density of charge associated with the

boundary surface between the two regions. Using (7)

(fl»5h + Jis) = (ftjli + lj) = (ft»l) (9)

Here I is the total surface density of current asscciated with

the surface between the two regions. Since the normal in the

first integral is directed across the narrow edges of the rectangular

parallelepiped At«, and hence is tangent to the bounding surface,

it is clear that the current densities in (9) are parallel to the

surface. With (8) and (9), (5) becomes

Here the first integral is the divergence of the two-dimensional

vector I. The hist two integrals may bo transformed using the

theorem of the mean.

Upon iwrfonning the integnition, piissing to the limit, and
introducing the e.\t.(‘rior normals to the regions 1 and 2

Ai = -A',, A> = -Aj (12)

the following eciuation, which contains both surface and volume
functions, is obtained:

+ div I - (A,i) = 0 (13)

The customary shorthand notation is used in (13).

(A,i) (Ai,ii) + (Asjb) (14)

For a surface <‘rf<‘ct involving a drift of charge along the surface

only, (13) becouww

l+divl-O (16)
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For a Volume effect in which there is no motion of charge tangent

to the boundary between two surfaces, (13) leads to the impor-

tant boundary condition for volume density of current crossing

a boundary

(ftji) ® (Ai»ii) + (Ai«ii) =* 0 (16)

If the surface and volume effects are independent, (15) and

(16) are simultaneously and independently true.

The mixed surface equation (13) corresponds to the volume

equation (23.7) in that it is not written in terms of essential

densities that are independent of the mode of subdivision of

the re{pon into volume and surface cells. In order to generalize

(13) to correspond to the volume equation (23.13), and in this

way determine the essential surface characteristic of the non-

stationary state, the procedure used in deriving the volume

characteristic (23.12) mi^t be followed. A shorter, more

artificial way will be used. It involves adding and subtracting

(AfdP/dt), subtracting div [A^Mlt and subtracting (A, curl M) in

(13). It is readily shown that div [A«M] is identically zero

with the aid of the defiidtion of the divergence and the relation

[AiA] = 0, so that the balance of the equation is not disturbed by
subtracting it. In a thin surface layer (Ay curl M) also vanishes,

since in such a layer curlM has the value [AyM] and

(A,[Ajvi]) = (M,[A,A]) = 0

Since (13) applies only to a surface or boundary layer, it is not

changed by adding —(Ay curl M). The same conclusion is

reached using the atomic picture in which the density of mag-
netization current in = curl M is due to oriented circulations or

whirls of charges. At a surface such a whirl is tangent to the

boundary, and the normal component (Ay curl M) of a tangent

vector is zero.

After performing the three steps described and suitably

arranging and grouping the terms, (13) becomes

I {u + (AyP)} + div {I - [AyM]} + ((Ayl) + CUtIM + = 0

(17)
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In (17) and (18) the following essential volume and surface

densities have been used:

j5 s p — div P (19)

^ s
i + curlM + ^ (20)

« = , + („,P) (21)

ijmv ® T ® I — [n>M] (22)

It follows from (22) that the essential surface characteristic

of moving charge in the unsteady state is the same in form a

the corresponding steiuly-state function. The new notation

is introduced to correspond to the volume function pmv.

In the nonstalionary state all terms in (22) are functions of

the time. By simply rccpiiring the invariance of all densities

in time, they reduce to the functions previously defined for the

stationary states.

26. Equation of Continuity for a Cylindrical Conductor.—^An

intenwting and sulis<'(iuently useful partial integration of the

equation of continuity is readily carrietl out for a cylindrical

region of IctJgth 2h and radius a. The following ineciuality is

postulatinl:

a <<h (1)

The (^ylind(‘r is oriented with its jixis along the z axis of a cylin-

drical system of coordinat(*.s r, 0, z, us slmwn in Fig. 25.1. Com-

pleti? rotut ion.'d .symmetry is iussunied to i)revail. The cylinder

will he i<lentilie«l later with a currcint-carrying conductor for

which it will ho shown that

P - 0; P = 0 (2)

At this point il. is suflici<'nt to n>gard (2) Jis a specdal condition

impos(‘<l upon the eylimhT. Subject to (2) the cylindrical

rc£^on is chariicterized hy

P 0; fuv = i -i- e\irl M = I (3a)

V Vt : ’tmv 1 — [fljMl plh)

Since both volume .nml surfuci* densitu's appear in (3n,f») it is

necessary to u-xe ii represent.’ition in Utius of volume and surface

cells, 'rho equations of coiitiimity subject to (2) for tho interior
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Pis. 26.1.—Section of a oylindrioal oondnotor.

and for the surface are

div T = 0

div^ +^ ®

(4a)

(46)

The current into the cylindrical surface layer of atomic thick-

ness S from the interior is the radial component at

r = o — 8

That is, in (46)

(A,l) = (ir)Mi-e (5)

Because rotational synunetry exists, it may be assumed that

= 0 (6o)

5» = 0 (66)

Using (5) and (6a) in (46), and noting that the divergence is

two-dimensional involving only the variables B and a,

/r\ I
d t~~~\ /m
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With (66), (4a) is

A partial integration of (8) with respect to r gives

(«')— - - f‘
- a /," '-Wr (9)

The total axial current is defined by

Jq
* 2Tfl4r + (lOo)

This alw'ays reduces to a total current of free charge only,

I. = Zm//lr + 2ralf, (106)

but the radial distribution of f/. depends upon M, if this is not

zero, as will bo shown in Chapter V. That /» in (10a) and (106)

are the same follows from tho fact that the terms containing

M in I aiid’^i in (10«) cancel. This follows directly from

and

j" *
(2, curl M)2Tr dr ^ Mia dO = 2jroM»* (11)

-27m(i,(?,Ml) * -2raAf, (12)

or from simph' arguments in bfrms <»f a physical model of exurent

whirls. In (11), « is writbm *m the right for a — d because tho

extremely small <lisl.am‘e 5 is negligibht companxd with a.

If (0) is mulliplitsi by 27r an<l (7) by 2ira, the right sides of

(7) ami {!>) may be ccpiaU'd after again writing o for o — 5.

liCt th(i chargi' per unit h'ugtb bo

then

7 :: : 2varif (13)

n:
« 0 (14)

This is (he ecpinlioii of eoutinuity for the cylindrical conductor.

It eouhl hnv<< been written down mortt (piickly and without

imposing (2) if 1h<* postulate »»f conservation of clexttric charge

*ThiH lii'pemls no thwinuii given in 8nn. II.O.
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had been applied directly to a length dz of the cylinder. This

was not done in order to bring clearly into the foreground the

piarts played by the several denailaes in a cylindrical region

restricted by (2) and (6a,b). Thus, it is clear from (8) that

eom though a radicd component of currerd does not appear in (14),

stjcA a component actually plays a fundamental part in maintaining

a surface density of charge along the entire cylindrical surface

of the conductor.

Near the ends of the conductor, specifically at.s = ±(h — S),

the total aodal current entering the surface layer of thickness S

of each end surface must satisfy the condition

(I.)^.<»-., = (15)

with

Q, = f“~*2rrrrtjdr (10)

Here Q» is the total surface charge on the end surface.

26. Representation of a Current-carrying Conductor in Terms

of Volume Density of Polarization.—^Although a cylindrical

conductor canying an alternating current is characterized by

anal and radial currents and a surface density of free charge only

as shown in Sec. 25, it is sometimes convenient to represent the

entire distribution by a physically fictitious but mathematically

equivalent model characterized by P alone. Since P can under

no circumstances describe surface currents, it follows that a

description in terms of P alone is possible only if iimv vanishes.

That is, both I andM must be zero. This is no serious restriction

in most cases in which the use of an equivalent model is con-

venient. Let it be assumed, therefore, that the actual conductor

is described completely by

p — 0; pmv = if = Hr + if* (la)

n — Vf'i ymv = 0 (16)

and seek to represent this in terms of a mathematically equiva-

lent model using P alone. The essential densities as expressed

in terms of P are

p = -divP; P-v = af

V = (A,P) ; i?»v = 0

(2a)

(26)
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In order to make the i-eprciKcntation (2a,6) equivalent to (la,5)
in the interior, it is necessary that

Pfl = 0 (rotational symmetry) (3o)

<livP-;:|;(r/>,) + 5* = 0 (36)

„ ,•

di " at
• (3c)

For equivalcneo on tho cylindrical surface

(/%)<•-« = 1?/ (eyiinder) (4)

For oquivalcneee on the emd surfewaw

(/'j)i.<.A = 1?/ (eeuls) (5)

It is waulily vena tied that the'so conditions and both
continuity are siitislieal if

ofiiiations of

dP

ai (0)

and

••
11 tl

(7)

In (7)

p.. = ]“ 2Tr/V/r (8)

is the axial |t(iIarir.atioii or (*l<'l•t.ri(• luoineiit per unit Ionf;th. It

may !«' r<‘Kanle<i as the axial <a)mpoiieul. of an equivalent (liiK>l(5

for a unit lens'll).

It is, iherefore, pnssilde |o represent !i dislrihution of fn*o

eharK<‘ and <'Urrent e<inlined to a eyiinder hy a inathejiiatically

e(iuiv!den1, hut. usually physically unavailalile model usinR a
dislrihution <if volume density of polarization.

In SOUK* insliine<*s it is mathemalieally convenient to nnalyzo

a rondiictor first in parts ,*md then eomhine (he n'sults so <leter-

inined to ohtjun a solution iiivolviuK th<‘ entire eonduehir.

In this ease the condition t(i) writttm for each part lyiiif? hetwwu
arbitrarily drawn mathematical lanmdary surfaces is not suffi-

cient to ensure .an equiv.alent repn*sent.alii>n of each i>art tnaited

separal(*ly in terms of P .ahme. In f.aet, such a representation

is not pos.sihIe. Where* the* eurn*nt-eai.rryinK eonduetor is cut in
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two by aa ixoa^naiy boundary at an arbitrary cross section, the

boundaiy condition is

clearly

(ftji/) = 0 or (i/s)rid»i = (i/s)>u*s

n = 0

(9)

(10)

at tbe imaginary boundaiy.
I If (6) is used to define an equivalent model for each part

of the cylinder, one above and the other below the ima^iaaiy

boundaiy, the condition (9) is fulfilled. On the other hand, it is

necessaiy that

V = (fl,P) (11)

at the imapnaiy boundary. That is, the representation in terms

of P involves the appearance of a surface density of chaise at

the boundary. The condition (11) requires that $ at the top

surface of the lower part must be equal and opposite to $ on
the bottom surface of the upper part, so that when both parts

are considered together the two surface densities cancel and
contribute nothing to the represantation of the cylinder as a
whole. On the other hand, if each half is considered separately,

the effects due to the representation in terms of P alone will

differ from those in terms of i/ and vj by the effects due to a
surface density n = P, on the top surface of the lower part

and a surface density ^ = —P. on the lower surface of the

upper part. These (^erences in individual effects due to the

parts are necessarily significant; they caned completdy only

when the effects of both parts are combined. An equivalent

representation of individual parte in term of P alom is not

possible. In order to satisfy (10), it is necessary to provide

surface densities 17 on the two ima^nary surfaces such that

V — (A»P) + ij = 0 (12)

1}
B= —P, on the lower surfsuse of the upper part, = P, on the

upper surface of the lower part. The two representations' are

then mathematically equivalent, and effects at outside points

due to a distribution of P and n will be the same as those due

to the actual distribution in terms of i/ and 17/ for each part

and for the conductor as a whole. A change in the representation

of a cuirent-cariying conductor considered in parts from a
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distribution in terms of i/ and (the latter on the cylindrical

envelope) to an equivcdent distribution in terms of P and i) (the

latter, only on the end surfaces at the mathematical boundaries

of the parts) cannot alter the fact that each part considered

separatdy is not an electrically complete and sdf-contained

region so long as current crosses mathematical surfaces separat*

ing it from the rest of the conductor. Important consequences

of this fact in the determination at outside points of the effects

of a current-carrying conductor as a whole and in parts are

considered later (Sec. IV.l).

(®) (6)

Fxo. coiKluctor dividcnl by fiotitiouB boundarios. (a)

BounclaricH with no fictitioud charges; ii « it* (Ji) Boundarios with thin layers

d for fictitious surface charges; « tiii; - tas; ns —ni.
dC ot

It is poRHiblo to make each part of a conductor an electrically

complete and Hclf-contuined region, without altering the repre-

sentation of tho conductor an a whole when tho parts are com-
bined, by adding fictitiouK distributionH of surface cliargc at the

equally fictitiouH bounduricH between the parts in such a way that

these charges caiurel when the parts are put together. Tho
boundary condition (*J) when written at a fictitious surface

between parts 1 and 2 of a conductor as shown in Fig. 26.1a is

(ftjjii) + (A»»is) * 0 (13)
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This is equivalent to

(ftijii) —^ + (fts»h) ~^ ®

if it is required that

111 = -n> (15)

and iji and 17* are surface layers of charge in thin layers of thick-

ness 8 on each side of the boundary as shown in Fig. 26.16. By
requiring in addition that

(fti,iO -^ “ 0; (ft„h) - ^ = 0 (16)

the equation of continuity is obviously satisfied at each boundary

for each part of the conductor. In terms of the physical model

this means that the current li = h which actually crosses the

boundary from part 1 to part 2 (Fig. 26.1a) is represented as a

current ii directed into the surface layer and increasing the

density iji of positive charge on the lower side of the boundary,

while an equal current h directed out from the upper surface

layer reduces the positive or increases the negative surface

charge 172. No charge crosses the boundary between the two

surface layers.

Exactly the same thing may be accomplished more simply in

terms of P. It has been shown that the entire conductor can be

represented in terms of an equivalent distribution of P alone.

Since such a representation implies boundaries that cut no

dipoles, it automatically assures electrical completeness for any

part of a conductor if no surface charges are added at the fictitious

boundaries. By not adding the surface charges to satisfy (12),

the distribution in terms of P is equivalent for each part of the

conductor to that required by (16), and the equation of continuity

is satisfied for each part. However, the distribution is not

equivalent to that actually obtaining insofar as each part

of the conductor is concerned when treated separately. The
significance of this fact in the description at outside points of the

effects of current-carrying conductors as a whole and in parts is

considered later (Sec. IV. 1, 11; also in Vol. II).

27. Representation of a Current-carrying Loop in Terms of

Volume Density of Magnetization.—A circular loop of wire lies
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in the r, 9 plane of a cylindrical system of coordinates r, 6, z
as shown in Fig. 27.1. It is characterized completely by a
volume density of current i/ = fti/#. The radius o of the con-

ductor is small compared with the mean radius h of the loop.

The total current Ij at a cross section of the conductor is

The problem is to replace this physical model with its mathe-
matical representation in terms of i by a physically fictitious

but mathematically equivalent model using only the volume
density of magnetization M. This can be done in several ways.

The one to be described is particularly simple and subsequently

a

Fig. 27.1.—Circular loop of wire carry- Fig. 27.2.—^Thin, flat hoop carrying

ing curront. current.

convenient. Unlike the representation of the current-carrying

conductor in terms of P in the preceding section in which only

the electrical description of the cylinder in terms of density

functions was changed, the characterization of the loop that

is given below involves a change not only in the density fimctions

used, but also in the region in which they are defined. This

implies that the mathematical equivalence will be valid only in

determining oflFects due to the current in the loop at points (mtr-

side the regions where the density functions are defined both in the

actual and the fictitious model.

In order to simplify the representation it is much more con-

venient to replace the wire of radius a carrying the total current

I® by an extremely thin flat hoop of thickness b and widthd = 2a,

as shown in Fig. 27.2. The mean radius of the hoop is unchanged,

and it carries the same total current assumed to be distributed

uniformly in a cross section. Thus,

Ib = dlfB (2)

where l/e is the free-charge current per unit width. The thick-
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ness S of the hoop may be assumed to be of the same magnitude

as the of surface cells used in defining surface densities.

(If a more rigorous procedure is desired, the conductor can be

ima^pned cut up into a large number of hoops of various vddths

between zero and 2a and carrying different densities of current.

The following analysis is then applied to each hoop and the final

representations combined.)

For calculating effects due to the current It at points outside

the voliune which the loop encloses on the side, the cuirentr

carrying hoop may be replaced by a solid, magnetized disk of

radius b and thiclmess d — 2a placed to fill exactly the volume

rb^d surrounded by the hoop (Fig. 27.3). Let this disk be

characterized by a volume density of magnetization M = iMu

Fio. 27.3.—Magnetised disk.

which has the same magnitude at any instant at all points

in the disk. At outside points the effect of this disk may be
computed either from the magnetization Mi »wTig a mode of

subitivision I into volume cells only or in terms of a subdivision II

Uidng surface and volume cells so chosen thatM is reduced to zero

in the interior. The surface density of ciurent In in this case is

In = — [A>Mi] (3)

Spedfically, if Mi =

In = — [hi]ilfii = ^Ma. (4)

Thus the magnetized disk may be described dther in terms

of M,i or in terms of Itn = M,i depending upon the choice of

subdivision.

Let Ma in the mathematical model be so chosen that the

surface density of current Im (due to the current whirls through-

out the interior of the magnetized disk) is equal to Ijt in the hoop.

That is, let

(5)
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With (5) the magnetized disk is exactly equivalent at all out-

side points to a uniform current of free charges circulating

around its periphery. The magnetization of the entire disk so

defined is

m = iM.irbV = ilflib* (6)

Accordingly, a loop of wire carrying a current around a circle

of mean radius 6 may be replaced for all purposes of calculation

at outside points by a circular disk of radius b and thickness

equal to the diameter d of the wire. The disk must be charac-

terized by a volume density of magnetization M given by (5) or

by a magnetization given by (6).

For simplicity the above discussion was carried out for a

circular loop of wire. Actually, the shape of the loop is of

no importance so long as the enclosed area has no dimension

that is not largo compared with the radius of the wire canying

the current around its perimeter. For any sin^y connected

loop of any shape with mean enclosed area S lying in a plane

periJcndiculur to the z axis and carrying a current I of u3aiform

amplitude around its ])crimetcr, a mathematically eqtiivalent

disk of the same shape must be characterized by a volume density

of magnetization

M-ii (7)

or by a magnetization

tn = iSI (8)

A mathomati<!al model describwl in terms of M that is con-

structed to he (ujuivalent to a current in a closed loop is often

calhid a mnynHic sheU. For mathematical masons it is con-

venient for soin(7 puri)os(*s to repliwie a loop antenna by an

equivalent magnetic shell. In principle, this involves only

replacing circulating free chargtw by a surfac-e layer of circulating

bound charge's, and tluui using a repreH<.nitatiun in terms of

volume cells only.



CHAPTER n
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF SPACE AND

OF SIMPLE MEDIA

The descriptioii of the average statistical electrical properties

of xuatter ia simple and reasonably exact mathematical form
is the subject of Chapter I. Along with the definition of the
four essential density functions in general form, the fundamental
postulate of conservation of electric charge was expressed

mathematically in the equation of continuity. In this second
chapter the density functions defined for separate bodies and
regions are interrdated, and the repulsion-attraction postulate is

formulated.

THE FIELD EQUATIONS

L Physical Model of Space.—^The six density functions intro-

duced to characterize the average electrical properties of matter
are defined in Chapter I in terms of schematic models consisting

of rather vaguely described, indestructible positive and negative
chaises of electricity bound together more or less firmly. No
attempt was made to assign any real physical significance to the
picture, nor to the densities defined to represent them mathe-
matically. What was actually accomplished was to replace a
physical model consisting of a &ven volume filled with electric

charges in motion by a mathematical volume containing only
scalars and vectors, ».c., numbers and directions.

A region in which a scalar point function is defined is called
&• scalar jield; a region in which a vector point function is defined
is called a vector field. Using this terminology the charge-filled

bodies and regions of the physical jncture have been replaced
in the mathematical model by superimposed scalar and vector
fields. Such fields have the geometrical outline of the physical
model that they represent because the numbers and directions,
which alone characterize every point both in the interior and
along the surface, reduce to zero or change abruptly as a surface
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or a boundary is crossed. The boundaries of the physical model

of matter are the mathematical envelopes where the scalar and

vector density fields are discontinuous.

In order to predict and coordinate logically the pointer read-

ings that can be obtained by performing operations on arrange-

ments of actual bodies, two steps have been taken. The first

step was to constmet a composite physical picture to prbvide a

structure in terms of which the external behavior of bodies and

regions can bo made plausible to the mind. This physical

picture is the atomic model of matter. The second step was to

describe a mathematical scheme for representing significant

average characteristic propei-ties of the physical model sym-

bolically. This mat.hematical scheme is the field of superimposed

vector and scalar densities.

Since olec^trically charged bodies act on each other even

when separated in a vacuum, a third step is required, viz., a

fitting togetiier of the models of individual and different bodies

botli when in contact with ciich other and when separated in

spa(‘.e. What is needed is a iiukIcI of the space between two

or more bodies. Jhit a physical inodd cannot l )0 built out of

mere eniptiiu^ss. C'onsc^iucntly physic.islw, notably Faraday

and Maxwell, dcM^idi'd to fill it. They devised a model of space

which, instead of Ixung empty, wiuit built out of a medium called

the electromagn(»t.ic. ether, 'fliis ether wtw assumed to fill the

space bci.wixui all bodiiv. In order to provide a plausible

mechanism in this composite mod(d for explaining effocts analo-

gous to those observed for a<'.tual bodi(is in a vacuum, the ether

mod(‘l ha<l to Ix^ jussigmxl a variety of propcM-ties which were

repHNstuiU^l by suitabh^, matluanatical functions and functional

relations. 'Fho entire sclu^me provcnl amazingly fniitful in

predicting th<x)r<^tical <ilTects for which exact experimental

analogues were found, 'fhis wjis true in spite of the fact that

the prop(^rti(w whi<*h had to be jissigiuKl to the ether medium

w<^r(^ not at all plausiblci or self-consisU'mt, since they combined

the propcM’tus of a sup<*r sbx^l with those of emptiness. In

fact, it had to be admittcil that it was iini)ossible to coonlinate

them in any logind scluum^ In other words, although the

matluMuatical nuxh^l was suc.c(^ssful, th<^ physical model upon

which it had Ixxui IxuscmI bord(‘red on the absurd. In a logical

scheme tluTc is no alternative but to rededicate the ether model
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from the practice to the history of science. There it may con-

tinue to stand as a monument to that industry which will stop

at nothing, not even the logically impossible, to discover or to

invent a method for coordinating observable natural phenomena.

Such a discarding of models that have outlived their usefulness

is characteristic of the trial-and-error method of natural science.

Every generation of physicists constructs models of many kinds

of which the following generation accepts only a limited few

which have proved themselves successful both in providing

accurate analogues of experimentally measured quantities and

in coordinating these clearly and logically. At times, two quite

different models may serve equally weU. But eventually one

is usually foimd to prevail, not because it is ri^t, but because

it is both more convenient and more lo^cally constructed.

After aU, models are constructed for convenience in thinking and

recording, not as photographic images of nature.

^ce the ether model of space confuses rather than darifies

the modem mind, it is best discarded as no longer generally

useful. And with it must go the strains and the stresses, the

displacements and the distortions in tenns of which it pictured

a mechanism for explaining observable electrical effects. But
what remains to take its place, to describe the effects that con-

tinue to be observed? By means of what physical model can

they be represented? In principle it may be possible to devise

a general mechanical model in terms of which electromagnetic

phenomena may be visualized. But why encumber the mind
with a comprehensive model, which will certiunly be exceedingly

intricate, when it can get along without it? Is it not simpler to

correlate a mathematical model of matter directly with a cor-

responding mathematical modd of space without the aid of an
additional physical modd of something that our senses observe

as emptiness? Certainly nothing fundamental is lost if such a

physical modd is onoitted. This statement must not be inter-

preted as suggesting a general sdentific policy that pictures

and schematic diagrams of all sorts are to be discarded, or

even that they should be looked upon with suspidon. Every
graphical or mechanical representation that aids the mind in

visualizing and understanding intricate mathematical formulas

and relations may be used legitimatdy wherever convenient.

But it is one thing to illustrate diverse mathematical functions
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by diagrams, curves, or aoalo^es, and quite another to con-

struct a comprehensive and logical physical model. A miscel-

laneous collection of individually simple and useful graphs,

pictures, and mechanical analogies no more constitutes a sensible

physical model than does an assortment of sentences yidd a

meaningful paragraph.

The mathematical description of space will be introduced

without a physical model and, for the present, without geo-

metrical or mechanical aids.

2. Electromagnetic Field and Mazwell-Lorentz Equations.

The fundamental purpose that a mathematical model of space

must serve in the larger model of electromagnetism is to inter-

connect tlic density fields of matter. From the mathematical

point of view, space consists of nothing more intricate than a

coordinate system that assigns three numbers or coordinates

to every point in order to relate it to an arbitrarily sdected ori^.

In certain rc^ons, definitely located by these coordinates, the

scalar and vector fields of the continuous densities characterizing

matter have nonvanishing values. Those regions define the

geometrical positions of mathematical bodies. At all other

points, I.O., in empty space, tiie density fields are zero. In

order to iiiterconiiect scattered density fields, the mathematical

miKlel is extended to include space. This is accomplished by

assigning two vectors to every point in space including that

which is empty and that which contains regions where the density

fields am nonvanishing. The electrical structure of mathemat-

ical space is described in terms of two vector fields. To one

of tlie two viMdior point fiuictions, tlic electric vector, is assigned

the syinlx)! E; to the other, the magnetic vector, the symbol B.

In a region in which E has a value at every point, an E field

or an cle.ctric field is said hi exist. In a mgion in which B has a

value at every jioint a B field or a magnetic field exists. The

superposition of the two fields is called the electromagnetic

field. Thus, the elw-tromathcmatical stiucturo of all space is

completely identified with the electromagnetic field. The

definition of each of the two vectiirs E and B involves a numerical,

exporiinentally determined, pnqiortionality constant with appro-

priate dimensions, '^rhese am the fundamenUd electric constant

<0 and the/uiulanu'nlttl magtwfic amsUint vo. They arc the factors

with the aid of which numerical coonlination is achieved between
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the mathematioal model of electrosoagnetism and the world of

esperimeatal pointer readings. As such, they play the rolo

of univeisal constants.^ Like all the density fields, the olcctro-

magnetic fidd is a purely mathematical construct for which no
dxred esperimental analogues are presumed to exist. It diilcrs

from the density fields in that it is not based upon a physica.!

model. No attempt is made to describe a mechanism to servo
as a picture for the dectromagnetic field in the way the atomic
modd serves the density fidds. The dectromagnetic field is

thus a puidy mathematical extension of the mathematical model
of matter, not of its phsndcal modd.
The defimtion of the vectors E and B in terms of the continuous

densities (which characterize the space occupied by matter)
depends upon a fundamental theorem in vector analysis which
is accepted without proof.

^

T^obeu:* a vector fidd is uniqudy determined if its
divergence and curl are specified, and if the normal component
of the fidd is known over a dosed surface, or if the vector vauishcts
as 1/r* at infinity.

_

defimtion of the vectors E and B in terms of their rcspoctivo
divergences and curls is the second fundamental principle of
dectromagnetism. The first fundamental principle is the con-
^ation of dectric ch^e; it is mathematically expr(»«<Hl
in the equation of continuity. The second principle
contains the first) is expressed by the Maxwell-Lorentz fudd
equation; these define the divergence and curl of the E and B
veotora in terms of the density functions and the constants c» and
Vo as follows:

€o div E = ?
curl E = —6

VO curl B = + 606

div B = 0

( 1 )

(2)

(3)

(0

denominator on
g t m (1) and (3). For most purposes it is more con-

“pennittivity of free space" or

®L "
of free spMe"; ,, is oaUed the “reluctivity of fro,,

FW? p
367^^ “The Eleotrominoti,,
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venient to leave them on the left as shown. The superscript dot

is written for d/dt and

= p — div P (5)

p»v = i + curl M + P (6)

It is assumed that the region (or regions) that is characterized

by p is as a whole at rest relative to the observer.^ The
defining relations (1) to (4) describe the electromagnetic field

completely in terms of the essential volume characteristics of

the unstciuiy state. It is important to note that the vectors

E and B as defined in terms of the average or interpolated density

functions p and p»v arc themselves average values at points within

matter. They do not define a “microscopic'* or “local" field.

In the stationary states all time rates of change vanish,

all functions arc constant in time, and the field equations assume
the completely symmetrical form

«o div E = /5 (7)

curl E 0 (8)

Vo curl B = I (9)

div B - 0 (10)

This definition of the st.jit.ionary eloe.tromagnetic field makes it

poHsibh^ to <‘xten<l the analogy exhihiteil between the static and
steady statx^s in Uu^ tahU^ on page 72.

Qunntily Statio stato Stoady Btato

Kloot roniJignot io fhd<I MIoctrio vocMor E

MU'rtric (umstiiiit fo

Magriotio vector B
Magmatic, constant

Oporations curl div

The <liin(‘nsi<»ns of <*l(M'tri(^ and magnetic vectors and
scalars arc <'onv(‘ni<^ntly <^xpresse<l in terms of the auxiliary

dimensional symbol V and thr(?e of the four dimcinsional symbols

the H'gioii or l>o<ly chunictcrizoil hy p is in motion n^lativo to tho

ohwTVor, a Kononiliziitioii of must l>o mudu to iiicludo, in adtlition to tho

motion of tdoirm' rrintivo to tlio roKioii, oh moiwurod hy tho motion of

tho cliarniMl ronion n*liitivo to tin* oIm<Tv<*r. 'riiiK gonoridissation is i)OHHihlo

in quih* Himph* form for slowly moving rogiuiw; fur nipidly moving ones, a

roiativistio formulation is lUMMtHsfiry.
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already introduced, llie dimensional equivalent of T in terms

of Q, L, M, T, is given in Appendix V.13. The unit associated

’with the symbol V is the volt.

E » Z
L meters

(11)

With (11), (2) gives

jB » ZZ pj,
webers ^2)

L* square meters square meters ' '

The volt-second is called the weber by many engineers. With

(11) and (1) it follows that

(

Q \ coulombs farads

FjL j volt-meters meters ^

The coulomb per volt is called the farad. Similarly (3) and (12)

lead to

QL ampere-meters meters
»'o <=» yyj volt-seconds henrys

1 VT* henrys

Vo QL meters

(14)

(16)

The volt-second per ampere or weber per ampere is called the

henry.

Numerical values of the univeisal constants eo and vo and of

their reciprocals, as obtained from suitably designed standard

experiments, are

Electric constant

Permittivity of space
J
I €o = 8J864 X 10-12

Magnetic constant

Reluctivity of space]
.9X0

*1x10- 5!!?^
36*- meters

= JL V 107
47r henrys

Elastivity of space —
eo

1.129 X lO'i = 36^ X 10®
meters

farads

Permeability of space ~ “ 1.267 X 10“®

= 47r X 10-^
henrys

meters

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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3. Field Equations at a Surface; Boundary Conditions.

—

A.

boundary surface is either the mathematical envdope between

a charged region and space, where the density fields associated

with the region vanish, or it is the mathematical envelope

between two electrically difiei'ent regions in contact, where the

density fields associated with the two change abruptly. Condi-

tions at the boundary between a charged region and space are

obtained from those for two charged r^ons in contact by writing

zero for one set of density fields.

Since the electromagnetic vectors E and B are defined in

terms of all the volume densities, they cannot represent more

rapid fiuctuations in electrical conditions than can the densities

themselves. Therefore, discontinuities in E and B can esdst

only at a boundary whore an abrupt change from one set of

densities to another occurs. In a thin layer of atonoic thickness

8 on ca(;h side of a boundary are defined the essential siuface

densities of charge and moving charge ^ s + (n,P) and

^ = I — [niMl. Since the vectors E and B are defined in the

interior in terms of the essential volume densities of charge

and moving charge, it is to bo expected that thdr behavior at a

boundary is determined by the corresponding surface densities.

Let the c<iuation

«o div E =* p — div P (1)

bo written for a boundary between regions I and 2 in which Ei»

Pi, Pi and Esj Ps» Pa are (h^IiiUHl, r<wi)ectively. The exterior unit

normals t>o the rctgions are Ai and Aj. From the definition

(1.8.8) of the divergence of a vector, (1) may bo written as

follows f«»r an (flcmcmt Ar, = 25 AS botwcxin the two regions:

«u / (A',E)d<r lAh'JP)<hr

9* Ay- (2)

Hero A' points out from tlu^ surfaco onclosiiig At.

Tho oh^mont. of voluino 26 AX is iho hsituo thin disk, half in

n^gioii I and half in n'^ion 2, UK(*d in dofiiiinij^ the essential

H\irfa<’«^ <lensity of (*harj?<^ (S(m\ 1.9); its before, p is the average

density of (charge in tln^ doubU^ (hJI.

P i(pi + p‘Ji) (3)

The two inti'grals in (2) an* (‘valnaU'd over the entire surface X
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of the eleinent of volume 2S AS. This involves integration over

the two parallel surfaces A2i and A2i and over the four narrow
surfaces of width 25 which are perpendicular to the boundary.

As has been stated before, surface effects that cannot be described

by volume functions are due to rapid variations in distribu-

tioits of charge in a direction perpendicular to the surface. Varia-

tions in distribution parallel to the surface do not differ from the

ordinary slow variations in the interior and are, therefore,

adequately represented by the volume functions. The integra-

tion over the narrow edges of width 25 thus contributes nothing
to a distinctly surface effect of which complete account is taken
in the integration over the surfaces AS. The integrals are all

four of the familiar form

lim
A2-»0

(n!.P0*r

AS
= lim

A2-»0

fdc

AS (4)

The second integral in (4) is obtained using the theorem of the
mean for integrals. The last step follows directly after allowing
AS to approach zero. (Ai,Pi) is the value at the point where
AS vanishes and at a distance 5 from the boundary. Let (3)
and four integrals of the form (4) (with appropriately changed
subscripts and with E Avritten for p in two) be substituted in (2),

and let this be multiplied through by 25. Next, introduce tho
surface densities according to the definition

= Pi5 -h ps5 (6)

The exterior unit normals Ai and As to the large regions 1 and 2
are rdated'totheoutwardnormals A(andAito25 ASbyAi = — A(;
As = —As* With this change (2) finally becomes

<o(Ai,Ei) + eoCAsjEs) = — {jji + »l8 + (AijPi) + (AsjPs)} (C)

In the usual shorthand notation (6) is written

eo(A,E) =—{»? + (A,P)} == — q (7)

By the same reasoning the equation

div B = 0 (8)

has the following form at a boundary:

(Ai,Bi) + (AsiBs) = (A,B) = 0 (9)
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If the third field equation

Vd curl B = i + curl M + + €o£ (10)

is expanded by introducinp; the definition for the curl (1.18.17)

witten for the small volume Ar = 26 A2) at the boundary, it

becomes

J'O

lim
2aAS->() AO

i + 1^ + €oE +
fjh'Mldc

*'2aA2~ (11)

If ii and h ixn> <l(‘fin<‘(l in the two regions, their average value

in the combirK^d surfac<^ cell is

i
= *](ii + ia) (12)

Each of the two inl(‘gra.ls includei^ integration over the parallel

faces Al'i and Ail*, and over Ihe narrow surfaces of width. 25

pori)en<licular to tin* boun<lary. Only integration over A^i and

AS 2 contril)Ut<‘s signiticnnlly to a distinctly surface effect caused

by a rapid varinlion in the distribution of charge or moving

charge ns the boumlnry is approaclu'd from the interior. CJare

must bi‘ <».\(‘rcised not to In^ inishsl by the fact, that the vectors

[A,B1 and
1a,M 1

nr<^ actually pamllvl to the boundary on ASi and

AiSa. A rapi<l variation in th(*S(^ vect-ois due to asymmetries

at th(* l>i)undary must, nev<M*th(‘tess, occ\ir in a direction pnyvnr-

(Uvular to the boundary. I’liat is, a ve(*tor i)arallel to the

})ouiulary may cluing^' its diri'ction (»r its magnitude very rapi<lly

lus th<‘ boundary is approactasl, whih» yet remaining parallel to it.

Across the narrow surfaces of width 25, |A,B1 a.nd 1A,M1 can (^xpori-

enc(' <mly tin* slow variation charactcM-istic of the interior, and

rcpr(‘scnted by <Mirt B and curl M- A typical oiai of four integrals

evaluat(*<l ovtM’ the surfaces Ai) is

r. ih

lim
A X *0 - I

= (13)

The c*val nation inchalcs us<* of llu^ thcor(*m of tlu^ naan for

int(‘grals, all<»wing Al' t<» approach z('ro wIk'H' t.lu' nu‘a.n value is

(hdiiUMl, and int rodneinj*; the <*xt<‘rnal normal Ai to r<*gion I by

» — ftj, Konr integrals of the Umw (bi) (with appropriat<‘ly

changed subscripts and with B writhui for M iti two) and (12)

lim
ASi *0 Ai),

tin
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aie substituted iu (11) and multiplied throu^ by 2S. The suiv

face density of moving charge I is introduced in the form

Ii + I2 =* 5ii + 8ij (14)

It mil be recalled that the surface function I is defined specifically

because there -may be rapid changes in the distribution of

mo-vdng charges as a boundary is approached from the interior.

Consequently, a section of thickness 8 must be considered

separatd.y along all surfaces and boundaries -where asymmetrical

conditions prevail. A similar situation does not obtain for the

functions P and E« The former is a volume function defined by
interpolation throughout the interior of each re^on; the latter

is d^ed at all points in space and in bodies or charged regions

in terms of the several volume densities. Both functions are

continuous and slowly varying in the interior of each region.

It followB, therefore, that the quantity 28(^ + eo£) defined

for thin layers, each of thickness 8 and one in each re^on along

their common boundary, will not difier significantly from the

same quantity defined for two similar slices, one in the interior

of each region. That is, -the function 28(^ + 6o£) describes

nothing that is peculiar to the surface; its magnitude is neces-

sarily extremely small because of the minuteness of 8 and the

fact that ^ -h co^ assumes no abnormally large values in the thin

surface section on each side of the boundaries. Consequently

(11) may be -written

>'o[Ai>Bi] + >'o[A2>B2] = ~ {ll 4" I* ” [Al,Ml] — [A2,M2]} (16)

Here all normals are external to the regions indicated by the

subscripts. In shorthand notation

»-o[A,B]= -{l-[A,M]} (16)

It follows by similar reasoning that the second field equation

curl E = — 6 (17)

leads to the following surface equation:

[A,E] = 0 (18)

The Maxwell-Lorentz equations written for surface effects on

the boundary between regions 1 and 2 have the following form:
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Co(Ai»E]) + €o(A2|E2) == — {l?l + 172 + (AljPl) + (A2>P2)}

= —{171 + ^2 } (19a)

[Ai,Ei] + [A2,E2] = 0 (19&)

J'olAljBl] + J'o[A2>B2] = —
{ It + U + [ftlf—Ml] + [A2|—M2]}

= — {’7«V1 + 17mV2} (19c)

(AijBi) + (ft2jB2) = 0 (19(2)

In shorthand

€o(A,E) = — {17 + (A|P)} * —? (2O0)
[A,E] =0 (206)

»'o[A,B] = — {1 + [Ai-M]} == ~i7«v (20c)

(A,B) = 0 (20d)

The interpretation of the boundary equations (19) is not

diflScult. K(i\ia<.ionH (19a) and (19d) apply to the normal com-

ponents of th<^ vec^toi-s E and B- Thus (19a) states that the

normal coinpoiu*nt of the e.leetric v(M‘.tor is discontinuous in

crossing a boundary surface. The magnitude of the disconti-

nuity is the ciSHont ial Hurfa(‘.c chariw'.tcristic of charge fj divided by

the clectri(‘. constant €0 . In tlu^ same way (19f2) states that the

normal conipoiuuit of the magnetic vector is continuous across all

boundariw. The inUu'pnd^ition of (19c) and (196) is slightly

more involv(Mi owing to the hw.t that the vector product of

the external normal to the surface of a region and one of the

field ve(d.ors a(!t.ually d<M‘H not specify any i)articular component

of this field vector. It (hdiiu^ an axial vector that has the

magnituiir oj the tangvniml comporwnt of the Iwdd vector at the

surface and a din'ction normal to the piano formed by the field

vector and tluj (^xt^^rnal normal. It follows at once that the

magnitude of tlu^ disc<»ntinuity of the axial vector so defined

is equal to the inagnitude^ of the disc^ontiuuity in the tangential

conipoiu'iit of th(^ field vcM'tor. Ther(«tfore, (196) re(iuii*es that

the t3Uig(mtial compoinuit of tlu^ chM^i.rie. v(M*.tor bo continuous

in crossing all boundarii's, wIk^hmis (I9r) re.<iuir(« the t.angcntial

compoiumt of tlu^ inagiuM.ic vector to be diseontinuous by a

magnitude^ e(iual to tlu^ (»ss(‘nt.ial surface*, characteristic of moving

chiirge dividt^l by th(^ nuigiud-ie. constant po, 'Pheso boundary

conditions arci illustrat<Ml in Fig. 3.1. The following is a

tabular form using thet shorthand notation iw in (20).
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Vector Component

-
1

Behavior at

boundary
Magnitude of

discontinuity

E Normal Discontinuoua — ^/eo

E Tangential Continuous 0

B Tangential Discontinuous

B Normal Continuous 0

The form of the boundary equations (19) or (20) is not changed

in the stationary states. It is only necessaiy to require all

Region 1

BegionB (a)

Region 1 T
Region 2

(6)

I'lo. 3.1.- -Electric (a) and niaffiictic (ft) vectors on both of 21 boundary.
Note that voctors with sulwcript 1 arc just above tlic poinl on t.h(» boundary,
voctoro with sulMsoript 2 arc just bolow the point on the l>ound 2iry. The surfiieo
densities are in surfaoo layers in one or lM)th regions.

functions to be invariant in time, l^hc analogy bot.woen the
static and steady states may be extended to iiudiidi^ t.lu^ following.

Quantity Static Hinto Steady Htate

Operations VcMtlor pnxlucl
[ ]

iScaUr product ( )

4. Field Equations as Fundamental rostulatcs. -Tlu' mathe-
matical model of the electrical properiii',-? oi nialtt^r is contained
in the four ossential characleristics that, descrilx^ inaf lc'r in terms
of scalar and vector fields. l?vcry point in the interior of a body
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is characterized by values of the two volume functions

= p - div P (1)

Pmv - \ + curl M + P (2)

Every point on a boundary surface is characterized by values

of the surface functions

^ + (ft,P) (3)

[A,M] (4)

The mathematical model of the electrical properties of space

is defined in terms of the two universal constants eo and vq and

the two vector point functions E and B that are defined every-

where except in surface layers by

6q div E = i5 (6)

curl E = (6)

Pa curl B = P«v + (7)

div B = 0 (8)

*o(ft,E) = -? (9)

fn II o (10)

VofftjBl = — IJmV (11)

(ft,B) = 0 (12)

The <l<‘script.ion of evc^y point in the electromagnetic field

is chanu’terized liy t.lu‘ nature and the <liHtribution of the density

fields that det<'rniin<» thci esscuitial volume and surface character-

iHt.i<\s p uikI pwiv, rj iuu\ 5^. For a knowlciilge of these densities

is sulliciiuit to <l(‘finc fi(»ld vectors E and B- The third step

in formulating a nu*thod for predicting and coordinating theo-

retical (‘iTccts that are analogues of (experimentally observable

ones has Immui (h*scribcd. 'Fhe mathematic^al densities identified

with tin* <*lcctri<’al property's of matUu* have been fitted into a

malhtunatical structure dt'fiiuul for all space called the electro-

nmgiH'tic Ih'ld.

'Hu' appanuitly ciitin'ly arbitrary dedinition of two physically

nu'aninglcss viMdors E ami B may sugge^st the qmwtions; What

are they good for? Wlu^n* did they come from? Strictly, it is

no more n*asonal)l(' to ask th(‘s<* (piestions now than it would

hav(' l>(‘<*n to ask entir<»ly similar ones wIkmi tlu^ at.oini(^ nnxh^l was

iiitroducc'd. Ihit for most pc'ople conversant with physical
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science, iihe atconic picture become both so familiar and so

plausible that it is taken for granted, whereas the

equations, thou^ older and no less finely established, appear

strange and abstract for having been left to the last chapters of

advanced treatises too long. Actually the difierence is not so

much one of method as of subject. In the one case a physical,

in the other a mathematical, model is involved, and both have

been set up here with equal boldness as a basis for further dis-

cussion of dectrioal effects. Both have been accepted with no

justification beyond an assurance that they wiU serve the primary

purpose of physical science: to establish and coordinate lo^cally

exact theoretical analogues of experimentally observable time

sequences in nature. It is the purpose of later chapters and

volumes to substantiate this assurance in terms of numerous

examples and practical problems and thereby to justify and at the

same time to circumscribe the usefulness of the postulated models.

It may be argued by some that a much more scientific pro-

cedure is the traditional one that be^rrs with a so-called crucial

experiment such as that of Coulomb or those of Amp^, which

writes a theoretical analogue of the experimental observations

and then generalizes from this. Such an argument usually

overemphasizes the present significance of the so-called crucial

experiments by measuring their scientific importance in terms of

thtir great historical value. The argument further overlooks

the multiple-valued nature of the inductive process that requires

a continual retracing of steps in order to verify deductively

that the particular generalization chosen is a convenient and

useful one. It also forgets the quite illo^cal “boldness” of

many generalizations which are ultimatdy always justified by
the statement that they work, which means that by applying

deductive methods useful theoretical analogues can be derived for

spedal cases. Certainly the path from the observations of a

special experiment to a general formula or a set of equations

always traces a difficult, step-by-step, trial-and-error advance.

Unquestionably it is a path that has been followed with signal

success by the pioneer. But once the land has been surveyed and

a map has been drawn in the form of a general mathematical

model, this may be used to find a reasonably direct, deductive

road to every special nook and cranny included in the generality.

Surdy, where the purpose is to arrive at solutions of general
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or spedal problems and not to follow an interesting historical

devdopment, it is best to learn how to proceed from the most
general equations. Thus it is interesting, but immaterial for

the man interested in learning to solve electrodynamical prob-

lems, to know by what winding and devious paths, by what bold

leaps, the Maxwoll-Lorentz equations were finally formulated.

If he nevertheless insists on seeing them “derived” from other,

less general formulas such as Coulomb’s law and Ampere’s laws,

he must content himself with the statement ihai iMe has never

been done. The mathematical implications, the broad assump-
tions, the bold generalizations, in the inductive structure leading

to the equations have been examined and elucidated in detail,^

but these are not, can never be a derivation of the equations.

And they may prove more confusing than enlightening to one who
is interested in a coherent interpretation and a practical applicar

tion of this most powerful tool for solving problems in macro-

scopic clectrodyiuimics.

It is in onlcr to obtain a unified, logical picture of the funda-

mental mathematical model underlying the theory and practice

of electricity that the Maxwcll-Lorcntz equations, just as the

atomic m<Klol, have been introduced as postulates rather than as

conclusions. They arc tlms set up as fundamental principles of

electrodynamics, and their proof must lie ultimately, as does that

of all other mathematical and physical models, in the correct-

ness and uspfulm^s of <l(iductions made from them. It is to be
ol>sorv(Ml that the Maxwell tHpiatious need not depend upon the

atomic pi(^t>vire. Tliis \v:is used us a convenient means of intro-

ducing the math<>inal.i(Mil iiKxlel and giving a certain physical

siguiticancit to its symbols us an aid in the learning and thinking

processc's of all ex<u>pl ]>erhaps the most mathematical minds.

Otlxtr iiKslels than the simple atomic one might no doubt be

dovis(‘d to serve the same purpose, but the atomic one is

naturally pnihuTod Ixfcause it has proved useful not only in

dt'srribing <il(*<‘.t rical ])h(moin<m in electrolysis, discharges

through gases, tluTinioiiies, <*t.(\, but in many other branches of

)>hysi('s and clKunistiry. A principal function of a model, physical

or math(>matical, is to coordinate ns broml a field of observation

as possible.

for exiunplo, M. anil W. Weaver, “The l<]loctromagnotic

Field."
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Some writers liave introduced densities of magnetic “charge”

and magnetic “current” with the express purpose of making the

field equations inore symmetrical. In terms of the analogy

exhibit^ in the stationary-state formulation as, for example, in

(2.7) to (2.10), the addition of essential densities of magnetic

“charge” and “current” in place of the two zeros, respectively,

in (2.8) and (2.10) does not improve the symmetry. To indu^
magnetic “current” in (2.8) and magnetic “charge” in (2.10)

destroys aU symmetry. In fact, in order to maintain ssunmetry,

volume and surface densities of “free magnetic charge” and

“current,” volume densities of “magnetic polarization,” and

“magnetic magnetization” would have to be defined and coordi-

nated with quantities already defined. Since these additioml

densities are not required either for the atomic model or in the

solution of electromagnetic problems, they have not been

included. They would be unnecessary added complications

serving no useful purpose in the present formulation and in its

application in electromagnetic en^neering.

The field equations define the curl and the divergence of two
vectors E and B iu combination with the two constantn eo and vo.

Numerical values of the latter are determined e.\pcrimontally.

The two vectors are the dependent vaiiablcs, the Ki)aco coordi-

nates and the time are the independent varial)l<!s. The space

coordinates occur in tlie field etiuations not only in the defini-

tions of the scalar and vector densities but also in the operations

symbolized by the divergence and curl. The explicit solution

of the equations for E and B, subject to the boundary conditions

of a particular arrangement of bodies or regions, constitutes a

usually necessary inteimediate step in the dctermiimtion of the

density fimctions.

6. Alternative Formulation of Field Equations ; Auxiliary Field

Vectors and Constants.—An examination of the field and bound-

ary equations in a purely formal way suggests a mathematically

convenient rearrangement of the first and third ociuations.

This consists in combining the terms according to their mathe-

matical form rather than having them indicate explicitly that

the divergence and curl of each of tho vectors E and B are defined.

Since eo and Po am constants, they may bo written inside tho

operational symbols div and curl.
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div (€oE + P) = p (1)

curl (j^oB — M) = €o£ + i + = i + ^ (coE + P) (2)

(AyCoE + P) == —1? (3)

[MoB-M] = -I (4)

For convenience in writing the following new symbols are defined

:

D = €oE + P
(6)

The vectors D and H are written simply as a shorthand notation.

With no other qualifications, both vary with the mode of sub-

division used in defining the density functions. At a later point

(Sec. 14) a definite mode of subdivision must be selected, viz., one

in which no bound groups are cut so that P and —M are maximum
and p = p/, i = i/, 1? = vl I = I/- At all points in space or

in bodies where the P andM fields vanish, D = eoE and H = ^'oB-

Since €o and vq are scalara, the vectora D and H point in the

same direction and arc proportional in magnitude, respectively,

to the vectors E and B at all points where P and —M vanish

or are not defined. On the other hand, in bodies where P
and —M are nonvanishing, D and H are not in general pro-

portional, respectively, to E and Bi nor do they point in the same
<liroction.

Much eonfusion exists in the litorat.ure r(^garding the sig-

nificance of the auxiliary ve<d.orH D and H in their relation to

the fundamental olc(*.tromagnetic ve<‘.toi*H E nnd B and in the

nonuMiclature used for them. This is partly due to an unfortu-

nate and histoih^ally long-Htan<Iing!i.nalogy in formal nomonc.laturo

between V(M‘tors E and H which obs<‘ur<*s the more fundamental

analogy hctwe<*n E an<l B- The confusion is also in part duo to a
terminology originating with tins etluM- model with its strains,

stn'sses, and displac(*nu^nts. Th(M*<^ is at pr(»s(^nt no simple way
out of this confusion. Many authors’ (Continue to use the old

terminol<»gy and th(^ fiimlaimMitally iiu'.ornTt analogy between

For cximipts vXhniliJim-Ucrkor, "The (*lM.HsicaI Th(M)ry of Klee tricity

and Magnetism'’;.!. (’. Slater ami N. II. Prank, " Intnxhietion t.<> Theonai-
eal Physies"; S. A. SelM'lkunolT, " Kleetromagnetic Wuv<^h”; II. 11. Skilling,

" Pundanientuls of KU'ctrie. Waves”; S. lUiino iiml J. It. Whinnoiy, ^‘Kiolda

and Waves in Modern liadio.”
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E and D and By instead of the analogy between E and B* D and

H; others,^ while recognizing the logical inaccuracy, have stiU

preferred to continue with the old analog and its nomenclature;

still others have avoided the problem by virtually ignoring the

auxiliary vectors D and H and developing the theory entirely in

terms of E and Bi‘ at least one* has simply interchanged the

definitions of B and H. The first method is here rejected

because it is directly contrary to the spirit of a clear and logically

coherent description of ^e electrodynamical model. The
second way is a good stepping stone, but in due time it is little

better than the first. The third possibility is a sound one,

although for some purposes the use of H and D are convenient

as a shorthand and in establishing formal analogies with electric

circuit theory; this is considered m greater detail at a later

point. Finally, the fourth method, while neatly avoiding the

difiElculties of notation and nomenclature, produces the extremely

perplexing situation of introducing old and familiar ssnnbols

with changed meanings. The confusion is thus shifted from the

symbols and their names to their mathematical definition. This

leads to great difficulties in referring from one book to another.

In the present treatment, a conventional notation and the

customary definitions are used but in such a way that the true

analogy between the electric and magnetic quantities is indi-

cated.* The difficulty regarding nomenclature is eliminated to a
large extent by using as few coined names for the symbols as

possible and letting these stand for themselves. Thus, reference

will be made to the E vector, or the B field, or the value of H»
rather than to coined names. If it is desired to distinguish

especially between magnetic and electric quantities, reference

will be made to the electric E vector, the electric D vector, the

magnetic B and H vectors. Such names are somewhat awkward,
but until a future generation has grown up to a generally accepted

nomenclature, it seems to be the best course to take. CeiWnly
to call E the electric intensity while its magnetic analogue B
is called the magnetic induction and the nonanalogous quantity

^ J. H. Yah VniicE, “Electric and Magnetic SuscoptibOitiee.”

* M. Mason and W. Wbavsb, “The Electromagnetic Fidd.”

*J. FBZNKiin, “Elektrodynamik.”
*Thi8 agrees with J. Stratton, “Electromagnetic Theory”; G. P. Ham-

wdl, “Princii les of Electricity and Magnetism."
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The suiface eqxiatioDs in shorthand form are

(ft,D) = -V (12)

m 11 o (13)

[a,H] = -1 (14)

(ft,B) = 0 (15)

In dealing with models that have physically possible analogues

it is never necessary to define a surface density of moving free

charge. If D and H are defined using a subdivision that cuts

no bound groups, n in (12) and I in (14) are, respectively, i)/ and

\j. Except in the physically unrealizable but theoretically

Fig. —Magnetic field vectors on both eidoH of n boundary in the Hpociol

case in which region 1 is upaoCf region 2 a forroinaguotio or parainagnotio medium
with li > Is/ * 0. If region 2 is paramagnetio (~Ms) is vory snuill; if region 2

is ferromagnetic (—Ms) is vory large; in both coses —Ms is directed opposite

to Bs. Note that vectors with subscript I are just abovo the point on the

boundary; the vectors with subscript 2 arc just below the point on the boundary.

very important case of a perfect free-charge model, 1/ is not

required, so the right side of (14) is zero. The boundary con-

ditions (12) to (15) are illustrated in Figs. 6.1, 6.2 for the special

case )?*=??/ = 0, I = 1/ = 0. Media with P paralUd to and

in the same diiection as E are said to be dielectric. Media with

(—M) parallel to and in the same direction as B arc diamagnetic;

media with (—M) parallel and directed opposite to B are para-

magnetic if M is small and ferromagnetic if M is large.

Two useful auxiliary constants may be defined l)y combining

the univei*sal electric and magnetic constants cu and

Characteristic velocity of space Po =
\ 'v/Un€n\/mo€o

= 2.998 X 10® = 3 X 10® meters/second

Characteristic impedance of space fo
[mo

€0

= 376.7 = I207r ohms

( 10)

(17)
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The dimensions of vo and j'o are obtained directly from (2.13)

and (2.14).

Do
L meters

f0 »

T seconds

VT volts

Q amperes
or ohms

(18)

(19)

The volt per ampere is called the ohm.
are also true:

£0 =
1

PO

The following relations

(20)

(21 )

INTEGRAL FORMS OF FIELD EQUATIONS

6. General Theorems.—^The Maxwell-Lorentz equations that
define the electromagnetic field consist of four simultaneous,

partial differential equations of the first order. With the aid of

general integral tlicorems of the calculus, it is possible to trana-

form them into integral relations that are often convenient in

the solution of problems, especially those characterized by
symmetry. In many cases, the boundary conditions are suffi-

ciently simple so that explicit expressions for E and B in terms
of the density functions can be obtained in this way. The
integral forms of several of the field e(iuations have become
associated with the names of men who were instrumental in

establishing them jis laws or theorems. The systematic deriva-

tion of t.he integral representations from the field ecpiations is, of

coume, not their historical origin, nor will they bo written in their

original form.

In order to establish the integral field equations it is first

iie<*.essary to (U^scribe th(‘. fundamental integi-al theorems that

are involved. Their (hn'ivaiions are readily accessible in the
niathemati<\al lihM’atun^, so that they will not b(5 given.

The divergence Iheorevi is a th(M)r(nn for transforming a volume
integral into an int(^gi*al (wahiat(Ml over the surface enclosing

the volume. It is closely ndated to the definition of the diver-

gence of a vec.tor. In v(M*.tor form it is expressed in terms of a
continuous vector point function A which definc^s a vector field.

If any volume V is chosen in this field, it will l)e contained in
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a closed (mathematical) surface ;S. Let dV be an element

of the volume, d8 an element of the enclosiag surface, and A an
external normal to the surface. The theorem is

/^divAd7= (1)

The curl theorem is a special form of the divergence theorem.

It is obtained from this by setting the vector A equal to the

vector defined by the vector product [B»C] where C is defined to

be a constant vector. Upon applying the divergence theorem to

this vector product,

fy
div [B,QdV = (h,[B,Q)d8 (2)

The following vector relations are readily verified using Cartesian

coordinates:

(A,[B,C]) = (C,[A,B]) (3)

div [B,C] = (C, curl B) - (B, curl O (4)

But since C is constant by definition, it follows that (4) reduces to

div [B,C] = (C, curl B) (5)

Udng (3) and (5) in (2) the following relation is obtained:

(C, curl B dF - [fi,B]dS) = 0 (6)

Since the vector C is arbitrary and constant, the above scalar

product of the vector C and the vector defined by the difference

between the two integrals vanishes for all orientations of the

vector C only if the second member of the product vanishes

identically. That is, if

/^curlBd7« /^[ft,B]dS (7)

This is the curl theorem. It is seen to be closely related to the
definition of the curl of a vector.

Stokes'8 theorem is a theorem for transforming a surface integral

over a cap- or cup-shaped surface into a line integral around
the closed boundary of the surface. Consider any open cap- or

cup-shaped surface S which may have any form whatsoever from a
flat disk enclosed by the boundary line « to a deep balloon with
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only a narrow opening enclosed by the boundary line s. Let this

surface be entirely in the field of a continuous vector point

function A> The theorem is

/«^ ®
The line integration around the closed boundary « is to be per-

formed in a direction such that the ri^t-hand-screw convention

is satisfied with respect to the normal A to the surface S. Stokes’s

theorem is seen to be closely related to the alternative definition

of the curl of a vector in terms of its component normal to a
surface.

Stokes’s theorem and the divergence theorem may be applied

to the fomr MaxweU-Lorentz equations to obtain integrals that

are common in technical literature. The shorthand notation

using the auxiliary vectors D and H is used where convenient.

7. Gauss’s Theorem for the E and D Vectors; Integral Form
of the First Field Equation.—^Let both sides of the field equation

div D = p; D = «oE + P (1)

be integrated over an arbitrary volume V enclosed by the surface

S. Then

f^divDdV^ f^pdV (2)

In any region in which the vector D is continuous, the divergence

theorem may be used. Hence, assuming continuity for the

present throughout V and S, the divergence theorem applied

to the left in (2) gives

div DdV= I (h,D)dS => f^pdV (3)

The second integral in (3) is the total outward normal flux of

the D vector, or simply the outward normal D flux, across the

closed siirfacjo S. This name does not imply that anything

physically real is flowing out of the volume. It might be con-

cluded in a perfectly general way from (3) that the normal D flux

across any closed surface is equal to the total charge Q = /,p<iv

contained within it. But the volume integral on the right in (3)

only gives the contribution to the total charge duo to the volume

density p; it takes no account of possible surface distributions
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characterized by the density ii which mi^t be contained inside

the endosed envelope S. Since the D vector is discontinuous

across all surfaces or boundaries where ij is nonvanishing, as

seen in (5.12), the divergence theorem cannot be applied directly

to such a region without first excluding the surfaces of dis-

continuity. Consequently, the integral (3) applies only to

homogeneous volumes in which there are no discontinuities

in D.

In order to generalize (3) so that it may be applied to any
region, suppose the volume contained within iS to be composed

Fig. 7 .1 .

—

Rogions with l>oundario» for obtaining GnuHs’B thuoroin for a die-

coiitinuouH vootor.

of several dissiinilar partn as indicated in Fig. 7.1. Let a siii-facc

of integration IS be drawn around this composite region in such

a way that it is entirely within a single homogeneous medium.
In each of the regions 0, 1,2 a (lilTcrcnt set of ('.ont-inuous densities

Pit Pi with appropriate siiliseripts is defined. On the boundaries

between these regions, surface layoi*s of charge may bo dos(;ril)ed

by the function mj. In the interior of each homogeneous region

the following equation is true:

div Di = Pi (4)

On the boundary Hurfac(5H between two dissimilar regions, such

as 0 and 1, the following typical equation is truo:

(Ao,Do) + (AijDi) = — (170 + 171) s —1701 (6)
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Here Ao is an external normal to the region (f; Ai is an external

normal to region 1.

The boundary surfaces across which D is discontinuous are

the envelopes Soi, Sn, Siz, etc., as shown in Fig. 7.1. Let them
be excluded from the region of integi'ation by enclosing them in

surfaces (n constructed both inside and outside the envelopes S.

The volume V is thus divided into volumes F,*. The cn surfaces

are to be drawn at small distances 8 (of atomic magnitude)

from the surfaces 8, so that surface layers of charge defined

by the surface density rj must be contained in the narrow regions

each of thickness 8 on each side of the boundaries 8. The expres--

sion for the total outward normal fiux of the D vector across all

the surfaces and the outside boundary S now can be written

down. Since the surfaces a are drawn veiy close to the surfaces

jS, no serious error is made by taking the intcgi’al over each side

of 8 instead of over the two cr siu-faccH enclosing it. In the

same way the volume between pairs of <r surfaces is so small

that it may be neglected in comparison with the rest, so that

SF/ = F.

(Ao,Do)dS + {(Ao,D«) + (Ai,Di)}rf5oi

+ ^ + i(ii,Dd\dSu = g PjdVi (6)

All normals in ((>) arc external to the rc^gions indicated by the

subscripts. By now substituting the appropriate boundary

conditions (6) in ((5) for each pair of integrals,

(hoMdS = nk PjdVj + voidSoi

j *

= 0 (7)

Q is definod by (7) to bo the sum of all integrals of volume and

surfacci densitu^s of charges Ac.c.ordingly, it r(^i)r(5sen.ts the total

charg(i in the volume V (mc.losc^d by the surfac-e 2) regardless of

wh(^ihor it is distributcnl throughout Uio volume or along surfaces

or boundari(‘.s. Gauss's tlu'-onun can be f(>rmulate<l as follows:

Oauuft^s Theorem: If one or morn bodies or regions of any

internal structure, shap(% or arrang(Mncnt whatsoever arc imag-

ined enclosed in an envelope of inU^gration IS of entirely arbitrary
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shape and size, tfie total outward normal flux of the D vector

across the surface is equal to the total charge contained within it.

/,
(A,D)dS = Q (8)

D = €oE + P (9)

Q = + IL
If P is defined using a mode of subdivision that cuts throu^ no

bound groups, as is customary when the D vector is used, Q in

(10) is the total free charge within 2 and a subscript f is written

on Q, p, and v- If Q and D vary in time. Gauss’s theorem is true

at every instant.

If the field equation (1) is written in the fonn

eo div E = p; ^ = p - div P (11)

the following alternative integral theorem is obtained

*0 /,
(A,E)dS = 0 = I^ PidVi + I

(12)

8. The Mazwell-Ampdre Theorem of Circuitation; Integral

Form of the Third Field Equation.—By integrating both sides

of the field equation

«”lH-i +f (1)

with

H = »'oB — M (2)

D = 6oE + P

over a cap surface S the following is obtained:

f (acurlH)i-S= f (aOdS + jf Ct^,D)dS (3)
J iSf(oap) J 8(oa,p) Ot J ^(oap)

Assuming continuity of the vector H, Stokes’s theorem applied

to the integral on the left gives

+ (4)
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The line integral in (4) is called the circuitation of the H rector,
or simply the H circuitation around the closed contour « The
positive direction around the line is determined by the ri^tr
h^d-screw convention referred to an arbitrarily directed normal
N to the surface 8.

Since Stokes’s theorem requires the vector to be continuous
throu^out the r^on of int^ation, special consideration
must be given to the case where a cap surface is crossed by
two or more dissimilar regions in contact because thin sheets
of current of density I may then flow between them. H this is

&e case, the H vector is discontinuous across the boundary
betwem the two regions, as seen in the boundary condition (5.14)
In order to examine this situation, consider two electrically
difflinular regions or bodies 1 and 2 in contact along a boundary
surface 5m (Fig. 8.1). Let region 1 be characterized by Hi, Di,
and II ; region 2 by Hzi Da, and ia. For any closed contour in
either region, (6.8) is valid. On the other hand, suppose a
contour s to be drawn in such a way that it cuts the boundary
surface 5m. Then any cap surface bounded by s is partly in
region 1 , partly in region 2. For simplicity, let the cap surface 5
be taken to bo a plane perpendicular to the direction of the
boundary surface 5i2 between the two regions. Let the line
traced by the boundary surface where it intersects the plane 5
be Sm. This line cuts the plane cap surfacic 5 into two parts
Si and 5j so that 5«0 = 5i + 8%. The closed contour s bound-
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lug the plane is also cut into two parts si and Ss so that s — Si + sa-

Si is bounded by si and one side of sia; St is bounded by sa

and the other side of sia. Let be a normal perpendicular to S
and hence to sia. is evidently parcel to the boundary

surface Sia between the two regions where this is cut by the

plane 8.

In order to form the drouitation of the H vector completely

around the contour s, it is necessary to exclude the line of dis-

continuity Sia by drawing a line parallel to it on each tide

at a pmnil distance S of atomic or molecular magnitude. The

length of each of these two lines is essentially the same as that

of su. A surface current of density I if it exists is necessarily con-

fined to the strip of thickness 25 since I is defined only in this

strip. Because each re^on is homogeneous, it is legitimate

to form a line integral around Si and a second line integral

around St. The path of integration for the first of these is

along si and su in a counterclockwise direction when viewed

from above. This follows from the fact that the normal iQ to

the surface is directed vertically upward from the plane of the

paper. Similarly, the path around 8a will be counterclockwise

along 8t and Sia. The integrals may be taken along sit instead

of along lines parallel to 812 at distances S on each side because

the surface contained between these lines is negligible. One

of the two integrals is

(|C
1,DJ,W (6)

The second integral is like (6) with subscript 1 wi’ittcn for 2 and

2 for 1. The sum of these two integi*als is the same (neglecting

the length 3) as the counterclockwise integral complet(»ly around

Si + S2 = S, plus the clockwise, or minus the countci-clockwise,

integral around the boundary line 512 at a distance 5 from it.

The latter integral is, of course, essentially cciiiivalcnt to an

integral along one side of S12 and back along the other side, since

d is negligible. That is,

- I (H,k1s)

- f (H„ds) (6)

The negative sign before the last two integrals indicates that
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the direction of integration around the two sides of the line

has been changed from clockwise to counterclockwise. The
value of H in the first integral on the right in (6) is taken to be
Hi or Hs depending upon in what region ds is. With s = «x + «2

and integrating along both sides of su in the same direction

instead of around su, (6) may be written as follows:

+ /,JHi - H»k1s) (7)

By multiplying both sides of the boundary condition (5.14)

scalarly by 1^1,

(8)

Here Ai and A 2 arc external normals to the boundary between the

regions 1 and 2. Since A 2 == —Ai, (8) can be written

(a[Ai,Hi-Ha]) =-(ai) (9)

By cyclic permutation of the factoi’s of the double product,

(Hi - H2,[aAi]) = -(1^,1) (10)

But since and Ai are not only normal to each other but also

both perpendicular to Su, it follows that the vector product

[l^,Ai] must be in the direction ds along Si*. Upon writing

= -
]^|

(11)

and Hiil)Htitutiiig in (10)

(H. - Hs,ds) = (l^,l)d« (12)

ITpon combining two integrals like (5) using (7) and (12),

2

f.
'H.*) - S { /„,

+ SL
j I

+ f (l^,l)ds (13)
J Hit

But

t L (t^,i)^/‘S’, + f = /
J*»

(14)
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is the total noimal current crossing the cap surface 8. If M
is defined using a subdivision that cuts through no bound groups,

as is customary when the H vector is used, I is the total moving

free charge and the subscript / is written on I, i, and I.

(H,ds) = ^ + 1 (»^.D)dS (16)

with

t
/-I

The above relations are easily generalized to include more than

one surface of discontinuity. The Ampere-Maxwell circuitation

theorem is expressed s3nmbolically in (15). In words, the cir-

cuitation of the H vector around a closed contour a is equal

to thq total normal current plus the time rate of change of the

normal D flux across any cap surface boimded by the contour.

The li^t side of the Ampere-Maxwell relation consists of

two terms of which the fimt is a current in the legitimate sense

of moving charge. The second term was called the “displace-

ment current” by Maxwell, and this name continues to be used.

Actually this terminology is unfortunate because the word dis-

placement belongs to the old ether model and because the word

current means specifically moving charge. Since, by definition,

D coE + P> this so-called displacement current actually con-

sists of two parts. These are

^ (1^,D)AS = €0 -f MdS (16)

It will be recalled that P is the mathematical analogue of a motion

of charge in the phydcal model due to the fluctuation of an

orientation-distortion effect. It was called the volume density

of polarization current (Sec. 1.23). Accordingly, the integral

on the ri^t measures the total normal polarization current

that traverses the cap surface 8. It is legitimately called a

current and may be represented by the ssnoibol Ip. On the other

hand, the first term on the right stands for tlic time rate of

change of the E vector which has no physical analogue whatso-

ever. It (diaracterizes the electrical properties of a purely

mathematical space in terms of the mathematically defined
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density functions. Thus, 6o£ is defined in terms of moving dhaige

or current, but it does not itself stand for moving charge in the

physical model. In the present treatment, the name current is

reserved exclusively for such quantities as are direct mathe-

matical analogues of moving charge in the ph37Bical modd.
Consequently, neither the time rate of change of the total normal

E fiux nor that of the D flux across a cap surface may be called a

current. The former is not the analogue of a current, while the

latter is a mathematically convenient shorthand for two mathe-

matically rdated quantities of which the one is the analogue of a

current while the other is not.

An alternative formulation of the circuitation theorem pro-

ceeds from the fidid equation

Vfl curl B = p«.v -1- «o (17)

instead of from (1). By the same formal reasoning

VO (B,ds) = ^ 1 (l^,E)dS (18)

with

(19)

25,; 8n is the boundary between Si and 8j. In this

formulation the entire moving charge or current is contained

in the term 7.

9. Faraday’s Law of Circuitation; Integral Form of the Second
Field Equation.—^Let N be a normal to a cap surface S bounded
by a closed contour «. The components normal to S of the

vectors defining each side of the second field equation (2.2)

satisfy the relation

(|n|, curl E) = - I (1Q,B) (1)

If each side is integrated over the cap surface and Stokes’s

theorem is applied,

f curl E)dS = <£ (E,ds) =‘-T,f (2)

If the cap Hurfac.o is cut by one or more boundaries, the integral

over the cap is replaced by a sum of integrals over the several
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parts of the cap. Faraday’s law is symbolically given in (2).

It may be stated as follows: The drcuitation of the E vector

in the positive direction around any dosed contour in which E

is continuous is equal to the negative time rate of change of

the total normal B dux across any cap surface bounded by the

contour. The positive direction is specified by the right-hand-

screw convention referred to the arbitrarily directed normal

to S.

10. Gauss’s Theorem for the B Vector; Integral Form of file

Fourth Field Equation.—By applying (6.1) to div B = 0,

/,diTB<iF=/„^M)iS = 0 (1)

The equation states that the total outward normal flux of the

B vector across any closed surface vanishes.

11. Summary of Integral Field Equations.—^In terms of the

fundamental vectors the theorems are

(Gauss) (1)

(Faraday) (2)

(Amp^e-
Maxwell) P0 <£ (B,ds) + f (i^,E)dS

J Sifiop)
(3)

(Gauss) (4)

Here

^ 1 /y,
PidVi +

1
VijdSn (5)

^ “
/s{c»p) + Z L (6)

iSoH, is a cap surface with edge s; if sui-face cuirents cross it and

divide it into parts S/, S„p is equivalent to sa is a boundary
3

between Si and Sj-; the sum includes the contour s if a surface

current crosses this.

In terms of the auxiliaiy vectors

(Faraday) £ (E,ds) - - 1 / (S,B)dS (8)
• ot J S(cap)
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+ (9)

<2 “ I
PfdVi + I

«='-)<*»+
lie’"** W

D = €oE + P (13)

H = voB - M
ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCE

12. Definition of Electromagnetic Force and Torque.—One of

the original postulates of the atomic model was a repulsion-

attraction effect between stationary and moving charges. This

in itself represented a purely (lualitativc assignment of a property

which, up to this point, has served only as a somewhat vague

cause for such separations and motions of charge as were desired

in constructing the density fields. In terms of the physical

model of bodies and regions composed of billions of widely

separated charg(5s in motion, the i)roblem of attractions and

repulsions between the (*.hargcs of Hei)arate bodies seems hardly

different from the problem of the attractions and repulsions

between the charges of a single homogeneous body. However,

with the physical model of (uieh body rephuuMl by a small number
of continuous density fune.tions, the interae.tion of charges in

dilTenmt bodies beeoiiKJS speeilieally a problem of formulating

the interae.tion Ixdiwecui the (huisity fields characterizing these

bodies. One of the density li(^lds assoe.iated with every body
is l.he (huisity of mass. K<^lative motions and conditions of

cciuilibrium of suc.h d(uisity fields are dc^setribed by the mathe-

matical model of iiKM^hanies in a maniKU' that luis proved itself

entirely ad(uiuat(^ in prculicting (^xperinumtal analogues in the

ciise of mwhargvd bodices. It has Ix'en so suc(^essful, in fact, that

the attempt is almost always mad(^ to (hndse irnx^hanieal models

for phenonnuia of the most divei*se kinds, often including the

eleei.romagiu'tic:. Since a large proportion of pointer-reading

analogues in so-<^all<sl (^l('<d.rieal measurem(mt.s are ae.tually

^^xperimelltally observed using mechanical contrivances, a con-

Szo. 12]

(Ampftre-

MaxweU)

(Gauss)

Here
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nection between the mathematical modd of mechanics and the

mathematical model of electromagnetism must be provided.

However, there seems to be no need to attempt to combine

their phydcal models, if this involves great flights of the imagina-

tion. Mechanics has defined a convenient vector, called the

force vector, for determining conditions of motion or of equi-

librium between density of mass fields, or simply between masses.

Ibis vector, together with the standard of mass, is defined in

terms of the following fundamental equation of motion of the

center of mass of a body

Fir * ^ (mv) (1)

where m =
/.
D dr and v is the velocity of the center of mass.

Since every body may be characterized by the mechanical

property of mass and the electrical properties of charge and

distribution of charge, it is clear that any condition of equi-

libritun or of motion may, in general, be explained in terms of

mechanical forces and electrical repulsion-attraction effects.

It is, therefore, convenient to define an electromagnetic force to

represent these latter and to describe the conditions of motion

or of rest of all bodies in terms of the action of both electro-

magnetic and mechanical forces. Thus, in order to complete the

mathematical model of the electrical properties of matter in

space, it is convenient to define an electromagnetic vector force

which will relate the mathematical model of electrodynamics

with that of mechanics. This vector must take account of the

attraction-repulsion effects of bodies containing stationary and

moving charges, and it must do so in terms of the density func-

tions of all bodies in the electromagnetic field.

The resultant electromagnetic force F and torque Ti acting on

a body, must be so defined that the following conditions of

equilibrium are satisfied for a body at rest:

+ i4,F = 0 (2a)

Tat + A.T = 0 (26)

Here Fat and Tjf are the resultant mechanical force and torque

actingon tho body, and the factor ^4. is a constant depending upon
the relation between the electrical and the mechanical units of

force. It may be defined either as a fundamental constant to be
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detemuned experimeataJly as the mechanical equivalent of eleo>

tiicity, or it may be assigned an arbitrary dimensionless numer-

ical value. The latter alternative is chosen in the practical

system of units in which A, is dimensionless and equal to one.

If there is no mechanical force to balance the electrical force, the

body is accelerated. A mechanical force of inertia may then be
written in the familiar form

F^=-|(mv) (3)

Here v is the velocity of the center of mass of the body of mass m.
With A, = 1, the force equation (2) then becomes tlxe following

equation of motion:

F - ^ (mv) = 0 (4)

The definition of the electromagnetic force F which is to be
used in (2) may be looked upon as a third fundamental postulate

of electrodynamics. Its justification, like that of the dtomic

picture or of the field equations, must bo sought in the ultimate

success of the mathematical model of electromagnetism in

predicting theoretical analogues of experimentally observable

pointer readings.

The electromagnetic force F and vector torque T acting on a

volume r characterized by the densities p, 17 , are defined

to be

F = ^ {/>E + [pmv,B]}dr + [vE + [^iB]}dcr (6)

T = / MFr] + [r,dFJ (6)

In (6) r is the vec.tor from an arbitrary origin to the element

dr or dcr; f/Fr is the integrand of the volume integral, dF«r the inte-

grand of the surface intogi-al in (5). In (5) and (G) E and B are

calculated from the field (Hpiations in terms of the continuous

volume and surface densities of all bodies and regions exterior

to T. If T is at rest relative to the observer,^ the densitios p, ij,

^ If T is not at rost relative to iho obsorvor, originally dofinod in terms
of motion rolativo to r, iniiHi bo KcuKTalizod 11^ suggouted in Soc. 2 to includo

all iho chargo moving relative to tlio obsorver.
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p»V9 and i7mv are the essential characteristics of charge and moving

charge already defined as follows:

?sp-divP; ^sf + curlM + P^ (7)

rj sEfi + (n,P) ;
s

I — [n,M]

Since these densities are obtained by interpolation from averages

defined at the center of each volume or surface cell, it is clear

that the values of E and and hence of F calculated from them,

can have a meaning only at points that are far from the density

fields contributing to E and B as compared with the dimensions

of the volume cells used in defining them. That is, the electro-

magnetic force acting on a certain volume ri due to charges and
currents in a second region n can be calculated from (6) only

if each point of ri is very much farther from every point in t2

than the dimension of a typical volume cell in r2. In defining

the continuous densities in t2 by interpolation, the average

electrical properties of each volume cell were, in effect, assumed
to be concentrated at its center. The implication is that the

densities correctly represent these average properties only if it

may be assumed without serious en*or that all charges in each

volume cell are at the same distance from the point where E and B

are calculated as is the center of the cell in question. Evidently

this restriction is not important insofar as the mutual interaction

of bodies as a whole is concerned.

Although the definition of electromagnetic force and the force

equation are fundamental in the formulation of electromagnetic

theory and its coordination with mechanics, many problems can

be solved without reference to either of these. The reason is

that the part of the problem which is associated with inocbanic^al

force is often solved in advance in the ammeter, voltmc^tor, or

other device used in obtaining pointer readings which is (‘.alibrated

directly in terms of electrical quantities.

13. Dynamical Equation.—^The electromagnetic force F is

defined by (12.6) specifically for use in equation (12.2). Since

this applies to conditions of equilibrium of bodies as a whole, the

integrals in (12.5) are necessarily evaluated over the entire

volume and surface of the body which is acted upon by the

mechanical force Fji/* There is, however, no reason why the

resultant electromagnetic force F acting on a body as a whole

should not be considered to be the vector sum of any number of
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components. For example, the components acting on different

sections of the body might be considered separatdy. That is,

the component of electromagnetic force acting on each of a large

number of small volumes into which the body is subdivided

might be calculated. By vector addition the same resultant

force could be obtained. Since the densities are by definition

continuous functions in any body or region, it is quite legitimate

to calculate the average electromagnetic force acting on any

volume however small, provided only that it is a part of a larger

region in which the density functions are properly defined.

It is not legitimate to use (12.5) to calculate the electromagnetic

force on a region that is not much larger than a t3rpical volume

cell, and which is not a part of a more extensive, homogeneous

body, because statistical conditions cannot be assumed to prevail

and no density functions can be defined. However, if the

electromagnetic field due to all bodies surrounding a region in

which volume and surface densities are properly defined is

sufficiently slowly varying so that it may be assumed to be

sensibly constant over the entire region, a simplification is

possible. In this case E and B may bo removed from under the

signs of integi’ation in (12.5) and there remains

F = </E + [<7wv,B] (1)

<7 = p dr + da-

QmW = ^ PmV dr + rjmv da- (2)

In order to evaluate (
2) it must b(^ cxprcsscul in component form,

using any convenient system of coordinates, the integrations

carricul out for each component separately, and the results

combined.

It is evidently immaterial wlK^ther the total charge in r

is detc^rmined by fii-st constructing continuous density func-

tions and int(>igrating or by direct summation of the charges.

Tlie same is true for </mV. It follows that ( 1 ) may be used for as

small a region sis (h'sircHl if q and are c-alc.ulated by direct

summation. If 7 and r/,„ (!oincid(‘, so that all charges are in

motion as in an eleetroii stream, ( 1 ) reduees to the following

simple form

F = dE + kBl} (3)
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This ezpressloii may be used to define the electromagnetic force

acting on a small group of charges or even on a single charge

movmg mth nonrandom velocity v, if E and B are sensibly

constant over its extension, and if it is at a distance from

charged regions which is large compared with the dimeninons of

the volume cells used in constructing the densities entering

into the definitions of E and B*

As a consequence of the restrictions implied in writing (3),

this cannot be used to calculate the electromagnetic force acting

on a charge in the interior of a body or r^on. It noiay be used

to calculate the component of electromagnetic force on an interior

charge due to the entire charge distribution outside of a sphere

drawn around the charge and with radius large compared with a

t3q>ical volume cell. The force due to the charge distribution

within this sphere, the so-called local force, cannot be calculated

using (3). For certain synunetrical distributions, it can be
shown to be zero. In other cases, more or less well-founded

assumptions must be made.

If the entire electromagnetic force F acting on a charge q
moving with mean velocity v is given by (3) and no other forces

are involved, the charge will be accelerated. If its rniwa is M,
the mechanical force resisting acceleration is

F.--|(Kv) (4)

SO that the equation of motion is

«{E + [v,B]} = 1 (My) (5)

If the charge is an electron, g = e = — |el, M =“171, and (S) is

called the dynamical equation of the electron.

SlMl^ MEDIA

14. Constitutive Parameters for Polarization, Magnetization,

and Current.—In describing the physical model of matter it was
assumed that the normal state for any re^on or body containing

electric charges was that of complete statistical equilibrium

with all charges moving in a random distribution. As a conse-

quence of the postulated principle of mutual interaction, such a
condition can be achieved only by an extreme separation of a
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region or body from all others. It will be recalled, however,
that all the density functions were introduced precisely in order

to take account of nonuniform and nonrandom distributions

produced by the proximity of other charged regions. Thus, in

particular, the volume density of polarization was defined as a
means of describing mathematically an average distortion-

orientation effect of the charges in the bound-charge model.
The volume density of magnetization was similarly constructed
to describe an average circulation-orientation effect in a closely

bound configuration of moving charges called the spin model.
The volume density of convection current was designed to repre-
sent an average drift of charge. The density functions so
introduced were defined exclusively in terms of the effects called
polarization, magnetization, or drift of charge, and not at all in
terms of the external influences acting to produce and maintain
them. Indeed, no attempt was made to explain ph3rsically or to
define mathematically how the conditions of charge on one body
might produce nonrandom conditions in another. It was merely
assumed that they could. With the definition of the electro-
magnetic vectors E and B by the field cciuations, and the defini-
tion of the electromagnetic force acting on a region in terms
of these vectors, means have been provided for interconnecting
mathematically the density fields characterizing charged regions
which are sufficiently near each other to iiitenict significiuitly.
As a first consideration, it is to bo noto<l that the avorago

values of E and B calculated at a part.icular point arc completely
determined through the field c<iuati()n.s by tho dciiHity fields of
all bodies. If ono of those should ho romovod to an oxtroincly
remote location, new and diircront values of E and B would
necessarily be computed at the same point. Thcj change wotild
be a composite measuro both of tho dinwst contribution of tho
density fields of tho removed body to E and B and of it,s offoct
in changing the density fields of all otlier bodioH that <u»ntributo
to E and B. Thus, the computed valiuss of tlio fichl veefors in
the two cases differ not only bocauHO ono body is reunoved and its
density fields vanish, but also I)e<fausc the clcnsity fields of all
bodies depend upon cnc.h other and the removal of one ehang<w
those remaining. It is thus clear that a coinplicjitc<l fiuictioiial
interrelationship cxistw between tho detisiti<ts chariMdcrizing all
bodies. Since E and B are funetionH of all dciwity fiedds, it is
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evidently possible to express the interconnection of the densities

P, and i/ of one body with those of all others, with the

following functional symboUsm:

P = P{E,B} (1)

M = M{E,B1 (2)

II mbo (3)

Here i/ is.the volume density of drifting/rce chai-ge only, and (1),

for example, means that P is a function of E and B.

In order to discover convenient and useful forms of these

general functional relationships according to which the quali-

tatively described bound-charge, spin, and free-drift models may
be characterized mathematically, a reconsideration of the simple

physical models invented as a basis for the constnictioii of the

densities P, —M* and i/ is suggested. It will be recalled that

in the case of all three functions special models endowed with

particular kinds of internal constitutive forces wore used.

These were assumed to act against an external influence such as

an electromagnetic force seeking to disturb a normal, raixdom

distribution. And the final condition of balance or cciuilibrium

was called, respectively, in the three cases, a condition of polar-

ization, magnetization, or steady motion of charge. Thus,

polarization was pictured to l)o the direct result of an atti'aetion

of one kind of charge and a repulsion of the other in a (‘lonely

bound configuration of an atom, moUwulo, or group of molecules.

This attraction-repulsion tended to distort the configuration by

separating the relative statistical rest positions of tlu'. ])ositive

and negative charges forming the group. It wjis assumed that

this distorting electromagnetic force was opposc^d by strong

internal foi'ces of constitution tending to maintain the normal,

random distribution with its coincident statistical rest positions

of the positive and imgativc charge. Since tlie result-ing condi-

tion of i)olarizaiioii is one of balance, it is evidently a static

state involving no nonrandom drift or circ.iilat.ion of charge.

The elcctromagnt^Uc. force (12.5) acting on the charge in each

volume T tlicrefore reduces to the electrostatic force

F= I PE dr (4)

The mean statistical fo!*c.(», juding to sci)arate positive and negative

charges must be of the foi*m (4) but written for the positive
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(or the negative) charge only. Without actually attempting to

analyze the force on each charge in the individual atom, it is

clear that its statistical effect involves only the field vector E
and not the vector B. Consequently, one may express the

functional relationship between the volume density of polariza-

tion P in one body and the density fields of all bodies in the form

P = PIE} (6)

In the case of the spin model, an analogous situation arises.

The picture of magnetization in the physical model is that of a

steady circulation about a definitely oriented axis superimposed

upon the random motions and orbits of the charges. It is

produced by an electromagnetic force acting against strong

internal forces tending to maintain the normal state of random
orientation. A force that is to act on moving charges to main-

tain a circulation about a definite axis must act at right angles

to the direction of motion of the charges. This is true only of the

magnetic term in the electromagnetic force. It is

F = ^ [pi»vS](h (0)

The electrostatic, term (4), on the oliher hand, can contribute

nothing to a mi(Tos(^oi)i(^ circulation, siiu^c^ E (iw calculated

from charge distributions outj^i<le of t) is a slowly varying func-

tion in each rc^gion not only in magnitiah^ but also in direction.

Without investigating the nature of the int-cnior forces acting

to i)ro(lucc an oric^nh^l circulation insofar as tiu? individual atom

is conc.('rne<l, it may Ix^ (^x|MM*i(‘<l that its sUitristical effect involves

only the vector B and not. t.he v(‘(^t.or E- ’’I'lien^foro, it is reason-

able to express the funcUonal relationship Ix'lween the volume

density of inagiK^tizat-ion M in oih) body and the density fields

of all bodies in the form

-M = M(B} (7)

A Ht(^ady drift of (^leet.ric charge throughout the interior

of a region is most simply descrilMxl in kM-ins of a frecvchargo

model under the n-ciion of the same repnlsion-attrac.t.ion infliumco

that wjis pictured as protlucing a <listortion-orientat.ion iii the

bound-charge nuxlel. Jly dc^linition, a fr(‘(^-chargo nnxhd con-

tains a considerable proportion of frcc^ el(x*.trons or mobile ions
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which are statistically free to waader independent of any con-

stitutive forces that may act to maintain a charge distribution

characteristic of a particular atomic structure. An electro-

magnetic force acting on mobile electrons or ions sets these in

motion and continues to act to accelerate them as long as they

are prevented from accumulating at a boundary. If the charges

are not accelerated beyond a certain constant velocity, it must be

concluded that interned forces (other than the inertial ones of

ftbargea moving in a nonrandom manner) have been brought into

play. Without considering the nature of these forces, it is

ftWr that the electromagnetic force that maintains a steady

drift of charge must act in a direction parallel to the direction

of motion of the charges. A force acting at ri^t angles to the

direction of motion necessarily produces a circulation and not a

unidirectional drift. It follows, therefore, that a steady drift of

free charges must be maintained by an dectromagnetic force that

involves directly only the vector E and not the vector B.* Conse-

quently, it is reasonable to write a functional relationship of the

form

if = i/{E} (8)

The specialization of the functional rdarionships (1) to (3)

to suit the atomic models that may be characterized, respectively,

by polarization, Magnetization, and steady drift of free charge

has led to the simpler forms (5), (7), (8). These are still quite

general and leave practically unrestricted the nature of the

internal forces that act against the electromagnetic force in

each case to maintain the condition of equilibrium represented

by a stationary state of polarization, magnetization, or steady

•drift. In order to express these relations in a more useful

form, let it be assumed that the body or region in question is

isotropic and homogeneous. Let it be assumed, in addition, that

‘the general functions (5), (7), (8) may be expanded in converging

^ It is to be noted that the vector E is functionally related to B in the

unsteady state through the definition of its curl E —6. Every non-

ntationary condition involves both a value of B different from zero and a
nonvanishing value of curl E and hence of E. This is equivalent to stating

tihat an unsteady electric force of the form (4) but with E a function of the

lime exists to maintain on unsteady convection current density if in a region

lontaining free charges.
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power series of the form

P = Po + PiE+P2J5E+ •
• (9)

-M = -Mo + MiB + M,BB + • •
• (10)

i/ = io + iiE "H i%EE + • • • (11)

(If the body is not isotropic, each component of the vectors P,

—M> and ]/ along principal axes must be expanded separatdy in

terms of different coefficients.) In (9) to (11) the parameters

with subscripts are independent of the electromagnetic vectors; in

homogeneous bodies they are also independent of the coordinates.

The tenns of zeroth order in (9) to (11) are independent of

the field vector in each case. They represent an intrinsic,

permanent polarization, magnetization, or drift of charge which

is a fundamental characteristic of a particular structure. In

the case of polarization and magnetization, nonvanishing values

of Po and Mo require a statistically permanent nonrandom orien-

tation of bound-charge and spin groups, respectively, which are

themselves individually characterized by permanent electric and
magnetic moments. Although such structures have not been

included in the description of mattei*, which is based on the

assumption that random conditions prevail in the absence of

external agencies, they are, neveithclcsH, physically reasonable

and may be incorporated in the mathematical formulation by
permitting Po and Mo to differ from zero. Bodies that arc well

represented by mathematical analogues in which Po and Mo do not

vanish are said to be permanently or intrinsically polarized or

magnetized and are called eloctrets and magnets, respectively.

Ferromagnetic substances are analyzed in terms of Mo- Such
bodies will not be considered explicitly in this formulation which

is limited to bodies in which polarization and magnetization

vanish when no external forces arc acting. Accordingly, it is

required that

Mo = 0 = Po (12)

In the case of freely drifting charge, a nonvanishing value of the
zeroth-order term io requires a permanent convc^ction or con-

duction current to exist in an isolated, liomogencous body.
Special models in which such a flow is possil^le (onco it has been
started by an external agency) are considered in a study of
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superconductivity. They are excluded from this treatment,

which is limited to models in which

io = 0 (13)

With the atomic model specialized to the extent that the

zeroth-order terms are excluded from the series (9) to (11), an
extremely intricate mathematical formulation still exists except

in cases in which the series converge so rapidly that all socuiiid-

and higher order terms are negligible compared with the heading

firstr-order term. For a homogeneous, isotropic body it is in this

case possible to write the following simple expressions:

PiE = «oxE (14)

MiB = yoXmB (16)

m II m (10)

The parameters Pi, Mi, and ii are assumed to be independent of
the field vectors and the coordinates. (In a nonisotrojiic*, body
the parameters Pi, Mi, and ii are not scalars but linear vector
functions.) Atomic models of such inner stnu^tiiro that the
simple relations (14) to (16) are true with the throe parainetors
constant are called simple models or simple media. In sui^h
models the parameters are assigned the symbols eox> and a.
The mathematical description of the chara(*.teristi(^ stnK^tural

properties of simple models is confined to the thn^o constant
parameters x, Xw, and <r. Like the density functions th(\v van
describe only average statistical properties of regions conlaining
large numbers of units. The parameter x, which c.barac^t-crizos
the polarizability of a model, is called the elvclric susceptibility.
The parameter Xm, which represents the magnetizability, is
assigned the name magnetic B susceptibility.^ Finally, <7

.

which is related to the average mobility of charges, is nam<‘(l
cor^^Hvity. Since both P and M depend upon the made, of
submvision of a body into volume and surface (^ells, th(^ valiums
of the parameters x and x« vary correspondingly. It is,

fore, necessary to specify a particular mode in order that tlKjso

“ assigned to the convontionally mod mtitinoHe If

iMlead of B u the fun^ontal rangnotio vwiUh iviul (tcihUiikMinstead of M as the analogue of P. Seo also tho footnote for ( 16 .(56).
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parameters may be defined uniquely. This is accomplished by

sdecting a subdivision into volume cells which mUs through no

dosdy bound groups or whirls. Since i/ is independent of the

mode of subdivision, no ambiguity can arise in defining c.

If it is desired to consider more intricate models in which
the general functional relations (9) to (11) are not adequately

represented in the linear form (14) to (16), it is possible to

retain additional terms in the series and define second- and higher

order constitutive parameters. As a consequence, second- and
higher powered terms in E and B must appear in the field equa-

tions along with second- and higher order polarization, mag-
netization, and conduction parameters. The mathematical
complexity is in this way enhanced beyond hope of reasonably

simple solution. An alternative procedure is to define continuous

densities in addition to the six already in use. In the bound-
charge model, for example, it is possible to introduce density

functions to represent the distribution of quadrupoles and higher

order multipoles in addition to the representation of the distribu-

tion of dipoles by the volume density of polarization. This

method is also complicated but is used in a study of substances

composed of polar molecules. A superficially simple way for

side-stepping the difficulty is to write the linear relations (14) to

(16) and allow the parameters x, Xm, and <r to be functions of the

field vectora E or B instead of requiring them to be constants.

Such a procedure naturally excludes the possibility of an exact

solution for E and B, since the parameters appearing in their

definitions are unknown functions of E and B. In some instances,

however, it is in this way possible to obtain approximate or partial

solutions by first determining the variation of the parameter with

the field vector, as in the case of fcn-omagnctic substances.

If the constitutive parameters are functions neither of the

coordinates nor of the field vectors but of a nonclcctromagnetic

variable such as the temperature, no change in (14) to (16) is

necessary if the temperature is held constant and appropriate

values of the parameters arc used. This is true provided there

is no fundamental change in the internal conditions upon which
the phenomena of polarization, magnetization, or steady drift

depend. Such effects might be duo to a modification in structure

at extremely high or low temperatures, to changes in state, etc.,

which are beyond the scope of the present discussion. An impor-
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tant case is the dependeace of the parameters upon time. It is

to be noted that the linear relations (14) to (16) actually assume

an instantaneous response of the charges in a body to changes

in the value of E or B if the parameters are assumed to be con-

stants. This is an impossible requirement in any system in

which inertial or other forces not independent of the motion of

the charges must be overcome, so that in writing (14) to (16) it is

implicitly assumed that a time of lag in response or of relaxa-

tion is sufficiently short to play no significant part in the time

intervals during which the simple constitutive relations are

to be used. These relations are certainly not valid during

short intervals of unsteadiness in changes from one stationary

state to another. If an unsteady state prevails which involves

periodic changes in E and B, the adequacy of the simple relations

(14) to (16) depends entirely upon the relative magnitudes of the

period involved and of the time of relaxation associated with

the accompanying changes m the condition of polarization,

of magnetization, or of steady drift. If the time of lag or of

relaxation is small compared with the period of E or B, it is

possible to define sensibly constant parameters, so that one may
prop^ly speak of simple media. If the order of magnitude of

the two time intervals is the same, the constitutive parameters

become complicated functions of the frequency and of the detailed

molecular or atomic structure. It follows that to define a

simple model by requiring one or all of the relations (14) to (16)

to be a good approsimation implies an upper frequency limit

for periodic, variations of the density fiel^ contributing to E
or B>

16. Field Equations in Simple Media; Dielectric Constant,

Permeability*—^lO' simply polarizing, magnetizing, and conduct-

ing models, i.e., in regions in which P, —Mi and iy are directly

proportional to E or B, the field equations are simpler in form.

This follows from the fact that instead of three density fields,

which are complicated functions of internal and external forces,

three constant statistical parameters appear. In order to write

down the simplified equations, it is convenient to consider first

the form of the auxiliary vectors D and H as defined by the

relations

D = «oE + P

H = i-oB - M
(1 )

(2)
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Upon substituting the value P = eoxE and —M = yiiy-R
,

D = (1 + x)*oE (3)

H = (1 + x»)>'oB (4)

Here the terms

(1 + x) and (1 + x«) (6)

are dimensionless numerical factors depending only upon the

characteristic electric or magnetic structure of the models for

which X and x» are defined. Each of these parenthetical factors

is conveniently represented by a symbol that stands for the

properties of simple polarizability or simple magnetizability.

They are

«r s (1 + x) or X = (er — 1) (6o)

F, * (1 + X..) ^ ^ or = (»’r
- 1) = - l)* (fib)

The quantity tr is called the rdative dielectric constant or rdatioe

permittivity of a simply polarizable medium; the quantity Vr

is called the rdative diamagnetic constant or relative reluctivity

of a simply magnetizable medium. The reciprocal of Vr is

jUr; it is called the rdative permeability of a simply polarizable

medium. Because the products eesr and v^vr occurvery frequently,
it is convenient to introduce special symbols for them. Let

1 1
« = «0«r; V BB Forr = - = (7)

The names absolute didedric constant or permittivity for e, cbsolvte

diamagnetic constant or rductivity for v, and absolute permeability

for u will be used. In terms of these symbols

D = €reoE = eE (8)

H = VrVoB = vB (9)

P = j(e, - l)*oE = (* - eo)E (10)

—M = (*'r — l)l'oB = (y
— Vo)B (11)

Since x ai^d x»i hence e, and vt, arc defined in terms of

P and —M, tising a srbdivision into volume cdls that cuts no
dosdy bound groups, it follows that thero can be no contribu-

* The conventioaoUy dofLaod magnetic II susceptibility is given by

XmS “ " (fr - 1) (6c)
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tions from cut parts of such groups either to the volume density

of charge p or to the volume density of current j. Therefore,

these are limited to contributions due to free charge so that

p B py; I jy. Using (8) and (9) and the constitutive relation

If = (tE (12)

the field equations reduce to the following form in which p/

is the only density function appearing explicitly:

€ div E = p/ (13)

curl E = — 6 (14)

V curl B = <rE + (16)

div B = 0 (16)

These relations are valid in simply polarizing, magnetizing,

and conducting media. It is to be noted that if values of P and

—M are determined using (10) and (11) and values of Cr and Vr are

obtained from these equations in any particular case, the values

so obtained mMst be interpreted in terms of a subdivision that

cuts no closely bound polarized or ipagnetized gi’oups.

Since P and M are defined entirely in terms of volume colls,

there can be no contributions to surface densities of charge or

moving charge from cut-off surface slices of magnetized or

polarized units. Any surface density must bo duo to free charge

only. The surface equations, or boundary conditions, arc

€i(6i|Ei) + 62(A3jE2) == — W
[AijEi] + [A31E2] = 0

*'i[AijBi] + valftajBa] = — li/ — Is/

(AiiBi) + (62962) = 0

or «(A,E) = —V/ (17)

or 0IILU
<C (18)

or MS] = -1/ (19)

or (A,B) = 0 (20)

The simpler forms on the right are a shorthand for the explicit

expressions on the left. It may seem Hiirprising that surfa<;e

densities appear in these eciuations when a subdivision into

volume cells only was used in defining P and M. This is due to

the fact that in the above representation a subdivision iiiiiO

surface and volume cells is retained for the free charges and a

separate subdivision into volume cells only is used for the bound
charges and ciurcnt whirls.

The analogy between the static and the steady states may be

extended further to include the follo^ving constitutive parameters

in the special case of simple media.
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Quantity Static state Steady state

Constitutive para-

meters in simple

models

Electric susceptibility x
Relative dielectric con-

stant «r

Absolute dielectric con-

stant or permittivity e

Magnetic susceptibility xm
Relative diamagnetic con-

stant or reluctivity y.

Absolute diamagnetic con-

stant or reluctivity v

16. Conductors and Nonconductors in the Stationary States.

The physicaJ basis for the mathematical description of matter

is an atomic model constructed of free charges and bound
groups. Two extreme cases may be distinguished in terms of a
relative abundance and a complete absence of free charges

(electrons or ions). Models in which free charges are relatively

plentiful are called conductors; models in which they are com-
pletely or practically absent are called nonconductors or dielec-

trics. Intermediate models between these extremes may be
grouped together under the names semiconductors or imperfect

dielectrics. The gi*adation between nonconductors and con-

ductors is a gradual one, and it is possible to construct atomic

models of physically available substances that have almost any
desired proportion of free electrons from none to a maximum
in models (such as those of silver and copper) in which the two
outer electron shells are both only partly filled. For this

reason, it might seem unprofitable to construct special mathe-

matical models for the two extreme ciises. Actually, it is

precisely for conductors and nonconductors that theoretical

functions can be constructed which are most successful in their

agreement with experimental analogues. The experimental

behavior of a large class of elements, the metals, is well portrayed

by the mathematical model of a conductor. The properties of

another large group of substances including ghiss, ceramic

materials, rubber, and polystyrene arc coiTcctly predicted in

terms of the model of a nonc.onductor. It is indeed fortunate

that this is the case, for the general mathematical model of the

semiconductor is complicated, whereas considerable simplifica-

tion is possible by introducing conditions appropriate for the two
extremes.

The fundamental definition of a conductor from the electro-

static point of view is an atomic model that contains sufficient
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free charges so that the mean statistical electromagnetic force

acting on each interior charge (whether free or a part of a bound
configuration) is at aU times zero. Since the dectrostatic force

acting on a charge depends only upon E* it must be concluded

that the interior of a conductor is characterized by

E = 0 (1)

Since polarization in simple models is directly proportional

to Ei it follows that

P = «oxE = 0 (2)

Furthermore, it follows from the field equation

Co div E = p — div P (3)

that (1) and (2) lead to the condition

P = 0 (4)

In order to maintain the validity of (1), (2), and (4), every change

in the dectromagnetic force due to external density fidds must

be accompanied by a redistribution of free charges along the

surface of the conductor. Moving charge, however, is by defini-

tion excluded from the static state. Therefore it is necessary

to require the redistribution of charge which ends when E === 0

to occur so rapidly that the short interval of lag between the

instant of rearrangement of the distant external charges con-

tributing to E and the moment when E is again zoro in the interior

is insignificant. During this interval, m. unsteady state neces-

sarily prevails in which certainly E and £ and, if polarizable

units are present, P and all differ from zero. These considera-

tions suggest that a suitable criterion for defining a conductor

is the time required for E to become sensibly zero in the interior

after a change has been made from one static state to another.

In particular, the interval of unsteadiness may be required to be

so brief in a conductor that it may be assumed to disappear in a

time that is short compared with experimentally measurable

intervals. In a semiconductor, on the other hand, the electric

intensity in the interior eventually reduces to zero, but the

period of unsteadiness may be of long duration. In a non-

conductor, a nonvanishing electrostatic intensity can be main-

tained indefinitely.
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A steady diift of free charge caa occur only in a conductor

and only if an agency is provided on its boundaries which con-

tinuously maintains a uniform density of positive charge over

one part and a similar density of negative charge over another.

Such an agency is called a generator or a region of negative

conductivity. It is considered in a later section. The separated

layers of positive and negative charges maintamed in this way
lead to a nonvanishing value of E and of the electrostatic force

in the interior of the conductor. As a result, a continuous

redistribution of charge in a direction tending to reduce E to

zero takes place in the conductor. Since charges moving with

statistically constant velocities are statistically in equiUbrium,

it follows that a steady drift can continue in a region only if the

electrostatic force resulting from the charge distribution on the

generator surfaces is exactly balanced throu^out the interior

by a force of a “frictional’’ type opposing a nonrandom accelera-

tion of free charges and tending to maintain a constant drift

velocity. Such a force must increase with the drift velocity in

order that a greater electrostatic accelerating force may be
balanced when the charges move with a correspondingly greater

velocity. In terms of the atomic model, the internal force

limiting the velocity of a nonrandom stream is attributed to an
interaction between the charges in the steady stream and the

statistically stationary bound groups of charges constituting the

atoms or molecules between and around which the drift takes

place. This interaction leads to an acceleration of the random
motion of all the charges and, hence, of each atom and molecule

as a whole. Depending upon the magnitude of the interaction,

characteristic of a particular structure, a larger or smaller electro-

static force is required not to maintain a given steady drift of

free charges, but rather to support the continuous random
acceleration of all charges which inevitably accompanies every

nonrandom flow. The statistical reaction of atoms and mole-

cules to random acceleration will not be described in detail.

It is sufficient to ascribe their statistical resistance to an increase

in velocity to microscopic mechanical forces of inertia—so-called

“thermal” forces. With this terminology, the steady state is a
condition of equilibrium between electrostatic forces that act to

produce a nonrandom acceleration of free charges and internal

inertial forces seeking to prevent a random acceleration of all
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charges and bound groups. The two forces are linked by a

characteristic coupling interaction between a nonnindom drift

of free charges and the random motion of all clmrges which

prevents the existence of the former without tho simultaneous

occurrence of the latter. The net effect of the interaction

on the drift may be specified by calling it a “frictional’' forco

acting to balance exactly the electrostatic accelerating force.

Instead of indefinitd.y accelerating the free charges in the direc-

tion of the drift, this latter acts through the coupling interaction

to accelerate simultaneously the random motion of all chargru^.

The resulting condition of equilibrium between “fricitional”

and electromagnetic forces acting on the drifting fre<t charges

is expressed (for simple conductors) by tho Htcady-slatc (‘on-

stitutive relation

i/ = <rE (5)

Here E is the average electric field in the interior of a conductor
due to all density fields including those of tho conductor ilnelf;

if is the volume density of drifting charge; <r is tho conductivity,

a material constant. Since E is directly ))r(>])ortiona1 to i/ in a
simple conductor, it is clear that the aversigc iiifornal “fri(it.i<)nal

"

forces must be directly proportional and opposite in dintcfhin

to the drift velocity of the stream.

According to (6) a change in i/ miisf, be ac(!ompani<>d by a
proportional change in E which occnii's ‘inutnnlauroiiKlj/. As
before, it is necessary to conclude that a ixidistribiil ion of charge
from one condition of equilibrium (whellicr sl.a(hi or .s((fa<ly sfafe)
to another necessarily involves a time of redistriinition during
which an unsteady state prevails in which E, P, und i, iis well
M their time rates of change, are nonvunishing functions of th(»

time. Consequently, a conductor may be dclin(>(l in the slomly
state in terms of the time required for tho constitutive ndatiou
If
= vE to become valid. Tliis time is the sanui ns that r<>(iuir(*<l

for if to become constant. If tho constant is zero, l.lie stintict

state prevails. The material constant v is a (ioiivcnient. psiram-
eter for characterizing the abimdance and th(« mobility of free
charges, as well as the magnitude of the iul<<u'a<d<iou b(*t*w(*(*n

charges engaged in a steady drift and the random motion of all
others. It is evident from (5) that

O’ = 0
(0)
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defines a nonconductor, since no free drift of charge is possible,

regardless of the magnitude of E and of the electrostatic force.

Accordingly, a conductor is characterized by

<r > 0 (7)

Since the value of i/ increases with c for a given it is clear

that the larger <r the more free charges must be available, and the

smaller must be the restraining ‘^frictionar^ forces. Therefore,

the larger a-, the better is the conductor.

The qualitative definitions of conductors and nonconductors

as interpreted from the stationary states may be summarized

as follows:

A good cimdwtoT is an atomic model characterized by a con-

ductivity c which is sufiSciently large that a transient, nonrandom
drifting of charge existing in a change from one stationary state

to another is reduced to a negligibly small value in an experi-

mentally insignificant length of time. The constitutive relation

i/ = <rE is then valid during all experimentally significant time

intervals.

A semiconductor is an atomic model that is characterized

by a conductivity a- sufficiently small that a transient, nonrandom
motion of electric charge existing while passing from one sta-

tionary state to another may have significant values during a
time that is comparable with experimentally significant and
measurable intervals. The relation i/ = crE is not valid during

this time, but it is ultimately obeyed.

A good ncmonductor or dielectric is an atomic model character-

ized by a conductivity that is so near zero that no significant

nonrandom drift of charge is observed. The relation \j = <rE

has no application.

Since all these definitions involve in a fundamental way an
interval of unsteadiness, a more specific formulation is possible

only in terms of the nonstationary state.

17. General Definition of a Conductor.—In order to define

mathematically a homogencouH, simple conductor, it is necessary

to establish a convenient criterion for the rapidity with which p/

vanishes or i/ becomes constant in the interior of the conducting
medium after a change in the distribution of charge on the surface

or in neighboiing bodies. In the absence of detailed formulas
for the constitutive parameters Cr, and <r in terms of atomic
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and molecular structure, such a definition is possible only if it is

assumed that time lags in polarization, in magnetization, and in

current responses to changes in E and B are smaller than an
experimentally observable interval That is, the definition

of a conductor includes the requirement that the constitutive

relations (16.10), (15.11), (16.12), viz.,

P = («r — l)«oE; —M = (Pr — l)poB; i/ = o-E (1)

are true at all times within experimental observation. Subject

to (1) the first and third field equations assume the forms (15.13),

(16.15). These are

« div E = p/ (2o)

V curl B = cE + «£ (26)

Upon taking the divergence of (26) and recalling that the opera-

tion div curl acting on any vector yields zero,

div (<rE + «£) = 0 (3)

Using (2a) to diminate E the following linear differential equation

in p/ results:

P/ + “ P/ = 0 (4)

The solution of this equation is‘

Pf = Po (5)

Here po is the value of p/ at t = 0. From (5) it is clear that

p/ reduces to a negligibly small value in a time that depends

upon the ratio («/<r). For convenience lot this (luantity be
called after Maxwell the time of relaxation and denoted by

The time of relaxation is the time required for p/ to reduce to

1/e of its initial value po. It is noteworthy that it is independent

of p = 1/ju. It follows from (G) that when

.
<r — 0; P/ = PO = const. (7)

; P/ = 0 (8)

'I. S. SoKOunxoFF and E. S. Sokolnikopp, “Higher Mathomatios for

Engmeers and Physicists,’’ 2d od., See. 85, p. 284.
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In a perfect nonconductor as defined by (7), the volume density

of charge is everywhere constant. Since dosely boimd groups

such as atoms and molecules are dectrically neutral as a whole,

it is in most cases correct to set the constant po in (7) equtd

to zero. In a perfect conductor as defined by (8), the volume

density of charge vanishes at all times.

If it is assumed that for aU practical purposes it is adequate

for p/ to reduce to 1 per cent of its initial value in a time that is

short compared with an experimentally observable interval, then

a conductor can be defined by the following conditions:

< < 1 or ^100; t<<U, (9)

Upon taking the logarithm of (9) and noting that e*-* = 100,

By aHsigniTig a definite time t that is short compared with an

experimentally significant interval U* in any particular case, a

conductor is defined by (10) to be a modd in which the ratio

of the material parameters v/c is greater than a specified magni-

tude. Let this definition be expressed by the following short-

hand symbolism which implies that a time limit has been

established and that (1) and (10) are both true. A conductor

is defined by
«r>>0 (llo)

If (llo) is true, p/ = 0 within the required degree of accuracy

during all significant intervals of time. In periodic phenomena,

the time of rdaxation Tb may be required to be negligible com-

pared with T,/2r where T, is the period. With

m 1 -
a

(llo) becomes more specifically

^«1
<r

(116)

This is discussed in greater detail in conjunction with (24) bdow.

In terms of the fidd equation (2&), the definition of a conductor

(10) is equivalent to requiring

vE > > «6 (12)
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Hence, in a conductor, (2{>) reduces to

j'o curl B * <rE (13)

With (l)j (12) is equivalent to

i/ > > 1^ + <o£ (14)

With (1) and (8), (2a) gives

div E = 0 (16o)

so that with eE = P + «oF.

div P = 0 (156)

Since P is thus seen to play no significant part in the definitions

of E and B in a conductor, fit may be concluded that although no
proof has been given that P necessarily vanishes in a conductor,

its effect is certainly negli^bly small so that it is os well to write

P = 0 (16)

If an unsteady state prevails in which there is a periodically

varying distribution of charge so that

Bnt = E cos ifot + fljf); Binitt = B cos («< + 6u) (17)

a time lag in the instantaneous values of polarization, magnetiza-

tion, and current density may be expressed by writing (1) in the

form

Pimt = 5Z*(iE cos (coi 6H — 6p) (18a)

~Mtaii = cos (&)< fi- Oh — 6u) (18/'>)

i/iMt = cos (w< + 6k — Oi) (18c)

Hero the parameters x, Xm, ^ us well :u! the ])h:xse angles dp,

6u, 0i are functions of «. The definition of a e.oii(lu(d,or in the

periodic unsteady state includes the following conditions:

Si. << 1; << 1; << 1

X ™ XJ Xt» * Xi»7 9 ^ <r (19)

Upon substituting (17) in (2b) and in (13) [to which (26) reduces

by definition in a conductor], the following two eciuations are

obtained:

curl B cos (<o< -f 6b)

— ~ E[cos (fat da) — ~ sin (<at -H 6k)\ (20)
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curl B cos (m< + Bb) = ^
E cos («< + Ba) (21)

Using the trigonometric formula

a sin X + 6 cos a: = \/a* + 6* cos ^a: — arctan^ (22)

(20) becomes

curl B cos {at + Bb)

= ^
E •^l + cos + Be ¥ arctan (23)

Subject to (10), (23) must reduce to (21). A moreconvenient,

though equivalent definition of a conductor for the harmonic

unsteady state than is (10) may be formulated by requiring

(111>) to be satisfied

— = «T*<<1 (24)
<r

Subject to (24),

^1 + = 1
;

axctan “ = ^ 1 (25)

subject to (25), (23) is equivalent to (21) to the desired degree of

approximation.

The definitions of conductors, semiconductors; and non-

conductors may be summarized as follows:

Conductor: c/e ^ 4.6/^ (shorthand, c >> 0) where i is a time

that is short c()mi)arcd with experimentally measurable inteiwals.

For harmonic time dopendeiK^e, c/e > > w, whore w = %rf and /
is the highest frcciuoney . I ii a conductor the (lonstitutivc relations

P = (€r — l)e(lE, “M = {vr — l)j'uB| If = <rE

arc true at all times within experimental ol)sorvation; P is always

negligibly small; pj vanishes.

Semiconductor: > 0; i/ —xrE; p/ 0; the constitutive rela-

tions are obeyed after an observable time interval or with an

observable time lag.

Nonconductor: o- = 0; i/ = 0 for all values of E; P/ = const.

(= 0).
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In simple conductors and nonconductors (in which it may be

assumed that p/ = 0) the fidd equations and the corresponding

boundary equations for media 1 and 2 are

div E = 0 (26a)

curl E = -6 (266)

V curl B = ffE + e£ (26c)

div B = 0 (26d)

ei(AiiE]) + cs(6atEi) = —vif~VV (27a)

[fti,EJ + = 0 (276)

ClEAlyBl] "t" I'jEAsiBJ = — \u — Iv (27c)

(OiiBi) + (AsiBi) — 0 (27(Q

Because p and P vanish in their interior, the electrical properties

of conductors may be represented mathematically in terms

of the surface density iif alone instead of in terms of p and ij. In

the solution of most boundary-value problems involving prac-

tically available conductors and frequencies, no surface lay-

ers of moving free charge which are so thin that they cannot be

described adequately in terms of 1/ are encountered. Therefore,

1/ is not required and need not be defined. It follows that a

representation entirely in terms of iif, i/, andM is possible. This

is not true of problems involving the idealized cose of perfect

condtictors with v — « . For these a surface function 1/ rather

than a representation in terms of an equivalent [n,M] is often

desirable because values of M actually associated physically

with spin atoms may be encountered also. The function 1/ need

be used only in problems involving infinite conductivity. For

ordinary conductors and boundaries between two such conductors

numbered 1 and 2

div E = 0 (28a)

curl E = —6 (286)

V curl B = vE (28c)

div B = 0 (28d)

«o(fti»Ei) + eo(6a,Es) = ~i/i/ ~ if*/ (29a)

[AiiEi] + [flsiE*] = 0 (296)

Vi[Ai>Bi] + >'2[A2,B*] = 0 (29c)

(Ai|Bi) + (A2,B2) = 0 (29d)

In nonconductors free charges are present in negligible amount
or not at all so that the entire representation may be expressed
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in terms of P and M alone. The following equations are valid

for nonconductors and boundaries between nonconductors:

div E = 0 (30a)

curl E = —6 (306)

V curl B = «£ (30c)

div B = 0 (30d)

ei(Ai)Ei) + «2(A2>Ej) = 0 (31a)

[Ai>Ei] + [AsiEj = 0 (316)

PilAiiBi] + PifAstBj = 0 (31c)

(AiiBO + (Ai|Ba) = 0 (31d)

Since the rig^t-hand members of the boundary conditions (31)
are all zero, the following relations for the magnitudes of E and
B on the two sides of the botmdary may be written. All direo-

tions are referred to the external normal to region 1. The nota-
tion {n,E) in the argument of a trigonometric fimction means
the an^e between A and E.

ciFiCOS — etHiGos (ni,Es^ or CliS'in = (32a)

El sin (ni,£fi) = EiSm (ni,E^ or Eu “ E2t (326)

pj^isin (nijSi) = sin or nBu = ViBta (33c)

Bi cos («i,Bi) = Bi COS (»i,Bj) or Bln = Bin (33(0

From these the following general ratios are obtained:

tan (»i,E^i) ei

tan (nijiSrj) cj

cot

cot (ni,J5s)
~

Vi

(34a)

(346)

(35a)

(356)

It is sometimes convenient to represent a distribution of mov-
ing free charges entirely in terms of P and —M. This is possible

if the free-charge model is first replaced by a imitkematicaUy
equivalent bound-charge model which is characterized by the
same essential densities. These are then given by

Pmv = curl M + ? /5 = - div P
1J..V

= — [A»M] n = (A,P)

(36)
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Once this change in model and representation has been made, a
relative dielectric constant (permittivity) and a relative dia-

magnetic constant (reluctivity) may be defined in the usual way
so that (30) and (31) apply. It is well to note that the definition

of dielectric and diamagnetic constants implies a linear relation

between P and E and between —M and B and, therefore, a bound-
charge model of special structure. The fact that a bound-
charge model can always be constructed to be equivalent to a
particular distribution of moving free charge does not mean
that the equivalence is necessarily maintained under the action

of diverse external forces. This certainly would not be the case

in general, especially if linear relations between P and E and —M
and.B are assumed to be maintained. A conducting medium
does not behave like a dielectric, even though it is possible to

represent a particular distribution of free charge in terms of an
equivalent polarization.

18. Impressed and Intrinsic Electric Fields; Negative Con-
ductivity.— steady flow of electric charge can bo maintained

around a closed path constructed of a single homogeneous con-

ductor that is not continuously exposed to the action of electro-

magnetic forces only if its conductivity is infinite. This is the

special case of superconductivity which is exedudod from the

present discussion. In all circuits in which <r is not infinite and
in which a steady or unsteady convection or conduc.tion current

exists, electromagnetic forces must bo active cont.inuously.

These are maintained by so-called intrinsic or impressetl electric

fields.

An intrinsic electric field in a circuit of conductors may ho

ascribed to a so-called region of negative (‘.ondiud.ivil.y. Since

a region of positive conductivity is one in \vhi(di a positive

electric force is required to maintain a steady drift of cha.rgi’j, a

region of negative conductivity is evidently oiu^ in whicih a

negative electric force is re(iuiie<l to support siudi a drift.. An
alternative, but ccpiivalent, way of cxpr(\ssing such a condition

is to state that a positive electric forc,e is reciuircHl to pnvcnl
such a drift. This obviously implies that an int.ririsic*. forego of

some kind must be continuously ac.tive to maint.aiu it. That
is, a region of negative conductivity is endowdid with the prop(u-ty

of separating positive and negative charges and ac.c.umulating

these in separate layera with densities that increjise until the
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dectrostatic force drawing the unlike charges together is sufficient

to balance the intrinsic charge-separating force that is driving

them apart. Such a charge-separating force may be attributed

to electrochemical, electromechanical, thermoelectric, photo-

electric, or other effects beyond the scope of this treatise. It is

assumed without further discussion that atomic models may be

constructed which are endowed with the characteristic property

of separating positive and negative charge in opposition to

electrostatic forces. They are called regions of negative con-

ductivity or generators.

Between the positively and negatively charged boundary sur-

faces or terminals of a charge-separating region, a nonvanishing

value of the electric vector may be calculated, so that if the

terminals are joined by a conductor a drift of electric charge

through it results. The magnitude of the drift depends upon the

particular value of the positive conductivity o* of the simple

conductor and upon the effective negative conductivity oa of

the charge-separating region. The net effect is a steady stream

completely around the circuit formed by the conductor and the

negative conductor. In the former, the charges in the drift are

acted upon by electrostatic forces due to charged layers; in the

latter, they are acted upon by oppositely directed and larger

intrinsic separating forces as well. The steady flow represents

a condition of equilibrium between the accelerating forces

(intrinsic minus electrostatic in the charge-separating region,

electrostatic in the conductor) and the “frictional” forces due

to the interaction between charges moving in the steady drift

and all charges and groups of charges moving at random. Such

“frictional” forces are not limited to the region of positive

conductivity but also exist in the region of negative conductivity.

Consequently, the effective negative conductivity may be

regarded as the sum of a conductivity —tr" and a smaller, positive

conductivity v. A simple negative conductor may then be defined

us one in which the relation

if = VrftE (1)

obtains and where

oZit = <r — 0-'; <r" > (T (2)

By combining (2) with (1), and factoring out the positive con-

ductivity ff
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Let the vector

(3)

a (4)

be defined. With (4), (3) becomes

if = <r(E + E‘) (6)

From (5) it is clear that a region in which the vector E* vanishes

is an ordinary simple conductor with positive conductivity <r.

A nonvanishing vector E* may be called an impressed or, more
specifically, an intrinsic electric field. It is a fimdamental

characteristic of a charge-separating region. It is equal and
opposite to that dectric field which must be maintained in the

region by accumulations of charge in order to provide an electric

force that exactly balances the intrinsic separating forces and so

prevents a further separation of charge. Therefore, E* is a
direct measure of the charge-separating properties of the region

per unit volume, assuming that these are uniformly distributed.

The generalized constitutive relation (6) may be written instead

of the simpler one

if = <rE (6)

whenever it is desired to indicate expressly the nonvanishing of

an intrinsic or impressed electric field. In general, only (6)

need be written with the understanding that E may include an
impressed intensity E* wherever this differs from zero. In the

analysis of electric ciremts, it is often convenient to assume a
circmt to be driven by one (or more) charge-separating region

maintained between adjacent surfaces across the conductor at

A and B. Such a region is called a dice generator or a point

generator if the problem is one-dimensional.



CHAPTER III

TRANSFORMATIONS OF FIELD AND FORCE EQUATIONS

The four Maxwell-Lorentz equations defining the electro-

magnetic field and the force equation relating this to mechanics

constitute the general mathematical model of electromagnetism.

It interrelates the electrical properties of all bodies in terms

of the essential density fields that characterize them individually.

Bodies or regions which are so constructed that this interrelation

assumes the simple form defined by three constitutive relations

are called simple media. For them, the field equations assume

a form that involves no density fields, but three constitutive

parameters are involved.

In order actually to make use of the field and force equations

to predict experimental pointer readings in any particular case,

it is necessary to establish two sets of analogues between theo-

retical quantities and experimental ones. The first of these is

the specification of initi^ conditions and boundary conditions

in the form of mathematical h3rpotheses that are the analytical

analogues of the actual measurable physical conditions in ques-

tion. The second is the formulation of a result in terms of

theoretical analogues of experimentally observable pointer read-

ings. No general rules can be given for the discovery of useful

analogues among the innumerable symbolic forms of mathematics

and the pointer readings of a particular contrivance. Whether
it be intuition, genius, or hard work of the trial-and-error kind

called experience, which leads to such discoveries, is left to the

preference of the individual. Whatever it may be, it certainly

docs not lend it^ielf to general formulation and can best be con-

sidered a part of the study of each particular problem. A use-

ful and more generally convenient method is one that reverses the

procedure. Instead of attempting to discover theoretical

analogues to serve as hypotheses and conclusions to fit a given

physical phenomenon, it is possible simply to assume a wide

Variety gf ma»thgmfii»tical hypotheses cwid, using these, calculate

r 155
.
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an equally wide variety of conclusions. The attempt can then be

made to find theoretical analogues among them to fit a set of

observed pointer readings. Such a procedure, of course, can be

successful only because of the vast amount of work that has

already been done and from which the nature of the most useful

mathematical functions and hypotheses can be anticipated.

The Maxwell-Lorentz equations define precisely such a set of

useful functions.

In order to suit the particular circumstances of a variety of

problem types and facilitate their solution, it is foimd convenient

to transform the Maxwell-Lorentz definitions and the force equa-

tion in very general ways. These transformations are obtained

by standard mathematical manipulation. They do not represent

the introduction of anjrthing fundamentally new into electro-

magnetic theory, but merely provide alternative forms in which

it may be expressed. The most important of these are the

potential formulation of the field equations and the energy

formulation of the force and field equations.

POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS AND THE GENERAL WAVE EQUATION

1. Gradient of a Scalar Field.—A continuous mathematical

function that assigns a scalar to eveiy point in a region is (uillod

a scalar point function. Such a function may characterize a

certain property of a physical model such as volume density

of charge, volume density of miiss, temperature, humidity,

pressure, elevation above sea level, but it is not at all nc(*.essary

that a scalar point function have a physical significan(^e. It

may equally well associate purely mathcmatic.al magnitudes

devoid of all physical meaning with points in space.

An important property of a scalar point function is its space

rate of change. Consider, for example, a scalar point function ^
that is continuous with its derivatives. The simplest form for

this function is that of a constant. If ^ is everywhere constant,

the rate of change of 4> at every point and in every direction

vanishes.

= C: g = o 0)

If the function varies so that a diiTcrent numbor is assigned to

each point, d^/ds does not vanish. At every point it measures

the rate of increase of the function <l> in the direction in which ds
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is taken. It may vary not only from one location to another

in the region, but also in different directions relative to a single

point. Thus, the space rate of change of a scalar point function

itself defined a continuous function that assigns not one magni-

tude to every point, but a magnitude to every direction at that

point. That is, the property associated with the space rate of

change of a scalar point function is characterized not only by
magnitude, but also by direction. Therefore, the magnitude

d<t>/d8 at a particular point and in a particidar direction (as

specified by the orientation of the element ds) is the component

in the direction of da of a vector. The component G, of a vector

G in a given direction specified by the imit vector i is the scalar

product

O. = (S,G) (2)

Hence, if d^/ds is the component of a vector G in the direction

of d« specified by the imit vector S

^ - a - (!,G) (s)

This component vanishes in a direction in which 0 remains

constant. In such a direction

^ - 0 - (!.G) (4)

Since § cannot vanish and G can be zero if d<l}/d8 vanishes in all

directions, which is assumed not to be the case, there is no way to

satisfy the right side of (4) except by requiring G to be perpen-

dicular to § when this points in a direction in which
<l> is constant.

Therefore the vector Gi characterizing the space rate of change

of <t>j is always in a direction normal to surfaces along which 0
is constant. The maximum value of d<l>/d8 is in a direction that

makes the cosine of the angle between § and G equal to unity.

That is,

Hence, the vector G defines both the magnitude and the direc-

tion of the maximum space rate of increase of
<l>. It is directed

perpendicular to the surfaces = constant. The vector G
which defines the direction and magnitude of tho maximum
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space xate of increase of a scalar point function is given the name
gradient 0/ ^ scalar poirU function. It defines a vector point

function. The operation of taking the derivative of a scalar

function in the direction in which this (the derivative) is a
TnaTimiim is assigned the special symbol grad. That is,

in direction of maximum a grad

According

(s)„ - lefoi *1 " e

G = grad 4>

(6)

(7)

(8)

In other words, the symbol grad is a differential operator that

specifies differentiation with respect to the space coordinates in

the direction in which the derivative has its maximum value.

More precisely, the operator grad operating on a scalar point

function <i> produces a vector

point function grad the direc-

tion of which at every point is

that of the greatest space rate

of increase of 0 and the magni-

tude of which measures the

maximxun rate of increase
Ko.l.l.-ParaJWepiped in soAlar field.

of that function.

Alternatively, grad 0 is a vector which has for a component in

any direction the rate of change d4t/ds in that direction.

The gradient of a scalar field may be defined in a way tliat is

analogous to the definition of the divergence and the curl of a

vector field. Thus,

indr
grad 0 = Hm . (9)

Here A is an external normal to the surface 2 enclosing the volume
Ar. It is easily shown that this definition is equivalent to that

given above. Let the volume Ar be chosen so that two sides

always lie along surfaces on which ^ is constant, while the other

four sides are perpendicular to these surfaces as in Fig. 1.1.

Everywhere on the top surface A<Si, 4> = everywhere on the

bottom surface ASi, ^ = ^2 with > ^2 ;
on the four sides
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ASi, varies continuously from to Let the mean value of

^ on each side be With this notation and assuming Ar to be

sufficiently small, (9) becomes

grad ^ = lim
'

(10)^ I J

As the volume is made smaller and smaller, ASi AS2 and the

opposite pairs of surfaces AS< become equal. The average

values f on opposite side surfaces ASi also become equal, so that

fii^iASi for opposite sides are alike in magnitude and opposite in

sign. Hence the sum in (10) vanishes in the limit leaving

grad <l>
= lim

At—>0

hiASi(<l>i 02)

At
lim
Ai—>0

ftiA/SiA0

A/SiAs
(11)

In (11) As is the distance between the parallel upper and lower

surfaces. Finally

grad ^
A^

fti hm = ftiT- (12)

Here Ai points in a direction perpendicular to a surface of con-

stant 0 at the point where d<l>/d8 is defined and in the direction

of increasing 0.

The form (9) is convenient for expressing the gradient in

various systems of orthogonal coordinates.^

As an example of the gradient, let 0 == Ji measure the height

above sea level at every point on a mountain range. Let

8 = ^/x^ + measure distance in the horizontal plane. The

I In rectangular coordinates the volume Ar is chosen to be a cube Aa; Ay As

with center at a; = 0, y = 0, s — 0. In this case

grad 0 =» lim
Ax A|/ As—O

r ^ Aas

^

Ay

L ^ Az

Using Taylor^s series

^.+1A, - *.-JA. - ^ + I
A* + • •

The functions and derivatives on the right are evaluated at the center of the
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lines ^ h => const, or (2^/<2s = o are level contours that neither

rise nor descend. The direction specified by grad at any point

gives the direction of steepest ascent from that point, and the

magnitude of grad ^ is the numerical value of the steepest upward
slope, or the tangent of the largest angle of upward inclination.

On the other hand, —grad ^ is directed opposite to gi*ad
<t> at

every point so that it gives the direction and magnitude of steep-

est downward slope. If grad = 0 at a point, there is no direc-

tion of steepest rise, the slope in all directions is zero. This is

true on a level plateau or on the uppermost part of a i-ounded

mountain peak. If water is poured out at any point, it starts to

flow in the direction of —grad 4.

2. Operational ITotation; Directional Derivative; Green’s

Theorem.—^The operation of taking the gradient of a scalar or

the divergence or curl of a vector involves the vector operator

Thus,

V * lim
Ar-fO At

Lfi<l>d<r

grad = lim_ —
At—>0

div A
L (A,A)dv

(V,A) = —
Ar-+0

curl A = [V,A] = lim
Ar-»U

[A.A]<Ar

At

(1)

(2)

(3)

(0

The concise operational notation using the op(u*ator V (nabla)

is in common use. It is not so suggestive for the Ix^ginnor as

cube. Accordingly, and writing first-order terms only

grad ^ " lim
A« A]/ As—+0

[

^ (S) ^ ©) + t ^
I Ax Ay

Allowing Ax Ay Az to approach zero at xyz

grad A ^ -1- « + i^ * a» ^ fly
^ * a*

(13)
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the symbols grad, div, and curl, so that it will not be used exten-

sively in this introductory text.

The rate of change of a scalar point function in a direction

specified by the unit vector A is the directional derivative of the

scalar function. It is

d0
in direction a = (ji, grad 4>) s (|, grad)^ (a,V)0 (6)

The form (a, grad)^ or (d,V)^ is often used to mean the scalar

product (d, grad ^). The combination (a, grad) is then inter-

preted to be an operator which, when operating on a scalar point

function specifies the rate of change d^/d« in the direction of a>

just as grad is an operator which, when operating on a scalar

point function specifies the rate of change d^/ds in the direction

of the maximum rate of change (d^/de)w

The operational symbol (ai grad) for directional derivative is

also defined for use with a vector point function. That is, the

rate of change of a vector point function B in a dhection specified

by the unit vector d or the directional derivative of the vector B

in the direction d is denoted by‘

^ in direction H = (di grad)B (6)

Green’s theorem is an important integral theorem involving the

gradient. It may be obtained directly from the divergence

theorem (Sec. II.O.l) by setting

A — u grad V (9)

^ In rectangular coordinates this operation is

(i, g»d)B =. «(«, grad B.) -f- y(*, grad B.) + i(4, grad B.) (7a)

(t, grad)B “ 2^ + 9^ ^ '''^***‘ * direction S (75)

The following notation is also used:

(A, grad)B = lt(A, grad B,) + ^(A, grad By) -f 4(A, grad B») (8a)

+ f{A.’^ +A.f + A.?^}

or
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wiiili u and v arbitrary scalar point functions. Thus

div (« grad v)dV = ^ (ft, « grad v)dS (10)

Using the vefctor relation^

div 0A = ^ div A + (A, grad (11)

the integral on the left may be transformed into two integrals.

The integral on the right may be changed in form by noting

that

dv
(A, grad v) = grad« » = ^ (12)

With (11) and (12), (10) becomes

tt div grad vdV + (grad u, grad v)dV = J^u — dS (13)

The symbol V® (nabla squared) is in common use for the impor-
tant operation of taking the divergence of the gradient of a
scalar.

Hence,

= div grad o (14)

uVh}dV = f u^dSJb dn
u, grad v)dV (15)

This is one form of Green’s theorem. A second form, called

Green’s symmetrical theorem, may be obtained from (15) by
interchanging u and v and subtracting the expression so obtained
from (15). The result is

(10)

3. Potential Functions. Definition.—k scalar potcrUied is a
scalar point function the negative gradient of which is a vector
point function. In other words, any scalar point function 4>

is a scalar potential if —grad 4> defines a vector point function K.
A surface on which 0 is constant is called an equipoterUial surface.

> In Cartesian coordinates

divM - div + gAy + M.) =. £ (^.) + (<i,Ay) + £ (M.)

" 0 div A + (A, grad
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A vector point function is not necessarily the gradient of a

scalar potential. The class of vector functions that can be

derived as the negative gradients of scalar potentials is limited

by the following theorem:

Tebobbm:^ a necessary and sufficient condition that a vector

fidd K possess a scalar potential ^ is that

curl K = 0 (1)

If this is true, the vector K is called a potenHal vedor and its

field is said to be irrotational. It may be derived from its associ-

ated scalar potential by setting

K = —grad <l> (2)

Definition.—A. vector ‘potential is a vector point fimction the

curl of which is also a vector point function. In other words, a

vector point function A is a vector potential if curl A defines a

second vector point function C The class of vector functions

that can be derived from vector potentials is limited by the

following theorem:

Thborbm:^ a necessary and sufficient condition that a vector

field C possess a vector potential A is that

div C = 0 (3)

If (3) is true, C is called a solenoidal vector; its field is rotofional.

It may be derived from a vector potential by setting

C = curl A (4)

Any single-valued vector point fimction S that together with

its derivatives is finite and continuous and vanishes at infinity

can be derived from a scalar potential ^ and a vector potential A
in a form known as the Helmholtz theorem.

S = -grad 4> + curl A (6)

4. Equations of. d’Alembert, Poisson, and Laplace.—^The

direct determination of E and B by solving the Maxwell-Lorentz

equations is in most cases very difficult. The solution is usually

facilitated by defining potential functions in terms of the field

vectors, because it is possible to transform the four first-order

1 1. S. SoKOLNiKorF and E. S. Soeolnieoff, “Higher Mathematics for

Engineers and Physicists,” 2d ed., pp. 422, 423.
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field equations into two second-order equations in the potential

functions that are formally integrable in a general way. BVom
the integrals so obtained, and the definitions of the potential

functions, it is possible to calculate E and B and, from these,

the distributions of current and charge using the boundary
conditions. Frequently, current and charge are more con-

veniently determined directly from the potential functions tba.Tj

from the field vectors.

An examination of the four field equations discloses that the
magnetic vector B is'solenoidal because its divergence vanishes.

Hence B can be derived from a vector potential A defined by

curl A = B (1)

The vector point fimction A defined (incompletely) in (1) is of

fundamental importance especially in the theoiy of

It is called the magnetic vector potential.

In order to define a scalar potential it is necessary to find a
vector with vanishing curl. From the symmetiy of electric

and magnetic quantities the second field equation should bo used
for this purpose, since tliis is the electric analogue of the magnetic
fourth equation. The second equation is

curl E = — 6 (2)

This is easily transformed with (1) to read

curl {E + A} =0 (3)

The vector (E + A) is a potential vo(‘.tor bocauwf ilis c.iirl vanishes.

It can be deiivod from a scalar potential 0 doliued by

-gnul <^ = E + A (4)

This also is a fundamentally important relation. Tlio s<!alar

potential defined by (4) is (uiIUhI the <flcrlnc imilar potential.

It is evident that if the scalar and vtxjtor potcuitials
<t> and A arc

known, the electromagnetic vectors E and B niuy be calculated
directly from

E = —gnid 4> — A (5)

B = curl A (6)

With the scalar and vecitor potentials defined, f.he next step
is to eliminate E and B from the field equations, lieforo pro-
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ceeding to do this, it is well to note that the statement that 4> and
A have been defined is not strictly true insofar as A is "oncemed-
Whereas the scalar <t> is defined completely except for an additive
constant by (4), the vector A is not detoed completely by (1).

In order to define a vector, both its curl and its divergence must
be specified. Up to the present, nothing has been said about the
divergence of A» and to tliis extent at least the vector A is still

arbitrary. Advantage will be taken of this fact below.
Since the potential functions 4> and A are defined in terms of

the second and fourth field equations, they must still be TnoHn to
satisfy the fltet and third.

«o div E = £_ _ (7)

va curl B = p™v + eot (8)

Direct substitution of (5) and (0) in (7) and (8) gives

div grad 0 + div A = — ~ (9)
«o

'

curl curl A = Z
Vo ' '

It is customary to introduce the symbol or A (del) to stand for

two quite different operations, depending upon whether it operates
on a scalar ^ or a vector A. The definition of the Laplacian
operator in the two cases is

A<^ s s div grad

AA s V^A = grtul div A — curl curl A
With this Hymbolism (0) and (10) l)ocomc

V’<^ + div A = -
€0

V»A - grad div A = Lz£»LL!Lg™‘li_±J!!f^
ro

Since the vector potential A is still not coini)lctoly defined, it

is possible to assign any convenient value t.o div A. Tins value

that is chosen is that which Hcparates the variables A and ^ in

(13) and (14). Let the definition of A be completed (except for

an additive constant vector) by writing

(11 )

(12)-

(13)

(14)
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curl A = B

div A = <0 d<l>

Vo dt vi at

(15)

(16)

The last step in (16) makes use of (IL5.16) defining the character-

istic velocitiy vo- The second relation may be written in the form

It now closely resembles the generalized equation of continuity

of electric charge

div^ + II
= 0 (18)

It will be seen at once [in (19) and (20)] that, subject to (17),

A is defined in terms of p^v and <l> in terms of js. The resemblance
between (17) and (18) is evidently more than formal. (17) is

called the equation of continuity for potentials. If it is satisfied,

(13) and (14) reduce to

^ - i
vt to

(19)

v*a-^”A= -^
VO Vo

(20)

If desired 1/pJ may be written instead of (to/^o). These arc the
fundamental d’Alembert equations governing the potential fields

^ and A.
In the stationary states (19) and (20) reduce to a form known

as Poisson’s equation.

V»<^ = - i!

to

V>A - -
Vo

(21 )

(22)

The definitions of the potential functions in the stationary states
are

- grad ^ » E

curl A - Bl

div A *» o|

(23)

(24)

Since (21) involves only the essential volutne density of charge
p Bs p — div p and the electric conetant to, it w a atatic-atate
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equation. It is axialogous to the steady-state equation (22)

that involves the essential volume density of moving charge

I = i + curl M and the ixxagnetic constant vt. The formal

analogy between the static and steady states may be extended as

follows:

Quantity Static state Steady state

Potential function... Electric scalar potential 4> Magnetic vector poten-

tial A
Operation V’ (operating on a scalar)

1

V* (operating on a vector)

A special form of Poisson’s equation called Laplace’s equation

is

V*^ = 0 (26)

V>A = 0 (26)

6. Boundary Conditions for Potential Functions.—^The general

boundary conditions for the electromagnetic vectors are given

in (II.3.19). They may be written as follows at the boundary

between two media 1 and 2.

(fti,E0 + (A*,Es) = - I
(Ic)

[Ai,E] + [A»,E] = 0 _ (16)

[Ai,B] + [A„B] = -^ (Ic)

(AiiB) + (As>B) = 0 (Id)

The shorthand notation ^ i/„v = ijmvi + Vm'ti is used.

Normals are external to the region indicated by the subscript.

The electromagnetic vectors in (1) can be replaced by the poten-

tial functions using (4.5,6), viz.,

E = —grad ^ — A (2)

B = curl A (3)

Upon substituting (2) in (la) using

(A,grad«)=|^ (4)

this becomes

(5)
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Before substituting (2) in (lb) let this be multiplied vectorially

by a unit vector S tangent to the surface of discontinuity. Thus,

+ [l,[A„EJ] = 0 (6)

Using the vector formula

[A,[B,C]] = B(A,C) - C(A,B) (7a)

and noting that since S and A are mutually perpendicular (I,A) = 0

[S,[A,E]] = A(§,E) (7b)

Hjence (16) is equivalent to

Ai($tEi) + A2($iEi) = 0 (8)

or, since Ai = — A»>

(i,E0 - (S,E,) = 0 (9)

Upon substituting (2) in (9) using (4) with $ written for. A,

^ ^ + (S»A0 - (8,A,) = 0 (10)

Since the vector and scalar potentials are to be used oxcluHivcly

to compute either the electromagnetic vectors or the density

functions in terms of which they am defined, it is sufficient

^o impose such boundary conditions on and A as nrc consistent

with (1); it is not necessary that they be as general as possible.

Thus (6) and (10) will certainly be satisfied if at the boundaiy

Ax — As = 0

( _ i
\3ni/i \SniJt <0

(I?). :(!?).=»

No condition has boon imposed on ^ itself. For all boundaries
characterized only by ij and ij^v, it is possible to write

0x — ^2 = 0 (14)

[This condition is not correct if a surface density of polarization

k (I.IO) is involved. In tins case, = k. The function k
is not required in the analysis of problems in electromagnetic

(11)

( 12)

(13)
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engineering. In a similar way, (11) would not be correct if a

surface density of magnetization (1.20) were defined.]

In order to determine the boundary conditions for the normal

and tangential derivatives of the vector potential by substituting

(3) in (lc,d), it is necessary to express curl A in terms of its

components parallel and perpendicular to the boundary surface.

This may be done in terms of a set of rectangular axes defined

by the unit vectors A, S, ^ arranged to form a right-handed system

with A = ft*
= — Ai perpendicular to the boundary, with | parallel

to the surface and in fhe direction of with ft parallel to the

surface and perpendicular to S. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

The curl is conveniently expressed in the form

curl A =

A

\dn

An

§

ds

A,
dp

A,

(15)

Upon substituting (15) for B in (Ic) three terms are obtained

on the left which are multiplied, respectively, by the vectors

[AiA]t [A|S]« [A*5]. Of these the first term vanishes because

[A,A] = 0; the second term must also vanish because it is perpen-

dicular to I which is by definition the direction of ij«v; the third

term, multiplied by the vector [A|(l] = — S, is parallel to rinv.

Consequently, (15) substituted in (Ic) 3rields

It is seen in (4.20) that A is always parallel to the moving charge

in terms of which it is calculated. Since timv in (16) is by defini-

tion in the direction of S it can contribute nothing to An or A^.
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BO that

fe), (17)

and

#

\dnji
'

\ an / J ro
(18)

01, in tenns of = — A = — ftn

(e^\
\antjs Vo

(19)

Here A,
,
is parallel to From the term in [ft,8],

(dAp\ _ (aA^\
\dp Ji \ dp Ji

= (Mr) + (^\ = 0
i \dwi/i \dw2/2 (20)

with Ap perpendicular to but tangent to the boundary.
Upon substituting (15) iin (Id), terms multiplied by ((ft>A)>

(fliS), (ft ,(>) are obtained,
lSince (ft,8) and (ft,ji) Sire zero. (Id)

yields merely

(dAp OilA faAp 5.4A
(21)\ as ap /i -[sf-wh-o

Since A, and Ap are independent, (21) may be separated to give

(22)

(aA,\

\^/i - W), - “ (23)

Summarizing, the following boundary conditions obtain for
the scalar potential:

That is, 0 is continuous across a boundary as is its tangential
derivative; its normal derivative is discontinuous by rj/eo.
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The boundary conditions for the vector potential are

Ai - Aj = 0 (27)

The vector potential is continuous across a boundary as is the

tangential derivative of its tangential component; the normal
derivative of its tangential component in the direction of

is discontinuous by tiafi/vo; the normal derivative of its tangential

component at right angles to ^ is continuous. More briefly,

only the normal derivative of the component of the vector

potential parallel to the surface current is discontinuous.

6. Equations of d’Alembert, Poisson, and Laplace in Simple

Media.—^The potential equations that were obtained in the

preceding section involve the essential densities p = p — div P,

and p*v = i + curl M + The solution of these equations

for 0 andA thus assumes a knowledge of all the volume densities

p, P, i, and M. In media in which the constitutive parameters

Cr, Vr, and <r may be used, considerable simplification is achieved

by reducing the munber of density functions thatmust be known.
In writing equations for simple media it is advantageous to

consider two cases separately. The first of these involves simply

polarizing and magnetizing media, so that the parameters cr and
Vt appear and the densities P and —M do not. However, no
specific assumptions are made regarding the volume density of

convection current i/ so that it appears explicitly. The second

formulation is like the first in assuming simply polarizing and
magnetizing media, but it assumes simply conducting media as

well, so that all three parameters 6, and Vr and v appear and P,

—M, and \f do not.

In timply polarizing and magnetizing media, the first and third

field equations have the following form:

e div E = py

V curl B = iy + e6
(1)

(2)
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If these equations are compared with (4.7) and (4.8), they are
foxmd to be formally exactly like the more general ones. It is

only necessary to write

« for Co

pforpo

p/ for ^ ^

\f for p*v i

By defining scalar and vector potentials according to

-grad <f>
= £ + A (4)

curl A = B fSfl'i

E +

A

(4)

B (5a)

V dt (55)

equations corresponding to (4. 19) and (4.20) are obtained. They
are

"7 (6)

(7)

The corresponding steady-state equations are

- 7 (8)

VA = - i
(9)

The second form of the field equations in simple media is derived
from the field equations in the form

«divE = p/
_

(10)

V curl B = vE + «!& (11)

By defining scalar and vector potentials in tcrnis of the relations

-grad ^ = E + A

(

curl A = B

div A = -
V

the following relations are derived:
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V*A-;A-iA = 0 (16)

These equations differ from the previous ones in that terms in ^
and A appear together with the conductivity <r. Since it has

been shown that in conductors p/ vanishes and that in non-
conductors p/ is a constant which may in most cases be set equal

to zero, the following symmetrical equations are usually valid:

= O (16)
V V

^ '

v*a--A--A = o (17)
V V

The potential equation of continuity that must also be satisfied is

divA + -« + -^ = 0 (18)

Depending upon the particular problem to be investigated, one
of the three forms of the potential equations may be selected.

It is to be noted that the last form involves no volume densities

and only the three constitutive parameters.

The boundary conditions for the potential functions at a
boundary between two simple media are obtained as in Sec. 6
but proceeding from (11.16.17) to (11.15.20). The results are

“ ^2 = 0 (19)

y V y V

(20)

1 II o (21)

oII<1< (22)

If ( -

te/i VWs (23)

/dAn.pN
1

\ dni Ji~ \ dtii /a
(24)

V dp A V dp A (26)

(26)
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The four first-order fidd equations defiboing the vectors E and

B have been replaced by two mutually independent potential

equations. These equations have been written both in the

general form and in the special forms suited to simple media.

An alternative mathematical model of space is in this way
provided. Instead of describing the electrical properties of

space in terms of the two vector point fxmctions E and B which

define the electromagnetic field, they may be described in terms

of one scalar and one vector point function which together define

the potential field. The advantage of the potential formulation

is a mathematical one; in general, the potential equations may
be solved more readily than the field equations.

7. Polarization and Magnetization Potentials.—Instead of

making use of the scalar and vector potentials <t> and A in the

solution of electromagnetic problems, it is sometimes convenient

to. introduce two vector functions which are called polarization

and magnetization potentials. Alternative names are, respec-

tively, the Hertzian vector and the Fitzgerald vector. (Some
writers call both functions Hertzian vectors.) The new functions

can be defined only when the essential volume densities of charge

and moving charge p and pmv are expressed entirely in terms of

the volume densities of polarization and magnetization. How-
ever, by a suitable choice of an equivalent although perhaps

physicsdly meaningless model and an appropriate mode of

subdivision, the functions p and p„v can always be written

exclusively in terms of a mathematicaMy equivalent combination

ofM and P. Thus let

P = -divP (1)

Pmv = curl M + ? (2)

The polarization potential Z and the magnetization potential Y
are defined as completely as required by writing

^ = -div Z (3)

A=-t + curiy (4)

It is to be noted that Z and Y independently satisfy tho potential

equation of continuity (4.17). By substituting (3) and (4) in the

potential equations (4.19) and (4.20) and making use ofi the

identities (4.11) and (4.12) with appropriate changes in variable,
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div (grad dir Z — — 2 + — 1 = 0 (6)

I
Vo «oJ

(v*Z - -^22 + -1 + V> CTirl y - curl V
Vodt { Vo €oj VQ

+ — curlM = 0 (6)
Vo

The quantity —curl curl Z may be added inside the braces in (6)

because div curl operating on any vector gives identically zero.

With the vector identity (4.12) written in terms of Z> (6) reduces

to

div(v*Z--2 + -l =0 (7)

[ VO to)

By making use of the identity (4.12) written in terms of Y and

noting that div curl operating on a vector and curl grad^ operating

on a scalar give identically zero, it is easily proved that

V* curl y = curl V*y (8)

Accordingly (6) may be written as follows:

2||v«z--^2 + ^} +curi{v»y--^y

+

^1 -0 (9)
vodt { Vo to) { Vo Vo}

Although less restrictive definitions are certainly possible,

both (7) and (9) are evidently true if Z and Y are required to

satisfy the following relations:

v*Z - iiS\1 _ p
(10)

VO €0

v*y -- — y s=

Vo

- M
Vo

(11)

Thus (10) and (11) are sufficient but not necessary conditions to

satisfy (9). These equations are exactly the same in form as

(4.20). It is seen that Z depends entirely on P so that it is

1 This is readily proved in Cartesian coordinates. Thus

it 9 i

6^ d

curl grad 4> — dx dy dz

d<^ d<t>

dx dy dz
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appropriately called the polarization potential; similarly, y
depends entirely onM so that it is given the name magnetization

potential. Because P andM are mutually independent, Z and y
are also independent. Just as —M is the magnetic analogue of

P, —y is the magnetic analogue of Z<

If (3) and (4) are substituted in (4.6) and (4.6), expressions

for computing the held vectora E and B directly from Z and y are

obtained. They are

E = —grad ^ — A = grad div Z — Z — curl V (12)

B = curl A = — curl Z + curl curl V (13)

Since Z and y are mutually independent, the electromagnetic

field can always be separated into one pari, culled a field o/

dedrie type, that depends entirely on Z and a second pari,

called a field of magvetic type, that depends only on y. The
electric type field is

E = grad div Z - -^2 (14)

B = — curl 2 (16)
Vo

The magnetic type field is

E = —curl y (1(5)

B = curl curl y (17)

An important field of the electric typo is that computed from
the distribution of current and charge in a straight,, (lyliiidrical,

highly conducting antenna characterized entirely by llu^ densities

\f and ij/. Such an antenna can always l>o replaecsd by a maUie-

mcdicaUy equivedent cylinder of dielectric characteriz(‘d (uitircly

in terms of P so that only the polarization potential Z is recpiircd

in solving a particular boundary-value problem. Use is made
of Z in solving the boundary-value problem of a straight antenna
over an imperfectly conducting plane (Volume II).

The field computed from a circular ring of wire characterized

entirely in terms of the density i is of the magnetic tyi)c. The loop

of wire can be replaced by a mathematically equivalent disk

chaxacterized by M alone—a so-called magnetic shell. In this
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case the magaetisation potential Y is sufficient in solving a

boundary-value problem. Use is made of Y in solving the

boundary-value problem of a loop anteona over an imperfectly

conducting plane (Volume II).

8. Telegraphist’s Equations.—An alternative form of the

field equations for simply magnetizing, polarizing, and conduct-

ing media may be obtained in the form of two second-order

equations in which the variables E and B are separated. Proceed-

ing from the field equations

€ div E = p/ (1)

curl E = — 6 (2)

V curl B = vE + «£ (3)

div B = 0 (4)

the first step is to take the curl of the second equation and

differentiate the third with respect to time.

Eliminating B«

cvirl curl E = — curl 6

V curl 6 = (r£ -|- «E

CTirl curl E + -£ + -E = 0
V V

(6)

(6)

(7)

By reversing the operations, taking the time derivative of the

second field equation and the curl of the third

V cml curl B = v curl E + « curl E (8)

curl £ = — B (9)

Upon substituting to eliminate E

curl curl B + -6 + -B = 0 (10)
V V

The vector symbol V* operating on a vector has already been

defined in (4.12). Using this definition

curl curl B = —V*B -t- grad div B (Ha)

curl curl E = —V’E + grad div E (111>)

From (1) and (4) it follows that

grad div B = 0, because div B = 0 (12o)
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grad div E = grad — (= 0, if p/ is constant or zero as in

^ conductors and nonconductors

that oi’e simple media) (126)

Hence, with (11) and (12), and assuming grad p/ =

(10) become

= 0, (7) and

v*E - - e - - E = 0
V V

(13)

VSB - ^B - -‘B = 0
V V

(14)

These equations are formally like tho potential equation (0.17).

They are frequently called tho tolographist’H equationH. They

are readily solved in one-dimcnsienal form, as shown in Chapter

V. It is to bo noted that (13) and (14) are derived from (2) and

(3), so that (1) and (4) must be satisfied by solutions of (13)

and (14).

ENERGY FUNCTIONS

9. Concept of Energy.—In prwwling scietioiis ihetmaih<imatical

description of space in terms of the olwtrie and magmat ic, v(^^•(•ors

as defined by tlio field equations wiis transforiiusi by dolining

scalar and vector i)oUMi1.ial functions. In a similar way tho

force equation, wliicth intcrconnocis tho mathcMnai.icid models of

mechanics and <!loctromagn<d.ism, may Ixi <‘xprosso<l in adilTonait

and frequently u.soful form hy defining two now funef ions called

energy functions.

In order to understand the significance of <‘lo(d.romagnolio

energy functions in a g(inoral schonio of Us'linical scionc((, it is

well to recall that tho (piost of i>liysi(ial scioinx! is <>ssont.ially a

search for something pcrmanc'nt and h(>nco useful in making

predictions in a worhl iti which observation anil thought alike

seem dtistincd to perpetual change. Mathematical i)hysics Ims

found such i)ermanenee, such immunity from change, in the

differential eipiat.ioiis that it luis inlrodu<-(>d as parts of matlu'-

matical mislels of the physical world. Although new and

better inoilels continue t.o bif invented, any i*artieular one that

lias proveil successful in predicting theoretical analogues for

recorded pointer readings in a certain class of pluuioinena is

always found to mak(» prcdiel.ions of t.he same phenomena with
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the same degree of accuracy. But scientists and particularly

engineers are frequently not satisfied with an invariance in time

of suitably defined matiiematical equations or fimctions. Wher-
ev^ possible, they seek to find or devise quantities in mechanical

models that are analogues of the mathematical functions appear-

ing in the equations. This procedure is called giving physical

significance to mathematical concepts. As a next and usually

not justifiable step, they try to identify such mechanical models

with the world of pointer readings and assume that something

corresponding to the original mathematical function or equation

actually exists in nature, and perhaps remains constant through

the ages. Such a belief is expressed in the law of conservation of

energy, if by energy is meant a physically real “substance”

which is assTimed to exist in nature.

The origin of the concept of energy is found in the mathe-

matical model of macroscopic mechanics. It follows from the

defijoition of mechanical force

= (1)

A study of the line integral of force, called work, together with

the relation

dv _ dv^ ^ /ON

dt~lsdt~ ds'’

leads to the concept of energy.

j* (Fjfjds) = — ^mvl (3)

The loft side in (3) defines tho work done by the force Fif in the

motion of the mass m from 8q to s; the right side is the change in

a function called the kinetic energy. The left side of (3) can be

integrated directly when (Fn/jds) is a perfect dilTercntial. This is

true when Fif is a potential vector so that it can be derived as

the negative gradient of a scalar potential V. Thus, provided

that curl Fat = 0,

(Ms) = -dV (4)

with V a scalar function. I3y cariying out the integration,

V + irnv^ = Vo + (6)

The right side, and hence also the left side of (6), is a constant
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for any motion of m. Here, then, is a mathematical quantity

V + iww® that is fundamentally involved in any motion of the

mftfls m in a so-called conservative mechanical system and that

has the significant characteristic of being invariant in time.

The constant is denoted by W and is called the total energy of

the system. The scalar potential function V is given the name
potential energy; the function has already been called the

kinetic energy.

The energy terminology may be generalized to include non-

conservative mechanical systems by suitably defining thermal,

electrical, chemical, and many other energy functions in such a

way that an increase in one such function defined for a given

region is always accompanied by a coiTcsponding decrease in

another energy function defined for the same or perhaps a differ-

ent, quite distant region. The statement that energy in a given

region or in the universe as a whole is conserved expresses the

belief that it is always possible to invent enough energy functions

for the region in question, or for the entire uuivomc^, so that the

time rate of change of their sum is invai-iant. In many instances,

it is possible to define energy-transfer fimeiioiis on the boundary

of a closed region wliieh, when integrated over the boundary,

measure the time rate of docrojise of the eiun-gy functions defined

in the region or the etpial time rate of iiun-etuse of the energy

functions defined outrfside.

The generalized concept of energy and Uie dcilinil.ioii of a largo

variety of energy functions in accordancci with tlu^ postulate of

invariance has proved of great value both in solving problems

and in interrelating the matheinatic.al inodi^ls of tlu^ s(weral

branches of idiysical science. Unfortunat.(^ly, it Inis ofUm Ix^cm

assumed tliat the mathematically (h^fined (xi(M-gy fuiud.ions must

necessarily bo analogies of a physic.ally n«il *^ui<M-gy substau(^o*’

that exists in the univei*se in a myriad of forms but in a forever

unchanging amount. Although su(*h an assumption makes no

difference analytically, much confusion in f.hought and many a

physically unacceptable int(U‘pri^t.ation can Ix^ avoidiMl if (uiergy

is looked upon as a mathematical invariant ralh<M- than ;is a

universally constant, fhiidlike substance that. inysUu-iously

changes its form while flowing from h<u*e i.o th<M*(\

10. Definition of the Electromagnetic Energy Function and

Energy-transfer Function.—A function U to which the name
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electromagoetic energy may be applied should satisfy an equa-

tion of the form

in a closed region involving a representation in terms of the

mathematical models of macroscopic mechanics, thermody-

namics, and electromagnetism. W. is the mechanical energy

function (or the mechanical equivalent of any other energy

function); Q is the thermal energy function; is the thermal

transfer function of the enclosing surface; is the mechanical

equivalent of thermal energy or simply the mechanical equivalent

of heat. It is presumed that a ftmction U to be called the

electromagnetic energy function and a function T to be called

the electromagnetic energy-transfer function of the enclosing

boundary can be found to satisfy tliis equation in such a way that

A« is a numerical and dimensional constant. This constant

might be called the mechanical equivalent of electromagnetic

energy, or simply the mechanical equivalent of electricity. In

the practical system of units, the energy functions are so diefined

that A« is dimensionless and equal to one and it will be assigned

this value from here on. It is assumed in writing (1) that each

energy-transfer function and the time rate of change of each

energy function carries its own sign according as the forces

contributing to it do active (positive) work or resist its per-

formance (do negative work). For example, if the forces

contributing to W in a closed but not isolated region r do positive

work and ho supply energy to tiio region, while all other forces

within and outside the region do negative work, i.c., receive

energy, then (1) may bo written as foliowh for the region r

with all signs explicitly written and all derivatives and transfer

functions poHitivc.

(it

yl — 'j:'-- — AT — T = 0
dU
’'(it

(2)

It has already been stated tliat ele(d.ri(^al phenomena are inex-

tricably entangled wil.h m(M*.hani(!iil oin^s becauHe a largo number
of pointer-reading UKit.liods dcwiscwl to iHM^ord (^l(ic.l.ri(ial ehang(^H in

bodies use mcchani(^al-ol(M*.tri(;al d<^vi(•.(^H. lOxainplc^s of theses ar(5

ammeters, voltnieterH, and dynamonietcsrH. It follows that
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macroscopic electrical theory must take account of mechanics
to the extent that the mathematical models of these two sepa-

rately developed branches of physics and engineering must share

at least one equation. The interconnection between electro-

magnetism and mechanics might be established directly

originally in terms of the power equation (2) by suitably defining

the electromagnetic energy function U. Actually, a connection

has already been established by constructing the electromagnetic

force vector F to satisfy the vectoivforce equation

Fh + F = 0 (3)

Here Fh is the resultant mechanical force, and F was defined in

Sec. 11.12. The definition of electromagnetic energy

energy-transfer functions must be consistent with this equation

and with the definition of electromagnetic force upon which it

depends. But these conditions do not suffice to limit the choice

of such functions to a single pair. In fact, a wwZc variety of

quite different sets of functions may be constnicied which satisfy

these requirements and which all have the (linKtimions of energy.

One pair, in paiiiicular, depends upon transformations of the
force equation involving the electromaguotic vectors, while

another pair uses different transformations Icmling to oxqn-ossiuns

in terms of the potential functions and A. Tho properties

of the two sets of functions ai*e not tho same, and either pair

might be chosen. Actually, engineering practice has eshihllshcd

itself in favor of the first pair of functions involving the li<‘ld

vectors, and these will be defined first.

The equilibiium between electrical and mechanical forc.(w acting

on the charges in an element of volume dr may bo expritssml in

cIFh + dF = 0 (1)

Let (4) be multiplied scalarly by the mean nonrandom vchxuty

u of thefree charges in dr that are jvc.tually engaged in nonrandom
motion and intograto<l over the volume r.

(dFii/ju) + (dF>u) = 0 (5)

The first integral on the loft may bo interpreted to ho the sum of

two terms by resolving dFw into an active, (diarge-soparating force

dFif and an oppositely directed “frictional” or resisting force
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dFJii as discussed in Sec. 11.18. The active force dFlr is non-

vanishing only in charge-separating regions of which at least one

is assumed to be present within t. The frictional force dFl?

resists the acceleration of the noni'andom motion and leads to an

increase in random or heat motion. Accordingly, all positive

work is done on the charges by dFi/ in the charge-separating

region against the “thermal” forces dFJJ and the electromagnetic

force dF which acts wherever there are charges. Expressed in

terms of positive rates of change of energy, i.c., with algebraic

signs written

/ (dFU.) =^ (8)

I (dFW - -A,§ (!)

W is the total mecliauical, chemical, or other energy function

associated with the chargc-Hcparating region. It lias a positive

time rate of change because it is associated with forces that do

work on the moving free charge in t. Accordingly, W decreases

in time. Q is the themal-energy function associated ivith the

moving free charge in the region r, which is assumed to be

thermally isolated for simplicity, so that 3’* = 0 and Q increases

in time. The time rate of change of Q is negative because it is

associated with forces against which work is done. With Tq = 0,

the sum of (6) and (7) is equal to the first integt‘al in (5) and may
bo substituted for it.

Using the notation of (G) and (7), (5) becomes

+ /,<«- ® ®
(If the region r is not thermally isolated, a thermal energy transfer

function Tq multiplied by Aq must be sul)tractcd on the left to

account for the rate of decrease of Q due to the transfer of heat

across the boundaiy of t.) It is desired to dtdinc an energy

function U within r and, if nee,osHary, an energy transfer funetum

T on its boundary surfa(*.e such that
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with dU/dt and T positive. If this caa be done, (8) will have the

form (2).

If surfaces of discontinuity that are characterized by surface

densi'tieB of current are excluded by enclosing them in surfaces

Si so that the volume r is divided into several volumes r,- such

that T = the electromagnetic force acting on free charges

engaged in nonrandom motion in an element drt is

dFi = {p/E 4- [i/>B]}dTi (10)

The force acting on free charges engaged in nonrandom motion

in an element daj of a boundary surface Sj within is

dF, = + [l„B])dvy (11)

In accordance with the notation of Secs. 1.13 and 1.14

If = P/u; 1/ = 1J/U (12)

with pf and t;), respectively, volume and surface densities of free

charge moving with mean nonrandom vchxtity u*

Substitution of (10) and (11) in the integral in (9) gives

I (dF,u) = I {p;(E,u) + ([i/,B],u)}dri

+ X "F (n/>B],u)}fi(ry (13)

With (12),

([i/»B]iu) = pX[u>B]>u) = P/(B,[u,u]) =0 (M)

because [u»u] vanishes. A similar product involving 1/ vanishes

in the same way. Accordingly, with (12)

I (dF,u) = 2 i,
0/.E)dri + B /«,

(l/.E)^f<ry (15)

The integrals on the right in (16) may bo transformed by
expressing i/ and 1/ in terms of the electromagnetic vectors

using their fundamental definitions. In gcuu^ral, tlmse also

involve the densities P and M so that i/ and 1/ musf. be expntssed

either in terms of E» B, Pi and M or in kirms of Ei Bi Di aiul H.
The latter selection is customary. FurtluM’more, since i/ is

involved explicitly, a mode of subdmsion in inforpreting P andM
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or D and H is implied that cuts through no boimd groups. The
following equations are used:

curl H = i/ + C) (16)

[A,H] = -1/ (17)

Solving for [/ and 1/ and substituting in the factors on the right

in (15),

(i„E) = (curl H,E) - (D,E) (18)

(l/,E) = -([A,H],E) = -([H,E],fl) = ([E,H],A) (19)

Substitution in (15) gives

I (dF,u) = I {(curl H,E) - (D,E)}dn

+ ^/^^(A,[E.H])d<ry (20)

The right sides of (15) and (20) are mathematically equivalent,

but they differ in a fundamental way. Whereas (15) involves

integration only over those parts of the volume r which contain

moving free charges, t.e., conductors, (20) involves integration

over the entire volume r. This is a consequence of the fact that

the electromagnetic vectors were deliberately defined throughout

space, and so long as only mathematical significance is attached

to energy and to the electromagnetic field, no further comment is

required. On the other hand, if energy is to be regarded as a

physically meaningful ‘^substance,” the change from (15) to

(20) is of fundamental significance because the ‘‘energy sub-

stance’' apparently confined to conductors within Sr in (15)

may be interpreted as distributed throughout space in (20).

It is in passing from (15) to (20) that the idea of localizing and
^^storing^^ emrgy in space is made ahrapfly possible.

The first term on the right in (20) may be transformed with the

aid of the vector identity

div [E,H] = (H, curl E) - (E, curl H) (21a)

This gives

(E, curl H) = -div [E,H] + (H, curl E) (216)

Upon introducing the field ocpiation

curl E = —

B

(22)
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the volume integral in (20) becomes

- JT {div [E,H] + (H,e) + (D,E) }dn (23)

Let it be assumed that the boundary Sr enclosing the region r

is not a surface of discontinuity. The. divergence theorem con

then be applied to the volume r or the volumes u within Sr

after properly enclosing boundaries where discontinuities exist

within surfaces Sy

div [E,H]dr^ (ft,[E,H])d«r (24)

On forming (20) it is noted that all integrals over surfaces of

discontinuity Sf cancel to leave

I (dF,u) “ - ^
{(H,e) + (D,E))dr< - (A,[E,H])<i<r (26)

If the expression on the right in (25) is compared with the right

side of (9), it is clear that energy fune.tions and T may be

defined to satisfy the following relations. sum of integrals

over the volumes u is written as a single integral over r = ^ Ti

for simplicity and because surface (airrenl«s arc not ro(iuirod for

practically available conductors so that no disc.ontiniiititvs can

occur. The analysis was carried out iiu^liidiiig p()Hsil)l (5 surface

currents because the idealized case of ])iM*f(M^t (M)uduc.l,()rs whore
all currents are sjirface currents is often assimusl in cmgine(n*ing

problems. In such cases, the sum of inU'grals must written

for the single intcgi’al, but no change hi iiitorpretatiou is ro(iiiirod.

I {(H,6) + (D,E)}dr (20)

r e (Ai[E,H])»fo- (27)

These are the conventional dofinitions for the time rato of cdiango

of an electromagnetic energy function f/ and for an (dcM'.troiuag-

netic energy transfer fiiiic.tion T. IhMiausc! (2<») in<*lud<^s a term
involving only tho vcctoi-s E and D as.so(nal.(Ml with ehx'.tric

phenomena and another involving only Uu^ v(X',t.ors B and H
associated with magnetic phenomena, it is ciist-oinary to define

separate time rates of change of electric and magnetic energies
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Va and Uit

•ffi±III (28)

It is also customary to define a vector S, called the PoynHng
vector, by

Ss [E,H] (29)

so that T is the total outward normal flux of the Poynting vector.

,
(A,S)d<r (30)

From the point of view of general electromagnetic theory, the

electromagnetic energy functions defined in (26) and (27) are not

attractive because it is not possible to express them entirely in

terms of the fundamental field vectors E and B. The appearance

of D and H in the energy functions, as well as the original assump-

tion that only free charges are involved in the force equation, not

only implies a definite mode of subdivision but presupposes

that time variations in polarization and magnetization lead to no

increase in thermal energy. If the forces that oppose periodic

variations in polarization and magnetization lead to an increase

in the random motions of charges and groups of charges so that a

rise in the thermal energy associated with r occurs, this is not

included in dQ/dt in (8). It is actually contained in dU/dt, so

the electromagnetic function U as defined includes what is

recognized as thermal energy unless there is no increase in heat

associated with changes in time of polarization and magnetiza-

tion. It is only in the special case in which thermal energy is

increased exclusively as a result of free charges moving in

imperfect conductors that U is strictly an electromagnetic energy

function.

If tlio auxiliary vectors D and H are expanded in accordance

with their definitions

D = eoE + P H = I'oB - M (31)

(26) and (29) have a more complicated but also a more funda-

mental form.

^ {>'0(6,6) + €o(E,e) - (M,B) + (6,E)}rfr (32)

S = voK.B] - [EM] (33)
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The HiTnATiHifma of the energy functions determined from (26)

and (27) are as follows:

U ^ • L* « QV coulomb-volts or joules (34)

V O OV
r ft* L* ^jr volt-amperes or watts (36)

Jj Jj2 1

The coulomb-volt has the name joule; the joule per second is the

watt. U is measured in joules, T in watts. Since the factor

A, in (1) is by definition dmensionless and equal to unity, the

TtiAnhaninnl joule ond watt and the electrical joule and watt

are the same. Accordingly, the auxiliary dimension V in volts

can be expressed directly in terms of Q, L, M, T. Since mechan-

ical energy W has the ^mensions

it follows that

Tir 1W « joules

ML® joules

5P*Q coulombs

(36)

(37)

In electrical problems it is usually more convenient to retain tho

auxiliary dimension V than to introduce its o<iuivalent in terms

of Q, L, M, T.

11. Energy Functions in Space and in Simple Media.—If the

region enclosed by tho boundary St consist*) ex<!luHively of si)aco

and simple media, tho energy functions have a more attractive

form. In space, whore all densities vanish, D = ««£, H = •'nB,

^ po(B,B) + *o(E,e) }dT = ^ -h (1)

T= (A,S)dv; S = >-«[£,B] (2)

Explicit definition of the electromagnetic energy functions is

suggested by (1)

U=U^+ Ub j ^
voBMt -t- J .y

eo7i'*dr (3)

In simply polarizing and magnetizing media the constiitaitive

relations

P = («, — !)«()£; —M => (Pr — l)Pt)B (4)
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are assumed to obtain^ This implies an instantaneotbs response

in polarization and magnetization to changes in E and B and no
associated increase in random or heat motion. The relatioius (4)

give

D = €r€oE = «£; H = VrVS = (5)

The energy functions in simple media are

U=Uu+Us = vB*&r + (6)

T = (A,S)&r; S = ^[E,B] (7)

In a simply conducting region, by definition

If = o-E (8)

or, if a charge-separating region characterized by an impressed or

intrinsic electric field E® (which by definition is e(iual in magnitude
and opposite in direction to the electric field required to prevent
the separation) is involved,

i/ = <r(E + EO (9)

Since surface densities of moving free charge are not needed to

describe simple conductors of finite conductivity,

1/ = 0
(10)

If (9) and (10) are used in (10.15), it follows that:

/ (dF,u) = /<r{(E + E',E)Mr (11)

This may be expanded into

I (dF,u) = «r(E + E”,E + E“)dT - a(E + E“,E*)rfr (12)

With (9) this gives

(dFiu) ^ (i/jEOdr (13)

Substitution in (10.8) leads to

/ (dF3f,u) = = / (i/.E‘’)dr - 'i dr (14)
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The first term on the right oan now be identified with the power
supplied to the region r by nonelectrical forces in a charge-

separating region; the second term s the power dissipated ae

heat. The first integral on the right in (14) vanishes except in a
charge-separating region where E° differs from zero. With (14),

(6), and (7), the general power equation for simple media may be
written in the alternative form

I “ /J - I /J
“ f >'(A»[E>B])rfo- = 0 (15)

J 2t

The power equation (16) and the associated energy functions

(6) and (7) as written for simple media aro formally attractive

and practically useful in the solution of problems of many types,

such as radiation from antennas and dissipation in wave guides.

Interpreting (15), the first integral measures the time rate of

decrease of the mechanical (or other nonelectri(».al) («i(U’gy func-

tion W associated with r. The second inU^gral is the time rate

of increase of the thermal energy fum^tion Q iussoc^iatcMl with
moving free charges in t. The third ink^gral <U^(ineH t.ho time
rate of increase of the electromagnetic energy furK^t.ion II jissoci-

ated with r. The surface integral mcjisures tlu^ time rates of

increase of energy functions associated with all l•('!gi()nH outisido

of T due to the action of electromagnetic- forceps on <^harg(»s beyond
St. If the first integral is zero in a particuilar cas(^, it. follows jis a
necessary conclusion that a nonvanishing and n()nt.ransi<*ni, (uirn^nt

If can exist in t only if the surface integral is tu'gal.ivc^ or the
external normal A is reversed. This means that. (^UH^t.romagnc'tic

forces due to moving charges outddc of r are doing work on the
charges in r to maintain the current.

If energy is assumed to bo a physical '‘substance*' (uulowc^d

with properties that admit of its localizal.ion and distribution

in charge-filled or empty regions and of it.s (low from on<» n^gion

to another, the above interpretation of the j)ow(^r ('(|iin(.ion is

usually not only modified in its terminology, hut gn^at.ly sp<‘eial-

ized in its meaning in ways neither sugg(^st.(Ml uor just.ilu»d l)y the
mathematical analysis. Thus, it is argiuul that, if Uu^ int.(»gral

(6) defines the electromagnetic energy "stored*' in r the
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integrand when written for simple media or for space

ivoB^ + ieoE^ (16)

^*must’’ specify its spatially distributed density. Further, since

nothing can be “ stored in complete emptiness, the conclusion is

advanced that space itself must be filled with a medium, called

the luminiferous ether, which is assigned such properties as

may be necessary to permit the storage of energy. The physical

consequences of the simple mathematical step from (10.15) to

(10.20) are in this way made gigantic in their scope.

With the energy ''substance” assumed distributed throughout

space with the density specified by (16), the energy transfer

function T is interpreted to measure the flow of energy across

the enclosing boundary 2r. If the flow is outward as indicated

by an outwardly directed normal, the energy density outside t is

increasing, that inside decreasing. If the flow is inward as

indicated by an inwardly directed normal, the reverse is true.

Furthermore, since T measures the total flow of energy across Sr,

it is concluded that the integrand in (7) must measure the

flow of energy across each element da of the surface. Accordingly,

the Poynting vector S is interpreted to define the direction and
magnitude of the actual flow of energy across a xmit area at every

point. This conclusion is not mathematically justified. The
surface integral in (7) was originally obtained by the applica-

tion of the divergence theorem to the volume integral, thus

JT div S ir = (ft,S)d.r (17)

This theorem has a meaning only if the integration is extended

over a completely closed surface. It docs not admit of an inte-

gration over only a part of a closed surface. It follows that

from the mathematical point of view no meaning can be attached

to an integral like that on the right in (17) if the integration is

carried out over a surface that is not closed, or to the integrand

itself. This is made especially clear by the fact that any integra-

tion over a specilied part of a closi^d surface can be made to have
any desired value by mei-cly adding to S a suitably defined

solenoidal vector C- l^y delinii.ion, a solenoidal vector satisfies

the condition div C = 0 so that

^ div {S + C}dr = (ft,S)dff (18)
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There is no change in the surface integral over the closed surface

Sr, and there is no reason, either mathematical or physical, that

makes it necessary or even reasonable to prefer the vector S to

the vector S + C because both lead to the same power equation.

The ^'amount of energy that is assumed to ‘^flow” across a

surface S, which is only a part of the closed surface Sr, is arbi-

trary and not at all uniquely specified by (ft,S)dor. All values

of (ft,S + Qdff are equally reasonable with C any aolenoidal

vector whatsoever.

Consequences of assuming arbitrarily that the Poynting

vector S correctly specifies the direction and magnitude of the

flow of spatially distributed energy are somotiincs plausible,

more often amusing or absurd. Conclusions regarding the ‘^flow

of energy,” which must be accepted if such an lussumption is

made, are outlined below for two simple examples. Other illu^

trations are encountered and discussed in the study of antennas

and transmission circuits.

Example 1. In a circuit consisting of a battery with its

terminals joined by a long wire containing a resistance, the

hypothesis that the Poynting vector dcfinc^s th(5 ‘‘(low of energy*'

requires the energy supplied to the circ.uit from the bati-ery to

“flow” from the batteiy outward into spac(i while an ocpial

amount of energy “flows” radially inward from space into the

resistance wire to appear there as heat. Although at the outset

in defining energy functions it wjis assumed that work was done

by components of force acting on charges to maint.ain a current

in a wire, the Poynting-vector hypotluwis recpiin’is the contrary,

viz., that these forces do no work directly on the c.harg(?s but

that they do work in “straining the ether*' throughout the

universe by acting to increase the “energy dcMisity *' and, hence,

the “store of energy.” This “strain” then reacts to cause a flow

of energy from space into the conductor and to niovci t-lu^ chargess

and maintain the current. It is sigiiiiieant t.o notc^ that, if a

closed loop of wire without battery is i)hic.e<l diriM^tly b(‘si(h^ tho

one connected to the battery, no “energy flows*' into it and no

current exists in it even though it is exposed to (‘xacJ.ly th<^ same
“strain” in the ether. By some strange nuichanism, tlu^ (tn(»rgy

that is transferred to the infinite reaches of space by a batt(iry
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always returns without loss precisely to that wire which is con-

nected to the battery.

If the power equation is accepted os a relation between mathe-

matical functions without the arbitrary assumptions about

localized energy and its flow, the only conclusion is that the

energy functions associated with the battery decrease and those

associated with the wire increase at the same rate. This is all

that is required. There is no indication from the mathematical

formulation that a physical transfer of an3rthing takes place.

Example 2. If a bar magnet is positively charged by electro-

static means, the Poynting vector hypothesis requires that a

spatially distributed “energy*^ existing throughout space rotate

aroimd the magnet so long as this is charged, in spite of the

fact that all terms in the power equation reduce identically to

zero. Thus a static condition of charge is strangely required

to produce a whirling of a ^^universal energy.^'

Whenever the power equation is used in subsequent analysis,

it is treated as a mathematical relation between mathematical

functions. All unjustified assumptions regarding the nature,

distribution, and mode of flow of energy are rejected as unneces-

sary and undesirable.

12. A Power Equation in Terms of Scalar and Vector Poten-

tials.— simple and useful power equation quite different in its

form from (11.16) and not susceptible to an interpretation in

terms of a ‘'spatially distributed energy'' may be formulated

using the scalar and vector potentials instead of the electric and
magnetic vectors. By combining the relations

E = —grad
<l>
- A (1)

and

1/ = c(E + EO (2)

the following is obtained:

E**
= - + grad <l>+ A (3)

<r

Let (3) be multipli(Hl sc^alarly l)y i/ and integrated over an arbi-

trary volume T. Tlu^ result is

j (i/iE‘’)fiT = ^ ^ + j ('/> + J (i/»A)<iT (4a)
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This is equivalent to

Using the vector identity

div 0i/ = <l> div i/ + (i/, grad <t>) (6)

and the divergence theorem

div ^iydT = ^(ft,i/)d(r (6)

(4) can be transformed into

j (i/tE’^dr y ^ ~ y y

+ y <^(ft,i/)d<r (7)

[Care must be taken in (7) not to confuHO (.lie (tlenu^nt of surfaco

da with tlie conductivity a.] In (7) i’ iiK^liidcw 22,, a siirfiuM^ com-
pletely enclosing r, and all additional surfa(i((s \vil.luu t across

which \f (or <^) is discoiitinuous. K(niatioii (7) can be modilied

further rising the ociuations of coutiiuiity for free charge.

div i/ + p/ = 0 (8)

With (8), (7) bocoinoH

y (i/jE")dT — y dr — y - y (i/,A)(/r

- y,
^-(ft,i/)d<r = 0 (9)

This equation voiy much rosimihlcs (1 1 . 1 T)). 'I’ho first, t.\vo t,crnw

are exactly the same, the next two arif also oin^ electric, and ornt

magnetic volume integral, the last Utrm is a surfaces inl.egrn.1

including the enclosing boundary. lIow<‘v<'r, a fundamentjd
difference exists between (9) and (11.15). Wlnu-ciis (11.15)

involves int.egration over all sjMice wheir^ E and B are nonvanish-
ing, (9) involves integral,ion only wur Hint port of npnir wlurc
dectric currentis ami rJiargcit liiffir from ziro. In fnx! spaia^, tdl

terms in (9) vanish. "I’his fiust inakiis an int,(n-pre(4it,ion of (t))

in terms of “energy” distributod in completely evacuatetl space
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impossible. In particular, the surface integral certainly does

not suggest or permit an interpretation in terms of a “flow of

energy in space" across 2r. Actually, the surface integral

vanishes everywhere except in conductors.

A further transformation of (9) is possible with the surface

equation of continuity.

div + (A,i/) = 0 (10)

Excluding perfect conductors 1/ need not be defined since i/ is

adequate. Hence (10) reduces to

(A,i/) = Vf (11)

and (9) becomes

(i/,E‘)dr - dr - (i/,A)dr

~ J rif^ da = 0 (12)

This is the general equation.

As discussed in Sec. 11.17, p/ vanishes in conductors and
nonconductors if the time dependence is periodic. In this impor-

tant case, (12) reduces to

J {\fiE*)dT ” y ^
y* (i/iA)dr — 7i/<l> dr — Q (13)

This is a power equation expressed in terms of scalar and vector

potentials and written in its most useful form for periodic

phenomena. The general analysis of electric circuits (Chapter
VI) and of antennas (Volume II) might be based upon (13).

Actually, the more fundamental relation (3) is chosen as a start-

ing point both in Chapter VI and Volume II.

PERIODIC TIME DEPENDENCE

13. Complex Field Equations and Potential Equations.—The
Maxwell-Lorcuitz cciuations are a set of linear, partial differential

C(iiiations in which the space coordinates and the time are the
independent variables. In order to separate these variables, it

is possible to set

ein.i
=

^mVlnat =
( 1 )

(2)
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E.™t = Ee^-‘ (3)

Bi». = Bc^“‘ (4)

if simply periodic variations in time are involved. If the time

dependence is more complicated, a Fourier Herios or Former

integral form may be used, or the Heaviside operator p may be

written for j(o and operational methods with the imit or step

functions employed. Complex quantities are in boldface type;

if they are scalars, it is boldface italic or boldface Greek ;
if vectors,

boldface Gothic. The name vector and the Gothic symbols are

reserved for true space vectors only. Complex scalars are not

vectors. In (1), $i»t is a complex instantaneous scalar. Its

complex amplitude is its real amplitude is p.

& = A- + ii5i
= = ?(oo8 fip + j sin Op) (6)

j5
= -vZ/Sj + pjf ;

tan 5p = — (6)
Pr

=
j
5ef(«<+»(>r =: /j{cos + Op) + j sin (ut + dp) } (7)

SiTni1n.r relations may be written for any scalar with the time

dependence (1). In (3), Eu«.t is the comphix instantaTieons value

of a vector. Its complex amplitude is the complex vector E;

its real amplitude is the real vector E; the scalar magnitude

of the real vector E is

E = Er + iEi = = E(cos Ok + j sin Ok) (8)

E = VK~+ M-, tan Ok = (9)

Eb-t = = E{c<)H {cat + Be) + j sin {cal + <?«)} (10)

Correapondiiif; fornuihiH apply t<) any vc^c^l.or with t.lu^ i.inio

dopendenoc (3). From Uioho rolationK it is clear that tlu^ coniph^x

time dependence (7) includes:

Pl,u.t = /5 (M)S (cu^ + O (ll)

if only the real part \h rotniiuHl, and

Aiiat = p nin {cal + Op) (12)

if only the imaginary part is uh(mI.

By Hclocting the real i)art ortho imaginary part of (7), a i>r<)l)l(‘m

involving the real time dopondonco (11) or (12) may Ix^ n^pn^-

sented by (7). .It Ih, in fact, poHHiblo to solve two probhuns with

simple harmonic time dependence of the form given by (11) and
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(12) simultaneously by writing (7) instead of (11) or (12). If

interest is in one of these only, as is usually the cose, either

the real part of the final complex solution is selected to corres-

pond to the time dependence (11), or the imaginary part of the
complex solution is chosen to con^espond to the time dependence
(12). The part not selected may he discarded completely. By
using the complex exponential time dependence instead of the
trigonometric, the time and space variables in the field equations
are separated and two problems are solved simultaneously very
much more simply than either one alone. With (1) to (4) the
field equations as well as any transformations of these involve

complex quantities up to the final solution. The complex field

equations and potential equations and related quantities are

listed below. For simplicity in writing, the following shorthand
is used:

= oj^eoMo = “T
J'o Vo

(13)

Tabulation of the Genekal Case

Electromagnetic Vector

Equations for interior

€0 div E = 5 (14a)

curl E = -jwB (14fo)

Vo curl B = ^ + iweoE (14c)

div B = 0 (14d)

Boundary conditions

cu(ftiiEi) + €o(A 2,E2)
= — fii — *2 (16a)

[AiiEi] + [AajE-J = 0 (15t)

*'o[Ai,Bi] + voiAafB'jj = — n,„vi — nwV2 (16c)

(AijBi) + (ft'ifBa) = 0 (16d)

Density functions

_p = 9 — div P (Ifia)

©mV = I + curl M +icoP (ib/O

_n = n + (A,P) (17a)

AmV = I - [A,M] (17/0
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Equations of continuity

div 9«v + (18o)

div {ll«,Vl + nmVs} + + «2l — (AljffmVl)
—

= 0 (186)

Potential Functions

Equations

V*<» +^= - (19a)
6o

V*A + i8?A = - ^ (196)

Equation of continuity

div A + i^ <|> = 0 (19c)

Relation for the electromagnetic vectors

E = —grad «|> — jwA

B = curl A
— ia {grad cliv A + i8SA} (20o)

Po

(206)

Polarization and Magnetization Potentials

Assumed conditions

}
= —div P

ffmV = curl M + jwP

_R = (A,P)

nmV = — [AjMJ
Equations

V*Z + 18JZ = - -
€0

v*y + ^sy * - M
yo

Relations for the potential functions

= —div Z

A =j^Z + curly
(i>

Relations for the electromagnetic vectors

E = grad div Z + j8?Z - ju curl y

B == i— curl Z + curl curl Y
<a

(2lo)

(216)

(22o)

(226)

(23o)

(236)

(2lo)

(2-16)

(25a)

(256)
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It is important to note that according to (20a) the electric

vector can be computed directly from the vector potential, so

that the scalar potential is not required.

Since Z and y are independent, the electromagnetic field

defined in {25a,b) can always be comsidered in two parts, the

so-called decbric type field derived from Z and the magnetie type

field derived from Y.

14. Complez Field Equations and Potential Equations in Sim-
ple Media.—Simple media have been defined to be bodies or

regions in which the following constitutive relations obtain:

P = €oxE = («r — l)«oE (1)

—M = roXmB = (Pr — l)>'oB (2)

i/ = ffE (3)

It has already been pointed out that no atomic models can

satisfy these relations exactly except in the stationaiy states. If

a harmonic unsteady state prevails with E and B vaiying period-

ically according to

Ei»t = E cos («< -t- On) (4)

Biut = B cos {at -f Ba) (6)

the relations (1) to (3) are usually not obeyed instantaneously.

Depending upon the frequency and the particular structure of

the body \mder consideration, there is a larger or smaller time
lag of P behind Ei of —M behind B, and of i/ behind E. Instead
of (1) to (3), relations of the forni (II. 17. 18) are necessary. In
complex notation the relations for the complex instantaneous

values of P, —M, and i/ are

PiiMt = = («r — l)eoEc»^"'~®'‘' (6)
— Min.t = roXmB6*'’^"‘~®ii^ = {vr

—
1) (7)

i/in.t = (8)

Hero the pararacters x, x™, <f are real funetioiis of the frequency,
as are the ifiiasc angles B,., Bu, O,-. It is now possible to define

complex constitutive parametci-s jc, which arc functions

of the frequency sis \v('ll as of the sl rueture of the body or region.

2C = x' - h" = (9)

e, = e; - = (1 + jj) = (1 + x') - jx" (10)

X» = Xm — jXm = X«''~^’''" (11)

yr=p'r- jv'r' = (1 -|- «„) = (1 -f- xin) " jVJi (12)
d = o' - jff” =

( 1 ,3)
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At sufficiently low frequencies the times of reorientation or of

relaxation are small compared with the period, and the imaginary

parts 4', Pf, <r" are negligible compared with the real parts

Vf, (r'f and these latter are sensibly equal to the stationary-

state quantities.

With (10), (12), and (13) the following generalized complex

constitutive relations between harmonic amplitudes may be

written to define simple media in^the case of simple harmonic

time dependence:

Also,

The shorthand

P = (tr — l)«oE = (e — e(i)E (14)

M = (v, — l)»'oB = (v — i'o)B (15)

1/ = dE (16)

D = 6oE -1- P = «E (17a)

H “ voB — M = vB (175)

s = «iier = e'
— (I8a)

y = VnVr = v' — p" (185)

is used, t is called the absolute complex dielectric constant or

the absolute complex permittivity, y the absolute compb^x diamag-

netic constant or the absolute complex reluctivity.

Since e and y are complex, D and E, H and B an^ not in pluise.

Upon substituting (14) to (Ki) in the complex field ocuiations

(13.14) and (13.15), these become

z div E = p/ (1 ll^)

curl E = -jwB (1%)

V curl B = (rf + i««*)E (l!)c)

div B = 0 (llbO

ei(fti,Ei) -H «!!(AajE2)
= — wi/ ~ *2/ (2(1«)

[A„E.1 -1- [ftaiEa] = 0 (205)

vi[Ai>Bi1 + vsIAbjBsI — ~\\i
~ (20r)

(A„B,) + (Aa,B2) = 0 (2(W)

The equations of continuity for charges are

d div E -H = 0 (21 fl)

div Ml/ + Iw) + jwlaiy + **2/} — di(fti,Ei) — dafftsjEs)

= 0 (215)
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By eliminating 9/ between (19a) and (21a) and (ni/ + m/)
between (20a) and (21b),

div E = 0 (22a)

{<^1 + i«ei} (Ai,Ei) + {da + jwea} (ftajEa) = div {li/ + la/} (226)

in all simple media with time lag.

The complex factor appearing in (19c) and (226) can be

expanded as follows:

d + = d + = (o-' — ja") + icoco(4 — jcj') (23a)

Collecting real and imaginary parts,

d + j(at = (a* + ci)€o€^0 “I" — <r'0 (236)

Let a real, effective conductivity a* and a real, effective relative

dielectric constant €„ be defined as follows

<r« = 0-' + wco€y' = <r' + coe"

/
^

€«. = 4
63€o

It is often convenient to use the shorthand

^ = (24c)
CO

where €« is called the real effective absolute dielectric constant.

With this notation

(24a)

(246)

The ratio

d + jcoc = 0-0+ jfaSo (26a)

(256)

is called the power factor in dielectrics where it is small. Its

general significance is discussed in Sec. 15. The effective

conductivity (24) includes a term or' due to free charge mov-

ing in an imperfect conductor and a term coe" duo to time lag

in polarization in a dielectric. In good conductors, the latter

is negligible; in good dielectrics operated at frcciuencics near

those leading to molec.ular or atomic resonances, the tenn in

co€" is large and <7' usually small. The effective relative dieloi^tric

constant involves a term e' duo to ordinary polarization and a
‘
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term —<r"/«€o due to a time lag in convection current response.

In good dielectrics, the term — is negligible compared
with 4 so that the power factor becomes K = coe'V^c' = 474}
which is independent of the frequency unless e' and c'' are them-

selves functions of the frequency. In ionic solutions, both 4
and —flr"/«6o may bo significant owing to the time of ion forma-

tion; in space-charged regions containing a rarifiod atmosphere

of electrons, the time lag in convection cuiTont is so gi*cat that

the only significant term in (24) and (26) is the term — o-"/«€o.

Thus an effective dielectric constant €,.r
== —a"/w€o may be

defined for a region containing only free charges.

A useful approximate expression for is readily derived for

regions that can be described entirely in terms of a very small

volume density of free charge p/ such as tlie ionized upper
atmosphere (ionosphere) or the iiiterclcctrode spac^es in a vacuum
tube in certain simple cases. If the volume density p/ is duo
entirely to a rarifiod, slowly varying distribution of electrons

with mean free paths that are sidlicic^ntly gr(\at so that the

interactions between electrons (so-cjiIUmI c.oHisions) may bo

neglected, all electrons in a volume ekanent Ar move with the

same nonrandom velocity u if exposed to a periodi(\'dly varying

electric field E that is sensibly constant in amplit.ude throughout

Ar. Each electron satisfies the dynamical (Miuation (1 1. 13.5),

so that all the charges in Ar satisfy the (Mpiat ion

P/ArE,.„..= /)/Ar^Jp (2(5a)

where p/Ar is the total c.harjfo in Ar, D/Ar is tlio (nl al nniss in Ar,

and u is the mean nonran<l<iin voltxtil.y nf (lu* charm's in At. In

complex notation \vi(,h Ein»i = Ec'"', ui.»t - and p/ un<I I)/

assumed constant in Ar, (.lie .soluticm of (2(Mt) fur u is

Upon multiplying (2()6) by p/ <h(5 voluim^ (k*nsity of moving free

charge i/ is obtained.

i/
- I

eo/>/
(20c)
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It follows directly that with d = o-' — jtr"

«/ = 0 ; (27a)

It is often convenient to express the densities p/ and Df in terms

of the total number of electrons N in Ar or in terms of the number
of electrons per unit volume n = AT/At. Since p/ = cN/At = en
and Df = mN/Ar — mn, where e is the charge (negative), m the

mass of an electron, it is possible to write (27a) in the alternative

form

com
(276)

Since P = 0 in the space-charged region, this may be represented

by the following effective constants:

V. = 0; €„ = 1 - (27c)

This is a value less than unity. If desired, a mathematically
equivalent representation of the space-charged region using a
fictitious volume density of polarization current P = instead

of If may be constructed in the manner described in general

terms in Chapter I.

For many purposes involving imperfect conductors or slightly

conducting dielectric media, it is convenient to introduce a
complex dielectric factor defined by

? = €o (eer - j—^
= = (28)

This may be substituted directly in (19c) and (22b), Since 1/

is required only for perfect conductors, the following simplified

relations arc true in the interior and at boundaries botween two
imperfccMy conducting media. For simplitjity in writing, the
following shorthand is used:

s (29a)

Since
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it is sometimes convenient to define a complex velocity v such that

i;2
5 (296)

Similarly, by analogy with the characteristic resistance

fo
1

\/vo^o

it is possible to define a complex characteristic impedance <
of a simple medium such that

(29c)

The field equations are

div E = 0 (30a)

curl E = —jwB (3()&)

curl B = i ^ E
(a

(30c)

div B = 0 (30f0

The boundary conditions aro

Ci(AliEl) + C2(A2|E2) = 0 (31o)

[AiiEiI + lAsiEa] = 0 (31J,)

vi[Ai,Bi] + valA-jjB-j] = 0 (31c)

(Ai,Bi) + (AaiBa) = 0 (31r/)

If a problem involves simph^ media ((‘X(‘lu<ling (fon-

ductors) and regions that arc not so speciolizcMl, tlu^ (Mnuilions

(30) aro used in the siinph^ media, tla^ tMimitions (13. I I) in the

unspecialijsed regions, and the (>.onditions ( 13. 1 5) at th<^ lM>undiiri<\s.

The last may l)e inodi(ie<l as in (31) for those l.(»rins involving

the field in a mnplr vivdiiun. Kor <*xam|>I(\ if mc^dium 2 is

a simple medium, (13.15) may wriUen as follows:

€o(AijEi) + ?*2(A'J>E2) = — ill (32f/)

|Ai,Ei1 + [A2,E:?1 = 0 (326)

+ VolAajByl - -llwiVi (‘ilir)

(Ai,Bi) + (A:!,By) - 0 (3‘A/)

If medium 2 is a simjde medium iin<l me<lium 1 is a pc'rfectt con-

ductor in which E and B vanish, (32) re<ln(*(‘s to
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IEt(AsiEa) — “Hi/ (33c)

[As,Ed = 0 (336)

vsfAsiBd “ — li/ (33<;)

(AasBa) = 0 (33d)

The equations for the potential functions in sunple media are

V*4» + = 0 (34a)

V»A + 5*A = 0 (346)

The equation of continuity is

div A + J 4» = 0 (34c)
Cl)

The relations for the electromagnetic vectors are

E = —grad 4» — juA “ “ {gra-d ‘iiv A + 5*A} (35a)

B = curl A (356)

The polarization and magnetization potentials in simple media

satisfy the equations

V‘Z + 5*Z = 0 (36o)

vsy _|.
jsy = 0 (366)

A

They are related as follows to the potential functions and field

vectors:

^ = — div Z (37o)

A=i^*Z + curiy (376)
Cl)

E = grad div Z + — jw curl Y (38a)

B = j curl Z 4- grad div Y + 5“Y (386)
0)

The liwt cxpimsioii was obtained from

B = j curl Z + curl curl Y (39)
0)

by noting that with (3()/>)

curl curl Y ^ grad div Y — V-^Y = grad div Y + (J'-^Y (40)

The telegraphist’s ociuations (8.13, 8. 11) in simple media are

V^E + (5‘**E = 0 (41a)

V^B + 5-B = 0 (4W))
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Solutions of these equations must satisfy

div E = 0 (42a)

div B = 0 (426)

Oomparison of the general expressions (13.14a,6,c,d), (13.19a,

b,c), (13.20a,6), (13.23a,6), (13.24a,6), and (13.25a,&) when
written for points in space (i.e., wUh aU density functions zero)

with the corresponding formulas for simple media (30a,&,c,d),

(34o,6,c), (36o,b), (36o,6), (37a,6), and (38a,6) reveals the

important fact that all formulas for simple mediamay be obtained

from the corresponding expressions for space by writing ^ for

60,
V for Vo, and, therefore, g for /3o. The boundary conditions

between an unspecialized medium (1) and space (medium 2)

[as given by (13.15) with density functions with subscript 2

set equal to zero] are also the same as the boundary conditions

between an unspecialized medium (1) and a simple medium (2)

[as obtained from (31)] if these substitutions ai’c mode. It

follows that the electromagnetic field, the scalar and vector

potentials, or the polarization and magnetization potentials

due to a distribution of current and cluirgo in Ixuindcd regions

immersed in a simple medium may bo obtained from a solution

of the samc*problom with the simple medium replaced by space

if E is written for eo, v for vo, and, hence,
(J for /So and v for I'o. It

is, therefore, sufficient to solve problems involving an(i(umiiH,

hollow conductors, condensers, etc., using Hpa<ie as the envelop-

ing medium. If any other medium is involvetl, the simple

change from the universal constants «o, vo to the c.oinpl<>x param-
eters V in the solution for spiuic is all that is Msiuired. For
more ready rofcrcnco, this conclusion is contained in the follow-

ing theorem.

Theorem for Simple Media: Formulas for the coinph^x ampli-

tudes of the olectroinagnotic fhdd, the stialar ami V(U‘tor pohin-

tials, and the polarization and magnetization pot.(mtials due t.o an
arbitrary distribution of current and chargcf in n*gions imnuu-sed
in space are still correct if spivee is replacuH.! by a simple medium
characterized by v„ d, if the univemal const,n.nt« co and pq

in the formulas for space arc replaced by the complex param-
eters = 6o(eB, — jdfl/<o6o), V = rov,. It is jissumcd that all

boundaries between the regions in question and space become
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boundaries between the same regions and the simple medium and
that no new boundaries are created.

16. Generalized CoefS.cients for Simple Media.—^The complex
factor g appearing in many of the equations and formulas for

simple me^a may be separated into real and imaginary parts as

follows. Let

5 s iSoiV s - jX.) s - ja. (1)

where N is called the generalized complex index of refraction,

Na is the real index of refraction, and X« is the real extinction

coefficient. The phase constant fia = PoN, and the attenuation

constant a, = fioX, are conveniently used as shorthand symbols-

[The subscript s is used to distinguish between the phase and
attenuation constants defined in (1) for an unbounded simple

mediiun and the phase and attenuation constants defined for

bounded regions, in particular, for transmission circuits.] A
real phase velocity can be defined as usual

<a Vo

P,~ N,

By definition (14.29a) and with (14.28) and (14.18&)

(2)

(3)

with

III 1? II (4o)
CO€o (aeo^er

3 III (4b)

(4o)

Accordingly

OO 1
(1 "1" hmhi^ j{hft 1

^ ^“1 l + AS. 1
(5)

or

(6)

Since in practice Himi)ly magnetizing matcn'ials (vr = <constant)

involve values of v, wliiuh may bo UHSuinud to bo roal and pruc-
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tioally equal to unity, the complicated formula (6) may be

replaced by the simpler formula obtained by writing

h* — 0; y = v' ss V = is real (7)

Then,

Q = j8.(l - (8)

The real and imaginary parts of the function (1 — jh)^ have

been separated and tabulated in Appendix II in the form^

-jgih)

with

f(h) = ViCVl + A* + 1) = cosh (i sinh-i h)

g(h) = "V/iCVl + A* - ij = sinh (i sinh-i h)

Accordingly,

fi. = MA.) = PoN.

Ct$ —
_ « _ V, _ jjo

“
P. ~f{h.)

~ N,

Note that

^ ff(Af) ^ ,

/s.
“ N. m

(9)

(10)

( 11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

For some purposes it is convenient to define n eharaeteristic

velocity v, and a oharactoristie impediuict^ f,. for a Kiinplc medium.

Thus by analogy with the universal constantH

= — }. = 3 X 10" in(it<!rs/Hcet)nd
\«o y/fioei)

fo = —1--- = = 370.7 ohms
V ro^o ' **

it is possible to define

(KWt)

(lot)

These constants will bo shown to play the sanio part in describing

^ Duo to G. W. Picrco.
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^ctromagaetic phenomena in simple perfect or poorly conduct-
ing dielectrics as do vo and fo in space.

The complex velocity v is given by

(17)

Poor conductors are defined by

so that
hl<<l (18)

(19)

and

/3. =8= /3, = i (20)

Note that

(21)

so that

(22)

Also,

(23)

(24)

Good conductors are defined by

and
h»>> 1 (25)

so that
€, = 1 (26)

m = gih,) = (27)

and

P. «• P.^ ~ ~
^2 (28)

/2coj/ _ SoT

V

""
(29)

(30)
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tically equal to unity, the complicated formula (6) may be

replaced by the simpler formula obtained by writing

^ = 0; y = y' =s V = voVt is real (7)

Then,

Q = j3.(l - (8)

The real and imaginary parts of the function (1 — jh)^ have

been separated and tabulated in Appendix II in the form^

(l-iA)W=/(ft) -jg(h)

with

f{h) = 'Vi(Vl + A* + 1) = cosh (i sinh-i A)

g{h) = 'V'iCVl + A* — 1) = sinh (i sinh~* A)

Accordingly,

j8. = /5^(A.) =
«• = — |8oX,

— fl — JfllL s= —"* “
P. "/(A.) “ N,

Note that

_ X, (7(AiO ^ I

P,~ N,~ /(A,)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

For some purposes it is convenient to define a characteristic

velocity a, and a characteristic imiiedancii f,. for a siin]>lo medium.

Thus by analogy with tlie univei-sal constants

Do = —y. = 3 X lO" nu(t.<!rs/Hecoiul

V /»o«o

37(>.7 oluns

it is possible to define

(Ida)

(1(5&)

These constants will bo shown to play the same i)art in doKcrihing

‘ Duo to Q. W. Pioreo.
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dectromagnetic phenomena in simple perfect or poorly conduct-
ing didectrics as do vo and fo in space.

The complex vdocity v is given by

(17)

Poor conductors are defined by

SO that
h\<<l (18)

f(h,) ^ 1; g(h.) - ^ (19)

and

= V, V,
* *'a

(20)

Note that

(21)

so that
‘•=x (22)

(23)

Also,

V ==
(24)

Good conductors are defined by

and
A. >> 1 (26)

so that
6r = 1 (26)

/(A.) = ff(h,) = (27)

and

= ^1^
«/«r. (28)

_ /Siwv

* \ V, Vmv. (29)

V,
w =

V2 (30)
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The reciprocal of a, is dimensionally a length that is called

the sMn depth or skin thickness in good conductors. Its physical

significance is discussed in Chapter Y. It is

\axrfl ycpfjLffe
(31)

In terms of the skin depth

1IIIIII
(32)

An important and subsequently useful relation wliieh is true

in simple media may be derived directly from the general field

equation (13.14c)

va curl B = OmV + JoieoE (33)

and its equivalent (14.30c) in simple media

PoV, curl B = iw5E = (ff„ + i«e,r«o)E (34)

Since both relations arc true in a simple iiu'dium, it is possible

to eliminate B and obtain the following linear complex relation,

between^ and E

:

with

ffmV
= — {ffc + J«6(|(«n. — Vr) 1 E = jKE

K + ici)«o(«„ - V,)}

(35)

(30)

The complex parameter K is called the {ifiirntlhrd romluction

parameter beea\is<! it is tlu! formal analogue of the conductivity «r

in the constitutive relation

If = 4E (37)

K can bo defined in all simple media, so that, it is correct to

conclude from (35) that the complex amplit.udi' p„v of t he essen-

tial density of moving charge is linearly related to the (Muuplex

amplitude of the electric field at all point s in a sinqilc medium.

If it is desired to consider separately an inqircssed electric

field as discussed iu Sec. 11.18, it is possible to write

i/ *= d(E + EO (38)
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in place of (37). Instead of giving (34) this leads to

vovr curl B = dE* + (v, + icoc<r«o)E (39)

Upon eliminating vo curl B using (33) as before

tfmV = iCE + VrdE* (40)

16. Fields of Electric and Magnetic Types in General Curvi-

linear Coordinates in Simple Media.—^The symmetrical forms

(14.38a,6) make it possible to write the independent electric and

magnetic t3q>e fields as follows:

Electric type

E = grad div Z + (la)

B = i — curl Z
<0

(16)

Magnetic type

B = grad div Y + 5*Y (2a)

E = —jto curl Y (2b)

It is also possible to define a magnetic type scalar function ijr by
analogy with (14.37a) for the electric type scalar potential

Thus

(3a) 4* =“ — div Z = —div Y (3b)

Both ^ and satisfy equations of the form (13.36)

(4a) + 5*<I»
= 0 VH + = 0 (4b)

The separate formulation of fields of the electric type derived

from Z and fields of the magnetic type derived from Y is

convenient in satisfying boundary conditions involving simple

media; it is not fundamentally necessary. In the most general

case all problems can be set up in terms of Z alone, although the

solution may be analytically much moi'e difficult than if Y is

used.

If Z and Y arc both restricted so that

(5a) Z = Y = (5b)

where w is a unit vector in tlie direction of the coordinate w
in the orthogonal system u, v, w, it is no longer possible to

formulate all problems in terms of Z alone. In fact only prob-

lems in which the motion of charge is in the w direction can bo
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analyzed using Z. On the other hand, problems in which the

motion of charge is confined to closed loops in a surface at right

angles to w are especially adapted to solution in terms of Y. By
an appropriate choice of coordinate system and of the direction

It;, a large variety of practically important problems can be

analyzed if the restrictions regarding the coordinate system can

be satisfied.

In an orthogonal system of coordinates w, t;, w, the distance

dBu measured between two surfaces for which u differs by du is

dsu = cidu
(6)

where, in general, ci is a function of n, ?>, w. Similarly

(hv — (hdv

dSu, = rsdw

The quantities ci, ca, cs have the following valuer:

Coordinates u, v, w
in this order

t'l Ca r/K« dsw

Rectangular x, y, z 1 1 1 (lx (ly dz

Cylindrical r, 9, z 1 r 1 dr r do dz

Spherical 0, 4», R li R sin () 1 It do It sin (> d*\* dR

The following conditions will be iinpostul on the coordinates

u, V, w to 1)0 used in solving problems in terms of Z and Y as

defined in {5a,b)

(B = 1 (9)

“ is indopemlonl. of w (10)
Ca

These conditions are se(m to b(^ t.ru(^ for t.lu‘ t hrcM’* most commonly
used systems of c.oordinaU^s. Tlu^ rc^asons for recpiiring (9)

and (10) are giv<ui bellow.

In general orthogonal coordinates with (Ha) t.ho thr(H) coor-

dinate equations corrosi)onding to (I l.lil'm) arc:

(0,V-wZ,.) = 0 (11)

(v,V=*w7,.) = 0 (12)

= 0 (13)

The operator operat.ing on a vec.<.or can bo evaluated only

(7)

(8)
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V*Z = grad div Z — curl curl Z (14)

Using expressions for the gradient and divergence given in

Appendix I, the u and w components of (14) are

(a,V>v^7„) = («»• (15)
Cl dw {616263 ow

{jh- («iea^»)l (^» curlM (16)
ez ow {eievBt aw

Using the general expression for the components of the curl

in orthogonal coordinates (Appendix I), the three equations (11)

to (13) become

f—^ (ezeilu)] - —4- (—^ 0 (17)
Cl d« l«ie*ea3u) J Csc* 3tc (caci da

^ 'j

7, ii jeSS; 55 }+ 55; IS {55; 5; )

eiCi dv IcaCi dv

1 a J ei a
(e.7„) +5®^„ = 0 (19)

Subject to (9) and (10), the following simplification is achieved,

Using (17) with cj/ci written in front of d/dw and <;$ = 1,

lafia, _J iaa,«. iaa-_.
Cl ait I Cif^ dw

('’®''*-^“’)

I Cl dw du (‘^’"^
Cl du dw (^®^

A KuflBcient condition to Hatisfy (20) is

CiCa d'ly dw

The same result may be obtained from (19). With (9), (10), and

(21), (20) reduces to

= 0 (22)

where from Appendix I
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Equations like (22) are obtained for Y„ from (14.366), and also

for and 4 using (3a), (5a), (216), and (18) in Appendix I, to give

1
(24)

This is substituted in (22), differentiated with respect to z.

The electric and magnetic types may be formulated as follows:

Electric type

^ = 0
OWa

15 + v.,.* + “ 0

^ _ BZw
^ “ aw

(25o)

(26a)

(27o)

Magnetic type

^“ + n.,r„ + &»r„ = o

+ Vl..8|r + = 0

4 =
ar„
dw

(256)

(266)

(276)

Using (la,6) and (2a,6) with appropriate fomulas from

Append I

ElsctTic Typo Maynotic Typo

Eu
1 a*z„

Bu = i
(28a) eidudv) n dudw

1
By = i fT”

(29a) E9 “
e% dvdw c-i dvdw

(30a) Ey, +II

(31a) Bu = jg!^
uSs do

E„
C2 OO

(32a) By
-iff* dZy,

uoi du
Ey II

SS|5^

(33a) By. = 0 E„ = 0

(286)

(296)

(306)

(316)

(326)

(336)

It follows from (33o,6) that the

dectrio or E-tyyo field
|

ninunelic or //-typo fudd

has no component of
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B
I

E

in the direction of w. Since the

maf^etic field
|

electric field

is entirely transverse to the direction of

' Z
I

y ,

at every point, the

electric type
|

magnetic type

is called

transverse magnetic, TM
\

transverse electric, TE

17. Transmission-lme Form for Simple Media.—^In order to
obtain the desired transmission-line foitn it is necessary to
require the coordinate to in the general formulation in Sec. 16
to be the coordinate z of an othonvise imrcstricted orthogonal
system. This means that u, o lie in a plane perpendicular to z

which is the direction of

Z = iZ,-, y = iY, (1)

In this case ei and C2 arc not functions of z so that the variables

in (16.26a,&), (16.26a,6) are easily separated by writing, e.g.,

Zv, = Mz)Fh{u,v)
(2)

where

/

b(*) is a function of z alone, F«(«,o) a function of u, v alone.

Substituting (2) in (16.26a) leads to

-L + 82 L V* F.
fa dz*

^ ^ Fa (3)

This equation can bo true for all values of «,

sides are equal to a constant. Lot this bo ft|.

V, z only if both

Then

+ 1 II o (4)

-1- ftJF, = 0
with

(5)

T?* = - 5* (6)

and after multiplying (4) by Fay (6) by/«, (l(».26o,ft) to (10.27a,6)

become, with appropriate supscripts E and M,
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(7a) / =s 0 ^ V n (7b)

(8a) 011-0-1<0

0II1<0

l<o (8b)

with

(9a)

(10a)

= 0

*=
“di-

V*,,T. + ftifF. = 0

" IF

(9b)

(10b)

Differentiating (10a,b) with respect to z and using (7a,b), the

foUowii^ equations are obtained:

(11a)

Equations (7a,b) and (8a,b) are like the second-order transmis-

aon-line equations; (10a,b) and (lla,b) are like the first-order

transmission-line equations derived in Sec. V1.23. The latter

can be put into precisely the same form as the first-order traos-

mission-line equations if the following quantities are used instead

of Zi Yt and

Let

(12a) U * jw5Z V s i«y (12b)
III A III (12c)

Also let

(13a) ya = Zm « j(a^ (13b)

(14a) II yu s 1^- (14b)

then

--^ = ZuW(15a) (15b)

(16a)
dV ^-
az

= (16b)

In form these are precisely the transmission-line equations.

Moreover U, and V are measui-ed in amperes; <|> and in volts;

yt and yu are in mhos per meter; Zh and Zu arc in ohms per meter.

The propagation constants arc

(17a) Y»M = y/zuyw (17b)

A characteristic impedance can be defined formally as in line

theory (Sec. VI.23; also Volume III).
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(18a) ZcM -- (186)

The formal equivalence between (15) to (18) and transmission-

line expressions must not be misinterpreted to be an actvM

equivalence. Although the scalar potential function ^ in volts

can be specialized to give the potential difference between the

conductors of a transmission line, the vector component Ug

in amperes cannot be specialized to give the total current in one

of the conductors. Accordingly, the characteristic impedance

ZcK cannot be specialized to give the characteristic impedance

of a conventional transmission line. It can be shown (Volume

III) that for two- or four-wire open lines and for conventional

coaxial lines with air as dielectric Zob is always equal to fo = 376.7

ohms regardless of wire size or separation.

Electric and magnetic fields may be expressed in terms of the

four functions JTi, <t>,
using (10.28-10.33) and (12-18).

Note that = «, es = 1, and Ci and e^ are independent of z.

Also 5^ =

Electric Type Magnetic Type

(19a) E - ^

Cl du
B„ = 1 d'V

e\v du
(196)

(20a) E — '

Ci dv
B. = _ 1 dV

dv
(206)

(21o)
Vk

B. =
vZa/

* (216)

(22a) B 1 OU,
“ e»v dv

= _ldK
0-2 dv

(226)

(23a)
Civ aw

E, =
Cl du

(236)

(24a) B, = 0 E. = 0 (246)

with

(25a)
dz

V =
Zm dz

(266)

Slightly more symmetrical formulas are obtained if the magnetic

H field is used instead of the magnetic B field. In simple media
their complex amplitudes arc related by the formula

H = vB (20)
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If the factora k have the special values

k, = 0 = ku (27)

Eg vanishes in the- electric type, B, in the magnetic type. In this

important special case, electric and magnetic helds are both trans-

verse and are said to be of the iranaverse-electromagnetic, or TEM,
type.

18. Complex Energy Functions.—^The specialization of the

energy formulation to complex harmonic functions of time must
begin vrith the power equation (10.2)

dW _ . dQ
dt ^ dt

dU
dt
-T = 0 (1)

This expresses the relation between the instantaneous time rates

of change of mechanical, thermal, and electromagnetic energy

functions and the instantaneous electromagnetic energy transfer

function T defined for a thermally isolated region r and its

closed boundary Sr. If the field vectors E and B and 1.ho auxiliary

vectors D and H vary harmonically in time, the energy functions

and the transfer function, which are defined in terms of E, B, D,
and H> must also have periodic time variations. Interest is not
primarily in the instantaneous time rates of change of the energy

functions, but in their average values over a longcu* interval.

Since such an interval includes many ircriods 7’,, (not to bo
confused with the transfer function T without subscript p)
and since each period is like eveiy other (»ne, a time average
over a single period is tho same as the time average over a great

many whole periods. A fraction of a period in a sufliciently

long time contributes only a negligible amount to the average.

The time average of any function A'tart over a period is given
by the integral

1^ “
TV io

The double superscript bar is used to indicate time-averago
values. Thus, for

A’lnst — X COS (6)f ^x) (3)
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^ Tfr I
^ COS (wi + Ox)dt

j-p Jo
/*2t

= -L
/ Xcos (a; + ex)dz = 0 (4)

o)Tp Jo

where x = wf.

^ f
' X* cos* («< + = 4r /

-X"* COB* (® + 0x)da;
Tp Jo w-i j> Jo

A.
{‘*1^ X*

“ £ /o

“ "2

^ = 0 (6)

If Flow = Y cos (w< + fly), the time-average productXT' becomes

1
/*'»

XF — TTr I
(“* "I" ®°® flx)d<

Iv Jo
’ fTp

/ {cos cos COS* 6)^ + sin Ox shi Or sin* cof

— iCcos Ox sin ^y + sin Ox sin ^y) sin 2(at]dt

M
Tp

i-(cos

= iXF cos (flx - flr) (7)

If the complex notation is used with the instantaneous value

of the desired real function Xta.t or Fm^ given by the real part of

the complex instantaneous function

Xtart = = Xc^*V-‘ (8a)

Fhrt = Fc'"* = (86)

the correct values for the real parts of products and squared

terms may be obtained after first defining complex conjugate

functions by changing the sign of the imaginary parts of (8).

JjLit = = X(r'«*<r^“* (9o)

rlS,t = F*e^"‘ = (9b)

It follows at once that

X* = iX* = iXta.X.t = iXX* (10)

X7 = iXF = real part iXta«FS.» = real part iXF* (ID
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A time-average power eqiiatioa may be derived from

OTi-td-r + = real part i
I

(i*,£)*

(12)

In order to expand the right side of (12), it is necessary to sub-

stitute for 1/ and 1* from the equations

curl H* = i* - (13)

= -I? (14)

to obtain

1 {(E, curl H*) + jco(E,D*)}dT -XI {a,
([^’”*1’^)'^* (^®)

with, the vector identity

div [E,H*] = (H*, curl E) - (E, curl H*) (10)

end ,_v

curl E = —i«B (17)

(15) becomes

{(E,D*) - (B,H*))dr - i
J

div [E,H*]dT

j’^^(A,[E,H*])d<ri (18)

%

After applying the divergence theorem to tho socend integral

(if necessary expanded into a sum over Hopnratc regions where

the functions E and H* are continuous), tho integrals over surfaces

of discontinuity cancel the corresponding integrals from tho

last term in (18) and only the integral over tho enclosing surface

Sr remains.

=: _ 1 {(B,H*) - (E,D*)}dr + (A,[E,H*])dvJ (19)

This is a complex power equation that can l)e soparatcwl into two

real equations. The equation given by tho real parts in (19)
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is the desired time-average power equation; that ^ven by the

ima^nary parts is an additional true equation.

As in the general case of unrestricted time dependence, the

complex power equation assumes an attractive form particularly

in space and in simple media with no time lags in polariza-

tion, magnetization, or current responses. In such media, by
definition.

i/ = v(E + E*); D = «E; H = xB (20a)

with V, «, V real. Also

l/ = 0 (206)

(i;,E) = v(E* + E‘*,E) = 3 - (i;,E*) (21a)

(B,H*) = rB*

(E,D*) =
(216)

(21c)

The complex Poynting vector is

S = i[E,H*]= *.»[£,B*] = = S(cos fla + 3 sin »a) (21i)

with

S = i[E,H] = ivlE.B]; 9. = e, - e„ (2ie)

Upon substituting from (21) in (19), assumming i/in phase with E*

5 /Jdr -^ (i/,E0dr = -i| {vB^ - ^^]dr

- (ft,S)e’"’dv (22)

Upon separating real and imaginary parts, two equations are

obtained. The real power equation is

5
(i/.E*)dr (ft,S) cos 9* dv = 0 (23)

An auxiliary equation, which may bo called tho reactive power

equation, is

J ^
{vB* - tE^]dr -h (ft5) sin 9a dv = 0 * (24)
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It is possible to introduce the notation (11.6), (11.7) by-

defining -tune-a-verage electric and magnetic energy functions

tfa and tJu and a complex energy-transfer function the real part

of -vrhich is the time-average energy-transfer function

T=Tr + jTi

Thus

(Fj, = I jf = I / (25)

T, = real part (ftiS)do-| = (ft,S) cos Bada (26a)

Ti = imaginary part (A,S)d<rJ = (ft,S) sin dadv (266)

In terms of -time-average rates of change of mechanical, thermal,

and electromagnetic energy functions, the power etpiations (23)

and the auxiliary equa-tlon (24) may be written os follows:

(27)

-tJa) + Ti = 0 (28)

The terms in (27) are identified with those in (23) in the same

order; the terms in (28) are identified with those in (24). Since

-the power equation does not involve the time-average electric

and magnetic energy functions, it must be concluded that

so that
__ ^U=Um+Um = const. (20)

Whenever
= 0 (30)

which is certainly true when one or both of the following condi-

tions are satisfied at oUl poin{.s on the surface ^r,

8m — Oh — Oil ~ 0 (3 la)

(A,S) = 0 (316)

it follows from (286) that

Um = Uh
and

U = 2iU = 2f/«

It is found that (30) is true in many im]>ort>ant problems.

(32)

(33)
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It is possible to take account of time lags in polarization

and current response in sufficiently specialized physical models

by noting that if conductivity and dielectric constant are complex

(13) may be written as follows using (14.19c) with (14.25a)

curl H* = “ j«£*)E* = (o-a — jo}€e)E* (34)

The expression on the right is identically the same as that for

no time lags except that the real effective conductivity and

dielectric constant replace <r and €. If it is assumed that the

forces required to maintain a 'periodically varying complex polari-

zation current are the same as those required to maintain

an equivalent complex current of free charge so that <roE* is

assumed to be equivalent in all respects involving the equilibrium

of forces to <rE* with Oe = <r, then (23), (24), and (25) may be

modified by writing a subscript e on both a and e. Since from

(13.24a), <ra = <r' + w€", it follows, if E + E* is maintained con-

stant with E* directed opposite to E in charge-separating regions,

that the rate of change of the average heat-energy function

A,§ = / f (36)

is increased by j
co€"(S — owing to polarization lag

whentTa = (<r' + co€") is written for tr. The time-average electric-

energy function

tj. = I (36)

is decreased when according to (26) «, = «' — o-"/w is written

for e.



CHAPTER IV

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES IN UNBOUNDED REGIONS

WAVBS OF POTENTIAL

1. Helmholtz’s Integrals.—^The general equations for the

complex amplitudes of the potential functions are sometimes

called Helmholtz’s equations. They are

V*<I. + i
(1)

€0

V>A + J3?A = -^ (2)
Vo

The equation of continuity for the potential functions is

As usual

div A + i ~ 4> = 0

CO* CO®€o

VQ
w^eo/io

(3)

(-1)

Solutions of (1) and (2) may bo written in many forms, but

all solutions that are consistent with physic^ally n^tiHonablo

conditions, and henco arc useful in determininj? analoj^ues of

experimentally measurable quantities, aul-omatieiilly sat.isfy

equation of continuity (3). This can be provcul in very

terms.^ The form of solution that is particuhirly useful in a

general analysis of electric circuits, ine.luding iwpcM^ially antc’iniuus

and open-wire transmission lines that arc not in a boundcMl

region, is a particular integral called the Ih^lmholtz in<.(‘gral.

Helmholtz’s integrals for (1) and (2) arederiv(Ml as follows. As
a first step, consider the c<iuation

v^i; + filv = 0 (ro

where u is a scalar point function. In onhw to obt.ain a par-

^Soe, for example, M. Mason and W. Wkavkii, **'rhe KhM-irornagnetie

lidd,” pp. 281, 285, or J, A. STRATiHiN, “ KleetroniuKneiic 'rhc'ory,^* p. 429.

224
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ticular integral, let (5) be written in spherical coordinates

R, e, under the assumption that v is independent of 0 and

Using Appendix I, (5) reduces to

W +«*»)-

0

(6)

A particular integral of (6) and, hence, also of (5) is

V
(T-im

(7)

as may be verified by direct substitution.

As a second step, let 4> v be two scalar point functions

that are finite and continuous with their first and second deriva-

tives in a volume t enclosed in a surface S,. According to Green’s

symmetrical theorem (III.2.16)

- /^( Is
- >

Is)'*'

Let V in (8) be identified with (7) with the understanding that

R is the distance from a fixed point P{Xfy,z), where is to be

determined, to a variable point of integration P'(a5',y',2;').

Both points are within t. If (7) is to be substituted in (8),

it is necessary to exclude temporarily the point P, because as P'

is moved throughout r, 1//2 becomes infinite at J2 = 0. There-

fore, let the pointP be enclosed in a small sphere of radius a, and

let (8) be formed for the region r® which is the same as t excluding

the volume of the small sphere. The surface of this sphere is

S® = 4ira®. The surface integrals in (8) must be evaluated

over the complete boundary of t®, and hence over its outer

surface So and the inner boundary Sa. Thus, using (7) with (6),

and denoting by a prime quantities that are functions only of

the point P'(a;',2/',i8') which locates the element of integration

as this is moved throughout r® and on its boundaries, (8) becomes

The distance 22 = \/(a; — a;')^ + (y — 2/0* + “ ^0* is a func-

tion of both primed and unprimed coordinates. On the surface
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Ea => 4ata\ the eidienial normal to the volume tb is directed

inward along the radius. Hence, on this surface d/dn — —d/dR
and dtr = aHQ where dO is on element of solid angle. The
integral over 2. in (9) becomes

R 'dn

-I-

g-iPetl

dJijt
a^dQ' (10)

Since d^'/dR is finite in t, (10) reduces to the following simple

form in the limit as a is allowed to approach zero:

lim
O“>0 Li* dn\ H / R dn

Ida' = lim / A'd£2'
J o-*0 J 2.

= 4ir4> (11)

where dO' is an element of solid angle. The function <|> depends
only on ^e coordinates z, y, z of the point P. With (11) in (9),

4ir4> *= ~ (VV + W)dr'

(ri^»
, ,

It dny^ (12)

Using (1) in the volume integral in (12) and expanding the inte-

grand of the surface integral, (12) becomes

This is the complete expression for the sealar potential if, as

has been assumed, ^ and its First dorivative are eontinuouH
throughout the region r. Within tlie Hco|)e of tlie present

formulation in terms of the densities fl (imt not if a surface

density of polarization k is defined), tiie houniiary conditions on

^ and its derivatives, mz., (III.5.21) to (I I I..').2(i), reiiuirc to bo
continuous but its normal derivative at a boundary (‘haraeterized

by a nonvanishing surface eliargo to be discontinuous. If such
boundaries exist within r, they must be cxiiludcd in the inttigra-

tion. This is done by enclosing such a boundary between two
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parallel surfaces each at a constant distance S (atomic dimension)

from the boundary. The volume integral in (13) is then carried

out over all volumes excluding only the narrow slices of thickness

28 between paralld surfaces enclosing boundaries where
d^/dn is discontinuous. Additional surface integrals then

appear on the right in (13). They have the form

where the subscripts 1 and 2 are used to designate the regions

on each side of the boundary; and A 2 are external normals to

the regions indicated by the subscript at the boundary. The
normal derivatives are taken on each side of the boundary.

Using (III.5.25) written for complex amplitudes

( = _ 5
(16)

With (15) substituted in (14), and (14) included in (13), the

resulting expression for <> is

-^ /,|l + /J ^"*'1 + s <“>

For convenience in writing, only a single volume integral and a

single surface integral are shown. In general, each represents

a sum of integrals, and it is understood that the volume integral

is to be evaluated over all regions in which } differs from zero,

the surface integral over all boundaries where ft is defined. The
following shorthand is used:

(If surfaces on which a surface density of polarization k is defined

are within So, integrals involving k must be included. They
are readily obtained if it is noted that ^ is discontinuous by k
at such a surface. No such density is required in most practi-

cal problems.)

Since each of the Cartesian components of A satisfies an
equation like (1), each must have a solution of the form (16).

If these are combined vectorially and use is made of the boundary
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conditions (III.5.27) to (III.6.31) written for complex ampU-

tudes, the integral solution of (2) is

A = -i_(
4flr»'o L r

/
u'dv'

yzo
(18)

with

u' ~R^ (19)

[Surface densities of magnetization are not included in (18).]

If discrete regions in which lij *mv are defined are

immersed in a homogeneous simple medium that exists every-

where within 2o and is characterized by the complex constants

a, e„ vr, formulas like (16) and (18) are obtained d^ctly by

applying the theorem for simple media formulated in III. 14.

ThiB involves writing

for €o and
V = VoVt

(20)

(21)

for Pt, so that the complex propagation constant

(22)

replaces jSo “ w \/to/ vo- The formulas ft)r 4* and A in a simple

medium aro^

+ -*• [ uW m
•lir J a.

with
(iX!)_(-iff/0

(21 )

‘For typographical roasoiis, tho iioliiUon “iixj) is nR«<l with

some typos of IctUirs insUiad of tho usual exponential form. Tho coiivcar

tional form is pretorrod and rctainwl wherever jxnisihle.
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and

A -i {jT^ eip i-mW + S eip <-jSJJ><i.7'}

+ (25)

with

' - 1® (^' + S) + w
It is understood that ft, gmv\ do not include the distribu-

tions of charge and current in the simple medium but only

distributions in discrete regions immersed in this medium.

The effect of the charges and cuiTents in the medium are taken

into account in the parameters v.

In applying (16) and (18) or (23) and (25) to the solution

of electromagnetic problems, it is necessary to know u' and u'

on the envelope So that encloses the regions in which periodically

varying distributions of charge and of cun’ent are maintained.

The location of this envelope is quite arbitrary and may be

chosen wherever convenient. If it is possible to locate it in such

a way that both u' and u' vanish eveiywhcre on its surface, the

last integral in (16), (18), (23), and (26) vanishes and the calcula-

tion of scalar and vector potentials reduces to integrations over

such volumes and surfaces within 2)o in and on which nonvanish-

ing densities of periodically varying charge and current exist.

This is true whenever the surface 2o can bo chosen in such a

way that on it both 4> and A are zero at all points. Both ^ and

A vanish with E and B, and the amplitude of a periodically

varying electromagnetic field reduces to negligibly small values

in the interior of a sufficiently good conductor. Therefore, if a

periodically varying distribution of charge is maintained in a

cavity in a good conductor, it may be assumed that w' and u'

are both zero if 2o is entirely in the conductor. Since cuiTcnt and

charge on metal walls are not easily found using (23) and (26),

other solutions of (1) and (2) are often more useful. (See Chapter

V, also Volume III.)

In the case of antennas or other circuit's erected on or near the

surface of the earth, a surface 2Io can be imagined to enclose the

entire earth and all transmitting and receiving antennas. But
since such a surface is not in a good conductor but in space, there
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is no reaflon to suppose that ou it either ^ or A is zero- On the

the first two integrals in (16) and (18) nu^t c^y
^cS^eral have nonvanishing values on any such surface m

space. ^Suppose the surface 2o is a great sphere about the e^h

and this is made infinite in radius. Then the potentials on this

due to the distributions of charge in a finite universe

including the earth as obtained from (16) and (18) are

lim T-V
« AreaKo

A = lim
B-

j
^’e-^^dr' + j

(27)

{ xi^(r^^da\ (28)

where Bo is measured to a convenient origin. The potent^

clearly vanish in the limit dnce t is fimte, but only as 1/Bo.

If it L assumed that (27) and (28) are the complete solution,

f u’dy and in (16) and (18) must vanish. However,

if (27) is substituted in (17), the leading term is

^ (29)

On the sphere So. an dement

where dJl is an dement of solid angle. Hcnco, if (27) ami (28)

are the complete solution, the following integral must vanish.

lim
ao

u'dv'1 f4t Ji,

- Urn^ f If
B_,« 4ir«o Jxt [Jt

+
J"

(30)

The ^mpleto expression on tho right is obviously finite in the

limit. However, since |3o is real, it is not zero unU^ the distribu-

tions, amplitudes, and locations of the periodieally varying

densities are such as to make (30) vanish, 'rhis may be true in

special cases, but there is no evident reason why it should lie

postulated in general.

K it is assumed that the distant reaches of the universe arc

net completely empty space but contain suflicieiit matter so

that they may be considered to approximate an extremely rare-

fied simple medium, fio in (30) must be repliuicd by ff
= - J«.-

The integrand in (30) then contains a factor e ““ “ that approach^

aero as B becomes infinite. If such a medium exists in tho
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distant universe, the vanishing of an expression like (30) may
be explained physicjally in terms of the following sequence. In

order to maintain a periodically varying current in a conductor

on the earth, similarly periodic motions also have to be main-

tained in the charges of the medium, although, as is shown later,

at a later time. The fact that this medium is imperfect or

slightly conducting means that such nonrandom motions of

charge are possible only at the expense of an increase in randoin

or heat motions as discussed in Sec. 11.16. It is because random
motions are increased in the medium that o^ differs from zero.

Surely from the point of view of maintaining a periodic motion

of charge on the eai-th and of the effects observed as a result,

it is immaterial whether an increase in random motion in the

most distant parts of the universe occurs in a continuous medium
or in more or less discrete lumps of matter distributed at random.

It is reasonable, therefore, to assume that the last integral in (23)

and (25) is zero in the limit as 2)o approaches a sphere of infinite

radius.

Even though the above argument is not to be regarded as a

proof of the conclusion, but rather os a means of making it

plausible, one difficulty must be pointed out. A periodic

motion of charge at a single frequency .implies a begiiming at an
infinite time earlier. Although from the point of view of the

transient observed on the earth, it is immaterial whether the

alternations were begun an infinite time earlier or only a few

seconds or minutes earlier, this is not tme of the effect at great

distances from the earth. As will l)o described in gi’eat detail

later in this chapter, the effect of a pai-ticular motion of charge

at one point is observed at another distant point only after the

lapse of an interval of time that incrciiscs with the distance

between the points in question. It follows that a truly periodic

motion at a single frequency can be established in an infinite

universe only in an infinite timo. Therefore, insofar as all

currents maintained for finite intciwals of time are concerned,

the above discussion is not directly applicable. In this case,

however, it is readily argued that a surface So can always bo

chosen so far away that on it both 4> and A are zero in the

entire duration of the periodic motion and as long aftcu* as desired.

In fact, by moving So to infinity, <> and A would be zero on it

during all finite intervals including the entire span of existence
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of the human race, so that the last integrals in (16) and (18)

could contribute nothing to the potentials. This reasoning is

not entirely satisfactory because (16) and (18) actually assume
a truly periodic phenomenon and, hence, an infinite duration

in a universe of infinite extent.

Whether because of the one or the other of the above argu-

ments, it seems reasonable in any case to assume that for all

purposes iavolved in the solution of electromagnetic problems in

air above the earth the potential functions may be computed
accurately from the first two integrals alone in (16) and (18)

with j3o real or, if simple media are involved as in the interior

of the earth, from the first two integrals alone in (23) and (25).

Analytically, the requirement that the last integral in (16) and
in (18) vanish may be contained in a so-called “radiation condi-

tion” which is imposed as a postulate. This is ,

(31)

and a similar rdation for the vector potential. The radiation

condition is usually combined with the “condition for regularity

at infinity,”

lim (22^) is finite (32)
jR—> 00

and a similar condition for the vector potential.

Subject to (31) and (32) the solutions of (1) ami (2) can he

shown to he unique.^ They arc given by

(33)

^ 4in'o 1 J
(34)

The integration is to be carried out over all regions and surfaces

where nonvanishing density functions are dclinod. ( )nly a single

integral is written in each case; actually, many int.(^grals over
many regions separated in space may bo involvcul. vStrictly,

(33) and (34) are not general wdutions, respcc.tiv(^ly, of (1) an<l

(2) since any solution of the. homogeneous eciuatiouH [(1) and

1 See, for example, A. Sommerfcld in P. Frank and ll. von Mis<w, DifTer-

ontialgleichungon dor Physik,” Vol. II, p. 807.
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(2) -with zero wiitteu on tiie ri^t] may be added. However,
since the dectromagnetic vectors and the poteniial functions

areby definition computed only from charges and moving charges,

all such solutions that are physically significant must be due
to distributions of charge and current iomewhere in the universe.

Hence if the integrations in (33) and (34) are assumed to be
taJren over all regions with nonvanishing values of the density
functions, (33) and (34) are the general solutions. In practice,

(33) and (34) are used to determine ^ and A due to charges and
currents in a particular region such as an antenna, or in several

antennas, and it is these values that are of practical importance.

The dement of integration dr' or dc/ is located at P' by a set

of primed coordinates, e.g., y', a'. The point P at which ^
or A is calculated is located by unprimed coordinates such as

X, y, z. The distance between the points P and P' is

R - - *0’ + (y - y')* + (a - z')*

It is not difiSlcult, and is of considerable importance, to show
under what conditions (33) and (34) satisfy the general equation

of continuity for the potential functions (3). Because the

volume integrals in (33) and (34) are improper if the point P
where ^ and A are calculated is withm a region of nonvanishing

dendties of charge or moving charge, differentiation under the

sign of integration is defined by enclosing P in a small sphere of

radius a which is excluded from the re^on of integration. This

is not necessary in the surface integral in which the element da'

is not in the thin layer where the surface density is defined, but
on its boundary. Thus, using (34) and writing ra for the volume
r excluding the small sphere of radius a,

= liiisL ^

Since the operation div is with respect to the rmprimed coordi-

nates of the point P, the integrands in (35) have the form div Ctfc

with C a constant vector (either or iimv') and i]; =
a scalar. Using (II.2.11),

divQ = i|r div C + (C, grad ijr) (36)
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Since C is constant with respect to the variables of differentiation

in the case under consideration, div C = 0 and

div
j

= grad (37)

Since B = y/{x — *')* + (y ~ ^)* + (s — s')* in Cartesian

coordinates, it is clear that differentiation of a function involving

only R with respect to x, y, z ib the negative of differentiation

with respect to j/', s'. Hence, in (37)

grad' = —grad ~w (38)

The scalar product (9«V, grad' er^^'^/R) may be expanded using

(36) solved for its third term and with all operators primed!

Thus

~w) div' div' 9„v' (39)

Expressions like (37) and (39) are true with n written in place

of 0.

Upon substituting (39) in (35) according to (37) and (38),

- div' (^’-^) d’'] + jI; { /, -,T-
‘I"'

The divergence theorem (IT.fl.l) may bo appliwl to tho Hccond
integral in (40) if gmv' is continuous in to. In this cose.

Here S, is the external surface of tho volume t„; is tho surface

of the sphere of radius a enclosing the point P. If tho boundary
St is chosen completely outside tho volume where p„v' is non-
vanishing, so that 9nv' is zero at all points on S,, tho first integral
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on the rig^t in (41) vanishes. In the second int^al in (41)

B = a,dff' = a*dQ 'where dQ is an element of solid angle. Since

an uncanceled a remains in the niunerator, the integral vanishes

in the limit as a is made equal to zero. Therefore, the entire

second integral in (40) vanishes if is continuous within Sr

and vanishes on Sr. If is not continuous across certain

boundaries within Sr, these boundaries must be enclosed in sur-

faces S. Integrals of the form

{(Ane«vi) + (ftsiffmVj)}

remain. The shorthand

(A»e»v*) s (fti,5*,v0 4- (Asitfmvd (43)

may be used as in Sec. 1.24.

The last integral in (40) may be shown to be zero using the

divergence theorem in two-dimensional form since nmv' is con-

fined to thin boundary layers of thickness 26.

div' ~
f,

^

Here a is the enclosing edge of the surface S along which the

flow characterized by nmv' must exist. Since a surface current

can exist only in a surface layer, it follows that either 2 is a
closed surface or n«v^ must vanish at its edge. In mther case,

the integral in (44) is zero.

It is now possible to verify (3) using (33) and (34) as modified

by the above discussion. Thus, with — = t—

>

u 4x60 4wo

+4^ {div' nl^ + ywil' - (Aj^^ ]da' (46)

The generalized equations of continuity written for primed
variables are given in (III.13.18a) and (111.13.186). They are for

the interior

div' Qmv'' -4- = 0 (46)
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for a boundary

div' nmv' + jtoil' — (A,9mv0 = 0 (47)

Since (46) and (47) express the conservation of electric charge, a

fundamental postulate, they are always true so that

div A + i ~ <i>
= 0 (48)

with <) and A given by (33) and (34). The only condition that

has been imposed in proving that the integrals (33) and (34),

which are solutions of (1) and (2), satisfy (3) or (48) is that the

surface Sr enclosing the volume containing the periodically

varying charges and currents contributing to <[> and A must not

he crossed by any moving charges. That is, everywhere on Sr,

9mV must be zero. This means that the integrations in (33) and

(34) must be carried out over an electrically complete and self-

contained system if they are to give correct solutions of (1) and

(2)

. An integration extended over a part of a complete system

as, for example, over a section of a current-carrying condu(?tor,

does not yield a meaningful solution because the surface 2Jr

cuts the conductor. The potentials so determined cannot satisfy

(3)

. The conclusion to be drawn from this important fact

is of fundamental importance in the study of problems in (^loc^tro-

magnetism. It is this: scalar and vector potential fivUls arc

properties of electrically complete systems; they cannot be assigned

or parceled out to individual parts of such a system. The pot.entials

calculated from currents and charges in a part of a circuit are not

independently significant quantities. In certain special ciises,

it is convenient to carry out an integration over a (jompletc

circuit in parts and to make use of these individually; but it

must be remembered that they are actually meaningful only

when all parts are combined unless it can l)e shown that some
of the contributions are negligible and the othei-s inclepou(l(uit of

each other to the desired degree of approximation. A ciiso of

this sort is considered in Chapter VI. In general, and unless

proved otherwise, it must be assumed that potentials and ele<d,ro-

magnetic vectors which may bo computed from them are propen-
ties of complete systems and not of individual partw.

It was pointed out in Sec. 1.26 that a part of a ciniuil may
be made electrically self-contained by the addition of o<iual
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and opposite fictitious layers of such surface charge on each side

of the mathematical boundaries between the parts that are to be

treated separately. These modified parts are not individually

equivalent to the originals, though the circuit as a whole may
continue to be. It is in this way possible to have no current

cross the boundaries of the parts so that the potentials calculated

for each part satisfy (1) to (3). For some purposes this artifice

is convenient, but it must be remembered that the parts of the

complete circuit for which calculations are made are not the

same as in the actual circuit, so that no transfer of properties

of the parts of one to the parts of the other is legitimate. Only
when the parts are put together and the fictitious layers of equal

and opposite charge cancel is the original condition restored.

For the circuit as a whole, it is immaterial which representation

is used. In other words, this artifice makes possible the analysis

of parts of a modified circuit that is identical with the original

08 a whole but not in its parts. It does not make possible the

analysis of parts of the original circuit. It is not correct to

state that potentials which are correctly calculated for the parts

of the modified circuit with boundaries that are not crossed by
currents are the potentials for the corresponding parts of the

actual circuit in which the boundaries of the parts are crossed by
current. Whereas the potentials of the former have a meaning,

those of the latter are not and cannot be made meaningfuL

Obviously this is equally true whether the modified circuit is

analyzed in terms of densities of current and layers of surface

charge at the boundaries between parts or in terms of an equiva-

lent polarization as explained in Sec. 1.26.

The preceding considerations may be summarized as follows

:

Theorem of Continuity: Potentials may be calculated from the

Hdmholtz integrals (33) and (34) and from any forms derived

from them only if the boundaries of the region of integration

are not crossed by moving charge. Potentials that are calculated

for parts of circuits bounded by surfaces that are crossed by
currents do not satisfy the equation of continuity for potential

functions (3) and are mathematically and physically meaningless.

If this is true in terms of one set of density functions, it is true

for all equivalent sets of density functions, where by equivalence

is meant equivalence of the parts as well as of the whole. The
potential of a complete system cannot be assigned or ascribed
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piecemse to parts of the system that are enclosed by surfaces

crossed by currents.

The equations and integral solutions of the stationary state

are obtained from (1), (2) and (33), (34) by setting a (and hence

|8o) equal to zero and interpreting all potential and density

functions to be real constants instead of complex amplitudes.

= - i
€0

(49)

v*A = - -
Vo

(50)

(51)

(52)

Two important special cases of Helmholtz’s integrals depend,

the one upon limiting the magnitude of the product uR, the other

upon restricting the shape of the volume r in which the charge

is moving. They are considered in turn.

2. Helmholtz’s Integrals for the Quasi-stationary State.—The
angular frequency a occurs in the Helmholtz integrals in the

constant /So = «/ao where Wo = "n/ ro/eo = 3 X 10*meters/Hccond.

Since vo ia extremely large, it is clear that for a wide range of

frequencies / = <d/2n- of tlio oscillating charges and of disUinces

R between them and the point where the potentials arc computed
the product

^ (radians) (1)

is very small. If is expanded in the convorging power
series

e-#M = 1 _
2 !

"^
3 !

(2)

subject to the inequality

SoR << I (3)

the exponential reduces approximately to unity. Thus

c-jflo8 i 1

If (3) is satisfied, the Helmholtz potentials (1.33), (1.3-1) reduce
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to the forms (1.61) , (1.62) of the stationary state, but with density

functions and potentials complex amplitudes, not real constants.

It follows that an approximate solution of the nonstationary

state with periodic time dependence may be obtained from the

solutions of the stationary state provided (3) is satisfied. Accord-

ingly, the stationary-state model may be extended to include

periodic time dependence subject to this condition. This

extended stationary state is called the quasi-statianary state.

It is formally like the stationary state but with densities and

field vectors complex amplitudes and not coDstants.

The inequality (3) may be made specific by writing po = w/vo.

Thus
< < 3 X 10® (meters/second) (9)

For an error not greater than 1 per cent

6)22 ^ 3 X 10* (mcters/sccond) (10)

Unless otherwise indicated it will be assumed that the equations

and solutions of the quasi-stationaiy state are sufficiently accu-

rate for use with periodic time variations whenever (10) is

satisfied.

3. Potentials Due to a Distribution of Current and Charge in a
Cylindrical Conductor.—^The second important special case of the

Helmholtz integrals is obtained when the densities of charge and
current are nonvanishing only in an isolated, rotationally sym-
metrical cylinder of length 2h and of small radius a in space.

The specific conditions are

a <<22 ( 1 )

i3oa < < < 1 (2)

As a result of (1) and (2) it may be assumed that 22 varies a
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negligible amount in oanying out the integration over the cross

section S =» va* or around the circumference s = 2iea of the

cylindrical conductor. The Helmholtz integrals (1.33) and (1.34)

may be written as follows for a cylinder with axis along the

z axiH of a system of coordinates:

where now 12 is measured to the element dz! on the aais. (The

notation 22a will be used for distances measured to the axis if

distances measured to an element dr' also occur.) The first

integral in each case is over the length 2h, the second integral

over the cross section va*, the third integral around the circum-

ference 2va of the conductor.

Before carrying out the integration in (4), the vector A must

be expressed in terms of its throe components in cylindrical

coordinates r, 9, z.

A = M, + (5)

It is assumed that driving forces are so arranged that

= timVa = 0 (6)

Since the conductor is in empty space

nrnVr = 0 (7)

Hence

= 0 (<))

/-» *^22
{ fa f

Since rotational symmetiy is postulated, is the same in all

radial directions in a given cross section. By pairing elements

of the cross section in which equal cuiTcnte aro in opposite

directions, it follows that the integral over the cross section in (8)

vanishes, and hence

(H)-A, i 0
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Thus A, is the only significant component of A at distant points.

Let

q'
^ J^6'dS’

+

(12)

jfi = fg9>«v!AS' + (13)

q* is the complex amplitude of the total charge per unit length

of the conductor. Since 5 = 0 and P = 0 in conductors and the

surface charge is rotationally symmetrical

F, is the complex amplitude of the total eixial current. Since

P = 0 and from the curl theorem (II.6.7)

//; curl.M dSW = (15)

(13) reduces to

/: = (16)

In good conductors the second integral is omitted; in perfect

conductors the first integral is zero.

With (5) to (16), the integrals (3) and (4) become

In good conductors the second integral is omitted; in perfect

conductors the first integral is zero.

With (5) to (16), the integrals (3) and (4) become

1
/*

, ,

(17)

A - ^ r r rfa' (18)

These are the fundamentally important Helmholtz integrals for

a cylindrical conductor with periodically varying axial currents.

In the quasi-stationary state they reduce to

(19)

(20)

In the stationary states
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4. Potentials Near . a Cylindrical Conductor.—^The general

formulas (3.17) and (3.18) are restricted by (3.1) and (3.2). It

can be shown that. (3.1) is more severe than necessary, that the

formulas are good approximations even at the surface r = a,

Fig. 4.1.—Cross section of a oylindricul conductor.

if is measured to the axis of the antenna. The proof is curried

out using the notation of Fig. 4.1 where

iB = V^(a — zy + r| = -s/iBI + /* — 2r'ro cos (1)

with

Ra = V(z - z!y + fl (2)

fi — Vr'* + rj — 2r'ro cos O' (3)

The proof depends upon demonstrating that the dilTerencns

between the general integrals

^ =

Jl_

1

47ry()

^ ^ (rO>'‘«dT' + J j

(.j)

^ j
(5)

and (3.3), (3.4) is negligible. The diiTereucoH arc

- 5^ [/,” +
“'“i/r

J"! (»)
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Rotational symmetry has, of course, been assiimed so that all

density functions are independent of S'. It follows from (1) that
22 can differ from 22a by magnitudes that in no case exceed the
radius a of the conductor. If 22 is lai'ge compared with a, 22

and 22a differ by a negligible amount as assumed in deriving (3. 17)
and (3.18). Accordingly, signiffcant contributions to and Dj.

can come only from that part of the integration with respect

to for which \z — 2'| is not large compared with a and that
part of the integration with respect to / in which r' is not large

compared with a. That is, and Da are always negligihle

if 1« — s'! > > a or if ro > > o. Since the integration over
distant parts of the conductor contributes nothing of significance

to or Da, the cylinder may be assumed to be infinitely long

in the integrations in (6) and (7). Since only that pai-t of the

integration which involves distances of ordbr of magnitude
comparable with small multiples of a contributes significantly

to D^ and Da, it is possible, with Pan < < < 1, to treat PoR and
PoRa as small compared with unity in (6) and (7). The parts of

the integration where poR < < 1 and PoRa < < 1 are good
approximations contribute significantly, the parts where 22 and

22a are large contribute negligibly in (6) and (7). If it is assumed
that all density functions vaiy axially (i.e., with respect to s')

so slowly that they are sensibly constant over distances com-
parable with small multiples of the radius a (as is actually

verided), they may be removed from imder the signs of integra-

tion with respect to s' in (6) and (7). They are sensibly con-

stant with respect to z' ovei* that part of the integration which
can contribute significantly ^o D^ and Da, and whether they are

constant beyond that range or not is immaterial.

Taking advantage of the simplifications permitted by the

several approximations justified above

+
*'“]
r **'

I-' (I - i)

®

r I-'Q - f)
(9)
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Using standard methods

(10)

(11)

Hence and Da both reduce to zero subject to the several

approximations in passing from (6) and (7) to (8) and (9).

These ai-e reasonable except within distances of the ends of the

conductor at z = ±h which are comparable with small multiples

of a. It follows that (3.17) and (3.18) are good approximations

even at the surface of the cylinder except perhaps near the ends.

But at one end, z = A for example, the upper limit in (10)

is zero and the integi*al is ln(ro/ri) so that (11) is still ti*uc.

Therefore (3.17) and (3.18) are true at the ends as well, and

it is i-easonable to assume them to be valid at all points on the

cylindrical suiface.

6. Waves of Potential.—^The Helmholtz integrals for 4> and

A given in (1.33) and (1.34) arc solutions of the eciuations (l.l)

and (1.2) for the amplitudes of harmonic functions written in the

complex foim

Atoat = Ac^"* (1)

The complex instantaneous values of or A arc obtained from

the Helmholtz integrals defining their comph^x amplitudes by

multiplying those by the exponential time factor c'"'. The

complex instantaneous value of is

4xeo Jr
(2)

A similar relation may be written for the vcc.tor potential A.

It is now possible to select either the real ])art or the inniginary

part as a solution that satisfies the gc^u^'a! pot(^nt.ial (Mpiation.

If the real parf is chosen, correspoiuling to pLt = p' ooh w/.

0bi«t = <l>
cos {(at + 6^) = J

cos {(at — PJi)dT' (3)

An interesting interpretation of the int(‘.gral (2) may be

given if the exponential factor in the integrand is iissocnated
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directly with the amplitude of the volume density 5'. Let it be
assumed that the expression

{^Lt} = (4)

defines the complex instantaneous value of the essential charge

density that is associated with the complex instantaneous value

of the scalar potential defined in ( 1). Since /So = eo/vo, (4) may
be written in the alternative foim

{jtot} = (5)

It thus appears that in order to calculate 4>inrt at a point P at

the instant t it is necessary to use in the integrand the value

of characterizing the point P', not at the same instant t, but
at the earlier one {i}, given by

^ (0)

In order to distinguish between the earlier times (and quantities

evaluated at them) and the time for which is computed,

the former are written in braces as above. In (5) and ((>), r is

the distance between the point P where ^ is calculated and ih(^

point P' locating the element of integration dr'. Instead of

stating that the instantaneous value of the charge dcuisity must
be taken at an earlier time than that for which 0 is to be cal-

culated, the point of view may be rovei’sed by stating tliat the

potential is calculaticd at a later time compared with that

at which the charge is taken for substitution in (2). TIu^ potoii-

tial <l>uM is called a retarded potentialj and the intc^gral (2)

expresses a retarded or delayed action at a distance for the

electromagnetic forces which may be calculated from
There is nothing peculiar or mysterious al)out a rctardcnl

potential. In the form (2) it is simply a rule for cahnilating

a mathematical function of the time and of i)ositiou in terms of

a supposedly known distribution of density functions. In apply-

ing the retarded potentials to the solution of circuit problems,

such a rule is all that is needed.

However, it must not be overlooked that it is often bol»h

helpful and stimulating for the imagination, esp(U'!ially in (healing

with abstract and physically meaningless varial)l(^H, to constriK'.t

a picture or a geometrical analogue to dcscribo or interpret the
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concise symbolism of a mathematical rule. No one familiar

with basic arithmetic finds it necessary or even particularly

helpful to visualize a simple addition of abstract numbers in

terms of sepai*ately coimted piles of pebbles that are moved
together into a single large one and then counted again. On
the other hand, many find it advantageous in dealing with the

problem of a loop of wire rotating in a magnetic field to interpret

the mathematical operations in terms of a picture of the wire

‘'cutting'' a definite number of imaginaiy magnetic “lines of

flux" at a certain rate of speed. In the case at hand, the task

of thinking in terms of a potential function, which is the com-

posite of a retarded integral evaluated at eveiy point in space,

requires a greater intellectual efiort than does the mathematical

formulation of a magnetic field varying with respect to a closed

circuit of conductors. This is true in part because the potential

function is itself only an intermediate step in a complicated

mathematical sequence for relating, for example, the deflection

of an ammeter in one antenna to that in another. Therefore,

it is of no mean value if a geometrical analogue or picture (to

correspond to the piles of pebbles in the exampU^ in addition, or

the “cutting of magnetic lines" in the circuit problem) can be

devised as a simple aid in visualizing the composite summation
of predated density functions. Because the same diflei-ential

equation, the Helmholtz equation, characterizes important parts

of the mathematical models of hydrodynami(?s, acioustics, and

elastic phenomena, such a geometrical picture is iininediately

available.

For example, it is merely necessary to endow the (Ic^pondciit

variable and the constant parameters occurring in t.he elec^tro-

dynamical equation for potentials with the properties of the

corresponding variable and constant paramet^^rs in the (dfistic

equation. Since those latter arc closely related to qiian titles

that have dii-ect mechanical anal()gu(^H, mz., Htrewses and

strains in an elastic medhim, it is quite a simple menial gym-
nastic to “visualize" the electromagnetic probUun by elTe<jtivcly

identifying it with a formally analogous (^hist.ic, i)robl(un. It

is then entirely natural to transfer th(» (mtiro t.erniinoIogy

belonging to the stress and strain model to the cori*<iHponding

electrodynamical symbols. Next, it (^an l)c argued that it is

manifestly absurd to speak of stresses and strains in sheer
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emptmess, so that one is ^'compelled” to assume that all space is

filled with a strange medium that has both the properties of an
elastic solid like steel and those of a vacuum. The name given

to this physically impossible medium is the ether, and the geo-

metrical-mechanical analogue that has been described is nothing

other than the ether model of space.

The fact that two entirely independent quantities satisfy

the same differential equation makes it inevitable that the

mathematical properties of the two quantities will be the same,

provided the boundary and initial conditions are alike. But a

correspondence between the mathematical properties of two
physically unrelated functions does not require, or even make it

likely, that a model that is sensible for one function will be
correspondingly sensible for the other. It may, in fact, be quite

absurd. This does not necessarily make it useless for purposes

of visualizing a complicated mathematical operation or for

stimulating the imagination. But it must not be forgotten

that while using a physically absurd model one is with Alice in

the land of the Red Queen. Such is the case when one pictures

electromagnetic phenomena in terms of stresses and strains in the

ether. Since it is actually only a question of devising a scheme
for making a complicated mathematical mechanism more of a

game and less of a headache, there seems to be no real reason

why any physical significance wliatevcr need bo attached to such

a model. This point of view takes for granted, of cjourse, that

the thesis has been accepted which denies the necessity of provid-

ing a physical analogue for cvciy symbol in a mathematical

model. It is not at all difficult to describe a readily visualized

picture that serves precisely the same purpose as the ether model
without mention of stresses or strains. To ha sure, it docs not

have the elaborate (and impossible) physical properties associated

with the ether, but since its sole purpose is to aid in under-

standing certain mathematical operations, there is no reason why
it should have. In fact, a definite advantage is gained by
removing the temptation of inventing properties to fit a borrowed
model. For the benefit of those who find the concise, mathe-
matical rule contained in the retarded potential integral some-
what obscure, and perhaps lacking in that color associated with
physical pictures, the following geometrical model is offered.

It has no experimental counterpart, since it describes a mathe-
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matical function, the scalar potential, which has no pointeiv

reading analogue.

In order to make the model as simple as possible at the outset

let it be assumed that the only region in which nonvanishing

values of the density functions con be defined consists of a

cylindrical conductor of small radius in space. The Hdmholtz
integral for the complex amplitude ^ of the scalar potential is

given in (3.17). It is

1

4t€o
ds'

(7)

The real, instantaneous potential is calculated from

^ = real part j ^

^gf
(gj

The arbitrary angle in g =* has been chosen zero in (8)

so that phases are refoiTed to g, and q = g is real. The contri-

bution to the potential ^ due to the charges in a sin^o element

ds' of the cylindrical conductor is d^. It is given by

= (9)
47r€o li

In this expression, (7'rfs' is the amplitude of the total charge

contained in the element li is the distance from the pointP
where is calculated to the center of ds' at P'. The dimensions

of the clement ds' are asHumed to bo negligibly small compared

with the distance Jt. Evidently the factor (q'ds') is constant.

The factor (1/P) indicates that the magnitude of d<^ diminishes

as the reciprocal of the distance between the clement ds' and the

point P- The factor cos (cai — fioli) is a trigonometric function

that varies i)eriodically between the values +

1

and — 1 as the

argument or phase (coi — jSoP) varies between odd and even

multiples of t. Prom these statements it is clear that the values

of d<p (jalculaUHl at a imlmit for points on a spherical shell

of fixml nulius drawn about the point P' are all the same. The
computol value is not the same at dilTerent times, but at each

instant it is the same for the entire spherical shell. Therefore

such a slu^ll is an cquipolefUuil surface. Bec.auso each shell

has a constant ra<liuH, the argument or phase {wt — fioR) has the

same instantaneous value simidtaneously at all points on the
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spherical shell. Therefore, the shell is an equiphlise surface

as well as an equipotential surface.

Two questions now arise. Is there .an infinite group of

spherical shells all members of which simultaneously have the

same potential? Is there any group of shells of which all

members are simultaneously characterized by the same phase?

The answer to the first question is simple. Owing to the factor

l/i2 in (9), it follows directly that the only potential common
to an infinite group is identically zero. Accordin^y, there

is no infinite group of shells all members of which simultaneously

have the same nonvanishing potential. Each spherical shell is

itself an equipotential surface, but no two shells are alike;

their potential amplitudes diminish continuously as their radii

increase.

The answer to the second question also is obtained easily.

From the trigonometric relation

cos (o)t — PoR) = cos (<j)t — PuR — 2nT)

;

in - 0,1,2 • •
•) (10)

it may be concluded that all surfaces which are characterized

by the following discrete sot of arguments are in the same phase.

The set of arguments is

— coi — PqR — 2nir; (n = 0,1,2 • -
•) (11)

Let a time tn and a radius Rn be defined as follows:

— PoRn = CO^ — PqR — 2n7r (12)

By rearranging terms and noting that by definition Po = cj/vq,

a = 27r/,

(13)

In this relation (Rn — R) is the radial distance between two
spherical shells that have the same plniso, respectively, at times

tn and t. The most important special case Is that in which two
surfaces of radii Rn and R arc charaCiterized by the same phase

at the safne time. In this case

tn = t (14)
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This eqtiatioii defines a family of n spherical surfaces that are

characterized simultaneously by the same phase. The minimum
distance between two surfaces in the same phase is obtained by

setting n = 1. The distance so defined is assigned the special

symbol Xo. It is

Xo = - 12 = y (16)

Here vo » 3 X ,10^ meters/second is a constant characteristic

of free space. It follows that Xo varies inversely os the frequency

/ of the periodically changing charge density in the element ds'.

Clearly

iiJ, - S = ^ = 2Xo (17a)

Hence,

Bi-B = ^ = 3Xo, etc. (176)

Bi “ JB — Bt — Ri = Rz Ri = • • • = 72n
“- Bn-l ’ ’ •

= Xo (18)

It thus appears that all surfaces which aimuUnncouHly have the

same phase differ successively in radius by an amount Xo. In

other words, all points on all spherical suihuMss that dilTor

in radius by integi’ul multiples of the charactoristic distance Xo

simultaneously have the same phase. In this way it is possible

to distinguish on infinite family of spherical shells of radii

B, Bi, Bs, Bt, Bn •• • that sjitisfy the relation (18) mid
have a ^ven instantaneous phase ^i. lilinee the pluuMt can

vary continuously from zero to 2r, there am infinitely many
such families continuously distributed between the suc-cessive

members of any one. A cross section of the valiuts of (l<l> associ-

ated with the infinite sequence of spherical sludls e.\tending from
the immediate vicinity of the charge q'ds' to any ilosirtHl distance

may be obtained by determining these vahu's along a single

radial line at a given instant. Since d<l> is the same at. every
point on a spherical shell of fixed radius, it is ovidimtly only

necessary to know d<l> for a single point, such iis the intei-section

of a radial line with the shell. The potimtial at <ivery point

along this radial line at the instant < = U is given by

_ g'ds' COB puB
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In this expression the factor (cos fioR)/B defines a cosine curve

of amplitude that diminishes as 1/R with increasing iZ. All

points along this curve that are separated by a distance Xo, or

an integi'al multiple of Xo, belong to a family of equal phase.

The question now arises, what happens to a family of shells

that is required to remain permanently at the same phase ^ as

time passes? That is, a family of shells is to be selected for

which

^ = (coZ — jSoIZ) = const. (20)

for all values of t and 12. Since « and jSo are constants for any

given frequency, thei'e is no altemative but that R must change

as time passes if ^ is to remain constant. Up to the present,

attention has been focused on a family of shells with constant

radii differing by nXo which are all in the same phase at the same

instant. This phase varies periodically in time. The point

of view is now changed to study the l)ehavior of a family of shells

characterized by a permanently constant phase as defined in (20),

but vnth radii that vaiy in time. This is equivalent to stating

that the family of shells of equal and concurrent phase is moving.

The nature of this motion can be determined by differentiating

both sides of (20) Avith respect to the time. Since 12 is a function

of t

# dR
f. (21)

so that
(lit <a

dt ~
Wo
~ (22)

It may be concluded that the entire family of shells of constant

concurrent phase yp expands unifomily at the constant radial

speed uo = 3 X 10” metei’s/secoud.

A disturbance in which a constant phase is propagated at a

unifoim speed is called wave motion. Each shell of constant

phase is called a wave front. The characsteristic distance Xo

between successive shells belonging to the same family of which

all members are simultaneously in the same phase is called a

wave length. The Helmholtz eciuation from which this typo of

motion is derived is called a wave equation.

The complex scalar potential due to a small (^lemcmt of period-

ically varying charge is given by the integrand in the Helm-

holtz integral (2). A geometric interpretation or picture of the

potential is a spherical wave train originating at the charge and
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expanding with uniform radial velocity vq. By a wave train is

meant a continuous sequence of mathematical shells of which those

at intervals of a constant distance Xo are always in the same phase.

That is, the quantity ^ — ffoB) remains constant for them.

Such a wave train for a single radial line may be visualized

by imagining a cosine curve moved parallel to its axis with a
velocity vo between two guides which have the form of 1/R and
— 1/22 curves and which restrict the amplitude.

It is important to bear in mind that the phase waves that

govern the amplitude of the potential function at any point in

space have not been endowed wdth any physical meaning what-

soever. Waves of potential are geometrical pictures of the

retarded potential function. Their puipose is to rock no boat,

to shake no eardrum, but simply to stimulate the imagination.

With their aid, it is possible to compare conveniently phases or

relative ampKtudes of the scalar potential at different points in

space without actually evaluating the Helmholtz integral for

each of those points. Just as it is often more convenient to

read the values of a trigonometric function from a curve rather

than to compute them from an infinite scries, so it is frequently

advantageous to dcteimine relative phases or amplitudes of the

scalar potential at different points in terms of trains of waves

emanating from the periodically vaiying (‘barge. The picture of

waves in determining the instantaneous values of a potential

ftinction plays much the same part as the ])i(*.turo of a partieJo

rotating in a reference circ^le docs in speujifying the instant aneous

amplitude of a vibrating mass.

The above discAission has been limihul to the scalar poU^nt ial

d<^ due to an element of pcriodmally varying cliarg(^ </'(/«'. Sln(?e

the Helmholtz integral for ea(;h rectangular (•.omi)on(^nt of the

vector potential A is precisely like that for the scalar potential,

it follows that the wave representation may be ext(‘n(le(l to

include the element of vector potential dA dm^ i.o an (bmient

of moving charge I'ds'. The picture is in this vim) som(*Avhat

more complicated because the outwardly dir(‘<^t.<Ml trains of

spherical phase waves are characterizcHl l)oth by a magnitude

and by a direction.

Each element ds' of the cylindrical thread containing moving
charges may be looked upon as the origin of a sph(‘ri<^a.l train of

waves as described above. The complex amplii.udcj of tluj
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potential at each point in space due to all such elements in the

thread is given by the integi*al (7). In teims of the wave picture,

the instantaneous value of the potential is the resultant of the

amplitudes of all the waves from the different elements that pass

the point at the particular instant. It evidently depends upon
the distribution of charge and of cuirent along the thread. The
resultant equiphase surfaces are not spherical. However, at

distances 22 from the thread which are veiy large compared with

its length 2h the factor 22 in the denominator of (7) remains

sensibly constant in the integration, so that it may be removed

from under the sign. When this is possible, the equiphase

surfaces or wave fronts are approximately spherical. The greater

the distance from the distributions of charge and current in the

thread which contribute to the potential, the more nearly

spherical the wave fronts will be.

The geometrical picture illustrating the Helmholtz integral

(7) which has just been described involves trains of spherical

equiphase surfaces or wave fronts expanding outward in space

from each element of charge with a velocity Vo. The amplitude

and phase of this train of waves at any instant and at any point

is a measure of the contribution to the potential at the chosen

instant and point duo to the element of charge. The clement of

charge is said to be a source of diverging waves. An alternative

and in some ways more useful intepretation of the integral

inverts this picture. Each point P at which the potential is

calculated is assumed to be the ccuitor of a converging train of

spherical waves originating at mi infinite distance and sweeping

inward with a velocity ro. Any regions in spiic.e in which charges

vary periodically are imagined to be traversed by the converg-

ing spherical waves. The valuo of q'/R in the case of a thread,

or more generally of p'/li, obtaining anywhere in spac.c, is swept

inward by the wave and delivered at the point of convergence

P where ^ is to be calculated. The sum of these valiums duo

to all points in space delivered at P at each instmit gives the

value of the potential at P at that instant wlum multiplied by
l/Aireo. In this second picture the waves of potential are

contracting spherical envelope's whhdi continuously collec.t

magnitudes p'/r and carry them with v(^lo(*.ity I'o to tlu^ point

of convergence. From the sum of all the magnitud(\s that arrive

at each instant, the potential at that instant may be deUM-mined.
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.In principle, both geometrical pictures are the same. Each
serves to provide a more or less readily visualized mechanism as

a substitute for or an interpretation of the mathematical opera-

tions defined by integrals like (7) and (2). The integrals can

be interpreted cbrectly as expr^^ga,fundamental law of retarded

action at a distance mthout such a mechanism. Nevertheless,

the use of the ^ave picture to interpret the Helmholtz integrals

is entirdy consistent vuth a retarded action at a distance since

no physical re^ty need be assigned to it. Waves of potential

may exist in mathenoatical space and there serve as a useful

means for visualizing an intricate potential field. However, it

is contrary to the habits of traditional thought of many minds to

accept an interpretation of the potential integrals in terms of

action at a distance, whether retarded or instantaneous. Action

by direct contact is still considered by many to be the approved

way in which natural phenomena must be explained, in spite

of the fact that the atomic model has completely eliminated

such contacts in the ordinary mechanical sense. The wave
picture is consistent with action by direct contact in a medium
only if the waves of potential, or the electromagnetic waves

derived from them, are shown to have physical siguificanuo in

the form of direct experimental analogues. This I'ccpiircs a

demonstration that space, or a complete vacuum, is a material

medium in which a physically real wave motion cun bo

propagated.

6. Waves of Potential in Simple Media.
—

^Tho general inh^grals

(1.33) and (1.34) for the scalar and vector poUaitiuIs and any
of the more special forms derived from them, in particular

(3.17) and (3.18) when applied to electric circuits including

antennas, are useful for computing the iMlcntial Jintds at poitUs

in apace due to specific distributions of charge and cumuit in

bounded re^ons of any shape. If urthoumloxl Hpac<< is every-

where imagined replaced by a similarly uuboundcHl hoinogcuicoiis

and isotropic simple medium containing the same <listributions

of charge and current in the same bounded regions, tint potiuitial

field at points in the simple medium is reuilily (d)taincd from the

field in space by the expedient described at the end of 8o(r. 1 1 1. Id.

This consisted of replacing co by >>u by v, and l)y 0 just as

was done in obtaining (1.23) and (1.25). If this is d(mo, the

general integrals (1.33) and (1.34) are replaced by
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4» = 4^ (^I exp {-jQR)dT' + exp (-j^R)dff' (1)

A = |^{/^^exp(-«dr'+ J^^exp(-«da'} (2)

The volume integrals in (1) and (2) are carried out over all

regions where and pmV are nonvanishing but not indvding

charges and currents associated with the simple medium of which

account is taken in v, and The surface integrals are evalu-

ated over all surfaces where ft' and n«v' are nonvanishing, but
they do not include terms due to densities in the simple medium.
Integrals corresponding to (3.17) and (3.18) for the potentials

due to distributions of current and charge in a

ductor are

cylindrical con-

(3)

(4)

If the notation (III. 15. 1)

5 = /S» — ja. (5)

is introduced together with (III.14.28)

K = e, — j— = €„(1 — jhr) — €0 \/i — K

and V is assumed to be real so that

./tan-lfc, /•+*/»'

A =
'a— / -5
iTVj^k R

In a poorly conducting simple medium

a; < < 1; tau"^ he = he

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

( 10)

and (8) can be simplified accordingly.

The wave picture may be used successfully in interpreting

the integral in (8) and (9). The damping term indicates
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that the potential amplitudes decrease more rapidly than 1/J2.

The amplitude factor now is er’^/R. The equiphase surfaces

travel with a constant radial phase velocity v, given by

ill
’

N,
"(11)

so that the index of refraction N, (defined in Sec. 111.15} is simply

the ratio of the phase velocities of propagation in unbounded
space and in an unbounded dielectric medium. The wave
length measuring the constant distance between successive

equiphase surfaces belonging to the same family is

As a result of the finite effective conductivity (due dther to

the presence of free charges or to a phase lag in polarization),

the scalar potential ^ experiences a constant phase shift tan~' h,

(with h, = Ct/ue.) at all points as compared with its phase in

a perfect nonconductor. Since this phase shift is small and inde-

pendent of the coordinates, it is of no practical significance.

ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES

7. General Electromagnetic Field.—^Thc Helmholtz inh^grals

define the potential field in terms of the osscntiul dousities of

charge and moving charge. They aio

The potential functions ai'e defined in terms of the electric, and
magnetic vectors as follows:

E = —grad 4> — jwA (2a)

B = curl A (25)

By substituting (1) in (2) and performing the indieatcvl oper^

ations, it is possible to derive explicit formiiliis for E and B atul so

obtain integral solutions for tho Maxwcll-hoi-cntz equations that

define these vectors.
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In order to calculate E and B from (2) using (1), it is important

to note that the potentials and the field vectors are fimctions

of the unprimed coordinates of the point P where they are calcu-

lated. In carrying out the operation of taking the gradient of

or the curl of A, only the unprimed coordinates are involved, not

the primed variables of integration locating the element dr' or

d</ at P'. (If at any time the operations grad, div, or curl

apply to the primed variables, the operators themselves are

written with a prime, thus: grad', div', curl'.) The distance R
between P and P' is a function of both the primed and the

unprimed coordinates; the density fimctions characterizing the

region of integration are functions of the primed variables only.

This fact has been indicated consistently by writing both densities

and elements of integration with primes. Since the densities

are not functions of the unprimed variables, it follows that

gi*ad g' = 0 (3o)

curl = 0 (36)

In performing the operations grad and curl on the integrals

in (1), it is assumed that the operators may be applied under

the sign of integration. This is always possible when the inte-

grals are regular, and this is unquestionably the case if the

point P is not in the i-cgion of integration r. If the point P
is in r, the potential ainplitudcis usually cannot bo evaluated

because a knowledge of the density functions everywhere in an

extended region is generally not available. For practical

purposes, therefore, one is limited actually to the case in which P
is not in r, so that th(u*<^ is no need for investigating the validity

of operating under the sign when the integral is irregular.

Before proceeding to evaluate grad and curl A, the following

considerations are pertinent. If tfc is a scalar function of R,

giml '1 = 1^
gnwl ^ Ik ^

Here ft is a unit vector. The last step follows from the defini-

tion of the gradient. It is clear that

|grucl/i| = (^0_^=l (5)

The direction of the maximum rate of increase of R is outward.
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It is specified by the unit vector ft. If tfe « auy scalar and C

any vector, the following vector relation is readily proved.

(6)
curl curl C + [grad

In applying (4) or (6) to (1), let

C =

Then

(7a)

(7b)

(8)grad it
= -fte-^"""

With (36) and (8) . .

curl tfeC = [grad ife,Q
= -[ft,Si^lc“'^““

(^7^5
*"

TT/

With (3) to (9) it follows for the volume integrals alone that

“ is
*' ^ - V

curl A

jdr'

1

4ari'o j1

curlijCdr'

f \

-1
4iri'o

.

[ft.^cr^'*'*
(

1
1 jpA

(11)

1 of va and jSo,

Vfl s-- « (12tt)

€0

(12<>)

it follows from (lb) that for the voUuwi iiitoKral

47r€o Jr

9mV . r -‘K«^dT'
ih

(13)

This rolution is provod memt Hiinply in rdrlanj^uliir fioordiiiahw. Vor

the X oomponcut

ourU K “ ^ (*0.) - ~ (<l'Cy) - * oiirh C + f - (\

curU i;C - niirU C + Igruil \A,C1j
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On combLaing (10), (11), and (13) according to (2), the,

expressions for E and B that define the complex amplitudes of the

general electromagnetic field are readily obtained. They are

Here 8a and 8b stand for the surface integrals. These may
be obtained from the volume integrals in each case by vniting

n for 9 and <r for r.

The expressions defining E and B at points in space due to

a cylindrical conductor of small cross section, with axis along

the 2 a-via of a coordinate system, may be obtained (just as in

the of the potential functions) by carrying out the integra-

tions in (14) over the small cross section and circumference

of the conductor assuming B to be sensibly constant. In this

way

As before,

q' = -h JftW (16o)

+ /iwyjcfe' (166)

Here the first integral in each case is taken over the cross section

S = xa* of the conductor, the second integral around its cir-

cumference s = 2^0 ;
q' and 1^ are the amplitudes, respectively,

of the total charge per unit length and total axial conduction

current. Contributions to B due to currents directed radially in

the conductor are negligible.

In order to obtain the instantaneous values of E and B by

introducing the time factor and selecting the real part,

it is necessary to refer all phases to a single quantity. This is

conveniently chosen to be the current. Therefore let

i: = Ji (17)

The complex amplitude q' may be expressed in terms of with
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the aid of the equation of continuity written for the cylindncal

conductor in the foUowing one^limensional form:

Hence with (17)

+M' = 0

/ _
® 0) dz' ptiOo dz'

Upon multiplying (16) by on both sides and selecting

the real part as the desired solution corresponding to an assumed

time dependence

IJtat = real part (Jie'“‘) = H cos at (20)

qLt = real part (g'c>"‘) = “ „ d?

it follows that

Etart
= — f 17^^ ~^ AmoJ-hUi^’odz'

— sin (ul — jSoA’)
I
dz' (22fi)

These are the general expressions deliniiig the instantaneous

values of E and B at all points oiibsule a cylindrical conductor of

small radius which is in space and whiiih is characterized by period-

ically vai-ying distributions of charge and current. 'I'lie vector

E has a component along R and a second coinpoinmt parallel toi

and, hence, parallel to the current in the conductor. B, on the

other hand, is everywhere perpendicular to l)()t.h R and i, so

that it is diroctod along tiingonts to circles drawn with the

conducting thread as a common axis. Therefore E and B are

everywhere miUnaUy perpendieulnr. It is readily seen that tho

equiphase surfaces of E and of B duo to the periodically vaiying

charge and current in an elemnl dz of t.lie conduct.ing thread are

spherical shells. 'Phis follows from tho fact that at a given

instant t tho integrands in (22) are constant if It is constant.

However, the amplitudes of the values of dE and dB associated
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with points on such surfaces do not dimmish as 1/22 with increas-

ing 22, but in a more complicated way. In order to determine

this amplitude factor and the velocity of equiphase surfaces of E
and of B» the expressions (22a,?>) may be transformed, using the

trigonometric relation

M cos X + JV sin X = -h cos ^x — arctan (23)

or (16a) and (166) may be written in amplitude-phase-angle form
before multiplying by and taking the real part. In the case

of B this can be done directly to obtain

Blmt ”
1

Airvti

cos (cat — i8o22 + arctan PoR)dz' (24)

Because the integrand in the expression (22a) or (16a) for

E involves two different vcctora, it is necessary to treat each
component of E separately in obtaining amplitude and phase
angle. For example, if this is done in (.»articsian coordinates an
expression is olDtained for each component involving amplitudes

and phase angles that are functions not only of 22 and of the

constant parameters jSo and but also of dV/dz', and the
direction cosines of ft. An interpretation of dEiiwt in terms of a
simple wave picture is in tliis case not satisfactory because a
different family of equiphtiso surfaces ti*avcliiig with different

velocities must be defined for each component.

In the case of dBii^t as givcni by the integrand of (24) the phase
is a function of R and i alone, so that it is possible to obtain a
simple expression for the radial vc^hxnty of thci spheric^al ecpiiphase

surfaces. Upon differentiating the expression dolining a given

phase

(at
—

j8()/2 + arctan fiji = const. (26a)

with respect to /, the radial phase vcdoc.ity is

From this relation it appeam tliat the radial velocity of the
equiphase surfaces due to the current and chai*go in an (ienumi dz'

is not constant even in the relatively simple case of dBhmt, but
depends upon the frequency of the moving charge and upon t.h(^
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iradius of tiie surface. It approaches the constant vo asymptoti-

cally as, R increases. The equiphase surfaces due to the entire

conducting thread may be obtained by integrating over its entire

length if the current distribution is known. They have a simple

form for all values of R and for both E and B in the important

special case of an indefinitely thin centeivdriven antenna on

integral number of half wave lengths long. This is described in

Volume II.

It must be concluded from the above discussion that the

general electronxagnetic field due to any single element dz or due

to an entire conductor of finite length does not permit on interpre-

tation in terms of equiphase surfaces moviiig with constant

velocity vo in space. Even when equiphase surfaces can be

defined, they expand with a decreasing velocity that approaches

Vo at a sufficiently great distance. The magnetic vector dB
due to the current in an element dz' is always tangent to the

spherical equiphase surfaces associated with it, so that it is

perpendicular to the direction of motion. The surfaces of con-

stant phase used to describe dB are therefore called transverse

waves. On the other hand, dE has components both tangent

to its equiphase surfaces and normal to them. The electric

waves due to an element ds are, therefore, both transverse and

longitudinal.

Although the general electromagnetic field is too complex

to allow a simple geometrical interpretation, it is possible to

consider component parts of the field each of which is readily

described in quite transparent form. These are described below.

8. Induction and Radiation fields.—It is usually convenient

to study the general electromagnetic field doiined by (7. 14a,6)

in two parts. Let each of the vectors E and B be expressed as

the sum of two components as follows:

E = E* + E'; B = B* 4- B^ (1)

The components with the superscript i define what is called the

indveUon field. This is given by

B* (26)
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S*s and /Si stand for surface integrals obtained by writing n for

9 and a for r in the volume integrals. The components in (1)

with the superscript r define the so-called radiation field. It

is given by

I + Si (3b)

The induction and radiation fields differ in that the former

is proportional to l/7i*, the latter to Po/R. The ratio of these

two factors alone is fiuR. It follows that with any given Po and

for suflBiciently small values of li (i.e., for E and B calculated at

points sufficiently near the periodically varying charges) the

induction field is so large compared with the radiation field

that the latter may be neglected. On the other hand, for

R very large, the reverse is true; the i‘ti(liation field predom-

inates and the induction field may be disregarded because it is

insignificant.

9. Induction or Near Zone; Coulomb’s Law and Biot-Savart

Formula. Let the induction or rwar zone be defined to be that

region in the immediate vicinity of the volume in and on which

charge and current densities are nonvanishing which satisfies the

inequality defining the quasi-statioiiaiy state.

jSoK < < 1 (1)

As a consequence of (1)

U* > > E-] ir^ >>B^ (2)

Subject to (2),

E = P; B = B^ (3)

As a consequence of (1)

= 1
- - . . . = 1 (4)

This is equivalent to asmiming quasi-instantancM/us ac.tion at a

sufficiently short distance. With (4), the induction field is

identified with the field of the quasi-stationary state. It is
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In the stationary state

The electric field of the stationary state is called the electro-

static field; the magnetic field of the stationary state is called

the magnetostatic field. Since co = 0 in the stationary states, the

radiation fields vanish identically at all distances so that the

entire stationary field is the induction field. At low frequencies,

and for all significant distances, — is so small that the quasi-
Vq

stationary or near-zone field is the entire field.

A fundamentally impoi*tant static-state relation may be

obtained by specializing (6o) . Let the distance from any ])oint P
where E is calculated to the center of a volume r bo Ko, where /Zo

is large compared with the maximum dimension of r. Then,

where q is the total charge within and on the surfacto of t, ^Fhe

electrostatic force (II. 12.5) acting on a second volume V char-

acterized by essential densities p and rj is

?= f^pEdV+ (S)

If the dimensions of V are small compared with H, E is scinsibly

constant over V so that

F. = E{/^/5dy+ = EQ {«)

where Q is the total charge within and on F. Upon combining
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(7) aad (9)
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Fe-fto
qQ

(10)

In this expression fio is the distance between the centers of the

two volumes t and Y. Fe is the electrostatic force acting on Y
due to T provided all parts of the two volumes are separated by

distances that are large compared with the dimensions of the

volumes Y and r. If the two volumes are symmetrically charged

spheres, (10) is valid without such a restriction so that V need

not be small in terms of Rq. The relation 1[10) is known as

CouloTnb^s lato. It is an important special form of the electro-

mathematical model that is actually contained in the field and

force equations as a particular case. It is customary to use

Coulomb’s law as a fundamental postulate in a more conven-

tional foimulation of electrodynamics.

If the near-zone relations (5a,b) are written for a cylindrical

conductor in space, they assume the following form:

PqR« 1

(lla)

(11&)

The relation (11b) is commonly called the Biot and Savart

formula when written in the following equivalent form:

dB‘ =
4TrvQ

(12)

The direction of the magnetic field due to the curi-cnt in the

element ds of a wire is perpendicular to the plane containing R
and ds. R is a vector drawn from ds to the point where the field

is computed. The magnitude of the field is

dBi = S?. (M ds (13)
AfirVi

10. Radiation or Rar Zone.—^I'he radiation orfar zone is defined

by

/3o/2>>l (1)

As a consequence of (1)

E’' >> E*; S' >> & (2)
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so that, ia the radiation zone,

E = E'; B = S' (3)

The radiation-zone field is given by

PoR >>

/

(4)

(5)

The correspondirfg equations for a cyliiidriwil (iondiictor in

space are
I

fioB >> 1

i

(fz' (G)

(7)

These relations show that the clectromagnotic (iold in the radia-

tion zone has precisely the same simplo form tis the pot.outial

field. The wave pictui’c of sph(M*ical e<iiiiplnw(^ sui-facuss expand-

ing with constant velocity may bo nscul, therofoiH^ to dtwc.ribo

the electromagnetic radiation fiohl due to tlu^ periodi(\*dly varying

charges and current in an element (/z just as was doneiu thiM\‘isn

of the potential field. Tlio magnetic wavers ui*(^ l.ransv<'rs(^; tlie

electric waves may 1)0 both transverse aiul longit.u<lina.l. An
important special case is considere<l in l.lu^ next siM'iion in which

bolh magnetic and electric waves ai’o transverse only.

It has been shown that the genernl <*Iectroinagn(*lic. (u*!!*!

may bo divided into a neai'- or induction-zone lic'lil, n.nd a far-

or radiation-zone lield. All points in tlie fortutu’ an» by definition

sufficiently near to the moving eharg(\s so that an ifinlwf-

taneous action at a distance is a good apjriwimnfinn t<) t.lu* run<la-

mentally correct rvUmlvd ac^t.ion at a dist.juHU'. In this zone it

is not convenient or illuminating to us(% a wav(^ pieiun^ bceause

in the vicinity of the periodicMilly varying chMigt^s juul curn^its

the equiphaso surfaces of B and <»f ih<% components of E do not

move with a constant velocity. phase vc'locity is v(»ry iiigh

near the moving cliarges, and the approxinuitiou (P. 1) is c([uiva-

lent to assuming an inlinib^ ph:ise velocity. 1'hc integrals (tl.fiu,/;)

and (9.11a,i>), which dedino the appr(»ximat<M‘l(‘ctroinagn(^l.ic lield

in the induction or near zone, are usually int.(^rpi*ct.ed using
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geometrical pictures that correctly describe exactly only the

stationary states in which all densities are constant in time.

The formal equivalence between quantities in the stationary

states and the corresponding complex amplitudes in the quasi-

stationary state makes it possible to use the same geometrical

pictures for amplitudes of periodic phenomena as for stationary

magnitudes, and this is obviously equivalent to assuming an
instantaneous action at a distance.

In the radiation zone, the simplest form of retarded action at

a distance obtains. The picture of equiphase surfaces expanding

with a constant velocity is conveniently used, so that it is cus-

tomary to speak of electromagnetic waves in this zone. In

fact, the radiation zone is frequently called the wave zone.

Because the induction zone and the radiation zone do not over-

lap, a so-called intermediate zone exists between them. It

consists of the region between fioR < < 1 and PqR > > 1. The
electromagnetic field in this intoimediate zone does not have the

simple stationaiy-fitatc properties of the field in the near zone,

nor the convenient wa'V'e properties of the far zone. An accurate

representation is possible only in terms of the integrals (7. 14a,6)

or (7.15a,6) of the general electromagnetic field. It is well to

note that it is illogical to attempt to interpret the properties

of the intenncdLate zone in terms of a combination or super-

position of the propei-ties of the near and far zones. In the

former, it is assumed as a legitimate approximation that action

at a sufficiently short distance is approximately instantaneous;

in the latter, it is accepted with equal justification that action

at a sufficiently great distance may bo pictured as propagated

with a constant phase velocity. In the intermediate zone,

neither approximation is justified, and consequently no combina-

tion of the two is correct.

In order to define the ranges included in the near, inter-

mediate, and far zones more specifically, let the inequalities

fioR < < 1 and PqR > > 1 bo assigned numerical values. Thus,

for an error not to exceed 1 per cent

TVT ^ 3 X 10«
, V

Near zone: ^ = (meters)
po W

„ ^ 100 3 X 10*"
, ^ .

Far zone: 7c ^ ^ (meters)
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Consider the four characteristic angular velocities w = 10®,

(a — 10 ®, « = 10®, 0) = 10^®.

Low frequency:

0) = 10®

Radio frequency:

= 10 ®

Ultrahlgh frequency:

6) = 10®

Super frequency:

0) = 10^®

Near zone: 72 ^ 3 kilometers

Par zone: 72 ^ 30,000 kilometers

Neai* zone: 72 ^ 3 mctci*s

Far zone: It ^ 30 kilometers

Near zone: 72 ^ 3 millimeters

Far zone: 72 ^ 30 meters

{

Near zone: 72 ^ 3 microns

Far zone: 72 ^ 3 centimeters

From these magnitudes it is clear that low-freciueuey <rirciiits

and most radio-frequency circuits cx(io])t aiitcjuiuiH and long

transmission lines are contained entirely within the near zone.

Radio transmitters and receivei-s are genei-ally in the far zone

with respect to each other. Multiple anl.tuina tirrays, clircetional

systems, and most ultrahigh-frecpieney circuiits iiuJiide the

intermediate zone.

11. Radiation Field of an Antenna in Space.
—

''fho general

integrals defining the radiation field of a eyliiulricul e.onductor

of half-length h and small radius a oricMitcul in spa(*.e along an

arbitrarily directed s axis are given by (lO.O) and (10.7) with »

written for z. An important special application of tlies(^ integrals

is to a straight conductor or antenna that is short eoinpaiXMl

with the distance from any pait of it to the n^gion in whi(^h

E and B are to be calculated. If the (i(»ld is to Ix^ <^al<adal(xl at a

distance 72 from an origin 0 at tli<^ (Huiter of the aiiUmna, the

following inequality must bo satisfied:

li»h (1)

The condition for the wave zone must, also he oho.yotl. It is

i8o/2 > > 1 (2)

In the far or wave zone spheri(^*il <»(|uiphn.s(^ surfacH'S expand
with approximately constant radial v«‘lo(*it.y
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and surfaces in the same phase are separated a radial distance

(Zb)

Accordingly (2) is equivalent to

XoR >>
2jr

(4)

l^iu. 11.1.—Section of antonna with
origin of coordinates at O.

The vector R drawn from the

point P', locating the element of

integration da' in the conductor

to the point P where the fidd

is to he calculated, may be written as follows (Fig. 11.1).

R = Ro - s' (5o)

B = VKI + a'=* - 2(Ro,s') (Sb)

As a result of (1) it follows that

R = Bt (0)

in all factors that cannot vanisli as R increases. These include

all quantities except the arguments of the exponential functions.

In these the first-order small terms must be retained. That is,

R = Ro— (1^0,s') = Ro — s' cos (RojS') (7)

Where l^o is a unit vector pointing from 0 to P.

Using (()) in amplitude factors and (7) in arguments, the
general relations (10.()) and (10.7) written for an arbitrary

8 axis instead of the z axis become

4t€o R r (Ro?' -
a J -h[ Va

)

(8a)

(86)

Here § is a unit vector along the axis of the antenna. Foniiulas

(8a) and (Sh) may be obtained directly from (3.17) and (3.18)

using (6) and (7) and the general forinuhis

B = curl A, E = —grad ^ — jwA

The expiession (8tt) (^an be transformed wit-h the aid of the

principle of the conservation of electric chai'ge as contained in
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a f>T'*^^TnanmnT>n.T form of the equation of continuity (7.18)

g + i««' = 0 (9)

Upon solving this for ^ and substituting in (8o),

P = -1 ^ {fto§ + SiOoi:} (10)
dnvoVo Ro

The first term in this integral can be treated by integration by

parts.

r ^//JocftrfO^dg'
=

^

-jj3o(l^o,S') r
J-k ds -h J-h

(11)

Since the potential functions as defined by the Helmholtz

integrals (1.33) and (1.34) satisfy the equation of continuity

for potentials (1.48) only if no current crosses the surfcux cnclos~

mg OtA volume of integration, it is necessary to assume that the

conductor is of finite length so that the current vanishes at both

ends s' = ±h. In general, a small axial current J±a at s = ±h
becomes an equal radial current at the circular edge of the flat

end. This radial current vanishes at r = 0. Lot it be assumed

for the present that I±h is practically zero. In this case the firat

term in (11) is zero when the limits are inserted. This loaves

for (10)

{fio(M - 1} (12)
R(t

I't is the complex amplitude of the current dirochMl along s'.

The double vector product may bo shown to satisfy the follow-

ing relation:^

1 In roctangolar coordinates,

IB,q-
ft y 2

C.CyC.

. ftlB„Cf. - B,Cy] + - B^C.\ + i\n,Cy - ByC.y

ft ^ ft

[A,IB,C]1 = A. Ay A.

ByC. - B,Cy B,Cy - B.C. Ji^Cy - Bya.\

The X component is

[A,[B,C]1, - - AyByC, - A.«.C, + AJi,C,\

The X component of B(A,C) — C(A,B) is
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[A,[B,C]] = B(A,0 - C(A,B) (13)

Hence,

= ^o(^o|S) “ §(Roi^o) (14)

However,

(ftcfio) = 1 (16)

TTsing (14) with (16), (12) may be written in the following form:

(16)

This formula may be obtained directly from (3.18) using

E = -j^ (grad div A + filA).

Upon comparing (16) with (86) and recalling that »§ s p^/eo

it is seen that

E' = (17)

It thus appears that regardless of the form of the (iistribution of

current in the antenna, the electric and magnetic fields in the

radiation or wave zone are in phase and mutually perpendicular.

By writing under the sign of integration in (10) or (86),

it can be recombined with to give The form of

(16) or (86) is then essentially the some os tliat of the potential

functions (3.17) and (3.18). Thus,

Br = ^
e-i^ds' (18)

06)

Each element of current F^ds may bo associated with a radially

expanding spherical train of eciuiphaso surfaces or waves moving
with the constant velocity Vq, It is clear from (8^) and (17)

B«(A,C) - C,(A,B) « + AyCy + AA}
~

”
“I” A.yliy A.xBm]

- AyBxCy + A^BxCs - AyliyCx “ AxB.Cx

This is the same as the x coiiipoiiont of [A,[B,C]]. The other two compo-
nents can be proved e<iual in the wiino way. If B and C are polar vcM*.iors,

[B,C] is an axial vector. The vector product of a polar and an axial vector,

which is polar, is equal to the dilTorouee betwoon two polar vectors.
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that both and S' are perpendicular to Ro, so that the dectric

as well as the magnetic waves are transverse. In other words,

at every point P in the wave zone, the periodically varying

amplitude E' or due to an element is always pointed at

right an^es to the radial direction of propagation of the equi-

phase surface on which it is defined. That is, E** and S' are

tangent to the spherical equiphase surfaces or wave fronts.

If the conductor extends beyond s = ±A, or if it ends at

8 = but there are appreciable radial cun-ents on the ends,

the axial currents I±h do not vanish. In this case the integrated

term in (11) is not zero. The complete expression Is

P = j (20)

Here the first term is perpendicular to B**, and the second term

gives a radial component of the radiation field.

Consider first the case in which the current-carrying conductor

extends beyond s = ±A, so that (20) is applied only to a section

of conductor and this has nonvanishing ciu-rc^its at tlie ends.

Such a section is not electrically comi)leto and H<^lf-containcd os

required in the theorem of continuily (Sec. 1); cons(u|iiently (20)

cannot be assigned an independent in<u‘tniiig. As ])()iiit.ed out

in Sec. I.2G, it is possible to make a arrlion of a cnrrentH'arrying

conductor electrically complete by the arli(i(r<‘ of adding thin

fictitious layera of equal and opposite Hiirfa<*(^ charge on the two

sides of each of the mathenuitical boundaries (aUting the con-

ductor at 5 = ±h. The section betwecMi s == +A and « = —A
is then characterized by the total axial (uirrent /», by the total

charge Qa at 8 = A, and by the total chargo 0,-/o at « = — A.

These charges and currents must satisfy the surface ecpiation of

continuity for charge in the form

h = joiQh = iw 2nrnxhdr (21a)

/(-ji)
= = -jw 27rrn, (21A)

The far-zonc electric field of a surfacci laytu* of charges c.oulined

to a circle of radius a that satislies (li.l) and (11.2) may be cal-

culated directly from (10.4) in the Hiinj)li(i(‘d form
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R is measured to the center of the circle. For the charges at

8 = h, iZ = Bo - (1^0,8)h; Q^Qh (23a)

For the charges at

8= -h, B = Bo + (1^0,8)h; Q = Qi-*) (236)

In (23a,6) Bo is measured to the origin s = 0. The electric

field in the far zone due to the charge Qh&t 8 = h and the charge

Q(-k) at a = —h is

Er = fto T (24)
47r6o xCq

These charges contribute nothing to the magnetic field. If (24)

is added to (20) and use is made of (21a,6), the electric field

in the radiation zone of a section of a current-carrying conductor

with added fictitious charges at the boundaries of the section

reduces to the first term on the right in (20), viz.,

P = vo[BrA^] (25)

If it is desired to consider the contributions to the electro-

magnetic field of an electrically complete system duo to currents

in parts that are not individually self-contained, it is usually

desirable to add the fictitious surface charges so that the partial

fields are due to systems that are at least formally consistent

with the theorem of continuity (Sec. 1). As discussed in Hoc.

1.26, this in no way altera the field of the phyHi(*.alIy c.oniplote

system because the fields due to all the added charges caiutel.

It must be empliasized, however, that the lield (2!i) caUuilated

for a part of a complete system using added surface charges in ?iot

the correct field of that part any more than is (20) without the

use of these tulded charges. Actually mdthar of the two fields

is the correct field of a part of a coiiipleto system. As stated

in conjunction with the theorem of continuity (Sec. 1), the

etcctromagnctic field of an electrically complete syaUmi in a property

of that system as a whole and cannot, in general, he ascribed piece-

meal to its parts. It is true, nevertheless, that a mcwisuro of the

effectiveness of different ])art*s of an antenna in maintaining an

electric field in the far zone may be obtained using (20) or (25)

and, because it gives the field of a self-consistent system, (25)

usually is to be preferred.
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If the CTirrent-carrymg conductor does not extend beyond

s = ±A, but Ih and l(^) do not vanish because they become

radial currents of magnitudes = /r-a, = /r-a on the cir-

cular ends of the antenna, (20) gives the contribution to the field

by the axial current and (24) the contribution by the charge

Q±h deposited on the end surfaces and paiticularly on its sharp

edges by I±h. Note that in this case Q±h ia a physically real

surface charge, not a fictitious one. It is determined from

(21a,6). The resultant field is obtained by combining (20) and

(24) using (21a, 6), the far-zone electric field i-educes to (25)

with S' given by (18). Since the field duo to the radial currents

on the ends is necessaiily small because each circular sheet of

current can be divided into equal filaments that are in opposite

directions and fioa < < 1, (26) is the entire far-zone field. It is

the same in form as with /±h = 0, but the curi-ent on an antenna

with nonvanishing currents at the ends

is not the same as with I±h — 0, so that

and must also be difTeront. Since

I±h is necessarily vciy small if jSoa < < 1

as assumed, it is usually possible to set

=s= 0 in calculating far-zone fields.

If a system of polar coordinates /t!o,

G, ^ is introduced with origin at the

center of the antenna and with 0 meas-

ured from its axis which lies along the

z axis of a C^artcisian syst.(uu as shown

in Fig. 11.2, it follows that in (8/0 z

may be written for s and

(Res') = 2' C08 0 (26)

Also

^ Kin <> (27)

and
Kia 0 = 0 KUi 0 (28)

Accordingly, using (8l») ami (17)

B*- = £• = AjBo' (29)

The components of the far-zone or radial.ion iicld of an antenna

oriented along the z axis may be wri(.tcn tis follows:

Fig. 11.2.—Polar courdi-

natos.
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with

Ei^Oi

En = /(h,0) ;

= 0 ;

Bi = 0

Be-- = 0

~
Vo Bo

Me) sin e da'

(30)

(31)

The wave-zone field of an an-

tenna in space is defined by

(30) with (31).

Further study of the electro-

magnetic field of antennas de-

pends upon the determination

of the axial distribution of cur-

rent in the conductor. This

constitutes the initial problem

in Volume II. One special case

of historical interest is consid-

ered in the next section.

It is interesting to note that

Be' = Vo = 3 X 10* metors/second (32)

In space,

jH# = voB^ (33)

and

^ ^ = -/L_ = f 0 = 376.7 ohms
(34)

>-0 v»'o«o

fo may be looked upon aw a reHistiincc, vo as a velocity char-

acteiistic of the propagation of elec.tromagnctic waves in space.

The following relations obtain in tlio far zone:

Ei/ = == voD*’’ (35)

Eo^ = i'oJSr**’; (36)

12. Hertzian Dipole.—A discussion of the electromagnetic

field of current-carrying conductors is not complete, at hiiist for

historical reasons, without mention of the classical radiator, the

Hertzian dipole. It is considered here instead of in Volume II
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because it is physically rather than technically interesting. In

macroscopic terms, it is equivalent to a pair of small metal

spheres or circular metal disks each of radius 6 that are connected

by a short wire of length 2h and radius a. The dimensions satisfy

the inequalities

a<<b <<h<<<\ (1)

The two spheres or disks are alternately charged with a total

charge +Q and —Q by a periodically varying current of imiform

amplitude / maiatained in the wire. The scalar potential ^

due to the two charged spheres or disks is obtained from the

Helmholtz integral (1.33). At distances lii and lit from the

centers of the spheres or disks (Fig. 12.1} that aro largo compared

with the radii b of the disks,

Q 7/Joft3

4i7o liT (2)

The vector potential due to the uniform current in the wire is

A = §-4.; A. = r// (3)

If Rij Ri, and R are Hufficicntly grout ko that terms of the form

h^/R^ are negligilde compared with unity, but not iiceeHsiirily

terms in h/K, it is a good approximation to write

Ri = Ro — h COM 0 = Hi) — (fto,S)/A (1)

R*2 = i2o + a cos 0 = 7^0 + (5)

R ^ Ro — s' coH 0 = Ro — (l^u,s') (b)

If (4) and (5) are Hubstituted in (2) in l)oth (hmoiniiuitor and

exponent, and terma in h^/Rl are neglected, the following exproH-

sion is obtained:

2hQ m .
1
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In terms of the polarization vector defined by

this becomes
p s %2hQ

A
4iTr€Q

(8)

(9)

If (6) is substituted in (3) in both denominator and exponent
and the integration is carried out neglecting terms in h*/Rl, tho

result is

S^a|
2hl,

4^Vi) Ra (10)

This may be expressed in terms of the polarization vector
defined in (8) by noting that the surface equation of continuity

when written at the boundary between tho upper end of the wire
and the attached disk may be written in the integrated form

TJang (8),

so that

juQ = I,

i2hl, = jup

A = j(t)p

^TPo lio

(11 )

(12)

(13)

Thus (9) and (13) express the potential functions in terms of a
dipole of complex moment p = 2hQ.
The electromagnetic field may be calculated directly from

(9) and (13) using

E = -grad 4> - juA (14)

B = curl A (16)

It is convenient to write the gradient in spherical coordinalios

jBoi 0, $ with the scalar potential «]> independent of That is,

(10)

Upon carrying out tho dilTerontiation and combining terms, tho
electromagnetic field of a dipole is

E =
ff-iPoRo P

4ir€o
{3ft()(ftn,p) — p}

+ {3fio(Ao,p) ~ p}
j

(17)
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+ (18)

subject to A* < < JSJ. (19)

If each element of length ds of a current-carrying conductor

is provided with added fictitious surface charges -fQ and —Q
at its ends in order to make it electrically complete, it is elec-

trically equivalent to a Hertzian dipole such that

$/. ds = jwp; p = Qds (20)

By integrating over the length of the conductor, the same
expressions for the electromagnetic field of the conductor as

a whole are obtained as using (7.15a,&). Direct comparison

shows that (18) with (19) is the same as dB in (7.15&), but

that (17) is very much more complicated than dE in (7.15o).

The added terms in (17), including the entire l/R* term, are

due to the fictitious charges at the ends of each clement ds.

These all vanish when the integration is carried out over a

conductor with zero currents at the ends. Clearly, the analysis

of current-carrying conductors by integrating a fictitious dis-

tribution of dipoles instead of the actual distributions of current

and charge is unnecessarily complicatctl in general. On the

other hand, at points in the far zone (17) and (18) reduce to the

simple forms

E’’ = (21)

tr

These are in complete agreement with (11.25) and (U.18) if dE'

and dB' are written for E' and B' in (2

1

) and (22) and p is replaced

by iJ, ds/ju.

13. Spherical and Plane Electromagnetic Waves.—Tire com-

plex field ocpiationH that defitiu the complex ami>Iitudes of the

vectors E and B at points in space arc

div E = 0; curl B == j E

curl E = —jwB; div B = 0

By forming the curl of both sides of one of the curl oriuations

and substituting from the other to separak) the variables, the

following equations are obtained:
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curl curl B — jSJB = 0 (2)curl curl E — /3|E = 0;

As before,

ro I'o
(3)

The solutions of these equations for the electromagnetic field

in the far zone of an antenna have been obtained in the form

= 2^(0,«o)

fioBo > > 1 <£*• = 0

BJ, = 0

Be' = 0 (4)

B.’ - WA)

XtQ

Vo

The relatively simple field defined by (4) necessarily satisfies

less intricate differential equations than the general vector

relations (2). These simpler equations arc easily obtained by
direct evaluation of the curl curl in spherical coordinates using

Appendix I and (4) . The subscript 0 will l)c omitted temporarily.

curl. E - G. = 0; curl. B - C. = ^ (RF sin 0)

, o r -UlUiF)

I am.
R dR ^

curio E = Go = 0;

curl« E » G«

(6)

curl* B = C* = 0

Repeating the process

1 ^ 1 d{IiGii^
“url»<3=

-Jj-j,; :

curl« C = 0

curio C = 0 (0)

ourU G - 0; c„rU C =

Upon combining (5) and ((>)

curls curl E = ; curl, curl B = 0

curie curl E = “ ~ B = 0 (7)

curl* curl E = 0; curl* curl B = -
vtli OR^

1

--jiMO,RF)
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g(Q,BF) and hiQ,RF) are functions of 0 and RF which it is not
necessary to evaluate explicitly because terms in l/iZ* are to be
neglected compared with those in 1/R in accordance with the

conditions of the far zone assumed in deriving (4). Without the

1/ii* terms, (2) reduces to

+ mF) = 0 (8)

This is satisfied by

RF =
(9)

or, adding the subscript 0, which was omitted in (6) to (9) for

convenience in writing.

Ro (10)

Here/(0) is a constant of integration with respect to Rq. Clearly

(10) is a solution of the same form as (4).i It is conveniently

interpreted in terms of transverse spherical waves expanding
radially with a constant velocity Vo. Equiphasc surfaces are

separated by a constant distance Xo. The radial equation (8)

which is a specialized form of (2) is called a spherical wave
equation.

In a large proportion of the problems involving the fa>zone
field of an antenna (or any other arrangement containing period-

ically var3dng charges and currents), interest lies primarily in

the field in a relatively small part of space. That is, it is fre-

quently necessary to deal only with E and B in a region that
is small compared with the distance Ro from a point Pq at its

1 It is to be noted that a solution of the form also satisfies (8),

just as integrals like (1.33) and (1.34), but written with in the exponents
instead of with also satisfy the general potential equations (1.1)

and (1.2). These mathematically posHihle solutions are discarded because
they serve no useful purpose in the electromathematical model which seeks
to predict theoretical analogues of experimental pointer readings. ]<]xpros-

sions with instead of — in the arguments of the exponential functions
would have to l)c interpreted in unbounded space as advanced functions
rather than as retarded ones. That is, an effect at a distance would be
observed before rather than after the motion of charge took place which is

supposed to produce it. KlToctH that precede their causes are not observed
experimentally, so that they need not be formulated theoretically. If the
region is not unbounded, solutions involving tenns in may be required
to satisfy the boimdary conditions.
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center to the origin 0 in the distant antenna. In terms of the

spherical coordinates R, Q, with origin at O, such a region

may be identified with the volume

V = (72" - 72')72o(e" - e')Roi^" - 0 (11)

Here (72" — 72') is the radial thickness of 7; 72o(0" — 0') and

72o($" — $') are the mean arcs subtended by it at its radial

Fio. 13.1.—Volume V - (R" - R') Ro(0" - O') Rii(*" - *0 sin 9. Pt is at

tUo contor of tlio hIhuIocI urea.

center (Fig. 13.1). Let it bo rc((uirod that tho radial thickness

of tho volume satisfy tho following inequality

:

(72" - 72') < < 72o (12)

Subject to (12) the distance 72 = OP to any point P in 7 is

approximately given by

72 = 72o
,

(13)

in amplitude factors. In arguments of periodic functions, (13)

may not be used, and no restrictions whatsoever need be imposed

upon the quantity

i3o(72" - 72') = MR" - R')

Xo
(14)
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other than those implied in (12) and the condition for the far

zone

/3oB« = ^®>>l (16)

If 22o is sufficiently great, B” — B' may be very large compared

with Xo- Let the mean lateral dimensions of the volmne V be

required to be no greater than its radial thickness. That is,

5:0 (0" - 00 ^ (B" - B') (I60)

72o(4&" - $0 sm ^ (B" - B') (166)

Hencet, with (12),

(0
// _ e/) ^ < < 1 (16c)

($" - *0 sin e
(̂ 'Ra

^

If (16c) and (16d) are satisfied, the volume V does not differ

greatly from a parallelepiped of sides (72" — B'), Bo(9" — 00,

jBo(4'" - 4>0 sin e.

Let the direction cosines of the radial line Ro = OPo be ^xpi-cssed

in terms of a system of rectangular coordinates x, y, z, with

or^h also at 0. The direction cosines of 72o are

2o = cos (72o,®); = cos (.80,^); no = cos (/2o,«) (17a)

The components of i2o along the coordinate axes arc Xo, yo, soi

They are

Xo = iZoloJ yo ~ Boifio] Zo — Botit (176)

From the Pythagorean theorem and (17a,6) it follows that

By substituting for Zo, mo, no from (176) in the right side of (18),

iZo = XqU + 2/omo + Zqtiq (19)

Clearly any line a lying parallel to OPq has the same direction

cosines as 2Zo- If the coordinates of its end point are x, 2,

8 = xlo + yrno + zno (20)

As a consequence of (16) which restricts (0" — 0') and (€" — #')

to very small angles, it may be assumed that the direction of

any radial vector R = OP terminating at P in y is sensibly the
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same as that of Ro = OPo. If the coordinates of P are x, y, z,

then

R ^ 8 = xlo + ytno + zno (21)

With (13) in amplitude factors and (21) in arguments, (10)

may be written

F = Ke~^^ (22)

with

R ~ Bo
const.

If the time factor is included.

(23)

(24)

This expression characterizes the approximate distribution of

both E and B in the volume F; it is readily interpreted in terms

of a simple wavo picture. The relation (20) defines a plane at

right angles to s and at a distance s from the origin. Conse-

quently, (24) may bo described using a picture of plane equiphase

surfaces at right att^lea to s and traveling along s with a constant

velocity i>o. That is, the arcs of radially expanding spherical

equiphase surfaces dclined by (10) which pass through the

volume V may bo assumwl to bo approximately plane and of

constant am])jltu(lo i)rovide<l the distance of V from the source

is sufficiently great, and the solid angle subtended by it is small.

The relation (21) satisfies the piano wavo equation

~ + 0lF = Q (25)

This is readily obtained by specializing (8) according to (13)

and (21). The former permits the assumption that li = Rq is

sensibly constant in the diirercntiation; the latter identifies B
approximately witli s.

In problems involving specifically the field in a volume V
in the wave zone, and not directly the antenna or its location,

it is convenient to uso a set of rectangular coordinates x, y, z

defined as follows: the x axis lies along the lino OPo so that

it coiiusiihss with the spherical coordinate /in; the y axis is tangent

to and in the diroc.t.iou of the coordinate at Pq; the z axis is

tangent to and in the direction — Oo at Po (l"ig. 13.1). With
this choice, a;, j/, z are a right-lianded system, and it follows that
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the electromagaetic fildd at Po, and approximately throughout

V, is pven by
Pe’’ = -Eii Bit = (26)

Also.
s = ® (27)

With this notation, (24) reduces to the following simple form
rfftfitiing the far-zone field in a volume V

:

= VoBl^= (28)

This expression may be interpreted in terms of plane transverse

waves normal to the x axis and traveling along this with a

constant velocity vo.

14. Polarized Electromagnetic Waves.—The electromagnetic

field in a sxifficiently small region V in the wave zone of an

antenna is defined approximately by the following relations:

Ehrt = — (lo)

R-t = (16)
Vo

The positive x asis lies along the radial vector Ro =* OPo
locating the center Po of the region 7. From the real part of

(1) it can be concluded that Eiwit and Buuit at evoiy point change

continuously and periodically in length as time pasHos, but

that they are always directed parallel, respectively, to the z

and the y axes at the point Po and approximately parallel to

these axes throughout the volume V. The E field is therefore

said to be linearly polarized^ along the z axis; tho B field is

linearly polarized along the y axis. Hoth fields ai*o ^polarized

in the plane at right angles to the direction of propagation of the

equiphase surfaces or wave froiiis. It is important to note that

all statements which have been made thus far are valid regard-

less of the location of the region V relative to the iintcnna pro-

vided only that it is in the far zone. The amplitude factor K
in (1) depends both upon the spherical angle Oo locating tho

vector Ro = OPo and upon the length of Po. But for all values

of 0 and of Po (which satisfy /8oPo > > 1) the electromagnetic

Care muat be exorcised not to confuso tho polarissatioii of nn cloctro-

znagnetio vector with the volume density of polarization P doscribing tho
orientation of dipoles. They are entirely difToront concepts which are not
rdated.
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field at Po, and approximately throughout 7", always lies in a

plane at right angles to OPo. Consequently, a change in the

orientation of the antenna at 0 can at most alter the amplitude

K or rotate the axes of polarization of E and B in this plane.

Therefore, the electric and magnetic fields in the neighborhood

of any point in the far zone of a straight antenna are alwa3rs

linearly polaiized along mutually perpendicular axes that lie

in a plane at right angles to the line joining the point with the

center of the antenna.

If the electromagnetic field in V is not due to a single antenna

but to a combination of antennas grouped at O and oriented

relative to each other in any way whatsoever {e.g,, two antennas

at right angles to each other), the resultant electromagnetic field

in y due to the entire array is still in a plane at light angles to

OPo. If the X axis is along OPo as before, and the y and z axes

are fixed in any positions that make a right-handed system, then,

in the most general case, Enat and Bin.t niay have components with

different complex amplitudes along the y and z axes. Assuming

that only a single frequency is involved, Eiuit and Bbmt may be

expressed as follows:

Ein.t = ~(£P; + (2a)

Bu-t = (^S; + (26)

where

—El = vqBI = (3a)

—El = vJBl = (36)

The complex amplitudes K and N may bo written in terms of

real amplitudes (a and 6) and pluise angles {g and p). Thus

K = N = (4)

With (3) and (4) the real parts of (2a,6) become

— JSSiMt = voPlinHi = « <'OS {tat — Pijx — g) =2 a cos ^ (5a)

= voP;i,u,t = 6 cos {tat - Pi)X — p) s 6 cos (^ -- 5) (56)

The symbols yp and 5 are iiitn)du<*.od as a shorthand for

yp ^ (at
— — g (6)

5 = p - (jf (7)

It is readily verified that the following expressions are true:
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z* b»

2EyEg cos d

ab

2ByB, cos g

ab

)
= sin*

/ijit

»\ _ sin*

/liiat

These equations define the loci of the ends of the vectors Eiut

and Binst as ^ varies. At a given distance z from the source, the

argument ^ can change only in time. Hence (8) gives the time

variation in length and orientation of Emat or Biiait at all points

in V that lie in the yz plane. The relations (8) are the equations

of ellipses in the general case in which the major and minor axes

do not lie along the coordinate axes as shown in Fig. 14 . 1 . The
major axis of the ellipse characterizing Ein^ is along the minor

axis of the ellipse belonging to Under all conditions, the

ellipses lie in the yz plane if the x axis is chosen to pass

through the origin of the periodically

varying charge in the antennas and

g
through the center of the volume
^ ^ which the field is calculated.

The orientation of the ellipses in the
Vjf

j \ y plane and their eccentricity de-

j
y J pend upon the magnitudes of the

V " amplitudes o and h of the components
of Eiiuit or BiMt along the coordinate

axes and upon the phase clifFcrence

veotore * between these conipoiionts. The
and loci of their end points in an most general olectro-magnctic field
eUiptiwJlypolatUedMd. ^ ^

of a group of antennas operating at a single £1-0(1110007 is

eUiptically polarized in a plane at right angles to tho line joining

the source with the region.

Since (8) gives the locus of the ends of Ebut and Bh»i in general,

it must include the case of linear polarization which has boon

shown to characterize the far-zono held of u siii{fl<i antenna.

When the components of Em-t -(or Bimi) are mutually in phase with

j = 0,
or exacUy opposite in phase with S = t, (8a) becomes

Etbmk ^ ^
Eybm /g\

This is a linear relation between and E,i^, so that the ellipse
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is degenerate and a straight line with an orientation that depends

upon the amplitudes a and h of the componeints. If 6 = 0,

JS'i/inrt = 0 and the axis of polarization is the z axis. If a == 6, the

axis of polarization is the 45° line.

As a result of the fact that Emnt and Bbmt are ellipticaJly polarized

in general, there is always a preferred direction for EiMt and one at

right angles to this for Biimt xmless the ellipse degenerates into a

circle. This is tnio when the components of Ebat (or those of Bfa.t)

have the same amplitudes and differ in phase by ir/2. Thus, if

a == 6 and 6 = ±v/2, (8) reduces to

(10a)

(106)

These are the equations of chcles in the yz plane.

Summarizing* the electric and the magnetic fields in a suffi-

ciently small volume V in the far zone of a monochromatic source

are in general elliptically polarized; in special cases they are

circularly or linearly polarized. The ellipse, the circle, or the

straight line always lies in the plane at right angles to the direc-

tion of propagation of the approximately plane waves that may
be pictured to pass through V, It is to be noted that the electro-

magnetic field associated with natural sunlight is unpolarized.

With the aid of special devices, however, it is possible to produce

an electromagnetic light field that is elliptically, circularly, or

linearly polarized. On the other hand, it is not possible to

produce an unpolarizcd electromagnetic field using a mono-

chromatic source such as a group of antennas operating at a

single frequency.

16. Electromagnetic Waves in Unbounded Simple Media.

The general expression (7.1 la,?;) and all special formulas derived

from them for the electromagnetic field at points in empty space

may be modified to apply to a simple medium that replaces empty

space merely by writing 5 for €o, v for vq, 5 l^o, and v for vq.

For example, the important case of a cylindrical conductor

immersed in a simple medium may be obtained from (11.30)

and (11.31). Thus

gr -3 ^ f /' exp (jgz' cos O) sin 0 dz' (1)
4irv Ko J -fc
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Let it be assumed that v is real. Also

Hence
5 = iS, - ja, (3)

gjj j
^7je<*^W*'“*esme<fo' (4)

g~‘(a«4’/jP*)iio—J tan“^ i€^/fi§.

^ ^ ^ Sii2o

/.
/^(arhtf.)!' ». e gin e cfo' (6)

It is to be noted that E' and B' are not in phase. Thus the relar

tion (11.17) using (III.15.17) becomes

E' = wlB'.Ro] «../A)tBr,Rr]
(0)

If the simple medium is a very poor conductor in which
ot, < < j8„ the phase angle tan-‘ is negligible

and E*" and B^ are practically in phase. They are exactly in

phase in a perfectly nonconducting dielectric.

In a good conductor = a, so that the phase angle

Thus in a good conductor the electric field leads the magnetic
field by an eighth of a period. This is considered in greater

detail in Chapter V.

The wave picture of spherical equiphase suifaces expanding
with a constant radial velocity may be used to describe the far-

zone field due to current and charge in an element de' much as

in space. In an unbounded simple medium, as assumed in (4)

and (5), the surfaces of constant phase or wave fronts travel with
a radial velocity v, = v,/f(h,) = Vt/N, which is not independent
of frequency. (»,/«,) is shown as a function of h. = ar/ue,

iu Fig. 15.1. In the special case of a poorly conducting medium,

»• — ««= »o y/vrltm which depends on frequency in €„ and is
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smaller than »o = 3 X 10* meters/second. In a highly conduct-
ing medium, v, = -s/^ov/at, a quantity that varies greatly "with

frequency and is very much less than »o as shown in Fig. 15.1.

In a medium that is not a perfect nonconductor, the ampli-
tude associated with the expanding surfaces of constant phase
decreases more rapidly than l/I2o owing to the exponential

attenuating factor

Although the wave interpretation for the radiation-zone field

in a simple medium is formally like that for empty space, the
two cases are, nevertheless, quite different from the point of

view of the atomic model. In the case of space, each wave front

may bo associated entirely with the current and charge in the

conductor from which it travels outward with a velocity that

approaches the constant value t’o in the wave zone. In a simple
medium, itself composed of groups of charges in the form of

atoms and molecules, the periodically varying charge and current

in the conductor produce similar periodic variations in all the
charges and groups of charges forming the simple medium. That
is, the value of E or B at any point in the medium must be inter-

preted in terms of an integral over the cylindrical conductor
and another integral over the entire medium in which it is

immersed. Clearly, if an equiphasc surface is associated with
each element of periodically varying charge, then there must be
infinitely many such surfaces expanding from all elements (both
of the cylindrical conductor and of the medium) with a velocity
that approaches »)o at a sufficiently great distance from each
element. It must be concluded from (4) that the composite
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retarded effect of the periodically varying charges in the antenna

combined with that of the similarly varying charges in the

medium is formally equivalent to a retarded effect due to the

charges in the antenna alone, but with a change in the time

factor from to

In order to explain tliis effect qualitatively in terms of the

atomic model, let it be assumed that polarization and magnetiza-

tion responses ai'e instantaneous in the dielectric medium and
that this is perfectly nonconducting. The field at any point

in the medium is the resultant of the field Ea^ Ba due to the antenna

and the fields £», B{ due to each volume element Ar*. The former

is determined by the condition of chai;ge at a time t — (fi/vo)

where 22 is the distance from the point P to the center of the

antenna (in the wave zone), the latter by the condition of

polarization and magnetization of the zth volume element at a

time t — (22i/wo). If it is assumed for simplicity that volume
densities of polarization and magnetization are instantly adjusted

to be proportional, respectively, to the average values of E and B
at the center of each volume element, it is clear that the values

of E or B due to the antenna and that due to a single volume
element are in phase at points that lie beyond the element

along a line drawn from the anteima through its center. At
points that do not lie along this line, the field due to the element

lags behind that due to the antenna because the total distance

from the antenna to the element toP is greater than that directly

from the antenna to P. It follows, therefore, that the resultant

field at any point due to a distant antenna and all volume
elements in the polarizable and magnetizable medium, which
are near enough to contribute significantly to the field, must
lag behind that due to the antenna alone. The amount of

this lag depends on the relative magnitude of the field due to the

antenna and the field due to the medium. Since the latter

depends upon P and —M, and these in turn are proportional,

respectively, to E and B, it is clear that the amount of lag must
depend upon the magnitude of the proportionality constants

(fir — 1) and (vr " 1) in the relations

P = (e. - 1)€oE; -M = (vr - l)voB (7)

As a consequence of the lag in the resultant value of the field at
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any* point behind that due to the antenna alone, the polarization

and magnetization, which adjust themselves instantly to the
resultant field, also lag behind the field due to the antenna.
In the final steady state, the field at any point in the medium
lags behind that due to the antenna alone by an amount that
depends upon the relative magnitudes of the contributions to

the field by the antenna and by the medium. Although the

field and, hence, the polarization and magnetization at every
point are thus determined by the earlier condi'tions of polarizar

tion and magnetization of all volume elements in all directions,

it is clear that the contributions from atoms in the straight linft

between P and the antenna must be greatest because the total

dis'bance is shortest. If it is assumed, quite arbitrarily for

example, that the time lag 5 at any distance R from the antenna
is proportional to that distance, then it is possible to write

^
~ instead of in a dielec-

tric medium with k a constant. This may be written in the

form ^ — (1 + kvo) = t —— • Here iV, = (1 + koo) is a
Vo Vo

constant. It is thus seen in a qualitative way how a polarizable

and magnetizal)lo medium cun produce a progressively increasing

phase lag in the fic^ld of an antenna in the case of an instantaneous

polarization and magnetization response. If the response is not

instantaneous or if the medium is conducting, an additional lag

is introduced.

RADIATION OF ENERGY
16. Electromagnetic Field and Vector Potential in the Radia-

tion Zone of an Antenna.—^Tho vector pokmtial at points in

space in the far zone of a cylindrical antenna is readily obtained

from (11.19) using (11.0) and (11.7) subject to (11.1) and (11.2).

It is

A" =~ r (1)
4ir»<o Ko J-k

^ ^

Comparison of (1) wtli (11.8?;) shows that

= -J/SolficA'l (2)

Using (11.17) with jSo = w/wo

E' = rorB'jfto] = -iw[[l^o,A'],fto] = iw[|^o,[fto,A’’ll (3)
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The entire electromagnetic field in the far zone is thus readily

computed from the vector potential. This is especially con-

venient in analyzing arrays of antennas, particularly if the

individual elements are not parallel.

Written in polar coordinates J2o, 0, % with origin at the center

of the antenna,

A' = (4)

Since

[ftcfto] = 0; = -6 (6)

(6)

E" = + W} (7)

If the axis of the antenna lies along the z axis so that

In this case

A” = iAi

il*' = 0; Aq^ = —Al sin 0

B' =
E' — —juAo'^

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

The above relations also can be derived from the fundamental

equations

B = curl A (12)

E = —grad — juA = — ^ {grad div A + j3j A} (13)
Po

if terms in 1/12® and higher powera of 1/72 aro neglected and (1)

is used. Thus, since A*" involves only fimt-power terms in l/J®o,

it follows that

il - ourU A' - (4.- sin 0) - i^»:) * 0 (14)

JSj is set equal to zero because all tcims aro of order 1/Rl or

higher.

34- - oiM, A' = (KA')

B.' = A' - I[A iRM -
J

- i
si;

(10)
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di?o
~ -i/3oA' (17)

80 that with (14) through (17)

Si 0; Be' =^= Be' = -i/3oile' (18)

in agreement with (C). The expression (7) for E' can be derived
in a similar way using (13), but it is in any case simpler to use

(3) once S' has been determined.

It is interesting to inteipret (13) in terns of the far-zone field

(11) for an antenna along the z axis. In coordinate form (11) is

^ “
jtu

~

^ “
TiTsTii 6 at'

“

(19)

(20)

(21)

As a result of rotational symmetry and tlio assumed condition

that no current circulates around the circuniference of the
conductor, both c)<l>''/dcl> and i4,i/ arc zero, so i.luit JB.i**' vanishes.

Since the integral for <!>'* is of order .I// 1J 0 ,
it follows directly

that ^ ^ is of order l/BJ or higher so that it is negligible in

the far zone where, in agreement with (11), Bo' = —jaA^.
Both diji'JdIU and ilj, involve terms t>f magnitude l//io no that
neither is negligihlo. Since fi’J is n(*gligil)lc in tlio far zone, it

must be concluded that 3«|»'/fl/(Io and can diller at most by
terms in l/B* and not by terms in l/f^o. That is, in the far

zone neglecting terms in \/Itl and higher,

This can be verified from the integrals for and AJJ using tho
equation of continuity. Althougli AjJ is not negligible in the
far zone, it is not ro(iuircd in computing tho far-zouo electro-

magnetic field from the vc^ctor potential.

Because the vector potential duo to a currcnt-(*-an*ying con-
ductor is always in the direction of the current at all points
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in space, it is usually simpler to combine the vector potentials

due to a number of nonparallel antennas and compute the electro-

magnetic field from their resultant rather than combine the

fields computed separately. This is illustrated in the analysis

of the rhombic antenna in Volume II.

17. Radiation Functions of the Far-zone Field of Antennas.

The general expression (16.1) for the vector potential in the

radiation zone of a cylindrical antenna that has its axis along

the direction S may be written as follows, noting that

To =
^ = -

\/Vq€o

A' = Uli A: = (1)

Ip is the complex amplitude of current at a convenient but quite

arbitrary reference point p in the antenna. Reference currents

usually selected are either the input current at the origin s' = 0,

or the maximum current wherever that may be. /(s') is a

dimensionless distribution function which is complex in general.

Specifically

r. - W) (2)

The components Ag' and ri*', which are alone impoi'tant in com-

puting the electromagnetic field in the far zone, may be referred

to any conveniently oriented set of polar coordinates Ro, 0,

Agr = (44)Ai; Ag- = i^,i)A: (3)

If an array consists of a number of antennas oriented in

arbitrary ways, a vector potential like (1) is defined for each

straight section. Then 0 and ^ components r^crred to a single set

of polar coordinates are obtained as in (3). The values of A<f

and ri.' due to the entire array are the sums of the several com-

ponents. Thus for n muts or sections,

Ag'' = ^ Ao{\ Ag’’ = y Agi^ (4)
i-1 i-l

The complex Poynting vector is defined in space by

S = i»'„[E,B*] (6)

Here B* is the complex conjugate of B. Using (10.6), (16.7), and
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jSo = w/fo = « "s/eo/vo; fo = l/\/voeo) [6>^] = fto>

5 “ Wo Ue”* + (6)

It follows from (0) that the Poynting vector in the far zone is

real and directed radially out\vai-d on each spherical surface of
constant phase.

The complex electromagnetic energy-transfer function

T==Tr + jTi

is real if S is real.

r = r, = (ft,s)d(r; r, = 0 (7)

Choosing 2r to be the surface of a great sphere,

T = Rl jj S am Q dQ (8)

With (6),

„aP2 /*2»- /*«•

^ “ ¥0
"
Jo Jo

< ^ sin e de d# (9)

Here T is a measure of the total power transferred over a time
average from the moving charges within a sphere of radius Bo
that contribute to .lo'' and .-U’’ to moving charges outside +hia

sphere.

The function (rio'® + ri.i,’’®) contains factors that are not
functions of 0 and They can Ihj removed from \mder the sign
of integration to leave a dimonsionloHS function B*(e,$) in the
integrand. This is the spaco-radialion function and is defined by

x;(9,*) = + A.-) -

{Aq^Aq^* + A^^A^^*) (10 )

The subscript on K is the same as on J since its value depends on
the choice of reference current. Using (10) in (9)

T = j’ B*(e,$) sin 0 de d^ (11)

If rotational symmetry with respect to the coordinate obtains,

as in the case of a single antenna with its axis along the z axis
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about which $ is measured, XJCG,®) reduces to K^(9). In this

case,

r =^ Ki(e) Bin 0 de (12)

The function T in (11) or (12) is a measure of the time-average

rate of decrease of energy functions within the great sphere of

radius Bo and of the corresponding time-average rate of increase

of energy functions in the rest of the universe. It is the total

transferred or radiated power over a time average. It is inde-

pendent of the radius of the sphere provided iZo is large enough

so that all points of the sphere are in the far zone of the currents

contributing to the field.

The .Poynting vector may be expressed in terms of the space

radiation function.

S = (13)

The radiated power divided by the square of the r.m.s. refer-

ence current is dimensionally a resistance. It is given the name
external or radiation resistance referred to the current Ip and
assigned the symbol 2Zj. The superscript stands for external;

the subscript is the same as that on Ip, Thus

lip = Tj
= sin e de (14)

If 7p is chosen to be the input current 7o, RS is the input resist-

ance, and this is a physically measurable quantity provided the

currents entering and leaving the antenna am ecpial. If Ip is

not the input current at the driving terminals but an arbitrary

reference current, Rj is a fictitious resistance and not a physically

meaningful, i.e., measurable quantity. In some instaneos both
Ip and Rj are fictitious. In general, Rj is merely that cpiantity

which, when multiplied by the square of the reference current

Ipj gives the total power lost from or radiated from a system of

moving charges contained within an imaginary great sphere.

The evaluation of T using (9) or (11) presupposes a knowledge
of the amplitude and the distribution of current in all the

antennas contributing to A^ and A This is usually not avail-

able so that T and Rj cannot be calculated. Arbitrary assump-
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tioQS regarding the distribution of current are often made, and the

significance of the values of T computed by using such an assumed
distribution depends directly upon the validity of the assumed
current. This is discussed in detail in the analysis of the distri-

bution of current in an antenna in Volume II. The radiation

resistance of an antenna or array may be a convenient figure of

merit for comparing the radiating properties of antennas or

arrays. Comparable reference currents are chosen in the several

arrays to be compared. The radiation resistance is of no sig-

nificance in the analysis of an antenna as a circuit element unless

the reference current is the input current in an actual and not

merely in an assumed distribution.

The space-radiation function and the radiation resistance for

a Hertzian dipole are readily evaluated using (12.10) in (10) and

(14). They are

K(e) = 2SJi sin e (16)

R- = 80/3S;i* = 3,158^* (16)

BecaiiRe the tranRfer function T in real, the condition (III.18.30)

is satisfied so that (III. 18.32) and (III. 18.33) are true. This

means that in the far zone the time-average electric and magnetic

energy functions arc c(iual.

The Poynting vector and the transfer function can be expressed

directly in terms of the clectroinaguctie vectorH in several ways.

As a result of the fact that electric and magnetic fields in the far

zone are mutually perpendicular, in phase, and proportional, it

follows with (11.17) that

S = = vut'oR'* = - /i"* = r (17)
SO

That is, the Poynting ve(^t.or in the far zone is proportional to

and to Accordingly, the spac-cv-radiation function

is also proportional to and With (11),

'32T*«g\ _ /32xS/2Svi!\

:iin ) ~\ n )
(18)

It is shown in the analysis of receiving antennas in Volume II

that the power that can be transferred from a distant transmitter

to the load is proportional to E^'^ or to 5*“-* at the receiving antenna.
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Accordingly, the space-radiation function because it is

a measure of the magnitude of the power that can be transferred

to such a load as a fuiiction of 0 and actually completely

characterizes the directional properties of a transmitting an’ay

as a source of power for a distant receiving station. The same

is true of the Poynting vector because it, too, is proportional to

and It is shown in the study of receiving antennas

that the power transferred to the load is not in any way related to

the area, i.e., length times diameter, of the receiving antenna.

Accordingly, the assumption that the Poynting vector itself

specifies a ‘'spatially distributed energy'^ actually transferred

across a given unit area per second is not verified in the case of a
receiving antenna. This is discussed in greater detail in con-

junction with receiving antennas.

The space-radiation fimction and the Poynting vector calcu-

lated for a tfansmitting antenna or array both characterize the

relative power that is transferred to the load of a receiving

antenna as this is moved along the surfa(?c of a groat sphere

aroimd the transmitter Avith the receiving uiiiti ahvayn oriented

for maximum power to the load. Neither is hci*o aHsumod to be

a measxure of the energy per second transferred across each unit

of area of the enclosing sphere.

18, Directivity of a Radiating System.—Since the directional

properties of an antenna or of an array as an energy-transfening

device can bo described in terms of the space-radiation function

irj(0,<^), it is desirable to establish a criterion or a figure of merit

for comparing the directional properties of different antennas.

The quantity defined for this purpose is called the absolute

directivity of the antenna or array and is denoted by D. The
absolute directivity of an antenna or array with respect to the

direction 0^, in Avhich the space-radiation function iiLj(0,$)

is a maximum is defined as the ratio of the total power that

would be radiated if the antenna or an’ay were omnidirectional

with a space-radiation function independent of 0 aiid and

equal to to the total power actually radiated. Thus,

D =

I
total power radiated with fixed at Jfj(0w,^m) 1

I total power radiated witli 1^5(0, <]>) the actual function of0 and j

(1)
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Symbolical^,

^
sin 0 do d#

X}(e,$) sin 0 de d$
(2)

Using (17.14) and after carrying out the integration in the
numerator,

r, _ ifS(0«,#m) fo" - 4x R;

Numerically, with to = 1205r ohms,

it;

The absolute directivity of the Hertzian dipole is

D = 1.6

If it is assumed that the Poynting vector is unique among the
many possible and equally plausible “energy-flow” functions so

that it specifles the actual flow of an “energy substance” across

each unit area perpendicular to the Poynting vector, the space-

radiation function is necessarily proportional to this flow. Then
jEJ(0,$) is a measure of the energy traversing the unit area of the
great sphere at (0,<E'). The conventional definition of directivity

is based upon this assumption. It states that “directivity is

the ratio of the power per unit solid angle flowing (in space)

in the direction of maximum radiation to the average power per
unit solid angle flowing (in space) in all directions from the
radiating system.”^ Since IC®(0«,$«) is assumed to be propor-
tional to the maximum energy crossing unit area, while

(3)

(4)

(6)

47r
ir*(0,$) sin 0 do d#

is the average energy crossing miit area, this definition leads

exactly to (2) and (4). As was explained in Chapter III, the
arbitrary assumption that the Poynting vector itself, rather than
the integral of its normal component over a closed surface, is

fimdamcntal in the definition of electromagnetic energy functions
is rejected here, together with the concept of spatially distributed

‘ CAamnB, HANsnLt., Lindbnblad, Proc. I.RE., 19, 1802 (October, 1931).
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energy, as unnecessary and misleading. Accordingly, directivity

is defined as in (1) and not in terms of a flow of spatially dis-

tributed energy.

19. Energy-transfer Functiou for the Surface of a Cylindrical

Antenna.—^The complex transfer function T = T, + jTi is

defined by

' ^ “ L
where do’ is an element of any completely closed surface 2r on which

A is an external unit normal. $ is the complex Po3nating vector

defined m space by

S = ivo[E,B*] (2)

The value of the real part Tr of the integral (1) specifies the

total transfer of power from within Sr so that Tr is nocessaiily

independent of the shape and size of the envelope 2r provided

the energy functions defined within 2, are unchanged. In par-

ticular, Tr has the same value if 2r is a great sphere enclosing

an antenna completely in its far zone, or if 2, is a cylindrical

envelope only an infinitesimal amount larger than the actual

surface of the antenna. Ti, on the other hand, is not ncccHsarily

independent of the shape and location of 2r, so that it may not be
concluded because Ti vanishes when 2t is a sphere in the far

zone it will also vanish if 2t is the cylindrical surface of the

anteima itself.

On the cylindrical envelope r — a, using cylindrical coordinates

r, 6, z with the z axis along the antenna,

(A,S) = S, = i»'o[E,B*]r = irolEffB? - E.Be*} (3)

On the end surfaces at z = ±h

(A,S) = ±-S, = ±ivo[E,B*], = ±iro{ErB«* - EeB*} (4)

The upper sign is for the top of the antenna, the lower sign is

for the bottom.

It follows directly from (11.86) and (11.16) that

Eo — 0 ; Br — 0 (6)
' so that

Sr = — ivnEiBe*

S, = dcivoErBe*
(6)

(7)
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It is now possible to form (1) assuming rotational S3rmmetry.

Thus,

r = - /_\
(.E^$*)r^a dz + ivo f“

dr

If the area of the end surfaces is sufficiently small compared
with the cylindrical surface so that it is correct to write

2ica^ < < 27rah (9)

or
a <<h (10)

the contribution to T by the last two integrals in (8) is negligible.

This follows because the very small radial currents on the ends

cannot lead to an average tangential electromagnetic field at the

ends that equals the average tangential field on the cylindrical

rades due to the axial current, because the radial currents must
certainly vanish at r = 0, « = ±A. Accordingly, a good

approximatipn subject to (10) is

T= - \v, {E^,*)r^a dz (11)

It is possible to express Bo in terms of the total current using

the Maxwell-Ampfiro theorem of circuitation (integral form

of the third field eciuation) (11,11.3). For a single surface and

complex vectora this is

J'O§ (B,ds) = j + if\,E)dS (12)

with

7 = + I (.f\,^y)ds (13)

Let S(cap) be the cross section of the cylindrical conductor at

any point along its length; « the circiiinforencc. In the con-

ductor (not perfect)

= izf] (l^>’?»iv) = Za/ = 0; 1 = Iz (14)

By definition of a good conductor,

izf = crEa > > (aeoEz (15)

Since the antenna is rotationally symmetrical, (12) becomes

vo^Bod dd 5= V{)2iraBo = h (Hi)
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With (16), (11) becomes

- (17)

If the aateima is symmetrical and center driven so that

7(2) = /(-«) (18)

(£.)«/?(*)«& + \j^
{E,)r^{-z)dz (19)

By writing a for —z throughout in the second integral, it becomes

like the first integral. Then

T = - {E.)r^dZ (20)

B
IE

lE

TT'
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

f 2=0

The real part of (20) gives the total power transferred from

a cylindrical region of length 2h and radius a carrying a total

,
current />. (£<)r-a is the tangential

component of the electric field at the

surface of the cylinder. At all points

along the part of the conducting

surface that contains no charge-

separating agency (A to h and B to

-h in Fig. 19.1), (£,) and /, are

in the same direction. (The phase

difTeimco between and

Tsimi is in no case than 45°

as will bo Hhown in (Chapter V.) At
poinUs along the comliK^ting surface

of the chargc^-Hc^parating region,

(Es)r^.a and L are oppositc-ily directed.

It follows from (20) that integration

over the length of th(^ conductor not

including the length AH contributes

a negative value to T, while the

integral over the cylindricuil surface

of AH gives a ])ositivo value. It is

intcMHssting to note that that part of

the int<’igration wliicdi is carried out

ov(w the surfaces of the antenna

])rop(M-, not including the surface of

the generating region, yields only the rate of increase of heat

I

I

I

JrJl—

Fro. 19.1.- • lOlwI.rir. fluid iind

PoyiitiiiK vector on tlio oylin-

(Irical 8urftu'.o of a K<>(>d but. not

perfect conductor with a Konur-

ator botwuou A and li.
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energy in the conductor, not at all the rate at which energy func-

tions outside the conductor increase. This is given entirely by
that part of the integration which is canied out over the surface

enclosing the charge-separating region. Since no paiiicular sig-

nificance can be attaclicd to integration of the normal component
of the Poyntiug vector over a part of a closed suiface, it is not

legitimate to attempt to locjilize the ‘^flow of energy’’ on the basis

of the meaningless parts of a meaningful integi-al.

An erroneous and peculiarly inconsistent analysis using (20)

proceeds as follows. (1) The conductor is assumed to be perfect.

(2) A sinusoidal distribution is assumed along the antenna.

(This is an incorrect assumption except for infinitely thin, perfect

conductors as is shown in Volume II.) (3) The electric field

(JSa)« is calculated using (7.15a) and the assumed current. A
nonoanishing value is obtained in direct contradiction to postulate

1 which requires a vanishing field. (4) The field so obtained is

substituted in (20) to determine 2’ and ultimately the input

impedance of the antenna. It is obvious that the impedance of

an antenna cannot be obtained by this sequence of errors and
contradictions. This is considered in greater detail in Volume II.

The Poynting vector on the cylindrical surface of the conductor

is given by (0). If tlic conductor is perfect, J?, is zero and hence

Sr vanishes at all points along the antenna. If the conductor is

not perfect, Eg has a small value and Sr is negative, i.e., S points

radially into the conductor. Between the circumferences at A
and B of the antenna near z = 0 (Fig. 19. 1) ,

an impressed field E* is

maintained; it is in the direction of the current, while the electric

field E (wliich docs not include P) is in the opposite direction.

It follows that Sr is positive between A and B so that S is out-

wardly directed. An interpretation based on the assumption
that the Poynting vector specifies the magnitude and direction

of flow of '^spatially distributed energy” leads to the following

conclusions. No ‘‘energy” leaves the antenna or enters it if

the conductor is perfect. “Kncrgy” flows radially into the

antenna from the “stored energy” in space if the conductor is

imperfect to account for the increase in thermal energy in the

conductor. “Energy” is “radiated” outward into space from
the charge-separating region AB (Fig. 19.1).

If the antenna is driven from a two-conductor line which is

in turn driven from a generator or charge-separating region AB
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(Fig. 19.2) and the Poynting vector is determined at the surface

of the conductors including those of the line, the following is

learned. If the conductors are perfect, the tangential electric

field vanishes everywhere along all conductors so that there is no

outwardly directed component. If the conductoi-s are imperfect,

the Poynting vector has a small inward component as shown in

Fig. 19.2.. The Poynting vector has a large outward component

only between the terminals AB.
It might be concluded from this discussion that since no

“energy’’ leaves the antenna in either case the moving charges

Fia. 19.2.—Poynting vootor nt tho Hurfanes of antiMina uiul traiiHiniHyioii lino.

A gonorutor iu iH^twoeii A and Ji,

in the antenna can play no part whaisocvc^r in maintaining

currents in neighboring or distant condiK^tors. This coiK^hision is

in direct contradiction with the postulate that all moving chargt^s

exert forces and hence do work on each ot-her. Since no “ energy ”

leaves the antenna if the Poyniing vector corrccily localizes its

flow, the antenna is ai)i)arently (piite immu'.essary so long as tho

same potential dilTerence is maintained l)(d.w(H^n the surfaces A
and B. In fact, if the antenna in Fig. 10.2 is replaced by a

lumped impedance consisting of a siiitabh^ n^sistanc,o an<l react-

ance that constitute an identicuil load at t.lui (uid of the lino,

the Poynting vector is unchang(^d, and din^’tod outward l)etwoen

A and jB, indicating that the saino “energy flow into space” is

maintained by tho generating region in both (uises. ( )n tho other

hand, the long antenna is capaldo of “receiving” only a very
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small inward “flow of energy from space,” whereas the lumped
impedance “receives from space” practically all the energy that

is “transferred to space” from the generator. It is to be noted

that the long transmission line seems to have nothing to do with

the outward “flow of energy” from the charge-separating region

AB nor with the inward “ flow of energy from space” to either the

antenna or the lumped impedance. According to the Poynting

vector, energy does not travel along the line.

The above discussion further emphasizes that nothing of value

is gained by attaching arbitrary physical significance to the

Poynting vector or to electromagnetic or other energy fimctions.

GENERAL THEOREMS

20. Image Fields.—A straight conductor extends in space

from Ca to JDa &t an arbitrary angle above the mathematical

z

plane z = 0 as shown in Fig. 20.1. It carries a periodically

varying axial current distributed in an unspecified way. Period-

ically varying concentrations of charge exist in appropriate

distribution as required to satisfy the equation of continuity for

dectric charge. Below the plane z = 0 is an identical second (or

image) conductor extending in space from Ci to Dt and arranged

to be the exact geometrical image of the first conductor except

in one respect. All currents and charges, while the same in

magnitude at image points, are opposite in direction and sign,
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respectively. For example, at the point shown in Fig. 20.1

the current la is directed from Ca to Da iu the first conductor

(subscript a), whereas at the image point the current in the

image conductor (subscript i) is the same in magnitude as

but in the opposite direction with respect to image points, i.e.,

from Di to Ci. It is to be noted that if the two conductors are

paraUel to the plane s = 0 as in Fig. 20.2a the reversed cuirent

in the image makes currents at image points in the two conductors

opposite in direction; if the two conductors are colinear and

perpendicular to the plane 2 = 0 as in Fig. 20.2b, the reversed

Cl ^ 1Da
1

1

Da

via

Ca

Plane 2=0

C.j

. ...I.i..

I i

Di

‘ It Jt

Ci

(a) (6)

Fio. 20.2.—HoriaontiU and vortical aTitonnoa CaDa with imtiKOB CiDi with
rovoi’Hod currontB.

current in the image makes currents at image paints in tlic two

conductors the same in direction. The lower conductor in Fig.

20.2a is sometimes called an image of the upi)er conductor

with current in the opposite direction; the lower conductor in

Fig. 20.26, an image of the upper conductor with current in the

same direction. This is an unfortunate tenninology. Actually,

both are images with cun’ciit»s reversed with n^spect to correspond-

ing image points. It follows directly from the cciuation of

continuity that a roveraal of current in the image involves a

change in sign of tho charge in the image. Ac.cordingly, if there

is a concentration of positive charge near a giv(Mi point in the

upper conductor, there is an equal cou(*.entratiou of negative

charge near the image point in tho lower conductor.

The complex amplitude of the resultant vector ])otential A
at any point P (Fig. 20.1) is the vector sum of the complex
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amplitudes of the potentials due to the currents in the individual

conductors. Thus for the two conductors

If the point P where A is calculated is on the plane e 0,

Ra = Ri and the two integrals in (1) ai-e the samh. The direc-

tions of Ao and Ai ai-e those of §« and —Si where Sa and Si are,

respectively, unit vectors in direction CoD* and CiDt as shown
m Fig. 20.1. The resultant vector potential A is necessarily

perpendicular to the plane e = 0 at all points.

The scalar potential at any point P is

4^ {/r^ + 11
'

<*>

Since Qa = — «<# the two integrals are equal and opposite in

sign at all points on the plane « = 0 where lia = Ri. Therefore,

the scalar potential 'vanishes eveiywhere on this plane, and the

plane itself is an oquipotential surface characterized by 4> = 0.

If is positive at a point (xi,2^i,zi) slightly above the plane, it

has an equal negative value at a corresponding point — zi)

below the plane. The gradient of <> is perpendicular to the plane

since this is an equipotential surface.

The electromagnetic field at any point P may be computed
from

E = -grad <> - jcaA = —i Z (grad div A + PlA] (3)
Po

B - curl A (4)

At any point on the plane z = 0, E and B may be resolved into

components tangent to the plane (subscript s) and component's
perpendicular to the plane (subscript n for downward normal).

£» = - - 3‘»A„ = -2 = 2E„ (6)

£. = - - juA, = 0 (())

B, = curl. A = 2 curl, A. = 2B„ (7)

= curl. A = lim = 0 (8)
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The vanishing of Bn is due to the fact that there is no component

Ag of A tangent to the plane 2 = 0 in which the contour of

integration and AD in (8) must lie. The electromagnetic field

in the upper half-space, i.e., with 2 ^ 0, is defined by (3) and (4)

using (1) and (2). The electric field is perpendicular, the

magnetic field is tangent to the plane 2 == 0.

Let the lower conductor in Fig. 20.1 bo imagined removed

and the entire half-space below 2 = 0 filled with a perfectly

conducting medium as in Fig. 20.3. In this medium, and hence

for 2 0, the electromagnetic field must be zero. Above the

Fig. 20.3.—Antcmui CaJ^a over a porfoctly ooiiduclin|]i; luilf-Rpaco.

perfectly conducting plane at 2 = 0 the potential functions and

the electromagnetic field must be determined from the currents

and charges in the upper conductor (which is exactly 4is before)

and from the surface densities of cuiTcnt and charge in the

conducting plane. Thus

A=A.+A*.-j^,

4>= ^>a+4>plaa(“ 4X60 jo.

..L. f
4x6(1 J ,

fj
pliino

—
C'

llliuio

(9)

(10)

Here A. and are the same as in (1) and (2) hccauso /' and q'a

are the same. The boundary conditions at 2 = 0 for the electro-

magnetic field calculated fi'om (9) and (10) using (3) and (4) arc

(A,E) = - (11)

[A,E] = 0 (12)

Vq
(13)

(A,B) = 0 (14)
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Here E and B are the electric and magnetic fields in space just

above the conducting plane; 0 i . an external normal to the

upper half-space; n/ and 1/ arc surface densities of free charge and
of moving free charge in the conducting plane. In terms of the

magnitudes of the normal and tangential components, (11) to

(14) may be written as follows

En =
eo

£. = 0

= 0

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

If the boundary conditions (16) to (18) at the perfectly con-

ducting plane a = 0 are compared with the field (5) to (8)

at the mathematical plane z = 0, it is seen that they can be

made to coincide if it is required that the following conditions

be true:

-^ = 2£„= -2j2- + 3Wl„) (19)

— = 2Baa = 2 curL Aa (20)
VQ

Subject to (19) and (20) the electromagnetic field calculated

from A and as given in (J) and (2) is tlie saino for 2; ^ 0 as

the electromagnetic held calculated from A and ^ as given in

(9) and (10) subject to (11) to (14). Tliis follows from the fact

that the two solutions satisfy the same dilTcrential cHpuitions

(the Maxwell-Lorcntz e(iiuitions) in the eni.iro upper luilf-space

(z ^ 0) and the same conditions at the boundjiry (z = 0). Since

any solution that satisfies the difTerent.ial cMpuitions and the

boundary conditions is the uni(iue solution, no matter how
obtained, it follows that the assumed eonditions (19) and (20)

that lead to the uniciue solution must be conx^c.t themselves.

The following (U)ii(jlusions constitute the theorem of images.

The electromagnetic vectors at any point P for wliich 2; ^ 0 in

Fig. 20.3 are the same as at the (corresponding point in Fig. 20.1.

It is assumed that the coiiduc.tor C„A, is identic^al physically

and electrically in the two <^as(^s and l.hat (7,7-)* in Fig. 20.1 is a

geometri(*.al image of CaDn but with currcuits reversed in direction

and with charges altered in sign. After E and B have been deter-
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mined (as by calculation from <l> and A) for 2 ^ 0 in the single-

conductor, infinite-conducting-plane problem of Fig. 20.3 by
solving the .conduotoivwith-image problem of Fig. 20.1, the

surface densities n/ and 1/ in the problem of Fig. 20.3 may be

determined using (11) and (13). The field vectors E and B

due to the surface distributions of current and charge on the

perfectly conducting plane in Fig. 20.3 are tho same at all points

in the upper half-space (2 ^ 0) as the fields due to currents and

charges in the image conductor in Fig. 20.1. Thin is not true

of the vector potential as is clear from the directions of Ai and

ApuuM in (1) and (9).

The theorem of images permits the substitution of a relatively

simple problem involving only a conductor and its image in

space for a rather difficult one involving a single conductor

over a perfectly conducting infinite plane. This is possible

only for points on and above this plane. Tho theorem is easily

generalized to any combination of conductors over a perfectly

conducting infinite plane. If the plane is a good conductor

(<r«/«€a > > 1 ) rather than a perfect one (0-0= 00
), the solutions

obtained by assuming the conductor perfect are usually good

approximations. If the conducting surface is not infinite or

not plane, the boundary conditions arc much more complicated

and the method of images is strictly not applic-ablc. In some

instances, moderately good approximations arc obtained by
applying the method of images even when the conducting surface

is finite and not plane. An example is the approximate solution

of problems involving antennas over the surface of the earth at

frequencies that are sufficiently low so that over moist earth or

salt water ((Te/(aee) is very large. The general boundary-viilue

problem of an antenna over an imperfe(*.t.ly c.ondu(d.ing earth

is analyzed in Volume II together with the ass(>(*hited problems

of reflection and refraction. Groat care must be (exercised in

using the method of images in practical prol)lemH involving con-

ducting suifaccs of finite extent. A finite jdane, even if (piite

large, is usually not a satisfactory substitute for an infinite

plane, and analyses involving the latter may bo gi-ossly in error

when applied carelessly to the former.

Half a Hertzian dipole (Sec. 12) erected vertically on a per-

fectly conducting plane is called an Abraham dipole. In tho

half-space above the conducting plane, its radiation function
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and directivity are the same as for the Hertzian dipole. The
radiation resistance is one half that of the Hertzian dipole (17.16)

and given by the so-called Elldenberg formula

R* = 40j92A® = 1,579 (21)

21. Rayleigh-Carson Reciprocal Theorem.— very general

and fundanicntally important theorem which has wide applica-

tion in tlic general theoiy of electric circuits including especially

those involving antennas may be derived subject only to the

condition that the essential density of moving charge is

linearly related to the electric field E. It was shown in Sec. 111.15

that this is true in all simply polarizing^ magnetizing, and
conducting media for which it is possible to write as in (III. 14. 14)

to (III.14.16)

P = (£r - 1)6oE; "M = (v. - 1/ = d(E + E-) (1)

Subject to (1) it follows as in (IIT.15.40) that

^ - KE + lIr<^E"; K S + j(a€o{€cr “ v^)
} (2)

Here = 1/vr; E** is an improssed field independent of and

E in the regions under study. It is clear that wherever (1) is

true the d(msity of moving charge pwv is lineai-ly related to the

electric field.

The electric field is expressed in terms of vector and scalar

potentials by the fundamental relation

E = -grad —jwA (3)

If (2) solved for E is substituted in (3), the following equation is

easily obtained:

2^ - ^ £< = -grad - jcA (4)

Since only practi(?ally available and hence imperfect conductors

are involved, surface densities of moving free charge are not

required so that 1/ = 0. The vecjtor potential can then bo

represented entirely in terms of the volume density

A -IW (5)
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Integration is with respect to the variables locating dr. Primes

are omitted in (5) in order to avoid confusion when primes and

double primes are introduced below for another purpose.

Let a vector G be defined by

G s ^ E‘ - grad 4. (6)

If the nonvanishing values of E* are maintained in a good con-

ductor for which Z’ = tf,d and in which d o-,

G = E* — grad ^ (7)

With (4) and (5) used in (0) or (7)

Equation (8) is a vector integral equation in The kernel

of the integral is en^/R. It is symmetrical with respect to any

two points in space such as and since the

distance between the two points

22 = -\/(a;i — 0:2)* + {yx — 2/2)'* + (21 — ^2)*^

is invariant to an interchange of subscripts. As a consequence

of this symmetry, the theory of integral cciiuitions allows the

following general theorem to be written.

Theorem: Any two pairs of functions and G'l and

G"i which are functions of the space cooi-dinates, and which

satisfy the integral equation (8), obey the following reciprocal

relation:

/ = I (^",G')dr (9)
,

Upon expanding G using (G) and noting that significant values

of 9^ occur only in good conductors where K = (ry^r so that (6)

reduces to (7),

I (S;^',E*'0dT - I (^'',E^dr = grad

— ^ (emv", grad ^')dT (10)

The integrals on the right may bo tranaformcd UHing (III.2.11)

in the form
div C4t = tt div C + (C, grad 4r) (11)
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aad the divergence theorem (II.6.1) in the form

j^dxvCdr = %Qdc (12)

For example, the first integral on the right in (10) becomes

(e«v', grad <>")dr = div (^"^mvOdr — ^ div ^'dr

= 4>"(fl»ffmv')dff — <)" div oi^dr (13)

The surface integral in (13) vanishes if the surface 2 is chosen

to cross no regions in which differs from zero. With the

equation of continuity

div jw? + = 0 (14)

(13) becomes

(ffmv'j grad ^")dT = ju ^"§'dT (16)

The scalar potential satisfies the general wave equation (1.1)

V«4. + /52<J>
^

(16)
€o

With (16) solved for ^ substituted in (15), this becomes

j[
grad ^'')dT = —ju«a + 0l^'}dr (17)

Similarly

(ffmv"i grad ^')dr = —jueo + j82^"}dT (18)

Using (17) and (18) in (10),

jf (;;;:5',E«")dr - 1 (^",E‘')dr

= jueo ^ {4»'V®4»" - 4>"VV}d’- (19)

The right side can be transformed using Green’s symmetrical

theorem (III.2.10). It becomes

with n an external normal to the enclosing surface 2. If this

is chosen to bo a spherical shell of radius It that is very largo
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compared with the greatest dimenfflon between regions in which

E* difEers from zero, then

dn dR (21)

on this shell. Furthermore, the scalar potential 4> on the surface

of a sufficiently large shell in the far zone has tho form

^ = C ~ir (22)

where C is independent of B. With (21) and in the limit as

If (23) is written for <[>' and and substituted in (20) this

yanialiAa- Therefore the riglit side of (19) is zero and

/^(^",E")dr (24)

These integrals are to be evaluated over all regions where both

E* and differ from zero.

In appljdng (24) to electric circuits including antennas, it

is usually possible to assume that regions where E" dilToi-s from

zero are equivalent to short distances between a finite number

of pairs of surfaces each of small urea. lOach of these pairs

constitutes the terminals A and B of a generator or its equivalent

across which there is a total current

I, = (26)

due to the field E® maintained between A and 7?. Those t.cnninals

are suflS.ciently clo8e together ho that tlu^ (uirrciit has tho

same amplitude at at jB, and in the gcnierator between A and B.

Let E® be a mean value on each surfacjc H Ixitwcen n pairs of

terminals A and J3.

I (^',P")dr = X /a' (26)

Let the positive direction of current for each sot of terminals

be from B to A. Also let

= f^Eods (27)
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be the driving potential difference maintained across each pair of
terminals by the n generators. Then,

/ (^',E*")dT = (28)
/-I

With (28) and an expression like it but with primes and double
primes interchanged, (24) becomes

t mi = t r,'v% (29)
i-1 y-1

This is the final expression. The theorem it expresses may be
summarized as follows.

Statement I A set of driving potential differences Vf, • • •

maintained across n pairs of terminals in a net-
work of conductors or an array of antennas produces a set of

cunents fjj • • f/j • • • /» at those terminals.

Statement II: A different sot of driving potential differences

Vl", • • • Vf', • • • V'" maintained across the same n terminals
produces the sot of currents •••/",••• /".

Theorem : The, driving potential differences and the currents
in the two cases are related by the following i-eciprocal relation:

im = t r/vf
i-1 J-1

Condition: The total moving charge in the entire re^on is

everywhere linearly related to the electric field so that

PiitV ~ E

The proportionality constant may bo complex.
The nic.iprocal theorem may be expr(«scd nonmathematically

os follows: If a generator with an c.m.f. or driving potential

dilTcien(!e of complex amplitude V" between, its terminals main-
tains a (‘.urront of coniiilex amplitude I through a load connected
between any other pair of terminals in the same or in a coupled
network, the current in the loiwl is unaltei'cd if load and generator
are int.(M'(thang(Hl i)roviile<l the impcdaiKtcs connected between

ItArMaioii, “Theory of Sound,” Vol. I, p. 155.

Cauhon, lieU iiyiitwt Tech, Jour., Vol. Ill, July, 1924.
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each pair of terminals are the same in both cases and the gen-

erator maintains the same e.m.f.

In applying the reciprocal theorem, it is usually convenient

to consider the currents due to only one driving potential differ-

ence at a time, since it is possible to add algebraically the indi-

vidually determined currents due to several. This follows from

the fact that the differential equations involved are linear with

constant coefficients. Suppose that when Vf is applied at

terminals j a current /< exists at terminals i, and when Vi" is

applied at terminals i a current J" exists at terminals j. The
reciprocal theorem reduces to the important form

r/Vf = I^Vf’ (30)

which is used, for example, in Chapter VI in proving an impor-

tant theorem regarding mutual impedances.

Turther simplification in (30) results if the same potential

difference is applied in the one case across the terminals j as

in the other case across the terminals i. When

Vi' = Vf (31)

it follows that the reciprocal theorem becomes simply

r/ = /; (32)

This form of the theorem is applied in Volume II to prove that

under specified conditions the directional pr(>i>crties of an

antenna or an array of antennas are the same for transmission

as for reception.

22. Electrod]iiiamical Similitude and the Theory of Models.

The experimental study of electromagnetic phenomena (as

in the design of apparatus or the determination of characteristics

of complicated circuits that are too intricate to permit of exact

theoretical analysis) is often greatly simplified if experiments

can be carried out using scale models of convenient size. Anten-

nas used at broadcast frequencies are so largo that an investigar

tion of the properties of different shapes, for example, could be

carried out much more readily using small scale models. Micro-

wave equipment, on the other hand, may bo so small that a study

of changes in design is more easily pcrfoimcd with larger scale

models. The question arises, under what conditions is it possible

to use scale models?
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In order to answer this question, let the electrical properties

of a configuration of imperfect conductors and dielectrics in

unbounded space be compared with the properties of a scale

model that differs from the original only in having all dimensions

changed by a factor n that may be larger or smaller than one.

Each length Ln in the model is related to the corresponding

length L in the original according to

Ln ~
(1)

At all points in space the electromagnetic field can be deter-

mined from the cciuation

V2<i> + = 0 (2)

and a similar equation for the vector potential. The correspond-

ing equation

VS<>n + PlAn == 0 (3)

is true at all points in spa<'ic about the scale model. The sub-

script n merely distinguishes a quantity in the model from the

con*esponding (iiiantity without subscript in the original. The
requirement that the electrical properties of the model shall

be the same tis in thes original except for a change in scale requires

at least th»at the scalar lield 4>n in the space about the model

shall differ from the scalar field
<J>

in space about the original

at most by a constant factor which need not necessarily be n.

Accordingly, (3) must bo true if, after multiplying by m, ^ is

written for Sincic all U^ngths arc to be changed by a factor

n in the mo(l<d, the operator VJ, which is ecpiivalcnt to a second

derivative with respect to the space coordinates, may be replaced

by

(4)

Accordingly, (3) must ])c c<iuivalont to

V‘^<I> + = 0 . (5)

if the model is to be el<M*.tric.alIy ecpiivalent to the original.

Since (i5) and (2) must be identical, it follows that

(0)
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Since Po = w/vo, where vo is a universal constant, it follows that

(6) is equivalent to

CO

n
or (7)

That is, the frequency used in the model must be that of the

original divided by w if the dimensions are to be those of the

original multiplied by n. The same conclusion is reached if

the vector potential A is written for ^ in (2), (3), and (5).

In order to have the potential functions in the model and the

original differ at most by a constant factor at all coiTesponding

points in space about the conductors and dielectrics in the

configuration, the distributions of charge and current in these

conductors and dielectrics must be the same at corresponding

points except for a constant factor. This is true because the

scalar and vector potentials at points in space are computed
from the Helmholtz integrals (1.33) and (1.34) in terms of the

distributions of charge and current. If all diclcc^.trics and con-

ductors are assumed to be homogeneous, simply polarizing,

magnetizing, and conducting regions, the distributions of current

and charge may be computed from solutions of the ociuations

V*4> + = 0; V^A + (?2A = 0 (8)

subject to appropriate boundary conditions. CJorrosponding

equations with subscripts n on all symbols must bo true in the

model. By the same reasoning as above, it is cU^ar that if the

current and charge are to be the same except for a constant

factor at corresponding points in original and model, the follow-

ing condition must be true in each dielectric and conductor:

R - (9)

The complex propagation constant is donned by

R4 = (10)
® V V V

^ ^

For simplicity let it be assumed that the reluctivity of all matiC-

rials is real so that v may bo wiitten for v. In this case (9) with

(7) and (10) reduces to
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Cfltii _ 69

Vn V

<^en _
vn vn

(11)

(12)

In general, the effective dielectric constant and conductivity

are defined by

e. = e' - —

;

f
a^n

6,n = < -
(13)

(O CO

<ra = 0-' “h o)€"; = «< + 15- (14)

as described in Sec. III. 14. If (13) and (14) are substituted

in (11) using (7), expressions are obtained that are functions

of title frequency and, hence, are not generally convenient- On
the other hand, if the configurations are both restricted only

to conductors and dielectrics with negligible time lags in conduc-

tion and polarization response so that

€ (16)

Co « cr' = cr (16)

the following relatively simple conditions are true:

is = i
Vn V

is = _?L

Vn vn

(17)

(18)

After canceling out the universal (‘.oiiHlants vq and eo in y = j'oJ'r,

6 = €o€r, and writing pr =

€rrt ^ or — €r/*r (19)
Vm Vr

<r— or — O’Mr
(fn/J-rn (20)

Vrn Vrtl n

These conditions must bo niahitaiiicd in all conductors and

dielectrics.

If a model antoiina that is n = O.l times an original in size

is to be used at I /n = 10 tiinoH the fre(iuoncy, a i^ossiblc arrange-

ment is to maintain dicdoctric constant and pci*in(uil)ility of all

media including conductorH and possibly the (uirt.li the same in

the model as in the original, wliilc tho conduc.tivity is made
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1/n = 10 tunes as great in the modd as in the original. If

copper conductors are used in the original, this is physically

impossible. However, it is shown in Voliune II that the distri-

bution of current and charge in a cylindrical antenna depends

only in negligible degree on its conductivity provided this is

higL It follows that copper could be used in both modd and
original antennas without signihcant error. On the other hand,

if the antenna is erected over the earth, the conductivity of

the soil around the modd must be made 1/n = 10 times that

around the origiiml if measurements on the modd are to be
comparable to those on the original.



CHAPTER V

SKIN EFPECr AND INTERNAL IMPEDANCE

Since the most significant components of the electromagnetic

field in the intenor of cylindrical conductors and of thin dielectric

disks between conducting plates are affected only sli^tly by the

outside electromagnetic field, it is possible to determine in

approximate but, nevertheless, very general terms the circuit

properties of unit length of a conductor or of a condenser insofar

as this depends upon the internal distributions of current and
charge. The results so obtained may then be used in the solu-

tion of problems involving closed and quasi-closed circuits, trans-

mission lines, and antennas. The general problem of closed

circuits is considered in Chapter YI; transmission lines in Volume
III; antennas in Volume II.

This chapter is also designed to serve os an introduction to the

study of boundary-value problems and the solution of the

homogeneous wave equation in cylindrical coordinates • using

Bessel functions.

SKIN EFFECT Ilf A SOLID CYLINDRICAL CONDUCTOR ‘

1. The Wave Equation in Cylindrical Coordinates.—^The gen-

eral o<iuation for the complex amplitude of the vector potential

in a simple medium Ih (Iir.l4.34h)

V*A + = 0 (1)

Let tins equation be expressed in cylindrical coordinates r, 6,

subject to the following conditions for rotational symmetry:

— = 0; A, = 0 (2)

I^y (lofiiiiliion the oporator operating on a vector has the

meaning

V^A “ grad div A — curl c.nii A (3)

so that it is necessary to expand the exprcHsiori on the right in (3)

321
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in cylindrical coordinates. The components of the curl are

written below using (2).

(6)

curl, curl A = ^^ (curl. A) — ^ (curl« A)

= _ i.
dz \ 3a dr )

d d
curl* curl A = ^ (curl. A) - ^ (cm-1. A) = 0 (8)

curl, curl A = ^
(r curl« A) - ^ (curl. A)

j

z=il.—r(^ (9)
r dr \ da dr )

^

Again using (2) and interchanging the order of differentiation

where convenient,

divA = ^|:(r^) + |l‘
(10)

grad div A = f^ (div A) + 2 ^ (div A) (11)

= f
TA IJL (rA ) + -^^'1 4- 4 TlA y. 4- n 2^

^ r dr ^ dr dz\ dr ^ dz ^ dz^ \

Upon forming (1) using (3), (7) to (12), and separating the f and £

components the following equations are obtained:

^ + + = 0 (13)

-aF + 7 l'--ff + »’A = o (14)

Following the procedure already used in See. III.16 solutions

of (14) may be sought in the form

Mr,^) = f.mr) (16)

where /,(a) is a dimensionless function of a alone and F,(r) is a
function of r alone. Substitution of (16) in (14) leads to
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This may be -written as follows:

F.rdr^'dr

The left side in (17) is a function of z alone; the righ t, side a
function of r alone. Hence they are mutually independent ana
can be equal to each other for all possible values of r and z only if

both are equal to a constant -that, however, may be multi-valued.
Let it be k*. Also let

ys = -y'* = ft* - ffs

Then

0+t'%-O (18)

Upon carrying out the differentiation, (19) becomes

+ + = 0 (20)

This may be transformed by changing the independent variable.
Let

* = ftr (21o)

a dr _ 1 d
/o1T.^

dx drdx~'kdr
a* ^ i.rii.1 _ 1 Ml ^
ai* a*LftarJ~ft*^

Then

+ + = 0
.

(22)

This is called the Fourier equation.

In the same way let solutions bo sought for (13) of the type

Mr,z) = /r(z)Fr(r) (23)

By the same procedure as above,

0 + T'^f. = O (24)

mm + k’F,-o
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where ft is not necessarily the same constant as above. Carrying

out the differentiation, (26) becomes

Using (21a,6,c)

Equations (27) and (22) are special cases of the general Bessel

equation

Solutions for A(r,2) of the restricted type with components
defined in (16) and (^) may thus be obtained in terms of solu-

tions of the Bessel equation (28). Detailed calculations are

given in the following sections. It can be showm that any
particular solution of (1) having cylindrical symmetry can be
obtained as a converging series of solutions of the restricted type,

somewhat as a periodic function of one variable can be developed

in a Fourier series. Solutions of this general type arc used, for

example, in the analysis of wave guides in Volume III.

2. Electromagnetic Field and the Boundary Conditions for a

Cylindrical Conductor.—^The electromagnetic vectors E and B

for a simple medium may be derived from the complex vector

potential using (III. 14.36a,h)

E = -p {graddiv A + 5*A} (1)

B = curl A (2)

Using (1.1) and (1.3)

E = — p curl curl A (3)

at points in a simple medium. Hence from (1.7) to (1.9)
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It is shown in Sec. IV.3 that at points outside a cylindrical

conductor carrying an axial current the component Ar is negligible

compared with Ag, It will be assumed, subject to later verifica-

tion, that the following condition is a good approximation inside

as Avell as outside the conductor:

OAr

dz dr

Subject to (7), the electric field is

(j“ dzdr*

Ee = 0;

E s= A .

* r dr
’’

~ar’

Using (1.19) nuiltiplicd hyf„

Br = 0

‘ dr

B, = 0

so that

Hence

r dr dr *

_ _ -iwfts .

E =
—

(J=* ' dz dr ’

E, = C);

ft*
Ea — —ju

B, = 0

» (lil,

B, = 0

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(16)

The general l)<)iindary eonditloiiH at the siirfaeo between two
simple media iueliulc (111.14.3 16,r)

[AijEi] + fA'ijEal = 0

Vi[Ai|Bi| + V*j[A2>B2] = 0

In terms of magnitudes

{Es\)r~aa — (<®a‘j)r -.a

(10)

(17)

(18)

(19)
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Using (13) to (15)

1 (4.1)« = 1 (^*)«. (20)

fdA.i\ {dA.i\
(21)

These are the equations from, which the constant k must be

determined. Before this can be done, expressions for A, in the

conductor and outside it must be obtained.

If the cylinder is a good conductor (region 1) and the medium
in which it is immersed (region 2) is space, the following state-

ments are true, using Sec. III.15:

In space,

Qi = Pt = va = Po (22)
VO

In a good conductor, assuming vi real,

= (23)

The magnitude of is j8i
= '\/«<wi/vi so that

= (24)

3. Solutions for a Conducting Cylinder of Infiboite Length.

—

Although an infinitely long cylindiical conductor is not physically

realizable, it is of great practical importance because the dis-

tribution of current in any cross section may be determined
by a relatively simple analysis; moreover, this distribution is to a
hi^ degree of approximation the same as in any cylindrical

conductor that is long compared with its radius- This is dis-

cussed later- For the present, let the distribution of the axial

component A, of the vector potential be determined in a cylin-

drical conductor of radius a extending to infinity along the

positive z axis. Let it be so excited that complete rotational

symmetry obtains. This requires a solution of (1.18) and (1.19)

subject to the boundary conditions (2.20) and (2.21).

The solution of (1.18) is simple and well known. It will be
outlined in somewhat greater detail than required in order to

show the similarity in the several forms of its solution as com-
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pared with the solution of (1.19) in the form (1.22). A general
solution of (1.18) may be ol^taincd by writing a power series for

/», substituting this in the differential equation, and evaluating
the coefficients in the seiies from the resulting recurrence rela-

tions. The solution is

fz = Cl cos i£ + Ca sin u (1)

where u = and

coa « = 1 - 2 1
+ 41

- • ’ •
' (2)

. IZ* . u*smu = u-^ + ^ (3)

and Cl and Ca are complex constants of integration. The func-
tions cos .u and sin u are tabulated in standard trigonometric

tables with u real. The solutions may also be written in ithe

form

Ms) = Clf*'" -I- C'tcr^ (4)

where

o''" = cos u + j sin u (6)

cos u — j sin u (6)

and C[ an<l CJ arc complex constants. The form (1) is prefened
for mil arguments n = y's and for conductors of finite length.

The form (1) is irniferrcsl for complex arguments u = and if

the conductor is assumed to bo infinite in length. In the case at
hand, tlie wire is assumed to bo infinitely long and y' is complex.
In particular with

y' = -JT = -i(7r + jyt) (7)

the solution (4) is

f,
—

(8)

Since /j must remai!i firute at s = «, it is necessary that CJ = 0,

leaving the solution

/* == (9)

The Fourier c(pial.ion (1.22) may also bo solved by writing a
power series for Fi{,r), substituting this in tlui dilTorential equa-
tion, and evalualiing the (U)ellicionts fi*om recuirrence relations so

obtained. A general solution of (1.22) corresponding to (1) is

F,(r) = + DMx) (10)
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where Dx aad Dt are complex constants, x = kr, and

= + • • •

iVo(x)=?{ln(i*) + c} JoW

(11)

(12)

C is Euler’s constant given by C = 0.6772.

The series Jo(x) is called a Beasd function of the first kind

and order zero; the series JV‘o(x) is called a Bessel function of the

second hind (or Neumann function) of order zero. These func-

tions are tabulated in Appendix III for real arguments. Jo(x)

and Nt{z) are both real with real arguments x = kr; Jtix) and
iVo(x) are complex with complex argument x — hr. Limiting

values for zero argument are

lim J’o(*) = 1 (13o)
X—>0

lim iVo(x) = 00 (136)
x-K)

If the argument is real,

lim Jo(*) = 0 (14a)

lim iVo(x) = 0 (146)
Of—» •

If the argument is complex,

lim /o(x) = oo (15a)

lim JV'o(x) = 00 (166)
X— 00

For small values of the argument, higher powered terms in (11)

and (12) are negligible and the leading terms alone are good
approximations. They are

/o(x) = 1; x*<<l

J\^o(x) ^?jln(ix) + c}: X* << 1

(16a)

(166)
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For moderately large values of the ai^umeut, the following

asymptotic formulas are good approximations:

/o(*) * ± cos a: fe: 10 (17a)

±-^sin(x-0
I
-|^argx:S| (175)

The error is of the order of 1 per cent at a; = 10 so that moder-
ately accurate approximations are possible for even aTwnllar

values of x. Complete asymptotic series are given in standard
tables.^ The relation between J'a(x) and cos *, No(,x) and sin x
is evident from (17a) and (176).

An alternative form of the solution of (1.19), corresponding

to the exponential solution (4) of (1.18), is

F.(x) = D[H<o^ix) + DiH|,»(x) (18)

where x = kr and

m»{x) = Mx) + jN,ix) (19)

//|,*'(x) = Mx) - jN,ix) (20)

and D[ and DJ are complex constants. The fimctions H^^(x)

and J7J*’(x) are called Bessel Junctions of the third kind and order

zero (or Ilankel functions). Uoix) is complex with x real, but
jH^^ijx) and —jH^{—jx) are real with x real.

lim //^^’(x) = 00
; lim//i®(x) = » (21)

JC->0 *->0

lim /A”(*) = 0 if the imaginary part of x is positive (22a)
X—> M

lim //i,®’(x) =» 0 if the imaginary part of x is negative (226)
so

One of the Ilankol fimctionfi always vanishes with infinite complex

argument, as shown in (22). No other Bessel function does.

Approximate formulas for small arguments are obtained from

(19) and (20) using (IG).

//i»(x) = l+jH jiuQx^ + c||

//!?>(x) = 1 _ jln(lx) + c|
)

^ jATmKB-BMON, '‘Tablets of FiinciiouB,” pp. 137, 138, 1938 cd.

(23)
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Asymptotic formulas for large arguments are obtained from (19)

and (20) using (17).

mKx)- * ±

^K*) ^ ±
ITJL e~i(r-r/*)

VX

1

a: ^ 10

,

(24)

The relationship between the Hankcl functions and the exponen-

tial function is clear from (24). //^“(x) resembles e*,

resembles er^*. The limits (22a,b) can be doiived from (24)

directly. For solutions of bounded regions, the functions Jo(x)

and iV’o(x) are usually convenient. For solutions in tmbounded

space with k in x = kr complex, one of the functions H^“(x),

H^(x) is required.

For the case at hand, an infinitely long cylindrical conductor

of finite radius a in space, a fimction that is finite at the origin,

i.e., Jo(kiT), is required for the interior of the conductor. For

free space outside the conductor, the Ilunkel function that

vanishes at r = oo must be used. Thus,

r < o, F.(r) = DMkir) (25)

r> a, F,(r) = Z)ff<»(*2r) or (26)

In (26) the Hankel function that vanishes at r = <» Ls chosen.

Yalues of k appropriate to the medium must bo usod us indicated.

The conductor is medium 1, space is medium 2.

The solution for A, is given below.

In the conductor,

r ^ a; A, = CiJo(hir) exp (—jrls) (27)

In space,

a; A, = Ctlloik^r) exp (-jrie) (28)

with appropriate superscript (1) or (2) on IIo, whichever vanishes

at r 00 . In general

y' = (29)

An important special case which may ho obtained either by
resolving (1.20) or from the solution (10) is that for which ft = 0.

In this case (1.19) reduces to
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with solution
F,{r) = Cl + Cs In r (31)

This is not a possible solution for any region that contains the

axis r = 0 where the logarithm becomes infinite. Since the

logarithm also becomes infinite at r = it appears that (31)

is not a physically meaningful solution. This is true. However,

in the physically impossible but nevertheless useful case of an

infinitely long conductor, the vector potential cannot vanish at

infinity because the conductor extends to infinity. Accordingly,

in space a possible solution is

r^a; A, = [Ci + Ca In (32)

provided ft = 0 and the conductor is infinitely long.

4. Determination of Parameters.—The parameter fti and fta

appearing in the solutions for Ag must be detci-mined from the

boundary conditions (2.20) and (2.21) using (3.27) and (3.28).

I
C^Mk^a) exp ( -hiz) =

11
CMk-Ji) exp ( -jy'.z) (1)

viCiftiJJ(ftio) exp (—JyI^) = ViiCsft2//o(ftao) exp (—ira^) (2)

The notation

o
II (So)

II
c (3b)

is uRcd. The miperscript I or 2 in omiti.od from Ho until it

is determined which of tlio two functionw or vanishes at

infinity. This requires knowledge of the sign of the imaginary

part of ki.

It follows from (1) or (2) that

y[ = Ys = t' (4)

if the equations are to bo valid for all values of z at all times.

Hence with (3.29)

y' = (5)

8i and 5s are given by (2.23) and (2.22), i-cspectivoly. Dividing

(1) by (2)

ki •/()(ft|ff.) _ fts /g\

./J(ft.a)
“

vs5i ir'oikiij
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Equations (5) and (6) are theoretically sufficient to determine

ki and ki. Actually an explicit solution is not possible in

general. An approximation that permits a determination of the

order of magnitude for a good conductor in space is obtained by
allowing the conductivity to become indefinitely large. In this

case,

(Ti —» 00
,

d, — 0, 5i — « (7)

where d, is the skin depth. Since y' be assumed finite it

follows using (5) that

fti = V5i - y'* 5i (8)

With Jki—»• 00 it is possible to use (3.17).

Differentiating and retaining only the leading term as

With

9i =

it follows that as (3i
—»• oo

,

cos

sin(ffir-|)

Also

The last step in (14) follows from the relation

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

and

With (11) to (14)

• I
« • IT

j = cos
^ + J sm ^ (15)

(16)
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lim = lim e'^v/Va-r/S)

fiir-* “ fiiT-* "" 'V 2jrjSif

lim Jo(Pirj~^) = lim e^Wir/VS-r/s)

v27r/3ir

Accordingly,

With (19) and (8), (6) becomes

fej Ho(Jisft) _

This equation is satisfied by

’ lim
5i—

-3 ^
Vl^l

ft* = 0

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

if it can be sho\vn tliat HQ{k%a)/H\^{k%a) remains iBnite as fta

approaches zero. The behavior of the Hankel functions at the

zero value of tlie argument is determined by the leading term

in the series for

lUm = Jo(ftr) ± iJV^o(fer) (22)

as ft —» 0. Tlius with (3.13) and the leading term in (3.12)

lim //o(ftr) = 1 ± j lim ~ I In ftr) + c| = ±3 lim In (ftr) (23)
*-0 *-() ’T

I \^ / J fc-fO

DHTcrciitiaUng witJi rcspoct to tho argument ftr

lim U[{kr) = ±3 lim
k-*() ft->0

Hence

Thikr)

's,mm lim
In ftr

ftr

(24)

(25)

This is indeterminate and may he evaluated by differentiating

numerator and denominator separately. '’I'hcii

2
If{)(kr) ftr ^

lini rr,)i,-{
= Inn —. - = 0

fc—>0 ft—>0 ^

(ftr)*

(20)
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Accordingly, (21) is a correct solution of (20). Using (21) and (6)

•with (2.22) it is dear that

y' = ffa = Po (27)

It follows that the complex phase constant of a perfect conductor

reduces to the real phase constant fia.

Upon substituting (27) in (6)

Thus

provided

fti = h

Pi >>|3*o

(28)

(29)

(30)

which is true by definition when the cylinder is a good conductor.

It may be assumed, therefore, that (29) is a good approximation

for all sufficiently good conductors.

As a result of (29), the transverse distribution of the vector

potential at points inside the conductor is independent of the

nviftl distribution. It is reasonable to assumo that the ti-ansverse

distribution is also independent of the axial distribution in a

conductor of finite length, so that it may bo used directly to

determine the distribution of current and to define tlio impedanre

per unit length of a cylindrical conductor of any lengtli that is

great compared with the riidius.

6. Distribution of Current in the Interior of a Cylindrical

Conductor.—^The transverse distriliution of the vector potential

in the interior of a long cylindrical conductor is given by (3.10)

multiplied by /.(a). It is

As(r) = [Di./o(ftir) + DsJVo(ft lOl/sC*) (1)

The subscript 1 on fci denotes region 1, the ciinductor. The two

constants of integration, Dt and D«, nuiy b(i oviiluiitcd as follows.

Since il,(r) must bo finiUi ivt all points in llui conductor, and

since from (3.13) iVo(fo-) is infinite at r =- 0, a pliysically moan-

ingftd solution requires tliat Dt = 0. '^I'lsf c.onst.ant Di may be

expressed in teims of tlio value of AAi’) at r = a. Thus

1^
A,(u)

(2)

and

(3)
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If E,(a) is the z component of the electric field

of the conductor, it follows from (2.16) that
at the surface

E,(r) = E,ia)

Since

1« = aEg

the density of ajoal cun-ent at any radius r is

(4)

(5)

f.(r) = i.(a)
Jo(ftir)

Jo(/tia) (6)

•with i,(o) the volume density of current extrapolated to the
surface r = o. In (3), (4), and (G) using (4.29) and (4.11)

*1 *
(V

so that these solutions involve Bessel functions of the form
JoCr^p) with y = fisr real. Since (1) with a negative sign written
in front of fti also satisfies the differential equation (1 20)
alternative solutions of the form Jo(-j-»y) = Jo(j^y) may be
used. Since only oven powers of j occur in -the series (3.11)
it follows that ./o(i»’jy) = Jo(j“^j/). Thus

’

- A(r«!rt - [i -^ ]

+'3[(i»)‘-|^'+ • •

•] (8)

This may be written as follows:

Jttif-ij) — Jo(i ^“i/)
= ber y + i bei y = (9)

The notation

her y = real part./„(i-Mi/) == 1 - . (loa)

bei y = imaginary part ./o(J-^y) = iiy)^
- + •

• (106)

is conventional. TIicho functions are tabulated in standard
tables,^ UnfortuiitTitcly they arc OHcillating functions and there-

in. li. DwKJirT, ^'Tu1)U*h of KuiiotionH,” pp. 214-220. Jahnkb-Emdb,
''Tables of FunotioiiH,” pp. 2‘M-2r>S, 1938 od. Tlio function JoU^^y) =• ber
2/ — J bei y is given. N . W. McLaculan, “Besaol Punctions for Engineers.”
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fore not well adapted to interpolation by proportional parts. In

this respect, the amplitude function Afo(y) and the phase angle

0o(y) are preferable. They are given by

Jifo(y) = = Vber* y + bei* y (11)

9o(y) = arg = tan-‘ (12)

Conversely,
her y = Jlfo(y) cos flo(y) (13)

bei y = Mo^) sin 0oCy) (14)

The functions Mo(y) and 6o(y) are reprcHontcd graphically in

Fig. 5.1 and are tabulated in Appcnchx III and in standard

books of tables.

Instead of making use of the phase angle 0o(y), it is possible

to write

. T
ja =

(ISa)

(156)
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80 that

*0 = - ffo(y) (15c)

Then
= Afo(2/)i*“ (16)

The functions Mo^y) and Xo are tabulated and represented

graphically in standard tables.^

If y is sufidciently small, it follows from (8)

Mo(y) 1; 0o(.y) =0; y®-<< 4 (17)

If the argument ^ in (8) is sufficiently large it is possible to

obtain a simpler formula for Mo{y) in (11) and Ooiy) in (12).

Thus, substituting x = in (3.17a)

JoU-^) = ± cos - ij (18)

for sufficiently large values of y.

Using (15i>) with *o = i.

£
jK = e's

With
(19)

IIT
ri

(20)

COS ”
5 J

“ ^
[cv/V2oy(v/V5-ir/4)

4. c-»/v^c-/(i,/Va-x/4)]
(21)

Since y iw noccHHnrily large if (18) is to be a good approximation,

the second term in the sum on the right in (21) is negligible

compared with the first terra. With (19) and (21)

./o(i~%) = ±- / y ^ 10 (22)
V27ry

1 Jahnku-Kmi>i4, ‘*Tal)l(^H of Fuiic.T.ionH,” pp. 260, 262-265, 1938 ed. The
function =» Mo(y)«' ia roprcaonted in the form Hence

^o{y) " ftoj 9o{y) = — g
^#0.
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for large argiment and choosing the positive sign,

Mo(y) = gl//V2j

Oaiy)
/y A.

~\V2 V’

y^ 10

y^ 10

(23a)

(235)

If the negative sign is chosen, do(y) differs from (235) by

Using (7) and (9)

Jo(ftlO _ -^0(^1^)

/o(*ia) ilfo(/3io)
(24)

If (24) is substituted in (3), (4), and (6), the following ratios

noay be written:

^(a)"£.(o) Ua)
Where

jSi = = Vftwi/u

This relation characterizes completely the distribution of the

oxwiL components of the vector potential, electric field, and

density of current in a section of the condiictor in terms of

the value at the surface r = o. For sufficiently large values of

/Sir, the asymptotic formulas (23a,5) may bo used to give

diW _ Ml) = ifW = /®

il.(a) JE.(o) i.(a) \r
ft(a—r)/ jSi(o-r)/V2

0ir S: 10 (26)

Since (a — r) measures the distance s radially in from the surface

and

1h.
V2

OXTl

21^1 iU
(27)

where d, is tho skin depth defined in (111.15.31),

4«(8) _ ^*{s) _ Ujs) _ / «_ (28)
^(s = 0) F.(s = 0) i,(s = 0) \a-a'‘ ^ '

The shin depth d, is seen to be the radial distance from the surface

at which i, is reduced to Ije of Us value at the surface, provided
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this distarice is negligibly small compared with the radius a. For-

mulas (26) and (28) are good approximations of the more compli-

cated relation (25) whenever /Sir ^ 10.

If the current density at the surface varies as

Ix(CK)^lMt) —— ^#(0) COS Cijt

the instantaneous volume density of current at a radius r is

t.(r)(™t) = u(a) cos [w« - fioOio) -1- ffoOSir)] (29)

Curves for the relative amplitude Mt)(fiir)/Mo(fiid) and for

the phase angle do(/3id) — do(fiir) are shown in Fig. 5.2 for

Fig. 6.2.

—

Uolutivo ampli(.u<1o an<l pliiiHo nnp;lo of tlio volume doneuty of
aziiil ourront in u vylindric^ul coiidiK^tor for four vuIuoh oi fiia; din tho Hkin depth
for a B 1 and fi la » 25.

several ditToront but relatively snmll values t)f j3ia. Since

jSi = y/woilvi, these apply to any combination of co, ai, vi, and
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a, which yield the same assumed value of jSia. It is clear that

for materials with lower reluctivity (higher permeability) the

Fio. 6.3a.—Direction and relative values of the density of

axial current in a cylindrical conductor for wliutli » 25 at the instant when
the density at the surface is inaxiniuin downward

,

Fig. 5.35.—^Like Fig. 6.3a but a quarter period later when the density at the

surface is zero.

same distribution is obtained for smaller values of w<ri. A study

of the curves of Fig. 5.2 shows that at very low freciuencies

for which Pia is small the amplitude of the current density is
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almost uniform from the surface of the cylindrical conductor to

the axis, and all values are essentially in the same phase. At
even moderately high frequencies, on the other hand, for which

Pia is larger, the amplitude diminishes very rapidly from the sur-

face inward, and there is a progressive and almost linear iucrease

in the phase angle of lag. For siiflBiciently large values of j3ia,

this angle may exceed ir or many multiples of tt. This means that

the direction of current alternates in layers from the surface

inward. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.3a,6 in which the instan-

taneous value of the cuirent density is shown at two instants

differing by a quarter period. Values of Pi as high as 10^ or 10®

radians per meter are quite possible at superfrequencies. For
such large values the skin depth is of order of magnitude 10“*

or 10"® meters, so that the amplitude curves drop so rapidly that

they cannot be represented in Fig. 6.2 even for small values of a.

6. Total Current in the Conductor.—^The total current across

a circle of radius r at the center of a cross section of the

conductor of radius a is defined by

/.W = JJ
U(r)2irr dr (1)

Using (5.6) and changing variables to x = kir

The integral is of the form

xJo(x)dx = xJi(x) (3)

where /i(x) is the Bcssol function of the first kind and first

order. It is a solution of (1.27). In scries form it is

1 -2 1-2-2-3 + .

l-2-2-3-3-4^
- -J'oix)

This is easily verified by integrating the convergent scries for

x/o(x) term liy term. Formuliis like (3) are also true for Bessel

functions of the second and third kinds. Limiting values of

Ji(x) for compksx arguments arc

lim Jiix) — 0; lim Ji(x) = «
X—>0 00

(5)
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For real arguments

lim Ji(x) = 0; lim Ji{x) =0 , (6)
*-0 *->00

Approximate formulas for small and large values of the argument

are

*»<<! (7)

z ^ 10

T ^ ^ IT (8)

Using (3) in (2) with fei = = Pie * according to

(6.7) and (6.166)

Ux).-^cm(x-^y,

TM _ 2rru(a) Jijj-^Pir) fj

‘ ~
Pi Mr^Pia)

The total current in the conductor is

, f
. _ 2Tffli,(a) Ji(jz[%a) Jl

* Pi Jo(j“^/5ia)

with pi = ‘s/ftxTi/vi = •s/ucrini.

Alternatively,

f u-i _ PMa) /o(rWPio) -fi-
2to JiQ-^^Pia) ®

Upon substituting (11) in (9),

Similarly

i.ir)

r(-\ _ r/.'i rJiir^pir)

_ Ua) (pia\Mr^^Pir) ~il

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
ira® \ 2 / Jiir^^Pia)

The axial components of electric field and vector potential are

easily obtained as follows using (13):

<^1
(14)

With (2.12) and fti * Ji,

_ M - -L (16)
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All the above expressions involve the function

343

with y = fiiT Its 1‘cal and imag nary parts may be separated,

and it may bo cxproHHcd in amplitude-phase-angle form by follow-

ing the same methods used in the case of Jo(J~^). The relation

between J and the more commonly used is shown.
Using (4)

= -jm

Real and imaginary parts are obtained using

«> _ (i-rj
•' V2

They are,

B.P. - ^-(l + - '«•-%+)
ihiY . W
2!3!

^
'3141

= — beri y (17)

Accordingly,

= —beiiy (18)

= bcri y j hoii y = Afi(y)f!»»>'»> (19a)
= — (heri 2/ -h J Ixsii jy)

= Afi(2/)c'<'+®>'»” (196)

The real functions Mi{y) and fli(?/) arc defined by

Af^?/) = •\/l>cr? y -H boij y (20)

».(»)- (21)

An altornativo roproHCuitation that is more common than the

beri and bcii functions makes iiso of the <lcrivativo functions

her' y = (her y)

bei' y = (bei y)

(22a)

(226)
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with the her aad bei functions defined in (5. 10a,6). Since with

4-[Mr^)]= i(r^y) =« * Ji(r^) (23)

ay

it follows that ^
Jiir^) = e~^^ [Joir^)] = (ber' y+j bei' y) (24)

With (19b), (20), and (21)

her' y + j bei' y = Mi{y)e^*^^^

Mi(y) = •v^er'* y -4- bei'* y

^i(y) “ 4
+

her' y = il(fi(y) cos

bei' y = Miisi) sin

\ber' y)

ei(y)-J

(26.)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

The ber' and bd' functions are tabulated in standard tables

togetba^* with the ber and bei functions. The functions Miiy)

and fli(y) are represented graphically in Fig. 6.1 and are tabulated

in Appendix III and usually in standard tables wherever Afo(»)

and flo(y) are ^ven.

The function Ji{j~^y) may also be written in tho form

= Jlfi(y)6»'»‘«''’-'> = Afi(y)i<''‘-®’ (30)

.where, corresponding to (5.15c)

*1 = - diiy) (31)

The functions Mi{y) and xi are tabulated and represented

graphically in standard books of tables.'

For HTTiftll values of y it follows from (16) that

y (i — = y e

2 ^/2
^ 2

® '

Mxiy) = |; »i(y) =X

2/2 << 8 (32o)

(32b)

* Jahnkb-Emdi), “Tablos of Functions,” p. 201-264, 1038 cd. The func-

tion is reprosontod in tho formed bi^K Hence

Mi(y) -5,;x-fli(i/) "l/Si.
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For Buffidently large values of in (19b), simpler formulas

for Mi(y) and Bi(y) may be obtained. Using (8) with x =

J = ± cos (j-^ - (33)

Using the same method as in deriving (6.22) from (5.18)

= ± .JX<^»/V5e/(l,/^/2-5,/8); y s: 10 (34)

Accordingly

Mi(y) = y ^ 10 (36o)
V 2irj/

Si(y) + y^lO (35b)

Using (19b) in (12) {md (13) with phase referred to J.(a)

/.(r) = J,(o) (30)

For small values of (fiio), as at very low frequencies, using

(32b) and (5.17)

L(r) = J.(a)

(/Sio)* < < 4

For large values of (j3ia), as at very high frequencies, using

(35a,b) and (5.23a,b)

/r —^p(a—r) —

y

I,{r)=L{a)^lo V2 e V2

jSiO ^ 10 (39)

The electric field and the vector potential are given by

<ri cofTi

The axial olocitric field at the surface of the conductor is

117(18 .0)"
'• (41)
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7. Ihtenial Impedance per Unit Length of a Cylindrical Con-

ductor.—^The ratio of the axial electric field at the surface of a

given cross section of the conductor to the total current across

that cross section is a complex quantity called the internal or sur-

face impedance per unit length. It is denoted by 2?* = r* + jV

with f* the internal or ohmic resistance per unit length, the

internal reactance per unit length.

. ^ JEs(a) _ 1 ffia ilfo(ffio)

Lip) TraVi 2 Miifiid)

1 jSiU ibfo(i3ifl)

ira*o-i 2
cos

1 ffiU MoQSifl)

iraVi 2 MiiPia)
sin

+ BoiPia) — BiiPia)

^ + floOSio) - diifiia)

(1)

(2)

(3)

PlO. 7.1.—Tho funotionsPi — ? and 8 " 136“ + 8,(,y) — 8i(y).

The requirement that /JiO be small is the equivalent in the

conductor of the condition for the near zone. In this case
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(6.17) and (6.326) give

= ro sa as* = 0 ; (fiia)* < < 4 (4)

The value ro is the d.c. resistance per unit lengffi. The complex

frequency factor for the conductor is

(5)

The xeagnitude ^*1 “ g
the ane^

d = 135° + eo(y) - Siiy)

are plotted in Fig. 7.1.

For small values of /3ia, but not so small as assumed in (4),

it is convenient to proceed from (6.14) with (6.13) and

That is, from
5i = = Pie

2i = =:
^ glfl J l>(gl°)

/.(a) TraVi 2 J i(5ia)

The following series expansion for small values of Xi » ffia is

time:

^i/o(xi) _ . __ (ixy _ {ixy _ (i?v _ . . . /7^

2Jr(ii)"^ 2 12 48

Hence

f' = r. [l + + •

•]
(8)

With jSf = oxTitvi = wo-iAn

Accordingly,

a-< = - " . fl -® StviI 384

r* = ro; = g—; (0io)*<<192 (11)

It is now possible to define an internal inductance per unit

length that is independent of the frequency.

U s =i i X 10~^ henry/meter (12)
" Stvi 2vt
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If SiO is sufficiently large, (5.23a,b) and (6.35a,6) may be used.

Then (1) gives

a* =:
^ + j

Tnrcuri 2fircuri

Accordingly, with pi = VcooV*^ = VWi/xi

(13).

f* = 1

2ira \ 2<ri
(14)

This is called the Rayleigh formula. If the skin depth defined

by

1 —

is introduced in (14),

d. VS

7^ = X* =

2pi

2irada<ri

(15)

(16)

The internal resistance per unit length for large values of ffia

is seen to be inversely proportional to the area of a ring of

circumference 27ra and very small width equal to the skin depth ds,

rather than inversely proportional to the area of the entire cross

section. This is consistent with the fact that the current is

principally in a thin skin near the surface when fiia is large,

whereas it is almost uniformly distributed throughout the

interior when fiia is small. In fact, the resistance per unit length

given by (16) is the same as the d.c. resistance per unit length

of a tube of thickness d.

8. Surface Impedance.—If the argument jSia is sufficiently

large to permit the use of asymptotic formulas for the Bessel

functions, the total axial current /,(a) is distributed in a layer

suflSciently near the circumference to allow the definition of a
quasi-surface current ZJ. This is defined to be the fraction of

the rotationally symmetrical total current /,(a) in each sector

of the cross section formed by unit distance along the circum-

ference. It is called a quasi-surface current because with

jSia S: 10 most of the current is confined to a layer that is thin

compared with the radius of the conductor but that is still

very thick compared with the atomic dimension 5 of the surface

cells used in defining a true surface current U. Such a true

surface current does not exist in physically available conductors
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at the highest electrically meaningful frequencies. It is sig-

nificant only in the idealized case of perfect conductors. A
quasi-surface current, on the other hand, is easily produced in

all good conductors at frequencies measured in hundreds,
thousands, and tens of thousands of megahertz.^ In a cylindrical

conductor, the quasi-surface current is defined by

• 2ira (1)

The surface impedance is defined to be

K /.(a)

It is measured in ohms. With (7.13)

In terms of the skin depth d, as given in (7.15)

12* = Z* =
Cl) 'u/ti _ 1

2o'i diiri

(2)

(3)

(4)

Since the surface impedance is independent of the radius of

the conductor if j3iO is sufficiently large or the skin depth d,

sufficiently small, its value does not change significantly with

the radius of curvature of the surface so long as this is large

compared with the skin depth. Furthermore, since the interior

of the cylindrical conductor carries practically no current if fiia

is large, no significant change in the quasi-surface current and,

hence, in the surface impedance can occur if the interior of the

conductor is removed so long, ns a thickness of wall is left in

the resulting tube or pipe that is very large compared with the

skin depth for tiro solid cylinder. It follows that the surface

impedance (3) is a good approximation for metal sheets that are

very thick compared with the skin depth d. = and tlmt

have a radius of curvature that is also very large compared wi^

d,. Moreover, if the surface current is restricted to a very thin

layer near the inner surface of a metal pipe, (3) also applies.

For example, in the case of a coaxial line with a solid inner

conductor of radius a and an outer conductor of inner radius 6 and

^ Olio hertz (abbreviated hz.) “ 1 cycle per second.
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outer radius c as shown in Fig. 12.1, equal and opposite axial

quasi-surface currents can be maintained on the adjacent surfaces

of the line at sufficiently hi^ frequencies to make Pia ^ 10

and, therefore, also PJb ^ 10. The internal impedance per unit

length of the inner conductor is

. ^ Et(a) _ Efici) _ Z'

* /.(o) 2iroZ; 2irti
^ ^

The internal impedance of the outer conductor is

4 =
2)r5

(6)

The internal impedance per loop unit length of the Une (both

conductors) is

^ = zi + ^i = £(i + j); iPxa^lO) (7)

The same resiilt is obtained if the solution (3.10) is evaluated

subject to the boundary conditions (2.20) applied at both r = a

and r = 6 and Pia is allowed to become sufficiently great. It is

obtained in a different way in Sec. 12. The solution in the

general case in which fiia and pjb are unrestricted is intricate.

The surface impedance (2) is useful in the analysis of trans-

mission circuits using hollow metal conductors at extremely

high frequencies. This is discussed in Volume III.

SKIir EFFECT IN A TUBULAR CONDUCTOR

9. Distribution of Axial Current in a Conducting Tube.—It has

been shown that at sufficiently large values of the argument

jSiU, which in practice means at sufficiently high frequencies,

practically the entire axially directed current /, is in a thin layer

near the surface of a cylindrical conductor. Since the interior

carries so little current, it appears obvious that a tubular con-

ductor must have practically the same internal impedance

per unit length as a solid conductor if the thickness of wall

of the tube is large compared with the skin depth. This can

be shown analytically by applying boimdary conditions appropri-

ate to the tube to the solution (3.10) for the transverse distribu-

tion in a region with rotational symmetry.

^(r) = DiJoikr) -h D^No^kr) (1 )
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Here 2>i aad Da are complex constants of integration. Let region

1 be the conducting tube of inner radius b and outer radius c as

shown in Tig. 9.1. Eegion 2 is out-

side the tube; region 3 inside. Both
are space. -The outer boundary be-

tween the hollow conductor and space

is no different from that between space

and a solid conductor of the same
radius if both are driven in the same
way so that rotationally symmetrical

currents are maintained oh the out-

side of the tube just as on the sur-

face of the solid cylinder. It may <3^88 section of

be assumed, therefore, that (4.21) and

(4.29) are true so that

(2)

and
^(r) = 2)iJo(5ir) + DaiV'oCffir); b ^ r c (3)

In space inside the tube the only possible rotationally sym-
metrical solution is

^(r) = DiJoCftsr); (4)

because No(kr) is infinite at r = 0. Let it be assumed that b is

sufficiently small that

{kjby < < 1; Joikzr) = 1; r^b (5)

The significance of this restriction is considered in detail in

Volume III where the general problem of the transmission of

currents on the inner surface of a metal tube is considered. The
tubes considered here are intended merely to serve the purposes

of solid conductors, and the restriction (5) eliminates the possi-

bility of large currents along the inner surface. Accordingly,

il,(r) = JDi = const. r ^ b (6a)

= 0 (6b)
dr

With (2.12), viz., E, = — •4*, it follows that

E,{r) = jDsJo(8if) + UJSTo(5ir) b ^ r ^ c (7)
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where Dt and are complex constants. Difierentiating (7)

with respect to r and using (2.12) with (6) gives

= WMih) + = 0 (8)

Accordin^y, with JJ(x) = —Ji(x);N'o(x) = —Ni(x),

and

Di -D» JM)N'M) -Dt JiiQth)

Niihb)

E.(r) = D[Jo(ffir)2Vx(5i6) ^ iVo(ffir)/i(5ib)]

(9)

(10)

with D = J)s/JVi(gib) a complex constant. D may be expressed

in terms of the electric field at the outer surface r = c of the

tube. Thus,

£.(c) = D[Joi9xc)NiiQtb) - iVo(5ic)/i(5ib)] (11)

so that solving for D and substituting in (10) the following ratio

is obtained. The relation

is also used.

t« — viJE* (12)

E.(x) _ Ur) _ lMQxT)NxiU) - iVo(gir)/i(8ib) 1
£.(c) f.(c) L-^o(8ic)iVx(5ib) - JVo(5lC)/i(ffxb)J

Here ii(c) is the complex amplitude of the volume density of

current extrapolated to the surface r = c. The total current in

the tube is

/«(c) = j" it{r)2irr dr (14)

Using (6.3) and the corresponding relation for JVo(x), viz.,

m
xNo(x)dx = xNxix) (15)

[[8xcJ^i(5ic) — 5xbt7i(5xb)]JV'x(8ib)
^

\
- [QxcNxiM - QxbNi(Qxb)]Jx(9xb)

\ (
16)

I ^o(8xc)JV'x(5ib) - iVo(5ic)./i(5ib) j
.

The second and fourth terms in the numerator cancel so that

iM Im(c) (9xe\ IJo(9xe)Nx{9ib) - No(Qxc)Jx(m 1

«* \ 2 / Ux(5xC)iVx(5ib) - JVx(ffxc)/j(?ib) j
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Hence, substituting in (13)

f M - f
^o(gir)Ari(gib) - .^0(810/1(815) 1 .

V 2 / Ui(8ic)iVi(8i6) - Nx(8xc)./i(8i5) j
^ ^

This expression for the density of axial current in the metal tube

corresponds to (6.13) for the solid cylinder, if 81 is expanded

according to

81 = |8ir^ = (19)

The function JVx(x) as defined in (15) may be expressed by an

intricate series corresponding to (3.12) for JVo(x). For small

values of the argument, the leading term comparable to (3.165)

for JVo(x) is

Nrix) = -^; x«l (20)

For large values of the argument, the formula corresponding to

(3.175) for iVo(x) is

Nx(x) = T
X ^ 10

•JrSargx^J

The functions No(j~^*Pir) and Ni(J~^Pir) are not tabulated in

standard tables, whereas and can be
obtained from tubulated functions. It is, therefore, convenient

to rearrange (18) by writing (see 3.19)

iVo(x) = j[Mx) - i/<„»(x)] (22)

A relation corresponding to (3.19) with subscript 1 defines

Hi^>ix). It is

Niix) = j[,/x(x) - J/i«(x)] (23)

If (22) and (23) are used in (18), this becomes

'8.A f.7«(8xr)//i»(8i5) - Tn^KMJriU)]
. 2 ) l;/T(8ic)//i»(8ift) - /A“T5ic)/x(8i5)7

^

The functions

IW-^) =

are the complex conjugates of

(25)

(26)
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Furtlienaore,

= -
1;

(27)

The real and imaginary parts of are

tabulated and represented graphically, the magnitudes and phase

angles of fl and 0%) shown graphically iu standard

hooks of tables^ so that (24) may be evaluated directly in the

general case.

For large values of Jib, (18) leads to an important expression.

Using (3.17a,b), (6.8), and (21),

I

cos ^5ir - cos ^Sib - “
?)

“• cos ^5i6 - - cos sin (^ih -

or

h

Since

«-•) = '§
(¥)

^

(30)

with d, the skin depth, ^

cos 5i« = cos (1 ~ j)^ = cos^ cosh^ + 7 sin^ sinh— (31o)

sin gi« = sin (1 — j) ^ = sin^ cosh^ J cos^ sinh ^ (31b)

or, in polar form,

cos ffiu = ^/^(cosh 2u/d, + cos 2w/d,) e~^’ (32o)

sin = ^^^(cosh 2u/d, — cos 2u/<l,) erf*’ (32b)

> Jahnkb-Emdb, “Tables of Functions/' pp. 260-259, 1938 ed.

* The hyperbolic functions appearing in (31) arc defined by

cosh X - i (fl* + 6“*) - 1 + ^ ^ 4- • -

sinhx « i (ex - e-x) " * + ^
•

in the general case of complex argnment. In (31) the argument u/d is real.
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u u
tanh g-

tan = — tanh -y tan yi tan \l/c
=

d. d«' u

Using (32) in (29) with phase referred to 2«(c)

/~r ^ 2(r - b)
,

2(r - 6)''

X . X V (»• - b) X (r-h)
tan 4/r

= — tanh -—

5

—

-

tan ^—

3

—

-

(L% (tg

tan 4^0 =

(c-h)
d.

If the thickness of the wall of the tube c — b is sufficiently large

compared with the skin depth d, so that

^ 4 (36)

sinh ^ J * ^osh 2(£jzi) > > j (37)
a« ^ a«

tanh = 1 (38)

Then, since cos 2(c — b)/d, ^ 1,

(39)

Because (c — b)/d, is largo, the magnitude t,(r) decreases very
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rapidly as r decreases from r = e. The density at radial dis-

tances 8 = e — r from the outer surface which are sufficiently

small so that

^’’ T ^ 4 (41)

is

^(a “ 0)
(42)

This is exactly the same in form as (5.28) for a solid conductor

of the same raffius. Consequently, the radial distribution of axial

current in a tube of sufficiently large radius (/Sib ^ 10) with a

wall that is thick compared with the skin depth is practically

the same as that in a solid conductor of the same radius except

near the inner surface of the tube.

10. Litemal Impedance per Unit Length of a Conducting Tube.

The internal impedance per unit length of the tube is obtained

using (9.18) or (9.24) and i, = injEt. Thus, with (9.18) and r = c.

. E.(c) _ 1 h,c\ - No{§ic)Ji(9ii)
\

/,(c) irc^i\2 J - Nx{Qic)JiWi

The limiting value of z*' for small arguments, in particular the

steady current value at zero frequency, may be obtained from (1)

by allowing to approach zero. If the values for small argu-

ments are inserted for the several Bessel functions and is made
sufficiently small, the following formula is obtained:

(z*)/-o = ro =
1

jr(c* — b*)tri
(2)

With (2), the general formula (1) may be written as follows:

zt = r iMMNlidiV) - JVo(8iC)/i(ffib) l

V 2 ; \jMNiihb) - iVi(gic)/i(gib) f

For numerical evaluation using available tables it is more con-

venient to express (3) in terms of the Hankel functions, as

explained in writing (9.18) in the form (9.24). For this purpose

it is necessary merely to write for N in (3).

The internal impedance per unit length of the tube for large

values of fiib is obtained from (9.34) using £, = ig/vi and writing

r = c. Thus
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1 0iC d. d.

\ d. d.

(4)

tan ifr = — tanh tan
Qtf da

(6a)

tanh .
—

tan^.=
tan —5

—

-

da

(66)

provided that

fiib ^ 10 (6)

For sufficiently thick walls so that

da
(7)

cosh^P^ >> 1
d.

(8o)

tanh ^ — = 1
da

(86)

Then,

, (c — h)
,

w fe — b\
(9)

and

s

/i _ Pi 1 + i

TnriXTi ^jrctr -y/2
(10)

provided that (0) and (7) are both HatiHficd. This is identical

with (7.13) for a solid conductor. It follows that the inteinal

impedance per unit lciigt.h of a tubular conductor is the same

as that for a solid conductor if ((>) and (7) are satisfied.

11. Electromagnetic Shielding.—^Thc electric field in the space

inside a tubular conduc.tor that Hat.isfies tlie condition (9.5) is

constant according to (O.fia) using (2.12). It is, therefore, equal

to the value at the inner surface of the nuital tube because the

tangential component of the elec.tric fu^ld is continuous across a

boundary. Accordingly, the electric field in the space inside a

metal tube that satisfies the condition (lO.G) or (9.30) is obtained
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from (9.39) using E, = i,/<ri and writing r = h. It is

£.i(6) = E,»(r ^ 6) = fiiC^ (i)

since if'r
~ 0, g

field at the outer surface

is obtained with r = c.

£..(«)

<

2)

. ,
(c — 6) ,

T /c — b\

3r’*’~2-(,-irJ'
The ratio of the field inside the tube to the field in space

just outside the tube is

(3)

The magnitude of this ratio is

(4)

By making the ratio (c — b)/d, sufficiently large, the field in the

space enclosed by the metal tube can be made as small as desired.

The skin depth d, is given by

1 /wffi WiMi
d, '\2vi \ 2

(5)

The exponential reduces to 0.007 at (c — b)/d, = 5. Hence if

a.
(6)

approximately

2g-((^)/d. ^ Q Q14 (7)

If both b and c are large compared with (c — 6), the factor -y/efb

is practically unity. Accorx^gly, a cylindrical metal tube that

is strictly infinitely long may be used as a shield. Apparatus

placed inside the tube is exposed to an extremely small fraction

of a periodically varying electric and, hence, also magnetic field

which is maintained outside the tube. In particuUur, the field
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inside the diield is no greater than about 1 per cent of that out-

side if (6) is satisfied. Although the rigorous analysis of metal
shields of other shapes than infinitely long cylinders is analytically

difficult, it is clear that a comparable situation exists for any
completely enclosed metal box and the ratio (4) may be used as a
criterion for any shape for all qualitative purposes to determine
the effectiveness of completely closed metal shields.

At 0) = 10^®, for example, d* = 1.6 X 10"“® meter for copper,

so that (6) will'be satisfied if the wall thickness (c — 6) is

(c — 6) ^ 8 microns

At 0) = 377, on the other hand, d. = 8.5 X lfr“* meter for

copper, so that (6) requires (c — 5) ^ 4.26 centimeters. Thus an
extremely thick copper shield* is required for low-frequency dis-

turbances. If an iron shield is used at w = 377, d® = 0.28 X 10"*

meter, with relative reluctivity (reciprocal permeability)

1_
poo = 1.C7 X 10“^

it is necessary that (c — 6) ^ 1.4 millimeters. In spite of the

lower conductivity of iron compared with copper, its very low
reluctivity (high permeability) at 00 cycles makes the skin

depth considerably less than for copper so that it is a better

material for shielding. Alloys with lower reluctivities than iron

are stiU better. At high frequen-

cies copper, brass, or aluminum of

such thickness as is required for

physical strength makes an excel-

lent shield. At low frequencies,

very thick copper or a ferromag-

netic alloy is required.

12. Internal Impedance per

Unit Length of a Coaxial Line.

—

The coaxial line is one of the

most important transmission cir-

emts. It IS analyzed m detail iuiiino.

in Volume III. The radial dis-

tribution of current in a coaxial line with a cross section like

that shown in Fig. 12.1 is an intricate boundary-value problem

because four regions with three boundaries between them are
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involved. The general case ^011 not be solved here. On the

other hand, if rotational s^metry exists and the inner radius h

of the outer conductor is sufficiently large so that

Pib ^ 10 (1)

most of the current in the outer conductor is confined to a very

thin layer near the inner surface if the line is driven by a gen-

erator that maintains a rotationally synometrical potential

difference between the two conductors. Since (9.42) is independ-

ent of the curvature of the surface, it may be assumed to approxi-

mate very closely the distribution of current whether the thin

layer is on the inner or the outer surface of a metal tube that is

sufficiently thick compared with the skin depth. Hence, the

axial current density in the outer conductor of the coaxial line

may be assxuned to be approximately

ujs) I b

Us = 0) >/& + «

provided (1) is satisfied and

(c-r)

a/dag—j 8/d,

d.
^ 4

(2)

(3)

Here a = r — & is the radial distance from the surface r — b out-

ward into the conductor and d, is the skin depth. The radial

distribution of current in the inner conductor is the same as in

the absence of the outer conductor (Sec. 5).

Subject to (1) and

(c-6)
d.

^ 4 (4)

as in (10.7), the internal impedance per unit length of the outor

conductor (region 3) is given by (10.10) with b written for c.

or

2irbfft y y/2 )
(6)

r* = 3^
2Kb 2ri)0’s

1

27rb
(6)

The internal impedance per unit length of the inner conductor is

the same as with the outer conductor absent (See, 7). In the
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most importaat special case in which

jSiO S: 10, S: 4 (7)

and the two conductors are made of the same metal and carry

equal and opposite currents, the internal impedance perunit length

of the two conductors in agreement with (8.7) is

= * + ^ = W

5 (5 + 1) <®>

SEin EFFECT IN A CONDUCTING PLANE

13. Vertical Distribution of Radial Current in a Conducting

Half-space below a Vertical Antenna; Surface Impedance;

Dissipation.— detailed analysis of an antenna over an imper-

feetly conducting half-space is given in Volume II. An antenna

Fig. 13.1.—Antenna over a conducting hulfHdpnoo.

over a perfectly conducting half-space was considered in Chapter

IV. The present discussion is contscrncd entirely with the

vertical distribution of horizontally directed currents in an

imperfectly conducting half-space. This is a relatively simple

problem if appropriate specializing conditions are imposed.

The arrangement of (‘.onductom is shown in Fig. 13.1. A vertical

antenna of small radius a and length h carrying an axial current

/, is erected on an infinite, conduc.ting half-space. The region

not occupied by the conductors, region 2, is space; the conducting
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half-space is region 1. The antenna is so driven that complete

rotational symmetry exists and, as in (1.2),

^ = 0; A, = 0 (1)

so that (1.1) may be separated into (1.13) and (1.14) and these,

in turn, into (1.18) and (1.20); (1.24) and (1.26). The electro-

magnetic field is in this case also given by (2.4) to (2.6). In the

conducting half-space, the principal current is directed radially,

not axially as in the cylindrical conductor analyzed in Sec. 2.

The condition corresponding to (2.7) is

dz ^ dr

Let this be assumed satisfied in the conducting half-space (z < 0).

From (2.4) to (2.6) it follows that the electromagnetic field in the

conducting half-space is

„ ju d^Ar ,

ga dz^ ’

E, = 0;

dzr

Br = 0

Be = -
3
—

dz

B. = 0

(3)

(4)

(5)

Using (1.24) multiplied by Fr in (3)

(6)

The general boundary conditions (2.10), (2.17) when written for

the surface of the conducting half-space become

(Fri)»-() = (^rOs-n
I

j. ^ o
»'i(.B»i)*-n = p2(B»2)*-o

J

With (0) and (4) and writing y* = ~y'~,

r!
(4r.).-n = il {Are)-:d

Ql 91

Vi

(7)

r ^ o (8)
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In space (region 2), (2.22) is true.

= iSo = vj = ro
Vo

(9)

In the conductor (region 1), (2.24) applies.

(10)

As in (1.18),

(11)
10 li 1

The boundary conditions (7) are not sufficnent to determine

At. The conditions (2.18), (2.19) leading to (2.20), (2.21) must

be imposed at the cylindrical boundary between the antenna and

space and an additional set at the upper end surface of the

antenna unless this is negligibly small. Becaiise interest in this

section is focused exclusively on the vertical distribution of

currents in the conducting half-space, in particular on the depth

of penetration of a significant density of current below the

boundary surface, the problem may bo simplified greatly. The

differential equation for At in the conducting half-space is (1.13)

Since it has been shown that the amplitude of the component

of the vector potential parallel to the surface of a good con-

ductor decreases extremely rapidly as the conductor is penetrated,

whereas the rate of change of this parallel component in directions

along the boiuulai-y surface is reUUivcly extremely slow, it may be

assumed that the inocpiality

dr r dr
^ ^

32*
(13)

is a good approximation in the condmling half-^pace. Accord-

ingly, (12) becomes

- 0 (14)

Although not demonstrated analytically, the approximations

implied in writing (14) for (12) in the conducting half-space are

essentially the same jw those involved in writing ki = gi, in (4.29)

for the cylindrical conductor.
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A geaeral solution of (14) is

A (z) = -1- Der-i9f (16)

Since

(16)

where d is the skin depth,

\oxri
(17)

it follows that (16) remains finite at « = — « only if D = 0.

Hence, with Ar(0) the value at the surface,

Ar{z) = Ar(0)e*'‘‘’e^*/‘‘*; * ^ 0 (18)

Using (6) and i = cE,

Ar(z) _ Er{z) _m
il,(0) £,(0 iV(0)

z^O (19)

This is the same as (5.28) if —z is written for s and a > > s.

This agreement with the solution for an infinite plane sui-face

as obtained from (5.28) with a = « justifies the assumptions

implied in writing (14) for (12).

The surface impedance defined in Sec. 8 is, of course, obtainable

directly from (19). In this case the density of the radial (piasi-

surface current 2^ is the total radial current traversing a unit

circumference from « = 0to8 = — w. The complex amplitude

of the total radial current is

L iriz){-dz) = 2^J^-.m (20)

The complex amplitude of the total radial current per unit

circumference is

1' = A.
2nrT

d.

1+J
:• «V(0) (21 )

The ratio of the complex amplitude of the radial elo(*.l.ric field

at the surface to the complex amplitude of the density of tluj

radial quasi-surface cun-ent is the surface impedance. With
if = fflErf
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This is the same as (8.3). If the skin depth is small, an integra-

tion from 0 to — lOd* instead of from 0 to — « differs by a neg-

ligible amoxmt from (20). Representative values of the skin

depth d, and the surface resistance and reactance, R* = "X*, for

Fki. 1 3.2.— Skin d, iiH n ofu — 2*/. Tlio ourvoH aro umful onJj/

for viiUu'K of u lyiiiK to tho loft of iirnl ImjIow tho broken lino (fa = O.IX. (In tho

(li:iKniiii d i.s ummI for da.)

Hovonil wot and dry earth, and salt water are given in

Fish. i;h2 and 13.3 for a wide range of angular velocities, w = 2t/.

TIicho oiirvoH have a nieaniug only when tho Hkin depth in a small

frao,tion of a wave length.

The energy disHipated in heating the (‘.ondiioiing half-Hpaec is

n^adily calculated using the following reflation obtained by equat-
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ing the middle terms in. (III.18.23) and (III.18.27):

^ 1 r ^
• dt 2 0-

dr =

[Chab. V

(23)

The fraction of the total energy dissipated per second in a square

Une d, = 0.1\ in Hg. 13.2.

prism below a surface Ax Ay extending from s = 0tos=s — oo is

A ^^ ^ "
*V(s)?(«)(-<fo)

Ax Ay 2aiJo
(24)
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With (21)

Ax Ay

Ax Ay
A
4(Ti

ir(0)?(0)

A. ( 1 +.7)(1 ~ 3) jijr* _ 1 «,,•

4<rr (P. “2<ridA'

Since (22) gives the surface resistance to be

(25)

(26)

1

d.o-1
(27)

it follows that the average energy dissipated in heat per second

per unit area of surface is

A ^
" ilf 1

(28)

This expression is equally correct for a unit surface of any
sheet of niet.al or other conductor that is thick compared with the

skin depth with a ciiuisi-surfaco current in any direction. In this

case, the subscript r in (28) is roj)laced by an appropriate sub-

script si)ecifyiiig the direction of the current in that particular

area.

SKIN EFFECT IN A CIRCULAR CONDENSER

14. Electromagnetic Field in the Dielectric of a Circular

Condenser.—A pracd.ically important and tli(M)retically interest-

ing probhnn is the Ixdiavior of a c.inMilar <':<)]idensor Jis the freciuency

is incrcjised. A coinph^te formulation of this problem is possible

only if l.he (entire c.ircuit containing the condenser is considered.

This is a diflicult ])roblom in the general c^ase and is considered

in CJhaptcM* VI. The important characUu’istic-s of a circular con-

denser can be d<^riv(xl from a study of a somewhat specialized but
thereby gr(\*itly siinplificxl problem. (Consider a condenser con-

sisting of two paralh^l (circular m(d.al plates of thickness t separated

by an imp(u*f(M'.t di(^hHd.ri(^ of thickness w. The two plates are

conucc.tcxl at the c.(Mi<.(‘rs of their outer siii'facjes to long straight

cofcductom of radius a as shown in Fig. 14.1. The z axis is the
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aTcia of symmetry; its oiigm is at the center of the dielectric

Hialf- Let it be assumed that the separation w of the plates is

Fig. 14.1.—Circular parallel-plate condenser in series with a long oonduetor.

extremely small both, compared with the radius b of the plates

and with the wave length. That is,

w;<<<6; J<<<X (1)

If (1) is well satisfied, edge effects may be neglected. Since the

plates are highly conducting, the complex amplitude of the

volume density of charge vanishes in the interior

9 = 0 in the plates (2)

Accordingly, ail distributions of charge are confined to thin layers

of atomic thickness d. Let the external circuit be so designed and

arranged with respect to the condenser that the total current

ItL entering the surface region of thickness 8 on the left-hand plate

is equal to the total current Imr leaving the surface region of thick-

ness S on the right-hand plate.

= I»R = /»i (3)

Complete rotational symmetry is assumed to prevail in and

between the plates so that

1,1 = 2fini,i(r)dr (4) .

with i«i(r) the complex amplitude of the z component of the

volume density of current at 2 = ± (iw + 8) in the plate.
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The equation of continuity for a boundary surface between two
regions 1 (plates) and 2 (dielectric disk) is given by (1.24.13).

Since perfect conductors are not involved, a surface density of

current I is not required. Furthermore, the dielectric is assumed

to be so poorly conducting that a surface density of charge in the

dielectric is insignificant compared with that along the same
boundary but on the surface of the highly conducting plates.

Hence 172 = 0. There remains

jomiL — izlL + i»2L = 0

jomiR + UiB “ UiB = 0

Here Uil is the current per unit area entering the surface layer

of the left-hand plate from the interior of the plate; i«2l is the

current per unit area leaving this surface layer to enter the

imperfect dielectric; Uir is the current per unit area out from

the surface layer of the right-hand plate into the plate; UiR

is the current per unit area entering this surface layer from the

imperfect dielectric. The complex amplitude of the total charge

on the plate is

qiT, = f Tfjnmndr = —- {Jzil — /»2l); Qxr = (6)
JQ «

/a2 is the tot.al c.urront of moving charges entering the imperfect

dielectric (medium 2).

Since complete rotational symmetry exists in the dielectric

disk,

-at-
- - 0 TO

just OB in (1.2). AcdordiiiKly, (1.13) and (1.14) apply, as do

(2.4,5,(5). Hixnv dilTonxitiatinK (1.13) partially with respect to

t and (1.14) partially with ros[)<xd< to r, interchanging the order

of dilTcrentiatiou where re(piii‘od, and subtracting.

With (2.6)

(:

()2
,

f) 1 (9
,

fls* ^ dr r dr
^

a. A .1.1
dr r dr

») = 0

(7'Sfl) + = 0

(8)

(9)

If (1.14) is opewah'd on I)y d^fdz dr and Bubtraetod from (1.13)
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operated on by d*/dz^, the result is

r a* .did
,

_

'

[d’^Ar dM,]
Ldz*. dadrj

MriltipUcation by j«/5’ use of (2.4) gives

d^Er

(10)

(11)

10 0
Similarly if (1.14) is operated on by - r^ and subtracted from

10 0
(1.13) operated on by - ^ r the result is

Til + 11,1 + 32!
Idz^ ^ r dr dr^ ^ ]lr dr dz r dr dr }

Upon multiplyiQg by —jw/5® and using (2.6),

(12)

, 1_^ ^
dz^

"*
r 0r ^ dr

+ = 0 (13)

Equations (9), (11), and (13) could have been obtained directly

from the telegi’aphist’s equations (III. 14.41a,&) with (III. 14.42a,6)

written in cylindrical coordinates with rotational symmetry and

with Eej Btj and Bn set equal to zero.

With identical plates and rotational symmetry, it follows from

(3) that the complex amplitudes of the densities Uhir) and

innir) must be equal in the two plates. It follows from (6) that

niR = —niz. (14)

Using the boundary condition (III. 14.20a)

^qEmil — z.%En2L = “HiL (15a)

•^eoEgiJt + zJEn^R — — (155)

• As a result of (3) it may be assumed with (14) and (16a,&) that

EniR = Enlh SO that
En%L = En2E (16)

Since the plates are very close together in terms of the wave
length, (16) is possible only if £«2 is independent of z in the dielec-

tric disk. Then
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With (17) the equation for in the imperfectly conducting
dielectric is

+ = 0 (18)

The equation for Bk is obtained beginning with (2.6). It is

dr r ^ = 0 (19)

These equations are exwtly the same in form, respectively, as
(1.19) and (1.25). Their solutions for a region including r == 0
are

®«* = CJ"o(52r) (20)
Bt2 = DJi{Qir)

(21)

with 5* = Pm- defined by (III.16.1). Since the dielectric

in the disk is a poorly conducting simple medium with effective
parameters Ce, «« such that the power factor h, of the dielectric

satisfies

fey “(!=)«' (22)

(111.16.20,21) may be used. These are

Pb-Pm-1 (23)

a* = (24)

Here is the characteristic velocity, f, the characteristic resist-

ance of tluf dielectric medium as defined in (III.15.16a,&). The
condition (III. 15.23)

(g)‘«l (26)

is equivalent to (22). The constants C and D may be expressed

in terms of tlu^ values of the components of the field at r = 6 if

edge effects are neglected. Thus

S«(r) - BM^ (27)

The amplit.udoH and may be evaluated in terms

of the total current /ii cnteiing or leaving the surface layer.
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This may be done in several vra3rs. An instructive one is to make
use of the Maxwell-Ampere theorem for the circuitation of the

B vector. In space H = >’oB; in simple media D eE. Hence
(II.11.9) may be written

VO (B,cls) = / + (|s|,E)diS (28)

Let the contour s be the circumference of the left-hand condenser

plate at its inner edge. Because of rotational symmetiy, B is

the same at all points on the circle. It is B = 65^(6). Then

= /-hitoB f
^
(f\,E)dS (29)

Here 8 is any cap surface bounded by the circle «. As a first

choice let /S be a flat cap consisting of the area of the plate at a
distance d from its inner edge and the nari*ow rim of width 5-

Integration over this narrow edge is negligible, and by definition

of a good conductor jweiJS. is negligible compared with u = diEg.

Hence

Fo27r6B92(6) = Li (30)

so that

A..(0) . (31)

If (31) is substituted in (27),

va2^b
(32)

As a second cap surface, choose the inner surface of the plate

just in the dielectric. Here

VQ2TrbBe2{h) = (d2 + iwti!)£s2(r)27rr rfr (33)

Hence, .with (31), and using the complex dielectric factor ?
(irr.14.28),

= (<*2 + joiti) = iw€o2(l — jho) (34)

/.I = jM5a2ir E,i{r)r dr (36)

1.1 =

Using (2G)

M, . 2T£,a(/») P ,
,

(SO)
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With

Jo(x)xdx = xJi(x), and J-i(0) = 0
. _ Mi 2irbE,i(h)

52Jo(52&) (37)

Solving (37) for £,*(&),

(38)

This may be substituted in (26) to give

V ^ J(»(5j’*)

(39)

The most important special case is that of a perfect dielectric,

h = «s; 5s = V,
Ve

with small values of the argument

(40)

{fiihy«

1

(41)

Using the limiting values (3.10) and (6.7)

(42)

(32) and (39) become

m'«i (43)

»)<<! (44)

It is to bo noted that Ea is a constant independent of r as well as

of z.

16. Distribution of Surface Charge in the Condenser Plates.

—

The dotorininatiou of the diatiibution of charge on the inner

HurfaccH of tlic coiidoiiHer ])latos depends upon (14.15a,6). These

boundary condiliions can also be written in the form (III. 14.31a)

using the complex dielectric factor ^ (III. 14.28). For both

plates,

so that

^lEzi — — 0 (1)

Ez2
(2)
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From the definitionB of a good conductor (au/aeo > > 1) and of

a sli^tly conducting dielectric (o’sa/wcs,)^ < < 1, it follows that

tpFii ^ ^ < < 1
CsaF(2 au

(3)

For all dectrically useful frequencies and available dielectrics,

it is correct to assume

ttEti ^ c2«F(2 (4)

Accordin^y (14.15a,&) reduce to

Hli = —Ilia ~

With (14.39) this becomes

(6)

(6)

This relation can be separated into an amplitude factor that

depends upon the radius b and a radial distribution factor that

depends only upon r. The amplitude factor is the density of

charge at the center r = 0.

M* Or*) ("2 ) J iCffab)

Using = «/»* with w* s

With (7o) or (76), (6) becomes

niL(r) = nij;(0)/o(5jr)

"S/va/?»,

_ —ie» /.I 1

(7a)

(7b)

(8)

If the dielectric is perfect so that Sa = /3, = u/v. with

V,

v! 2^6 Ji(fijb)

nit(r) = niJi(O)/o(|8»r)

(9a)

(96)

In this case the charge density is in the sfjme phase everywhere on
the plate and in phase quadrature with the total current I,i at

the edge. The distribution (96) is shown in Fig. 16.1. The total

surface charge per unit distance along the radius, i.e., the charge
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on. a ring of radius r and unit width, is

ria. 16 . 1 .—liudial diHtribuiion of tho surface density of obaxge ij(r) JqCBo')
and of the quasi-aurfaco density of current Zr'(r) ^

Fio. 16.2. Total Hurfaco charpco on a ring of unit width and radius r, fl(r)
*

2irrn(r) ftcrJoifier); total radial current, Jr(r) jS«r/i(^#r).

The func.t.ioii pcrJ{)(jScr) is shown in Fig. 15.2 as a function of

Per.
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If the dielectric is slightly conducting so that (14.22) is satisfied

B* = jS. - ja.; «? < < /S* (10)

Tvith |3, and a, given by (14.23,24). As indicated, (14.25) is also

true. Omitting the subscript a temporarily, and using (15-.8)

nii(r) = niL(0)/o (iSr 1 - j | (11)

The Bessel fimction can be expanded in a Maclauiin series in

powers of a/p and only the leading real and imaginary terms

retained. Thus, with

/(^) =/(0)+^/(0) (12)

and

as)

= i)5rJi(/3r[l -i^jj (u)

Accordingly, with distinguishing subscript s replaced,

niL(r)

niL(O)
= Jo(i8.r) 4* ia.r/i{p,r) (15)

with j8, and a* given by (14.23,24). In amplitudc-phase-angle

form,

niL(r) = niL(O) VAiM + aJrVf(^,r) (16a)

tan
}J/
= '2«Ari8r Ji(i9.r)]

.
jS / L 2 Jo(|8.r) J

(IGb)

The surface charge on the plates of a condenser with a slightly

conducting dielectric is not in phase everywhere on each plate.

It differs from the density at the center by a phase angle that

increases with distance from the center. The amplitude is

essentially the same as with a perfect dielectric. The total

charge on a ring of unit radial width is given by

gi(r) = 2jrmi(7-)

If the condenser is sufficiently small,

niL(r) = 1111,(0) 1

(17)
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That is, the density is practically uniform in amplitude and phase

everywhere on each plate. In (18), j8. = jS* = o)/v«. The con-

dition < < 1 is equivalent to the condition for the near

zone. At low frequencies, (18) is always well satisfied for most

'practically useful condensers so that the total charge on the left

plate is

Qxl — nix.(0)fl*6* (19)

With (18) and (5), (19) becomes

Qiii =

for a perfect dielectric- The ratio,

i 1

Co Q\l €2ir6*

(20)

(21)

is called the static elastance per unit thickness of the condenser.

Since in eonstant between the plates and equal to — in

the near zone, the static elastance of the condenser is

l.-'E - (4>t - 4>«) _ w /oo^

Co To Qit^ tiirb*

The static capacitance Co of the condenser is

Co = 6.—
w (23)

16. Distribution of Current in the Condenser Plates.—^The

analysis of tlu^ distribution of eurrent in the metal condenser

plates is ex(‘.(^ssiv(dy diHie.ult in the general case. Since the plates

are highly eonduc.ting and thin, their elToct on the circuit as a

whole is usually <uitin^ly negligible, so that the distribution of

current in them is of no practical importance. For small values

of Pib for which it is possible to neglect (jSih)'-* compared with

unity, the density of current in the cylindrical conductor of

radius a is uniformly distributed in each cross section and it

fans out in the c.oiidcnscr plate so that it is again uniformly

distributed Jis it enters or leaves the surface layers of thickness

5. In this c.ase, the surface density of charge is also uniformly

distributed jis exphiinod Jibove.

At frequeiic.icw which are so high that the thickness t of the

plates is large eomparcKl with t.he skin depth, it may be assumed
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that most of the current is in a very thin layer radially out-

ward (or inward) on the outer surfaces of the plates, around the

edges, and radially inward (or outward) along the inner surfaces.

If the conductor is not perfect, the layer of current is very thick

compared with the atomic thickness d of the surface layer of

charge, even though very thin compared with the thickness t of

the plate. In fact, a negligible fraction of the radial current

is in ^•bia surface layer so that a surface density of current I

need not be defined. This means that all the current entering

the surface layer is directed perpendicular to the surface. All

the charge entering or leaving across a particular unit area is

deposited in the surface layer bounded by this area—^there is no

radial flow in the surface layer. Accordingly, the distribution

of axial current at a depth 5 below the inner surface of each

plate is obtained from the surface equation of continuity (1.24.13)

which simplifies to

i.i(r) =i<fl«i(r) =iMni(0)7o(5»r) (1)

The radial current is a quasi-surface current. It exists princi-

pally near the surfaces of the plates at a depth between the

surface layer of thickness d and several times skin depth d. It

C8ua be determined very simply using (14.28) with appropriate

choice of cap surface S and closed contour s. I^ct the contour s

be a circle of radius r on the inner face of a plate; let the cap S
consist of a circular plane of radius r inside the condenser plate,

parallel to its sides at a distance several times the skin depth

from the inner face, and of a narrow cylinder of radius r as shown
in Fig. 16.1. Since the entire cap surface is in the conductor,

the integral in (14.28) is negligible. Furthermore, at several

times the skin depth from the inner surface the electric field

and the density of current are extremely small. Accordingly,

the only significant contribution on the right side of (14.29)

is the radial quasi-surface current 1, crossing the narrow cylin-

drical rim of the cap. With rotational symmetry,

B«(r)
>'o2flT Vo

(2)

/«! J i(ff8r)

2ir& J i(5iil»)

(3a)

Hence, with (14.32)
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(36)

Formula (3a) can be expressed in terms of an amplitude factor

and a radial distribution factor. The amplitude factor is

^ J7(M “ ^
where niL(O) is the density of charge at the center of the left-

hand plate. With (4)

=^*«ii(0)/i(82r) (6)

H * •*!

Fi». lO.l.—CroHH nootion of condonsor plato very much exaggoratod in thickness t.

If the (liolcc.tric is perfect so that = C2 , 9^ = Pe, V2 =

Kiir) == jVcnuX0)J liPer) (6a)

This fornuila is convenient for comparison with the distribution

of surface charge in (15.9/)) ; nt/XO) is the density of charge at the

center of the i)late. The density of the quasi-surface current is

in the same or in oppoHit.(^ pluiso at all points and in phase quadra-

ture with the density of the surface charge. The radial

distribution of surface current (Oa) is shown in Fig. 15.1 together

with the distribution of surface charge. The total radial current
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^ri(0 “ 2irT2Ji(r) = PtrJi(fijr) (65)

The function pcvJiM ia shovm in ¥ig. 15.2 with p^J,(fijr).

If the didectrio ia slightly conducting, (16.10) applies. In

this case, temporarily omitting subscripts « on a* and P,,

/(j)
“ -

^i])

f (l) -
(iS' [i -

•> I])
®

A standard formula for differentiating Bessel functions of any

kind and order is'

/;(x) = J^iix) - ^
Jn(x) (9)

Hence

J[(x) =Joix) -^Jiix) (10)

The Maclaurin series (16.12) neglecting terms in a* is

JM =/(O) + |/'(0)

Jiihr) “ JiiM - i I
[l3rJ o(^r) - Ji^r)] (12)

Therefore, with tho distinguishing subscript s replaced,

Ki(j) = 3 “uXO) -3j^ [P.rJo(P.r) - J i(jS.r)]

j

(13)

The total mdial current is

/„(r) = 2,rrf;i(r)

» Jahnrb-Bmdb, “Tables of Functions,” p. 146, 1938 od.

(14a)
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In terms of the total current, using 16.76

381

„ {ji(P>r) - i ^D5.rJo(/3.r) - Ji(fi,r)]

/ri(r) = /.I • 5 ^
^ (Jim - 3^mJom - jm)]

\ Pa

(14&)

Since the term in a,/p, is important in the magnitude of the

expression in braces only for values of r at which J becomes

extremely small, a satisfactory approximation is

{Ji(i8.r) - j g [i8.r/o(M - ^i(|8.r)]}

^ VJim + «!rVS(/3.r) (16a)

with

For very small values of /S,r, Ji(P,r) = iPjr; /oOS,r) = 1, so

that

|^i(|3.r) - j \l?,rJo(fi,r) - J i(/S.r)]|

= (i-j Jim ; my << I (i6)

It is important to note that the attenuation factor a, includes

only the clTcct of a slightly conducting dielectric, not that of

imperfectly (iondueting metal plates. When a condenser is

connected in a ('.ircuit, the attenuation due to the external circuit

is usually veu-y much greater than that duo to both the imperfectly

conducting condenser plat-esand the dielectric combined if this lat-

ter is good. If the di(d(M*.tric is not so good that its attenuation is

not negligibh^, it is usually also largo compared with the attenua-

tion due to the metal i)lat(5S. A more complete and correspond-

ingly much more comi)licate<l analysis therefore is usually not

reciiiired. In elTect, the present analysis is equivalent to one

assuming perfectly c.onduci.ing plaU^s with a true surface current.

17. Internal Impedance of a Condenser; Equivalent Parallel

Circuit." •'^riu^ ratio of tlu*. electric field Egs(h) at the edge r = 6 of

a su(fici(Mitly thin dic^huitric disk between circular condenser

plates to th(^ total current charging or discharging the adjacent

surfaces is defined to be the internal impedance per unit length.
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Using (14.38)

^ _ £»a(b) _ 1 gab 7o(gib)

/.I 2 7i(5,6)
.

Althou^ siinilaj: in form to the corresponding expression (7.6)

for a conductor, x* for the condenser differs greatly from for

the conductor because ^2 is predominantly real for a sli^tly

conducting dielectric, whereas has equal real and imaginary

parts in a good conductor. At sufficiently small values of Qjb,

it follows from (7.7) that

»>)« 8 (2)

The complex dielectric factor (111.14.256,28) Is

5» = 6.*(1 - jh.) = 6.2 (1
- j (3)

with
= jS. — jot (4)

and fi, and a, defined in (14.23,24). In a perfect dielectric

^ iw€,s7r6*

Using (15.21), let

^ __i J_
® (oCfSirb* uCo

Then, using (6) and (3) in (1)

(5)

(6)

a* = jx\ (7)

For convenience in writing, let the following temporary notation

be used:

B » /S,6; P a
P, 2ut»t

(8)

As in (15.15) and (16.12) the following relations are true:

Jo(F[l - jp]) = MB) + jpBMB) (9)

Ji(5[l - jp]) = MB) - jp[BJo{B) - J,(B)] (10)

Using (8), (9), and (10) in (7) and omitting the argument B = hp
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in writing the Bessel functions

^ r Ba-jp)[Jo + jpBJ^ 1

[2(1 _ j2p)[J, - jpiBJo - /0]J

Neglecting terms in p* = o^,/0l and rearranging,

-4 • .•

1+jp©-)

383

(11)

(12)

Since the axial electric field is constant in the dielectric, it

follows that, neglecting edge effects, the internal impedance for a

thickness of dielectric w is

where

XJ = xlw

1 +jp

w
E«27rb* aCo

(13)

(14)

Here Co is the static capacitance of
JJ"

the condenser as defined by (15.23).

7r?;«

w (15)

The impedance (13) is the same as jg

the impedance Z^h of the circuit of

Fig. 17.1. The impedance is
l<'xo. 17.1.— ICqiii vftlont parallol

circuit of coiidouuor.

Z* — Zau —_ jXMi+jX) _~
'ji+j(X + Xo)

1 .

1 +3
(X + X.)

R

\

This is oqxial to (13) if

Y — A’< —— — — _1 {
"'“a/i U\\2 Jli0.b)j

X \

(16)

(17)
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TJsmg (17), (18) and (19) may be solved for X and B. The.

results are

B = ^0 1 _ 10 r jj I
2p L^. + ^!J

"
<r.sir6* Ul + J

Here Bl = wrt is the d.o. resistance of the dielectric disk between

the faces of the condenser plates.

^ _ XS^o r^o - _ Jo(/3.6) rMm - PJ>J,(m 1 ^^ “
2 L J 2«Co‘ L JWJ>) +Mm J

^ ^

jRo^ to/<nr&* with Co the Btatio capaoitanoo, Rq* the d.c. retiiBtanco. 09 ia written
for 19,.)

The ratios X./XJ from (17), B/Ri from (20), and X/Xi from

(21) are plotted in Fig. 17.2; the ratio |Xe/X^| for a range of P,b
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near its first maximum is plotted in Fig. 17.3. It follows that

the internal impedance of a circular condenser neglecting edge
effects is eqmvalent to the parallel circuit of Fig. 17.1 using the

values of Xe, R, and X given in (17), (20), and (21). Inmost
coses involving a good dielectric, p s = <r«s/2«€es is so

small that R as given in (20) is very large compared with X as

given in (21) except near values of /3,h fur which and
itself approach or e<iual zero.

1X1 << « if
13.

, _ /5.5Ji(|8.h)

JSJ)
<< 1 (22)

Subject to (22) the eciuivalont circuit is shown in Fig. 17.4.
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The most important special case is that vrhich satisfies j8,& < 1.

In this case, using (7.7) and /3* = w^e,s/vi = uhlans

x, = xt < < 192) (23)

Fig. 17.4.—^Approximately
equivalent parallel drouit of a
oondenser.

where

(24)

If^ is a series inductance that is sig-

nificant whenever PJb approaches

unity in value. In most dielec-

trics, the relative reluctivity p, is

unity BO that

Similarly,

nji

Lo = 2 ^ henry; (w in meters) (26)

(26)

With only slightly severer restrictions.

X, ^ XI = 1

«Co’
R ^ -Kq —

;
^6* < < 4 (27)

These are the conventional low-fi-equoncy formulas.

Since jS, = (3, = eo/i>„foraHUghtly conducting or nonconducting

dielectiic, the restriction < < 4 is not a very sovero one

for any but the very highest frequencies with condensers of

rather large radius. For example, if a 1 per cent error is toler-

ated so that this condition is understood to mean

^ 0.04, p.h ^ 0.2 (28)

an air condenser of radius 6 = 2 ccntiinotcrs may bo analyzed

using the low-frequency formulas (27) provided

or
« ^ 3 X 10» («,., = 1)

/ ^ 480 megaliertz

(29)

(30)

On the other hand, with a 1 per cent error, the formulas (23) and

(26) may be used if

^ 1.92 or /3.6 ^ 1.17 (31)
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a ^ 1.76 X 10‘“, / ^ 2,800 megahertz (32)

Roughly, if the radius does not exceed about 0.03X, ffie low-Jregumey
formulas (27) may he used; if the radius does not exceed 0.2X,

the formulas (23) and (26) are adeguaie. It is interesting to

note that, whereas in the case of the cylindrical conductor the
low-frequency fomulas were adequate only for low audio fre-

quencies, the coi-responding formulas may be used for the
condenser at ultrahigh frequencies. The reason for this is

found in the great difference in the magnitude of the phase

constant in a conductor and in a dielectric and the correspond-

ing change in the distances involved in the condition for the near

zone.

18. Internal Impedance of a Condenser; Equivalent Series

Circuit—^The parallel circuit of Fig. 17.1 is readily transformed

into an equivalent series circuit with the series impedance of

the condenser given by

and

lt‘ = RXl

Z' =* R'+jX*

R* -t- (X + A'e)s it
1 +{^y\

_ XMt^ + XiX + X„)] _ V“ li^'+ {X -f A'..)**

~
1 + XjX + XcY

li^

1 +

(1)

(2)

(3)

In a slightly conducting dielectric, the d.c. resistance 72$ is so large

that excluding narrow ranges where Xc becomes infinite or where

72 vanishes, discusHcd in the next section, it is correct to write

Al<<72»; A'* <<72* (4)

Then
Y*

I{i =: As
it

(5)

A* = Xc (6)

Using (17.17) and (17.20),

(7)
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Since p ® = <r,s/2«€a2 and Xj = — w/coeogTrb®, Rt = w/a-^b*,

An alternative, simpler form using iSJ
= = (»>he2/v2 and

f fl2 — t

V J'2€fl2

IS

Fiq. 18.1.—l'\inct.ionH involved in tho cciuivalont HorioH iiiipo<huico of a coinlensor.

The form (8a) is convenient if it is dcsii'ed to show the variation

with frequency from tho d.c. resistance lil. The form (8b)

gives the relatively simple dependence on the parameter ^,b.

Either (8a) or (8b) is the general formula for the equivalent
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series resistance of a condenser except in ranges where (4) is

not true. The complete series impedance using (8a) is

Fia. 18 .2 . - J''unutiuiiM iiivolvod iu iho ociuivuloiil iinpoduiK^o of a coudonsor.

The functions (¥)(
/A

which

characterize tlu^ in iinixMlancc^ with fre(iuency referred to

the low-fnuiiKUic.y form Zj = — ,//coCo, are plotted iu FifiH.

18.1 and 18.2 to dilh^reiit HcaI<»H. Kroin tlu^He, and A"* may l)e

determined for any siven values of Cn and A*ii (^x<^ept in the narrow

ranges exeluded by (1). These oe<Mir only very near those’! values

of PJ) where becomes iulinite or li vanislicis, ''J'hest^ an^,
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respectively, at the roots of JiiPJb) = 0, viz., pj) = 3.83, 7.02,

etc., aud at the roots of Jo(p,h) = 0, ina., fi,b
= 2.40, 5.52, etc.

The fvmction (l ++ Am) which represents the true variation

of B* with frequency, i^ shown in Figs. 18.2 and 18.3.

Fio. 18.3.—Fuziotion involved in the equivalent sorios impedanoe of a oundoiiHcr.

The general formula (9) can be simplided greatly in the most

important range. Using (7.7)

Hence

^ 1

Jim) when < < 192

/ei =
Rt B^Cl’

(/3.5)‘ < < 192

(10)

(11)
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Upon combining (11) and (17.23), the equivalent series imped-

ance of the condenser for h ^ 0.2X is

2* = 1

where

+ 3 (/3.6)< << 192

12*0 = w’J'J

w
(ToSS-i)*

1

Co

= wll =
w _ wna

Sirvj Sr
w _ to

Co ecsJri)®

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

This formula is adequate for most ultrahigh-frequency purposes

using small condensers. The internal impedance per unit thick-

ness of dielectric is

(S)’ + (“'• - d.)•

19. Critical Values of the Internal Impedance of a Condenser;

Resonance and Antiresonance.— jijcnoral expressions (18.2)

and (18.3) for the scrioH resistance and reactance

m _
If* -I- (X -I- X„)*

_ A%[/f* + X(X -I- X„)]
"'• (X -i-x;)=*'

reduce to the simple forms (18.5) and (18.(1) and their equivalent

in (18.9) 'except in rang<*s in \vhi(^h X„ approaches the parallel

resistance li of the (ioiuUmsor or li vanishes. Binco tho entire

analysis 1ms been liinit^Hl to a condonsor with /ij v(*.ry groat, it is

seen from Fig. 17.2 (hat sinco It is vciy large when X„ is large,

the simpler forms (18.5) and (18.(1) am not adecpiate in narrow

ranges near values of fijt for which Ji(j8,5) vanishes and Xa
becomes infinite. Fxamina(.iou of (1) and (2) shows that when
Xe is made infinite with It finito, tho series reactance X* of the

condenser reduces to X, while It* approaches tho large value R.

Thus,

X. = co; Jt* = R-, X* = X (3)

Sinco X« = 00 at Ji(j3,/0 = 0, it follows from (17.20) and (17.21)

(1)

(2)
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that

X.= oo; = = (4)

Clearly R' has its maximum possible value, the d.c. value

Bo = w/cturb^, at X« = 00 . In a sufficiently narrow range near

Xo = <», |X| may be neglected in comparison with j.X’ol. Then

= m<<ixci (5)

1X1 < < \X,\ (6)

It renuuns to determine R^ and X* in the excluded ranges near

zeros of R. These occur when = 0. Since X and X^
both vanish at these same points, the corresponding values of R*

and X^ are best determined from the general formula (17.13) for

P — R^ +jX*. With Jo — 0 and neglecting terms p* = «?/|8i,

(17.13) reduces exactly to (18.5) and (18.6) in the forms (18.7)

and (17.17). Therefore, (5) and (6) together with (18.5) and

(18.6) adequately describe the internal series impedance of the

condenser for practically aU values of PJb.

Critical values of the impedance of the condenser are asso-

ciated with vanishing reactance and extreme values of resistance

and reactance. The equivalent circuit of Fig. 17.1 may exhibit

characteristics of series resonance and parallel resonance.

Series resonance, or simply resonance, occurs by definition when
the reactance vanishes and the resistance is small. Parallel

resonance or antiresonance occurs by definition when the react-

ance is zero and the resistance is very large—usually maximum.
The condition for resonance is = 0, so that with (2) and

(17.17).

X* = 0; X. = 0; = 0 (7)

The roots are'

pj> = 2.40, 5.52, 8.65, etc. (8)

The resistance at resonance is pven by (86). It is

> Additional values are tabulated in standard tables, e.g., Jahnkiq-Emdio,

Tables of Functions,” p. 168, 1938 ed.
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The condition for antiresonance is more intricate,

it is

-X{X + Z.) = R*

From (2)

(10)

Since 22 is large and X relatively small, Xe must be very large,

so that it is correct to write

\X,\»X (11)

Accordingly, a good approximation of (12) is

-XXc = 22* (12)

Since the right side is positive, X and Xe must have opposite

algebraic signs. Study of Fig. 17.2 discloses that X and Xe have
opposite signs with large, including infinite, values of X, in

ranges extending to values of fijb for which X, = <»
,
i.e., roots of

JiifiJb) = 0, and beginning at values that are certainly much
greater than those for which X* = 0, i.e., roots of = 0.

Two such ranges are shown in Fig. 17.2 extending from rou^ly

PJ) > 2.40 to fij)
= 3.83 and from p,b > 5.52 to PJ} = 7.02.

The condition (12) can be expressed directly in terms of PJb using

(17.20), (17.21), and (17.17). It is

PJb

2
MP.h) Y —

|y|
= RiaCo (13)

If 22^ is sufficiently great so that 22^Co is greater than one,

must Ijo negative. Using Figs. 15.1 and 15.2,

the possible ranges of values arc seen to bo from the roots of

Jiipjb) = 0 (14)

to values slightly below those. For a perfect dielectric 22J is

infinite, and antircsonanco occurs exactly at values of /3,& that

satisfy (14). They are

j8,5 = 3.83, 7.02, 10.17, etc. (16)

For an imperfect dielectric the vahics of j8,5 producing anti-

resonance arc slightly less than the values given in (15) depend-

ing upon the magnitude of KluCo. The function on the left in

(13) is represented graphically in Fig. 19.1 for the first range of

values of PJt. For values of liiuCo larger than 20, no significant

error is made by assuming antircsonance to occur at 3.83.
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The extreme values of X* and i2* occur near Xo = <» . It is

seen from Fig. 17.2 that near Xe = <» the rate of change of i2 is

practically zero while that of X, is great. Accordingly, (19.1)

and (19.2) or the approximate formulas (5) and (6) may be

Fig. 19.1.—Condition for antirosoiianoo in h ciruulur coiuloiiyor with imporfeot
dioloptri(\

maximized and minimized by dilToi-cntiating with respect to X,
assuming R constant and equating tho tlorivativcs to zero.

Differentiating (19.1) in this way

^ + (X + X„)»]272X, - /JX?I2(X + X.)] _ _

dXc DK* + (X + A'„)»p

The solution for this equation with li finite and A', largo is

the condition for antiresonance (10) so that (12) to (18) apply.
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The maximum value of is practically that ^ven in (4).

395

22ia* = Bmw = 22J = at PJb defined in (13). (17)
<r2a^0

Extreme values of X* are derived from (2) with jZ] < < 1Z«I.

fty*
= 0 gives Z5 + 2ZZo-E* = 0 (18)

The roots are

X. = ± Vi2* + + X (19)

Since X^ has the same sign as Z„ the maximum values of

X' occur at

Xo = + X' + Z:^»E + Z = E (20)

The minimum values at

Z. = - V/e* + X* + X = -R + X ^ -B (21)

Since Z is small compared with R, it is possible to neglect Z*
compared with R* and even Z compared with R depending upon
the degree of approximation desired. For most purposes, it is

adequate to write Xc = ±i2 at the extreme values of X\ The
corresponding magnitudes obtained from (2) with |Z| < < |Ze| are

XU^ = ± J at Z. = ±22 (22)

It is possible to obtain the values of pjb giving extreme values

of X* from the equation Xe “ ±22 using (17.17) and (17.20).

2
(23)

or, more conveniently, from the intersections of the curves for

R and jA^'rl which are obtained directly from Fig. 17.2 when
Xe/Xi and R/lii are multiplied, respectively, by values of X{
and jKo appropriate for a particular condenser.

In order to obtain a reprosentative set of curves for the internal

impedance of a typical condenser with variously conducting

dielectrics, let the following specific case be computed. The
frequency is assumed fixed and the impedance is determined

as the radius of the condenser is increased from small values.
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The conductivity is expressed in the form «r, = 10^ so that a

series of curves may be evaluated for conductivitieB ranging from

small to large values.

Data:

f = 3.19 X 10* hertzji

e„ = 2.26; «r, = lO"";

0) = 2 X 10^“ radiaos/second

»-,= 1

<5. = i8, = « = 10® radians/meter

Xi= - w
(aCo;o «€.*** ~ 6* ^ “ |8»6*

\Xi
= 0.4 X 10«; = (^y = 6.25 X 10-®“

~ * “
/
9*6 »

^

The condition for a sli^tly conducting dielectric is

Hence n must exceed 1. Accordingly, using (18.9)

except near JiiPJb) = 0, or = 3.83, 7.02, etc.

The antiresonant value is determined from /iJwCo = 0.4 X 10**

using Fig. 19.1. For values of n equal to 2 or greater, anti-

resonance may be assumed to occur with

PJ> = 3.83, 7.02, etc. (27a)

b == 0.0383 meter, 0.0702 meter, etc. (27b)

The extreme values of R* at the first two antiroHonances are

X 10»-» = 0.435 X 10» ohms (28o)

= Ri= X 10»-» = 0.13 X 10” ohms (286)

^ 1 hertz — 1 cycle per second, abbreviated hz.
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The corresponding extreme values of X* are

(XDi = ±URi^)i = ±0.218 X 10" ohms (29a)

(XL)2 = ±i(/i:L«)2 = ±0.065 X 10" ohms (295)

The location of the extreme values of X* may be determined

as follows. At and near anth-esonance R = jRj, so that the con-

dition (22) Xo = ±R is approximately equivalent to Xc = ±Ri.
Hence Xo/Xt = ±/io/-X’5 = ±0.4 X 10". If this ratio does not

exceed 1,000, the values of fish that maximize and minimize

X^ may be read from Fig. 17.3. If the ratio exceeds 1,000, the

extreme values occur at negligible distances below and above the

value pj) = 3.8317.

The internal impedance of a circular condenser with an
imperfect dielectric may be studied either as a function of the

frequency with the size of the plates fixed, or with the radius of

the plates as variable, using a constant frequency. Although the

dependence upon freciueucy and radius is the same in the Bessel

function, it is quite different in other factors, particularly in

= w;/<r«27r5^and -Vf) = — l/«CowithCo = €eiflrb^/w. Actually,

the variation of impedance with radius of plates is very much
simpler than the variation with frequency. This is due primarily

to the fact that the real elTocjtive conductivity <ro2 and the real

effective dicJectric constant €«2 of the dielectric medium 2 are,

in general, not constants independent of frequency. For a

simply i)olarizing and c.oiiducting dielectric with time lags in both

polarizing and conducting response, it follows from (III. 14.24a,c)

that
<r« = <r' + «e" (30)

e« = — (31)
CO

where o-', o-" and e', e" are the real and imaginary parts of com-

plex conductivity and dielectric constant.

^ = cr' - jV" (32)

6 = €' - i€" (33)

In an electrolytic dic^Uu^ti-ie., both cr" and e" may be significant;

in a good or mo(l(M*at(^Iy good solid dielectric <r" is probably

negligible, and the t<n‘in in e" may contribute more to Co than

<r', especially in frecpienc-y l)an(ls in which molecular or atomic?

resonance phenomena with large time lags in polarization occur.
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In general, it is not correct to assume that and are independ-

ent of frequency and the dependence upon frequency varies with

different didectrics. It follows that it is Pot simple or convenient

Fig. 19.2.—Equivalent Bories reBlstonco of a circular oondoiiuor with imporfoot

dielectric of thioknoss 2 mm. and with ear 2.25 as tho radius b is vari(Ml. The

curve in broken lino (scale on right) is the d.o. and low-froquoncy rcMlMtunco.

to construct representative general curves of and X* as

functions of frequency. On the other hand, by aHsuming fixed

values of o-g and €« at a given frequency, and therefore a dcliiiito
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power factor, h, = (r,/<oe„ curves of R* and Z‘ are readily con-

structed as functions of the radius b of the condenser plates, or of

PJ) with jSt a constant.

Fia. 10.3.—Ii!(iuival(>iit. wrii-H rnanUuKw of u cirvulur coiidonHcr with iinporfoct
dioloctrio of tliivkiioHH 2 iiiiii. aii<l witli tnr = 2.26 iih tliu rudiuH h iy varied at a
^ed froquonny. Tlio oiirvo in lirokon liiiu ih tlio rouctanco oaloulatod, aaeumins
it to bo givuii l>y the low-freiiui'iioy foruiiiln — 1/wC'o.

It followH from (18.8/0 (25) that at a fixed frequency

the sericH rowiMtance /«!* Ih gi vcjii in gcuieral by a constant w^lcre/4^

multiplied by the factor except at and near anti-

resonance where It* hnicIuhh a nouinfinite maximum if the dielec-

tric in not perfect. This maxiimiin is fi;ivoii by (17) or, in the

numerical case at liand, by (28). TIk^ resistance curve is, there-

fore, simply Fig. 18.3 with an appro))riately adjusted scale

determined by the constant w^I<To/^Iw = 10^“** and maxima given
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by {28a,b). The curve is redrawn in Fig. 19.2 forn = 3 so that

ff, = 10"*, a relatively high conductivity for a dielectric. With

piYiflllftr values of a„ 6.g., a, = 10"‘® with n = 12, the curve

is unchanged except that it rises to very much greater maxima

which may reach several hundred thousand megohms. The

broken line shows the direct current resistance Hi for comparison.

The curve for the series reactance X' is unaffected by the

conductivity (if this is low) except near antiresonance where

it has large extreme values determined by (22). Using n = 3

OT<r = 10"* and the curve Xc/X^ in Fig. 17.2, Fig. 19.3 is readily

determined. The brcken hue shows the low-froqucncy reactance

Xi = — 1/uCo for comparison.

20. Resonant and intiresonant Amplitudes of Current and

Charge in the Condenser.—^The amplitudes of the radial dis-

tributions of surface charge and of quasi-surface cun’ent both

depend upon the amplitude factor nii,(0) given in (15.7a). This

may be rearranged in the form

«il(0
) y>Ji{y>)

For a given value of J.i, niL(O) can be varied by changing the

radius b of the condenser plates. The (U^pendeuce upon h is

contained in the factor l/^jbJ Using (IG.12), with b

wiitten for r,

= (1
- J 1) aJb {.7:05.5) - j [l3Mo(a.b) - J i(/S.5)]} (2)

Neglecting terms in aj

S2bJi(S2b) =fiJ){Ji(fisb) — jasbJo(l3J))}

Hence,

82W 1(82/0

1

(3)

(4)

Since a, is small, the maxima of this amplitude fa(‘.tor occur

practically at those values of b for which J i(p»b) vanishes; i.c.,

at antiresonance.

The minima occur where |/i(i8,?01 is maximum. The values of

PJb which maximize {J 1(18,6) j
do not coincide with the roots of
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which define resonance as can be seen from Fig. 15.1.

For small values of j3.b, the difference is considerable; for large

values, the difference is negligible and it may be assumed that

the minima of (4) occur at resonance for PJ) ^ 10.

^lZi(0)i]iu

17lJ^(0)iDin

But

<063 III 1_ .

»2

W«s^ 1 .

j>a 2jr

fi, = pH — u

so that
^ ^

.jil(0).« =

PJb a root of

= 0 or

“ 3.83, 7.02, etc.

j8,& to make |Ji(/3.&)| a
maximum, or

^PJ) = 1.84, 5.34, etc.

/3,/»==3.83, 7.02, etc.

P,h = 1.84, 6.34, etc.

(6)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

If the effective dielectric constant ilepcuida primarily on a time

lag in polarization and only to a minor extent on u time lag in

conduction, «2 ^ €,,2. With »>,,2 = >/Vi/tei,

The valuoH of |l//o(i8«b)| corroKpemding to = 3.83 and 7.02

are 2.48 and 3.33. The valuos of
\
\/Ji(PJ))\ for jS,6 = 1.84 and

5.34 arc 1.72 and 2.88.

For all values of PJ), the actual amplitude of 171/XO) depends

upon the total eurroiit Isi- This is d(^termined by the impedance

of the entire cinuiit to which the condenser is (connected. It

includes the impedances of the outsides surface of the plates of the

condenser as well as its intcsrnal impedance. The important ease

in which the exksrnal ciresuit is a closed loop of conductors is

considered in the next chapter.



CHAPTEE VI

ELECTRIC CIRCUITS

One of the most important applications of electromagnetic

theory in the field of electrical communication is to configura-

tions of conductors of small and circular cross section. These

include electric circuits in the conventional sense of closed

loops formed of variously wound coils of copper or resistance

wire, or of quasi-closed loops with gaps in the conducting path

limited to condensers with parallel plates separated only very

small distances. They also include open circuits particularly

in the form of antennas. After formulating the problem of

electric circuits m terms as general as possible for configurations

involving only conductors of small circular cross section and

condensers which have a dielectric that is so thin that edge

effects are negligible, the analysis in this chapter will be con-

cerned primarily with closed and quasi-closed circuits that

are restricted in size so that all points are in the near zone with

respect to each other. The study of open circuits and closed

circuits that are not limited in size is the principal subject

of Volume II on Antennas. Since this volume is an introduction

to electromagnetic methods of analysis rather than a treatise on

advanced mathematical techniques or a compendium of intricate

formulas, attention is focused primarily on the simpler con-

figurations of conductors.

ANALYTICAL FOUNDATIONS

1. General Formulation of Electric-circuit Theory.—The
circuits to be analyzed in this chapter are constructed primarily

of conductors of circular cross section with radius a that satisfies

the inequality

/3oa < < 1 (1)

They may also include parallel-plate condensers with circular

plates of radius h separated a small distance w. The following
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inequalities are assumed to be good approximations;

w <<<h\ i8o^«<<<l (2)

Since a.c. generators, and in particular high-frequency oscil-

lators, are themselves intricate configurations of conductors that

cannot be analyzed without first studying the properties of

simple circuits, it is convenient to introduce highly simplified

and idealized generators at the outset. After the analysis of

simple circuits has been formulated, it is possible to apply the

methods to a study of more intricate configurations of conductors

including oscillators. The simplified generator to be used in the

analysis consists of a section of conductor of negligible length

between the ends of which a charge-separating field E* is main-

tamed by forces that are independent of the distribution of

current and charge in the network. It will be called an idealized

slice or point generator to distinguish it from more or less equiva-

lent circuits of actual generators that may include coils, con-

densera, and resistors. At high frequencies, when currents are

primarily in thin surface layers, the part of the cross section of the

conductor in which is active is primarily the outer ring of the

section. In this case the generator is an idealized ring generator.

The conductors forming the circuits to bo studied are pen-

mitted to have any moderately smooth and continuous configura-

tion. It is reasonalDle to assume that, just as in the case of a

straight conductor, the distribution of current and charge in

any cross section is independent of the distribution in the axial

direction except in extreme (^asos where two or more conductors

are so close together that the cross-sectional distribution departs

considerably from rotational symmetry. Even in such cases,

•it is usually a good approximation to assume that the axial

distribution is independent of the cross-sectional distribution and
determine the latter as a two-dimcuisional problem for each

cross-sectional plane. If such planes are alike, as in a trans-

mission line consisting of two or more parallel, very closely

spaced conductors, a singles det(n*mination of the transverse

distribution in any typical c.ross-sc^ctional i)lane suffices. Unless

otherwise specifitid, it is assumc^d in the following that the internal

impedance per unit length T as computed for an infinitely long

conductor is a good approximation for each unit length of wires

that are far apart compared with their radius according to
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a® < < &® where a is the radius of the wire and b the nearest

distance between centers of conductors in a circuit.

The conductors in the circuits to be studied may turn and

twist in any way. Let an ai’bitrarily chosen direction along the

central axis of the conductor be designated by a unit vector §.

This vector changes its direction from point to point along the

conductor if this is not straight. The component of the electric

field in the direction of § at each point along the surface is

(S,E) = E, (3)

The total axial current at any cross section is

J. =
J[

(4)

This current is related to the axial tangential electric field at the

surface according to

E. = (5a)

where z* is the internal impedance per unit length of the con-

ductor (Chapter V). This relation is an integrated form of

E. = \ (56)

where U is the density of conduction cuiTont and 6 is the con-

ductivity. In metallic couductoi’sd = <r. Tn regions in which

a charge-separating agency is active, in ])arti(*.ular in the idealized

slice generators, an axially taiig(Mitial iiupi-essed field E*^ is main-

tained between the boundaries of the rc'gion at A and JS. In

this very shoili part of the circuit, and assiiining the conductivity

real,

U = <r(£. + £:)

so that

(Oo)

m
This may bo written in the fonn

E, = z’l, — El (7)

where z* is the effective internal impedance per unit length

of the charge-sepai’ating region, whicli is assumed to have the

conducting properties of a simple conductor, and /« is the total

current through it. If there is a condenser in the circuit which
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satisfies (2), the axial electric field at its outer edge is given

by an expression exactly like (6a) with /« the total axial current

entering or leaving the adjacent surface layers, and z* the internal

impedance per unit thickness of the dielectric in the condenser.

The plates themselves are assumed to bo perfectly conducting.

The electric field at all points in space outside the conductors

and condensers is given hy

E = -grad - jwA = (si'^d div A + PIA) (8)

The component of this field axially tangent to the surface of the

conductors or the surface of the condenser at its edge is

Since the tangential component of the electric field at a boundary

is continuous, Eg os given by (5a) must be equal to iis given by

(9) at the surface of a conductor or condenser. That is,

(•^ji) inner “ (^'•) Ollier (10)

Hence, using (7) and (0) in (10),

-Ei + z% = - - j^A. = (A div A + (11)

Along those parts of t.h(^ circuit between l-eriniiuxls A and B where

the charge-separating agency is Jissumcd to be localized, JB;

differs from zero; elscnvhero it. is zeu’o.

For simplicity let it bo iussuined that

curl E" = 0 (12)

so that E® may be derived from a s<*.alar potential <>®. Thus:

E" = grad <1>® (13)

(14)

The positive gradient is used Hinc.e E" points from lower to higher

potentials. This is eciuivalent to jissuming that a generator may
be described mathematically by a discontinuity in scalar potential.

If (11) is integrated along the conductors of a circuit from

one end at si to the otlicu* end at the following cx])resHion is

obtained. An idealize<l generator is assumed to exist between A
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and B somewhere along the conductor.

// ^ In + In

Let the driving potential difference or e.m.f. maintained by the

generator between the terminals A and B be defined by

n.i = 4»S-4'l= <16)

Then

y%A = ^4. + jw A4s + j'' z%d8 (17)

This is the fimdamental integral equation for an open circuit

containing a point generator. If the circuit is closed so that

and $1 coincide, the first integral in (17) vanishes and

f + ico^(A,ds) (18)

This is the fundamental integral equation for a closed circuit

containing a generator between A and B.

2. General Equations for Two Coupled Circuits.—^Let two
coupled circuits be analyzed using the general equation (1.18)

applied to the schematic diagram of Fig. 2.1. The primary

Fig. 2.1.—Diagram of two couplod cirouilB. A driving potontial difforonoo

Vba* " ViQ* is mamtainod between A and B in circuit (1) ; CD in circuit (2) is

a load reaistanco.

circuit consists of a coil and a condenser; the secondary of a

coil and a resistance. Only a few turns of the coils are shown.

Since the vector potential in the primary circuit is due to the

currents in the primary and the currents in the secondary, (1.18)

with 7lo written for becomes

Vlo = z{Iud8i + j(a {(Aiiidsi) + (Ai2,dsi) } (1)

Here An is the vector potential at the surface of the primary
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circuit due to the current h\ Ai2 is the vector potential at the

surface of the primary circuit due to the current h* The cor-

responding equation for the secondary circuit is

0 = + j<a { (A22»ds2) + (A21jds2) } (2)

The contribution to the vector potential at any point in space

due to the current /, in an element ds' of a conductor is

The vector poteatial at the surface element dsi in the primary

circuit (Fig. 2.1) due to the current in the primary is given

approximately by

The element ds'i is at the axis of the circular conductor. The
formula (4) was originally written (Sec. IV.3) for a straight

conductor, but there is nothing in the analysis that restricts it

in this way. It is a good approximation even on the surface

except within distances of sliarp bends comparable with the radius

of the wire. Corresponding to (4),

Ai2 II

c

1
r St JC 12

(6)

A22
r St Jt22

(6)

A2I = 4
— ^

•±TPo J^•1
(7)

If (4) to (6) are substituted in (1) and (2), two simultaneous

integral equations are obtaiucil for determining the currents lu

and It, as functions of the parainotci's and the conliguration of the

circuit. They are

0 . + >- (d,.. i
+ i"-f (9)WVQ J 8t\ J 91 jfC21 /
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In general; it is not possible to solve these equations and so

obtain explicit formulas for the distributions of cuiTent.

3. Self- and Mutual Impedance.^—By introducing dimension-

less distribution functions /i(si) and/2 (s2) for the currents in the

general eqtiations (2.8) and (2.9) for two coupled circuits, these

can be reduced to standard form. In order to do this, it is first

necessary to select convenient reference currents at points in

each circuit to be designated by the zero value of the contour

variable It is usually advantageous to choose these reference

points at convenient points such as the center si = 0 of the

generator in the primary and at the center of the load St ^ 0

in the secondary. The complex amplitudes of the currents at

these points are respectively, ho and /20. The currents at other

points in the circuit are given by

lu = iMi) (1)

ha = 12(1/2 (sa) (2)

where /i(si) and hisz) are dimensionless complex distribution

functions.

Using (1) and (2) in (2.8) and (2.9), these may be written

in the following standard fonn for two simultaneous equations:

V{q = hoEii + /2«^i2 (3)

0 = Iio^ai "t" hQ^'i2 (4)

with
Zn ^Z\ + Zl (5)

Z22 = Zi + Zi (6)
and

Zi = ^i/i(si)^'^si (7)

Z\ “ Z2/2(^2)^^S2 (3)

^ -"***!) <“»

Tbe complex coefficient Zn is called the 8elf-4inpedance of the

primary referred to /lo; Za is the sclf-impcdance of the second-
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ary referred to ho] Z12 is the mutual impedance of the primary

referred to ho] Z21 is the mutual impedance of the secondary

referred to /20- It is important to bear in mind that each

impedance is changed if another reference current is selected,

so that the impedances are functions not only of the geometrical

configuration of the circuit (which determines the distribution

of current) hut also of the arbitrarily selected reference current The
part of the self-impedance is called the internal impedance;

the part Z^ of the self-impedance the external self-impedance.

The former depends primarily on the internal impedance per unit

length of the contour of the conductor, the latter entirely on

the interaction of currents in various parts of what is recognized

to be the same circuit. Both self- and mutual impedances are

complex. The real part is the self- or mutual resistance, the

imaginary part the self- or mutual reactance. The notation

Zn^Rn + jXn (13)

Zn = lln + jXu (14)

is uscd.^ All impcdancos arc measured in ohms as can bo seen

directly from the fact that the vector potential is measured in

voltrsecoiids per motor. Multiplication by a frequency and a

length leav(\s volts; and volts over amperes are ohms. The
internal resistanc^o Hi is often called the ohmic resistance of

the circuit; tlu^ external resistance Rj is also called the seZ/-

radiation rcisistiiince.

Since the distribution of current Ju as determined from

(2.8) and (2.0) is ac.tiuilly a function of both z\ and the con-

figuration of t.he circuit, it is not possible to sc^parato and Zl

except in sixMiial Ciis(\s. Tlun-cJore ohmic resistancic and radia-

tion resistance cannot be deloriniiicd as two additive components

in general.

4. Driving-point Impedance, CopflBLcient of Coupling, and
Induced Voltage.—The simultaneous eciuations (3.3) and (3.4)

are readily solved for ho and ho^ Thus,

ho = 7
V\i)Z22 ^10

Z\\Z22 — Z\2Z\12^ a 1
>11

Z\2Zj\

Z22

ho =

(1)

(2)' ZnZ22 - 2
^

12^1
^ Noto that n^sisianocH arc in roman typo, lin, distances in italic type, Rn,
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The driving-pomt impedance is defined to be the ratio of the

driving potential difference across the terminals AB to the

current entering one and leaving the other terminal. That is,

This definition implies that

Ia = Ib (4)

and thereby imposes a condition on the part of the circuit

between A and B. Assuming (4) true, (3) with (1) gives

Zab = Zn -^ = 7u (l - (6)
^22 \ ^11^22/

For some purposes it is convenient to define the complex coeffi-

cient of coupling between the circuits to be

1,2 -- ^i^Zn
^12 — jr “‘jr (6)

Loose coupliag exists when

Afj < < 1 (7)

so that

Zab ^ Zu (8)

It is well to note that Zn in (8) and Zn in (5) are not in general

the same because /i(si) in (3.7) and /i(sO in (3.9) are altered

if the relative orientation or the distance separating the two

coupled circuits is changed. The self-impedanco of the piimary

circuit is not only a function of the primary alone but also of the

secondary insofar as this helps to determine the distribution of

current in the primary.

In order to claiify this fundamentally important fact, consider

the following two cases. First let the secondary be removed

completely so that A 12 and with it Zn vanishes. Regardless

of the choice of reference points, the second term on the right

in (3.3), i.e., in

^10 ~ hoZii + 720^12 (9)
vanishes leaving

Fjo = hoZn (10)

with Zn defined by (3.9) in which the distribution of function
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/i(«0 is determined entirely by interactions between currents

in the several parts of the primary circuit alone. Now let the

secondary be brought close to the primary, but let the circuit

be broken at sa = 0 so that /so vanishes. The second term in

(9) is again zero, but this time because /at vanishes and not

Zii. Since a zero current at sa = 0 does not in general mean
that the current lu must be zero or even small anywhere else,

it is clear that the distribution function fi{s[) is determined

not only by interactions between currents in different parts of

the primary, but by interactions of currents in the primary with

currents in the secondary. It cannot, therefore, be the same
as with the secondary absent, so that Zn is different in the two

cases. It is clear, therefore, that tiie telf-4mpedanee o/ a circuit

as dejmed in (3.9) is not simply a constant of the geometry ofa circuit,

but a function of the proximity and distrihvUon of currents in other

circuits.

The following term in (3.3), vis.,

Vit s -JaoZia (11)

is called the voltago induced in the primary by the current in

the secondary. The corresponding term in (3.4)

Vii ^ -han (12)

is called the voltage induced in the secondary by the current in

the primary. Using this notation, (3.3) and (3.4) become

VW+ VU = h^n (13)

Fh = hoZn (14)

In the important catws of loose coupling as defined by (7),

(15)

so that

V% = hail (16)

Vji = hast (17)

6. Generalization to n Circuits; Reciprocity in Mutual Imped-

ance.—The anulyHis carried out in detail for two circuits with

only ono driven is readily extended to n circuits with any

number driven. In this ease, there are n simultaneous integral

equations like (3.8) and (3.9) with n integrals in each in addi-

tion to one involving z‘, Tim loft side is zero if a circuit includes
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no generator. If distribution functions and reference currents

are introduced for the currents, the equations corresponfhng

to (3.3) and (3.4) are

VI, = t lioZii

i-1

Vi, = %
i-1

Vi, = 1
i-1

The coefficients Zki in which k = j are self-impedances defined

by expressions like (3.6) with (3.7) and (3.9); the coefficients

Zks with k j are mutual impedances defined by expressions

like (3.11).

Despite the generality of the problem and the fact that

explicit solutions for the distributions of cuiTcnt and the imped-
ances cannot be determined, it is possible to prove that subject

only to the conditions imposed in the formulation of the reciprocal

theorem (Sec. IV. 18)

Zk^ = Z/jb (2)

for any configuration of circuits. This is accomplished as

follows. If a set of driving potential differences V*iq - • • Vjo is

maintained at n terminals, the circuit equations (1) arc

= t Fs'o = J = I
J-1 i-1 i-1

n'o = t (3)
/-I

If the driving potential differences arc changed to V!" • • • 7”o'i

the equations are

vr^ = t r/,Zrr, Fs" = J Vi'oZv; v^^' = ^
1-1 i-i i-1

(4)

The reciprocal theorem requires that

(5)
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Upon substituting for and FjJ' from (3) and (4) in (5), this

gives

t-i i-\
% mi //oA (6)

Since the order of summation is immaterial, (6) is eqtiivalent to

i i (mm - = 0 (7)

<-l 3-1

A change in notation does not alter the validity of (7). Hence,

interchanging i and j,

t i (mm - mm)Zii = o (s)

i-

1

<-

1

Adding (7) and (8)

t i {(mm - m(2 i!-m = o (9)

In general, this sum vanishoH only if the expression in the braces

is zero. This is always identically true if i = j. It is true

when i ^ j only if

Zij - Zji (10)

It follows that irrespeci.ivo of circuit configuration or choice

of reference currents (providcnl these are uncihanged onc^e they

have been chosen), the mutual impedanc-e in einmit i due to

circuit j is the same as the mutual impedance in circuit j due to

circuit i. In partic.ular, the distributions of current in the

two circuits must be such that the geiuiral integrals (3.11) and

(3.12) arc (uiiial. That is, for circuit.s i and j,

6. Circuit Elements in Unrestricted Circuits-—The self-

impedam^es Zjj and mutual impedances Za defined in Sec. 3

for two cou])le!d cii’cuits or in Sec. 5 for n circuit.s arc character-

istics of a network Jis a whole. Sinc.e all c.urrents in all parts

of a network exert forc.es on each otluu', and the distribution of

current is thus a function of the entire configuration, impedances
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caimot be defined strictly and in general except for a complete

network. Even apart from this fact, integrals for the self-

impedance aU have the form (3.9) which involves integration

twice around the circuit, once along the axis using primed

variables and once along the surface using imprimed variables.

Similarly, integrals of the form (3.11) for mutual impedance

require a complete integration around each of the two circuits

involved. In special cases, the contributions to the contour

integrals from different parts of a circuit may differ greatly in

order of magnitude. In particular,* the contributions to Zn
due to integration along the wires connecting coils, condensers,

etc., may be quite small compared, for example, with that part

of Z{ which is evaluated from the double integration around the

turns of a coil, or compared with the part Zj obtained in the

single integration along the edges of a condenser, or along a

piece of resistance wire. In such cases, it is possible to neglect

aU contributions to the contour integral except those around

coHs, along the edges of condensers, or along resistance mres.

The impedance Zn of the circuit then reduces approximately

to a sum of integrals between pairs of points around a ciremt.

It might then appear possible to coll each of these individual

integrals the impedance between the terminals of the particular

part of the circuit, coil, condenser, or resistor along which the

integral is evaluated. But this is not possible in any general

sense because the distribution function /i(«'i) depends upon the

configuration of the circuit as a whole, the location of the gen-

erator, and the reference point. In circuits that are unrestricted

in size and shape, it is generally not possible to treat parts of a

circuit as separate and independent elements with impedance

characteristics determined entirely by their respective struc-

tures and individual configurations. For example, if the external

self-impedance of a circuit element between points A and B were

defined by

the impedance so defined would be characteristic not only of the

properties of the particular element but of the entire circuit.

If the element in question is left unchanged in structure and

location, but the rest of the circuit is modified so that the dis-
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tribution function /i(si) is changed, the impedance

is necessarily different. Similarly, if an element AB is inter-

changed in location with another, quite differently constructed

element, CD, the distribution function for the circuit generally

is not the same in the two cases, and hence the impedance

of each element depends on its position in the circuit. Under

these conditions, it is merely inviting confusion to attempt to

define the impedance of a circuit element- A circuit can be

analyzed only as a whole, not as a combination of independent

parts. Special cases that are exceptions to this general rule are

discussed in later sections.

An interesting and important application of the general expres-

sions for the self-impedance of a circxiit of any shape is found in

the substitution method for the measurement of dielectric

constants of liquids.^ This method depends upon determining

the resonant frequency of a coil or loop of wire either alone or in

series with a small parallel-plate condenser, first with the circuit

in air, and again when it is immci-sod in a sufficiently large volume

of liquid. The coil in question serves as a loosely coupled

secondaiy for a primary circuit that includes a generator of

variable frequency. If resonance in the secondary is defined by

Xsa = 0 (2)

with X22 referred to a convenient reference current, the following

equations derived using (3.()), (3.8), and (»3. 10) inform (2) are true:

With the coil in air and I'csontmt at w = Tncf

xiUiS2)dS2

+ (*1 ®
With the coil in a dielectric and resonant at Wd = 27r/d

II.P. ^..(dss, exp

= 0 (4)

R.P. stands for the real part of the integral following it.

These two equations do not lead to a simple relation between

67 and 67|2 in general. If the coil is a good conductor and the

1 J. Wyman, J, Arn. Chem, Soc.^ 68, 3297 (1931).
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frequency is high, xi due to the wire of the coil and its connections

is very small and the first integral in (3) and in (4) contributes

significantly only if there is a condenser in the circuit. If a

condenser is used, let it be sufficiently small so that the radius b

of its plates satisfies the condition b ^ 0.2X so that (Y.18.12)

applies. Let it be required further that the liquid in which the

circuit including the condenser is immersed is a simple medium
and such a good dielectric that the attenuation constant «<( m
S<i — /3t ~ ja,) and the equivalent series resistance of the

condenser are both negligible. In this case,

9d=P. = m

2* = j condenser.

(5)

(6)

The two equations (3) and (4) reduce to the following:

(“« - sk) + CS 1 0”' “

(7)

= 0 (8)

Using (V.18.14) and (V.18.16),

= ^ = MrLt

Cod ==

(9)

(10)

where Vr (= l//xr) and €«r are, respectively, the relative reluctivity

(assumed to be real) and the effective relative dielectric constant

of the liquid. Accordingly, (7) and (8) may be wjitten as follows:

In air

Li- +
w®Co 4x^0

In the liquid

Li-
0>dt«

+
4irvo

(12)
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Clearly (12) reduces identically to (11) if

(13)

or viith (5) if

(Od X — = « xH\ PrPO \ ^0
(14)

Therefore, if (11) is a true equation at w = %{f, (12) must be a

true equation at ua = 2Trfd which satisfies

0)d fd
(16)

In most dielectrics vr = 1, so that the square root of the relative

effective dielectric constant is given by

(16)

That is, the index of refraction N, ^ y/ is given by the ratio of

the resonant freciuency with the circuit in air to the resonant

frequency with the circuit completely immersed in a sufficiently

largo volume of a dielectric liquid. It is to bo noted that the

contribution to the contour integral in the integration along tlie

outside surfaces of the condenser plates has been neglected.

This is justified in Sec. 17. Tho assumption has been made
that the volume of liquid is sufficiently great so that it is approxi-

mately cciuivalent to an infinite medium. The required volume

is readily determined experimentally.

It is to be noted that (15) is also tnie if only the coil or if

only the condenser is immersed in the luiuid and contributions by
connecting wires arc iiogloctod. In either case, (11) may bo sub-

tracted from (12) leaving tho difference between the real parts

of the two integrals if the coil alone is immersed, and tho equation,

-5— )
= 0 if only the condenser is immersed. In both

W3€.t/

cases the resulting ecpiation is satisfied if (13) or its equivalent

(14) is true. Riiuie the contribution to the contour integral from

the outside siirfa(‘.e of the ))lates of the condenser is negligible

if these are siiffic.iently close togc'.ther, it is sufficient to insert

the diclo(itric only l)(d.w(%en the plates. In this cose, it may be

cither a li(j[uid or a solid disk.
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mBAR-ZOKB Airo QUASI-NEAR-ZONE CIRCUITS

7. Conventional or Near-2:one Electric Circuits.—The com-
plexity of the general foimulation of the problem of electric

circuits is due primarily to tlie fact that the distribution of
current is a function of the conhguration. If the circuits are
confined to the near zone and, in addition, are so restricted that
all distribution functions such as /i(si) may be set equal to
uDity, great simplification is achieved. These conditions may
be formulated as follows for two circuits:

/i(si) = /2(«2) = 1 (1)

/3oi2ii < < 1; i8oE22 < < 1;

< < 1
; < < 1 (2)

If these conditions are satisfied, it is possible to write

= 1; i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, (3)

in each integral in (3.7) to (3.12). These then become

zidsi; Zi = 4ds2 (4)

II o (5)

Rj = 0 (6)

Ili2 = 0 (7)

II21 = 0 (8)

the integrals in (5) to (8) are real, so that for two coupled
circuits with no paiiis common to both and Z^ are pure iinagin-
aries, as shown. Furthermore, tho integrals themselves are
independent of the frequency and are functions of the geometry
of the circuit alone. It is possible to write

Xl = (oLi;

Xl = ojLI;

k tA.w).o

^ (AwJsi)

(10)
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Here the primed elements ds^ are along the axis, the unprimed
elements ds along the surface of tho circuit. The parameters
Lj and Ll in (8) and (9) are, respectively, the external self-

inductance of the entire primary circuit and of the entire second-

ary circuit. Li2 and Lzi in (11) and (12) are, respectively, the

mutual inductance of the primary circuit as a whole due to the

current in the entire secondary, and the mutual inductance of

the secondary due to the current in the primary. Formulas (9)

to (12) are powerful tools in calculating inductances in near-zone

circuits. Examination of the formulas for and Ln in (11)

and (12) reveals at oiujo that they are alike, so that the reciprocal

theorem docs not have to be invoked to prove that Z/12 = jC/21 in

conventional circuits. Tho integrals

(11) and (12) for L 12 and Ln are called

Neumann Jormulas,

Since (9) depends only on the geoin- ^

ctry of a circuit, it is possible to con-

sider the double-(5()ntour integral in

parts. Suppose, for example, that the

contour is conveniently separated

into the parts c exUniding from C to />, jrm. 7.1. -CUosod circuit.

d extending from D to K, an<l c extend- idoiiiiBod point gonerutor

. - ,, , , ,
i« iiHHiimcd at jBf.

mg from li back to C (lug. 7.1). J.he

double int(^gral (9) can tlum be written as follows:

L’l = L% + I/„i + J/„ + J4, + I/m + + lA,

Hero I/ff, L'm, Ij% involve integration twice along tho aame part

of tho circuit. I'’or example,

U. = r riM'ii
Jv Jc till

On the other hand, l/^a = />"« = involve one

inhtgration along oiut jxirt of the cinaiit and a second integration

along another part of the same cIohimI loop. For example,
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_1_ P r (dsi,ds0

4*-i'o Jc Jd Hu (16)

If desired, external inductances of the type Lu may be called

external self-inductances of specified parte of a closed circuit.

Similarly, external inductances of the typo may be called

mutual inductances of specified parte of a closed circuit. Thus
L%, mny be called the self-inductance of the part of the circuit

between points C and D; may be called the mutual inductance

of the part of the circuit between C and 2) due to the current in

the part DE. External inductances of parts of a closed circuit

are defined conveniently only if (1) and (2) are satisfied. In

general, the external inductance of a circuit depends on the

distribution function /i(8i) which is a characteristic of the circuit

as a whole. If /i(8i) 1, the self-inductancc of a part of a

circuit, if defined in a way analogous to (13), would have a variety

of values depending upon the function /i(8i).

Alternative and often used fomulas for Xj andXi2 are obtained

by using Stokes’s theorem (II.6.8) and the defining relation

curl A = B in the contour integrals ns follows:

f. - /« (16)

iS is a cap or cup surface bounded by the closed contour s; [Q

is a unit vector everywhere perpendicular to the surface S and
in a direction to satisfy the right-haiid-scrcw convention referred

to the direction of integration around the contour s. With

(16), (9) and (11) may bo written as follows

Ll^r [ (17)
•*1 J SliCAV)

Lii = Y [ (l^i,Bi2)d)Si (18)
*2 J Si(oni))

It is possible to evaluate the inductance of a circuit cither by
integrating the tangential component of the vector potential

around its contour or by integrating the normal component of

the magnetic B vector over the area enclosed by the contour.

Although the method using the vector potential is more powerful,

that using the B vector is often convenient.

The simplification achieved in using (4) to (8) instead of (3.7)

to (3.12) is very much greater than may bo apparent. This is
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due primarily to the fact that the integi’als in (4) to (8) are

functions only of the geometiy and of the internal impedance

per unit length of the circuit. They are independent of distri-

bution functions and reference points for current. This has

important consequences in circuits in which the contributions to

the integrals in IJ and Lu arc significant only along the contours

of coils, while the integration around the remainder of the

circuit is negligilde. In such coses it is evidently possible to

define the impedance of coils, condenser’s, and resistive elements

in a manner that is independent of the configuration of the circuit

connecting them. This is considered again in later sections

where specific cases arc studied.

8. Self-impedance of Quasi-conventional Circuits.—^The spe-

cial case of conventional or near-zone electric circuits as defined

by (7.1) and (7.2) is a good approximation for a great variety

of electric circuits. In fact, all electric-circuit theory is based

on the assumption that the conditions (7.1) and (7.2) arc very

well satisfied, so well, indeed, that it is sc^ldom considered neces-

sary even to mention the exislx^iK^e of su<^h restrictions on the

genendity of the theory. While it is poasiblo at power fre-

quencies and the lower radio frecpKiiicies to ignore the fact that

the ordinary theory of elec.tric cinuiit^s is a special case of a more
general theory, this is not true at iiltrahigh and higher frt^quencics.

In order to inv(^si.igai.(^ the nai.ure of tlu^ dilTer(Uic(w l)etvv(^on the

general theory and the much siinphu’ spcM^ial theory, it is d(^si ruble

to investigate the border line Ixd.ween tluMu by <^xi)aiiding both

the distrihution function /i(.s-i) and tlu^ phjus(Ml(^lay factor

in ])ow(‘r s(M*i(‘S so that at legist one i.(M’m l)(\von<l thc^ leading one

(which is unity in both cjiscss) may be n^tained. 'The (^xpoiumtial

function is easily expainhul into th(^ comi)l(*x scu’ies written below.

In order to determine ilui exact form of the distrihution func-

tion /i(si), it is n(M*(‘ssary to solve tin* intesgral (Miuation (3.S).

Such a solution wouhl necessarily yield a dillenMit function for

each configuration. If su<*h a function w(U’(^ <^valuat<^d in any

particular case, Z{ would det(u*iuine<l eoinph^tc^ly and in g(Mi-
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eral, so that there, would be no point in obtaining an approximate
solution for the quasi-stationary state. Since it is not generally

possible to solve the complicated integral equation (3.8), an
approximate method will be pursued. This depends upon the
fact that the principal contribution to significant higher order

terms in the factor is from the exponential factor

rather than from/i(si). That is, the approximation

‘ fiM = 1
(2)

may be retained in evaluating the leading terms in the real and
imaginary parts of Zl = Rl + jXi, while the exponential factor

is represented by (1). In order to show that this is true, it is

necessary to make use of a solution derived in Volume III for a
long and narrow rectangle of wire driven at the center of one of

the shorter sides. This is a section of two-wire transmission
line which has a distribution of current that is very well described
by

f T Sl)
^•1 *0 1 r%

cos tPoSt

= Jo |cosi3o8i + sm/3o«itan^/3o8<| (3)

/fi is the amplitude of the current at a distance in the positive
direction around the rectangle measured from the generator at
®i = 0. The perimeter of the rectangle is Sf The currents
at 8i and St — «i, i.e., at opposite points in the long sides, are
equal in magmtude and in the same direction around the rec-
tangle. This may be verified using (3).

The present discussion is limited to quasi-near-zone circuits
so that the following inequality must be satisfied

< < 1 (4)

With (4) the distribution function /i(si) == /«i/7o in (3) reduces to

/i(si) — 1 + ij8oSi(si — si) • •
• (5)

This is the approximate distribution function for a rectangle that
is long compared with its width and that satisfies (4). It may
be assumed to approximate reasonably well the distribution of
current around the same length of wire 8% if arranged in a loop
of any other shape that does not involve folded-back, or very
closely coiled sections.
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If (1) aad (5) are substituted in, (3.9), the inner integral
becomes

•F »i liii

•)j&.

dsi (6)

The leading term in the integrand of the first integral is simply
The second integral includes the following;

dsi = 0; stdsi = 0; sfdsi = 0 (7)

Accordingly, retaining only loading real and imaginary terms.

k ^ f; +T *!>* ®
The same two intcgralH are obtained if instead of (5) the simpler
assumption

= 1 (9)

is made, hot it bo assiimod that (8) and (9) are good approxima-
tions wliciicver the following iiKicpiality is true:

< < I (10)

This condition, wit^h (.h<^ un<l(^rHtanding that it means that (8)
and (9) may bo iisi'd, is called tlu^ comlition for the guasi^near-
zone or for (/msi-ronvvnlionnl rircidtH. It is less severe than
the condition ^o/^ii < < I. which defines the near-zoue and
strictly convimtional (dniuits.

In other words, in (^valuation of (9) is a reasonable
approximation for all c.lostsi loops of any shape that satisfy the
conditiem of the <iii.‘i.si-iioa.r zoius (itfo/iu)^ < < I for all values
of liii. The approximation (»•)) is not required either for the
rectangle or for a looj) of wire of any other shape. If a circuit
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is driven in phase at several S3munetrica]ly arranged points

around its circumference, the condition (9) may be a good approx-
imation for much larger values of PaRu than permitted by (10).

With (8) substituted in (3.9), real and imaginary terms

are obtained in the form /{ = £{+ jX{. The imaginary term

is amply (9).

With «/po = jSof0, the real term is

The numeiical value fo = 120r ohms is often convenient. With
it

R! = -5j3j fi!i(dsi,dsl) ohms (13)

Formula (12) is readily evaluated for a plane loop of any
shape. In rectangular coordinates,

®!i = (» — i®')* + (y — y')* = (** + »'* + y’ + y'“)
‘

— 2(xa:' ->r yy') (14o)

(dsi^lsD = dz dx' + dy dy' (146)

If (14o) and (146) are substituted in (13), a number of different

integrals are obtained. Since all integrations arc around a
closed path, integrals of the types ^dx, ^xdx, ^xhlx vanish
so that

^ + s'* + y* + y'*)(da: dxf + dy*dy') = 0 (15)

For the same reason,

ffixx'dx dxf -f yy'dy dy^ = 0 (16)

The remaining integrals are

ff{xafdy dj/ + yy'dx dxf) = jf® dyfx'dy'

fydxf'jfdxf (17)

The integrals involving primed coordinates give

= jf®'dy' = /yW (18)

where is the area enclosed by a contour along the axis of the
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conductor. Similarly

Si == ^xdy — fy dx (19)

where 8i is the area enclosed by a contour along the surface of

the conductor. Since wires of small radius have been assumed, a
satisfactory approximation is

Si = Si (20)

so that

= -4S! (21)

With (21), (13) becomes

Rj = 20i8jSf ohms (22)

This formula may be used as an approximation for the external

or radiation resistance of any quasi-conventional circuit in which

the over-all length of wire satisfies the condition (4). If the

wire is coiled, the enclosed area should bo measured inside a

. contour through the axis of the coil. If a condenser is included

in the circuit, the contour may bo taken through its center.

It is clear from (22) that cv(uy a.c. circuit that encloses a

finite area has a nonvanishing external or radiation resistance.

At low fre<iuencieH, /3u == 27r///^o is so small that 11‘j is insignificant.

At high fro(iu<mc,i(\s, fin may he so larger that the condition for the

quasi-near zone <<0 satisfkul so that (22) is

not a g()o<l approximation. Important simple circuits that

generally satisfy filUn < < I niul in which the external or radia-

tion rcsistaiKH^ is important arc^ loop or frame antonn^is. These

are usually UMdangular, sipiare, or circular in shape. For a

rectangle of hmgth and wi<lth b,

ll\ = 2i)fiyb^ (23)

For a scpiare of side s,

R? = 2()(^?„.s0' (24)

For a circle of mean ra<lius b,

= 2{hrwy (25)

In all formulas, fin — 27r/Xn may he su])siitut(‘<l if conv(’ini<uit.

All r(*sistan<*(‘s ar<^ in ohms.

9. Mutual Impedance in Quasi-conventional Circuits.- If

(^ach of two coupl(‘<l circuits is qun.si-couv<MitionaI so that it is
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possible to write (8.8) and (8.9) for each as follows:

1 JtCii

|l* +Ais j M lita 6

/i(sO = 1 (1)

/,(«*) = 1 (2)

the self-impedance of each circuit is to tho required approxima-
tion unaffected by the proximity of the other circuit. Its
evaluation is discussed in Sec. 8. The mutual impedances are
obtained from the general integrals (3.11) and (3.12) by writing
/(«) 1 in each.

(3)

(4)

The re^ and ima^ary parts are easily separated to give explicit
expressions for the mutual resistances and reactances With
w/vo = iSofo,

(5)

(6)

The factor fo/4v = 30 ohms. Expressions for R21 and Zji are
like these with subscripts 1 and 2 interchanged. It is to be
noted that whereas the size of each circuit is lestricted to the
near zone, the distance between the circuits is completely
unrestneted. If the circuits are close together so that each is
in the near zone with respect to the other i.e.,

PoRit < < 1; j8oE2i < < 1

then
(7)

sin PoRis =5= /SoRij - + . . .

cos poRis = 1 - + . . .

a!

(8)

(9)

Since f^ds't - 0, the leading term in (6) is obtained from the
second term in (8), The leading terms are
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Ea* *!.<«) (10)

4^irvQj 81 j at Itii
(11)

The mutual resistance term is extremely small at low frequencies.

At ultrahigh frequencies it is usually necessary to use (5) and (6)

instead of (10) and (11).

This and the preceding sections contained the theoretical back-
ground for the analysis of conventional loop transmitting and
receiving antennas. They are investigated in detail in Volume
II. Special formulas for rectangular and circular loops are

obtained in later sections.

10. Self-impedance of a Rectangle of Wire.—^The simplest

closed loop of wire from the analytical point of view is a rec-

tangle of length 3 and width b constructed of wire of radius a
and internal impedance per unit length zf. Ijet the length of the

rectangle bo such that the conditions for the quasi-near zone are

satisfied so that (8.11) and (8.12) are applicable.

The external self-reactance of the circuit of Fig. 10.1 from the

point of view of a generator at the center of one of the shorter

sides is

Xi = coLl; LI = (dsudsi)
(1)

X
A

f{d8-^-dz)
?

,(ds—d») b
1

r in
d (ds=^dz)

(a)

F

0 (d8=:dx)

E

F

E
(P)

Tk}. 10.1.

—

{a) of wiro; {h) onhtrKiMl wiru at right ond.

Thin cl()ublo-c<)ul.<)ur coiiHiHtH of oif];lit Hoparato integrals

along the several Kales eaii bo eonibinod into four pairs of

integrals bo(‘.auHO opposite sidc^s are of the same length. Thus,

referring to Fig. JO.l,

Ll = 2{[jen + Tjro + Ldd + irf/) (2)

since

Lr. - LAflPj Ijre. “* Lff = Ltjd] Lfd = Ld/ (3)
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dx'

* + (x - a:')*

= -L f
4a-j'o_/o Jo •v/o® + (a: — a/)®

dx'
dx (4)

ds^
dz (5)

r _ 1 r® d*!
- 4^.0^

^
Vi'^+ (a -

45ri'o /:/: Vo* + (s - a')*

r _ 1 r® , P d*'
-

4rvo j, V«*+ (®-a;')*

^"0 Jo Jo Vs* + (* - a:')*

*

4irPo ji>
*
Jp Vl>* + (a - a')*

^0 jo jo

There are no integrals involving one intogratioTi along a short

side and the second integration along a long side because the

scalar product (dsiidsi) vanishes if ds and ds' are i)oi*|)endiciilar.

The integrals (4) to (7) are all of the same form and readily

integrable. Thus

b
Lee “

Ldd =

2irvo

s

2irvo

Lee “ “

stah-(i)+2-^l+2;

,*“'(;) + 5

b

2rrvQ

'+7^

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11 )

If desired, the inverae hyperbolic sine nvuy bo replaced by the

natural logarithm using

smh- 0)- in
(
^ + >f

'+ '-

)
(12)

Since it has been assumed throughout that the radius of the wire
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is small compared with its length, it is possible to neglect a*/b^
and aVs* compared with unity. This will be done in the follow-
ing. If the symbol D is introduced as a shorthand for the
diagonal of the rectangle

D = (13)

and (12) is used, the external sclf-iiuluctanuc (2) becomes

^'^a(b^+ D) + * ^ ^Tl)) +2(o+^-&-s)) {14a)

The reactance is

Xi = (14b)

The intomal reactance per unit length is xj. For uniform
wire of total length 2(b s), the total internal reactance is

A'i = 2(b -1- s)j;i (15)

At low fr()(iuonci(!H when

a-i = «/i (1C)
it is i)OHHil)le to write

A'i = (o/4; J4 = 2(b + «)1‘ (17)

The total sclf-reactuiKio of tlie nu'.taiigle is

A'n=A'i + A’I (18)

The (fxt(S'nal or radiation n^-sistaiKa* of the rectangle luvs Ixsm
determined. From 8.23 it is

Ki; = 20|8ilbV (19)

Tlui inUtrnal nssistaime is simply

Hi = 2(0 -h «)ri (20)

llemxt th(f total s(dr-resistanc.e is

llii = Hi -h ll'l (21)

The impedaiKxt of tlui reetiMigle is

= Hm + jA'n = (Hi d- Itl) + j(.Vi + A'I) (22)

using (11), (l.fO, (19), iind (20).

'I'he impedane(( of as((iiiire of side .s made of wini with radius a
is obtaiiKMl from forinnhis for a reetaiigle by s(‘(ting b = « and
noting that tins <liagon{il /) — » y/2. It is given by (22) with
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Xl = uLl; L{ = i£ Li -“-0.774
tvq (as j

(23)

= 4sa;i (24)

Ri == 20(i8os)^ • (26)

R4 == 4iSr\ (26)

In most cases the term a/a is negligible so that

II |ln- - 0.77
} (27)

1
a

)

If tbis is expressed in terms of the total length of wire St = 48,

As a numerical example, lot the total self-impedance bo

calculated for a square of copper wire of total length St = 0.245

meter and radius a = 4 X 10“^meter at a frequency of 169 X 10®

hertz. This satisfies the condition for the near zone, PoRn < < 1,

since PoRn = 0.03 with Bn the diagonal. The term in a/s is

negligible for present purposes, and (28) is adequate for determin-

ing i{. Using (23) to (28),

- sS; {“ i I'” “'2.5 - 2.101

= 0.209 X 10~* henry

JC} = (i>Ll = 209 ohms

Ri = 20(i3osy = 20 = 0.034 ohm

At the high frequency here involved, and with o- == 5.8 X 10^

mhos/meter, v — j>o = 10V4v,

< _ i _ 1 nr _ 10‘ /10» X 4t X 10-^

2TO '\|2<rv Sir yj 2 X 5.8 X 10^“

1.31 ohms/meter
R{ = X{= 0.246 X 1.31 = 0.321 ohm

Hence,

^11 = (R{ + Rl) + KX{ + Xf) = (0.321 + 0.034)

+ j(0.321 + 209)
or

* Cydes/second.

Zn = 0.35 + j209
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It is seen that Xi is negligible compared mth Zj and that Rj is

small compared with

11. Terminal Impedance and the Two-wire Line with TTnifonn

Current.—^The two longer sides of the rectangle of wire analyzed
in Sec. 10 constitute a two-wiro lino that is sufficiently short to

satisfy the condition

jSoS < < 1 (1)

Examination of the evaluation of tho impedance ot tne rectangle

shows that tho contributions to the contour integrals by the two
longer sides of length s aro completely independent of the con-
tributions by the shorter sides of length 6. This is due to

the fact that tho longer sides are perpendicular to the shorter

ones and the entire rectangle is sufficiently small so that the
current may bo assumed to be tho same at all points. If the
shorter sides are repla(iod by impedances other than the straight

wires, and these imi)odan«es aro so constructed that their

currents do not contribute signiFuiantly to the vector potential

along tho two-wiro lino nor al(.cr i,ho uniform amplitude of the
currents in tho litu^, the contributions to the impedance by
the two long sides are unchanged. Tho inductance due to the
lino is given by the following part of (10.2):

L|inn 2(/-f,w + I^if) (2)

Tho oontrihutioii to tho external Hclf-incluctance by one of the
wires is

Tlio nuitual iiKhustaiico of ono of Ui<) wires duo to tho cuiTont in

tlic other is

l.I))()ii (M)inhinin^ to form (2)

Ti, {" «.(sT /^)
+ « + ^ - -

«)
(5)

For a liiK^ that is lonj^ (M)in|)n.nMl with l.lui distaiiee between the
wires so that tiu) followinfj; eoiiditioiis txw. satisiicd

> > //•
;

J) - «

Lfi™ = * |«ln-;-|-a-h
wvn I a

(C)

(7)
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If, in addition to (6), the following usually somewhat severer

restriction is true:

« In - > > (6 — o) (8)
a

the external inductance reduces to

I&. = — In-
tvq a (9)

It is possible now to define an external inductance 2$ per unit

length of the two wires or per loop unit length of the line. It is

= J- In - (10)
5 ffVo a

Formulas (9) and (10) apply to a line that is so long compared

with the distance between the wires that the vector potential at

any point along one of the wires is practically the same as

though the line were infinitely long in both directions except

near the ends. For a line that satisfies (8) ,
this is a good approxi-

mation. This is discussed in greater detail and in more general

terms in the analysis of the two-wire transmission line in Sec. 23

and in Volume III. Although (9) and (10) apply specifically

to a line that is long compared with the distance between the

wires, they ai'e not correct for spacings that are small compared

with the radius of the wire. It has been assumed that the two

wires are sufficiently far apart so that it is immaterial around

.what contour along its surface the integration is performed with

respect to the unprimed coordinates. This means, in effect, that

the radius of the wires must be small compared with the distance

between them so that rotational symmetry in tlie interior of the

conductor may bo assumed. It is shown in the next section that

tills is a good approximation when

V^>>a^ (11 )

Since it has been shown that the external inductances of the

two pairs of sides of a rectangle are independent, it is interesting

to determine whether it is possible to define the inductance

of one side alone in a way that is independent of the opposite

side. Since the two sides are parallel, the vector potential

tangent to the surface of one side always includes a contribution
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due to the cuireut in this side itself, as well as a contribution

due to the current in the other side. These contributions

are independent if (1) is satisfied, so that the first is properly

c^ed the self-inductance of the one side, the other the mutual
inductance. For example, for the side e in Fig. 10.1, they are,

respectively,

i-- + (13)

In order that Lm be negligible compared with L„ it is necessary

to impose the following conditions:

a* < < 6* < < 8*

With (14), Lit reduces to

r .3. _ & &

Clearly Lm fnll be negligible compared with Lm if

sinh“' - > > -
a 3

or

This is true if

- > > sinh - = -
a 8 8

a << s

(14)

(16)

(16)

(17)

Since (18) is equivalent to (14), it follows that subject to (14)

it is poHsiblu to write

Subject to (14), (12) reduces to

b r, 26
,

ffl ,1

^-&:;r-5r + 5-q
In most cases it is possilfiu to write

a<<b
so that

(18)

(14)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)
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This formula gives the external inductance of a strai^t piece
of wire of length 6 and radius o, specifically when it is a short
side in a long rectangle. It is well to note that (22) does not
apply to every straight piece of wire of this length and radius
when arbitrarily placed in an unrestricted circuit.

If the evaluation of the external resistance B,f of the rectan^e
described in Sec. 10 is carried out explicitly iiHing the general
formula (8.13) (for a quasi-conventional loop of wire of any
shape with a sensibly uniform current) around the rectangle
instep of using the general integrated result (8.23), the following
individiml contributions or self- and mutual impedances of parts
of the circuit are obtained. Referring to Fig. 10.1,

Rj = 2(R« + R,, -|- (23)
with

Boo = -5^ [o*+ (a; - asOWd® = -5i3{o*6* (24)

R« = -6^ ^ ^ [aa-f- (2 — zf)^]dz'de = (25)

=*
jo jo t®* + (» - aO^]dx'dx = (26)

R*/ = jo jo + (« — »'y]dz'dz = 6j3j5*5* (27)

The reversal in sign in (26) and (27) is due to the fact that the
pnmed and unprimed elements of integration are oppositely
directed. Since it has been assumed that o* is negligible com-
pared with 5*, the external resistance of the rectangle is

Rl = 2(R„ -f Rj/) = (28)

in agreement with (10.19). The contribution to (28) by each
pair of parallel sides, and hence of the long ones forming the
line, is

R4. = 10/3J6V (29)

gnce the two equal contributions to (28) by the currents in
the line and in the short ends are independent because the two
pairs of conductors are mutually perpendicular, it is possible to
assign the radiation resistance (29) to the two-wire line and^ attempt is made
to divide Rj for each pair of conductors into two parts that
are ^e mdependent contributions of each conductor, this is
found to be impossible. Rj for an opposite pair is determined
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almost entirely by the termB Rc« and Rdf (which involve one

integration along each of the two parallel conductors in a pair) and
only to a negligible extent by the double integration along one

conductor. It is not possible, therefore, to define an independent
radiation resistance for each of the short ends as it is possible

to define an independent external reactance. The external or

radiation resistance of all quasi-near-zone circuits is, in general, a

property of the circuit as a whole, in particular, a fimction of the

area enclosed by it.

12. Proxiniily Effect in a Two-wire Line.—In the analysis of

the long rectangle in the preceding section, it was assumed that

the radius of the wire is sufficiently small compared with the dis-

tances between parallel conductors that the distribution of

current in each cross-sectional plane of each conductor may be

assumed to depart in a negligible degree from rotational sym-

metry. For wires with finite separation, this is true exactly

only if the parallel wires themselves have zero radius. If the

wires have a nonvanishiiig cross section, rotational symmetry
exists rigorously only for wires that are infinitely far apart.

It is assumed throughout the analysis of electric circuits in this

chapter that there is no circulation of current around the axis

of the conductors. That is, in a straight wire, i$ = 0 so that

Ee = 0, do = 0. Since

it follows that with Ar small so that A = id*,

®
This means that the surfacjc^ of each conductor is an equipoten-

tial Hurfac^e. If the two conductors are moved so close together

that roi^iitional symmetry is no longer a good approximation for

the cross-sectional distribution of current, the requirement that

Eo = 0 at th<i surface must still be true, so that (2) must be satis-

fied. Acc-ordingly, any cinuimfcrence of each of the parallel

wires is necessarily an (HpiipoUmtial surface no matter how close

together th(^ paralh^l (jonductors arc brought. That is, the

distribution of axial c.prn'.nt in each cross section of the parallol

wires must be such as to keep the circumference of each wire a

ring of constant potential. As the conductors are moved
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closer together the vector potential along conductor 1 due to

the current in conductor 2, for example, becomes more and more

significant and also increasingly unequal at near and far points

aroimd the circumference of conductor 1. This necessitates a

change in the distribution of current in both conductora, so that

the sum of the vector potentials A, due to both currents i-emains

constant around any circumference.

Since it is assumed that the dimensions of the rectanglo a and

h satisfy the inequality
s* > > 6* (3)

the vector potential has only the single significant component A,

directed parallel to the long sides and to the z axis except near

the ends. At points in space, it satisfies the equation

a** dy^

d^A,

as*
+ jSJA* = 0 (4a)

The rectangle previously analyzed was required to bo of such

size that all its parts were in the quasi-near zone Avith respect

to each other so that the equation for the quasi-stationary

state applied. It is

a*A, ,
aM,

,
a*A,

ax* ay* a«*
(4&)

In this case, since the current at all points around the I'cctonglo

has the same amplitude, the variation of A, with respect to z

is very small compared with the variation with respect to the

transverse variables except near the ends. Hence, a good
approximation for determinmg the transverse distribution of

potential in any cross-sectional plane not too near the ends
of the rectangle is

a*A, a*A,

dx* 3y*
(4c)

Actually, the conditions leading to (4c) are more severe than
required. Clearly if each transverse plane satisfies the con-
dition for the near zone and the variation of A, in a direction
parallel to the long sides is very small compared with the varia-
tion in the transverse plane, it is still possible to write (4c) with

^ + ^o4. = 0. (6)

If (4c) and (6) are independently satisfied, (4o) is also satisfied.
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Sence, (4c) is a satisfactory approximation for the transverse

distribution for a rectangle that is entirely in the near zone, or

for a rectangle of any length in which the transverse and axial

distributions are for all practical purposes mutually independent.

This is strictly tme for infinitely long perfectly conducting wires

that are extremely close together; it is an excellent approximation

for all good conductoi-s that are sufficiently long to satisfy (3)

and so close together that it is possible to write

(Pohy- < < 1
(6)

For the present, the transverse distribution calculated from (4c)

will be applied specifically to the rectangle previously analyzed

which satisfies the condition for the quasi-stationaiy state in

length as well as in width. In Volume III use is made of the fact

that this distribution is also a good approximation for suitably

restricted two-wire lines of any length.

The solution of the two-dimensional Laplace ocpiation (4)

that satisfies the boundary condition that As have a constant

but difloront value on each of two circles is

As = In ~ (7)

where As is independent of the coordinates x and y, locating

points on the circle,

// AS
= + +2/® (8)

// 'f.y
n = +?/* (0)

and c is a constant. Tt is r(\‘idily verilicnl l)y direct substitution

that (7) satisfies (I). It is proved below that the curves

In = const. (10a)

or

= A' (m
arc circh^s with K an arbitrary r(‘al and positive constant. Using

(8) and (11), (10/>) wlu^n s(iua.r(‘<l h'uds to

(•r + + y*] (llo)
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which can be rearranged as follows:

+ + = 0 (116)

This equation defines two families of circles, 1 and 2, respectively,
with K = Ki > 1 and with K = K2 < 1. Their centers are at

“ 2 with Ki > 1 (12a)

and at

c /l + Ki\
2 with K2 1 (12&)

and with radii given by
rJC

^1 “ ^ 1 (13a)

”
1 ^ ^

Fio. 12.1.—Equipotential surfaces.

The two families of circles are divided by the straight line
as = 0 characterized by ITi = K2 = 1. Circles and straight line

are shown in Fig. 12.1.

A pair of circles with equal radii is defined by

ai “ ag — a (14)
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From (13a,&), with (14)

Ki = (16)

for circles with equal radii, and

The distance between the centers of the two circles with equal

radii is by delSnition b. Using (12a,&) with (15), b is determined.

b => xi — x» (17)

For Ki =
c in (17),

00 (as when a = 0), 6 = c. Or, using (13a) solved for

6 = (18)

This relation can bo solved for Ki in terms of the radius a and
distance between contcrH b. It is

The positive sign is chosen for tho radical because Ki must
be greater than unity. Tiic negative sign gives

If two idciitic.al parallel wires of radius a and separated a
distance b botwcHiii cc^iitors carry e(iual and opposite currents

across a givcui transverse plane, tho potentials on their surfaces

must be e(iual and opposites That is,

-4zi - -A,

2

(20)

Since each potential is given by (7), it follows that if

Az2 = In Ki (21 )

Agi = —At In Ki = Ag In (22)

The external in<luctan<^(^ of tho two wires is defined by

2 /’•

Jjiuxtt =7 / Agtiz (23)
** J {)

Tho inductance p(T unit length along which Ai, is sensibly con-
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Btant subject to (3) is

ft =^ ^ lu (24)
1» Im

Since this must reduce to (11.10) for b* > > o*, it follows that

and with (19)

(25)

« = j. to r .± (4)vvq L 2a J Wo \2a/
(26)

This inductance per unit length is correct for all separations

of the line that satisfy (3) and (6). It reduces to (11.10) when

b*>> (2o)» (27)

It may be written in the form

ft--i-ln(^)
Wo \aJ

(28a)

with

(285)

It is to be noted that (28a) is the same in form as (11.10) mth
the effective separation &« in (286) substituted for the actual
distance between centers 6. This is of coDsiderable importance
in the more complicated analysis of the two-wire line that is

not restricted in length by the condition for the near zone.
If the line is sufficiently closely spaced so that it may be assumed
to a j&rst approximation that the transverse distribution of

current in each cross section is independent of the axial distri-

bution, it is possible to simplify the problem by treating a line

with wires that are far enough apart that rotational symmetry
may be assumed for this transverse distribution. The solution

is then at once generalized to closer spacing by writing 6, foi’ 6

wherever 6 occurs.

The change in the internal impedance per unit length with
proximity of a parallel conductor of the same radius with an
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equal current in the opposite direction is intricate, and a general

solution in closed form is not available. With rotational sym-

metry a simple formula applies (V.12.6) when the skin depth is

small and most of the current is in a thin layer near the surface

as defined by
Pia ^ 10 (29)

The formula is

1 +i
2ira \2<rp

(30)

When a second conductor of the same size and with equal current

in the opposite direction is near and (29) is tine, the current

not only is in a thin layer, but its density is greater in the

adjacent parts of the parallel conductors. This is equivalent

to decreasing the radius of a conductor with rotational symmetry

so that a conductor of radius a in proximity with the second

conductor has the same internal impedance per unit length as a

conductor with rotational symmetry and an effective radius Uo

smaller than a. The value of (le is written without proof. ^ It is

(5)-“ >/'-(¥)’ ™
The impedance per unit of each conductor subject to (29) is

This reduces to (30) when (27) is satisfied.

13. Mutual Impedance of Coaxial Rings of Wire.—The calcu-

lation of Uu^ liiqxMiance of loosely wound single-layer coils

depends on the previous d(?teriuination of the sclf-impodance

of a single circular ring of wire and the mutual impedance of

two such rings arranged coaxially. Sinc,e the self-impedance

can be obtained directly from the integral for mutual impedance

by a simple speciialization of th<? i)arameterH, it is convenient to

solve first f.he probh^.m of mutual impedance of two coaxial rings

of difToniiit siz(\

C3onsid(^r two coaxial circular wire rings of radii hi and 6a.

The radii 61 ami 62 as well :is the axial sciparatiou h of the rings

are suflicicntly small so Unit all elements of both rings are in the

for oxiunplc, J. H. Clawson, Phil. Mag. 41, 007 (1921).
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near zone with respect to each other. That is,

PoBia << 1; Coffin << 1; << 1 (1)

As shown in Fig. 13.1, B12 is the distance between an element
dsi on the inner edge of one ring and an element gIs2 on the axis

of the wire of the other ring; is the distance between an
element dsi on the inner edge and an element dsj on the axis of

the wire of one and the same ring. R%2 is defined like Rn

Fig. 18 .1 .—Coaxial rings of wire.

but for the second ring. Subject to (1) each ring has a current
that is sensibly uniform in amplitude around the ring. There-
fore, the distribution functions and/s(s,) for the currents
lu and 7j, may be set equal to unity, and the subscript s may
be omitted Let the positive direction for current in each ring
be taken in the direction of increasing fi. Each ring may be
assumed driven by a slice generator at 0 = 0. The quasi-near-
zone formula for the mutual impedance = Ew + jXia ofmg 1 due to the current /* in ring 2 is obtained using (9.10)
(9.11). It is

^li = Ria + jXit = Ri2 -|- jaiLu (2)
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with

(3)

^ ^«(d$i,dsi) (4)

The cylindrical coordinates r, 9, z of the two elements are

d«i(6i,9i,0) (So)

d®j(h2,9a,h) (5h)

The radii ai, at of the wes are assumed to be small compared

with hi, bt, and h. That is,

a\<<bl; a|< < hi; <<h* (6)

The (hstance between the elements dsi and dsa is most easily

obtained by determining first the distance ru between dsi

Fia. 13.2.—CoiiHtruvtion for detormining m for coaxial rings.

and the projection of dsi onto the plane of ring 1. This plane

is shown in Fig. 13.2 from whicli

Tit = "v/hj + hj — 2hih8 COH (0i — fl*) (7)

Tho distance Itn lictwcHin dsi and dsj follows directly.

Ri2 = \/h*'+"rh = Vh^+(if+Tif^2i)ib2 cosT®! “ »*!) (8)

Since tho (dcnnentM dsi ami dsj arc tangent to the circles and

hence pcnicndicular to the radii drawn from the common axis
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of the cttdM to the elements, it is clear that the angle between
dsi ana dsj is the same as the angle between these radii. Hence

(dsiidss) = dsidsi cos (0i — $2) (9)
Also,

dsi = bidffi
(10)

d4 = bgdfft (11)

after substituting (8) to (11) in (3) and (4), these become

iis = -7-^ f btdBi ^^os (^1 —
Ja Jo Vh* + bi + bl- 26i6s cos (fli - ff*)

rar fir
~ ^ jo Jo

+ *»? + 6| - 2bjb2 cos (01 - 0,)]

bt cos (01 — 0^d0t (13)

The evaluation of (12) may be carried out as foUows. Let

^ — 02— 0i; d4> — d02 (14)

Since the mtegration is completely around the ring, the starting
°0“®«<iuence so that the limits are unchanged.

With (14) and (1 + cos ^) = 2 cos* H, (12) becomes

r _ bibi f^. fSr

* + (bi + b2)* — 46i6* COS®
(15)

Let the foUowing change in variable and in limits be made in
the second integral in (16) which will be denoted by A.

At
0 = T - 21^-; d(t>= -2dj>. (16)

^ - 0» at 0 = 2ir, - \
Thus, with cos = cos (iir — 1^) = sin

A = 2 (2 sLnV - l)d,f>

J -r/2 “s/h* + (61 + 6j)* — 4&1&1 sin* ^

Here the denominator can be factored into

H” (5i } 6j)* •y/l — }f* dn* ^

(17)

(18)

(19)
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-with the parameter k* given by

4Z>i6s
ft*

+ (6i + 6s)»

446

(20)

Using (19) in (18) and noting that the integrand is independent
of a change in sign of

A =
Vft* +"(ii + ft*)*

0 \/l — ft* sin* il jo -n/I — ft* sin*

The integrand of the first intezral in (21) is equivalent to

^* [vi-ft*sin*^ “ Vl - ft* sin* 4]
as can be verified directly, llenco (21) is equivalent to

(22)

A =
Vft* + (fti + ft*)

r 2 /•'/*
, ^

1 1 / V 1 — sin*-* ^

y/

1

— ft* sin* =.]
(23)

The two integrals in (23) are of a standard typo known as cown
plvte clliplic inU*grals of the fimt ami sccoful kinds. They are

denoted by

k(ia^
/ Jo y/l — ft* sin* rp

/i?(jft) = VT~ft^uT^#

(24)

(26)

The symbol F is somotimes used instead of K in (24). The
parameter ft is often represented in the form

ft = sin a
so that

(2f.)

K (.;!:,«) = (27)
\2 / J{) \/ J — siii^ a sin® ^

in

"Jo ^ (2^)

For every value of the parameter k or a, each int.ogral delin<^s
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a definite number. These numbers are extensively listed in

standard tables.^ Using the notations (24) and (25) in (21),
this may be substituted for the second integral in (16). The
integration with respect to 6i can be performed directly to give 2?r.

^ i^v'F+7Er+s?[ (2^)
'(* *)

With (20) this reduces to

^ ^ (l<’)
+

(l*’)]
where

ft = 2 '\/bJ)2

Vh* + (6i + 60*

(29)

(30)

(31)

This is "^e final formula for the mutual inductance of two
circular rings entirely within the near zone with respect to each
other. If the rings have the same radius, hi = 6s = 6 and
k = 26/VA* + (26)*.

The mutual resistance Ris is quickly determined from (13).
T^th the change in variable

<l>
= 61 — 0a,

rar ^2*“ ~
24» jo

[(A® + 6i + 62)62 cos 4>

- 26i6i cos* <t>]d4> (32)

COB il>d4> = 0 (33)

Jo
4>d4>==

4: Jj^^
cos* 4>d4> = It (34)

Ra = g |8jT6Mi = ^ PiS^a (35)

where Si = and S, = xbi are the areas enclosed by the two
nngs. Using fo = 120ir ohms

j «- « tww

Iq, = 20i3}SiS,m mutual^tance of twb coaxial rings with uniform currenladepends on the area of each ring but not on their axial separation.
* For erample, jAHNKi..EMi)a, "Tables of Puactions," p. 85, 1938 od
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14. Self>jmpedaiice of a dicolax Bing.—The external self-

impedance of a single ring of we of radius b measured to the
inner edge and driven by a point generator at 9 = 0 is readily

obtained using (13.30) and (13.36). The external self-impedance

is given by
Z| = R! -H jXi = R! + (1)

with

(2)

(3)

These expressions are the same as (13.3) and (13.4) except that

the primed element is on the axis m ring 1 with wire of radius

bi -f ai instead of in ring 2. The unprimed element is on the

inner edge of the ring with radius bi. Accordingly, (2) and (3)

are like (13.3) and (13.4) with bi + Oi written for b% and h = 0.

It follows from (13.30) that

« -
[
_ I B + 0 _ K (ji)

]
ith

i _ 2 Vbiibi -t- ai) _ j, f di

'2ln + ai \2bi + aJ
The quantity

(4)

(6)

(6)

is amiill bccaiiHO it has l)ecii rc<i\iirod that the following inequality

bcHatiafiod:

(7)

The elliptic integrals may be expanded in serioH in powers of

the small (piantity fc'. Th(^ series exi)ansi()nH aro^

Subject to (7), which is e<iuivalent to

(AO* < < 1

‘ Jaiinki')-Kmi>k, of Functions,” p. 73, 1038 od.

(8)

(9)

(10)
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it is suffideixt to letain the leading terms. Thus

(11)

^ = 1 (12)

Using these values in (4) and neglecting af compared with

In most cases bx is sufficiently large compared with ai to permit

writing

> > oi (14)

so that

, i* :3=^rin§^_2l (16)
Vo L Oi J

This may be written in terms of the total length of wire in the

ring, St = 2ir&i.

Comparison of (16) with the expression (10.28) for a square

shows that the external self-inductance of a loop of wive of length

8t is very nearly the same if the loop is a circle os when it is a

square if St/a is large. It may be concluded that loops with

shapes that do not differ greatly in shape from a circle or a

square have external self-inductances that ore approximated by
(16) if the total length of wire is S(.

The external or radiation self-resistance Rf is obtained directly

from (13.36) after writing (bi + oi) for bg or ir(bi -|- oi)’ for Sg.

In most cases, ai is sufficiently small to permit writing

ir(6i + ai)* = vb! = 8i (17)

Then
R! = 2O0JS! (18)

in exact agreement with the general formula (8.22) for a plane

loop of any shape. It is interesting to note that for loops

which are confined to the near zone, the self-inductance depends
primarily upon the total leng&i of wire in a way that is roughly

independent of the shape of the loop if this is not too different
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from a drde or square, whereas the radiation resistance depends
entirely on the area in a way that is completdiy independent of

shapa For a given length of wire the radiation resistance of a
quasi-convenlional loop is greatest for a circle, least for a narrow
rectan^e.

The total sclf-impedance of a circular loop is

Z,i^Zi + Zl= (Ri + Rf) + j(Xi + oiLO (19)

Ri and are ^ven by
R1 = (20)

Xi = als, (21)

where rf and are the internal resistance and reactance per

unit length of a circular conductor with rotationally symmetrical

current. For a loop which is large compared with the radius of

the wire, the distribution of current in a cross section departs

only in a negligiblo degree from rotational symmetry. Formulas

for rf and if are in See. V.7.

As a numerical example consider a drcular loop of copper

wire of circumference 0.245 meter and radius of wire 4 X 10“*

meter at a frequency of 159 X 10** hertz. This satisfies the

condition for the near zone Pulin < < 1, since PtEu = 0.03 with

liu the diameter. Using (10) and (18)

’i - 2^',. I'" -i

-
'-’“1

=

= 0.228 X 10-« henry
A' I

= wLl = 228 ohms

Rf = 2()|8S*S'f = 2ihr^' ')
= ohm

Since the length and size of the wire are the same os in the

Hcpiare in Sou. 10, thu values fur Rf aixd Xf there computed apply.

They are

Rf = X\ = 0.321 ohm
Hencct,

Zn = (Rf + Rf) + j(Xi + Xj) = (0.321 + 0.050)

+ j(0.321 + 228)

Zn = 0.38 + j228

The value for the wiuaro mrulo of the same wire is

Zn = 0.35 + i209
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The difFereace in + H! is due to the greater external resistance

of the circle; the difierence in Xu is due to the greater external

self'-inductance of the circle.

16. Impedance of a Helical Coil.—^The circuit of Fig. 15.1

consists of a point generator between A and of a helical coil

of wire of total length ra<hus of turns b, and pitch of turns p
between C and D; and of a rectangle of connecting wire. The

dimensions of the rectangle are

8i and Ss. All the wire is the

same in size and material; its

radius is a. The circuit as a

whole satisfies the condition for

the quasi-near zone so that the

distribution fimction is unity

and the current uniform. The
impedance of the circuit is

-?ii = (Bi + R!)+i(Xi + X!)

(1)

The internal resistance and re-

actance Hi and X{ may be com-
puted from the formulas for rf

and x{ of Chapter V for a

straight wire of length St if the

turns of the helix are far enough apart so that the distri-

bution of current in the interior of the conductor is approx-
imately rotatlonally symmetrical. If the turns are close

together, more intricate formulas must be derived for r* and
xi taJdng into accoimt the departure from rotational sym-
metry; this involves the proximity effect in a more complicated
form than for the two parallel conductors as considered in Sec. 12.

For simplicity, it will be assumed below that the coil is loosely
wound whenever numerical values of t\ and x\ are required.
The internal impedance of the circuit of total length of wire s< is

Zi=‘-Ri+jX{; Ri = ri8,; X{ = xist (2)

The contribution due to the coil is

= + = = (3)

The external reactance and resistance in (1) are defined by (8.11)

Fio. 16.1.—A circuit including a
helical coil. A point generator is be-
tween A and B,
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aad (8.12), viz.,

L! =

ro^s

4t»'o

(dsndsQ

•Bn
(4)

(6)

As usual, dsi is an element along the axis of the wire; dsi is an

element along the surface of the wire at its inner edge; iZu is the

distance between dsi and dsi- Because the wire forming the coil

is not in the same plane as the

rest of the circuit, the exact eval-

uation of (4) and (5) is difficult.

The problem is verymuch simpli-

fied if certain approximations are

made. These depend upon the

fact that the uniform current in

the helix may be considered to

be equivalent approximately to

a current directed along the axis

of the coil from C toD (Fig. 1 5.1)

and a scries of o<iual currents

in identical circular rings spaced

at axial distancew p. That is, in

evaluating the external imped-

ance, the circuit of Fig. 15.1 is replaced by that of Fig. 16.2. It is

assumed that the gaps in the axial conductor between C andD are

very small, as are those in the circular rings. The two radial con-

ductors extending from the axis to the circumference of each ring

are very close together, almost ])aralkJ, and have cciual and oppo-
sitiO curnuit-s. SiiK^e they arc either at right angles to other con-

ductors or are symmetrically placed with respect to conductors

carrying ocpial and opposiUj currents, all integrations along them
cancel. That is, ih(5 currents in th(5so pairs of condiictors con-

tribute nothing to the external impedance. In the arrangement
of Fig. 15.2 contributions to the contour integral when one of the

elements dsi and ds{ is on a circle of wire and the other is not are

zero beciauso (.Mt.h<‘r the elements are mutually perpendicular so

that (dsods'i) vanishes or another pair of ohmumts exists with

an e<iual e.()ntril)iiti()n of opposite sign. ''I'be integral for tho

complete c.ircuit thus H(^i)arat(w into two independent parts in

this quasi-near-zono csisa The first part is tho j-ect.angle of

X

I
P
4-

1

Pia. 16.2.—Circuit approidmately
oqiiiviilont to thut of Fiff. 16.1. For
Hiuiplicity, tho orotw booUoil of the
wiro is uot hIiowu.
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wire; the second part consists of the circular loops of wire. The
contour integrals for the circuit thus reduce to components that

have already been evaluated, viz., a rectangle and coaxial circular

rings. It is necessary merely to add together all the contribu-

tions. These include the external self-impedance of the rectangle

i?;, the external self-impedance of n identical coaxial rings, and
the sum of all mutual impedances between ring i and rings

j = 1 to n — 1, with i taMag on all values from 1 to n. The
external impedance of the rectan^e is Z*, the external self-

impedance of ring number i is Zfj, the mutual impedance between
ring i and ring j is Z^. Assuming the radius a of the wire to be
sufficiently small, these impedances are as given below.

Z* = R- -f jXi = R; -t- juLt (6)
with

R* = 20^j8!s| (7)

L* * — ja In
2sigs 2«i8s

Wo
\

=- -f «s In
+ 's/sl + si)

*
o(ss + V^s* + «»)

+ 2(a + Vsf+~sJ — «i — 83
)| (8)

as ^ven in (10.19) and (10.14) with appropriate changes in

symbols.

Zii = 'R-h+3Xh = -RU+juLU
with

Rf, = 20«-»OSo6)^

»'o I a j

as given in (14.18) and (14.15).

Zjf = Rjf -|- jAjf = Ry -)- juLfi

where, using (13.36) and (13.30) with 6i = 5j = 6,

= 2(hr»((3ob)*

M ~
I; ^ (I;

“ ^

2b 1

and

—
Vhh -1- 46*

The axial distance between coil i and coil j is denoted by hij.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)
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Since the pitch is uniform,

= p|i - j\

Let the ratio of pitch to diameter be denoted by

With (16) and (17), (16) becomes

ka — —7— ^ ^
; i 9^ jVl + iKi - jV

The external impedance of the circuit is given by

\ j-K-l / \ i-lt-

The evaluation of the double sum of the Ly is straightforward

but tedious if there are many iiirns. Tf the ])itch and diameter

are given, the (elliptic iiiti^gnils for succossivo values of as

defined in (18) may be ol)t.ained from tables or curves, and La
cvaluate<l for i 9̂ j using (14). The number of terms may be

halved if it is rec^allod that according to the reciprocal theorem

La = Lji, That is,

t t i + 2 {
V L,; + ^ Ly + . .

. (20)

If the pitch is largo compared with the radius of the wire so that

>> (21 )

the contribxitions to the double sum by all but the first two
turns on eacdi side of every c.oil are negligible. The condition

(20) is also the one recpiin^d to permit calculation of the internal

impedancH^ using formulas that imply rotational symmetry
in the interior of the wire, 'fho deUu-mination of the double

sum of the llj/ is siinph^ biM‘.ause IlJi == Ilf,- = 2(hr'‘^{Poby. Hence

Hii = H'; + nHi^i = 2()i^J(«f,s? + nVh^) (22)

As an example, cionsider a coil of five turns with radius equal

to pitch

b = p (23)
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* " 2b “ 2

The radius of the wire satisfies (21). The

(t — j), i 9^ j indude 1, 2, 3, 4, so that La for the

four values of ka are required. These values

below:

[Ohap. VI

(24)

values of

corresponding

are tabulated

t -i hii ^ i
kii V

E K Ixi 1

1 0.895 2.24 1.34 1.18 2.25 0.876Ao
2 0.707 2.83 2.12 1.35 1.85 0. lOb/vo

(26)
8 0.555 8.60 3.04 1.44 1.72 0.066/I-0

4 0.447 4.46 4.01 1.48 1.66 0.036/vo
5

2
li {0.87 + 0.10 + 0.06 + 0.03} = 1.06

VO

j~2
6

{0.87 + 0.10 + 0.06}

' i-8
6

2 = ^ (0.87 + 0.10}

i« =

i.oa^
VO

0.97—
Vo

= 0.87
VO

0 0 0

+ + = 2(3.93) A = 7.80 ^
(20)

The external inductance of the entire circuit including tho fivo^

turn coil is

5(h|_2) + 7.8o}

5 In 2.14
j

(27)

To continue the numerical data, let the length of wire in

L!. = L,+ i

Vo

' — --

the coil be Se = 0.245 meter so that the length of each turn
is 0.049 meter. Since this length is \/p* + (27r6)* and p — 6,

it follows that

b VT+ 4t* = 0.049 meter
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or

p b = 0.77 centimeter

Let the radius of the we be

(28)

o = 0.04 centimeter (29)

Let the rectangle be a square of side 3.85 centimeters so that the

coil replaces one of the four sides. Hence, with (10.27),

0.077 X
tX 10»

Using (27)

LU = +

r {to (IS)
- »•”) = o i'i X lo-

0.77 X 10-* X

LU = (0.151 + 0.223) X 10-» = 0.374 X 10-« henry

(30)

(31)

(32)

It is interesting to compare this value \^th a square with the

same total length of wire t.c., «i = «» + 3 X 3.86 = 36.05 centi-

meters. The external self-inductance of this square is

0.1802 X 4x

T X 10^
In

^
- 0.77 = 0.33C X lO"' henry (33)

The small rectangle with one side replaced by a loosely wound
coil of five turns is seen to have a somewhat larger external

self-inductance than the larger sciuarc with the same total

length of wire. '’J'he dilTorenee is of order of magnitude of 10 per

cent.

If the nu'.tangle is v(5ry long compared wit.h its width and
both are great (jompared with the radius of the wire, it is possible

to write as in (1 l.l l)

a® < < < < s} (34)

As discussed in Bee. 11, tlu^ Helf-inductance of the straight piece

of wire forming one of the short sides of a long rectangle is

independciiit of tlu^ n^st of tlu^ r(M^tangl(\ Tf the helical coil

between C and I) in Fig. 15.1 and the approximate equivalent

in Fig. 15.2 rc^placc^s oin^ of th(% short sid(^s of a long recitanglc,

the external indinitancx^ of the coil l)<^tw(^(^n C and D is also

ind(^p(^ndeni. of (.In’! r(\si. of \\u\ rcic^tangh^. ''llie axial wire through

the c(mt(M* is e(iuival(mt. to the si<le of tlu^ rectangh^, and the

circular rings an^ symmetrically placed jis discussed above.
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Hence, the independent self-inductance of a helical coil of Icngtl

CD = 8» is

L% = Li, -h £ X LS,
7-1 i-1

(36)

The value of Li, is obtained from (11.22). It is
-

r» _
2vPo

1

11

(36)

For the five-tum helix analyzed above

Lj[ = ^rin?i2 -l
2irvQ L Ct

+ ir61n — - 2.14]
po L 0 J

(37)

If the rectangle is very long with shorter sides s* = 3.85 centi-

meters and the coil is dimensioned as above, the following
inductances are computed:

ij* - ^ ~ “ 0.0406 X 10-« henry (38)

The contribution to the inductance by the circular rings is the
same as before so that the external self-inductance of the locwely
wound helical coil is

Ll = (0.0406 -1- 0.223) X 10"* = 0.264 X lO"* henry (39)

This value may he compared with

L\ = 0.228 X 10~* henry (40)

for a circular loop with the same total length of wire and with

ij = 0.209 X 10“* henry (41)

for a square with the same length of wire.
16. Inductance of a Long, Closely Wound Coa.—If a htdical

coil of radius 6 and axial length he has a single layer of n elosj'ly

wound turns, the double sum § § in (16.36), may be evalu-

ated approximatelybya double iteial. Theintegi-al isobtuinod
by replMi^the umt of summation 1 by (n/he)dz in forming themt^al. The hmts in the sum, 1 and n, become 0 and ha
in the mtegral. Thus, the Mowing approximation is made

:
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j-l <-l

This approximation improves as the coil becomes more like a

uniform sheet of current around a cylinder of the same diameter

as the coil. In (1)

with

s (3)V{z» — «i)* + 4b*

The axial distance between the two elements dzi and dza is

(jBi
—

2i). The evaluation of the integrals in (1) is tedious

but can be carried out in closed form‘ to give

Vo 3
whore

and

K + (tan* a - 1)7?

sin a

, 2l>
jf ss — = jnn a

V/i? + 4b*

tan^ a

tan a ==
2h

(4)

(5)

(6)

The term 7.^2 in (15.35) (•oniributos a iiosliKiblo amount so that

(1) is th(^ ontiro cxicrmil s(‘ir-in<lu(rtanco of t.h(^ coil. The factor

2irl4vtt

nV)

Itt

3

+ (taii^ a —

sin a (7)

is tabulated in the •Iahnk(v-10m<lo ‘‘'Fables of Funeddons,” pp. 88

and 80, 1038 (^d., for ral.ios of diaIn(’^tc^r t.o loufi;!.!! (2h/hr) from zero

to I and for ratios of l(‘n>i;th to diain<d.or {K/2b) from zero to 1.

The internal imp('d:in(^<» of a long, rlostdy wound (U)il is not easily

determined b(‘caus(^ rotational syinimd.ry e.(U‘tainly does not

obtain (W(m approximately in the inUudor of the wires forming the

winding. It. will not analyzed.

^F. Ollkndouf, ** I*ot.(^nt.iiilfelcl(»r der Mlnktroierlinik,” pp. \
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17. Impedance of a Circular Condenser in a Quasl-conven-

tlonal Circuit.—^The internal impedance 2? ot& circular condenser

of radius b was evaluated in Chapter V. It was defined to be

ihe impedance between the outer edges of the adjacent surfaces

of the plates. In Fig. 17. 1, the condenser is shown symmetrically

connected in a rectangular loop of wire with a point generator

at AB. The internal impedance determined in Chapter V

Pia. 17.1.—Cirouit with condenser.

is the impedance between the edges D and E. In order to

determine the self-impedance of the entire circuit as observed

at AB, it is necessary to evaluate (2.1) around the circuit.

Flo *= jli^udsi + Ja (Aiijdsi) (1)

The contour integration for the first term in (1), the internal

impedance, may be carried out arotmd a closed contour along the

surface of the wire forming the rectan^e from B to C, then

radially outward along the outer surface of the condenser plate,

and around its edge to E, strm^t across from D to E, along the

edge and radially inward to F, and finally back to A along the

rectan^e. From il to C and from F back to A, the circuit is

like any other rectangle. For uniform wire of internal impedance

zt and length Sv,, the resulting integral reduces to

hZL = (2)

The evaluation of the radial integral from C to i> can be expressed

directly in terms of the surface impedance defined in Sec. y.8

provided the thickness of the plates is great compared with the

sMn thickness. This is usually true except at very low fre-

quencies when the impedance of the plates is of the same order

of magnitude as the d.c. resistance of the plates, a negligible

quantity compared with the d.c. resistance ro of the connecting
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wires. If a quasi-surface current Z' and a surface impedance Z‘

can be defined (Sec. V.8) such, that

Er

T (3)

the internal impedance zf. of a ring of radius r.and width dr is

=
Ir

IL
2aT

(4)

This follows because rotational symmetry obtains so that the

total radial quasi-surface current is

Ir = arrZf (5)

The internal impedance of the circular plate from r

r = 6 is

^P =
Z> b
;^ln -
2]r a

a to

(6)

Since the two outer surfiwjos of the plates have equal and opposite

currents, the total intonuil impedance of the condenser plates

for quasi-surface currents uu the outer surfaces is

(7)

If this is combined with the intomal impedance between E and

D (Fig. 10.1), the internal impedance of the condenser is

Zi = Z + 2Zi (8)

It is to ho noted that Z‘ was evaluated in Chapter V under the

assumption that the inner surfac-cH of tire plates may bo treated

as though porf(!ct conductorH. Acitually, 2Zj, in (8) is always so

simdl compared witli Zf^ for the connecting wires that it may be

neglected. This is cciuivalent to jissuming perfectly conducting

condenser plat.oH. In the following, it is iissumcd that the entire

internal impedance of a condenser is given by

Zi = Z‘ (9)

where Z‘ is the internal impediince defined in Chapter V.

In order to (h^tennine th(? contribution to tihe external imped-

ance of the rectangle in Fig. 1 7. 1 by the condenser, it is necessary
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to examine the second contour integral in (1). If the rectangular
loop is sufficiently large so that to a good approximation rota-

tional symmetry exists on the outer surfaces of the cjondcnsor
plates, the only contributions to the vector potential directixl

radially along the plates are due to radial currenl-s in the plates
themselves. The vector potential tangent to the outer surface
of a condenser plate and directed along a parficiilur mdius must
be determined from all currents in both plates that have com-
ponents parallel to.the radius chosen. Since rotational symnu^try

Fxo. 17.2.

—

Condenser plate.

Q is assumed to I)o a gocxl approx-

©
imation, the vector potimtiivl A
at a point P (Fig. 17.2) on the

outer surface of one of the plattfs

is directed from P towttrd Q if

^ the cmient everywhere on the

plate is radially outwanl. A
is made up of contributions

directed from P toward Q duo to
all currents in the upper seuii-

_ ^
circle and snuillcr contributions

no. 17.2.-Condenser plate. ^Ue to the OqiUvl but moro
distant currents in the lower semicircle. Clearly, only a tfmall
fracHon of the total radial current It — la on the surface is
effective in maintaining a radial vector potential at any point
such as P. This is in contrast to the axial vector potential on
the surface of the cylindrical connecting wire joining tlus platenor^y at its center, which is due to the wfiVc curituii /,m the conductor. Furthermore, the contributions to thc! vcft.or
potenti^ at P due to the currents on the inner siirfacij of the
same plate and on both surfaces of tho second plato hav<s a
resultmt that is opposite to and smaller than Ar os determined
from ae cufr^t on the outer surface alone. Tho vector poien-

«

tlie resultant of equal and opposite currents that
are at ^erent dmtances from P. Since the total axial <uirr<mt
/. m the connecting wire is equal to the total radial curnmt
~ .?r 7® surface of the condensor plate if the

circmt IS co^ed to the quasi-near zone as assumed, it is ch^ar

extrpTnJ? n
potential at any point in tins i>late is

compared with the axial vector potoutial ahing
g wires. Consequently, the integral of the radial
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vector potential from r = a to r = 6 can lead only to a quantity

that is negligibly small compared with a similar integral along a
section of the rectangle of connecting wires of length « = & — a.

The combined thickness of plates and dielectric is necessarily

very much smaller than any reasonable length of connecting

wire. It follows that the contributions to the second line

integral in (1) due to integrations radially along the plates and
axially across their combined edges is negligible compared with
the integration around the rest of the circuit. Therefore, the
external impedance of the condenser may be neglected, and ah
excellent approximation of its entire impedance is the internal

impedance between the edges of the inner surfaces of the plates

as determined in Cliapter V. The impedance of a condenser is

independent of the rest of the quasi-near-zone circuit provided
connecting wires are perpendicular to the plates.

18. “Lumped” Constants in Near-zone Circuits.—^The rigor-

ous analysis of the impedance of a closed circuit consisting of

coils, condensers, i-csistors, and connecting wires involves a
double integration around the contour of the circuit. In neaiv

zone circuits characterized by a distribution function f(s) = 1

for each closed loop, the contribution to the impedance by a
condenser luis l)ccn shown to bo independent of the rest of

the circuit. The oxt(iriial impedance of a coil depends on the

rest of the circuit only in the same degree as would a single

wire along the axis of the coil. The external impedance of a
insistor, consisting of a straight or specially wound resistance

wire, also (lei)(Mi<ls on the circ.uit as a whole only in the same
degree iis a straight wire, cither the actual wire if single or a
wire iis long as the axis of a wound resistor. The complete
impedance <.)f a circuit thus recluces to the independent contri-

butions of condemsers, coils, a!i(l resistors in combination with

the imi)edancc of a loop of wire consisting of the actual wires

conm^cting the several element's and fictitious wires along the

axes of coils and wound resistors. In near-zone circuits it is

usually possible to neglect all contributions to the complete

contour intc^gral for tluj vxlernal impedance or for mutual imped-

ances arising from intc^grai.ion around the cont<.)ur of the loops

of conm^cting win^s. Analytic.ally this is (Miuivalont to neglecting

the vector potemtial in a contour i!it.egral with a path of integra-

tion that follows the conne<t.ing wires between coils (or other
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impedors) and that cuts directly across the air gaps from terminal

to terminal of each coil (or other impedor). The coil, or other

impedance between the terminals, is thus mathematically

equivalent to a discontinuity in scalar potential across the termi-

nals. Physically, the impedance of the circuit reduces to a good

approximation to the sum of the selF-impedances of coils, con-

densers, and resistors, which may be assumed to be individually

independent, and mutual inductances between suitably placed

coils. The inductance, capacitance, and resistance of the several

elements are called “lumped” constants or parameters because

they are associated exclusively with particular elements rather

thm with the circuit as a whole. Furthermore, wdth the near-

zone condition of a distribution function /(s) = 1, these lumped
parameters are simply functions of the geometry of the elements

and of the constitutive parameters of the conductors and dielec-

trics. It is to be noted that in neglecting the contribution to the

impedance from the loops of connecting wires the external or

radiation resistance involving the principal area enclosed by the

circuit is disregarded. In near-zone circuits, it is always neg-

ligible compared with the internal or ohmic resistance but is

never zero except in the stationary state. In most cases, con-

ventional or near-zone electric circuits may be analyzed in terms
of independent elements with lumped constants

;
radiation may be

ne^ected. Accordingly, the impedance of a circuit consisting,

for example, of a series combination of a coil, a condenser, and a
resistor may be written in the conventional form

= Hi + j(aLi —

where Ri is the internal or ohmic series resistance of coil, con-
denser, resistor, and, if required, of connecting wires; jcoLi is the
external impedance of the coil; l/jo)Ci is the internal impedance
of the condenser. The internal inductances of the coil and of the
condenser are usually negligible.

It is well to recall that a circuit for alternating currents may
satisfy the condition for the near zone fioR < < 1 for the external
circuit, whereas it does not satisfy the conesponding condition,

for the very much smaller distances inside the conductors. This
is due to the great difference in the order of magnitude of the
real phase constant jS in a dielectric or fio in space and of pi in a
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metallic coaductor. A wire that has an intenud or ohmic
re^tance r* per unit length that diSeis appreciably from the

d.c. resistance rj per unit length does not satisfy the condition

for the near zone for the internal held even in its cross-sectional

flimpinainnH- On the Other hand, its length, whether formed into

a rectangle or wound into a coil, may be short enough to satisfy

the condition for the near zone for the external hdd. In speak-

ing of conventional or near-zone circuits, reference is always

made to distances and phase constants measured in the dielectric

or in space outside the conductors.

In the analysis of circuits involving a coil, it frequently happens

that the condition

< < 1 (1)

is very well satisfied for all parts of the circuit including the coil,

while the condition

/i(si) = 1 (2)

is satisfied in all parts of the circuit except the coU. In such cases

the current is sensibly uniform everywhere except around the

turns of the coil where, for sufficiently loose winding, it is well

represented by (8.3) in the form

/. = / = I(cos |8„s + sin Pos tan i/3os.) (3)
cos iPoltr.

I, is the current at a distance s along the wire of the coil measured

from one end
;
I is the (luri-cnt entering or leaving the ends of the

coil and is the sumo ns the current of uniform amplitude at all

points in the rest of the circuit; is the total length of wire

aiwind the turns of the coil. The coil is assumed to be sym-

metrical with nisjxwt to its (xuiter. If the length of wire is

sufficiently short to satisfy the inequality

< 1 (4)

tho diRtril)ut.i()n is tho wimo jih in (8.5). Thus

In the eoil: /i(«i) = 1 + — «)••• (5a)

In tho oircuil.: = 1 (5^)

If the cont.ril)\it.i()n to tho miotanoo of tho entire circuit by the

connecting wirc^s in lu^gligihlo, the external reactance of the coil
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caa be defined indepcudontly t,n bo

With (6o) this becomes

iin
i7.i

The first term in (7) is tho roiwitniwo of Mio «*oil whh a uniform

current in all turns equal t(» that oiilfi'iuK and loinitif; il>

The second term takes account of tiii‘ m-lttal notiitiiif(n'inif.v of

current. The cun'eut at tho center of t he coil i.<< lar^et* titaii that

entering or leaving.

Noting that

^2 =
»’o

W®fi>

»'u

(Hj

the reactance (7) may bo written in tlu» form

Xl = aL'il + ( 11)

where Cl is defined by

and where
/, /,

“

'V„
“

'

• L-=, <. r „„
iTPo Jo Jo /i ll

The quantity Cl is a capacitance and (hi* reactance (()) is licit
of a parallel combination of an indiicl'ancc // willi a ca|«ai’itaii>*i«

Cl in the special case when tho following inci|uaii(y i.*s aal i.*- 1 icil

.

(wV/C;,)* < < I i.lilJ

This condition coiTcsponds to (I). Willi ( 111)

Xl = «L->(1 + ««7/C,.) -
.

, “(f ,
. I I

,

(I - « //f /.)

It appears, therefore, that a coll wil.h a. dislrilmlii.n of curreut
that IS not quite uniform, but (.hut is symniclric.il uith rr ..|.ccj
to the center of the coil, where the nmpiilinlc is mavimuiu, nc*. v
be treated as though the current were uniform and equal In ilo-
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eateiing current if an appropriate “lumped” capacitance is

assumed connected in parallel with the entire coil.

If the distribution of current in a coil is nonuniform and of the

form (3), the equation of continuity

^+ia,«. = 0 (14)

requires a distribution of charge g, per unit length of wire of the

form
—jl sin fioiise — a)

Vo cos iPoSo
(16)

This shows that when the wire in the coil is positively charged in

the half from a = 0 to 5 = ise, the other half is negatively

charged in the same manner. The charge that is distributed

along the conductors according to (IS) because the wire is too

long to satisfy the condition for the near zone is commonly said

to charge the distributed capacitance'^ of the coil. This

“distributed capacitance" is then replaced analytically by an

equivalent “lumped" capacitance (10). In this connection it

is well to bear in mind that the concept of distributed charge is

more fundamental than that of distributed capacitance. In

fact, the need for the latter is the result of an attempt to describe

general electromagnetic phenomena in terms of the special theory

of the near zone.

If the condition (4) is not satisfied for the total length of wire

in the loosely wound helix, an adequate representation of the

reactance of a coil with nonunifonnly distributed current is not

possible in tenns of a coil with a uniform current connected in

parallel with a lumped capacitance. On the other hand, if (4)

is satislied with So replaced by the length of a single turuj a repre-

sentation is possible in which each turn carries a uniform current

equal to that at its center, and an appropriate lumped capacitance

is connected across the ends of each turn. If (4) is not satisfied

even for each turn, the coil cannot be treated analytically in

terms of wires carrying uniform currents with lumped capaci-

tances in i)arallel. That is, the reactance of the coil cannot be

represent(ul cv(ui approximately by an “equivalent circuit" of

“lumped" inductancew and capacitances.

If the coil is a part of a circuit which as a whole does not satisfy

(1), so that in general the current entering one end of the coil
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is not equal to and in the same direction around the circuit

the current leaving the other end of the coil, a reactance of iJie a
cannot be defined.

BALANCED TWO-WDEUS AND FOUR-WIRE TRANSMISSION LIOT

19. Formulation of. the Problem of the Two-wire Line.—Ci

cuits that are not confined to the near or quasi-near zone a

analyzed in Volumes II and III imder the names of antennas ai

transmission circuits. One of the most important of the latt

is the balanced two-wire line consisting of two parallel eonducto
that are unrestricted in length but are so close together thi

opposite points are well within the near zone with respect
'

each other. Although the rigorous derivation of the differenti

equation for the distribution of current and charge along tl

two-wire line is properly a subject of the first chapter in Volun
m, it is convenientiy included here as a concluding illustratio

of the application of general electromagnetic principles in tl

analysis of electric ciremts. In this way, a background usefi
in both Volumes II and III is provided. Furtherinoro, the t\v<

wire line as used in transmission involves electromagnetic thoor
only in the derivation of the differential equations and in tl:

formulation of the approximations implied in their use, and nc
at aU in the solution and application of the equations to inoi
practical problems. By substituting an approximate dorivatio
of the equations of the transmission line for that based on olo(dir(

magnetic principles, and supplementing this by concliiHioii
drawn from the rigorous analysis, the study of transmission line
of conventional type can be carried out without previous stud
of electromagnetic principles. Accordingly, the fii-st part (.

Volume III need not be made to depend directly on Volume I.

^

In order to derive from electromagnetic eciuations the dilfcron
tM equations for the two-wire line immersed in an imperfect bu
simple dielectric, let the following conditions be imposed.

1. The line is isolated and so driven that currents at opposit
points in the two conductors are equal in magnitude and oppo
sitely directed. Practical arrangements to accomplish this ar
described in Volumes II and III.

^ between centers and the radius a of the tw<
i entical, highly conducting, parallel wires each of length
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satisfy the following inequalities:

a <h << 8 (1)

/S,6 < < 1 (2)

where p, is defined in (20.13).

Subject to (1) and (2) the following assumptions are good
approximations.

3. The distribution of current in the cross section of each

conductor (skin effect and proximity effect) is approximately

Fio. 10.1.—Sociion of two-wiro lino.

independent of the axial diRtribution of current along the con-

ductors. This assumption is justified by the fact that the

principal forces acting on the electric charges in an element of

length dz 2 at z in a i)artic.ular cross section of one of the wires

arc duo primarily to Iluj c.hargcs and currents in both conductors

which are at distaiKH's from z that arc not large compared
with the distance bi^tween the wires. The charges and currents

in the opposite eloimmt.s dz'i and (Fig. 19.1) exei*t retarded

forces on the moving charg<^s on the surface of_;Uio element dz^

which d(M‘roase with increasing distances y/{z' — z)'^ + 6* and

V"

(

2
' — zY^ + a*-. Jf (2

' — z) excecKls h in magnitude, the dis-

taiK'Xis from (lz{ to (h^ and from dz^ to dz^ l)(K*.onic eciual rapidly as

\z' — z\ is incrojused, and forces exerted on chargess in dz^ become
more and more m^arly ctfml and oppodle. Forces acting on
charges in dz*i duo to dist-ant chargers and currents in the two
conductors pracd.ically (tanc<il and are, therefore, negligible

comparcul with for(M\s du<? to neighl)oring charges that arc not

only lu^arcM- but also larg<‘ly uncamude^d. It follows that the

cross-s(M*.tiona.l disi.rihul.ion may he assumed to bo the same
as in an infiniUdy long conductor so that the formiihis for internal

imj)(«lan<i(% p<^r unit haigth (dther for approximately rotational

symmet.ry ((^lapler V) or fis correct<Mi for ])roximity (See. 12)

may be used. h\irth(a*m()r(^, the problem may be analyzed for
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wires sufficieatly far apart and so small in radius that rotational

symmetry in the interior and on the suiface of each conductor

is a good approximation, and then generalized to closely spaced

conductors of large radius simply by writing

instead of a and 6 in formulas for the extemal impedance. How-
ever, since small variations in effective values of 6 or a (due to prox-

imity) necessarily have a negligible effect on all functions that

depend primarily on s, such as + a^, y/s^ + 6®, effective

values of a and b are not required in such functions.

4. The conductors are completely immeraed in a homogeneous
isotropic simple medium characterized by the complex para-

meters a, tr and the real parameter Vr = l/zir.

20. Differential Equations for Potential Functions.—Since

every circumference of each conductor is an equipotential circle,

it is possible to define the potentials <>1 and Ai on the surface

of conductor 1, the potentials 4>2 and A 2 on the surface of con-

ductor 2 at any cross section z. The coiresponding electric

fields are Ei and Ea. The first differential equation governing

the potential fimctions is derived by proceeding from the general

expression defining the complex amplitude of the scalar potential

-grad 4> = E + jwA (1)

It follows directly that

(2)

—^ = Et, + jaAu (3)

Subtracting (3) from (2) and defining scalar and vector potential

difiereuces according to

(4)1III

Wg — .Ai* — A'jg (5)
gives

(6)

On the surface of each conductor,

Eim — Zj/i (7)
II (8)
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where z* is the intemal impedance per unit length and I the

total axial current in each conductor as indicated by the sulv

scripts. By hypothesis,

h = —h = —I, (9)

Also let

z* s zi + 4 (10)

be the intemal impedance per loop unit length, i.e., of the two
conductors. If they are of the same material, and

z* = 2zi.

With (7) to (10), (6) becomes

-^ = z’I,+jcW, (11)

This is one of the fundamental circuit equations for the line.

The second dilTcrcntial eciuation is obtained from the equation

of continuity for potential fiinctioas

div A -h i
^ = 0
U)

Here

5

=

characterizes the medium in which tho conductors are immersed.

It is aasumed that the reluctivity j' = l//x is real. It will be

assumed that rotal.ional symmetry is a ^<><><1 approximation on tho

surface of each conductor. As discussed in Sec.. It), a departure

from rotational symmetry has a nej:i;liKibl(^ elTect on the axial

distribution of current and cliargo, and its elTect on the cross-

sectional distribution may be t.ak(m into account at any time

by usini!; an (dTec.i,ive radius and wii*e separation With
rotational symmetry, (12) may bo written in cylindrical coordi-

nates as follows:

(12)

(13)

I
r dr

(rA ) 4- - 4-
^ + ,. ,10 + fig

. (I®

+ i
^ - 0
0)

(14)

The vector and scalar pot(»ntials in (M) are to bc^ calculated

entirely in terms of tlu^ distributions of current and c.harp;e in the

conductoi*s. The contribution to tlu^ potiuitials due to chargos

in the simple medium in which they arcs imnu.'ii'sed is taken into
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account in the parameters v, e„ and (r«. As in the aaal3rsis of

the single strai^t conductor, the only significant component of

the vector potential is the axial component calculated from the

total axial current I, in each conductor. The radial component

At due to the small radial current in each cross section is neg-

ligible both because pmVr is small in the conductor and because

elemmits of current can always be grouped in equal and opposite

pairs very close tc^ther so that Ar is very small as a result

of partial cancellation. Ae is zero because pmVi is assumed to be

zero. It is assumed, therefore, that the following inequalities

are good approximations at all points outside the conductors:

A, < < < A,; A( = 0;

Accordiu^y, (14) reduces to

A = £A, (15)

(16)

On the respective surfaces of the two conductors

_n

Subtracting and using (4) and (5),

dW.
dz

+ = 0

(17)

(18)

(19)

This is the second fundamental differential equation for the

potential functions.

21. The Perfectly Conducting Pair.—In the idealized case of

perfect conductors, the two fundamental equations (20.11) and
(20.19) reduce to

dz
+ jo>W. = 0 ( 1)

(2)

By differentiation, the dependent variables may be separated to

give
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^ + 5*v = 0 (3)

= 0 (4)

These are one-dimensioaal wave equations with general solutions

7 = Cl exp (jQz) + Ca exp (-jffg) (5)

^ " E (6)

The C’s ai’e arbitrary constants of integration. For a lirift that

is infinitely long in the positive z direction or is terminated in

such a way that Ci = 0,

V = (7)

IT, = (g)

The general solutions (5) and (6) may also be written

V = Di cosh (a, + jp,)z + Di sinh (a, + jj9,)z (9)

Wm = — [D, sinh (a, +jfi,)z + Da cosh (a. +j/3,)z] (10)

where the D’s are arbitrary constants of integration. The
hyperbolic functions are dclinod by

cosh * = i[oxp (*) + exp (— x)];

sinli X = J[exp (*) - exp (-*)] (11)

They are discussed in deUiil in Volume III. If the medium is

perfectly noncondiutting, in particular if it is empty space with

a, = 0, Pi = Po,

V = Di cos ptft + D'^ sin P^z (12)

Wa = ^-^[—Di sin pnZ + D'a cos /3(i«] (13)

where DJ = jDa. It is to ho notiod that tliere is no aU'Cnuatimi

in the polmlial Juiidioim along a p(irf(Mitly conducting lino in

space in spite of the fact (.hal. tho oxt.ernal or radiation r(«iistanco

roferr<«l to maximum c.urront is not xt^ro iis will ho shown spe-

cifically in a Iai.(w s(Mition.

22. Vector Potential Difference.
—

'Phe general equations

(20.11) and (20.10) for the two-wire line am written in terms of
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scaJor and vector potential differences as wdl as the total current

and not in terms of scalar potential difference and total current

alone as is customary. It is possible to eliminate the vector

potential only if the condition (19.2) /!.&<< 1 is a good approxi-

mation. The vector potential due to a total axial current I,

in a strai^t conductor extending from 2 = 0toa = ais (IV.6.4)

where

exp

B di'

R = - «)* +

(1)

(2)

is the distance from the element on the axis of the conductor

to the point where A, is calculated. This expression is a good

approximation on the surface of the conductor.

On the equipotential surface r = o of conductor 1, the vector

potential due to the total axial currents h and I» in both con-

ductors is

with

i?o = V(2' ~ «)* + o* (4)

Bi = Viz' - zy + 6* (6)

The primed coordinates locate the element of integration; the

unprimed the point where Au is calculated. The primed currents

are at z'. On conductor 2,

^ {g
“P (-m + f.

“P <-»•»«>)

j
^ (8)

The vector potential difference is

Since it is assumed that

7' = -7J = _7J (8)

Now let a distribution fimction /(z') for current be introduced
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and the current F, at a' referred to the current /< at z where W. is

calculated. Thus
F, = i.m (10)

and It is independent of the primed variables of integration.

Using (10) in (9), this may be written

- a; l:

For convenience let

juW, = (12)
where

J.' C13)

is dimensionally an impedance per unit length. With this

notation, (20. 11) becomes

- = (z‘ + (14)

but z* is a function of the coordinate z.

An approximate evaluation of the function z* in (13) may

be carried out as follows. Hy adding and subtractinga-i>
(13) bccomoH

_l_

i-iQlia) _ fi^') exp - 1

^

The first int.egral may be evaluated iw follows. It is jul^ with

-- r flf
“ 2ir«' \j„ s/\z' - z)s -b yo V («' — «)* + ^*1

Using stpandard tables and rearranging, tho integrals reduce to

where _
., ^ l\/(» - 2)* + f>*_+ (s — g)l[V'g’‘ + ii* + z ]

[V(» - s)® + «* + (» - *)][>/«* + «® + z]
( 18)
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At distaaces z or (« — 2) from each end of the line which are large

compared with the distance b between centers, i.e., when

(s - 2)* > b*

2* >
(19)

(20)

it is a good approximation to neglect In F compared with 2 In
^

so that the external inductance per unit length of the line reduces

to

7. ^ 1
1

^
Iq — In —

TTV a
(21)

This is true specifically when

(s - 2)* > >
J-

81n-
a

(22)

, ^ ^ - a*
2* >> j-

8In^
a

(23)

For lines that satisfy the condition s >>h, these conditions

are satisfied for the entire line except for short sections near

the ends. At the ends where z = 0 or 2 = s

(M)

SO that an error of 50 p^ cent is made in Ig at the ends when the

term in F is neglected. Since F is a function of 2
,

Ig is not a
convenient parameter except when F is negligible. Corwentiondl

transmission-line theory always neglects F, so that it is a good
approximation only when applied to lines that are sufficiently

long (s >> h) to make the large error near the ends small for

the line as a whole. Altemativdy, the error in F may be trans-

ferred to the terminal impedance as discussed in Volume III.

The j)arameter Zg in (21) is readily identified with the external

inductance per loop unit length of the line as in (11.10) if the

latter is modified for a simple medium of rdative reluctivity

vr by writing v = VrVo for pq-
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The second integral in (15) is

4 =‘K+JK
joi

f‘
(/(«') exp (—jgBa) — 1 /(/) exp (—iaR^'\ _ i

]

Jo I
^
(25)

cannot be evaluated without a prior knowledge of the distribu-
tion function /(z'). This is known to be equal to unity if the
line satisfies the condition for the near zone. It can be deter-
mined approximately if a? is itself so small compared with
that it is a satisfactory approximation to write

"

z* = iwfg
(26)

With (26), the distribution function /(z') is approximately
independent of zj and can be determined by writing a? = 0 in the
equations. The value of/(z') so obtained then can be substituted
in (25) to determine zj. This is done in a later section. It is to be
noted that z; is zero if the conditions of the near zone are imposed

= 1; exp i-j^lib) = 1.

23. Long-line Equations; Parameters of the Line.—^Let it be
assumed that (22.26) is a good approximation so that the equa-
tion (22.14) becomoH

-
-^ = (^* + = [r* -i-

j(®f
cols)]/, (1)

with z* and /|; constant parameters per loop unit lengt.Vi This is

one of the long-line ecpiationH in conventional form. It is

cxistomary to write wl' for x’ even though I* is a function of fre-

quency, HO tlnit

z* -h uIq = w(/‘ + /(l)
= ul (2)

The total in(ln<!l.nnc(% per looi) unit length is denoted by 1.

With (22.12) and (22.26)

juWi = z’l, == iwloL

Upon substituting (3) in (21.2), this Ixicomes

<iz

(3)

(4)

(5)

Since
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the factor of V in the light in (4) reduces to

_ X - j- -
all vll vll

** ^

With (22.21), the newly defined parameters g and c become

a

TC«

vli
In^

a

(6)

(7)

(8)

The parameter g is the leakage conductance per unit length of

the line; the parameter e is the capacitance per unit length

of the line. With this notation, (4) at once reduces to the con-

ventional form

(9)(ff +i«c)7

If the ratio h/a is not so large that proximity effect is negligible,

the expressions for Zg, g, and c are readily generalized by writing

6« for b as discussed in Secs. 12 and 20. Thus,

Zs
= -ln(^'l = -^cosh- _

TV \a J TV 2a

9 =

c =

TTCTa _

In--
a

cosh~*
2a

vee we.

mi*"
a

cosh“^
2̂a

(10)

(11)

(12)

The internal impedance per loop unit length has a simple form
only for large values of /3«a where fie applies to the conductor as

discussed in Sec. 12. In this case, for a loop unit length of the line

y* + jV = —
2CcVc

fia, S: 10 (13)

The subscript c designates a material parameter defined for the

conductor as distinct from parameters for the didieotric which are

written without subscript.
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The dependent variables in (1) and (9) are easily separated

by differentiation to give

with

a*v

at*

|5-r»/. = o

Y* ® + i«c)

(14)

(15)

(16)

General solutions of (14) and (16) involving two arbitrary

constants of integration Ci and Cj are

V = Cl exp (y*) + Cj exp (-y*) (17)

^ [- expM + exp (- y*)] (18)

A symbol called the characteristic impedance, is visually

introduced as follows:

(19a)

Its approximate magnitude on low-loss lines is

lie -- COHh~^ vf-
TT 2a

\/«'r*«r 20
(195)

With (l9o), (17) and (18) become

V = Di cosh TfZ + ila Hinh yt (20)

I = — I [Di Hinh yz + Dt eosh yz\ (21)

where Di and D’l are c-omplox c.onstantrf^ of integration.

The application of the al)ove solutions to practical problems

constitutes a principal part of Volume III on TraiismiHsion

Circuiis. It is shown there that a good approximation for the

distribution of current in a long two-wire line that is highly

conducting and immersed in a good duJectric is

. cos [/3.(s - 2) + <I>;]

ifl , /
' "

cos ^1>,
(22)

/. is the curnmt ai. t.he (uid 2 = « (uil.oring and leaving a terminat-

ing impedance Z. that is charactorizcHl by a phase function <!>'.
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If the termmatioD. is a conducting bridge of the same we as

the line,

(23)

These formulas are written down at this point without proof or

discussion merely in order that the distribution (22) may be

used to evaluate the radiation resistance of a resonant two-wire

line with resonance defined by

/5.S + + #: = nir (24)

#0 is a phase function characteristic of the termination at s = 0.

If this is a piece of the same wire as the line, $o has the same
value as in (23). The phase function of a termination is

defined and described in detail in Volume
If a slice generator is inserted in the termination at 2 = 0,

the distribution function for current referred to /o is obtained

from (22), It is

_ A _ cos L8,(s - z) -I-

^ h cos [jSrf -1- $3
(26)

It is this distribution function that will be used to determine

the external or radiation resistance of a resonant line.

24. Radiation Resistance of a Balanced Two-wire Line.—^The

external or radiation resistance of a resonant line in space

may be determined using the general formula for the external

self-unpedance.

Since it is assumed that R; is sufficiently small so that it plays

no significant part in determining the distribution function for

current, the impedance of the line as seen by the point generator

at the center of the conducting bridge at 2 = 0 is approximately

the input impedance of a section of line as determined neglecting

radiation, plus a small—and actually ne^gible—E|. That is

Zii = Zui (line theory) + Rj (2)

The input impedance Zin. as determined from line theory is con-

sidered in detail in Volume III. The purpose in this section

*See also R. Eixo, J. Applied Phys., 14, 677 (1943).
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is to evaluate R{ in order to learn its order of magnitude and
the spedfic conditions imder which it actually is riAgTigiKia

in (2). Therefore, only the real part of (1) need be determined.
The evaluation of Rf from (1) can be carried out in two parts
because the line and the terminations are mutually perpen-
dicular. Thus,

Rf = + R&u, (3)

The distribution function for current is given by (23.25) for the
line. It is

f(z) = coH \0i>is - g) + ...

The terminations will be assumed to be either straight conduc-
tors or loosely wound coils of only a few turns. The current in
the two terminations may bo assumed essentially uniform under
these conditions and given by h and I, where

T — T
“ cos (jSoS -h #')

Accordingly, at a = 0 in CD, Fig. 10.1,

/W = I (6)

cos (/3„« + W
The contribution to l>y th<f terminations is given by four

integrals. Ileferring i,o b’ig. 10.1, they are

lil4.riii Rrfl d" Rrft "I" lirr.i "|" line (^o)

The integrals are evaluated jis follows:

with Rii = V(x“- +~»j. Sinc(» in (86) cannot exceed
|3o6 significantly and the iii<«iualil,y Mi < < 1 is postulated,

nil! fiaUii ^ Pultii.

The integration is (tarried out (liro<*.Uy to give

1^0 liof)' = 30jSJ6* ohms

at 2 = 8 in EF,

(9)
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fo = —7=. = 376.7 ohms 12(hr ohms (10)
V«ovo

so that ^0/4^ ^ 30 ohms. . Similarly,

T> /03I.I

cos (iSos + (11)

(It is important to note that the first power terms in iSoBu do
not vanish in this case as in the rectangle confined entirely to

the near zone where the terms in (fioRu)* were the leading terms

contributing to R;.)

In Rm, ds = —dx; ds' = da/, so that

Rm
cos $!

with

(13)

4a-»'o cos (fioS +

Bn = ‘s/s* + (*' — ®)*

Since x cannot exceed b and the inequalities b* << s* and
< < 1 are assumed, it is possible to write

Bn = 8 (14)

in both argument and denominator in (13). With (10) the

result is

Similarly

is fis/,2
sin Pos COB

4r jSoS COB (fios + #i)

sin PqS

P08

(15)

(16)

Upon adding (9), (11), (16), and (16),

RU =fiw(i+
COB

COB (fits + #;
(,7)

The contribution to the external resistance by the line is

more difficult to evaluate, but a result in closed form can be
obtained as follows. Using (4) in (1) together with the require-

ment that currents at opposite points be in the same direction

around the contour (in opposite directions along the line), the
complete integral is
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“ ^0 /o **
/o

’ cos [|8o(8 - zQ +
cos (jSo* +

where

Ra

1^; (18)

V(2' - «)* + O*
(19)

(20)
jRd = V(*' — c)* + 6*

Note that is a constant independent of pruned and unprimed
variables. Let the following symbols be introduced temporarily:

U^fioiz'-z); ^ = |8o(« - 2) + (21)
J? = ^o6; A = Pta (22V

With ^

cos Ifiois — a') + == cos U cos yff + sin U sin ^ (23)

and the appropriate changes in limits, (18) becomes

r/9oCa-«)

Bfia.=

COS U

2nrvQ COH (fios + <l>;

sin A ®si

cos

sin \/f^* + B*

•PeM

-Poz

sin

sin ^ dA

']dU^ (24)

VU * +
'

[
+ A* _ sin y/U* + J?*

'

L \/(7»“+“l“ y'(7» + J5»

Subject to the ine<iualitics

a /Sg/js < < 1 ; i4* a |8go* < < 1 (26)

the difTcreticoH between the trigonometric functions in (24) may
bo simplified. Hy expanding in scries and negleeting all fourth
power and higher terms in IP and A\ the following is obtained:

sin -v/T^* + (/* + IP

~VlP + /l*^ ~y/lP + jiz~

= (If' '
[3!

21P , ZU* W*
9!

^ (26)61 ' 7!”

Tlie seri(w in scpiare brackete in (2(1) is given exactly by the
following:

sin Vf^^~+ _ sin y/l'^ + IP
"
Vf/* +'*-i* V(P + IP

_ IP — A* \ sin U cos f/"!'2
L J
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Accordin^y, (24) reduces to

) COS®

-j5o«

Bin* 17

U*

sm2t7
2C/»

8m2J7‘
2C7*

dJ7

(28)

These integraJs are all readily reduced to tabulated forms.

The result is

. 1 sin 2|8o(« — z)
"> OO « AO&f^ -.\2

2/SoS 4/^(s - zY

sm 2|8o2'|

(2/Sfl2)*J
dz +

[-

2j8o(« - »)

sin |j8o(8 — z) +

4/3?(fi -s)*^(2/3oa)'
,
cos 2^4(s - z) cos 2^0*1 J.l /.„n\

With a little manipulation, (29) can be brought into the follow-

ing form:

+ [sin (^08 + $;) - sin #3 da} (30)

Since

/
sina, sina

,
/’cosa,_d„ _ + y

(31)

and

j‘^dx = 8i(x) (32)

where ;Si(2) is the integral sine (tabulated and discussed in

Volxime II and in standard tables), (30) integrates into

+ Si(fio8) [sin (j8o8 + •0 - sin#']} (33)
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Tbe complete expression for the external or radiation resist-

ance of the terminated line as seen by a generator symmetrically

placed at the center of the terminal impedance Zo at s = 0 is

given by (3) with (17) and (33). It is

. =£».R! = /3?

{
(&* + a*) (l - [cos -f

Sjt cos (j8os

-I- cos 4^] + (b® — a^)Si(jSos) [sin (jSos -f- 4>i)
— sin '4 (34)

This is the final expression; it applies specifically to a line for

which it is possible to write b* > > a®, so that the terms in a*

vanish, and which has terminations equivalent to straight con-

ductors for which and <!»' are small. It is a good approxima-

tion for lines with > a^; it may also be used for lines with

reactive terminations consisting of coils or condensers for which

the assumption of a current or an cciuivalont current of sensibly

uniform amplitude from one line to the other at z = s is possible.

Resistive terminations witli resistances near \Zc\ are not included

because the distribution function (4) is then not a good approxima-

tion as dcscrilxwl in Volume 1 1 1. ( )poii ends also arc not included.

The analysis of a line wit.h one or two open ends must be carried

out using (1.17) rather than (1.18) because the circuit is neither a

closed conducting path nor a (pmsi-closod path with only a

narrow gap in a <!on(l<‘ns<^r. A liiu^ with open ends is, in elTec.t, two

open circuits or ant<^nn:iH closer tog(^thor. It is analyzed in Volume
II as a sp(^(Mal <\*is<’i of two parallel anU^nnjis (4os(% t.oget.her.

25. Radiation Resistance of a Resonant Two-wire Line.—

A

resonant line is dclined by the condition (Volume III)

Pi)ii = rnr - -
<1>J ( 1 )

where n is any int(^g(M’ and «!>,' and an*! |)hjus(% functions of the

terminations. For use in (21.81), *!»,', an<l <I>I must Ix^ small.

If (1) is soIvcmI for /Jn-s H- «!>' and substituted in (24.81), tlie

following trigonoim4.ri(^ fun<*.tions a.rc! (Micountcired:

cos {puH + 4»') (“1)'‘ cos

sin {pttH + *K)
-"•= -(“- 0"

sin — — ( -- I)" sin + <I>0

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)
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With (1) and (2), (24.34) becomes

[Chap. VI

fo jSg

8t (— 1)" cos

+ a*) [l + (_-!)" Bin +
L nv — J

[cos + (-1)* cos ^
(6* - a»)Si(nir - - #;)[sin + (-!)» sin

|
(3)

This formula is applicable when and are fimall It does not
apply when and are t/2 (open end).

It is dear that for all cases with

*0 = n odd; = 0 (4)

Since highw order terms than filb^ and iSJa* were neglected in
dmvmg (3), the condusion (4) means that aU resonant lines
mth identical terminations at each end and with currents through
them in opposite directions around the contour, as is necessarily
true with » odd in (1), have radiation resistances proportional to
no lower powers of j8o& than (/5o6)V Actually if fourth-power
terms are included in (24.9), (24.11), and (24.27) and the explicit
formula evaluated all terms involving 6 and a raised to any power
are found to have the expressions in small square brackets in (3)
as factors, so that (4) is identically true.
n the currents in the two terminations are in the same direc-

faon around the contour and the terminal impedances are
identical,

*0 = n even

- (6* - a*)3i(n7r - 2*J) tan (6)

If the terminations consist of straight conductors,

*o' = #: = |8oA =^ (7)

and
^

sin 24>5 fiob (8)
tan #5 * i/3ob

(9)

For simplidty let it be aaanmAH that

b*>> a*
(10)
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With (7) to (10), (0) becomes

485

^ - 1
S»(«>r - p^)

^

(» even) (11)
In particular, with fo = 120jr

Rf = 30i3g?j*(l - 0.66i8o6); n = 2 (12o)

Rl = 30/3*o6*(l - 0.76iSo5); n =
/ \

4 (126)

= 30/336* ( ^ “ f
^ even; n > 4 (12c)

If Pob is sufEicicntly small so that it is possible to write

/So6 < < 1 (13)

all the above expressions reduce to

R" = 30/3*6*; n even (14)

«=8 n=4
JTig. 26 . 1 .— ncHoimiit two-wiro lino; Ki<». 26 .2 .

—

lUwmnnt iwo-wiro lino;
71 <»<M. 71 ovon.

These ox])rc's.si<)nH fiivo Uio input radiation resistaneo (in this

case also rof(MT<sl to inaxiininn HinuHoidal curn^iit) for the oiitiro

line including tlu^ t<M'ininationH as shown on Fijr. 25.1. The
arrangcjmonts with w odd (Fig. 25.2) all haves radiation resistances

that are zero in th(^ id(‘aliz<*<l <*jis(‘ of ixM’hwd. HyninKitry.

Asymmcitry introdiuxMl by attenuation pn^sumably h^ads to a
very small radiat.ion nwislsunx!.

26. The Balanced Four-wire Line.—The difTiwential e(iuation

and parain(d.<M*s of the l)alan(UM| four-wire^ lin«^ sliown in Fig. 215.

1

in which the two win\s at th<^ <‘nd of one diagonal in any cross

section have eipial curnMits in one <linMd.ioii whih^ tln^ two win^s

at the ends of the other diagonal havc^ e<pial (airnmts in the

opposite dinx'.tion are <«isily d(wiv(Ml. The four wires of thc! line
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may be analyzed as two parallel two-wire transmission lines

each of which differs from the isolated two-wire line only in the

parameters and not in the form of the equations. The funda-

mental equations for the potential differences in each two-wire
line are

Fio. 20.1.—^Balanced four-wire liae arranged at the comers of a square.
Generator and load are oonnected across the centers of the diagonal end
oonneotions.

The symbols have the same meaning as in the two-wire line. It

is assumed that 6* > > a*. The four wires are at the comers of

a square of side b and diagonal b -\/2 in each cross section.

The vector potential difference corresponding to (22.9) for

the isolated two-wire line is given for the four-wire line by

rrr _ I
[ jr f exp

__
2 exp

27rj^ y 0 M Ra Bb

+ ^ (3)

where

JJ. =

Rt =
R, =

'(z' -2)* + o*

- z)* + b*

^(z' - z)* + 26*

(4a)

(46)

(4c)

The current is that in each conductor, and hence one-half
the total current in each direction. That is,

n = n:

With (5) and a regrouping of terms, (3) becomes

(5)

exp (-jgfi,) _ exp (-jfffit) 1
iZ. Ri J

_ rexp ( —j^Rb) exp (—j^Rc)

L Rb R.
dz' (6)
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This is exactly like (22.9) in each pair of tenns. the
int^ation can be carried out as in Sec. 22. The principal tenn
corresponding to (22.10) integrates into

or

where

F
Q

* “
1

^
S

^ - 2 h + In o
j

[\/(a - zY + + (s - «)]*[V'8’ + 6* + 2]*

[\/(s - f)l± «“+_(!- z)]lVi^a^ + z]

[\/(« - 2)“ + 2ii»» + (a - 2)][\/2» + 26* + z]

(7a)

(76)

(8)

At distances from tho ond which are largo compared with the
diagonal b \/2, In (F/(l) may ho nogloctod, leaving

eta) ®
This formula (lorrosponds to (22.21) for tho isolatod two-wire
line.

Tho leakage! cotiductauce! and (‘at)a(!ii,an(‘o per unit k!ngl,h
of the four-wire liiU! art! <l(!lin(!d as in (2;i.()) using (9).

0 =

c =

a \/2
2ir«,

I)

a V2

( 10)

(II)

The internal iini)edunct! pt'i- unit length tif the four-wirt! lino is

one-half that for th<! two-wire line if llu! st>paration of tlu! wirtis

is Ruflicient to makt* rotational synun(!try a good approximation
in the inttirior ol t'aeh eomluet'Or. The ap])ro\itnat(! magnitude
of the chara(!t(<risti(! imix'danet! is

Tho external or radiation

In r= (;oin

-

20.78 (12)
« vii « ^ '

msistaiKM^ of i,h<^ iorininaiod four-
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wire line connected in the completely s3nDametrical manner shown
in Fig. 26.1 may be evaluated using the contour integral (24.1).

Since there are two paths in parallel, the resistance B.; seen by
the generator is one-half that obtfuned by integrating around

one closed contour. It is readily verified that all terms in

cancel in such an integration and that Rf contains no smaller

powers of jSob than (Pvb)* for any lengths. The radiation resist-

ance is, therefore, very small. It may be determined specifically

by an evaluation like that in Sec. 24 with fourth-power terms

retained.

The coaxial line is analyzed in Volume III. Unbalanced
transmission lines and open circuits are antennas. They are

studied in Volume II.



HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RETROSPECT

In formulating tho theorotical foundations of electromagnetic

engineering a purely logical approach was chosen in the interest

of simplicity and coherence. As a result, tho historical devdop-

ment of the science of electricity was ignored completely, and

only casual mention was made of those illustrious men of genius

whose imagination, perseverance, and skill erected one of the

truly great monuments to tho human intellect. While a brief

summary is not adequate to do justice to the amazing and

fascinating account of intellectual adventure and achievement

which is the true history of electrical science, a short outline of

its high lights will, nevertheless, servo to illuminate the following

important lessons which may bo learned from the stoiy of electro-

magnetism: (1) An ent.ire lield of engineering and of technological

industry may owe it.s existence to al)stract mathematical theory.

(2) Preconception and tradition nniy be as important in deter-

mining tho nonmai.hernati(uil descriptive text of a physical theory

as scientific fact.

The history of elec<.romagnetism may be treated conveniently

under three headings, which characterize the guiding principle in

successive periods of it.s growth. Prom tho purely mathematieal

point of view, the <*.onibin<Ml aidiievcMnents in all three periods

form a single, powcu-ful tool f<»r jiredicting pointer readings in

intricate ehMd.rojihysical and (diM^trotechnical experiinonts. On
the other hand, the pliysi<^al theories and tho philosophical

implications that luv. assixfiated witli the inatlumiatical symbol-

ism differ greatly and fundanumtally in successive periods.

Indeed, it is amazing that diffcu-imt physical pictures or philo-

sophical inierpr(d.ations couhl be so irnx^omalable and so positive

when there is no conflict in the math<unatic.H for which they seek

to provide the explanatory text. The basic eonfli(^t in tlie

several interpn^tatioiis of eh‘ctromngn(d.ie action center about the

fundamental physic^al and psychological dilTc^rciiK'.cs between

action by cMufact and action at a <liHtana\ Shall it be postulated

that two bodies can inU^acd, only by din^ct (‘.ontact with <^ach

other or with a (xiniinuoiis inaUu-ial nuKliuin that makes couta(*.t
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Tvith both? Or, shall it be assumed that nature may be so

constituted that the interaction of two or more bodies requires no

contact and may be accomplished when they are widely separated

in a matterless void? In other words, do gravitational attrac-

tion, electric and magnetic attraction and repulsion actually

require contact with a physically meaningful material medium
between two interacting entities so that no experimentally

verifiable theory can be devised without it? Or, is it adequate

to proceed on the assumption that such a medium does not

actually exist and, hence, is not required in a consistent and

compr^ensive theory? In studying the answer to this question,

care must be taken to distinguish between arguments based on

traditions of thought and evidence based on experimental

observation.

The concept of action by contact or through a material medium
is familiar to all in the sense of pushing a wheelbarrow or press-

ing on the pedal of a hydraulic brake. Historically it is as old

as coordinated thought. Aristotle believed in action by contact.

Newton in a letter to Bentley considered the very idea that one

body could act on another through empty space absurd. Per-

haps the concept of action at a distance might have been accept-

able to early scientific thinkers if they had been more interested

in natural law as revealed in visible nature than in systems of

their own design based upon their preconceptions. For example,

if they had merely taken for granted that the falling of a body
is due to an interaction between it and the earth, and that the

motion of the planets is possible because of mutual action between
them tmd the sun, action at a distance might have been accepted

as readily as action by contact. Actually, for the evolving

scientific mind, an explanation for the process of throvoing a
stone was somehow so much nearer at hand than for just

dropping the stone that action by contact became reasonable,

action at a distance puzzling and absurd. Thus, if the stone

was not set in motion by a visible push, there must be an invisible

something to force it to the surface of the earth.

In spite of his own belief in action by contact or through a
mechanical medium, it was Newton who was largely responsible

for the first widespread acceptance of the concept of action at a
distance. He expressed the law of gravitation in terms of a
force acting at a distance to attract two masses. This formula^-
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tioii WES destined to plant in the minds of generations to come
the idea that action at a distance between masses without
reference to a medium miglit be a fundamental property of
nature. But for more than half a century action by contact
with a medium dominated scientific thought, and attempts were
made, notably by the great mathematician Euler in the years
1746-1748, to formulate comprehensive theories of gravitation,
of the transmiHfcuon of light (following earlier work by Huygens)*
and of the interaction of pennanent magnets in which an all-

pervading material medium, the ether, played a dominant role.

Euler described the etlier as a perfectly elastic substance of very
small density.

Action at a Distance between Charges and Currents.—In view
of the widespretul and traditional belief in action by contact
in a medium in other fields, it is surprising that early work in
electrostatics and electromagnetism developed in a way that led
to the general acceptance of the conception of action ai a dislance
between ekdric. charges and currents. This may bo traced directly
to Newton’s inverse sciuaro law of gravitation which served us a
model in the formulation of the laws of force in electrostatics and
magnetostatics. The inverse sciuaro law for electric charges
was first stated by rriesiley in 17(K> using an cliwtromctor.
It was discuss(sl by tlaveiidish in 1771 and finally formulated by
Coulomb in 1785 following expcfrimeidis using a toi-sion balance.
The inverse S(iuar(< law for magnet.i<! polos wiis lii-st expressed by
Micholl in 1750. The magneti<*. elhwis of curnnits were investi-

gated espcsdally by (hs-sOsl, Iliot, Havart, ami Earmlay in the
time from 1820 to 1821. In this period, Liiplace formulated a
law of acdiimi at a dist«ui<H> lMdiW<*en (denuuifs of (uirnMit and
magnetic poles. In 182:1, Am|MNre condmdod his c(debratod
experiinenl.al nweandies an<l formulatcsl his fundamental law of

forco botwc(!n currents, a law (»f jwi.ion at a distance. Ohm’s
law was announecsl in I82(t; Earmlay formulaUsl his law of

induction in 18:i2; Isdiz’s law folhtwcsl in 18:il. In this peihsl
the theory of poUsitial was d<iV(4o|»ed by (lauss and imhfpend-
ontly by (Ireen. Later work on imhietion due t(> moving con-
ductors carrying (uirrents and «lue to l.he rise and (hudiy of

cun-ents was publislnsl l)y N«uimann and Weluir in 1815-1847.
In 1815, Kirchhoil workoil out his w<jll-kuowu laws for closed
circuits.
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In 1846, Weber began a systematic study of Ampere’s funda-

mental law of instantaneous action at a distance from the point

of view of the interaction between discrete charges. He took

into accoimt both the velocities and accelerations of the charges.

Other important work in the formulation of a fundamental law

of electromagnetic action at a distance was done by Grassmann,

Riemann, and Clausius. The first suggestion of a propagation

of Buch action with a finite velocity appears to be due to Gauss

(1845). In 1858, the celebrated mathematician Riemann pre-

sented a paper in which he introduced a finite velocity of propagar

tion of dectromagnetic effects and showed this velocity to be

equal to that of light. In 1867, the Danish physicist L. Lorenz

(not to be confused with the Dutch physicist H. A. Lorentz)

extended earlier work by Neumann to obtain formulas for

retarded scalar and vector potentials essentially like those which

are the basis of the modem theory of retarded action at a dis-

tance without an intervening medium. Recognizing that light

was electromagnetic in nature, Lorenz concluded that a hypo-

thetical, aU-pervading medium such as the ether was no more
required for the transmission of light than for other electro-

magnetic phenomena.

The actual formulation of the general laws of electromagnetism

in terms of a retarded action at a distance between charges and
currents without an accessory medium was thus within reach.

It was, however, not to be enunciated for another half-centuiy

because the work of Lorenz w^as completely eclipsed by the

independent, brilliant, and comprehensive theoiy of Maxwell
which was destined to entangle all electromagnetic phenomena
in the ether hypothesis.

Action in an Elastic Ether.—In 1847, Kelvin exhibited analo-

gies between electric and elastic phenomena and made a first

attempt to treat electrical experiments by the equations of the

theory of elasticity. This work, together with Faraday's con-

ceptions of lines and tubes of electric and magnetic force, inspired

Maxwell to begin in 1855 the investigation of electrical phe-

nomena from the point of view of conditions existing in a hypo-
thetical, continuous, all-pervading mechanical medium, rather

than in terms of interactions of discrete charges and currents.

As a first step, he showed that the magnetic B vector could bo

represented formally by the velocity of flow in an incompressible
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fluid. He ultimately devised a set of field equations govemmg
aU electromagnetic phenomena. They were so general that

their solutions included Coulomb's law, Ampere's formula, the

laws of induction, and the propagation of electromagnetic effects

with the velocity of light. Maxwell, like Lorenz, identified

light as an electromagnetic phenomenon, but he concluded

that all electromagnetic effects must be propagated in the optical

ether. Thus while Lorenz, procjceding from the laws of action

between charges and currents and apparently completely unaware

of the work three years earlier by Maxwell, W'ished to dispense

with the optical ether as unnecessary. Maxwell's initial assump--

tion that all (electromagnetic effects resided in a mechanical

medium necessarily led him to the opposite conclusion. Instead

of abandoning the oi)tical ctiier as unnecessary, Maxwell elevated

it to the most fundamental role in clecitromagnetic theory.

Indeed, electromagnetism following Maxwell l)ccamo a mechani-

cal theory of the stat e of an elastic, medium.

After Maxwcil's intricate^ analytical formulation had been

simplified by Ili^avisicle and ll(n*l.z, the li(dd (upiations bocaino

the core of (ieciromagiu'tic. th(.M)ry. Although tlic^ (filiations

themselves in no way nfiuinfl the Maxwellian interpre^tation

in terms of tlu^ eUnn-, this was univcirsally ac(u^pt(f 1, and t.he gr(5at

success of the (Hiuatioiis in pnslicting and (coordinating diverse

clectroinagnetici (^IT(»(•ts was JissimuMl t.o subsUuiliate the validity

not only of t.he (filiations, but of the mechanicial imxUis in Uurms

of which th(\v had Ixfsi d(M*iv<Hl. Faraday’s lim^s and tulxw of

force hei^ame (^ssifitial propmiii^s of the (^Uuf* along with strains

and displacifiKfits. Mixfgy was piid-unuJ as storixl in the

strained medium, much as if this were lilhul with stri^U^lnxl rublx^r

bands, anil in ISS I Poynting delincd t.lui vi^ctor Ixfiring his name
which was assum<*d to gov(»rn tiui How of (uu^rgy (list.ril)iit(ul

in the nuxlium. In 1SS7, Ihftz (l(unonstra.t(Mi (^\ixu'im(uitally

the existeiKHiof what, wi'nt int.(M•|)^^t(M^ t.o be (‘leiM.romagiK^t.ic wav(^ri

in ilia ether. In a scries of brilliant (txp(M*im<Mit.s h<^ nxfusuiffl

their vciocaty of jiropagation and showcfl tluir prop<‘rti(w of

reflection, n^fraclion, anil polarization. the. Jirtit. rtulio

trayifs-niisi^ion vm-s uehiewd in order to eonjlrm the mathemntieol

predictiona of the Jirld. eqnatiouH of Mo,rwetL

Fnxn t.h<^ point of vii^w of niiflianically inindix 1 physicists, tlm

entire Ma.\w('liian tlxxiry t.og(^th(T with all its assumptions and
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interpretatioiis was ideal, it fitted so perfectly into their precon-

ceptions. Every triumph of the field equations became new

proof of the correctness not only of the equations, but more

significantly of the physical pictures devised by Faraday and

Maxwell. In time, especially in the views of practical scien-

tists, the pictures rather than the intricate equations became

identified with the theory. The lines of force, the displacement,

and the stored energy became increasingly real in the minds of

students as texts and teachem used them and embellished them.

The mathematical predictions of Maxwell’s equations thus

became completely enveloped in an ether the existence of which

had never been proved either real or necessary and the strange

properties of which were dogmatically inculcated into the minds

of students as truth itself.

Retarded Action at a Distance between Charges and Currents.

In 1895, the Dutch physicist H. A. Lorentz took a great step in

coordinating the early restricted theories of action between
charges and currents with Maxwell’s general theory of the state

of the ether. Lorentz conceived matter to contain electric

charges (electrons) that act on each other in various ways to

produce all electromagnetic (including optical) effects. Instead

of acting on each other at a distance, Lorentz assumed the

charges and their motions to establish in Maxwell’s ether pre-

cisely those conditions of strain and displacement required by
the Maxwellian interpretation of the field equations. In
Lorentz’s theory these conditions constitute the so-called

electromagnetic field, and it is the field that characterizes and is

propagated by the ether. From its primaiy Maxwellian role

as ultimate seat of all electromagnetic and optical phenomena,
the ether is reduced to play only a secondary part in Lorentz’s

theory where it is a mere means of transporting electrical effects

from one charge to another. Evidently, the ether was no longer
indispensable, it was needed only to satisfy the traditional pre-

conception that action at a distance is a priori inadmissible,

that natural law necessarily requires action by contact. Clearly,

a mere willingness to admit the possibility that electric charges
can exert forces directly on each other even when separated
in vacuum would make the ether completely unnecessary in the
electron theory. Thus, in Lorentz’s theory the significance of

the ether is more psychological than physical.
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In formulating his theory of the ether, Maxwell must have

assumed that incontestable experimental evidence for the

existence of the ether would be forthcoming in due course. But
this has not been the case. Experiments skilfully devised to

verify the existence of the ether, notably the ethei>drift experi-

ments, have without exception failed. Every experimental

inquiry has given the same answer: all natural phenomena

proceed exactly as if there were no ether. Furthermore, as a

result of the theory of relativity, the ether hypothesis is faced

with insurmountable logical difficulties. For example, the

constancy of the electromagnetic velocity with respect to mov-

ing observers demands that each observer have his own ether

that moves with him. Unless and until conclusive evidence is

provided that a material, all-pervading ether exists in a true

physical sense, it must be concluded that there is no ether. There-

fore Maxwell’s entire thooiy of the electromagnetic ether must
necessarily bec.onio a part of the history and no longer a part

of the practice of physical s(acuco. The Maxwell field equations,

on the other hand, will continue to be the mathematical heart of

macro8Copi(i cl(ud.roinagiuUiic theory.

In spite of th(^ iK^gai.ivc anHwo!*H of other-tlrift experiments, and

the general ac.a^ptancc of the theory of relativity, the Max-
wellian cth(U' with all its implications is still made to play an

apparently signi(ic.a.nt part in technical work. Those who con-

tinue to berKive in t he ether argue that nature may be so (‘.onsti-

tuted as to eoiK^c^il forever its existence. Sinc.(^ anything may l)e

assumed to exist on tlu^ same Inisis, this is wishful, not scientific,

thinking. Even iMigiiu^ers and physicrists who an^ willing to

agree that the id.lun- is noiu'.xisUuit and unnec.<‘.ssary, nevertludesK

continue to do all their (»lc‘c.tromagn(Mic. thinking and h^ac.hing

in terms of AIaxw(^llian pictun^s. Such adlu^nuuK^ to tradition

in the fac.«) of contrary sci(ud.ilie. <^vid(*nc.<^ is candidly avoided in

this book and in its siMpie.l. Sinci^ the action of (diarge on charges

requires no miMlium, iioni^ is intnxliK'.i^l ami all explanations

arc made without it. 'rhi^ fuiKlanK'ntal law of inaeroseopic

olectromagiH'tism as (*x|)ressed in the liidil aii<l foree eiiiiations

is intcrpr(d.(‘d as a retanltMl jiction iil a ilistance. 'I'h(^ universal

constants appi'aring in t his law are assuiiuMl t.o be (hdined opera-

tionally in t(0‘ms of c!xp<a*ini<Mit.s <l(a'is(td to mejisun^ them, ''riuy

are, of course, not assigned a hnilizvd physical significance as
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properties of a medium. The ejectromagnetic field and the

fields of the potential functions serve merely as intermediate

steps in a mathematical calculation of action between statistical

distributions of charge and current.

Retarded action at a distance and the closely related space-

time concept of relativity require an outlook that differs funda-

mentally from the mechanistic philosophy that has dominated

scientific thought for so many centuries. The era of mechanical

models of electromagnetic phenomena is past; the age of electrical

models of matter is unfolding. It is reasonable to expect that

this, too, will prove to be only another chapter in the great

story of the evolution of the human mind. Later chapters

may, for example, develop further the selective subjectivism

of Eddington in which not only the formulas expressing natural

laws but also the imiversal constants appearing in them are

deducible from a priori reasoning ^vithout recourse to experiment.

By keeping abreast of scientific thought and its mathematical

and experimental expression, technology guarantees its future.



APPENDIX I

differential OPERATORS; VECTOR FORMULAS AND
IDENTITIES

Tho equations foi- potentials involve the differential operators

s cliv grad ^ (1

)

V*A s grad div A — curl curl A (2)

and, hcncc,

gi-ad div A; curl A (3)

In order to express (1) and (2) in systems of orthogonal coordi-

nates, it is noccHsaiy obtain expressions for the operators

grad, div, curl in gcMieral orthogonal curvilinear coordinates

U, V, \V and then specialize theso to each system.

Let tho curvilinear coorilinato axes of U, V, W be drawn at

a point A shown in Fig. I.l. At tho point of intersection, the

./
Fni. I.l.'-- ()r(.hop;(»im1 curviliiioHr unonliimtc^H.

to imitually ix^’pcuidicular. In lulvancr-

ing aloiij? the positive axis a distaiu^^ from A to J), th<^

cioordiiiatc^ U «rhan>i;(‘H an amount tUL Similarly, travorHinj? a
dist.an<*i^ dsy in passing; from .1 to li alonji; tho. ])<witivo V axis,

V ohanii!:(*s hy f/T. In moving; a dintaiUM^ tisw from A to K alonp;

tho ir axis, ir <*hanju:<*s by dW, It is im|)ortant to noto that

r, \'\ W do not iKM'cwsarily have? th(^ dimonsion of a simplo

h'li^th as is tru<» in tlu^ (Wte^sian syshan. Ilowovcu-, dV,
d\V an^ always fmudionally rolat.o<l, rospo<*.tivoly, to</«i/, daw*

That is, for (^xainplo,

•107



dsj = /(dC/); day = g{dV)) daw = A(dTF) (4)

By expanding the functions /, {/,
A in Maiclaurin series about the

origizi at A,

dU^
ds^ =m +mdu+rio)^ •

d«F = g{0) + g'mv + ff"(0)^ • (6)

dW*
= h(0) + h'(0)dW + h"(0)^ + • • •

Here /(O), /'(O), g(0), etc., are in general functions of all three

variables U, V, W. In order to evaluate these functions, it is

to be noted in the first place that

day = 0, when dU = Q so that /(O) = 0

day = 0, when dV = 0 so that gifl) = 0 (0)

daw = 0, when dW = 0 so that h{()) — 0

If dU, dV, dW are sufiEiciently small, infinitcHiinals of higher

order than the first may be neglected. In this case

day = eidl7 with Ci = /'(O)

day = e,d7 e, = p'(0) (7)

daw = a^W e» = h'(0)

The determination of ei, es, Ct is not difficult in Cartesian,

cylindrical, and spherical coordinates. It is accompliuhiirl by

inspection from appropriately specialized figures like Fig. I.l

by determining the factor by which each coordinato must be

multiplied to give a length. The calculation in other cases is

illustrated later, where the e factors are evaluated for rotationally

symmetrical confocal coordinates.

The evaluation of grad <l> in general ciirvilinoar coordinates

using ei, ei, 6$ is simple. Let 0> bo unit vectors along

the orthogonal curvilinear axes. Then,

grad ^ = (0, grad (^)O + (V, grad </>)V + grad <f>)^

^ ^ e,dJV ^

(8)

(D)

<J0)
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DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS; VECTOR FORMULAS AND
IDENTITIES

The cqua,t.ums for potentials involve the dilTerential operator's

= div grad <j> (1)

V^A = grad div A — curl curl A (2)

and, hence,

grad (/.; div A; curl A (3)

In order to oxirress (1) and (2) in systems of orthogonal coordi-

nates, it is necessary to obtain expressions for the operators

grad, div, curl in gtsictral orthogonal curvilinear coordinates

U, V, W and then spcMualize tliesrr to each system.

Ixst the curvilinctar coordiiiaUt axes of U, V, W be drawn at
a point A shown in Fig. I. L. At the point of intersection, the

i
Ki<i. 1. 1. < )rt.lioKoiui1 (•iirviliiKMir roorrlinaU^H.

1.0 Uk^so hx<*s iir<» iimtuiilly porpcuKliciiIjir. In iwlvnnc-

ing iilonjiC thc! positives U axis :i <liHt.an(^(^ rAsv;, from A to I), tho
coordimiU^ U (^hiiiigcw an aiiMMinti dlL Similarly, iravorninK a
(lisi.an<M^ (hiy in p;is.sii|^ from .1 to li alonfi; t.li(i ponitivc^ V axis,

V rhanK<‘« l>,v dV. In movinj^ a <lisl.iuir(‘ dii\r from A 1.o li alon^i;

tli(^ ir axis, ir <*hnii>j;(‘s by dW. It is important t.o iiot<^ that

V, ir do not n(*r<\ssarily hav<i tlu^ dimension of a simplo

h^nf^th as is tnu^ in tin* ( ^artosian sysl.(nn. IIo\vov<^r, d(\ dV,
//IKan^ always fnmd.ionally r(‘lato<l, r(wp(Md.iv(^ly, to dtinj dny^ dsw.

That is, for axainph^,

\{)7
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dsv =- fidU); d8r = g(.dV); daw = h(dW) C4)

By expaading the functions g,hm Maclaurin series about the

origin at A,

dav = /(O) + rmdU + /"(O)^ + • • •

dsy = (7(0) + g'mv + ff"(0)^ + • •
• (5)

daw = A(0) + h'(}S)dW + ;»"(0
)^ + ‘ '

Here /(O), /'(O), 51 (0), etc., are in general functions of all three

variables U, V, W. In order to evaluate these functions, it is

to be noted in the first place that

d«i7 = 0, when dU = 0 so that /(O) = 0
d«7 = 0,

when - 0 so that giO) = 0 (6)
daw = 0, when dW = 0 so that A(0) =0

If <£17, dV
,
dW are sufficiently small, infinitesimals of higher

order than the first may be neglected. In this case

dair = eidU with - ei = /'(O)

day = eadV e, = (/'(O) (7)

daw = etidW e* = A^(0)

The determination of ei, cj, a is not difficult in Cartesian,

cylindrical, and spherical coordmates. It is accomplished by
inspection from appropriately specialized figures like Fig. I.l

by determining the factor by which each coordinate must be
multiplied to give a length. The calculation in other cases is

illustrated later, where the e factors are evaluated for rotatiunally

symmetrical confocal coordinates.

The evaluation of grad 0 in general curvilinear coordinates

using Cl, Cj, C) is simple. Let 0> ^ be unit vectors along
the orthogonal curvilinear axes. Then,

grad ^ = (0 ,
grad <^)0 + ('5', grad grad

g,ad*=M0 + **;V +^'»
d(/»

e%dV V +
d<t>

eidW

(8)

(9)

(10)
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The evduati^ of div A is accomplished by direct calculation

from the definition of the divergence. This is

div A = lim , %

*-0 dr

Let dr be an element of volume in orthogonal curvilinear coordi-
natos:

dr = dsu dsv dsw = eiBiendU dV dW (12)

The surface elements are of the form

d<Tuv = dsudsv = Bie^dU dV (13)

and similarly on the other surfaces. Consider the two onnosite
faces ABCD and EF6H. On ABCD, ^

/(fl>A)do’.4floi) = —Awdffvv (14)

The positive normal across ABCD is taken along the positive
axis of IV. The value on EFGH is obtained by expanding in. a
Iiower series in ds,r and retaining only first-order terma

J {fitA,)d<raroti — A«rd<ror -
1- iAwdffvv)d8w (16)

'riu* value of /(ft,A)d(r for ABCD and EFGH is the sum of fl4^
and (16). It is

j (.h,A)(ir<l<r — (A wd<ray)d8v = (A irCiCsdUdV)dW (16a)

By (lycilic permutation,

/ (fi,A) rtrdr = {Ave^eadV dW)dU (166)

J if\tA)\nrd(r = ^y {AyCtCidW dU)dV (16c)

Upon using (Hi) in (1 1),

“ £2, Swf/'rfK div [iH dHOJCf

+^ (A ye^cydW dlPjdV + {.Awe^eydU d7)dTr| (17)
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Since U, V, and W are independent of each, other, cancellation

leads to

(18)

The evaluation of curl A is accomplished in a similar way
from the alternative definition.

(|n|, curl A) = Um (19)
d.r-^0 CLff

Here is normal to the surface of the element do- aroxmd which ds

is integrated. Evidently,

C^, curl A) = lim — (20)

with^ normal to the surface ABCD (Fig. I.l) around which ds is

integrated. The area of this element of surface is

dffuv = dsudsv = CiG^dU dV (21)

(A,ds) = Avdsv (22)

Iad (23)

= Axjdsu + V - {Audsu)d8v
OSv

= Aydsy + — {Aydsv)d8u
08u

(24)

(26)

In order that the right-hand-screw relation bo satisfied, the
positive direction of integration must be DCBA. Upon combin-
ing (22) to (25) algebraically, there remains only

^DCBA ^ (Ardsv)dsu —^ (Aodstf)d8v (26)

Upon substituting for d8u and dsy and remembering that U and
V are independent.

^DCBA (A»<^s)
j^g

jr/
(csAv) — ^ (em] dVdU (27)



The evaluation of div A is accomplished by direct calculation

from the definition of the divergence. This is

div A - lim
(11)

ir-to dr

Let dr be an element of volume in orthogonal curvilinear coordi-

nates:

dr = dso dsr dsw = eiBzedU dV dW (12)

The surface elements are of the form

dffvT = dsadsr — eicsdl7 dV (13)

and similarly on the other surfaces. Consider the two opposite

faces ABCD and EFOH. On ABCD,

/(ft>A)d<rjiBc« — — Awdffav (14)

The positive normal across ABCD is taken along the positive

axis of W. The value on EFGH is obtained by expanding in a
power series in dsiir and retaining only first-order terms.

/ (AiA)ArjB2J'Oiy *= Awd(rvY + {A^da‘uv)d8w (16)

The value of /(A,A)rf<r for ABCD and EFOH is the sum of (14)

and (15). It is

J (,fi}Ai)uvdxr = —— (Aivd<ruv)d8w = (A wCie^UdV)dW (16a)

By c.yelic permutation,

J {fiiA)vwd<r “ {AuC^^CzdV dW)dU (166)

j = ^y{Avctr.idWdU)dV (16c)

Upon xismg (Hi) in (11),

-1-^ (/t yc»etdW dU)dV A- (A d7)dTr
j

(17)



Since U, Y, and W are independent of each, other, nannAllfttion

leada to

[dl/ + iy ^ (eie^4ir)|

(18)

The evaluation of curl A is accomplished in a similar way
from the alternative definition.

(1^, curl A) = lira —
‘ * a<rdir—*0

(19)

Here iQ is normal to the surface of the element dc around which ds
is integrated. Evidently,

(W, curl A) = Urn —
- Off

(20)

with normal to the surface ABCD (Fig. I.l) around which ds is

integrated. The area of this element of surface is

dcTuv — dsudsy = CiCidU dV

L

L

(A,ds) = Avdsv

(A,ds) = Audsu

(A>ds) — Axjdsu + {AudstAdsy
BC dSy

(Ajds) = AydSy + 5— {Avdsy)dsu
DC asu

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

In order that the right-hand-screw relation bo satisfied, the
positive direction of integi-ation must be DCBA. Upon combin-
ing (22) to (26) algebraically, there remains only

DCBA ^ (.AYdsv)d8u — — (Avd8u)dsy (26)

Upon substituting for dsv and dsy and remembering that f/ and
V are independent,

fjiCBA (etAy) -
(cjAt,)

j
dVdU (27)
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Upon substituting (27) in (20) and cancoling,

(^»curlA)=^ (ggo)

(0 , curl A) =^ (cAr) - (c»Av)] (286)

(S/, curl A) =~ (eiAu) -^ (e,4„) (28c)

The general curvilinear formula for is obtained by forming
div grad

<l> using (10) and (18). It is

V2<fi = —-V- r.

eiGiCz\_dU \ Cl dU/ dK\C2 dV/

A formula for curl curl A may be obtained by substituting the
exprcHsioiiH for (0 , curl A), (V, curl A), curl A), respec-

tively, for Au, A V, A IV in (28) . Since no simplification is obtained
in this way, it is usually more convenient to evaluate curl curl

directly jis ro<iuire<l.

In order to lUstcirmino an expression for the quantity V»A
[wlierc A is a vector to be carefully distinguislied from the
scalar <#> in (21))] which ap|)cars in the impoi-tant Helmholtz
eejuation for the vector potential, it is necessary to proceed from
its definition

V^A ^ grad div A — cuil curl A (30)

The formida for v^A in gcmeral orthogonal coordinates is exces-

sively complicated. In fact, in all systems of coordinates except

only rceUinfudnr mica, the expressions for the components of

V^A involve so many terms its to bo practically usoless. In
(’artesian c.oordinal.es, on the otlier hand, its form is very simple
and readily calculated. Thus, writing

A = *4, + Mw + i4, (31)

and noting that .

V*A = «(«,V*A) -b ^(t,V«A) + i(«,V*A) (32)

tho X component of V*A must ccpial the x component of the
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expression on the right in (30). That is

(«,V*A) = ^ A — curl, curl A (33o)

Using the formulas for divergence and curl derived above,

i - 1;
<'"> +

1

(336)

Carrying out the differentiation in the terms associated with

the divergence and writing in the expressions for the components

of the curl leads to

(«,V*A) = aM,
dx*

d*A,

dxdy"^ dxdz

_ A + A
dy\dx dy J

^ dz \ dz

This reduces to

Similarly'

(9.V*A) = = V.A.

(33c)

(34o)

(346)

(34c)

It thus appears that in Cartesian coordinates each rectangular

component of the vector A in V^A satisfies precisely the same
equation as the scalar <^. It is especially important to remember
that this is not true in cylindrical or spherical coordinates.

Upon substituting the values of Ci, 62,
e* for the coordinate

systems as listed below in the formulas for grad 0 ,
div Ai curl A,

and V*<^, the following tabulated results are obtained for Car-

tesian, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates. V^A is listed only

in Cartesian coordinates as explained above.

Where it is not possible to determine the e factors by inspection,

it is possible to proceed from the definitions (7). Thus:

dsj = + dyl + dzl = e\dU^ (36)
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Upon substituting (27) in (20) and canceling,

curlA)=^ (28o)

(0 , curl A) =~ {fiiAw) - ~y (eUv) (286)

c7, curl A) = {eiAu) - {fi^Aw) (28c)

The general eiirvilincar formula for is obtained by forming
div grad ^ using (10) and (18). It is

A formula for curl curl A may be obtained by substituting the

expressions for (0 , curl A)i (v, curl A), (N)^, curl A), respec-

tively, for Auj Av, A\y in (28). Since no simplification is obtained

in this way, it is usually more convenient to evaluate curl curl

directly tis ro(iiiired.

In order to detormine an expression for the quantity V^A
[where A is a vector to be carefully distinguished from the

scalar <#> in (20)1 whi(di appeara in the inii)ortant Helmholtz
(Kiuation for the vector potential, it is necessary to proceed from
its deliiiitioii

V-A = grad div A — curl curl A (30)

The formula for v^A in general orthogonal coordinates is exces-

sively coniplic.ated. In fact, in all systems of coordinates except

only rvcUingidar otm, the expressions for the components of

V‘-*A involve so many terms as to bo practically useless. In
( 'artesian coordinates, on the other hand, its form is very simple

and readily (jalculated. Thus, writing

A = Uai + ^Ay + iA;, (31)

and noting that

V^A = + £(2,V2A) (32)

the X component of V’-^A must ecpial the x component of the
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espiression an. the ri^t in (30). That is

(«iV*A) == ^ div A — curl, curl A (33o)

XTsing the formulas for divergence and curl derived above,

(«,v*A) = ^
(335)

Carrying out the differentiation in the terms associated with
the divergence and writing in the expressions for the components
of the curl leads to

(*,V»A)
d»Ay d>A,

dx* dx dy dx dz

d (dAy aA.\ d (dA,
dy\dx dy / dz\ dz

This reduces to

(il,V*A) = --- +—- + = V»ri
dx* ^ dy* ^ dz*

^ **

Similaxly

(f,v^A) = + ^* + = VM.

(33c)

(34a)

(345)

(34c)

It thus appears that in Cartesian coordinates each rectangular

component of the vector A in V*A satisfies precisely the same
equation as the scalar <l>. It is especially important to remember
that this is not true in cylindrical or spherical coordinates.

Upon substituting the values of Ci, Ci, for the coordinate
systems as listed below in the formulas for gi'ad 4>, div Aj curl A>
and V*4>, the following tabulated results are obtained for Car-
tesian, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates. V®A is listed only
in Cartesian coordinates as explained above.

Where it is not possible to determine the e factors by inspection,

it is possible to proceed from the definitions (7). Thus:

dtf, — dx^ -I- dyl + dzl = e^dU* (36)



Diffebbxtial

Opebators

Cartesian

Cylindrical

j

Spheric^*

(*!»»*)

(r,e,z)

101*,

-K)
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*

Note

that

the

spherical

coordinates

are

written

in

the

order

e,

5,

no<

B,

O,

*.
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Then

(36a)

since dxu/dU = dxfdU, etc. Similarly,

‘"“(v) "(^) *(rw)

(366)

(36c)

The calculation of ei, e^, ct in rotationally symmetrical confocal

Coordinates will now be earned out.

The equation of an ellipsoid in Cartesian coordinates is

y® + 1* _ 1
a* c‘

~ (37)

An hyperboloid of one »heet is defined by

** ,2/* «* ,

a* b's c“
(38)

An hyperboloid of two sheets is defined by

*!_»!_ £! = 1
a® 6® (39)

Here a, b, c are the semimajor axes; a ^ 6 ^ c. If rotational

symmetry prevails, there arc two possibilities: the prolate

(stretched) ellipsoid with its related orthogonal hyperboloid

defined by & = c, and the oblate (flattened) ellipsoid with its

related orthogonal hy])erboloid defined by a = h.

For the prolate surfaces with a> b and

a2
^ ^ (40)

a2
"62 (41)

The hyperl)oloid has two sheets.

For the oblate sui-faecs with a > c and r® = a® + y^,

r'2 g2

0* ^ c-
(42)

r“ s*

a* c*
(43)



Diffebential

Opebatobs

Note

that

the

epheiical

coordinatee

are

written

in

the

order

0,

B,

not

B,
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Thea

(36a)

since dxuldU = dxJdU, etc. Similarly,

+{!?)' (366)

(36c)

The calculation of Ci, 62
, Ca in rotationally symmetrical confocal

coordinates will now be carried out.

The equation of an ellipsoid in Cartesian coordinates is

5! + .
2 “ _ 1

o*
1- 1-

c*
- (37)

An hyperboloid of one sheet is defined by

5! + J/® _ £! _ 1
0* ^ c*

(38)

An hypei-boloid of two sheets is delinod by

** }/* 2*

0* S*
(39)

Here a, fc, c arc the semiinajor axes; a ^ 6 ^ c. If rotational

symmetry pTe\'iiilH, there arc two possil^ilities: the prolate

(stretched) eUii)S()id with its related orthogonal hyperboloid

defined by b = c, and the oblate (flattened) ellipsoid with its

related orthogonal hyperboloid defined by a = 6 .

For the prolate surfaces with a> b and r® = a*,

~ = 1
a2 ^ (40)

:c
2 7-2

a3 lyi
^ (41)

The hyperboloid has two sheets.

For the oblate surfaces with a > c and = x^ + y^,

7*2 23

a3 ^ c2 (42)

^ C2
“ ^ (43)



For the prolate case the eccentricity e is by

e* = a* — 6* (ellipse) or &« = a* _ <.2 (44)
e® = a* + 1»® (hyperbola) or 6* = e* — a2 (45)

Accordingly, the equations for the prolate case ai'e

^ + a2 _ e2
= 1 (ellipsoid) (46)

r®

^ a2 = 1 (hyperboloid of two sheets) (47)

The eccentricity for the oblate case is given by (44) and (46)
with e witten for b. Hence

(ellipsoid)

(hyperboloid of one sheet)

(48)

(49)

The oblate case follows directly from the prolate one by inter-
changing the coordinates, writing r for x and 2 for r.

A family of confocal ellipsoids of revolution is dAfiwoH by

T®
,

r*
,

w® u® — f®
” ^ ^ ® (50)

The associated orthogomil hyperboloids aie

:
= 1; — p <v <e

(61 )

l^he variables m, v are elli]jsoidal and hyporboloidjxl coordinates.
Iho paraineUdu c’l, <*a, cj may bo calculated from

with r® = y® H- 2®

" Vfe) +
'(;v) + + (1)’ m

'I’bc coordinates w is ielcntieially the angle of rotation 6 about the
axis of syininoi.ry x. It is relaUtd to y and 2 by



y = r cos t>; (53)
Hy

• n n
8 = r Sin 9; ^ = r cos 9

= V<,F9j
+ =

^' ii
= «

Upon solving (50) and (51) for r and x,

** = ti> - = t»* + -5^

(iiZLiWiL!!)
e*

. , e* — »A

V(«‘ - c’Xii* - e*). uv
* ~

e

Hence,

(64)

(55a)

(556)

(55c)

(55d)

(55e)

(56)

(57)

(58)

(59a)

(696)

(59c)

Hence,
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For the prolate case the eccentricity e is defined by

e* = o* — 6® (ellipse) or 6® = 0* — e® (44)

e® = a® + 6® (hyperbola) or 6® = e® — a® (45)

Accordingly, the equations for the prolate case are

% + = 1 (ellipsoid) (46)

3/® 7*2

^ ~ gg _ = 1 (hyperboloid of two sheets) (47)

The eccentricity for the oblate case is given by (44) and (45)
with c written for 6. Hence

^ = 1 (elUpsoid) (48)

^ “ e^~~di
~ ^ (hyperboloid of one sheet) (49)
== 1 (hyperboloid of one sheet) (49)

The oblate case follows directly from the prolate one by inters

changing the coordinates, writing r for x and 2 for r.

A family of confocal ellipsoids of revolution is defined by

+ «>« (60)

The associated oilhogonal hyperboloids ai*e

r, L_ == 1

.

^2 ^2 ^ yi 9
— e <v <e

Iho variables ?/, v aiij ollipHoidal and hyperboloidal coordinates.
The paramotei*H (m, ca, may be calerilated from

((><0 + fe) “ V(
(62a)

with r* s= y® + 2®

S) +(s) (526)

(n) + (s) (52c)

Tim coonlinate w is i^lc!nl,i(^ally the angle of rotation e about the
axis of syinmcitry x. Ft is relabel to y an<l z by
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dl/
y = r.cos d; ^ = —r sin 0

00

2 = r sin
||

= r cos 9

(53)

* \\d9j Vaej " dd~^ (54)

Upon solving (50) and (51) for r and a;,

-.2 0 IX* — tZ* — — w* -1-

Ii> - c*
" ^ e* - p»

(55a)

(556)

(55c)

-S _ («* - «'*)(«* - e»)

e»
(55d)

\ e* / e*
(55c)

^ _ V(e* — — e*). ««

e ^ e
(56)

Hence,

^ _ V. dx _u
du e* dy

""
6 (57)

^ _ w /c^ — dr v /w* — e*

du e Vw* — e*’ dw e \c* — 0 *
(68)

^ \\c) e® V«® - e»/ Vw* - e®
(59a)

_ //«Y ,

«® /w® — e®\ /ii* — V*
(596)

r - “ *'*^(“* “
6

(59c)

Hence,

grad 0 =
ju*-e*d<l>^^ je*-v*d<l>,

Vii® — t)® aw “ Vw® — v*dv
^

V(e* - «*)(«* - e»)
^
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dly A - [T^l [

f

\_du \ e

+
dv \

an \ e

- t>«)

, 3 / ««-!;»
. \1

\V(«® - c*)(e» - t;®) ^vJ

{I?

vK'u^-e^

(62a)

3 ^
V? — c* 3^\

1 _^ / — 1)^ d^\
~u) 3i; \ c flv /

±( e{u'^ - »'») ^\1 . .

36 V(w“ - c“)(e» - »*) 30/

j

(^, curl A) = \\jgnrjt "»;

-l (
^--y-“>

^.)) («

-r.l'

^ ^ «* — tJ® I sm

Vector formulas and identities with Cartesian equivalents.

Scalar product

(A,B) = (B|A) - AB cos (.A,B) = A,B, + AyB^ + A,By

(A,B + C) = (A,B) + (A,C)

Vector product

[A,B] -[B,A] = C = A,
By

Ay
By

i

Ay

B.

C is an axial vector perpendicular to the plane containing A
and B and pointing in the direction of advance of a right-hand

screw when A is turned into B through the shortest arc.

C = AB sin (A, B)

[A,B + Q = [A,B] + [A,C]

[A,A] = 0
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Double products

(A,[B,C]) = (B,[C,A]) = (C[A,B])

(A,[A,B]) = 0

[A,[B,C]] = B(A,C) - C(A,B) (polar vector)

Differential operators

L ^
d<l>

grad«^V^ = lim— 3^ , . ^
dy ^ dz

is the rate of dift/da in the direction of its maximum

L(ft,A)d(r

div A - (V,A) =

([h,A¥<r
I

curl A * [V,A] = lim = —

I I
3

+ di +

at-*o ]dx dy dz

ji4a *lj/ /I*

= ft curl* A + ^ ciirli^ A + 4 (‘url, A
d*(t>

I

d^ij)
,

d^<f>

V‘<^ s div grad « = + Q-i +

5 grad div A — curl curl A = ftV^Ax + + iV‘-*A«

Double operations

giad diT A - V(7,A) - * W" A) + > OUv A)

+ 2 ^j(.livA)

div grad <l>
= + Qyi "I" Q^i

div curl A = (V,[VA]) = 0

curl grad <^ = [V,V</>] = 0

« <t 2

curl curl A ^ [V,[V,A]] = -

3
-

-J-

curU A curlv A curl, A

(A, grad 4>) = (A, grad)* = ^4* +
of chanf»;o d<l>/th in tlnii diix'iction of

A multiplied by ^ 1 .

(S, grad <#>)
s (I, gi*ad)</» is the rate of change in th(5

direction of the unit vector



div A = [ e "W d - »*)(«* - e*) . \
Lu» - t»*J Law \ e 7

+
- t>«)

,
a / \-j'
d8 ^V(u» - e*)(«* - »») ^7 J

(u, curl A) = B (y/(e* — v*)(u* — e*)

- v*)(«* - e*) lav

(*’ “ V(»’ - »*)(<!’ - K") {»» (>/« - «’ ^“)

e„.l A) =
[a

I

— tl*

a» Ww* — (62c)

=
w* — ti® law

I
_a /w^ — a^\ I Jl. /

~ V* a^\

I aw \ e dw/ av \ e dv /

a / c(w* — V®)

aa \(w® - c®)(e* - V®) bb)]

Vector formulas and identities with Cartesian equivalents.

Scalar product

(A,B) = (B,A) = AB COB {A,B) = A^, + AyBy + AS,
(A,B + C) = (A,B) + (A,C)

Vector product
« 9 2

[A,B] = -[B,A] = C = Ay A,
B, By B,

C is an axial vector perpendicular to the plane containing A
and B and ])ointing in the direction of advance of a right-hand

screw when A is turned into B through the shortest arc.

C^AB Bin {A, B)

[A,B + C] = [A,B] + [A,C]

[A,A] = 0



Double products

(A,[B,C]) = (B,[C,A]) = (C[A,B])

(A,[A,B]) = 0

[A,[BiC]] = B(A,C) — C(A,B) (polar vector)

Difierential opei'ators

grad <l>
= liiri

At-K)

j^h<i>d(T

Ar dy^-^ dz

is the rate of change in the direction of its maximum

div A s (V,A) = lim
At—*0

curl A — iy,A] = lim
At-^O

At

/j
[ft,A]d(r

I I

dy dz

At

dx

it ^ i

L A 1
dx dy dz\

Ax Ay A^

1/ A + z cuirl, A= St curl* A + ^ curl

_ 11̂ JL ^1*
dx^ ^ dy^ dz^

V*A = grad div A — curl curl A = itV^Ax + ^V^Ay + iV^A,

div grad <!> =

Double operations

grad div A = V(V,A) = (div A) + 9 (div A)

+ 2^ (div A)

div grad = + +
div curl A = (V,[VA]) = 0

curl grad </> = [V,V0] = 0

it 9

curl curl A = [V,[V,A]] =
dx

d
i

d

dz

Icurix A curly A curl, A|

(A, grad <#»)
s (A, grad)</> = + A/^^isl.honii.o

of change d<^/(h iu the (liro(!tioii of

A multi])li(Hl by A.

(fi, grad <l>)
= (Si grad)<#» is tho rate of change (l<l)/(ls iu the

direction of the luiit vector d.
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(Ai grad)B = ft(A, grad 5.) + ^(A, grad B,) + 4(A, grad B.)

is the rate of change dB/da in the direction of A
multiplied by A.

(a, grad)B = «(l, grad B.) + ^(a, grad By) + i(a, grad B.) is

the rate of change dB/da in the direction of the unit

vector a« It is the directional derivative of B in

the direction a.

Operations on products

grad ^ = 0 grad 4' d- 4' grad d
div A = 0 div A + (grad 4>,A)

div [A,B] = (Bi curl A) — (A, curl B)

curl <l>A-4> curl A + [grad 0,A]
curl [A,B] = A div B — B div A + (B, grad)A - (A, grad)B
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TABLES OF THE FUNCTIONS

f(h) S + = cosh (i sinh-i h)

g(h) s + ViCVl + A® - 1) = sinh (i sinh-* A)

in the expression

Vl ± iA = /W ± ii7(A)

as computed by Professoh G. W. Pibkcb*

*Proc, Am. Acad. Arts and Sciences

^

67, 175 (1922).
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Table 6. - ^oCso”) -

V AToCv) ogio\/i/Afo(i/) «o(l/) y logio-x/i/^oCv) ®o(»)

0.00 1.000 0.00* 0.2401 52.29*

0.05 1.000 1.3006 0.04 mma 0.2063 66.74

msm 1.000 0.14 0.2033 61.22

0.16 1.000 1.5880 0.32 2.3 1.381 0.3210 66.71

0.20 1.000 1.0605 0.67 2.4 1.443 0.3403 70.19

0.25 1.000 T.OOOO 1.511 0.3788 74.65

0.30 1.000 1.20 1.580 0.4077 79.00

0.35 1.000 T.7721 1.600 0.4375 88.50

BkoS 1.000 T.8012 2.8 1.764 0.4076 87.87

0.45 1.001 T.8260 2.00 2.9 1.840 0.4080 02.21

0.60 1.001 T.8400 3.58 1.060 0.6280 96.62

0.55 1.001 T.8708 4.33 msm 2.050 0.5604 100.70

l .(M12 1.8000 5.15 3.2 2.170 0.5002 105.03

1.003 T.0077 3.3 2.301 0.0212 109.25

0.70 1.00-1 1.0242 7.01 2.434 0.0621 113.48

0.76 1.005 T.0307 8.04 2.670 0.6880 117.60

0.80 l .(K)fl T. 05.13 0.14 3.G 2.728 0.7140 121.75

0.85 l .(K)8 T.0li82 10.31 3.7 2.880 0.7440 125.87

0.00 l.OlO T.0815 11.55 3.8 3.001 0.7758 129.09

0.05 1.013 1.0043 12.80 3.0 3.244 0.8067 134.10

1.00 1.010 0.0007 11.2:4 4.0 3.430 0.8375 188.10

1.05 1.010 0.0187 15.00 4.5 4.618 0.9010 168.50

1.10 1.023 '0.0301 17.10 6.0 0.231 1.1441 178.03

1.15 1.027 0.0410 18.72 5.5 8.447 1.2060 109.28

1.20 1.032 0 . 05:43 20.34 0.0 11.50 1.4408 219.62

1.25 1.038 0.0045 22.02 7.0 21.55 1 .7500 260.20

1.30 1.041 0.0750 23.75 8.0 40.82 2.0024 300.02

1.35 1.051 0.0807 25.54 0.0 77.00 2.3000 341.52

1.40 1.050 0.0078 27. .‘47 10.0 1 10.8 2.0756 382.10

1.45 1.007 0. 1080 20.20 11.0 280.5 2.0824 422.00

1.50 1.077 0. 1201 31.10 12.0 501.8 3.2802 463.22

1.55 1 . 087 0. 13M :4:4. 10 14.0 2, 1:47 3.0020 544.32

1.00 l .(K)K 0. 1428 :45. 17 10.0 8,217 4.5108 625.40

1.05 1.111 0. 1544 :47.22 18.0 3,185i 5.1307 706.46

1.70 1.124 0. 1001 .*40. :u) 20.0 l ,242i 5.7447 787.52

1.75 1 . 130 0. 1770 41.41 25.0 3,8001 7.2708 900.15

1.80 1.151 0. 10(H) 43.51
1

:4o.o 1 . 102b 8.8150 1,102.76

1.85 1.171 0.2022 45.70
1

35.0 3,780i 10.3502 1 ,305.35

1.00 1.180 0.2110 47.88
1

40.0 1.2I5h 11.8850 1,507.04

1.05 1.208 0.2273 50.08 1 45.0 3.020g 13.4200 1.800.53

CI ,2 ir»H ropnwoiilM 1,215 X 10".)

For 7/ > *15, iippriixitiiiiU* foniiiiliiH urn

loKiu Muiti) - 0.;j07l// + - - 0.301)1 - 1 logio y
U -s

Mu) 10. "5 M// - -^**^‘**- - 22.®5

If iiilorpoliition Ih riMtuintil wlinii // ^ 2.7, llio fiiiicUoii In [\/v •^o(i/)1 Hhould bo UHorl and

iU'o(j/) ooiupiiUmI frniu il.
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Table) 6. ~

(1.1786 rcproBOuta 1.718 X 10>.)

For y > 60, approzimato forniulaa are

n 11 1

logiD Mi{v) * 0.3071y - - 0.3001 - 3 logio /;
V «

ex{y) * 40.®614i/ + + 07.‘»6

If interpolatioii is required when y ^ 3.3, the funotion In [y/^ M\{y)\ shonhl ho uho<1 and
oCy) computed from it

&
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APPENDIX IV

MATERIAL CONSTANTS

Constants of Conuugtobb and Snmigonductors

Material in order of docreasing

conductivity

Conductivity,

^ ohm-m
at 20‘*C. constant

Bolative

dielectric

constant

«r at 20'’C.

Silver 6.14 X 10^ 1

Copper, annealed 6.80 X lO’^ 1

Copper, hard drawn 6.65 X 10' 1

Aluminum 3.64 X 10^ 1

Tungsten 1.81 X W 1

Zinc 1.74 X lO’^ 1

Brass (30% Zinc) 1.2 - 1.5 X 10» 1

Nickel 1.28 X W 1

Iron, pure 1 .00 X w 1

Stool 0.6 - 1 X lO’f 1

Tin 0.87 X lO’^ 1

Manganin (84% Cu, 12% Mn, 4 % Ni) 0.23 X 10^ 1

Constantin (60 % Cu, 40 % Ni) 0.20 X 107 1

Nichromo 0.10 X 107 1

Salt water 3-6 80

Wot earth 10"* - io-» 6-15
Ijako wato 10-a - 10-3 80
Distilled water 2 X 81

Dry earth 10-* - 10-3 2-6

525
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Constants of Diblegtbics at Low Frbqubncihs

Material in order of decreasing

conductivity

Conductivity,
1

ff in -r
olmi-m

at 20°C.

Relative

dielectric

constant «r

at 20°G.

Slate 10~“

10”** - 10“>“

10““ - lO-ii

10““ - 10“«
10“**

10“14

10“U

10““ - 10-“
10“*4 - io-i«

6.6 -7.4
fi RBakelite

Wood, parafSned 2 — 7
Mica

^

2.1
6-8
2.7 - 3.7
2.0 - 3.2

1.9 -2.3
2.0 -3.2

Glass

Shellac

Petroleum

ParafiBn

Eubber, hard

Constants of Diblbctrics at High FiiifigmcNoiHs*

Material

Relative

dielectric

constant

«er

Power fac^tor

<r,./we,. = e'Ve'

Fre-

quency,

mega-
hertz

Bakelite (sheet) 3.57 0.080 3,000
Glass 3.8 -8.7 0.001 -O.OI 1,200

Lucite /2.68 0.(H)<)() 1,200
12.56 0.(K)S7 3,000

Mycalex, red 5.91 0.0030 1,200
Mycalex, white 6.74 0.0033 1,200
Paraffin 2.17 0.(KM)19 1,200
Polyethylene 2.26 0.(H)031 -0.0023 1,200
Polystyrene 2.46 0.00028 - 0.(KM)90 1,200
Eubber, hard, black 2.69 0.00059 3,000
Eubber, soft, black 3.15 0.0058 1,200

*C. R. Ekglund, Bdl Syatem Tech, Jour,, Vol. 23, p. 12C (Juiuiary,
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DIMENSIONS AND UNITS

V-1. Theoretical Analogues and Experimental Pointer Read-
ings.—The priirniry purpose of the mtitheinatical model of

olectromagiictism is to calculate theoretical analogues of directly

observable pointer readings—^these to bo dctoi-inined by means
of suitably arranged exporinientH. Such an auu evidently can be
achieved only if the ciiuations constituting the mathematical
structure have been so devised, and the symbols appealing in

them have boon so doll nod, that eacdi equation or set of equations

may bo reduced to a niation between direct theoretical analogues

of pointer readings/ This docs not mean that each, or oven a
single one, of the symbols jqipearing in a givcui equation has a
direct oxporiinental analogiu^. Tii fact, this usually is not the

case, ft dfK'H nu'jin, hownvor, that every symbol in every equa-
tion fomiing a. part of (he matliematical model must somewhere
and sonu^how Ix^ fuiHd.ioiially related to olhor symbols that do
have such For example, the (electric, and magnetic
vectors E a.n<l B l»av<^ no experimental analogues as written in the

field ecnialions. But l.iirough the force ecjiiation they are

functif)iially rcla.l.<vl l<i defleel.ioii variables of the mathematical-

mechanical mo(l<^l. And these may l)e chosen to have direct

cxperimcaital analogm^s.

All expcM'inuaii.al poinicr readings express how many times an
arbitrary S(^al() unit is (xnil.aine<l in the observed scale interval

that c.oiis(.itui.(‘s a m<‘..‘usuremeiil.. Tlio (ixislemx) of basic scale

iinit.s or st.andar(ls is (.liiis (^seiithd to all quantil.aifjve <letei'mina-

tions. "J1ie (jslualdislmuxit of s(.au<lar<ls may bo described in

terms of two iiii.(n*r(‘lji,l.ed part»s. The (iivt of those involves the

selection of a minimum number of so-call(xl fundamentaldimen-

sions from the symbols of tlie mal,hematicn.l model. Such
dinuxislons may th<xns<‘lv(‘s liave dinu^fc <^xp(X’im<xii.al analogues,

or th('y may Ix^ func.t iomilly n^liiled in a more or less complicated

way to (pianl.il.ies that liav(i smdi aiialogmw. Tho second ])ai*t is

coiKxu’iusd with th(^ exp(‘rimenl,al det<n*minati()ii of tlic pointer

vc^adingH in terms of which the unit tliiueiision is to bo defined.

527
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Both the selectioa of fuadamental dimensions and the experi-

mental technique used to specify the units offer a vdde variety

of possibilities. ‘ In every case, however, the basic criteria

should be those of simplicity, convenience, and accuracy. In

particular, the functional relationship between a proposed funda-

mental dimension and a quantity for which direct experimental

analogues be provided should be a simple one. Where

possible, it is desirable to choose dimensioirs which themselves

have direct experimental analogues. Furthermore, the experi-

mental technique involved in obtaining the pointer readings in

terms of which the unit is to be specified must be simple and

easily and accurately reproduced.

It is possible to distinguish among three different methods of

establishing fimdamental unite for a given choice of fundamental

dimension.* (1) An arbitrary standard is constructed once and

for all, and permanent constancy and invariance are assumed for it.

'F.va.TnpIflH of this method are the setting aside of carefully selected

pieces of matter such as the standard meter and the standard

kilogram. (2) Proportionality constants appearing in equations

in the mathematical model that involve the quantity chosen as a

fundamental dimension are given arbitrary numerical values.

The unit mnjai might be defined in terms of Newton’s law of

universal gravitation

. _ kmirrii
J
-

By arbitrarily setting the constant k equal to 1 ,
the definition of

unit mnjw would be that mass which wlicn placed a unit distance

from a like mass attracts tlus with a unit of force. As another

example, the unit of teraporatui-o might bo deiined in a similiu:

way in terms of the general gas formula, by firat iwsigning ivn

arbitrary niunerical value to the gas constant. (3) Fundamental

dimensions that are simply related to direct theoretical analogues

of accurate pointer readings are assigned arbitrary nuiuerical

values.

Example a: The fundamental dimension of length is theoreti-

cally closely related to the wave length of a red cadmium lino

^Ebnbt Wicbss, a Proposal To Abolisli thu Alisnlutu KInc.trical Unite

Systems, Trant. A.I.E.E., Vol. r>l, 1932.

• G. Mm, (f. p. 648 “Hondbuch dor Exporimciitalphysik,” Vol. XI/1.
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which, in turn, has a direct spectroscopic pointer-reading ana-

logue. The unit of length, the meter, is de^ed by assigning the

numerical value

~ 1,663,164.13

to the wave length of the cadmium line.

Example b: Mechanical force is itself a direct theoretical

analogue of the equilibrium pointer reading of a balance. A
unit of force may be defined by assigning the value 0.999972

gi*am to the weight of a cubic centimeter of water at 4®C.

Example c: The dimension of temperature is theoretically

related to mechanical or electrical changes in various devices,

such iis the expansion of a gas when heated. The unit of tem-

perature may be defined by assigning the value 100.00 degrees

to the temperature interval between the melting and boiling

points of water under standard barometric pressure as observed

for the caliljration of any convenient device.

A brief consideration of those three methods suggests the

following criticism. The first method is simple and experimen-

tally convenient. But its accuracy is hardly adequate for high-

precision measurements, since it is based on the hope rather than

on the knowledge that the sample chosen remains invariant in

time. The only way to verify that, in spite of all precautions, it

does not change is to provide a dependable way for measuring

it from iiinio to time. Such a method, os for example the spectro-

scopic moasuremeut of the standard meter, then supersedes the

standard sain pic. It is evident also that only a very limited

iiumbor of dlmonsions can be assigned even a reasonably permar

nont unit in (.his way. The second method is mathematically

simple, but it is most unfortunate from the experimental point

of view. It actually docs not specify any series of experimental

operations for determining the pointer-reading analogues of the

diimmsion chosen, it merely imagines an experiment. This is as

likely as not inconvenient, inaccurate, and even impossible. The
third UKdhod is the most satisfactory and the most common. By
propter choicer of dimiuision and a careful selection of an experi-

inenl whi(!h combines a high dc^greo of precision with convenience,

a unit may bo speiuliiMl accurately in a way that is both experi-

imuitally and theoretically convenient.
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If fundamental dimensions are assigned units according to
the third method, then the proportionality constant in important
relations such as Newton’s law of gravitation and the general

gas formula are determined by the variables in tire relation.

By a suitably arranged experiment in which all these variables

may be assigned nrunerical values by substituting pointer read-
ings for theoretical analogues, the constant may be computed as a
number with dimensions. This is done, for ftxn.Tnp1fl^ both in

Newton’s law and in the general gas formula.

V-2. The Dimensional Formulation of the Electromathemati-
cal ModeL—In the mathematical description of the atomic model
in terms of continuous fimctions, six densities were constructed to
characterize the average condition of charge and of moving
charge. In addition to using the dimensions of length and
these were defined in terms of one specifically electrical dimension
introduced to stand for the property of matter called charge.
Thus, the mathematical analogue of the atomic model deals with
the four dimensions symbolically reprcHcntcd by L, M, T, and
Q. The unit names introduced for these dimeirsions are for
length, the meter; for mass, the kilogram; for time, the second;
and for charge, the coulomb.

In order to examine the dimensional character of the field and
potential equations, these may be written in terms of the quanti-
ties involved insofar as those can ho tissigned. Quantities to
which dimonsions can be assigned in these etiualiouH are

(1)

— Q
PmV

From their definitions, it is easily verified that the vector opera-
tors which occur have the following dimensional ecjuivulonts:

div
]

L

curl

grad

1

L
1

L

(2)
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Since the field equations and the potential equations are analyti-

cally equivalent, it is evidently not necessary to examine the

dimensional characteristics of both. The relation between the

held vectors and the potentials is defined by

E = —grad 4> — A (3)

B = curl A
Consequently, their dimensional interdependence is simply

E « <f>/L (4)

B « A/L
Because of their symmetrical form the potential equations

(111.4.19,20) are more convenient than the field equations.

The three terms in each lead to the following quasi-dimensional

forms:
4)eo/vo Q/L*

r® eg

A ^ Q/TL^
L*

"

' “
~;;r

()

( )

The potential equation of continuity (III.4.17) has the dimen-

sional form
A ^ <t>€o/j^

L T
(6c)

In (5a, 5, c)
, ^, A, <a, and vc as yet cannot be written dimensionally.

From thoHO relations it is apparent, as was already evident

from the putontioi cciuations themselves, that (eo/i'o) has the

dimensions

«o

Va

lp3

T? (6)

This is the scpiarc of a reciprocal velocity that has been assi^ed

the symbol I'o. Thus,

«0 7'2 (7)

Upon substituting this dimoiisUmnl equivalent for (eo/ro) in (5)

and rearranging terms, it follows that

10
Ij

1 <2

A f
T

Co

Vo **
IQL
<t> 3’» (8)
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This is a set of three relations involving four quantities as yet

without dimensional equivalents. Since three lelations are not

sufficient to define four quantities, it is convenient for the present

to assign an independent dimension to the scalar potential 0.

Let its dimensional symbol be V, and its unit name the volt.

All purely electrical quantities can now be expressed in terms of

combinations of the four dimensions L, T, Q, V and the corre-

sponding units the meter, the second, tho coulomb, and the volt.

In most electrical problems, the use of the fundamental dimen-
sions L, T, and Q and the auxiliary dimension V leads to simple

and useful dimensional forms.

Proceeding to a consideration of the force equation (II.12.5), it

follows from (4) that

E B VT
L* (9)

Accordingly, the electromagnetic force F has the following

dimensions and units:

p fa
coulomb-volts

L meter (10)

The mechanical equivalent of electricity A, is defined by the
force equation. Dimensionally, it must be

Fm MLT~* newtons
F QVL~^ coulomb-volts per meter ‘ ^

. ML*T~* mechanical joules
* *** QV couloml)-volts

Here the numerator has the dimension of mcchani(ui.l energy, tho
denominator that of electromagnetic energy.

If in the relations (11) and (12), V is treated an a fifth inde-
pendent dimension, A, is a dimensional constant. 1 1« numerical
value is the ratio between mechanical and clo(d.rical force or
mechamcal and electrical energy functions; it must be dolicr-

mined experimentally and treated as a fimdiimontal constant.®

1 1 newton = 1 mechanical joule/metor = force to awielcraie 1 kilogriiin
one meter/second/second.

• This is the system adopted by Mio, "Kloktrodynanuk, Ilnndbuch dor
Experimentalphysik,” Vol. XI/1.
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On the other hand, if y is used as an auxiliary dimension it may
be expressed in terms of the four fundamental dimensions L,

r, JIf
,
and Q. This is readily done (following method 2 described

in section 1 of this Appendix) by assigning a dimensionless

numerical value of unity to the constant A*.* In this case the

fimdamental dimensions of V are given by

V MU
QU (13)

and the unit of V, the volt, may be defined directly or indirectly

in terms of the kilogram, meter, second, and coulomb.

Unit Nomsjnclatiteb

Coulomb/second IS equivalent to Ampere

Coulomb-volt joulof

Coulomb-volt/second \

Ampere-volt
|

Joulo/seconcl J

wattf

Coulomb/volt farad

Volti-second/coulomb \

Volt/ampcro /
olim

C<)uloni])/volt-Hecon<l 1

Ampore/volt >

1/olim j

mho or siemens

Volt^wwond /sciuare ineU'r 1

Pramaxw(;il/wpiare nicWr J

fpragauBsf of

Iweber/m* t

Volt-Hocond/coulornb/second
^

Vollr-H(«*.<)n(l /ampcTo I

Praniaxwcll/amp(*ro I

W(^bor/amporo J

henry

lliiH iH (loiK^ ill Uio rnUoiiiilisswl i>ractical systiim usod in this text,

t Note that th« unit nani(« joule and watt may bo taken to bo purely

electrical in the Huino way an tho oalorio and the calorio/B®c<^ud are purely

thcirnial. Tho n^lation of the olwitrioal joule to tlie mechanical joule, or

erff X 10^1 is th(ui oontainod in tho inoohanical equivalent of electricity

If, HH in tho praoiituil Hystom uH(ul in this text, A a is set equal to 1, mechanical

and olootrioal joules aro identical.

^
wober

" 10** maxwell; praRauHS 10* gauss.
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V-S. Electromagnetic Units and Constants.—^The

formulation of the electromagnetic model outlined in the preced-

ing two sections involves the selection of a fundamental electrical

dimension Q for electric charge and an auxiliary electrical dimen-
sion V for the scalar potential. The practical unit of charge the

coulomb and the practical unit of potential the volt must be
specified in terms of one of the three methods outlined in V-1 .

If both Q and V are treated as independent dimensions (Mie),

the coulomb and the volt may be defined directly in terms of

pointer-reading aixalogues of quantities related to Q and V in

specially devised and easily and accurately reproduced experi-

ments. The most convenient method from the experimental
point of view involves the definition of the coulomb (e.g., in

terms of the elecrrolysis of silver) and the definition of the volt-

second per coulomb or ohm in terms of a standard resistance

(such as a suitable column of mercury). The units so defined

are the international coulomb and the international volt. With
Q and 7 thus defined, further experiments must be pcrfoiined to
determine numerical values for the fimdamcntal constants vo

and 60 (and for the mechanical equivalent of electricity A, if this is

not set equal to one).

In the practical system of units used in this text, the coulomb
but not the volt is treated as an independent unit. In this

system, the dimensionless value of unity is assigned to the
mechanical equivalent of electricity Ae, so that any (‘xporiment
performed to determine A, may be used to define the product QV
in mechanical joules (which are here identical with electrical

j oules) . Similarly, the experiment defining VT/Q in terms of the
standard ohm may be used to define’ the ratio V/Q. With the
coulomb-volt and the volt per coulomb uniciuely specified, two
equations in two unknowns are available to define the coulomb
and the volt in terms of the ohm and the mechanical joule and,
hence, in terms of the meter, kilogi'am, ohm, and second. The
fundamental constants vo and 6o are determined experinumtally,
and from them the characteristic velocity Vo = y/vo/eo and the
characteristic resistance fo = l/Vvnio may ho (ialculafed. Or,
Vo and one of vo and oo may be measured cxperimontullj'’.

Based upon the definition of the international ((ouloinb and
volt, Mie^ has calculated the following as the best nunterical
values in the rationalized system:

1 “Electrodynamik,” Handbuch der Exporimentalphysik, Vol. XI/l, p. 484.
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eo = 0.8859 X 10“^^ farad/meter

Vo = 1/(1.25598 X 10“*) meter/henxy

Vo => y/vo/eo = 2.9979 X 10® meters/second

— 3 X 10® meters/second

A, = 1.00043 mechanical joules/electrical joule

AJAt = 4.1842 electrical joiiles/calorie

In the rationalized practical system, sli^tly different values

obtain because Ae is by definition unity so that the product QV
is slightly changed. The values are

60 = 10V47r!jJ = 0.8854 X 10^'^ farad/meter

Vo = l/(4flr X 10“’) = 1/(1.257 X 10“*) meter/henry

»o = Vvo/eo = 2.9979 X 10* meters/second

* 3 X 10® meters/second

to — I/'n/roeo = 376.7 ohms

.
Ae = l

Aq/Ac = Aq = 4.180 joules/calorie

Homo wnitora^ using tho practical system fed that, if the ohm
is established as a fundamental unit, resistance should be intro-

duced with a symbol R in all dimensional formulas instead of Q.

TIuwever, i-csistiuico is not a fundamental concept as is electric

cluu-ge, un<l its use along wdth M, L, and T leads to intricate

(linumsional rorinuhis such as

Q « \AP^LR-^^T-y^\, y « {JlfMLlJWJMS}

SiiKHt (limensieiiiil analysis in no way requires that the dimensions

of (‘xp(M-iin(Mitally convenient fundamental units be used in

preference? to theorotieally more fundamental quantities, it is

in any vtm'! elesirablo to retain Q rather than 22 os a fourth funda-

m(?ntal dimension and V os an often convenient auxiliary dimen-

sion. Kractional powers do not appear in the simple dimensional

formuliis using Q or Q and V. The accompanying table of

dimensions is written in terms of Q and V. Whenever required,

tin? relation (V-2. 1.3) that expresses V in terms of Af, L, T,

n,nd Q may be introduced.

'riu? priudical system of units described above and used

througlioiit this k?xt is not tho only system in common use.

Although ()th(?r systems may have certain advantages in exclu-

'(!. K. M. Jaunomy and A. 8. Lurosuoair, “M.E.S. Unita and
,I)iincnHU>nH.”
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sivdy theoretical work, especially for those who are accustomed

to them, only the practical system has the unique and comr

peXling characteriBiic that it alone is eniirdy adequate for hoHh

fheoreticdl and experimendl work, so that confusing conversion

tables are not required. One system is always simpler than two

when, as in applied physics and engineering, theory and experi-

ment must work in close cooperation. It is the responsibility

of writers using systems other than the practical to convert their

results to the practical system or at least to provide adequate

conversion tables.
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Index of Symbols'
The following representation applies in general. Real scalars

are in italic or Greek type; complex scalars in bold-faced italic

or bold-faced Greek type. Real vectors are in gothic; complex

vectors in bold-faced gothic. For example, if a real vector is

fixed in direction but varies periodically in amplitude it is written

Aixut = A cos (coi + 0) = real part {Am = = Ae^"*}

A unit vector is written A, so that A = AA. If the vector is

complex, A = AA = If a real scalar varies periodically

in amplitude,

==
<l> cos («< + ^) = real part

In listing voc^tor (luaniitios that may bo constant or vary periodi-

cally in time, the four synil>oLs A, A, A, A are given in this order.

A is a (jonstant v(i<'.tor or (he directed real amplitude of a vector

that is iixed in direction but varying periodically in time; A is

the scalar inagnitudo of A. A is the directed complex amplitude

of a vector that is fixed in direction but varying periodically in

time; A is the complex Hc.alar inagnitudo of A; A is the real scalar

magnii.ude of A. Hold-faced Greek lettorn mtk accent are used

as unit vcM'.tors in cylindrical and x)olar coordinates, c.(7., ©. No
c.onfusion can arise wiih complex scalai-s since a unit vector is

necuwsiirily r(»al and only unit vcctoi’s arc accented.

^ Vi^rtor oixTiiiiors Unit an^ Huinni:iri9;c<l in Appcnidix I arc not included.

A fttw ayinbols us<m1 for special purposes in a limited way arc omitted.
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Index of Symbols

Symbol Name Units

A,A,A,

4

Vector potential volt-second

meter
164

A, Mechanical equivalent

of electricity

mechanical joule

electrical joule
== 1 (dimen-

sionless)

126

Mechanical equivalent

of heat

joule

calorie

181

a Radius of cylindrical

conductor

meter 81

4 Unit vector 161

Fundamental magnetic I

vector
volt-second

square meter

weber

s(,iuarc meter

1)6

b Radius of circular con-

denser
; inner radius of

tubular conductor
; etc.

meter 351;

308

C,c,c,c Typical vector 163

Co Static capacitance of a

condenser

farad 383

e Capacitance per unit

length of line

farad

meter
470

Co Static capacitance of

condenser per unit

thickness of dielectric

farad

meter
382

d^,d,d Auxiliary electric vec-

tor

coulomb

square meter

JOl)

D Directivity dimensionless 208
d. Skin depth meter 210
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hmxx car Sthbouj.—(ConUmud)

Page

where
Symbol Name Units first

de-

fined

E^,E,E Fundamental electrio volt 96

vector meter

E*,E%E*,E* Externally maintained volt 154
electric field meter

E or E Elliptic integral of sec-

ond kind
446

e Electric charge coulomb 10

e Base of natural loga- 1O1 146
rithm

EW Electromagnetic force newton 126

EufFj^,Fu,Fm Mechanical force newton 126

f
1

Frequency hertz

cycle

second

m Function dimensionless 208

9 Lpakogo conductance mho 476
per unit length of

line

meter

g(fi) Function dimensionless 208

Auxiliary magnetic vec- ampere 109

tor meter

Ilankel function; or 329
Bessel function of

third kind and order n

h Half-length of antenna motor 81

bII Fundamental ratio in dimensionless 207

simple media (power

factor in dielectric)
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Index of Symbols.—(Continued)

Page
where

Symbol Name Units first

de-

fined

K, = Fundamental ratio in dimensionless 207

simple media with

time lags in magneti-

zation

V

I,

I

Total current in a con- ampere 83

ductor

Volume density of cur- ampere 43

rent squai'e meter

Volume density of con- ampere 64

vection current or of

moving free charge

square meter

Volume density of mag- ampere 62

netization current square meter

lpylp|ip|Zp Volume density of po- ampere 77

larization current square meter

i Index of summation 11

Jn{x) Bessel function of first 328

kind and order n •

Imaginary unit 195

3 Index of summation 10

K General conduction 1 210

parameter ohm
mho
siemens

K A constant

Elliptic integral of first

kind

445

k Surface density of po- coulomb 37

larization meter
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Ikdix ov StuBOis.—(Continuedi

Symbol Name Units

Page
vrhere

first

de-

fined

k Index of summation 42

ki2jki2 Coefficient of coupling 410

Complex factor 1

meter

215,

323

L Dimensional symbol for

length

5

L{ External self-induct-

ance of circuit 1

henry 418

L\ Internal self-induct-

ance of circuit 1

henry 429

Lit Mutual inductance of

circuit 1 duo to cir-

cuit 2

henry 419

W Surface density of cur-

rent

ampere

meter

45

Surface density of cur-

nmt (free charge)

ampere

meter

89

1 Inductance per unit

length of tranainis-

sion line

henry

meter

475

I'o JOxternal inductance

pi^r unit length of

transniissiou lino

henry

meter

473

1‘ Internal inductance per

unit hmgth of.trans-

iniHsion lino

lienry

meter

475

n lnt(u'nal inductance per

unit length

henry

meter

347

Volume density of mag-

netization

ampere

meter

51
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Imsik or SniBoia.

—

(Contimted)

Symbol Name Units

Page

where

first

de-

fined

M Maes kilogram 130

M Dimensional symbol for

mass
5

Magnetization of circu-

lating charges; mag-
netic moment

ampere-meter* 50

m Mass kilogram 10

N,N Generalized index of

refraction

dimensionless 207

1^ Unit normal 65

Nn(.x) Neumann function or

Bessel function of sec-

ond kind and order n

328

N,

n
Real index of refraction

Integer

dimensionless 207

A Unit external nonnal 25

P,P,P,P Volume density of po-

larization

coulomb

square meter

21

PiP.P.^ Polarization of group of

charges; electric mo-
ment

coulomb-meter IQ

Q,Q Total charge coulomb 84

Q Dimensional symbol for

charge
5

Q Thermal energy func-

tion

1

calorie 181

9,9 Charge per unit length

or radial width
coulomb

meter

83
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iin>i!Z ov Symbols.

—

{Cotaiwued)

Symbol Name
1

Units

Page

(There

first

de-

fined

R Vector from ori^n in

spherical coordinates

meter

Spherical coordinate meter

22 Distance from an ele-

ment of volume to

. any point

meter 225

Rii Total resistance of cm-

cuit 1

ohm 409

Bn Distance between two
points in circuit 1

meter 407

RI Total external resist-

ance of circuit 1

ohm 409

R* Total internal resist-

ance of circuit 1

ohm
1

409

Rii Mutual resistance of

circuit 1 due to cir-

cuit 2

ohm 409

22is Distance between a

point in circuit 1 and

a point in circuit 2

meter 407

K External or radiation

resistance referred to

h

ohm 296

K External or radiation

resistance referred to

h

ohm 296

Ro* D.c. resistance ohm 384

R* Surface resistance ohm 349
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Indus of Symbols.

—

{Continued)

Symbol Name Units

Page

where

first

de-

fined

r Vector from origin in

cylindrical coordinates

meter

r Cylindrical coordinate meter

ro D.c. resistance per

unit length

ohm
meter

347

r‘ Internal resistance per

unit length

ohm 346

s,s,s,s Poynting vector watts

square meter

187

8 Surface, area square meter 114

s Space vector meter

8 Distance; contour meter 115

T.rj.r Electromagnetic torciuo newton-meters 12C

T,T Electromagnetic enci'gy

transfer function

watt 181

T Dimensional symbol

for time

5

T, Thermal energy trans-

fer function

caloric

square meter

181

T, Period second 218

Tb Time of relaxation second 147

t Time second 73

U Electromagnetic energy

function

joule 180

V, Electric energy func-

tion

joule 189

Um Magnetic energy func-

tion

joule 189
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Index op Symbols.

—

(Continued)

Symbol Name Units

Page
(There

first

de-

fined

U,C^.U,17 Modified polarization

potential

ampere 216

u,u,u,u

A

u

Nonrandom velocity

of free charges

Unit vector in direc-

tion of u coordinate

meter

second

43

V Dimensional symbol for

scalar potential

97

V,V Scalar potential differ-

ence

volt 468

v,v Impressed driving po-

tential difference

volt 406

Induced voltage volt 411

\f,vy,v Modified magnetization

potential

volt 216

A

V

Velocity
‘ '

Unit vector in direc-

tion of V coordinate

meter

Hocond

42

Characteristic velocity

in simple medium
meter

second

208

Vo Characteristic velocity

ill free space

meter

second
112

V. Real pliase velocity in

a HLtnple medium

meter

second

207

W Moelianical energy
function

joule 181

W,^K,W,W^ V(ic.lor potential differ-

erice

volt-Bccond

meter
468
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Index ot Stubols.—{Continued)

Symbol Name Units

Pag
whei
first

de-
fine

w Width, thickness

Unit vector in direc-

tion of w coordinate

meter 367

Xu Sdf-reactaace of cir-

cuit 1

ohm 409

Xi External self-reactance

of circuit 1

ohm 409

xi Internal self-reactance

of circuit 1

ohm 409

^12 Mutual reactance of cir-

cuit 1 due to circuit 2

ohm 409

x> Surface reactance I

ohm 349
X Vector in direction of

positive X axis

meter

X Cartesian coordinate meter

Xi Internal reactance per ohm
340

unit length meter

y,y,y,y Magnetization potential volt-second 174
y Vector in direction of

positive y axis

meter

y Cartesian coordinate meter

y,y Admittance per unit

length

mho
meter

210

Polarization potential

or Hertzian vector

volt-meter 174

Zc^Zc Characteristic imped-
ance

olim 217

^Ilf^11 Self-impedance of cir-

cuit 1

ohm 408

External self-imped-

ance of circuit 1

ohm 408
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Insidc of Stubou.—(.Continued)

Symbol Name ' Units

Page

where

first

de-

fined

ZIA Internal self-impedance

of circuit 1

ohm 408

Zl2i^l2 Mutual impedance in

circuit 1 due to cir-

cuit 2

ohm 408

Z'^ Surface impedance ohm 349

z Vector in direction of

positive 2 axis

meter

z Cartesian coordinate meter

z*,z'ps^,z* Internal, external im- ohm 346,

pedance per unit

length

meter 473

Greek Symbols

at (alpha) Attenuation constant of neper 207

simple medium meter

(beta) Phase constant
1

meter
207

|8o Phase constant of free radian
197

space meter

0. Real phase constant of radian 207

simple medium meter

7,T (gumma) Propagation constant
1

meter
215

5 (delta) ThickncHH of surface meter 17

layer

6,e (epsilon) Absolute dielectric con- farad 139,

stant of simple me- meter 200

dium
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Index of Symbols.

—

(Continued)

Symbol Name Units

Page

where

first

de-

fined

Absolute effective di-

electric constant

farad

meter

201

Co Fundamental electric

constant (dielectric

constant of space)

farad

meter
98

CrjCf Relative dielectric con-

stant of simple luedium

dimensionless 139,

199

Real and imaginary

parts in Cr = e' — ji'J

dimensionless 199

f,c (zeta) Charactcnstic imped-

ance

ohm 204

f- lOJTectivc charactcristi c

impedance in a simple

medium

olun 208

ro CJharacteristic resist-

ance

ohm 112

77,n (eta) Siu'face density of

eliai’ge

coulomb

S(|ua.re meter

17

f^urface density of

eliarge (Migagcd in

nonrandom jnotion

coulomb

square meter

45

Surface density of free

charge

(M)ulomb

S(iua.re meler

35

fi,n lessen liid surface char-

actcrisl ie of charge

coiiloml)

S(|ua.r(j inebn*

34

Msseiitiid surface char-

act(a-isli(i of moving
charge

coulomb

S(iua.r(^ mei.er

81

0 (theta)
A

0
Tolar (".oordinaio

Unit vector

radian, dc^gree
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iMDsx: or Stubols.—(Contmved)

Symbol Name
1

Units

Page
Inhere

first

de-

fined

e

4

e

Cylindrical coordinate;

phase angle

Unit vector

radian, degree

* Xo (lambda) Wave length in space meter 250

X. Wave length in a sim-

ple medium
meter 256

Mitf (mu) Absolute permeability henry 139,

of simple medium meter 203

MO Absolute permeability

of space

henry

meter

98

MnVr Relaiive permeability

of simple medium
dimensionless 139

v,y (nu) Absolute reluctivity or meter 139,

absolute diamagnetic

constant of simple

medium

henry 200

Vo Fundtunental magnetic

constant (reluctivity

of space, tliamagnctic

constant of space)

meter

henry

98

Vr,Vr R(‘.lativ(i reluctivity, or

iHflativo diamagnetic

(M)nstant of simple

medium

dimensionless 139,

199

/ //
Kx^al and imaginary

l)iii*ts of Vr = y' — jV/

dimonsionless 199

(xi) Dielectric, fjwtor farad

meter
203

P,e (rho) Volume ileiisity of

charge

coulomb

cubic meter

12
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Indus of Symbols.—(Continued)

Symbol Name ’ Units

Page

where

first

de-

fined

PjQ Volume density of

charge engaged in

nonrandom motion

coulomb

cubic meter
43

P/)9/ Volume density of free

charge

coulomb

cubic meter
28

Essential voxume char-

acteristic of charge

coulomb
.

cubic meter
28

PmyiPni>jQmV,9>nV Essential volume char-

acteristic of moving

charge

coulomb

cubic meter
76

B,<r (sigma) Surface square meter 25

(r,d Conductivity mho [136,

199]

Real effective conduc-

tivity

mho 201

Real apd imaginary

parts in d = <r' — jV"

mho 199

T (tau) Volume cubic meter 10

$ (pM) Polar coordinate radian

Phase function for

transmission line

Unit vector

meter 477

Scalar potential volt 163
Externally maintained

.driving potential

volt 405

X, (chi) Extinction coefficient dimensionless 207

XiX Electric susceptibility dimensionless 136

XntfKfn Magnetic susceptibility dimensionless 136

(psi) Scalar function ampere 216

M Scalar function voltr-second

meter

211

* Angle radian, degree

a (omoga) Angular velocity radian

second
147



Problems
Problems preceded by an asterisk may be omitted by technical students

not interested in more advanced mathematics. All other problems should

be solved.

Chapter I

1. With the aid of schematic diagrams^ describe the orientation and
distribution of simple dipoles in the following bodies. It is assumed that

only neutral bound-charge groups Jire present which may be represented by
equivalent simple dipoles when they arc distorted. In each case, a suitable

e3ctornal force is presupposed. The values of P assume a subdivision into

volume cells only, a is a constant.

a. A eubo of side S placed with its center at the origin of coordinates

and in which P ^ ^ ax; Py « P* « 0.

5

.

A cylinder of height h and radius h in which P » or.

(rs - a;* + yK)

c. A sphere of radius B in which P « oR. (22® « + p* + «*.)

‘ d. What arc iho valiioH of p and y in each cose?

2. Ix^t the mode of subdivision in Ffoblcm 1 be changed into one using

both volume and surface cells so chosen that P « 0. Calculate p and 17 for

the three cases a, b, and c in Problem 1. Vsq the fuTidamcntal definition of

diwrgcncc,

3. AHHunm the ionospliore to consist of a Layer of electrons of uniform
density which begins abruptly at a hoight hi aiul ends at a height ht above
the earth. Show how such a layer can l)e rtipwisoiitcul maUiomaticaJly in

terms of a volume density of poiarizution and a surface density of charge.

(Tlio lntt(»r need bo defined only at the upper boundary.)

4. Obtain the (ixprcHsion for div A given in Appendix I for cylindrical

coordinates by din»ct ovaluation fnini tho fuiuhuncntiil definition.

6. Ue^peat Pn)bl(un 4 for spherical coordliiateH.

6- ( ^alc.idalK*. div P iming Uia appropnate coordinate form of ili,e divergence

for oa<*h of tl^(^ threo valiKW of P given in Probhun 1.

7. A long cylimlrical antenna of radius a hivs, at a givoiiyinsttuit, a charge

diHiril)ution givcui by p « 0, ^ = ((j/2ira) sin fiz. P « 0. Hero q and P are

indt^pendent of 2. I'lie ends <»f tho aiiUmna are at Ps « ±ip/2. Express

the tdiarge dist.ribution in terms of p and P alone. Show schematic diagrams

for the two n'pnwujbitions. (Nc^gleet the small o.inuilar end surfaces.)

8. Tho electrosbitio properties of a liomogenooiis sphere of radius a

under tho action of a syininctrieal exl^ornal force can bo described by the

following volume <lenHity fumstions using a subdivision into volume cells

only. P « 6R//2; p “• 10/22. Describe tho same body in terms of p and 17

567
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alone using an appropriately changed mode of siibdivisLon. Which repre-

sentation is to be preferred on the basis of simplicity? Of physical

plausibility?

*9. Derive the formula for at least ono coinpoiuMil^of curl A in cylindrical

coordinates using the fundamental definition of the curl.

•10. llepeat Problem 9 for spherical eoordiiiatcw.

11. Derive the formula for at least one coinpoiiout of curl A in Cartesian,

cylindrical, and spherical coordinates using the tiliornativo definition of the

curl in terms of its component normal to a sui*faco.

12. A section of a long cylindrical region of radius r is characterized in the

steady state by the following densities using a siil>division into volume cells

only. M = —40; i 4t/r. Calculate the essential densities piUv and IJIIv-

X^teimme i and I for a subdi'^ion into voliinio and surface cells such that

M B 0. (Consider only the cylindrical surface in caUnihitiiig 1.) Show
the directions of motion of tho charg<vj and the orientation of the density

vectors for both reprosentatLons by means of eroHS-sectionol . sketches.

Which representation is to bo preferred? Why?
18. A cylindrical bar of iron is complfitcdy cliaracterissod electrically by

M a Here ilfj is a constant and i is fi unit v(Mttor along the axis of

the bar. Describe an equivalent r(q)re^entat.ion in whhdi M >=: 0, using

other density functions and a dilTercnt mode of sulxlivision.

14. A hoop of flat copper lying in tint /*, 6 plains lias a small thickness d,

a width to, and a moan radius It. It is oharaiderized (u>ini)l(d.ely by a surface

density of current lo cos at do fined for both inner and outer surfaces of width

to. Consider a ropresonlation on tindy in ti^rms of ThcMMpuvalcnce in

representation is to be valid only as oliserv'od fnim poin(.s oulmk tho volume

bounded by tlio hoop. That is, Ms may lut defiiuMi at ail points in tliis flat

volume as well as in the c<»pp<T. Disc.iiss t.Iu! (diarar.ti‘rization of a loop

antenna of n turns oacli carrying a current / in tm-iiis <,)f an equivalent

magnetic sholl, t.e., in terms of M,.

16. A long cylindrical aiitcmna of radius a and with axis parallel to sis

characterized approximately by p = 0; ^ = (q/2ira) sin fiz (X)h <U; p^vo « 0;

p^Vu *= N cos jSzsin at; “= 0. Here q, K, and finri'. iiKhqxMidcmt of zaiidj.

The ends of the antenna are at = d 7r/2. I hdermiiu^ p^. Discuss a
representation in terms of (a) rj and i; (/>) tjj p, nnd (r) P aloiu!; from tho

mathematical and physicMil points of vumv. (N(>gle(d. the small end Hiirfacos.)

16. Tho total current in a cylimlrienl diode of great IcMigtli li compared

with tlie small radius h of the anode is given approximately by tho constant

radial current

I, = 1-1.7 X

^ero Sp is tho constant ])late voltage. Obtain an ('xpn'ssion for tho essen-

tial density pi^ in tho inUTfdi^etnxle hp:mm>. Ih'ovo that p is constant in

time. Discuss the intorpnitation of p^ in terms of i, M, P.

Chapter II

1. Write tho boundary condit.ions in Kliort.Iiand ami in expanded form

for the E vector and the B vector at the boiindaricw Ixd.wceu two regions.
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. Region 1 is a good conductor described in te^;nis of i;/, i/, and M;
region 2 is space.

. Regions 1 and 2 aro both dielectrics described in terms of different

values of P.

c. Regions 1 and 2 arc both simply polarizing dielectrics characterized

by dilTerunt dielectric constants.

d, Rc^^ion 1 is a perfwt c<JiHluctor described in terms of ri; and I/;

region 2 is a simply polarizing but imperfect dielectric described in

terms of a dielectric constant 17/ and i/.

2. Prove that the fi(jld eciuations are cojisistent with the principle of

conservation of (doc^tric cliargo us forinnhited in the equation of continuity.

3. A very long coaxial cables consistH of a Boli<l inner conductor of radius a

and of an outer conductor of inner radius hi and outer radius ha. The cable

is parallel to the 2 a.xis. The space Ixitwecni the two conductors is evacuated.

The inner condin^tor is chaniciorizcvl hy a unifoim density u; the outer

conductor hy a iinifenn density — such that the total current in the inner

and oiit.er conductors aro the same in magnitude. Determine the B field

and the H fic^ld for all radii from zom to points completely oufcside the cable

in terms of the t.otal curnmt in the inner conductor. Write the boundary
conditions in coonlituHv form at ea-cli iKiumlary.

4s. OehManitut t he eiTisd. on the B thdd and on the H field in Problem 3 if

the nKuliuni IxdAveim t he ixmdmdors is characterized by a volume density of

inagmd.ization ( —M) that is pro()<»rtional to B in magnitude and that is (a) in

t he same <lirection as B Idhimiignet ie iiiedium; use v\)(vr — 1 ) with I'r > 1 as

the proiKM'tionaliiy <xnist.ant|; {h) in the opposite direction [paramagnetic

medium; use I'obv — l)withi'r < 1 as the pi*oporti(>nality factor].

6. Th(^ iinuT conductor of a cable like that in Pro))l(MtL 3 is characterized

by a uniform surfaix^ dmisity of <*hargo 17; the inner surface of the outer con-

<lucb)r by a uniform surface density —17' such that Uk‘, tiotal charge per unit

length is thc^ same in imignitmlo on the out er and inner c()n(liict.<jrs. Detoiv

iniiui the E li(‘ld and Mk^ D Ih'hl For all radii fnun zim’o to points completely

outside tint cabht in t(‘nns of ilu^ total charge ]>cr unit Imigth on the inner

conductor. Write tin*, boumlary eoinlitious in coordinalc form at each

boundary.

6. lh*i(Tminc the on tin; E fudd and on tho D fhdd in Problem 5 if

the medium between tln^ two (M>ti<iu(d.orH is (diaracterized by a volume

ilensity of polnriznt ion P that in proportional to E and in tho same direction

(dhdeclric. mcdiuni). Us(j tjtr — I ) as tln^ proportionality factor.

7. Obtain «*in expnsssion giving direction and magnitude of the force per

unit l(Miglh on <>.'icli of two iiilinitidy long parnlhd conductors each with a

total axial current / if the currents are

a. In tint same dirccthin.

ft. In oppesit<' <lirerliiniM.

Tlu^ dislanci* h l»etw<'en <*ciilers is large comiianxl with tln^ radii of the con-

ductors. Tsc lb(‘ Ampcnv-Msixwell theorem of eircuitatioa ami the appro-

priate form of tin* general expressi<ui for chsd roinagnetie force.

8. An extremely long (assuim^ iiiliiiitely long) transmission lino consists

of two parallel wires in airiaich of radius 1. mm. siqiaratcd a distance of 5 ein.
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between centers. The two wires cany direct currents in opposite directions

;

the current in wire 1 is 2 amp., that in wire 2 is 1 amp. Beginning with

the integral form of the field equations and showing all steps, determine

numerical values with correct practical units of the B vector at a distance of

3 cm. from wire 2 and 4 cm. from wire 1 in a cross-sec-

tional plane. Show a diagram with directions of cur-

rents and field vector indicated.

9. Beginning with the general definition for electro-

magnetic force and showing all steps, determine the

force per unit length acting on one of the wires in

Problem 8. Assume the current concentrated at the

asds for this purpose. Show a diagram with directionB

of current, field, and force.

I 10. The magnitude of the quantity ^(E,ds) around

the small rectangle of wire in the figure is determined by
measurement to be 4 volte. What is the magnitude of

the alternating current I opposite the center of the

loop? The frequency is 10 megahertz (megacycles/

second).

11 . Two spherical pith balls are charged electrostat-

ically so that one has a total surface charge Qj, the other

a total surface charge Qs* The halls are separated a

distance Ro between centers, and the charge is uni-

formly distributed over the surfaciw, t he interior is un-

charged; assume the pith balls to bo perfect noncon-

ductors so that no redistribution of charge occurs. Prove t.hat (Coulomb’s

law Fs =" Qi0s/4irAiiJj is true for the balls if diatanc(is an^ measured between
centers. Use Gauss’s theorem and the general exprt’tssion for electrostatic

force.

12. The icy plane is the boundary between a good (but not perfect) con-

ductor (region 1) and a perfect dielectric (region 2). lOach is a simple

medium with 6r, vr, and <r assumed known.

a. Write the defining relation for E and B in ca(di region and at the

boundary tn approprialelg specialized forum,

h. Assume that the E vector has only an x coiuponent, the B vector

only a y component (i.c., Ey = Ea = Ha = Ha “ 0). Specialize

a according to these conditions, and show that botli E and B satisfy

equations of the form

^ ^ in the conduch)r
oz* at

Express v and K in terms of approi)riate puramot.crs and constants.

Obtain the specialized boundary conditions,

c. Assuming E and B to bo determined from the solutions of the

equations subject to tlie boundary conditions in 6, writK? down
expressions for p, 17, P; i, I, —M in terms of E and B. If any are

Pnosnsic 10,
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zero, state why. For those that are not zero, state what mode of

subdivision is implicit.

18. Determine whether salt water <r — 4 (1/ohm-meter), er « 80 may
be assumed to be a good conductor at / >» 60 hertz, / — 6 kilohertz, / » 6
megahertz, / » 6,000 megahertz. Assume a good conductor to satiky the

condition (r/a>e ^100.
14. Determine the upper frequency limit for which each of the following

may be considered to be a good conductor as defined by tr/tat ^ 100: copper,

distUled water, dry earth, moist earth.

Chapter HI

*1. Show that the electromagnetic force defined by II.12.5 may be
expanded into

F - jT |pE + [i,B])dr + + [l,B]}<ir H- jf (P,V)E dr + jf (M,V)B dr

+

1

[^Bldr

*2. Show that the electromagnetio torque defined by II. 12.6 may be
expanded into

T - ( lt,vEW + I [r,[i,B]]A- + [r,[l,B]]d.r

+ [r.(P,V^)Eldr + [r,(M,V)]B dr + [r,lP,B]]dr + jT [P,E]dr

+ jT [M,B]dr

Do this by showing that

|P,EWt + j [r,(P,V)E]dr - - [r,E] cliv P dr + [r,E](n,P)(lr

^ [M,BWr + ^
[r,(M,V)B]dT - ^ [r,[ourlM,Bl](ir - [r,[[n,M],B]ldB-

This is inoHt (fasily acconiplishod in rectangular coordinates, using the

formiilaH for <liv </>C and curl ^ to permit application of the (hvergence

theonnti and tlie curl thoorein to each component.

8. 'riie analysis of the motion of electrons in a plane diode (assumed

infiniU) in extent) begins with the relations

d£,

(ix

“ 0 ;

r I ^‘^1
Jx ^ ^x'Ux T «0

Tlio ol(Md.ro<leH lio in the yz piano at z » 0 and z — h. gai is the total charge

in an infinite sli<;o of unit thickness at z; Mx Is the mass of this charge; Ux is

its nonrandom velocity; a« its nonrandom acceleration. Obtain the above

relations from t.he field and force equations. Justify the statement that Jm
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is not a function of distance; show that Jg, is equal to the total conduction

current Ic entering the cathode from the connected circuit
;
show that le » Ip.

4. Proceeding from the relations in Problem* 3, show first that

, dE,”
‘“"dF

where

dEx dEx dx dEx

“3r
“

"di* dt^ dt

then show that

detx

dt mea

where e is the charge, m the moss of an electron. (Note that dE^/dt is the

variation in time of Ex at a fixed value of x; dEx/dt tlio variation in time of

Ex experienced by the moving charge.)

6. Show that if it is assumed that

where C is a constant and the third derivative with respect to the

time of a function the ineiln nonrandom acceleration v(docity

and displacement x of tho slice of charge qx are

a. « C(t-tr) +^"(0 - 4>"(tA -hfle

=* - uy + <^'(0 - - (t - te)<l>''itr) + (^ - lc)ag + Ug

a - iC(t - teV + ^(0 - 4>(tc) - « - tcW(,Q - at - lc)W'itr)

+ l(i - tt,yar + 0 - irhtc

The initial conditions arc assumed to be ax Or, Ux « Vr af. f.he cathode at

fc B 0 at time t = tc. The subscript c refers to tlic catliodc^

6. Specialize the general forinulas in Problem 5 to t he stat ionary state

to obtain (oa,)o, (axlo, Xq. 'The subscript 0 n^fcTS to stationary sUite.

7. Verify the following expression for the potential dilVcreiu'c het.wwui

the electrodes of tho diode at a; =« 0 and x h in ihv. stat.iomiry state for tho

special c^so of such small emission froiti the eathode that elTcct of space

charge is negligible so that terms in C and Ur arc negligible.

F. - ^ - g (H„)‘ - - g
whore T ^tp ^ (?^/,)oand (ap)o are stationary-states values of m, and ax at

tho plate (x « &), and r/m = —1.70 X 10“ coulomhs/kilograin. (Note^ that

in the integration of Ex with n^spoet to Xj t is a constant..) Show t hat this

is equivalent to tho dynamical eciuation for a positives (diarge qx of mass JIfx.

qA<f>P - ^c) - IMxiul - 7/5)

Show that tho transit time T ^ ip -- U
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8. Derive Child’s law for the stationary state in a plane diode by assum-

ing complete space charge” with zero initial velocity and accderation

(oe — 0, txo 0) in the expressions obtained in Problem 6.

, -v/rz
% -'o “ 96® ^ 2m

Kero /o is tho total d.c. conduction current. Show that the transit time is

J that obtained in Problem 7 with no space charge.

*9. Show that the scalar potential in tho stationary state, viz,.

1

47reo

is equivalent to

0 - 1

4t€0

*10. Show that the vector potential in the stationary state, taz.,

is (squivalent to

A- 1

4ir»'o {/rS

,JLHi'
47rv,a \Jt R

*'+/J

dr' 4-

dtr' 4-

11. Show wliy he = Ce/toee may be more nearly independent of frequency

in a (lutl<M^tric than o’e.

12. ( alcuhit o ilu% ratio Ih « o-. /we,., the extinction coefficient, tho attenua-

tion coiiHtaiit, th(* real iinh^x of refraction, the real phase constant, and the

r<‘al phases v(*lo(Mty in (a) copper, (b) salt water, (c) dry earth, assuming no

tiin<‘ lagH in (H)n(luc.f ioti or polarization at the following froquoucies :/ - 1,000

lu^rt /i, 1 inegahcrU, 1,000 megahertz.

13. {a) J)(4in(^ a g<M)d conductor at a frequency of COO megahertz. (&)

Delim^ a gcwxl di(‘le<'tric at the sjinie frequency.

14. Ov«»r what range of frcciiKMicicH is moist earth (a) a good conductor;

0>) a goo<l <lich‘ctric. (N<‘gh*ct tinu^ lags in polarization and conduction.)

16. 'ria* elT(M*.l.iv(^ av<a’ag(^ ri^lative <lioleetrjc constant for tho intcrelec-

trodo Hpa(^(' of a cyliinlri<*al diodo is 0.02.

a. I)<^l.(*rniin<t tla^ avc^rage volume doiiHity of charge of tho electrons

and t he average? nuinlxT of olecti-ons pe?r unit volume at a frequency

of UK) in(?gaherl.z.

h. If an eepiivalcnt model iisliig a flieloctric between tlic electrodes

could h(i <?onsiriicl.(?(l to linvc a rolativo dielectric constant

i;,.r « 0.02, would tla^ “dipoles” have to arrange themsolvos to

in<?r<?aH(i or d(?cr(?aHe tho cioclric field?

1

Chapter IV

1. C^arry out t.h<? sl-epH to obtain tho scalar and vector potential due to a

Hertzian dipole given by (IV.12.0) and (IV.12.13).

2. Proe.ec'ding from

E —grad <f>
— i«A

B s" curl A
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derive the general fonniilas (IV.12.17) and (IV.12.18) for the oleotromagnetio

field of a Hertzian dipole.

3. Show that the electric field in the far zone of a Hertzian dipole is pro-

portional to sin 0. Plot the so-called “vortical” field pattern in a polar

plot and in a rectangular plot.
^

4. The leading term in the distribution of current along a thin center-

driven cylindrical antenna of half-length h « X/4 and with center at a 0 is

/, =s Jo COB fioZ

a. Use this distribution function to determine the complex amplitudes

A, E, and B in the far zone in free space.

h. Also obtain expressions for the instantaneous values of these

vectors with all phases referred to the input current /o.

c. Show that the dependence of E and B in the far zone upon the polar

coordinate 6 measured from the axis of the antenna is the so-called

vertical field factor given by

Plot this as a function of 6, and compare it with the “vortical” pattern of

the Hertzian dipole. Explain the practical value of the field pattern from

the point of view of a receiving antenna (placed i)arallel to E) in which the

induced voltage across the load is proportional to E.

6. The axial distribution of current in a c<mt(^r-drivon antonna of half-

length h that satisfies the condition < < 1 is given approximately by

The axis of the antenna coincides with the z axis of a coordinate system;

its center and driving point is at z *= 0.

. Use this distribution function to dcicriuinc A, E, and B in the far

zone.

. Determine and plot tho “vertical” field pattern.

6. Using (IV.12.10) for tho vector potential of a Hertzian dipole, deter-

mine the following, showing all steps:

a. The raditUion function K®(()) for the far-zoiie ficdd
;
plot this func-

tion in a polar and in a rectangidar plot.

h, Tho Poynting vector in the fur zone.

c. The radiation resistance /i*.

d. Tho absolute dire<?tivity /).

Why is it unnecessary to specify a reference current by Huit-able subscripts in

/C»(e) and 72«?

7. Using the formula (Problem 4a)
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for the vector potentinl in the far zone of an infinitely thin center-driven

antenna of half-length h, dotorminc

a. The radiation function Kl(Q).

h. The radiation resistance Rl
c. The absolute directivity D,

(In evaluating JKS the integral

2.438

is obtained. The function ZRxh tabulated in Volume U.)

8. Determine in Problem 5
a. The radiation function.

b. The radiation resistance referred to input current.

c. The absolute directivity of the antenna.

d. What must bo the input current if the antenna is to radiate 100

watts at a frequency of 1 megahertz when it is 0.2 of a wave length

in half-length?

9. A brojiclcast antenna is erected vertically over moist earth. Its

length is 2 of a wave length; the frequency is 1.5 megahertz. Measurements
are to bo made at (50 megahertz on a small-scale model. What must be the

length of tlu^ model and the dielectric constant and conductivity of the earth

over whid v ii. is erected? Is tliia physically realizable

?

10.

A Mo-calhd Abniham dipole is the upper half of a Hertzian dipole

omct(‘.d vcTlJeally on a pt^rfectly condu(*.tLng Imlf-space. Determine its

vector iM)tcuitial, elec^troinagnetic field, nuliation function, and radiation

resistance, and compare with those of the Hertzian dipole.

Chapter V

1. (•ahmlato and plot to appropriate scales the cross-scctional distribu-

tion of current in a No. 18 copper wire of radius a « 0.51 mm. at the follow-

ing frequendoH:

a. f ^ (K) hertz.

b. f ^ 1.5 megahertz.

c. / *= 3,(X)0 megahertz.

2. (Calculate t he internal rosistanco and reactance a?* per unit length

for No. 18 copper wire of rmlhis a « 0.51 min. at the following frequencies.

Calculate the inh^nal inductance I* per unit length at GO hertz only.

a. J = GO hertz.

h. J == 1 50 megahertz.

c. / = 3,()(K) niogalK^rtz.

3. < -aleiilatct ilu^ internal resistance r* and reactance x*f per loop unit

length of a eoaxial cable eonsiHting of a silvered cx>ppor inner conductor of

No. 20 wire (radius « 0.4lHi mm.), (o- for silver = 6.14 X 10’ 1/ohm-

incttcr) and a tliiiincd eoppor outer conductor (inner radius » 0.265 cm.),

(<r for tin « 0.87 X 10’ 1/ohm-moter)

Use / » 3,000 megahertz.
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4. Calculate the intemal resistance and reactance per loop unit length

of a ooa3dal cable made entirely of copper. The inner conductor is No. 12

wire (radius 0.103 cm.); the outer conductor has an inner radius of 0.38 cm.

(a for copper is 6.8 X lO’' 1/ohm-meter.) Use/ 150 megaherts.

6.

a. Calculate the thickness of copper at which tho amplitude of the

electric field tangent to a plane boundary is reduced to 1 per cent of the

value at the boundary for 1 megahertz and for 1,000 megahertz. Use
<r » 6.80 X 10^ 1/ohm-meter.

h. Eepeat for aluminum with <r = 3.54 X lO’^ 1/ohm-meter.

c. Repeat for sheet steel with <r =* 1.0 X lO’^ 1/ohm-metor and with
Vr “ 10“* (iUr = 10*).

6. a. Calculate the depth below the earth’s surface at which tho ampli-

tude of the current densdty is reduced to 1/c of its value at tho surface.

Use O'* = 6 X 10“* 1/ohm-meter, « 4, >^r - 1 for dry earth at 10

megahertz.

6. Repeat for wet earth with a* = 3 X 10”* 1 /ohm-motor, » 10,

Vr “ 1 .

c. Repeat for salt water using tr^ =» 4.3 1 /ohm-meter, 6«r “ 80,

Vr - 1.

7. Calculate the fraction of the total current above the depth at which
the current density is 1/c of the value at the siirfaco.

8. Determine tho skin depth and the surface impedance of

a. Salt water at 60 megahertz.

b. Brass at 3,000 megahertz.

c. Copper at 3,000 megahertz.

(2. Silver at 10,000 megahertz.

9. Compare the internal inipediinco per unit huigtli of tho copper wire

in Problem V-1 with tluit of a dielectric rod with a nnirorin surface layer of

copper 0.01 mm. thick if tho outer radius is the sniue tis tho copper wire.

Use the same froquoncies as in lVo])loiii V-1.

10.

Oaloulate the ratio of the electric? field just outHi<l(? and just inside an
infinitely long aluminum tube of wall tiriekiiesH 2 inin. and ra<liuH 8 cm. at

(a) 1.5 megahertz; (&) 3,000 inegabort.z.

11\ How thick must an iron tube be in or<l(»r to server .*w an <dTtMitive Hhicsld

at 60 hertz? (Use Pr “ 0.001 for iron.)

12. Calculate the intemal impodanec p<?r loop uioler of a coaxial lino made
of copper operated at 3,000 mc^gahertz. T\n\ inner eondm'tor luus a radius

0.406 mm., the outer conductor an inner radiii.s of 0.25 1 em. and a wall

thickness of 1 mm.
18. Calculate tho internal roae.ianco of a eireular <M>nd(Mis(T of nuliuH 2 cm.

and plate separation 1 lu. at 300 kilohertz and 300 megahoriz.

Chapter VI

1. Calculate the impedance of a roe.Otngular looj) of Hides 1 motor by
2 meters made of No. 10 copper wire and <lriv(m af. a frcMpumey of 5 mega-

hertz. If the current in the loop is 5 amp., what. Ik the radiated ])o\vcr?

What is tho radiation cfKcicncy?

2. Repeat Problem 1 if the same wire forms a cindo instead of a rcctangb.
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8. Calculate the inductance of a helical coil of six turns with pitch equal

to one-half the radius of the coil which is 5 cm. The radius of the wire is

0.05 cm.

4. C^alculatc the resistance and the inductance per unit length of a two-

wiro line forming the tank circuit of an U. H. F. oscillator. It is made of

brass tubes \ in. in diameter and separated a distance of } in. between
centers. It oscillates at a frequency of 300 megahertz.

6.

Calculate the impedance of a circular loop of wire 20 cm. in diameter

in the presence of a completely closed identical loop, coaxial with it but at a

distance of 10 (^m. along the axis. The first loop is driven by a slice gen-

erator at 50 megahertz. Both loops are made of copper wire of radius 1 mm.
What power is radiated if a current of 1 amp. is in the driven loop?

6. A square loop is constructed of a single turn of heavy copper wire

(radius 1 mm.; o- -= 6.8 X lO'' mho/meter). The square has sides 1 meter
long. It is driven at the center of one side by a generator operated at

10 megahertz maintaining a potential difference of 1,000 volts r.m.s.

At a distance of 100 km. from the driven loop is an identical receiving

loop but with a load of 1,000 ohms pure resistance connected at the center

of one side instead of a generator. The two loops are in the same piano

witli parallel pairs of sides. Assume that they are isolated from all else.

a. Dc^icirmine the impedance seen by the generator in the driven loop

an<l the eurrent in the loop.

h. What, power and what fraction of the total power is radiated?

c. Determine the magnitude of the current in and potential difference

acn)HB the load in the receiving loop. {llirU: Note ami verify that

ca<di loo]) is sudieiently small that qiiasi-noar-zoue formul is may be
uh(mI for self-iinpi^dances. For mutual impedance, go iertil for-

mulas but with /(«) » 1 arc required. In evaluating Zia; note that

with as large tis it is, four of the eight Integrals obtained are

practically equal and op])OMito in pairs, and in the other four

may lx? taken out from under the sign os sensibly con-

stant. l)ec.a\is(^ fiu» is small.)

7. Dejx^at I’roblcin (1 if t h<^ c<MJt.er of each loop is 2.5 m. above a perfectly

conduct in,; lialf-spacit ami the phim^s of the loop are porpondicular to tho

conducting surfiu'e.

8. H.<'p(^at IVoblcin 7 if Iho ])laneH of tho loo])S are parallel to the con-

ducting ]>lan<\

*9. InvcHtigale tlx^ inqxMlancn of an cf|uilaieral triangle of wircj driven

at one ap(‘x if I lu^ conditions for tins quasi-near zone apply.

10. A resonant sec^tion of two-wire lino t(irmiiiated in wire bridges for

which “ tiab/2 (yvlxTo 6 » 1 cm. is tho distance between centers of

win‘s) is It) <'in. long. It is <lriven at a frequency of 3,000 mogabertz. Tho
maximum (uirnMit in tln^ line is 0.4 amp. What power is radiated if tho

currents in tlx^ two wires arc equal and oi)positci? Assume the nulius a of

th(^ win^ sat isfi<‘H a® < < 6*. Itcpcat for distances between centers of wires

of 0.5 and 2 cm.
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Abraham, M., 109

Abraham dipolo, 310

radiation resistance of, 811

Action, by contact, 489jf.

retarded,

Axnp6ro, A. M., 106, 491, 492

Ampere (unit of current), 44

Ampere’s law, 265

Analogue, mathematical, 1, 2

theoretical, 527ff.

Analogy, between field vectors,

lOOiT.

botwc^oii steady and static states,

71

tabic, 72, 97, 104, 141, 167

Antenna, ciirnmt ])elew vertical, 361

field in terms of putoutials, 176

Antircsonnno^ in <‘.ondensor, 391jf.

condition for, 393, 394

curves showing, 398, 399

Aristotle, 490

AttcMiuiit ion, in goo<l conductors, 209
in poor eonductors, 209

in simple media, 207

Atom, 5

Averages, tinns, 7

13

B-voctor, boundary conditions for,

103-105, III, 112, 160, 161,

197, 204

definition, 05

dcrivat-ioji of boundary conditions,

9i)ir.

13<scker, U., 109

I3ei function, 335

Ilei' function, 343

Beil function, 343

Ber function, 835

Ber' function, 343

Beri function, 343

Bessel equation, 324

Bess^ functions, of first kind (see J)

of second kind (see N)
of third kind (see H)
tables, 519^.

Biot, J. P., 491

Biot and Savart formula, 265

Books, list of, 539^.

Boundary conditions, B-vector, 103-

106, 111, 112, 160, 161, 197, 204

current, 80

cylindrical conductor, 32^.
derivation of,

D-voctor, 111, 112

E-vector, 103-105, 111, 112, 160,

151, 197, 204

H-vector, 111, 112

nonconductors, 151

perfect conductors, 150

potential functions, 167j(f.

simple media, 138, 140, 151

0

Capacitance, distributed, of coil, 465

of four-wire line, 487

of two-wiro lino, 476

static, definition, 377, 383

Ciurson, J. B., 441

Cavendish, H., 491

Coll, interior, 10

surface, 13

volume, 10

Characteristics, essential, static

state, surface, 34, 38

volume, 24, 38
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Characteristics, essential, steady

state, surface, 67

volume, 64

unsteady state, surface, 81

volume, 77

Charge, 5, 6

bound, 0

conservation of, 6, 74, 83

density of, surface, 13, 17, 34

volume, 10, 12, 28

distribution, in coil, 465

in condenser, 373jf., 375, 400
free, 9

fundamental concept, 5

magnetic, 108

mutual interaction, 2, 6

surface, on conductor, 83, 84
Circuitation, 8-veotor, 124

E-veotor, 123^.

H-vector, 119jf.

Circulation, microscopic, 41

Circulation-orientation, 46, 47
Circuit, electric (see Electric circuit)

Circuit elements, lumped, 461/.

unrestricted, 413/
Clausius, R., 492

Coaxial lino, intomal impedance of,

359/
Coefficients, generalized, for simple

media, 207/
Complex notation, 195/
Condenser, capacitance of, 377, 383

charge, 369, 373/, 400

circular, 367/
current, 368, 372, 375, 377/, 400
electric field in, 371

equations for, 370

impedance of, 383

antircHOiiimt, 391/
curves for, 398, 399

low frequonc.y, 386

numerical example, 396

resonant, 391/
magnetic field in, 372

parallel circuit for, 383
series circuit for, 387, 389

Conductor, definition of, in electro-

statics, 9, 141, 142

Conductor, definition of, in general,

145/
in steady state, 145
in unsteady state, 149

Conduction parameter, 210
Conduction response, instantaneous,

144

time big in, 148, 149
Conductivity, 136

complex, 199

effective, real, 201, 397
negative, 153

tables, 525-526

Conservation of oloctric charge,

74, 76, 79, 80
Conservatives system, 180
Constant, fundamental electric, 95,

98

fundamental magnetic, 95, 98
Constimta, electromagnetic, 536/

niimerieal valiusu, 537
of materials, tables, 525/
universal, 96

Constitutive reflations, in negative
conductor, 154

in simple medium, 136, 199
Continuity of electric charge, equa-

tion of, 74, 70
comi)lex, 198

cylimlric.nl conductor, 83
Hiirfacuf, 79, 80

Continuity of poUfiitials, equation
of, 1()6

complex, 198

simple media, 173

and Iltflmlioltz in1.(fgralB, 233/
theonfin of, 237

CV)ordinat(fH, eurvilimfar, 212, 497/
Coulomb, (1. A., 10(), 491
Coulomb (unit), 12

Coulomb’s law, 265
Cou])l(ul eireuils, (fquations for w,

411/
equations for two, ^08
integral (fcpiations for, -107

Coupling, coeflieient, complex, *110

Curl of a v(setor, 62

component form, 65/
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Curl of a vector, coordinate form,

Cartesum, 62, 503

curvilinear, 501, 503

cylindrical, 503

rectangular, 02, 503

spherical, 503

spheroidal, 507

surface, 69

Curl [A,B1, 509

Curl curl, 508

Curl grad, 508

Curl theorem, 114

Curl 509

Current, axial, total, 83, 341j(f.

in antenna, 241

antiresonant, in condenser, 400^.

in circuit, integral equation for,

406

in coil, 463

in condenser, 368, 375, 877j(f.,

400jy.

conduction, 41

convection, 41

in cylindrical conductor, 83, 334j7.

density, distribution of, in cylin-

drictil conductor, 339, 340

distribution function for two-

wiro line, 478

displacement, 122

distribution, independence of axial

and transverse^, 403

in loop,

inagiu^tic, lOS

iimgneti/iHtion, >11, 64

in plaint bttlow antenna, 361

qiiasi-surfaito, 349

radial, in condenser, 368, 375,

377/., 400/.

rttHonant, in <tond(‘ns<tr, 400/.

surface (Utnsit.y of, 44

in tornis of magnetization don-

Hity, SK/.

in tctrins of polarization density,

in transmission lino, two-wire, 477

in tub(t, 350/.

voluino density of, 42

Cylindrical conductor, boundaiy
conditions, 324/.

continuity, equation of, for, 83

current in, 83, 33^., 839, 340

electromagnetio Md of, 268

Helmholtz integrals of, 241

potentials due to, 241

D
D-vector, analogy with B-vector, 109

analogy with H-veotor, 109

boundary conditions for, 111, 112

definition, 109

d’Alembert, equation of, 163/, 166

in simple media, 171/, 172, 173

Damping constant, 207, 209

Deflection, of meto, 1, 2

Del, Lapladan operator, 165

Density, of charge, surface, 18, 17,

84

volume, 10, 12, 28

of current, surface, 44, 45, 70

volume, 42, 48, 64

of magnetization, surface, 70

volume, 51

of mass, 10, 12

of polarization, surface, 36

volume, 21

Derivative, directional, 161, 509

Diamagnetic constant, absolute, 189

complex, 199, 200

relative, 139

Diamagnetic medium, 111

boundary conditions for, 111

Dielectric, definition of, 9

Dielectric constant, absolute, 139

complex, 199, 200

offoctive, real, 201

for ionosphere, 203

of liquids, substitution method
for, 416/

relative, 139, 201

complex, 199, 200

effective, real, 201

of space, 96

numerical value, 98

tables, 525, 526

Dielectric factor, complex, 203
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Dielectric medium, boundary con-

ditions for, 111

Differential operators, 508

Dimensions, electrical, 527^.

of electromagnetic quantities,

moff,

fundaments, 530, 532

of operators, 530

tables of, 5^, 535

Dipole, Abraham, 310, 311

antenna (prob. 4), 564

electric, or doublet, 19

equivSent, for unit length of con-

ductor, 85 •

Hertzian, 275/.

Directional derivative, 161, 509

Directivity, absolute, of antenna, 298

of Hertzian dipole, 299

Discontmuities at boundaries, 104

Discontinuity, of B-vector, 103, 104

of D-vector, 111, 112

of E-vector, 103, 104

of H-vector, 111, 112

Displacement, electric. 111

(See also D-vcctor)

Dissipation, in metal plate, 366/.

Distortion-orientation, 15

Distribution of dipoles eciuivSont

for current, 86/., 277

Distribution function, in conven-

tional circuit, 418

for current in antenna (prob. 4),

564

in quasi-conventionS circuit, 422

in two-wire lino, 422

in unrestricted circuit, 408

Div, coordinate forms, Cartesian,

27,503

cylindrical, 503

curvilinear, 500

rectangular, 27, 503

spherical, 503

spheroids, 507

definition, 27

Div curl, 75, 508

Div grad, 508

Div IA,B], 509

Divergence of a vector, definition, 27

Divergence of a vector, surface, 33
theorem, 113, 114

Double layer, 36

Double operations on vectors, 508

E

E-vector, boundary, conditions, 103
definition of, 95, 96

Eddington, A. S., 496

Elastance, static, definition, 377

Elastivity of space, 98

Electric circuit theory, generS for-

mulation, 402/
Electric circuits, conventions, 41S/.

general, 402/
near zone, 418/
quasi-conventionS, 421/
quasi-ncar-zonc, 421/

Electric constant, univorsS, 98

Electric D-voctor (soc D-vector)

Electric E field, on cylindricS con-

ductor, 345

imprcsH(S, 152/
intrinsic, 152/

(See also Fi<4d, electromagnetic)

Electric E-vo(d.or (see E-vector)

Electric type fi(4d in curvilinear

coordinates, 21 1/
Electricity, (•.onservation of, 74

(See also (V>ntinuity of Se&-
tric charge)

mochanic^al (HpiivSent of, 181

Elcctroiinigiiutic energy functions,

181/
transfer func.tion, 181, 186

Eloctroniagn(^t.ie field, of coinploto

system, 273

in di(dccf.rie of (•.ondoiiscr, 367/
of incolnpl(^t(^ systoni, 273

ElectroniagiK^t.ie vectors, 95, 96

complex, 106

Eloctroinagnotic waves, 256/, 261,

262

in far or wave zone, 266

plane, 283

polariztul, 284/
in simple nuKiia, 287/
spherics, 280
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Electron, 5

dynamical equation of, 130

valence, 9

ELeotrostatic field, doQnition, 264

Ellipsoid, equations for, 504

Elliptic integrals, first kind, 445

second kind, 445

series for, 447

Energy, in circuit with battery, 189

concept of, l7SJf.

density, 191

dimensions of, 188, 532, 535

electric, in simple media, 189

in spa(*e, 188

time rate of change of, 187

dcctroniagnctic, 181

functions, complex, 218j7-

in simple media, 189

in space, 188

kinetic, 170

level, 8

loctalissation of, in space, 185

magiKitic, in simph! media, ISO

in space, 1 88

time rat(^ <»f change of, 187

mechanical, 181

potential, ISO

rotation of, al)out charge<l magnet,

103

storag(^ of, in space, 1 85, 191

sulmtanct^, 180

thermal, 181

time avt*rag(s <*h»ctric, 222

magnetic, 222

tinier rate of (diunge of, ISO

total, of a K,VHl<nn, ISO

transfer, a<?n)HH closed surface, 191

function, for antegiia, 3(K)^.

ehudi'omagnctict, 181

thermal, ISL

acrf)HH part of a <dos(Ml surface,

101

Equation, of eont.inuiiy (see Con-
tinuity, (H|uatiou of)

dynamh^al, 12S/.

Equations, field, 02/., 00

Maxw<dl-lx)njntz, 92/., 96

673

Equilibrium, in negative conductor,

153

in steady drift, 144

Equipotential surface, 162

for two-wire lino, fi^pire, 438
Equivalent, mechanical, of elec-

tricity, 127, 181, 532, 637
of heat, 181, 537

Ethor, electromagnetic, 93

action in, 492/.

nonesdstonco of, 495
strain, 102

Euler, L., 491

P

fih) function, definition, 208, 510

tables for, 511/.

Par zone, 265

Phrad (unit of capacitance), 98

Paraduy, M., 93, 123, 492, 493

Faraday’s law of circuitation, 123

Eerromagiictic medium, 112

boundary conditions for, 112

Field, electric typo, 176, 214/.

olectromaguetic, of antenna, 268/.

gcmcral, 90/., 250/., 259, 260

of Hertzian dipole, 277

induction or near zone, 202-264

radial, in far zone of antenna,

27^.
radiation or far zone, 263, 266

elcc.tn>Btatic., 204

integral forma of, 113/., 124, 125

in iiouc.ouductoi'H, 151

ns poMt.ulat.<H4, 104/.

Field, induction ornear zone, 262-264

local, 07

magnetics typo, 176, 214/.

xnagnd.ostatie, 264

quasi-statioiuiry, 264

radiation or far zone, 263, 266

scalar, definition of, 02

tlieorcini defining vector, 96

transvt^rso electric, 215

electromagnetic, 218

magnetic, 215

vectora, auxiliary, 109
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Field, vectors, critical discussion of,

109/.

definition of, 92

fundamental, 96

Field equations, complex, 197, 200,

204

in conductors, 150

critical discussion of, 107

history of, 493/.

in simple media, 140, 204

in stationary state, 97

at surface, 103

in terms of D- and H-vectors, 111

transformations of, 155/.

Fitzgerald vector, 174/.

complex, 198, 205

Flux of a vector, outward normal, 25

Flux density, magnetic (j&ee Mag-
netic vector)

Force, electromagnetic, 125/., 127

equation, 182

frictional, in conductor, 143

mechanical, 126, 179

on one kind of charge, 129

Formulation of electromagnetism,

based on field equations, 104/.

traditional, 106

Fourier equation, 323

Frank, N. H., 109

Free-charge model, representation

in terms of bound-charge model,

151

Frenkel, J., 110

G

gQC) function, definition, 208

formula of, 510

table for, 511/.

Gauss, K. F., 491, 492

Gauss's theorem, for B-vcctor, 125

for E- and D-vectors, 115

Generator, slice or point, 154

Grad, * coordinate forms of, Car-

tesian, 169, 503

curvilinear, 498

cylindrical, 503

rectangular, 159, 503

Grad, coordinate forms of, spherical,

503

spheroidal, 506

definition, 158

of a scalar field, 156

Grad div, 508

Grad 0^, 509

Grassmann, H., 492

Green, G., 491

Green's theorem, 161

symmetrical, 162

H

H-vector, boundary conditions for,

111
,
112

definition of, 109

Ho(«(x), J/o<*>(x), 329, 363

forms for large and snuoU argu-

ments, 329, 330

Honkcl function [see

lU^Kx)]
Harnwcll, G. P., 110

Heat, mccliani(‘.a1 (Miuivolont of, 181

Heaviside, 0., 403

Helmholtz tlu^onun, 163

Helmlioltz’s iolognilH, 232

for a cylindrical conductor, 241

derivation, 224/.

for quam-Htal ionary ntato, 238, 239

Henry (unit of induclance), 98, 533

Hertz, II., 493

Hertzian dipole, 275

field of, 277, 278

Hertzian poUuitial, 174/.

coinph^x, 198

ill simple iruMlia, 205

Hertzian vector («cc Hertzian poten-

tial)

Historical ret rospc^ct, 489/.

Huygens, (^., 191

Hyperboloid, of one shoot, equation

of, 604

of two sheets, 504

I

Imago fields, 305/
Images, mothud off 305/
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Impedance, characteristic, dectrio

typo, 217

of four-wiro lino, 487

magnetic typo, 217

of simple media, complex, 204
real, 208

of space, 112

of two-wiro lino, 477

of eondenser, in quasi-convonr

tionol circuit, 45^.
driving point, 410

internal, of eo^ixial line, 350ff.

of condoiiHCT, curves for typical

cases, 308, 399

oquivahmt parallel circuit,

381ir.

equivalent series circuit,

3S7ff,

of conducting tube, 350/.

per unit U^ngth of cylindrical

conductor, 3*17, 348

of (»ach wire of <^loHely flpnc(?d

lino, 441

mutual, of coaxial rings, 441/.

dcfiniti<»n, for conventional cir-

cuits, 418

for gcm^ral circuilfl, 408, 409
for quasi-coiivcntional cir-

cuits, 420

self-, of circular ring, 4*17/.

leading term of, I IS

numerical cxnniph^, 4*19

definition, for conventional ciiv

cuits, 418

for g(m(*rnl cinmils, 408

of h(4wial coil, *150/

of rectangle of wire, 427/.

numericiil example, 430

Hurra(*(‘, 348/.

terminal, for two-wire line, 431/.

lmpr(^HH(td field in (4e(^tric circuit,

40*1

Induclam^e, exl<Tnal, in conven-

tional eirtMiiis, 413/.

p<T unit lengf.li of two-wire lino,

473, 474

of liclieai eoil, 453

Inductance, external, comparison
with circle and rectan^e, 456

numerical example, 454/.
of long, closely wound coil, 466/.
mutual, of coaxial rings, 446

contour integral for, 419
in conventional circuits, 419

of roctonglo, 429

self-, contour integral formula, 419
surface integral formula, 420

of squaro, 430
of straight wire, 433

per unit length of two-wire line,

432, 440

Induction field, 262

magnetic {see B-vcctor)

Induction zone, 263

Integral field equations, 113/.

Integral theorems, 113/
Intensity, electric (see E-veotor)

miignctic {see H-voctor)

Intennediate zone, 267

Internal impedance {see Impedance,

intomal)

Interpolation, in defining densitios,

12

J

or magnitude and
arg\iinont [see il/o(y), ^oCl/)]

B(^ri(W for, 335

tablet of, 523

or Ji{fly) magnitude and
argument [sec Mi{y), Oi{y)]

wries for, 343

table of, 524

Jo{x)j ciir\"c of, 375

limiting fornm for largo and small

arguments, 328, 320, 519

scri<ts for, 328

table of, 519

X Ju{x), curve for, 376

xJqM . -

2

/iCa), curve of, 375

limiting forms for large and small

argilmcnis, 341, 342, 520
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Ji{x\ aeries for, 341

table of, 520

a/i(®), curve for, 375

Jauncey, Q. E. M., 537

Kelvin, Lord (W. Thomson), 492

Eirchlioff, Q., 491

L

Langsdorf, A. S., 537

Laplace, P. S., 491

Laplace's equation, 163J^., 167

solution of two dimensional, 437jf.

Laplacian operator, 165, 508

coordinate forms of, Cartesian,

503

curvilinear, 601

cylindrical, 503

rectangular, 503

for scalar, 165, 508

spherical, 503

spheroidal, 507

for vector, 165, 508

Lens, H. F. E., 491

Long line equations, 477

Loop, current in, 88

field of, in terms of magnetization

potential, 177

magnetic shell, equivalent, 91

representation of, in terms of

magnetization, 88jf.

Loose coupling, definition of, 410

Lorentz, H. A., 3, 95, 96, 492, 493
Lorentz, L., 492

Lumped constants, 461

M

Mo(v), curve, 336

definition, 336

table, 523

Mi(y), curve, 336

definition, 343

table, 524

Magnetic B-vector, boundary con-

ditions for, 103^105, 111, 112,

150, 151, 197, 204

definition of, 95

Magnetic charge, density of, 108

Magnetic constant, universal, 98

Magnetic current, density of, 108

Magnetic field (see Field, dectro-

magnetic)

Magnetic H-vector, boundary con-

ditions, 111, 112

definition of, 109

Magnetic type field in curvilinear

coordinates,

Magnetization, axis of, 51

definition, 51

equivalent, for loop, 91

potential, 174^^.

complex, 198

in simple media, 205

surface density of, 70

volume density of, 51

Magnetostatic field, 264

Mason, M., 96, 107, 110

Mass, volume density of, definition,

12

Maxwell, J. C., 3, 93, 95, 96, 113,

118, 146, 492, 493, 495

Maxwoll-Anip('^ro theorem of cir-

culation, 118

Maxwell-Tjorentz ociuations (see Field

cquatioTis)

Measured (pianiitien, definition of, 1

Models, physical and mathematical,

94

purpose of, 94

theory of, 310/7.

Molecule, 5

Moment, electric, 20

magnetic, 51

Motion, random, 7

Mutual impedance (see Impedance,

mutual)

N

Nq(x), limiting forms for large and

small arguments, 328, 329, 521
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Noix), series for, 328

table, 521

Niix)j definition, 352

limiting forms for large and small

arguments, 353, 522

table, 522

Nabla, vector operator, 160

Nabla squared, vector operator, 165
Neumann, E. F., 491

Neumann formula for mutual imped-
ance, 419

Neumann function (see N)
Newton, IsoiW, 490, 491

Newton^s law of gravitation, 528
Nomenclature, unit, 533

Nonconductor, and conductors,

141/.

definition of, in steady state, 144
in unsteacly state, 149

Nonconservative system, 180

0

Oersted, IT. C., 491

Ohm, O. S., 491

Ohm (unit of nwistiinee), 533
as fun(latnent>al dimension, 537

Olleiulorf, F., 457

Operational notation, 100

OpcsratioiiH on products, 509
Operators, (lilT(T(Uitial, in curvilinear

coordinates, 497/.

in splu^roitlal coordinates, 500,

507

table, 503

P

Paramagnetic tncdiuin, boundary
conditions for, 1 12

ParamettT, <!onHtitutiv<^, for current,

130

for magnetization, 130

for ]M)larization, 130

of two-wire lino, (hdinition of, 470
formula, 470

Periodic, time depc^ndcnce, 195/.

Pcrmanencii in natur(‘, 178

Permeability, absolute, 189
complex, 200

of free space, 96

numerical value, 98
relative, 139

complex, 199
Permitivity, definition of, 139

(See also Dielectric constant)
Pliase constant, in good conductors,

209

in poor conductors, 209
for simple media, real, 207

Phase factor, complex, in simple
media, 207

Phase function of termination of
two-wire line, 478

Phase velocity, real, in good con-
ductors, 209

in poor conductors, 209
in simplo media, 207, 280

Pointer reading, 1

Poisson*s equation, 163/., 166
integrals of, 238
in simple media, 172

Polarization, average, of atom, 20
axis of, 20

in conductor, vanishing of, 148
potentiid, 174/

complex, 198
in simple media, 205

surface density of, 36
volumo density of, 21

Postulate, fundamental, of conser-

vation of electric charge, 74
of oloctronuignotic force, 127
field equations as, 104

Potential, l^undiiry conditions for,

170, 171

in simplo medio, 173

near a conductor, 242/
due to cylindrical conductor, 241
electric scjvlar, 164

functions, aquations in simple

media, complex, 205
magnetic vector, 164

boundary conditions, 171

in simple media, 173

magnetization, 174/
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Potential, jwlarization, 174:jjf.

retarded, definition of, 24:6

for condnotor, 241

general integrals, 232

scalar, definition of, 162

vector, definition of, 163

waves of, 244Jf.

in simple media, 254j|f.

Pow'er equation, 181

reactive, 221

re^,221

in simple media, 190

in terms of potentials, 195

time-average, complex, 220

Power factor, in dielectrics, 201

Pointing, J. H., 493

Poynting's vector, complex, 221

definition, 187

Priestley, J., 491

Problems, 667jf.

Product, double, 508

scalar, 25, 507

vector, 48, 507

Propagation constant, electric type,

216

magnetic type, 216

Prommity efiect in two-wire line,

435/.

Q

Quantity of moving charge, 42

Quosi-stationary field, 264

Quasi-surface current, 349

U

Radiation of energy, 291/.

Radiation condition, 232

Radiation field, 262

of an antenna, 268/.

formula, 275

radial component, 272

and vector potential, 291/.

Radiation function, definition of, 295

of Hertzian dipole, 297

Radiation resistance {see Resistance,

radiation)

Radiation zone, 265

Ramo, S., 109

Random motion, acceleration of,

in imperfect conductor, 143

Rayleigh formula for resistance, 348

Hayleigh-C'arson reciprocal theorem,

311/.

statement of, 315

Reactance, self, of circuit, 409

Reciprocity in mutual impedance,

413

Refraction, generalized complex in-

dex of, 207

real ind(« of, 207

Reluctivity, absolute, 139

complex, 200

of free space, 96

relative, 139

complex, 199

RcprcHcuitiition of a part of con-

ductor by equivalent diimles, 86

Rcsistaiiee, d.c., per unit length, 347

external, definition of, 409

mutual, of coaxial rings, 446

radiation, definition of, 296

of Hertzian dipole, 297

self-radiation, of circuit, definition,

409

for four-win^ line, 488

for (puiHi-(*()nv(mt.ional circuits,

424, 425

for rectangle, 429

forsquarti, 430

of two-wire line, 478/.

formula, 4iS3-^8r)

Resonance, in condenser, 391

condition for, 392

curves showing, 398, 399

Rest position, statistical, 8

Retardctd action at a distance, 494

Rioman, B., 492

S

Savart, F., 491

Scalar function, magnetic typo, 211

Scalar point rum*tion, condition for a
vector to i)OflHOHS, 163

definition of, 102
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Scalar product, 507

ScholkunofT, S. A., 109

Self-iinpcdance (see Impodanco, self-)

Semiconductor, dofimtion of, in

steady state, 145

in unsteady state, 149

Shell, magnetic, for loop, 91

Shielding, electromagnetic, 357J7'.

Similitude, olec.tnxlynainical, ZliSff,

Simple media, 130/.

boundary conditions for, 140

field eejuations in, 140

thoorojn for, 206

Skilling, H. H., 109

Skin (l(^pth or thickness, 210, 348
eurv(^s for, 305

Skin efTe<'.t, in circular condenser,

367/
in conduciting plains 361/
in solid <\vlind<T, 331/
in tubular conductor, 350/

SlatiT, ,1. (%, 109

Solenoidal vi'ctor, 103

Spai'e, mat luMiiatical di^siTiption of,

92/
pliysic^al niod(*l of, 92

SphiToidal coonlinab's, OtM/
Standard, 2

State, ({uasi-stationary, Hclinlioltss’s

inti'grals for, 238/
stat ic, 5/
sbitiat i<*ally stationary, 7

shauly, 10

(apiilibriuMi in, M3
Stokes’s tlieorcni, 1 14

Stratton, ,1. ( 1 10

Subdivision, inod<^ of, For simple

tiKMlia, 137

Siirfaci^ (n|iiiplniHc, 219, 250

eipiipolentinl, 218

imp<‘danc(‘, 318/
resistaiKM* and n»actanc(^ curves

for, 3(»0

Susceptibility, electric, 130

eoinpli'x, 199

magnetic, 130

complex, 190

Svrnbols, 513/

T

TE field, 216

Telegraphist’s equations, 177
complex, in simple media, 205

TEM field, 218
Theorem, integral, 118/

reciprocal, 311/
Thermal energy function, 181
Thermal transfer function, 181
^0(2/) [arg Jo(/“*2/)], curves for, 336

definition, 336

table, 523

Hy) [arg curves for, 336
definition, ^3
table, 524

Time average of periodic function,

218/
Time lag, in current density, 148

in magnetization, 148

in polarization, 148

Time of relaxation, 146

in poriodii*. phenomena, 147

Time, Wiiirdi^d, 246

TM field, 215

Tonpie, electromagnetic, 126

definition of, 127

mechanical, 126

Transfer function, complex eloctro-

magu(d.ie, 222

Transmission line, 46(/
eipiationH, first order, 216
form of i>ot.(mtial eiiuations, 215/
four-wiix^ analysis of, 485/

parameU^rs of, 487

two-wire, differential equations

for imtentialH of, 468/
formulation of analysis of, 466/
p(^rf(^(^Uy conducting, 470/

Tube, current in, 350/

U

UniipionesH of solution, of Helm-
holtz's eepmtions, 232

Units, (electrical, 527/
eleittroinagmdic., 536/
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V

Van Vleok, J. H., 110

Vector, axial, 48, 49

electric D (see D-yector)

electric E (see E-vector)

foimulafl, 507ff.
magnetic B (see B-vector)

magnetic H (see H-vector)

point function, 22

polar, 19

potential, 163

condition for a vector to possess

a, 163

potential difference for two-wire

line, 47^.
product, 507

Velocity, characteristic, of space, 112

complex, in simple media, 204
mean drift, 42

phase, near conductor, 261

of spherical wave, 251

real phase, in simple media, 208,

256 « .

No\t (unit), 98, 533

Voltage in two-wire line, 477

W
Wave equation, 224

in oyUndrical coordinates, 321

solution of one dimonsional, 327
Wave front, definition of, 251

guide, equations for, 211jf.
length, definition, 2^, 251

in simple media, 256
Waves, electromagnetic, 256jf.

of potential, 244/.
in simple media, 25^.

Weaver, W., 96, 107, 110
Weber (unit), 98, 533
Weber, W,, 491, 492
Whmnery, J. R., 109
Work, mechanical, 179

2

Zone, far, definition of, 265
induction, definition of, 263
intermediate, 267
near, definition of, 263
near and far, numerical values

for, 268

radiation, definition of, 265
wave, definition of, 267




